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xvi xvi

to the Student
As you open this book
you may be asking 
yourself, “what possible impact could the Framers of the 
Constitution—long gone—have on my life in the twenty-
first century?” Why is learning about history important to 
the study of politics today? And how are the ideas of the 
Framers relevant for understanding modern political issues 
such as health care, immigration, and abortion rights? We 
believe that without knowing the history—the roots—of 
our government, we won’t understand how movements for 
political change—or reform—came to pass.

As students of the American political process, it can be 
challenging to identify what is really important and how 
government truly affects your lives. It is tempting to get 
caught up in key terms and definitions and miss the major 
themes that prevail—not only in the American political 
system, but also around the world.

People like you are still the cornerstone of the political 
process, something we may forget from time to time. But 
your vote counts, and executing your rights as a citizen of 
the United States by taking the time to vote is an impor-
tant facet of American life that has changed over time to 
include nearly all citizens, regardless of gender or race.

We hope that you will challenge prevailing notions 
about politics, ideas that suggest that government is 
bloated, inefficient, wasteful, and only for old people. We 
hope that you will come to see that politics can be a good 
thing, and that government is only able to represent the 
interests of those who actively pursue their own voice. To 
this end, we challenge you to identify the issues that affect 
your everyday lives—education, health care, the economy, 
just to name a few—and take every opportunity to make 
your voices heard. Just as the Framers’ decisions in crafting 
a constitution live on in American political institutions, 
every decision made by policy makers today will have a 
lasting impact on your lives tomorrow.
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to the instruCtor
I	 This country was founded with the express purpose of welcoming immi-

grants with open arms, providing safe haven from persecution in native 
lands. Could the Framers have foreseen tough immigration laws like those 
considered by the Court in Arizona v. United States (2012)?

I	 The Framers saw Congress as a body with limited powers. But modern 
members of Congress balance the roles of lawmaker, budgeter, and policy 
maker while also acting as representatives of their district, state, party, 
and sometimes their race, ethnicity, or gender. How does this affect their 
behavior?

I	 The Twenty-Sixth Amendment lowered the voting age to 18. Today, 
young people are becoming increasingly civically aware and engaged. 
Could the Framers ever have anticipated how demographic changes 
would affect public policy?

American Government: Roots and Reform provides students with a historical 
context for understanding modern-day events and legislation. By drawing 
on more than 250 years of the American political experience, the text aids 
instructors and students in making comparisons between past and present. 
In so doing, it helps students realize that some of the challenges we face in 
American politics today are not new—they are simply new to us. Further, it 
emphasizes that by learning from the experiences of our predecessors, we may 
be more able to address these problems efficiently and effectively.

As instructors of American government and politics, we are faced with 
an increasingly challenging dilemma—persuading students to invest in the 
American political system at a time when trust in government is at all-time 
lows, and disillusionment is the norm. But as we well know, this task is perhaps 
more important than ever. Our students live in a rapidly changing political 
landscape, in which both the identity of America and the role of the United 
States in the world are being dramatically challenged and altered. We explore 
issues that the Framers could never have envisioned and how the basic institu-
tions of governments have changed in responding to these new demands. 

Our philosophy remains the same as always—roots and reform. By 
providing students with information about the roots of government and by 
explaining why it is important, they come to understand how their participa-
tion influences policy reforms today. And we hope that students will come to 
see that politics can be, and most often is, a good thing.

New to This Update
While the content and pedagogy of this text stays true to its roots by con-
tinuing to provide clear, concise prose that receives high marks from students 
on readability and ease of comprehension, we strive to present a currency 
unparalleled by any other book on the market. American Government has been 
reformed to include fully updated examples, figures, and text that draw on 
experiences in American government that are relevant to students’ lives. 

I	 The entire book has been updated with examples and data from the 2014 
midterm election results as well as decisions from the 2013–2014 term 
of the Supreme Court.
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I	 Chapter 4 on Civil Liberties opens with a revised vignette that compares 
decisions from two recent Fourth Amendment cases: U.S. v. Jones (2012) 
and Riley v. California (2014). Other updates include the impact of the 
Burwell v. Hobby Lobby (2014) decision, as well as Edward Snowden’s leak 
of information related to NSA surveillance and data collection.

I	 Chapter 5 on Civil Rights begins with a new vignette that integrates 
the shooting of Michael Brown and subsequent protests in Ferguson, 
Missouri, with the evolution of civil rights in the U.S. Supreme Court 
updates in this chapter, include the 2013 rulings on California’s 
Proposition 8 and the Defense of Marriage Act, as well as the Court’s 
2014 refusal to hear appeals from lower courts questioning the constitu-
tionality of state bans on same-sex marriages.

I	 Chapter 6 on Congress includes the latest results from the midterm elec-
tions and discussion of recent shifts in congressional rules and roles in 
budgeting, lawmaking, and oversight.

I	 Chapter 12 on Elections and Voting begins with a new vignette drawn 
from the results of the 2014 midterm election. Updated coverage includes 
the 2013 Colorado recall election and up-to-date data throughout the 
chapter.

I	 Chapter 13 on The Campaign Process includes updated data on Super 
PAC spending during the midterm elections as well as coverage of 
McCutcheon v. FEC (2014) and what it means for campaign finance. 

I	 Chapter 18 on Foreign and Defense Policy has been updated to reflect 
President Obama’s use of military air power in Libya, Russia’s annexation 
of Crimea in the Ukraine, and the United States’ reengagement in Iraq 
against ISIS. 

I	 Take a Closer Look is a visual feature that includes targeted critical 
thinking questions that encourage readers to progressively engage in 
deeper understanding and analysis. These features take students beyond 
answering solely the “what” of the visual and help them to better focus on 
the “why.” 

I	 Explore Your World is a feature that includes a more comparative visual 
study of politics around the world, including up-to-date images and 
critical thinking questions that ask readers to examine some of the most 
commonly held assumptions about how American government does or 
should function in an increasingly globalized world.

I	 Photos capture major events from the last few years, of course, but to 
illustrate politics’ relevancy, they show political actors and processes 
as well as people affected by politics, creating a visual narrative that 
enhances rather than repeats the text. Also, qualitative literacy—the 
ability to analyze, interpret, synthesize, and apply visual information—
is essential to today’s world, so all of the figures and tables included in 
this edition facilite that skill.
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BREAK THROUGH
To learning reimagined

REVEL™  
Educational technology 
designed for the way today’s 
students read, think, and learn.
When students are engaged deeply, they learn more effectively and perform 
better in their courses. This simple fact inspired the creation of REVEL: an 
immersive learning experience designed for the way today’s students read, 
think, and learn. Built in collaboration with educators and students nation-
wide, REVEL is the newest, fully digital way to deliver respected Pearson 
content.

REVEL enlivens course content with media interactives and assessments —  
integrated directly within the authors’ narrative — that provide opportunities 
for students to read about and practice course material in tandem. This immer-
sive educational technology boosts student engagement, which leads to better 
understanding of concepts and improved performance throughout the course.

Learn more about REVEL
www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/

Features
Every chapter in this text uses history to serve three purposes: first, to show 
how institutions and processes have evolved to their present states; second, 
to provide some of the color that makes information memorable; and third, 
to provide students with a more thorough appreciation of the fact that our 
government was born amid burning issues of representation and power, issues 
that continue to smolder today. A richer historical texture helps to explain the 
present.

With roots and reform providing the foundation from which all topics 
and concepts in this book are discussed, the text is divided into four parts. Part 
I, Foundations of Government, covers the American Government’s Roots, 
Context, and Culture. Through a discussion of the Constitution, it consid-
ers those broad concepts associated with government in the United States: 
The Federal System, Civil Liberties, and Civil Rights. Part I sets the stage 
for the coverage in Part II, which introduces students to the Institutions of 
Government through its discussion of Congress, The Presidency, The Executive 
Branch and the Federal Bureaucracy, and The Judiciary. Political Behavior, Part 
III, delves into the ideas and processes that make democracy what it is: Public 
Opinion and Political Socialization, Political Parties, Elections and Voting, 
The Campaign Process, The News Media, and Interest Groups. Part IV, Public 
Policy, rounds out the coverage with detailed discussions of Domestic Policy, 
Economic Policy, and Foreign and Defense Policy. Coverage in these chapters 
makes use of the most current data and debates to frame discussions of health 
care, energy and the environment, education, and the United States’ role on 
the global political stage.

Each chapter also includes the following pedagogical features:
I	 Roots of and Toward Reform sections highlight the text’s emphasis on 

the importance of the history of American government, as well as the 
dynamic cycle of reassessment and reform that allows the United States 
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to continue to evolve. Every chapter begins with a “Roots of ” section that 
gives a historical overview of the topic at hand, and ends with a “Toward 
Reform” section devoted to a particularly contentious aspect of the topic 
being discussed. 

I	 The Living Constitution reflects the authors’ emphasis on the origins 
of America’s democratic system and expertise in constitutional law. To 
further support the text’s emphasis on the constitutional underpinnings of 
government and politics, this boxed feature appears in every chapter. Each 
feature examines the chapter’s topic in light of what the Constitution says 
or does not say about it. 

I	 A running marginal glossary facilitates students’ understanding of key 
terms related to the chapter content. A list of key terms also appears at 
the end of the chapter for easy reference; these key terms are also defined 
in a glossary at the end of the book.

I	 A focus on qualitative literacy helps students analyze, interpret, syn-
thesize, and apply visual information—skills that are essential in today’s 
world. We receive information from the written and spoken word, but 
knowledge also comes in visual forms. We are used to thinking about 
reading text critically, but we do not always think about “reading” visu-
als in this way. A focus on qualitative literacy encourages students to 
think about the images and informational graphics they will encounter 
throughout this text, as well as those they see every day in the newspaper, 
in magazines, on the Web, on television, and in books. Critical thinking 
questions assist students in learning how to analyze visuals.

I	 Tables consist of textual information and/or numerical data arranged 
in tabular form in columns and rows. Tables are frequently used 
when exact information is required and when orderly arrangement 
is necessary to locate and, in many cases, to compare the informa-
tion. All tables in this edition include questions and encourage criti-
cal thinking.

I	 Charts and graphs depict numerical data in visual forms. Examples 
that students will encounter throughout this text are line graphs, pie 
charts, and bar graphs. Line graphs show a progression, usually over 
time (as in how the U.S. population has grown over time). Pie charts 
(such as ones showing population demographics) demonstrate how 
a whole (total American population) is divided into its parts (dif-
ferent racial and ethnic groups). Bar graphs compare values across 
categories, showing how proportions are related to each other (as in 
how much money each party raised in presidential election years). Bar 
graphs can present data either horizontally or vertically. All charts 
and graphs in this edition are based on questions that encourage criti-
cal thinking. 

I	 Some of the most interesting commentary on American politics takes 
place in the form of political cartoons. The cartoonist’s goal is to 
comment on and/or criticize political figures, policies, or events. The 
cartoonist uses several techniques to accomplish this goal, including 
exaggeration, irony, and juxtaposition. For example, the cartoonist 
may point out how the results of governmental policies are the oppo-
site of their intended effects (irony). In other cartoons, two people, 
ideas, or events that do not belong together may be joined to make a 
point (juxtaposition). Knowledge of current events is helpful in inter-
preting political cartoons.
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Supplements
Make more time for your students with instructor resources that offer effec-
tive learning assessments and classroom engagement. Pearson’s partnership 
with educators does not end with the delivery of course materials; Pearson is 
there with you on the first day of class and beyond. A dedicated team of local 
Pearson representatives will work with you to not only choose course materials 
but also integrate them into your class and assess their effectiveness. Our goal 
is your goal—to improve instruction with each semester.

Pearson is pleased to offer the following resources to qualified adopters 
of American Government: Roots and Reform. Several of these supplements are 
available to instantly download on the Instructor Resource Center (IRC); 
please visit the IRC at www.pearsonhighered.com/irc  to register for access.

TesT bAnK. Evaluate learning at every level. Reviewed for clarity and ac-
curacy, the Test Bank measures this book’s learning objectives with multiple-
choice, true/false, fill-in-the-blank, short answer, and essay questions. You 
can easily customize the assessment to work in any major learning manage-
ment system and to match what is covered in your course. Word, BlackBoard, 
and WebCT versions available on the IRC and Respondus versions available 
upon request from www.respondus.com.

PeARsOn MYTesT. This powerful assessment generation program in-
cludes all of the questions in the Test Bank. Quizzes and exams can be easily 
authored and saved online and then printed for classroom use, giving you 
ultimate flexibility to manage assessments anytime and anywhere. To learn 
more, visit www.pearsonhighered.com/mytest.

InsTRucTOR’s MAnuAL. Create a comprehensive road map for teach-
ing classroom, online, or hybrid courses. Designed for new and experienced 
instructors, the Instructor’s Manual includes a sample syllabus, lecture and 
discussion suggestions, activities for in or out of class, and essays on teaching 
American Government. Available on the IRC.

POweRPOInT PResenTATIOn wITh cLAssROOM ResPOnse 
sYsTeM (cRs). Make lectures more enriching for students. The PowerPoint 
Presentation includes a full lecture script, discussion questions, and photos 
and figures from the book. With integrated clicker questions, get immediate 
feedback on what your students are learning during a lecture. Available on 
the IRC.
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I
n December 1606, three ships—the Susan Constant, the Godspeed, and the 
Discovery—set sail from Blackwall, England, to America. These ships held 104 
men and boys seeking their fortunes, for the New World was reputed to offer 
tremendous riches. However, this sorry mix lacked the skills necessary to sustain 
a colony in the harsh terrain and conditions they were to encounter.

The London Company, a joint stock company that was created to attract much-needed capital to 
aid British colonization of the New World, financed the colonists. Joint stock companies allowed 
potential investors to purchase shares of stock in companies anticipating large payoffs for their 
investments several years down the road. Enthusiasm for this new business model led thousands 
of English citizens to invest in the London Company. The company was issued the first Virginia 
Charter in April 1606, legally allowing it to settle a region extending from present-day Cape Fear, 
North Carolina, to the Long Island Sound. The settlers were under the direction of Sir Thomas Smith, 
reputed to be one of London’s wealthiest financiers, lending further credibility to the venture.

American 
Government: 
Roots, 
Context,  
and Culture

1

Trace the origins 
of American  
government,  
p. 4.

Evaluate the  
different types of 
governments 
countries may 
employ,  
p. 6.

Explain the  
functions of 
American  
government,  
p. 8.

Describe 
American  
political culture, 
and identify the 
basic tenets of 
American 
democracy,  
p. 9.

Analyze the 
changing  
characteristics 
of the American 
public,  
p. 11.

Assess the role 
of political  
ideology in  
shaping 
American  
politics, 
p. 16.

Characterize 
changes in 
Americans’  
attitudes toward 
and expectations 
of government,  
p. 19.
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THE U.S. POPULATION IS CHANGING Above, an artist’s rendition of the first English settlement, Jamestown, 
in what is today Virginia. Below, Manhattan Island, New York City with a view of the Freedom Tower.
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Although Smith directed the expedition, he chose to remain in England when the ships 
set sail for the New World. The colonists settled in a swampy area 30 miles from the mouth 
of the James River, creating Jamestown, Virginia—the first permanent settlement in 
America—in 1607. Immediately, dismal conditions prevailed. Insufficient numbers of set-
tlers opted to pursue agricultural ventures, and people began to starve. Settlers died of 
hunger, Indian attacks, lack of proper supplies, and disease.

One major problem with the settlement was a lack of strong leadership. This situation 
improved with the election of Captain John Smith as the colony’s third president. Smith 
instituted improvements, forcing all colonists to work and attempting to negotiate food 
trade with local Indians. These efforts succeeded for a short time, but eventually failed, and 
the harsh winter of 1609–1610 was deemed “The Starving Time.” The conditions reached 
such dire proportions that a few settlers resorted to cannibalism.

The introduction of tobacco as a cash crop in 1612 improved the economic status of the 
settlement, but living conditions remained grim. One resident called the area “an unhealthy 
place, a nest of Rogues, whores, desolute, and rooking persons; a place of intolerable 
labour, bad usage, and a hard Diet.”1 While eventually life in the settlement improved, it is 
important to remember the sacrifices of early colonists and the trials other waves of immi-
grants faced to be part of the American dream.

In this text, we explore the American political system through a historical lens. This 
perspective allows us to analyze the ways that ideas and actions of a host of different 
Americans—from Indians, to colonists, to the Framers of the Constitution and beyond—
have affected how our government—the formal vehicle through which policies are made 
and affairs of state are conducted—works. Much has changed since the days of the 
Jamestown Colony, and the people who live in America today differ greatly from those early 
settlers. The experiences and values of those settlers, however, continue to influence poli-
tics. This chapter explores the political process, placing people at its center.

Roots of American Government: 
We the People

Trace the origins of American government.1.1

T
he Preamble to the U.S. Constitution begins with the phrase “We the 
People.” But, who are “the People”? In this section, we explore that question 
by looking at the earliest inhabitants of the Americas, their initial and ongo-
ing interactions with European colonists, and how Americans continually 

built on the experiences of the past to create a new future.

  The Earliest Inhabitants of the Americas
By the time the first colonists arrived in what is now known as the United States, indig-
enous peoples had been living in the area for more than 30,000 years. Most historians 
and archaeologists believe that these peoples migrated from present-day Russia through 
the Bering Strait into North America and then dispersed throughout the American 
continents. Some debate continues, however, about where they first appeared and whether 
they crossed an ice bridge from Siberia or arrived on boats from across the Pacific.

The indigenous peoples were not a homogeneous group; their cultures, customs, 
and values varied widely, as did their political systems. The number of these indigenous 
peoples, who lived in all parts of what is now the United States, is impossible to know 
for certain. Estimates, however, have ranged as high as 100 million people, a number 
that quickly diminished as colonists brought with them to the New World a range of 
diseases to which the indigenous peoples had not been exposed. In addition, warfare 
with the European settlers as well as within tribes not only killed many American 
Indians but also disrupted previously established ways of life. Furthermore, the 

government
The formal vehicle through which 
policies are made and affairs of state 
are conducted.
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European settlers displaced Indians, repeatedly pushing them westward as they created 
settlements and, later, colonies.

The Preamble to the United States Constitution is lit-
tle more than a declaration of intent; it carries no 

legal weight. But, its language has steered American 
government, politics, institutions, and people for over 
200 years. While the language of the Preamble has not 
changed since the Constitution was written, its mean-
ing in practice has evolved significantly; this is what we 
mean by a living constitution. For example, the phrases 
“We the People” and “ourselves” included a much 
smaller group of citizens in 1787 than they do today. 
Voting was largely limited to property-owning white 
males. Indians, slaves, and women could not vote. 
Today, through the expansion of the right to vote, the 
phrase “the People” encompasses men and women of 
all races, ethnic origins, and social and economic sta-
tuses. This has changed the demands that Americans 
place on government, as well as expectations about the 
role of government in people’s lives.

Many citizens today question how well the U.S. 
government can deliver on the goals set out in the 

Preamble. Few Americans classify the union as “per-
fect,” and many feel excluded from “Justice” and the 
“Blessings of Liberty.” Even our leaders do not believe 
that our domestic situation is particularly tranquil, as evi-
denced by the continuing debates about the best 
means to protect America. Still, in appraising how well 
government functions, it is imperative to look at not 
only the roots of the political system, but also how it 
has been reformed over time through amendment, leg-
islation, common usage, and changing social mores.

CrITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS
1. How do you think the Framers would respond to 

the broad interpretation of the Preamble’s intent 
embraced by many modern political leaders?

2. How have ideas such as promoting “the general 
Welfare” evolved over time? How has this 
affected the role and power of American 
government?

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure 

domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the 

Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the 

United States of America. —PreAmble

TheLiving Constitution

F IGUrE 1 .1  WhAT DiD ColoniAl 
sETTlEmEnT look likE bEforE 1700?
Prior to 1700, pockets of colonial 
settlement existed along the East Coast  
of what became the United States, from 
present-day Virginia to what is now Maine. 
These settlements were divided among  
a number of colonial powers, including  
the English in the Northeast and around the 
Chesapeake Bay, the Dutch in what is 
present-day New York, and the Swedes, 
largely in present-day Delaware.

Boston
Providence

Jamestown

Chesapeake Bay

Plymouth

Wilmington

New York

Portsmouth

Hartford

English
Dutch
Swedish

  The First Colonists
Colonists journeyed to North America for a variety of reasons. Many wealthy 
Englishmen and other Europeans left home seeking to enhance their fortunes. With 
them came a host of laborers who hoped to find their own opportunities for riches. In 
fact, commerce was the most common initial reason for settlement in North America.

In addition to the English commercial settlements in Virginia, in 1609 the Dutch 
New Netherlands Company settled along the Hudson and lower Delaware Rivers, 
calling the area New Netherlands. Later, the Dutch West India Company established 
trading posts on the Hudson River. Both Fort Orange, in what is now Albany, New 
York, and New Amsterdam, New York City’s Manhattan Island, were populated not by 
colonists but by salaried employees. Among those who flocked to New Amsterdam 
(renamed New York in 1664) were settlers from Finland, Germany, and Sweden. The 
varied immigrants also included free blacks. This ethnic and racial mix created its own 
system of cultural inclusiveness that continues to make New York City and its citizenry 
unique today (see Figure 1.1).

A rELIGIOUS TrAdITION TAkES rOOT In 1620, a group of Protestants known as 
Puritans left Europe aboard the Mayflower. Destined for Virginia, they found themselves 
off course and landed instead in Plymouth, in what is now Massachusetts. These 
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new settlers differed from those in Virginia and New York, who saw their settlements as 
commercial ventures. Adhering to Calvinistic beliefs, the Puritans came instead as fami-
lies bound together by a common belief in the powerful role of religion in their lives. They 
believed the Old Testament charged them to create “a city on a hill” that would shine as 
an example of righteousness. To help achieve this goal, they enforced a strict code of 
authority and obedience, while simultaneously stressing the importance of individualism.

Soon, the ideas at the core of these strict puritanical values faced challenges. In 
1631, Roger Williams arrived in Boston, Massachusetts. He preached extreme separa-
tion from the Church of England and even questioned the right of Europeans to settle 
on Indian lands. He believed that the Puritans went too far when they punished settlers 
who deviated from their strict code of morality, arguing that it was God, not people, 
who should punish individuals for their moral shortcomings. These “heretical views” 
prompted local magistrates to banish him from the colony. Williams then helped to 
establish Providence, a village in present-day Rhode Island that he named for “God’s 
merciful Providence,” which he believed had allowed his followers a place to settle.

A later challenge to the Puritans’ religious beliefs came from midwife Anne 
Hutchinson. She began to share her view that the churches established in Massachusetts 
had lost touch with the Holy Spirit. Many of her followers were women who were 
attracted to her progressive ideas on the importance of religious tolerance, as well as on 
the equality and rights of women. Authorities in Massachusetts tried Hutchinson for 
blasphemy for her views and banished her from the colony. She and her followers even-
tually settled in Portsmouth, Rhode Island, which became a beacon for those seeking 
religious toleration and popular—as opposed to religious—sovereignty.

Thomas Hooker, too, soon found himself at odds with the Calvinist Puritans in the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony. Hooker believed they were too narrow-minded; in his view 
all men should have the right to vote regardless of religious views or property qualifica-
tions. He and his supporters thus relocated to Connecticut, where they developed a 
settlement at Hartford.

Later colonies in the New World were established with religious tolerance in 
mind. In 1632, King Charles I granted a well-known English Catholic, George Calvert, 
the first Lord Baltimore, a charter to establish a Catholic colony in the New World. 
This area eventually became known as Maryland after Mary, the mother of Jesus.

In 1681, King Charles II bestowed upon William Penn a charter giving him sole 
ownership of a vast area of land just north of Maryland. The king called the land 
Pennsylvania, or Penn’s Woods. Penn, a Quaker, eventually also purchased the land that 
is present-day Delaware. In this area, Penn launched what he called “the holy experi-
ment,” attracting other persecuted Europeans, including German Mennonites and 
Lutherans and French Huguenots. The survival of Penn’s colony is largely attributable 
to its ethnic and religious diversity.

Types of Government

Who WAs AnnE hUTChinson?
Anne Hutchinson was a midwife and 
minister who challenged the prevailing 
thinking of the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony. She was expelled from the 
colony and went on to found a new 
settlement at Portsmouth, Rhode Island.

totalitarianism
A form of government in which power 
resides in a leader who rules according 
to self-interest and without regard for 
individual rights and liberties.

monarchy
A form of government in which power 
is vested in hereditary kings and queens 
who govern in the interest of all.

Evaluate the different types of governments countries may employ.1.2

E
arly Greek theorists such as Plato and Aristotle tried to categorize govern-
ments by who participates, who governs, and how much authority those 
who govern enjoy. As Table 1.1 shows, a monarchy, the form of govern-
ment in England from which the colonists fled, is defined by the rule of 

one hereditary king or queen in the interest of all of his or her subjects. Another form, 
an aristocracy, is government by the few in the service of the many.

Totalitarianism is a type of government that Aristotle considered rule by “tyr-
anny.” Tyrants rule their countries to benefit themselves. This is the case in North 
Korea under Kim Jong-Un. In tyrannical or totalitarian systems, the leader exercises 
unlimited power, and individuals have no personal rights or liberties. Generally, the 
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TAbLE 1.1 hoW DiD ArisToTlE ClAssify ThE TypEs of GovErnmEnTs?

  In Whose Interest

Rule by Public Self

One Monarchy Tyranny

The Few Aristocracy Oligarchy

The Many Polity Democracy

SOUrCE: Aristotle, Politics 3, 7.

WhAT DoEs A moDErn monArChy look likE? 
Here, Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain celebrates her Diamond Jubilee, or sixty years on the throne of 
Great Britain. She is followed by her presumptive heir, Prince Charles, and his wife, Camilla, Duchess of 
Cornwall. Behind them are Charles’ sons, Prince William, Duke of Cambridge, accompanied by his wife, 
Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, and Prince Harry. The British monarch’s powers are largely ceremonial.

rule of these systems tends to be based on a particular religion or orthodoxy, an ideol-
ogy, or a personality cult organized around a supreme leader.

An oligarchy occurs when a few people rule in their own interest. In an oligarchy, 
wealth, social status, military position, or achievement dictates participation in government. 
China and Russia are countries that have governments with oligarchic tendencies.

Aristotle called rule of the many for the benefit of all citizens a “polity” and rule of 
the many to benefit themselves a “democracy.” The term democracy derives from the 
Greek words demos (“the people”) and kratia (“power” or “authority”) and may apply to 
any system of government that gives power to the people, either directly, or indirectly 
through elected representatives. Most governments worldwide are democracies.

  devising a National Government in the American Colonies
American colonists rejected a system with a strong ruler, such as the British monarchy, 
when they declared their independence. The colonists also feared replicating the landed 
and titled system of the British aristocracy. They viewed the formation of a republican 
form of government as far more in keeping with their values.

The Framers wanted to create a political system with the people at the center of 
power. Due to the vast size of the new nation, direct democracy was unworkable. As 

oligarchy
A form of government in which the 
right to participate depends on the pos-
session of wealth, social status, military 
position, or achievement.

democracy
A system of government that gives 
power to the people, whether directly 
or through elected representatives.

direct democracy
A system of government in which 
members of the polity meet to discuss 
all policy decisions and then agree to 
abide by majority rule.
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more and more settlers came to the New World, many town meetings were replaced 
by a system of indirect democracy, in which people vote for representatives who 
work on their behalf. The ancient Greeks considered representative government 
undemocratic; they believed that all citizens must have a direct say in their gover-
nance. And, in the 1760s, French political philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau argued 
that true democracy is impossible unless all citizens participate in governmental 
decision making. Nevertheless, most of the colonies operated according to the prin-
ciples of indirect democracy.

Many citizens were uncomfortable with the term democracy because it conjured up 
fears of the people and mob rule. Instead, they preferred the term republic, which 
implied a system of government in which the interests of the people were represented 
by more educated or wealthier citizens who were responsible to those who elected them. 
Today, representative democracies are more commonly called republics, and the words 
democracy and republic often are used interchangeably. Yet, in the United States, we 
still pledge allegiance to our “republic,” not our democracy.

Functions of American Government
Explain the functions of American government.1.3

indirect democracy
A system of government that gives citi-
zens the opportunity to vote for repre-
sentatives who work on their behalf.

republic
A government rooted in the consent 
of the governed; a representative or 
indirect democracy.

I
n attempting “to form a more perfect Union,” the Framers, through the 
Constitution, set forth several key functions of American government, as 
well as governmental guarantees to the people, which have continuing rel-
evance today. These principal functions of government and the guarantees 

they provide to citizens permeate our lives. Whether it is your ability to obtain a low-
interest student loan, buy a formerly prescription-only drug such as Claritin or Plan B 
over the counter, or be licensed to drive a car at a particular age, government plays a 
major role. And, without government-sponsored research, we would not have cell 
phones, the Internet, four-wheel-drive vehicles, or even Velcro.

  Establishing Justice
One of the first tasks expected of any government is the creation of a system of laws 
allowing individuals to abide by a common set of principles. Societies adhering to 
the rule of law allow for the rational dispensing of justice by acknowledged legal 
authorities. Thus, the Constitution authorized Congress to create a federal judicial 
system to dispense justice. The Bill of Rights also entitles people to a trial by jury, to 
be informed of the charges against them, and to be tried in a courtroom presided 
over by an impartial judge.

  Ensuring domestic Tranquility
As we discuss throughout this text, the role of governments in ensuring domestic tran-
quility is a subject of much debate and has been since the period of the 1600s and 1700s 
known as the Enlightenment. In crises, such as the terrorist attacks of September 11, 
2001, the federal government, as well as state and local governments, can take extraor-
dinary measures to contain the threat of terrorism from abroad as well as within the 
United States. The creation of the Department of Homeland Security and the passage 
of legislation giving the national government nearly unprecedented ability to ferret out 
potential threats show the degree to which the government takes seriously its charge to 
preserve domestic tranquility. On a more practical front, local governments have police 
forces, states have national guards, and the federal government has both the armed 
services and the ability to call up state militias to quell any threats to order.
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  Providing for the Common defense
The Framers recognized that a major purpose of government is to provide defense 
for its citizens against threats of foreign aggression. In fact, in the early years of the 
republic, many believed that the major function of government was to protect the 
nation from foreign threats, such as the British invasion of the United States in the 
War of 1812 and the continued problem of piracy on the high seas. Thus, the 
Constitution calls for the president to be commander in chief of the armed forces, 
and Congress has the authority to raise an army. The defense budget continues to 
be a considerable and often controversial proportion of all federal outlays.

  Promoting the General Welfare
When the Framers added “promoting the general Welfare” to their list of key govern-
mental functions, they never envisioned how governmental involvement at all levels 
would expand so tremendously. In fact, promoting the general welfare was more of an 
ideal than a mandate for the new national government. Over time, though, our 
notions of what governments should do have expanded along with governmental 
size. As we discuss throughout this text, however, universal agreement on the scope 
of what governments should do is absent. For example, part of the debate over health 
care reform in 2010 centered on whether health care should be a fundamental right 
guaranteed by the federal government.

  Securing the blessings of Liberty
Americans enjoy a wide range of liberties and opportunities to prosper. They are 
able to criticize the government and to petition it when they disagree with its poli-
cies or have a grievance. This freedom to criticize and to petition is perhaps the best 
way to “secure the Blessings of Liberty.” Though they are on opposite sides of the 
political spectrum, the Tea Party and Moral Monday movements both demonstrate 
citizens’ right to protest actions of the government.

American Political Culture and the 
Basic Tenets of American Democracy

Describe American political culture, and identify the basic tenets of American democracy.1.4

W
e can define political culture as commonly shared attitudes, beliefs, 
and core values about how government should operate. American 
political culture emphasizes the values of liberty and equality; popular 
consent, majority rule, and popular sovereignty; individualism; and 

religious faith and freedom.

  Liberty and Equality
Liberty and equality are the most important characteristics of the American republican 
form of government. The Framers wrote the Constitution itself to ensure life and liberty. 
Over the years, however, our concepts of personal liberty have changed and evolved from 
freedom from to freedom to. The Framers intended Americans to be free from govern-
mental infringements on freedom of religion and speech, from unreasonable searches and 
seizures, and so on. The addition of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution and 
its emphasis on due process and on equal protection of the laws, as well as the subsequent 
passage of laws guaranteeing civil rights and liberties, however, expanded Americans’ con-
cept of liberty to include demands for freedom to work or go to school free from 

political culture
Commonly shared attitudes, beliefs, 
and core values about how govern-
ment should operate.

personal liberty
A key characteristic of U.S. democracy. 
Initially meaning freedom from gov-
ernmental interference, today it includes 
demands for freedom to engage in a 
variety of practices without govern-
mental interference or discrimination.
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discrimination. Debates over how much the government should do to guarantee these 
rights and liberties illustrate the ongoing conflicts in our democratic system.

Another key feature of our democracy is political equality, the principle that all 
citizens are the same in the eyes of the law. Notions of political equality have changed 
dramatically from the founding era. The U.S. Constitution once regarded a slave as 
equal to only three-fifths of a white person for purposes of assessing state population. 
No one then could have imagined that in 2008 and 2012, Barack Obama would be 
elected president. In both elections, President Obama even won Virginia, which is 
home to Richmond, the former capital of the Confederate States of America.

  Popular Consent, Majority rule, and Popular Sovereignty
Popular consent, the principle that governments must draw their powers from the 
consent of the governed, is another distinguishing trait of American democracy. 
Derived from English political philosopher John Locke’s social contract theory, the 
notion of popular consent was central to the Declaration of Independence. Today, a 
citizen’s willingness to vote represents his or her consent to be governed and is thus an 
essential premise of democracy. Large numbers of nonvoters can threaten the operation 
and legitimacy of a truly democratic system.

Majority rule, another core political value, means that election of officials and 
transformation of policies into law will take place only if the majority (normally  
50 percent of the total votes cast plus one) of citizens in any political unit support such 
changes. This principle holds for both voters and their elected representatives. Yet, the 
American system also stresses preservation of minority rights, as evidenced by myriad 
protections of individual rights and liberties found in the Bill of Rights.

Popular sovereignty, or the notion that the ultimate authority in society rests 
with the people, has its basis in natural law, a doctrine that certain ethical principles 
are part of nature and, as such, can be understood by reason. Ultimately, political 
authority rests with the people, who can create, abolish, or alter their governments. 
The idea that all governments derive their power from the people is found in the 
Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution, but the term popular sover-
eignty did not come into wide use until pre–Civil War debates over slavery. At that 
time, supporters of popular sovereignty argued that citizens of new states seeking 
admission to the union should be able to decide whether or not their states would 
allow slavery within their borders.

  Individualism
Although many core political tenets focus on protecting the rights of all people, 
American democracy places heavy importance on the individual, an idea that may be 
traced back to the Puritans. This emphasis on individualism makes Americans quite dif-
ferent from citizens of other democracies such as Canada, which practices a group 
approach to governance. Group-focused societies reject the American emphasis on indi-
viduals and try to improve the lives of their citizens by making services and rights avail-
able on a group or universal basis. In contrast, in the U.S. system, all individuals are 
deemed rational and fair and endowed, as proclaimed in the Declaration of Independence, 
“with certain unalienable rights.”

  religious Faith and religious Freedom
Religious conflicts in Europe brought many settlers to the New World. Seeking an 
opportunity to practice their religious faith, men, women, and their families initially 
settled large sections of the East Coast. However, that faith did not always imply reli-
gious tolerance. The clashes that occurred within settlements, as well as colonies, led 
the Framers to agree universally that notions of religious freedom must form the foun-
dation of the new nation. Religious tolerance, however, has often proved to be more of 

political equality
The principle that all citizens are the 
same in the eyes of the law.

popular consent
The principle that governments must 
draw their powers from the consent of 
the governed.

majority rule
The central premise of direct democ-
racy in which only policies that collec-
tively garner the support of a majority 
of voters will be made into law.

popular sovereignty
The notion that the ultimate author-
ity in society rests with the people.

natural law
A doctrine that society should be gov-
erned by certain ethical principles that 
are part of nature and, as such, can be 
understood by reason.
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an ideal than a reality. For example, as the nation waged war in Iraq and Afghanistan 
and attempted to export democracy, large numbers of Americans considered Islam “a 
religion that encourages violence” and did not view Islam as having much in common 
with their own religion.2

The Changing American People

Analyze the changing characteristics of the American public.1.5

O
ne year after ratification of the U.S. Constitution, fewer than 4 million 
people lived in the thirteen states. Most of those people shared a single 
language and a Protestant-Christian heritage, and those who voted were 
white male property owners. The Constitution mandated that the number 

of members of the House of Representatives should not exceed one for every 30,000 
people and set the size of the first House at sixty-five members.

As the nation grew westward, hundreds of thousands of new immigrants came to 
America, often in waves, fleeing war or famine or simply in search of a better life. 
Although the geographic size of the United States has remained stable since the addition 
of Alaska and Hawaii as states in 1959, the population has grown to well over 300 mil-
lion inhabitants. As a result of this population growth, most citizens today feel far 
removed from the national government and their elected representatives (see Figure 1.2).

  racial and Ethnic Composition
The American population has changed constantly by the arrival of immigrants from 
various regions—Western Europeans fleeing religious persecution in the 1600s to early 
1700s; slaves brought in chains from Africa in the late 1700s; Chinese laborers arriving 
to work on the railroads following the Gold Rush in 1848; Irish Catholics escaping the 

Why is rEliGioUs frEEDom A TEnET of AmEriCAn DEmoCrACy?
Many of the first settlers came to the United States to escape religious persecution. While most of these people 
were Protestants, Catholicism has had a strong tradition in the United States, especially in the Northeast and 
Mid-Atlantic. Here, Pope Francis I holds a general audience in St. Peter’s Square, Vatican City.
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potato famine in the 1850s; Northern and Eastern Europeans from the 1880s to 1910s; 
and, most recently, South and Southeast Asians, Cubans, and Mexicans, among others.

Immigration to the United States peaked in the first decade of the 1900s, when 
nearly 9 million people, many from Eastern Europe, entered the country. The United 
States did not see another major wave of immigration until the late 1980s, when nearly 
2 million immigrants were admitted in one year. Today, almost 15 percent of Americans 
can be classified as immigrants, and many of them are Hispanic.* Unlike other groups 
that have come before, many Hispanics have resisted American cultural assimilation. 
Language appears to be a particularly difficult and sometimes controversial policy issue. 
In some sections of the country, Spanish-speaking citizens have necessitated changes in 
the way governments do business. Many government agencies print official documents in 
both English and Spanish. This action has raised a debate over whether all Americans 
should speak English or if the nation should move toward a more bilingual society such 
as Canada, where English and French are the official languages.

Immigration has led to significant alterations in American racial and ethnic com-
position. The balance in America has changed dramatically over the past fifty years, 
with the proportion of Hispanics overtaking African Americans as the second most 
common racial or ethnic group. The Asian American population, moreover, is now the 
fastest growing minority group in the United States. This means that the majority of 
babies born in the United States are now members of a minority group, a fact that will 
have a significant impact not only on the demographics of the American polity but also 
on how America “looks.” In a generation, minorities are likely to be the majority in 
America.

  Aging
Just as the racial and ethnic composition of the American population is shifting, so, too, 
is the average age. “For decades, the U.S. was described as a nation of the young because 
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F IGUrE 1 .2  hoW DoEs popUlATion AffECT rEprEsEnTATion?
The population of the United States has grown dramatically since the nation’s founding. Larger geographic 
area, immigration, and living longer have contributed to this trend. The size of the House of Representatives, 
however, has not kept pace with this expansion.

SOUrCE: U.S. Census Bureau Population Projections, www.census.gov.

*In this text, we have made the decision to refer to those of Spanish, Latin American, Mexican, 
Cuban, and Puerto Rican descent as Hispanic instead of Latino/a. Although this label is not accepted 
universally by the community it describes, Hispanic is the term used by the U.S. government when 
reporting federal data. In addition, a 2008 survey sponsored by the Pew Charitable Trusts found that 
36 percent of those who responded preferred the term Hispanic, 21 percent preferred the term Latino, 
and the remainder had no preference. See www.pewhispanic.org.
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Explore Your World
Immigration is a contentious issue in many countries around the world. States struggle 
to create immigration policies that balance having an open door with protecting their 
security and political culture. Many states screen their immigrants before allowing 
them to enter the country, placing them in detention facilities  
such as those seen below and requiring them to undergo  
mandatory health and background checks.

CrITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS

1. What role does national identity play in the creation of these policies? Do 
countries have an interest in screening immigrants before they are allowed to 
enter or remain in a country?

2. How do policies around the world compare to the immigration and detention 
policies used in the United States, both historically and in modern times?

3. Are screening and detention practices such as those depicted here acceptable in 
the name of national security? Do they violate basic human rights?

Female detainees are held in the Willacy Detention Center in 
Raymondville, Texas, United States. The facility, which was constructed in 
2006 by the Department of Homeland Security, can house up to 2,000 
suspected illegal immigrants in ten giant tents.

Multiple fences and guards limit exit and entry at the Baxter Detention 
Facility in Port Augusta, Australia. Note, especially, the height of the 
second fence and the barren terrain.

Migrants seeking refuge in Europe are held at this detention center on the 
island of Lampedusa, located in the Mediterranean Sea between Tunisia 
and Italy. The center can only be used during the winter months, as 
warmer weather and calm waters encourages many detainees to attempt 
to escape and make the trip to the nearby island of Sicily.
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the number of persons under the age of twenty greatly outnumber[ed] those sixty-five 
and older,” but this is no longer the case.3 Because of changes in patterns of fertility, life 
expectancy, and immigration, the nation’s age profile has altered drastically. At the 
founding of the United States, the average life expectancy was thirty-five years; today, 
it is nearly eighty years.

An aging population places a host of costly demands on the government. In 2008, the 
first of the Baby Boomers (the 76.8 million people who were born between 1946 and 1964) 
reached age sixty-two and qualified for Social Security benefits; in 2011, they reached sixty-
five and qualified for Medicare.4 An aging America also imposes a great financial burden 
on working Americans, whose proportion in the population is rapidly declining.

These dramatic changes could potentially pit younger people against older people 
and result in dramatic cuts in benefits to the elderly and increased taxes for younger 
workers. Moreover, the elderly often vote against programs favored by younger voters, 
such as money for new schools and other expenditures they no longer view as signifi-
cant. At the same time, younger voters are less likely to support issues important to 
seniors, such as Medicare, Social Security, and prescription drug reform.

  religious beliefs
As we have discussed throughout this chapter, many of the first settlers came to 
America to pursue their religious beliefs free from governmental intervention. Although 
these early immigrants were members of a number of different churches, all identified 
with Christian sects. Moreover, they viewed the Indians’ belief systems, which included 
multiple gods, to be savage and unholy. Their Christian values still permeate American 
social and political systems.

While many people still view the United States as a Christian nation, a great num-
ber of religious groups—including Jews, Buddhists, Hindus, and Muslims—have 
established roots in the country. With this growth have come different political and 
social demands. For example, evangelical Christians regularly request school boards 
adopt textbooks with particular viewpoints. Likewise, American Jews continually work 
to ensure that America’s policies in the Middle East favor Israel, while Muslims 
demand more support for a Palestinian state.

  regional Growth and Expansion
Regional sectionalism emerged almost immediately in the United States. Settlers from 
the Virginia colony southward largely focused on commerce. Those seeking various 
forms of religious freedom populated many of the settlements to the North. That 
search for religious freedom also came with puritanical values, so that New England 
evolved differently from the South in many aspects of culture.

Sectional differences continued to emerge as the United States developed into a 
major industrial nation and waves of immigrants with various religious traditions and 
customs entered the country, often settling in areas where other immigrants from their 
homeland already lived. For example, thousands of Scandinavians flocked to Minnesota, 
and many Irish settled in the urban centers of the Northeast, as did many Italians and 
Jews. All brought with them unique views about numerous issues and varying demands 
on government, as well as different ideas about the role of government. Subsequent 
generations have often handed down these political views, and many regional differ-
ences continue to affect public opinion today.

One of the most long-standing and dramatic regional differences in the United 
States is that between the South and the North. During the Constitutional Convention, 
most Southerners staunchly advocated a weak national government. The Civil War was 
later fought in part because of basic philosophical differences about government as well 
as slavery, which many Northerners opposed. As we know from modern political poll-
ing, the South continues to lag behind the rest of the nation in supporting civil rights, 
while still favoring return of power to the states and downsizing the national 
government.
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The West, too, has always appeared unique compared with the rest of the United 
States. Populated first by those seeking free land and then by many chasing dreams of 
gold, the American West has often been characterized as “wild.” Its population today 
is a study in contrasts. Some people have moved there to avoid city life and have an 
anti-government bias. Other Westerners are interested in water rights and seek gov-
ernmental solutions to their problems.

Significant differences in attitude also arise in rural versus urban areas. Those in 
rural areas are much more conservative than those in large cities.5 One need only look 
at a map of the vote distribution in recent presidential elections to see stark differences 
in candidate appeal. Democratic candidates carried almost every large city in America; 
Republicans carried most rural voters as well as most of America’s heartland.6 
Republicans won the South, the West, and much of the Midwest; Democrats carried 
the Northeast and West Coast.

  Family and Family Size
In the past, familial gender roles were clearly defined. Women did housework and 
men worked in the fields. Large families were imperative; children were a source of 
cheap farm labor. Industrialization and knowledge of birth control methods, how-
ever, began to put a dent in the size of American families by the early 1900s. No 
longer needing children to work for survival of the household, couples began to limit 
family size.

In 1949, 49 percent of those polled thought that four or more children consti-
tuted the “ideal” family size; today, most Americans believe that no children to two 
children is “best.” In 1940, nine of ten households were traditional family house-
holds. Today, just 69 percent of children under eighteen live with both parents. In 
fact, over 25 percent of children under eighteen live with just one of their parents; 
the majority of those with their mother. Moreover, nearly one-third of all house-
holds consist of a single person, a trend that reflects, in part, the aging American 
population and declining marriage rate.8

Even the institution of marriage has undergone tremendous change. An increasing 
number of states have broadened the definition of marriage to include same-sex  couples. 
In 2014, thirty-six states plus the District of Columbia (many of them by federal 

WhAT DoEs ThE TypiCAl AmEriCAn fAmily look likE?
As the demographics of American society change over time, the composition of American families has 
become increasingly heterogeneous. Here, the characters in the sitcom Modern Family exemplify the age, 
ethnic, and sexual diversity in families today, making the “typical American family” difficult to describe.
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judicial decree) allowed same-sex couples to marry. Litigation over the issue of mar-
riage is ongoing in many states.

These changes in composition of households, lower birthrates, marriage, and the 
prevalence of single-parent families affect the kinds of demands people place on gov-
ernment. Single-parent families, for example, may be more likely to support govern-
ment-subsidized day care or after-school programs.

Political Ideology

political ideology
The coherent set of values and beliefs 
about the purpose and scope of govern-
ment held by groups and individuals.

Assess the role of political ideology in shaping American politics.1.6

O
n September 11, 2001, nineteen terrorists, all of Middle Eastern origin and 
professing to be devout Muslims engaged in a “holy war” against the 
United States, hijacked four airplanes and eventually killed over 3,000 
people. The terrorists’ self-described holy war, or jihad, targeted Americans, 

whom they considered infidels. Earlier, in 1995, a powerful bomb exploded outside the 
Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, killing nearly 170 people, including many 
children. This terrorist attack was launched not by those associated with radical Islam 
but by those with an American anti-government brand of neo-Nazism. Its proponents 
hold the U.S. government in contempt and profess a hatred of Jews and others they 
believe are “inferior” ethnic groups and races.

These are but two extreme examples of the powerful role of political ideology—
the coherent set of values and beliefs people hold about the purpose and scope of 
government—in the actions of individuals.9 Ideologies are sets or systems of beliefs 
that shape the thinking of individuals and how they view the world, especially in regard 
to issues of “race, nationality, the role and function of government, the relations between 
men and women, human responsibility for the natural environment, and many other 
matters.”10 Observers increasingly have recognized these beliefs as a potent political 
force. Isaiah Berlin, a noted historian and philosopher, stated that two factors above all 
others shaped human history in the twentieth century: “one is science and technology; 
the other is ideological battles—totalitarian tyrannies of both right and left and the 
explosions of nationalism, racism, and religious bigotry that the most perceptive social 
thinkers of the nineteenth century failed to predict.”11

It is easier to understand how ideas turn into action when we examine the four 
functions political scientists attribute to ideologies. These include:

 1. Explanation. Ideologies can offer reasons why social and political conditions are 
the way they are, especially in time of crisis. Knowing that Kim Jong-Un rules 
North Korea as a totalitarian society helps explain, at least in part, why other 
countries remain concerned by his continued threats to use nuclear force.

 2. Evaluation. Ideologies can provide standards for evaluating social conditions and 
political institutions and events. Americans’ belief in the importance of individual 
ability and personal responsibility helps explain the opposition of some people to 
the Obama administration’s health care reforms.

 3. Orientation. Much like a compass, ideologies provide individuals with an  
orientation toward issues and a position within the world. When many African 
American women, Oprah Winfrey among them, decided to campaign for  
Barack Obama and not Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 2008 Democratic  
presidential primary, their identity as African Americans may have trumped  
their identity as women.

 4. Political Program. Ideologies help people make political choices and guide their 
political actions. Thus, since the Republican Party is identified with a steadfast 
opposition to abortion, anyone with strong pro-life views would find the party’s 
stance on this issue a helpful guide in voting.
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  Finding Your Political Ideology
The four functions of ideology discussed above clearly have real-world implications. 
Religious, philosophical, and cultural beliefs can become cohesive ideologies that cre-
ate natural groups within society and lead to political conflict. In America, we often 
hear about conservative, liberal, and moderate political ideologies (see Figure 1.3).

CONSErvATIvES According to William Safire’s New Political Dictionary, a conser-
vative “is a defender of the status quo who, when change becomes necessary in tested 
institutions or practices, prefers that it come slowly, and in moderation.”12 
Conservatives tend to believe that limited government is best, especially in terms of 
regulating the economy. Conservatives favor local and state action over federal inter-
vention, and they emphasize fiscal responsibility, most notably in the form of balanced 
budgets. Conservatives are also likely to believe that the private sector is better 
equipped than the government to address domestic problems such as homelessness, 
poverty, and discrimination.

Since the 1970s, a growing number of social conservative voters (many with reli-
gious ties to the evangelical or Religious Right) increasingly have affected politics and 
policies in the United States. Social conservatives believe that moral decay must be 
stemmed and that government should support and further traditional moral teachings. 
These voters favor government intervention to regulate sexual and social behavior and 
have mounted effective efforts to restrict contraceptives, abortion, and same-sex mar-
riage. While a majority of social conservatives are evangelical Protestants, Mormons, 
and Roman Catholics, some Jews and many Muslims are also social conservatives. 
Others are not affiliated with a traditional religion.

LIbErALS A liberal is one who seeks to use the government to change the political, 
economic, and social status quo and foster the development of equality and the well-
being of individuals.13 The meaning of the word “liberal” has changed over time, but 
in the modern United States, liberals generally value equality over other aspects of 
shared political culture. They support well-funded government social welfare pro-
grams that seek to protect individuals from economic disadvantages or to correct past 
injustices, and they generally oppose government efforts to regulate private behavior 
or infringe on civil rights and liberties.
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F IGUrE 1 .3  WhAT ArE AmEriCAns’ poliTiCAl iDEoloGiEs?
Americans’ political ideologies have shifted dramatically over time. What was once a largely moderate nation 
has today become much more closely divided between liberals, conservatives, and moderates. These 
divisions can make governing particularly challenging and lead to gridlock in our political institutions.

SOUrCE: Roper Center for Public Opinion Research and Pew Research Center 2012 Values Survey.

conservative
One who favors limited government 
intervention, particularly in economic 
affairs.

social conservative
One who believes that the govern-
ment should support and further tra-
ditional moral teachings.

liberal
One who favors greater government 
intervention, particularly in economic 
affairs and in the provision of social 
services.
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Take a Closer Look
The Nolan Chart, created by Libertarian Party leader David Nolan, is a political ideology chart that helps to classify 
citizens’ political beliefs on two key dimensions—economic and personal freedom. Out of the intersection of citizens’ 
views toward government intervention in each of these areas, Nolan identified five key political ideologies: left (liberal), 
centrist or moderate, right (conservative), libertarian, and statist.

CrITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS

1. How does reducing political ideology to two dimensions—economic and personal 
freedom—help to simplify our understandings of politics? What information does 
it leave out?

2. What famous (or notorious) political leaders can you think of to exemplify each of 
these political ideologies?

3. What is your political ideology? Take an online ideology quiz such as the “World’s 
Smallest Political Quiz” to determine where you stand.

Libertarians believe in limited government  
interference in personal and economic affairs.

Conservatives favor limited 
government intervention, particularly 
in economic affairs. In the modern 
American context, they are associated 
closely with the Republican Party.

A score of 100 means a respondent supports absolute freedom 
and 0 means a respondent supports complete government control.

Centrists, or moderates, take middle-of-the-road viewpoints 
on government intervention in most issue areas.

Liberals favor greater 
government intervention, 
particularly in economic 
affairs. In the modern 
American context, they are 
associated closely with the 
Democratic Party.

SOUrCE: Advocates for Self Government. 

Statists believe in 
extensive government 
control of personal and 
economic liberties.
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MOdErATES In general, a moderate takes a relatively centrist view on most political 
issues. Aristotle actually favored moderate politics, believing that domination in the 
center was better than any extremes, whether dealing with issues of wealth, poverty, or 
the role of government. Approximately 35 percent of the population today consider 
themselves political moderates.

  Problems with Ideological Labels
In a perfect world, liberals would be liberal and conservatives would be conservative. 
Studies reveal, however, that many people who call themselves conservative actually 
take fairly liberal positions on many policy issues. In fact, anywhere from 20 percent to 
60 percent of people will hold a traditionally conservative view on one issue and a tra-
ditionally liberal view on another.14 People who take conservative stances against “big 
government,” for example, often support increases in spending for the elderly, educa-
tion, or health care. It is also not unusual to encounter a person who could be consid-
ered a liberal on social issues such as abortion and civil rights but a conservative on 
economic or pocketbook issues.

Some critics also charge that a simple left-to-right continuum cannot capture 
the full complexity of most citizens’ political ideologies. They suggest that the ide-
ologies of most are better represented by a spectrum measuring individuals’ view-
points on government interference in both economic and personal liberties. This 
spectrum includes not only liberal, conservative, and moderate ideologies but also 
other perspectives such as statist (pro-governmental interference) and libertarian 
(anti-governmental interference).

Toward Reform: People and Politics
Characterize changes in Americans’ attitudes toward and expectations of government.1.7

A
s the American population has changed over time, so has the American 
political process. Politics is the study of who gets what, when, and how—
the process by which policy decisions are made. The evolving nature of the 
American citizenry deeply affects this process. Competing demands often 

lead to political struggles, which create winners and losers within the system. A loser 
today, however, may be a winner tomorrow in the ever-changing world of politics. The 
political ideologies of those in control of Congress, the executive and state houses also 
have a huge impact on who gets what, when, and how.

Nevertheless, American political culture continues to bind citizens together. Many 
Americans also share the common goal of achieving the American dream—an 
American ideal of a happy and successful life, which often includes wealth, a house, a 
better life for one’s children, and, for some, the opportunity to grow up to be president. 
A recent poll revealed that 60 percent of Americans believe they are working towards 
the American dream, despite weak economic conditions.15

  redefining Our Expectations
In roughly the first 150 years of our nation’s history, the federal government had few 
responsibilities, and citizens had few expectations of it beyond national defense, 
printing money, and collecting tariffs and taxes. The state governments were gener-
ally far more powerful than the federal government in matters affecting the everyday 
lives of Americans.

As the nation and its economy grew in size and complexity, the federal govern-
ment took on more responsibilities, such as regulating some businesses, providing 

moderate
A person who takes a relatively cen-
trist or middle-of-the-road view on 
most political issues.

statist
One who believes in extensive govern-
ment control of personal and eco-
nomic liberties.

libertarian
One who believes in limited govern-
ment interference in personal and 
economic liberties.

politics
The study of who gets what, when, 
and how—or how policy decisions are 
made.

American dream
An American ideal of a happy, suc-
cessful life, which often includes 
wealth, a house, a better life for one’s 
children, and, for some, the opportu-
nity to grow up to be president.
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poverty relief, and inspecting food. With these new roles come greater demands on 
government.

Today, many Americans lack faith in the country’s institutions (see Figure 1.4). 
And, a 2012 poll revealed that more than seven in ten Americans think the country 
is headed in the wrong direction.16 These concerns make it even easier for citizens 
to blame the government for all kinds of woes—personal as well as societal—or to 
fail to credit it for those things it does well. Many Americans, for example, enjoy a 
remarkably high standard of living, and much of it is due to governmental pro-
grams and protections.

Even in the short time between when you get up in the morning and when you 
leave for classes or work, the government—its rulings or regulations—pervades your 
life. National or state governments, for example, set the standards for whether you wake 
up on Eastern, Central, Mountain, or Pacific time. The national government regulates 
the airwaves and licenses the radio and TV broadcasts you might listen to as you eat 
and get dressed. States, too, regulate and tax telecommunications. Whether the water 
you use to brush your teeth contains fluoride is a state or local governmental issue. The 
federal Food and Drug Administration inspects your breakfast meat and sets standards 
for the advertising on your cereal box, orange juice bottle, and other food packaging.

The current frustration and dissatisfaction with politics and government may be 
just another phase, as the changing American body politic seeks to redefine its ideas 
about and expectations of government and how to reform it. This process is likely to 
define politics well into the future, but the individualistic nature of the American sys-
tem will have long-lasting effects on how to accomplish that redefinition. Many 
Americans say they want less government, but as they get older, they don’t want less 
Social Security. They want lower taxes and better roads, but they don’t want to pay road 
tolls. They want better education for their children, but lower expenditures on schools. 
They want greater security at airports, but low fares and quick boarding. Some clearly 
want less for others but not themselves, a demand that puts politicians in the position 
of nearly always disappointing some voters.

In this text, we present you with the tools needed to understand how our political 
system has evolved and to understand changes yet to come. Approaching the study of 
American government and politics with an open mind should help you become a bet-
ter citizen. We hope that you learn to ask questions, to comprehend how various issues 
have come to be important, and to see why a particular law was enacted, how it was 

F IGUrE 1 .4  Do AmEriCAns hAvE ConfiDEnCE in poliTiCAl insTiTUTions?
The line graph below shows the percentages of Americans declaring they had a “great deal” of confidence 
in American institutions. Note the declining trend of trust in all political institutions, as well as Americans’ 
record low levels of trust in institutions such as Congress and the press.

SOUrCE: Newsweek (January 8, 1996):32; Public Perspective 8 (February/March 1994): 4; Lexis-Nexis RPOLL; Washington 
Post (June 13, 2006): A2; www.pollingreport.com; www.gallup.com/poll/1597/confidence-institutions.aspx.
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implemented, and if it needs reform. We further hope that you will learn not to accept 
at face value everything you see on the TV news, hear on the radio, or read in the news-
paper and on the Internet, especially in the blogosphere. Work to understand your 
government, and use your vote and other forms of participation to help ensure that 
your government works for you.

We recognize that the discourse of politics has changed dramatically even in the 
past few years: it is easier than ever before to become informed about the political pro-
cess and to get involved in campaigns and elections. We also believe that a thorough 
understanding of the workings of government will allow you to question and think 
about the political system—the good parts and the bad—and decide for yourself 
whether possible changes and reforms are advantageous or disadvantageous. Equipped 
with such an understanding, you likely will become a better informed and more active 
participant in the political process.

WhAT is ThE rolE of AmEriCAn GovErnmEnT? 
The most important responsibility of American government is to protect citizens. Thus, despite their 
disillusionment with the government, citizens in a time of need often turn to political leaders for support. 
Here, President Barack Obama comforts victims of Superstorm Sandy in New Jersey, just days before the 
2012 election.
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American government is rooted in the cultures and experi-
ences of early European colonists as well as interactions with 
the indigenous populations of the New World. The first col-
onists sought wealth. Later pilgrims came for religious free-
dom. The colonies set up systems of government that differed 
widely in terms of form, role, and function. As they devel-
oped, they sought more independence from the British 
monarchy.

Roots of American Government: 
We the People

Trace the origins of American government, p. 4.1.1

Aristotle classifies the types of governments according to 
who rules, and in whose interest. Types of governments 
include monarchy, totalitarianism, aristocracy, oligarchy, pol-
ity, and democracy. Fears about mob rule and the vast size of 
the United States led the Framers to create a republican 
democracy that relies on the role of representatives to filter 
citizens’ viewpoints.

Types of Government

Evaluate the different types of governments countries 
may employ, p. 6.

1.2

Learn the Terms

American dream, p. 19
conservative, p. 17
democracy, p. 7

direct democracy, p. 7
government, p. 4
indirect democracy, p. 8

liberal, p. 17
libertarian, p. 19
majority rule, p. 10

Study and Review the Flashcards

Review the Chapter

The functions of American government include establishing 
justice, ensuring domestic tranquility, providing for the com-
mon defense, promoting the general welfare, and securing 
the blessings of liberty.

Functions of American Government

Explain the functions of American government, p. 8.1.3

Political culture is a group’s commonly shared attitudes, 
beliefs, and core values about how government should oper-
ate. Key tenets of Americans’ shared political culture are lib-
erty and equality; popular consent, majority rule and popular 
sovereignty; individualism; and religious freedom.

American Political Culture and 
the Basic Tenets of American 
Democracy

Describe American political culture, and identify the 
basic tenets of American democracy, p. 9.

1.4

Several characteristics of the American electorate can help us 
understand how the system continues to evolve and change. 
Among these are changes in size and population, racial and 
ethnic composition, age, religious beliefs, regional growth 
and expansion, and family and family size.

The Changing American People

Analyze the changing characteristics of the American 
public, p. 11.

1.5

Ideologies, the belief systems that shape the thinking of indi-
viduals and how they view the world, affect people’s ideas 
about government. The major categories of political ideology 
in America are conservative, liberal, and moderate.

Political Ideology

Assess the role of political ideology in shaping American 
politics, p. 16.

1.6

Shifts in population have created controversy in the American 
electorate throughout America’s history. Americans have 
high and often unrealistic expectations of government, yet 
often fail to appreciate how much their government actually 
does for them. Americans’ failing trust in institutions also 
explains some of the apathy among the American electorate.

Toward Reform: People and Politics

Characterize changes in Americans’ attitudes toward 
and expectations of government, p. 19.

1.7
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moderate, p. 19
monarchy, p. 6
natural law, p. 10
oligarchy, p. 7
personal liberty, p. 9

political culture, p. 9
political equality, p. 10
political ideology, p. 16
politics, p. 19
popular consent, p. 10

popular sovereignty, p. 10
republic, p. 8
social conservative, p. 17
statist, p. 19
totalitarianism, p. 6

1. Before the Pilgrims traveled to the New World on the 
Mayflower, the most common reason for settlement in 
North America was
 a. religious freedom.
 b. fatal diseases in their homeland.
 c. commerce.
 d. independence from the crown.
 e. to create “a city on a hill.”

2. Which of the following settlements was not founded 
for primarily religious reasons?
 a. Connecticut
 b. Portsmouth
 c. Jamestown
 d. Massachusetts Bay
 e. Boston

3. As the population of the New World increased, the 
town meeting form of government was gradually replaced 
with an indirect democratic system colonists called a(n)
 a. direct democracy.
 b. monarchy.
 c. oligarchy.
 d. republic.
 e. democracy.

4. Which of the following is NOT a function of 
American government listed in the Preamble?
 a. Establish justice
 b. Promote equality
 c. Provide for the common defense
 d. Secure the blessings of liberty
 e. Ensure domestic tranquility

5. Which American ideal, central to the Declaration of 
Independence, was derived from the social contract theory?
 a. Majority rule
 b. Popular consent
 c. Religious freedom
 d. Natural law
 e. Political equality

6. Which of these is a major contributor to American 
population growth since 1940?
 a. Longer life expectancy
 b. Western European immigration
 c. Industrial growth
 d. New states added to the United States
 e. Higher birthrates

7. Which of the following statements best describes recent 
demographic trends in the United States?
 a. Population has grown largely in Midwestern and Mid-

Atlantic states.
 b. African Americans have consistently composed the 

second largest minority group.
 c. Couples favor having more children than in the mid-

twentieth century.
 d. The average age of Americans has increased.
 e. More than 50 percent of American children today live 

with only one parent.

8. According to political scientists, which of the following 
is NOT considered a function of political ideologies?
 a. Political program
 b. Evaluation
 c. Orientation
 d. Explanation
 e. Partisanship

9. Which political ideology is most associated with a lim-
ited role of government in personal and economic affairs?
 a. Liberal
 b. Conservative
 c. Moderate
 d. Libertarian
 e. Statist

10. For most Americans, the definition of achieving the 
American Dream includes obtaining
 a. incredible wealth.
 b. a job in business.
 c. a job in government.
 d. a happy and successful life.
 e. children.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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The 
Constitution

2

Trace the historical 
developments that 
led to the colonists’ 
break with Great 
Britain and the 
emergence of the 
new American 
nation, p. 26.

Identify the key 
components of  
the Articles of 
Confederation and 
the reasons why it 
failed, p. 32.

Outline the issues 
and compromises 
that were central 
to the writing  
of the U.S. 
Constitution,  
p. 35.
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2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6

A
t age eighteen, all American citizens are eligible to vote in state and national elec-
tions. This has not always been the case. It took an amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution—one of only seventeen that have been added since ratification of 
the Bill of Rights in 1791—to guarantee the vote in national elections to those 
younger than twenty-one years of age.

In 1942, during World War II, Representative Jennings Randolph (D–WV) proposed a constitu-
tional amendment that would lower the voting age to eighteen, believing that since young men 
were old enough to be drafted, to go to war, and to fight and die for their country, they also should 
have the right to vote. He continued to reintroduce his proposal during every session of Congress, 
and in 1954, President Dwight D. Eisenhower endorsed the idea in his State of the Union Address. 
Presidents Lyndon B. Johnson and Richard M. Nixon—men who had also called upon the nation’s 
young men to fight on foreign shores—echoed his appeal.1

During the 1960s, the campaign to lower the voting age took on a new sense of urgency as 
the draft sent hundreds of thousands of young men to fight in the unpopular war in Vietnam, and 
thousands of men and women were killed in action. “Old Enough to Fight, Old Enough to Vote” 
was one popular slogan of the day. By 1970, four states—the U.S. Constitution allows states to 
set the eligibility requirements for their voters—had lowered their voting ages to eighteen. Later 
that year, Congress passed legislation that designated eighteen as the voting age in national, 
state, and local elections.

The state of Oregon, however, challenged the constitutionality of the law in court, arguing that 
the Constitution did not give Congress the authority to establish a uniform voting age in state and 
local government elections. The U.S. Supreme Court agreed.2  The decision from the divided Court 
meant that those under age twenty-one could vote in national elections but that the states were 
free to prohibit them from voting in state and local elections. The decision presented the states with 
a logistical nightmare. Setting the voting age at twenty-one would force states to keep two sets of 
registration books: one for voters twenty-one and over and one for voters under twenty-one.
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MANY CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS HAVE ADDRESSED VOTING Above, women 
cast a ballot after the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920. Below, a young voter 
uses an electronic voting machine in a recent election.
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2.1

Trace the historical developments that led to the colonists’ break with Great Britain and 
the emergence of the new American nation.

2.1

B
eginning in the early seventeenth century, colonists came to the New 
World for a variety of reasons. Often, they wished to escape religious per-
secution. Others sought a new start on a continent where land was plenti-
ful or saw business opportunities to be gained in the New World. The 

independence and diversity of the settlers in the New World complicated the question 
of how best to rule the new colonies. More than merely an ocean separated Great 
Britain from the colonies; the colonists were independent people, and it soon became 
clear that the crown could not govern its subjects in the colonies with the same close 
rein used at home. King James I thus allowed some local participation in decision mak-
ing through arrangements such as the first elected colonial assembly, the Virginia 
House of Burgesses, formed in 1619, and the elected General Court that governed the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony after 1629. Almost all of the colonists agreed that the king 
ruled by divine right, but British monarchs allowed the colonists significant liberties in 
terms of self-government, religious practices, and economic organization. For 140 
years, this system worked fairly well.4

By the early 1760s, however, a century and a half of physical separation, develop-
ment of colonial industry, and relative self-governance by the colonies led to weakening 
ties with—and loyalties to—the crown. By this time, each of the thirteen colonies had 
drafted its own constitution, which provided the fundamental rules or laws by which it 
operated. Moreover, many of the most oppressive British traditions—feudalism, a rigid 

Jennings Randolph, by then a senator from West Virginia, reintroduced his proposed 
amendment to lower the national voting age to eighteen.3 Within three months of the 
Supreme Court’s decision, Congress sent the proposed Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the 
states for ratification. The required three-fourths of the states approved the amendment 
within three months—making its adoption on June 30, 1971, the quickest in the history of 
the constitutional amending process.

While young people have not traditionally exercised their Twenty-Sixth Amendment 
rights in large numbers, voter turnout among those 18 to 29 does seem to be on the rise. 
Record numbers of young voters went to the polls in the 2012 presidential election; many 
credited discussions on social networking sites for their political interest and activism. 
The votes of young people played a decisive role in electing Barack Obama. Young people 
not only made up 19 percent of all voters—a higher percentage than those age 65 and 
older—but 60 percent of those age 18 to 29 also voted for Obama.

• • •

The Framers never intended the U.S. Constitution to be easily changed. They made the 
amendment process time consuming and difficult. Over the years, thousands of amend-
ments—including those to prohibit child labor, provide equal rights for women, grant state-
hood to the District of Columbia, balance the federal budget, and ban flag burning—have 
been debated or sent to the states for approval, only to die slow deaths. Only twenty-
seven amendments have made their way into the Constitution. What the Framers wrote in 
Philadelphia has continued to work, in spite of increasing demands on and dissatisfaction 
with our national government. Although Americans often clamor for reform, perhaps they 
are happier with the system of government created by the Framers than they realize. The 
ideas that went into the making of the Constitution and the ways that it has evolved to 
address the problems of a growing and changing nation form the core of our discussion in 
this chapter.

Roots of the U.S. Constitution
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class system, and the absolute authority of the king—were absent in the colonies. Land 
was abundant. The guild and craft systems that severely limited entry into many skilled 
professions in Great Britain were not part of life in the colonies. And, although religion 
was central to the lives of most colonists, no single state church existed, so the colonists 
did not follow the British practice of compulsory tithing (giving a fixed percentage of 
one’s earnings to the state-sanctioned and -supported church).

  Trade and Taxation
Mercantilism, an economic theory designed to increase a nation’s wealth through the 
development of commercial industry and a favorable balance of trade, justified Britain’s 
maintenance of strict import/export controls on the colonies. After 1650, for example, 
the British Parliament passed a series of navigation acts to prevent its chief rival, 
Holland, from trading with the British colonies. From 1650 until well into the 1700s, 
Britain tried to control colonial imports and exports, believing it critical to export more 
goods than it imported as a way of increasing the gold and silver in its treasury. Britain 
found it difficult to enforce these policies, however, and the colonists, seeing little self-
benefit in their operation, widely ignored them. Thus, for years, an unwritten agree-
ment existed. The colonists relinquished to the crown and the British Parliament the 
authority to regulate trade and conduct international affairs, but they retained the right 
to levy their own taxes.

This fragile agreement was soon put to the test. The French and Indian War, 
fought from 1756 to 1763 on the western frontier of the colonies and in Canada, was 
part of a global war initiated by the British, then the greatest power in the world. This 
American phase of what was called the Seven Years War was fought between Britain 
and France with Indian allies. To raise money to pay for the war as well as the expenses 
of administering the colonies, Parliament enacted the Sugar Act in 1764. This act 
placed taxes on sugar, wine, coffee, and other products commonly exported to the colo-
nies. A postwar colonial depression heightened resentment of the tax. Major protest, 
however, failed to materialize until imposition of the Stamp Act by the British 
Parliament in 1765. This law required that all paper items, from playing cards to books, 
bought and sold in the colonies carry a stamp mandated by the crown. The colonists 
did not find the tax itself offensive. However, they feared this act would establish a 
precedent for the British Parliament not only to control commerce in the colonies but 
also to raise revenues from the colonists without approval of the colonial governments. 
The political cry “no taxation without representation” rang out across the colonies. To 
add insult to injury, in 1765, Parliament passed the Quartering Act, which required 
colonists to furnish barracks or provide living quarters within their own homes for 
British troops.

Most colonists, especially those in New England, where these acts hit merchants 
hardest, were outraged. Men throughout the colonies organized the Sons of Liberty, 
under the leadership of Samuel Adams and Patrick Henry. Women formed the 
Daughters of Liberty. Protests against the Stamp Act were violent and loud. Riots, 
often led by the Sons of Liberty, broke out. These were especially violent in Boston, 
where an angry mob burned the colonial governor’s home and protesters threatened 
British stamp agents charged with collecting the tax. The outraged colonists also orga-
nized a boycott of goods needing the stamps, as well as of British imports.

  First Steps Toward Independence
In 1765, at the urging of Samuel Adams, nine of the thirteen colonies sent representa-
tives to a meeting in New York City, where they drafted a detailed list of crown violations 
of the colonists’ fundamental rights. Known as the Stamp Act Congress, this gathering 
was the first official meeting of the colonies and the first step toward creating a unified 
nation. Attendees defined what they thought to be the proper relationship between colo-
nial governments and the British Parliament; they ardently believed Parliament had no 
authority to tax them without colonial representation in that body, yet they still remained 

mercantilism
An economic theory designed to 
increase a nation’s wealth through the 
development of commercial industry 
and a favorable balance of trade.

Stamp Act Congress 
Meeting of representatives of nine of 
the thirteen colonies held in New 
York City in 1765, during which rep-
resentatives drafted a document to 
send to the king that listed how their 
rights had been violated.

Why WAS SAmUEl ADAmS 
ImpOrTAnT?
Samuel Adams (1722–1803), cousin of 
President John Adams, was an early leader 
against the British and loyalist oppressors. 
He played a key role in developing the 
Committees of Correspondence, and was 
active in Massachusetts and colonial 
politics. Today he is known for the beer  
that bears his name, which is ironic, 
considering he bankrupted his family’s 
brewery business.
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loyal to the king. In contrast, the British believed that direct representation of the colo-
nists was impractical and that members of Parliament represented the best interests of all 
the British, including the colonists who were British subjects.

The Stamp Act Congress and its petitions to the crown did little to stop the 
onslaught of taxing measures. Parliament did, however, repeal the Stamp Act and revise 
the Sugar Act in 1766, largely because of the uproar made by British merchants who 
were losing large sums of money as a result of the boycotts. Rather than appeasing the 
colonists, however, these actions emboldened them to increase their resistance. In 1767, 
Parliament enacted the Townshend Acts, which imposed duties on all kinds of colonial 
imports, including tea. Responses from the Sons and Daughters of Liberty came imme-
diately. Protesters announced another boycott of tea, and almost all colonists gave up 
their favorite drink in a united show of resistance to the tax and British authority.5 
Tensions continued to run high, especially after the British sent 4,000 troops to Boston. 
On March 5, 1770, British troops opened fire on an unruly mob that included dis-
gruntled dockworkers, whose jobs had been taken by British soldiers, and members of 
the Sons of Liberty, who were taunting the soldiers and throwing objects at British 
sentries stationed in front of the Boston Customs House. The troops killed five colonists 
in what became known as the Boston Massacre. Following this confrontation, Parliament 
lifted all duties except those on tea. The tea tax, however, continued to be a symbolic 

WhAT rEAlly hAppEnED AT ThE BOSTOn mASSACrE?
Paul Revere’s famous engraving of the Boston Massacre played fast and loose with the facts. While the 
event occurred on a cold winter’s night, the engraving features a clear sky and no ice or snow. Crispus 
Attucks, the Revolution’s first martyr, was African American, although the engraving depicts him as a white 
man. Popular propaganda such as this engraving—and even dubbing the incident a “massacre”—did much 
to stoke anti-British sentiment in the years leading up to the Revolutionary War.
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Committees of Correspondence 
Organizations in each of the American 
colonies created to keep colonists 
abreast of developments with the 
British; served as powerful molders of 
public opinion against the British.

First Continental Congress 
Meeting held in Philadelphia from 
September 5 to October 26, 1774, in 
which fifty-six delegates (from every 
colony except Georgia) adopted a res-
olution in opposition to the Coercive 
Acts.

Second Continental Congress 
Meeting that convened in Philadelphia 
on May 10, 1775, at which it was 
decided that an army should be raised 
and George Washington of Virginia 
was named commander in chief.

irritant. In 1772, at the suggestion of Samuel Adams, colonists created Committees of 
Correspondence to keep each other abreast of developments with the British. These 
committees also served as powerful molders of public opinion against the British.

Meanwhile, despite dissent in Britain over treatment of the colonies, Parliament 
passed another tea tax designed to shore up the sagging sales of the East India Company, 
a British exporter of tea. The colonists’ boycott had left that trading company with 
more than 18 million pounds of tea in its warehouses. To rescue British merchants 
from disaster, in 1773, Parliament passed the Tea Act, granting a monopoly to the 
financially strapped East India Company to sell tea imported from Britain. This act 
allowed the company to funnel business to American merchants loyal to the crown, 
thereby undercutting dissident colonial merchants, who could sell only tea imported 
from other nations. This practice drove down the price of tea and hurt colonial mer-
chants, who were forced to buy tea at higher prices from other sources.

When the next shipment of tea arrived in Boston from Great Britain, the colonists 
responded by throwing the Boston Tea Party; other colonies held similar tea parties. 
When the news reached King George III, he flew into a rage against the actions of his 
disloyal subjects. “The die is now cast,” the king told his prime minister. “The colonies must 
either submit or triumph.”

King George’s first act of retaliation was to persuade Parliament to pass the 
Coercive Acts of 1774. Known in the colonies as the Intolerable Acts, they contained 
a key provision calling for a total blockade of Boston Harbor, cutting off Bostonians’ 
access to many foodstuffs, until restitution was made for the tea. Another provision 
reinforced the Quartering Act. It gave royal governors the authority to house British 
soldiers in the homes of local Boston citizens, allowing Britain to send an additional 
4,000 soldiers to patrol Boston.

  The First Continental Congress
The British could never have guessed how the cumulative impact of these actions 
would unite the colonists. Samuel Adams’s Committees of Correspondence spread the 
word, and the people of Boston received food and money from all over the thirteen 
colonies. The tax itself was no longer the key issue; now the extent of British authority 
over the colonies presented the far more important question. At the request of the 
colonial assemblies of Massachusetts and Virginia, all but Georgia’s colonial assembly 
agreed to select a group of delegates to attend a continental congress authorized to 
communicate with the king on behalf of the now-united colonies.

The First Continental Congress, comprising fifty-six delegates, met in Philadelphia 
from September 5 to October 26, 1774. The colonists had yet to think of breaking with 
Great Britain; at this point, they simply wanted to iron out their differences with the 
king. By October, they had agreed on a series of resolutions to oppose the Coercive Acts 
and to establish a formal organization to boycott British goods. The Congress also 
drafted a Declaration of Rights and Resolves, which called for colonial rights of petition 
and assembly, trial by peers, freedom from a standing army, and the selection of repre-
sentative councils to levy taxes. The Congress further agreed that if the king did not 
capitulate to its demands, it would meet again in Philadelphia in May 1775.

  The Second Continental Congress
King George III refused to yield, tensions continued to rise, and a Second Continental 
Congress was deemed necessary. Before it could meet, fighting broke out in the early 
morning of April 19, 1775, at Lexington and Concord, Massachusetts, with what 
American writer and philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson later called “the shot heard 
’round the world.” Eight colonial soldiers, called Minutemen, were killed, and 16,000 
British troops besieged Boston.

When the Second Continental Congress convened in Philadelphia on May 10, 
1775, delegates were united by their increased hostility to Great Britain. In a final 
attempt to avert conflict, the Second Continental Congress adopted the Olive Branch 
Petition on July 5, 1775, asking the king to end hostilities. King George III rejected the 
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petition and sent an additional 20,000 troops to quell the rebellion; he labeled all in 
attendance traitors to the king and subject to death. As a precautionary measure, the 
Congress already had appointed George Washington of Virginia as commander in 
chief of the Continental Army. The selection of a southern leader was a strategic deci-
sion, because up to that time the Northeast had borne the brunt of British oppression. 
In fact, the war essentially had begun with the shots fired at Lexington and Concord.

In January 1776, Thomas Paine, with the support and encouragement of Benjamin 
Franklin, issued (at first anonymously) Common Sense, a pamphlet forcefully arguing for 
independence from Great Britain. In frank, easy-to-understand language, Paine denounced 
the corrupt British monarchy and offered reasons to break with Great Britain. “The blood 
of the slain, the weeping voice of nature cries ’Tis Time to Part,’ ” wrote Paine. Common 
Sense, widely read throughout the colonies, helped to change minds in a very short time. 
In its first three months of publication, the forty-seven-page Common Sense sold 120,000 
copies. One copy of Common Sense was in distribution for every thirteen people in the 
colonies—a truly astonishing number, given the low literacy rate.

Common Sense galvanized the American public against reconciliation with Great 
Britain. On May 15, 1776, Virginia became the first colony to call for independence, 
instructing one of its delegates to the Second Continental Congress to introduce a reso-
lution to that effect. On June 7, 1776, Richard Henry Lee of Virginia rose to move “that 
these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent States, and that 
all connection between them and the State of Great Britain is, and ought to be, dis-
solved.” His three-part resolution—which called for independence, the formation of for-
eign alliances, and preparation of a plan of confederation—triggered hot debate among 
the delegates. A proclamation of independence from Great Britain constituted treason, a 
crime punishable by death. Although six of the thirteen colonies had already instructed 
their delegates to vote for independence, the Second Continental Congress was sus-
pended to allow its delegates to return home to their respective colonial legislatures for 
final instructions. Independence was not a move the colonists would take lightly.

  The Declaration of Independence
The Congress set up committees to consider each point of Richard Henry Lee’s pro-
posal. The Committee of Five began work on the Declaration of Independence. 
Committee members included Benjamin Franklin of Pennsylvania, John Adams of 
Massachusetts, Robert Livingston of New York, and Roger Sherman of Connecticut. 
Adams lobbied hard for the addition of Thomas Jefferson, a Southerner, to add balance. 
Jefferson’s writings, which revealed a “peculiar felicity of expression,” had also impressed 
Adams. Thus, the Congress chose Jefferson of Virginia as chair.

On July 2, 1776, twelve of the thirteen colonies (with New York abstaining) voted 
for independence. Two days later, the Second Continental Congress voted to adopt the 
Declaration of Independence, largely penned by Jefferson. On July 9, 1776, the 
Declaration, now with the approval of New York, was read aloud in Philadelphia.6

In simple but eloquent language, the Declaration set out the reasons for separation 
of the colonies from Great Britain. Most of its stirring rhetoric drew heavily on the 
works of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century political philosophers, particularly the 
English philosopher John Locke. Locke had written South Carolina’s first constitu-
tion, a colonial charter drawn up in 1663. In fact, many words in the opening of the 
Declaration of Independence closely resemble passages from Locke’s Second Treatise of 
Civil Government.

Locke was a proponent of social contract theory, which holds that governments 
exist based on the consent of the governed. According to Locke, people agree to set up 
a government largely for the protection of property rights, to preserve life and liberty, 
and to establish justice. Furthermore, argued Locke, individuals who give their consent 
to be governed have the right to resist or remove rulers who deviate from those pur-
poses. Such a government exists for the good of its subjects and not for the benefit of 
those who govern. Thus, rebellion is the ultimate sanction against a government that 
violates the rights of its citizens.

Declaration of Independence 
Document drafted largely by Thomas 
Jefferson in 1776 that proclaimed the 
right of the American colonies to sep-
arate from Great Britain.
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2.1Take a Closer Look
The Declaration of Independence is arguably one of the most sacred American 
documents. In clear, concise prose, Thomas Jefferson states the colonists’ rationale 
for their split from Great Britain. But, the document was not always as articulate and 
powerful as it is today. After Thomas Jefferson submitted his “Rough Draught” to the 
Committee of Five, other members, including John Adams and Benjamin Franklin, 
made significant revisions to the document.

CRITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS

1. Why do you think committee members made revisions such as the ones you see 
here? What factors may have influenced their changes?

2. Are any edits that appear to weaken the document seen here? Why do you prefer 
the original language? Why do you think it was not ultimately used?

3. Who was the audience for the Declaration? How did this influence the authors’ 
arguments?

The Declaration originally began: 
When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for a people to advance that subordination in 
which they have hitherto remained, and to assume among the powers of the earth the equal and 
independant station to which the laws of nature and of nature’s god entitle them, a decent respect to the 
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the change.

The committee changed this to state: 

When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands 
which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and 
equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God entitle them, a decent respect to the 
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

Here, Jefferson’s phrase “sacred and undeniable” 
became “self-evident.”

The original draft stated that 
...all men are created equal and independant, that 
from that equal creation they derive rights inherent 
and inalienable, among which are the preservation 
of life, and liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

In the final draft, however, Jefferson stated, 

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, 
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
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Identify the key components of the Articles of Confederation and the reasons why it failed.2.2

T
he British had no written constitution. Delegates to the Second Continental 
Congress were attempting to codify many arrangements that had never before 
been expressed in legal terminology. To make matters more complicated, the 
delegates had to arrive at these decisions in a wartime atmosphere. Nevertheless, 

in late 1777, the Congress passed the Articles of Confederation, creating a loose “league of 
friendship” between the thirteen sovereign, or independent, colonies (some that even called 
themselves separate countries), and presented the Articles to the states for ratification.

The Articles created a type of government called a confederation or confederacy. 
Unlike Great Britain’s unitary system, wherein all governmental powers reside in the 
national government, the national government in a confederation derives all its powers 
directly from the states. Thus, the national government in a confederacy is weaker than 
the sum of its parts, and the states often consider themselves independent nation-states 
linked together only for limited purposes, such as national defense. So, the Articles of 
Confederation proposed the following:

• A national government with a Congress empowered to make peace, coin money, 
appoint officers for an army, control the post office, and negotiate with Indian tribes.

• Each state’s retention of its independence and sovereignty, or ultimate authority, to 
govern within its territories.

• One vote in the legislature, the Congress of the Confederation for each state, 
regardless of size.

• The vote of nine states to pass any measure (a unanimous vote for any amendment).
• The selection and payment of delegates to the Congress by the states.

It is easy to see the colonists’ debt to John Locke. In stirring language, the Declaration 
of Independence proclaims:

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these 
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.

Jefferson and others in attendance at the Second Continental Congress wanted to have a 
document that would stand for all time, justifying their break with Great Britain and clari-
fying their notions of the proper form of government. So, the Declaration continued:

That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving 
their just powers from the consent of the governed. That whenever any Form of 
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to 
alter or abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such 
Principles and organizing its Powers in such form, as to them shall seem most 
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.

After this stirring preamble, the Declaration enumerates the wrongs suffered by the colo-
nists under British rule. All pertain to the denial of personal rights and liberties, many of 
which would later be guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution through the Bill of Rights.

After the Congress signed and transmitted the Declaration to the king, the 
Revolutionary War raged with greater vengeance. At a September 1776 peace conference 
on Staten Island, New York, British General William Howe demanded revocation of the 
Declaration of Independence. Washington’s Continental Army refused, and the war raged 
on while the Continental Congress struggled to fashion a new united government.

The First Attempt at Government: 
The Articles of Confederation

Articles of Confederation 
The compact between the thirteen 
original colonies that created a loose 
league of friendship, with the national 
government drawing its powers from 
the states.

confederation 
Type of government in which the 
national government derives its pow-
ers from the states; a league of inde-
pendent states.
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The Articles, finally ratified by all thirteen states in March 1781, fashioned a gov-
ernment that reflected the political philosophy of the times.7 Although it had its flaws, 
the government under the Articles of Confederation saw the nation through the 
Revolutionary War. However, once the British surrendered in 1781, and the new nation 
found itself no longer united by the war effort, the government quickly fell into chaos.

  Problems Under the Articles of Confederation
More than 250 years ago, Americans had great loyalties to their states and often did 
not even think of themselves as Americans. This lack of national identity or loyalty in 
the absence of a war to unite the citizenry fostered a reluctance to give any power to the 
national government. By 1784, just one year after the Revolutionary Army was dis-
banded, governing the new nation under the Articles of Confederation proved unwork-
able.8 In fact, historians refer to the chaotic period from 1781 to 1789, when the  
former colonies were governed under the Articles, as the critical period. Congress 
rarely could assemble the required quorum of nine states to conduct business. Even 
when it did meet, states found it difficult to agree on any policies. To raise revenue to 
pay off war debts and run the government, Congress proposed various land, poll, and 
liquor taxes. But, since it had no specific power to tax, all these proposals were rejected. 
At one point, Congress was even driven out of Philadelphia (then the capital of the 
new national government) by its own unpaid army.

Although the national government could coin money, it had no resources to back 
up the value of its currency. Continental dollars were worth little, and trade between 
states grew chaotic as some of them began to coin their own money. Another weakness 
was that the Articles of Confederation did not allow Congress to regulate commerce 
among the states or with foreign nations. As a result, individual states attempted to 
enter into agreements with other countries, and foreign nations were suspicious of 
trade agreements made with the Congress of the Confederation. In 1785, for example, 
Massachusetts banned the export of goods in British ships, and Pennsylvania levied 
heavy duties on ships of nations that had no treaties with the U.S. government.

Fearful of a chief executive who would rule tyrannically, the drafters of the Articles 
made no provision for an executive branch of government that would be responsible for 
executing, or implementing, laws passed by the legislative branch. Instead, the presi-
dent was merely the presiding officer at meetings. John Hanson, a former member of 
the Maryland House of Delegates and of the First Continental Congress, was the first 
person to preside over the Congress of the Confederation. Therefore, he is sometimes 
referred to as the first president of the United States.

The Articles of Confederation, moreover, had no provision for a judicial system to 
handle the growing number of economic conflicts and boundary disputes among the 
individual states. Several states claimed the same lands to the west, and Pennsylvania 
and Virginia went to war with each other.

The Articles’ greatest weakness, however, was its failure to provide for a strong 
central government. Although states had operated independently before the war, dur-
ing the war they acceded to the national government’s authority to wage armed con-
flict. Once the war was over, however, each state resumed its sovereign status and was 
unwilling to give up rights, such as the power to tax, to an untested national govern-
ment. Consequently, the government could not force states to abide by the provisions 
of the second Treaty of Paris, signed in 1783, which officially ended the Revolutionary 
War. For example, states passed laws to allow debtors who owed money to Great 
Britain to postpone payment. States also opted not to restore property to citizens who 
had remained loyal to Britain during the war. Both actions violated the treaty.

A series of bad harvests kept farmers in debt and worsened the crumbling econ-
omy. George Washington and Alexander Hamilton, both interested in the questions of 
trade and frontier expansion, soon saw the need for a stronger national government 
with the authority to step in and solve some of these problems. They were not alone. In 
1785 and 1786, some state governments began to discuss ways to strengthen the 
national government.
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  Shays’s Rebellion
Before concerned states and individuals could take action to strengthen the government, 
new unrest broke out in America. In 1780, Massachusetts had adopted a constitution that 
appeared to favor the interests of the wealthy. Property-owning requirements barred the 
lower and middle classes from voting and office holding. And, as the economy of 
Massachusetts declined, banks foreclosed on the farms of many Massachusetts Continental 
Army veterans who were waiting for promised bonuses that the national government had 
no funds to pay. The last straw came in 1786, when the Massachusetts legislature enacted 
a new law requiring the payment of all debts in cash. Frustration and outrage at the new 
law incited Daniel Shays, a former Continental Army captain, and 1,500 armed, dis-
gruntled farmers to march to the government arsenal in Springfield, Massachusetts. This 
group obstructed the entrance to the state court located there, thus preventing the court 
from foreclosing on the mortgages on their farms.

The Congress of the Confederation immediately authorized the secretary of war to 
call for a new national militia. Congress made a $530,000 appropriation for this pur-
pose, but every state except Virginia refused the request for money. The governor of 
Massachusetts then tried to raise a state militia, but because of the poor economy, the 
state treasury lacked the necessary funds to support his action. A militia finally was 
assembled after frantic attempts to collect private financial support. By February 4, 
1787, this privately paid force ended what was called Shays’s Rebellion. The failure of 
the Congress to muster an army and quell the rebellion provided a dramatic example of 
the weaknesses inherent in the Articles of Confederation and shocked the nation’s lead-
ers into recognizing the new national government’s inadequacies. It finally prompted 
several states to join together and call for a convention in Philadelphia in 1787.

Shays’s Rebellion 
A rebellion in which an army of 1,500 
disgruntled and angry farmers led by 
Daniel Shays marched to Springfield, 
Massachusetts, and forcibly restrained 
the state court from foreclosing mort-
gages on their farms.

WhAT WAS ThE rESUlT Of ShAyS’S rEBEllIOn?
With Daniel Shays in the lead, a group of farmers who had served in the Continental Army marched to 
Springfield, Massachusetts, to stop the state court from foreclosing on the veterans’ farms. The rebellion 
illustrated many of the problems of the national government under the Articles of Confederation and is 
widely thought to have influenced the proceedings of the Constitutional Convention.
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The Miracle at Philadelphia: 
Writing the U.S. Constitution

Outline the issues and compromises that were central to the writing of the U.S. 
Constitution.

2.3 

O
n February 21, 1787, in the throes of economic turmoil and with domestic 
tranquility gone haywire, the Congress passed an official resolution. It called 
for a Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia for “the sole and express 
purpose of revising the Articles of Confederation.” However, many delegates 

who gathered in sweltering Philadelphia on May 25, 1787, were prepared to take poten-
tially treasonous steps to preserve the union. For example, on the first day the convention 
was in session, Edmund Randolph and James Madison of Virginia proposed fifteen reso-
lutions creating an entirely new government (later known as the Virginia Plan). Their 
enthusiasm, however, was not universal. Many delegates, including William Paterson of 
New Jersey, considered these resolutions to be in violation of the convention’s charter, and 
proposed the New Jersey Plan, which took greater steps to preserve the Articles.

These proposals met heated debate on the convention’s floor. Eventually the Virginia 
Plan triumphed following a declaration from Randolph that, “When the salvation of 
the Republic is at stake, it would be treason not to propose what we found necessary.”

Although the delegates had established the basic structure of the new government, 
the work of the Constitutional Convention was not complete. Remaining differences 
were resolved through a series of compromises, and less than one hundred days after 
the meeting convened, the Framers had created a new government to submit to the 
electorate for its approval.

  The Characteristics and Motives of the Framers
The fifty-five delegates who attended the Constitutional Convention labored long and 
hard that hot summer. Owing to the high stakes of their action, they conducted all of 
the convention’s work behind closed doors. George Washington of Virginia, who was 
unanimously elected the convention’s presiding officer, cautioned delegates not to 
reveal details of the convention even to family members. The delegates agreed to 
accompany Benjamin Franklin of Pennsylvania to all of his meals. They feared that the 
normally gregarious gentleman might get carried away with the mood or by liquor and 
inadvertently let news of the proceedings slip from his tongue.

All of the delegates to the Constitutional Convention were men; hence, they often 
are called the “Founding Fathers.” This text generally refers to them as the Framers, 
because their work provided the framework for the new government of the United 
States. Most of them were quite young, many in their twenties and thirties, and only 
one—Franklin at eighty-one—was rather old. Seventeen owned slaves, with George 
Washington, George Mason, and John Rutledge owning the most. Thirty-one went to 
college, and seven signed both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution.

The Framers brought with them a vast amount of political, educational, legal, and 
business experience. Clearly, they were an exceptional lot who ultimately produced a bril-
liant constitution, or document establishing the structure, functions, and limitations of 
a government.

However, debate about the Framers’ motives filled the air during the ratification 
struggle and has provided grist for the mill of historians and political scientists over the 
years. In his Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States (1913), Charles 
A. Beard argued that the 1780s were a critical period not for the nation as a whole, but 
rather for business owners who feared that a weak, decentralized government could 
harm their economic interests.9 Beard argued that merchants wanted a strong national 
government to promote industry and trade, to protect private property, and to ensure 
payment of the public debt—much of which was owed to them. Therefore, according to 

constitution 
A document establishing the struc-
ture, functions, and limitations of a 
government.
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Beard, the Constitution represents “an economic document drawn with superb skill by 
men whose property interests were immediately at stake.”10

By the 1950s, Beard’s view had fallen into disfavor when other historians were unable 
to find direct links between wealth and the Framers’ motives for establishing the 
Constitution. Others faulted Beard’s failure to consider the impact of religion and indi-
vidual views about government.11 In the 1960s, however, another group of historians 
began to argue that social and economic factors were, in fact, important motives for sup-
porting the Constitution. In The Anti-Federalists (1961), Jackson Turner Main posited 
that while the Constitution’s supporters might not have been the united group of creditors 
suggested by Beard, they were wealthier, came from higher social strata, and had greater 
concern for maintaining the prevailing social order than the general public.12 In 1969, 
Gordon S. Wood’s The Creation of the American Republic resurrected this debate. Wood 
deemphasized economics to argue that major social divisions explained different groups’ 
support for (or opposition to) the new Constitution. He concluded that the Framers were 
representative of a class that favored order and stability over some of the more radical ideas 
that had inspired the American Revolutionary War and the break with Britain.13

  The Virginia and New Jersey Plans
The less populous states were concerned with being lost in any new system of government 
in which states were not treated as equals regardless of population. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that a large state and then a small one, Virginia and New Jersey, respectively, 
weighed in with ideas about how the new government should operate.

The Virginia Plan, proposed by Edmund Randolph and written by James 
Madison, called for a national system based heavily on the European nation-state 
model, wherein the national government derives its powers from the people and not 
from the member states.

Its key features included:
• Creation of a powerful central government with three branches—the legislative, 

executive, and judicial.
• A two-house legislature with one house elected directly by the people, the other 

chosen from among persons nominated by the state legislatures.
• A legislature with the power to select the executive and the judiciary.

In general, smaller states such as New Jersey and Connecticut felt comfortable 
with the arrangements under the Articles of Confederation. These states offered 
another model of government, the New Jersey Plan. Its key features included:

• Strengthening the Articles, not replacing them.
• Creating a one-house legislature with one vote for each state and with representa-

tives chosen by state legislatures.
• Giving Congress the power to raise revenue from duties on imports and from postal 

service fees.
• Creating a Supreme Court with members appointed for life by the executive.

  Constitutional Compromises
The Virginia and New Jersey Plans necessitated serious compromise. Three of these 
were particularly important. Below, we discuss the Great Compromise, which con-
cerned the form of the new government, the issue of slavery, and the Three-Fifths 
Compromise, which dealt with representation.

THE GREAT COMPROMISE  The most serious disagreement between the Virginia 
and New Jersey Plans concerned state representation in Congress. When a deadlock 
loomed, Connecticut offered its own compromise. Representation in the lower house 
would be determined by population, and each state would have an equal vote in the 
upper house. Again, a stalemate occurred.

Virginia Plan 
The first general plan for the Con-
stitution offered in Philadelphia. Its 
key points were a bicameral legislature, 
as well as an executive and a judiciary 
chosen by the national legislature.

New Jersey Plan
A framework for the Constitution 
proposed by a group of small states. Its 
key points were a one-house legisla-
ture with one vote for each state, a 
Congress with the ability to raise rev-
enue, and a Supreme Court with 
members appointed for life.
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2.3 Three-Fifths Compromise 
Agreement reached at the Constitutional 
Convention stipulating that each slave 
was to be counted as three-fifths of a 
person for purposes of determining 
population for representation in the 
U.S. House of Representatives.

Great Compromise 
The final decision of the Constitutional 
Convention to create a two-house leg-
islature, with the lower house elected 
by the people and with powers divided 
between the two houses. It also made 
national law supreme.

A committee to work out an agreement soon reported back what became known 
as the Great Compromise. Taking ideas from both the Virginia and New Jersey Plans, 
it recommended:

• A two-house, or bicameral, legislature.
• In one house of the legislature (later called the House of Representatives), repre-

sentatives would number fifty-six—no more than one representative for every 
30,000 inhabitants. The people would directly elect representatives.

• That house would have the power to originate all bills for raising and spending money.
• In the second house of the legislature (later called the Senate), each state would 

have an equal vote, and state legislatures would select the representatives.
• In dividing power between the national and state governments, national power 

would be supreme.14

Benjamin Franklin summarized it in this way:
The diversity of opinions turns on two points. If a proportional representation takes place, 
the small states contend that their liberties will be in danger. If an equality of votes is to be 
put in its place, large states say that their money will be in danger. . . . When a broad table 
is to be made and the edges of a plank do not fit, the artist takes a little from both sides 
and makes a good joint. In like manner, both sides must part with some of their demands, 
in order that they both join in some accommodating position.15

The Great Compromise ultimately met with the approval of all states in attendance. 
The smaller states were pleased because they received equal representation in the Senate; 
the larger states were satisfied with the proportional representation in the House of 
Representatives. The small states then would dominate the Senate, while the large states, 
such as Virginia and Pennsylvania, would control the House. But, because both houses 
had to pass any legislation, neither body could dominate the other.

THE ISSUE OF SLAVERY  The Great Compromise dealt with one major concern of the 
Framers—how best to address the differences in large and small states—but other problems 
stemming largely from regional differences remained. Slavery, which formed the basis of 
much of the southern states’ cotton economy, was one of the thorniest issues to tackle. To 
reach an agreement on the Constitution, the Framers had to craft a compromise that bal-
anced southern commercial interests with comparable northern concerns. Eventually, the 
Framers agreed that Northerners would support continuation of the slave trade for twenty 
more years, as well as a twenty-year ban on taxing exports to protect the cotton trade, while 
Southerners consented to a provision requiring only a majority vote on navigation laws. The 
Framers also gave the national government the authority to regulate foreign commerce and 
agreed that the Senate would have the power to ratify treaties by a two-thirds majority, which 
assuaged the fears of southern states, who made up more than one-third of the nation.

THE THREE-FIFTHS COMPROMISE  One major conflict had yet to be resolved: how to 
determine state population with regard to representation in the House of Representatives. 
Slaves could not vote, but the southern states wanted them included in the determina-
tion of population numbers. After considerable dissension, the delegates decided that 
population for purposes of representation and the apportionment of direct taxes would 
be calculated by adding the “whole Number of Free Persons” to “three-fifths of all other 
Persons.” “All other Persons” was the delegates’ euphemistic way of referring to slaves. 
Known as the Three-Fifths Compromise, this highly political deal ensured that the 
South would hold 47 percent of the House—enough to prevent attacks on slavery but 
not so much as to foster the spread of slavery northward.

  Unfinished Business: The Executive Branch
The Framers next turned to fashioning an executive branch. While they agreed on the 
idea of a one-person executive, they could not settle on the length of the term of office 
or on the procedure for choosing the chief executive. With Shays’s Rebellion still fresh 
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in their minds, the delegates feared putting too much power, including selection of a 
president, into the hands of the lower classes. At the same time, representatives from 
the smaller states feared that selection of the chief executive by the legislature would 
put additional power into the hands of the large states.

Amid these fears, the Committee on Unfinished Portions conducted its sole task: 
ironing out problems and disagreements concerning the office of chief executive. The 
committee recommended that the presidential term of office be fixed at four years instead 
of seven, as had earlier been proposed. The committee also made it possible for a presi-
dent to serve more than one term.

In addition, the Framers created the Electoral College as a mechanism for selecting the 
chief executive of the new nation. The Electoral College system gave individual states a key 
role, because each state would choose electors equal to the number of representatives it had in 
the House and Senate. This step was a vague compromise that removed election of the presi-
dent and vice president from both the Congress and the people and placed it in the hands of 
electors whose method of selection would be left to the states. As Alexander Hamilton noted 
in Federalist No. 68, the Framers fashioned the Electoral College to avoid the “tumult and 
disorder” that they feared could result if the masses were allowed to vote directly for president. 
Instead, the task of choosing the president fell to a small number of men (the Electoral 
College) who “possess[ed] the information and discernment requisite” to decide, in Hamilton’s 
words, the “complicated” business of selecting the president.

In drafting the new Constitution, the Framers also took care to provide for removal 
of the chief executive. The House of Representatives assumed the sole responsibility of 
investigating and charging a president or vice president with “Treason, Bribery, or other 
high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” A majority vote then would result in issuing articles of 
impeachment against the president or vice president. In turn, the Senate took on the sole 
responsibility of trying the president or vice president on the charges issued by the House. 
To convict and remove the president or vice president from office required a two-thirds 
vote of the Senate. The chief justice of the United States was to preside over the Senate 
proceedings in place of the vice president (that body’s constitutional leader) to prevent 
any conflict of interest on the vice president’s part.

The U.S. Constitution

Analyze the underlying principles of the U.S. Constitution.2.4 

T
he U.S. Constitution’s opening line, “We the People,” ended, at least for the 
time being, the question of the source of the government’s power: it came 
directly from the people. The Constitution then explained the need for the 
new outline of government: “in Order to form a more perfect Union” indirectly 

acknowledged the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation in governing a growing 
nation. Next, the optimistic goals of the Framers for the new nation were set out: to “estab-
lish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the gen-
eral Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,” followed 
by the formal creation of a new government: “do ordain and establish this Constitution for 
the United States of America.”

On September 17, 1787, the delegates approved the Constitution. While the completed 
document did not satisfy all delegates, of the fifty-five delegates who attended some portion 
of the meetings, thirty-nine ultimately signed it. The sentiments uttered by Benjamin 
Franklin probably well reflected those of many others: “Thus, I consent, Sir, to this 
Constitution because I expect no better, and because I am not sure that it is not the best.”16

  The Basic Principles of the Constitution
The structure of the proposed new national government owed much to the writings of 
the French philosopher Montesquieu (1689–1755), who advocated distinct functions for 
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2.4 The  Constitution of the
Kingdom of Norway

Section A.   Form of Government and Religion
Section B.   The Executive Power, the King, and the
 Royal Family
Section C.     Rights of the Citizens and the Legislative Power
Section D.  The Judicial Power
Section E.    General Provisions

(Adopted May 17, 1814)

Explore Your World

CritiCal thinking Questions

1. What are the key differences you observe between these two documents? Are 
these differences likely the result of temporal, cultural, or political differences?

2. Which elements of the Norwegian Constitution may have enabled it to survive for 
almost 200 years? How do these elements reflect the era in which it was written?

3. Which elements of the Russian Constitution are particularly striking? How do 
these elements enable the state to thrive in a globalized, modern world?

The Constitution of the
Russian Federation

Section One
Chapter 1. The Fundamentals of the Constitutional

System
Chapter 2. The Rights and Liberties of Man and Citizen
Chapter 3. The Russian Federation
Chapter 4. The President of the Russian Federation
Chapter 5. The Federal Assembly
Chapter 6. The Government of the Russian Federation
Chapter 7. The Judiciary
Chapter 8. Local Self-Government
Chapter 9. Constitutional Amendments and Revisions

Section Two
Concluding and Transitional Provisions

(Adopted December 12, 1993)

The Norwegian Constitution is the world’s second oldest. It created a 
unitary system of government led by a constitutional monarch. This 
document endures in part because it can easily be amended to add and 
delete provisions. In 2012, for example, the legislature passed an 
amendment separating church and state, thereby nullifying part of the 
Norwegian Constitution’s first section.

The Russian Constitution, written after the fall of the Soviet Union, 
creates a federal system of government. Accordingly, the document 
contains a high level of detail about the role and powers of state and local 
governments. It also clearly reserved rights to the people, as articulated in 
its first section.

Written in 1787, the U.S. Constitution is the world’s shortest and oldest national 
constitution still in use. In fact, around the world, the average life span of a constitution 
written since 1789 is about seventeen years. A lasting, stable constitution may  
be advantageous for a state, but it may also pose unique challenges; more recent 
constitutions are able to address modern problems such as civil rights, government 
bureaucracy, and global trade.

Both constitutions lay out a basic structure  
of government that includes three branches: 
executive, legislative, and judicial.
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each branch of government, called separation of powers, with a system of checks and 
balances between each branch. The Constitution’s concern with the distribution of power 
between states and the national government also reveals the heavy influence of political 
philosophers, as well as the colonists’ experience under the Articles of Confederation.17

FEDERALISM  The question before and during the convention concerned how much 
power states would give up to the national government. Given the nation’s experi-
ences under the Articles of Confederation, the Framers believed that a strong 
national government was necessary for the new nation’s survival. However, they were 
reluctant to create a powerful government after the model of Great Britain, the coun-
try from which they had just won their independence. The colonists did not even 
consider Great Britain’s unitary system. Instead, they fashioned a way (now known as 
a federal system) to divide the power of government between a strong national gov-
ernment and the individual states, with national power being supreme. This system 
was based on the principle that the federal, or national, government derived its power 
from the citizens, not the states, as the national government had done under the 
Articles of Confederation.

Opponents of this system feared that a strong national government would infringe 
on their liberty. But, supporters of a federal system, such as James Madison, argued that 
a strong national government with distinct state governments could, if properly directed 
by constitutional arrangements, actually be a source of expanded liberties and national 
unity. The Framers viewed the division of governmental authority between the national 
government and the states as a means of checking power with power, and providing the 
people with double security against governmental tyranny. Later, the passage of the 
Tenth Amendment, which stated that powers not given to the national government 
were reserved by the states or the people, further clarified the federal structure.

SEPARATION OF POwERS  James Madison and many of the Framers clearly feared 
putting too much power into the hands of any one individual or branch of govern-
ment. Madison’s famous words, “Ambition must be made to counteract ambition,” 
were widely believed at the Constitutional Convention.

Separation of powers is simply a way of parceling out power among the three 
branches of government. Its three key features are:

• Three distinct branches of government: the legislative, the executive, and the judicial.
• Three separately staffed branches of government to exercise these functions.
• Constitutional equality and independence of each branch.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the Framers carefully created a system in which law-
making, law-enforcing, and law-interpreting functions were assigned to independent 
branches of government. Only the legislature has the authority to make laws; the chief 
executive enforces laws; and the judiciary interprets them. Moreover, initially, members of 
the House of Representatives, members of the Senate, the president, and members of the 
federal courts were selected by, and therefore responsible to, different constituencies. 
Madison believed that the scheme devised by the Framers would divide the offices of the 
new government and their methods of selection among many individuals, providing each 
office holder with the “necessary means and personal motives to resist encroachment” on 
his or her power. The Constitution originally placed the selection of senators directly with 
state legislators, making them more accountable to the states. The Seventeenth Amendment, 
ratified in 1913, however, called for direct election of senators by the voters, which made 
them directly accountable to the people and the system thereby more democratic.

The Framers could not have foreseen the intermingling of governmental functions 
that has since evolved. In Article I of the Constitution, the legislative power is vested 
in Congress. But, the president also has a role in the legislative process; in order for a 
bill to become law, he must sign the legislation. If he disagrees with the content of a 
bill, he may also veto the legislation, although a two-thirds vote in Congress can over-
ride his veto. Judicial interpretation also helps to clarify the language or implementa-
tion of legislation enacted through this process.

separation of powers 
A way of dividing the power of gov-
ernment among the legislative, execu-
tive, and judicial branches, each staffed 
separately, with equality and inde-
pendence of each branch ensured by 
the Constitution.

checks and balances 
A constitutionally mandated structure 
that gives each of the three branches 
of government some degree of over-
sight and control over the actions of 
the others.

federal system 
System of government in which the 
national government and state gov-
ernments share power and derive all 
authority from the people.
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So, instead of a pure system of separation of powers, a symbiotic, or interdependent, rela-
tionship among the three branches of government has existed from the beginning. Or, as one 
scholar has explained, there are “separated institutions sharing powers.”18 While Congress  
still is entrusted with making the laws, the president, as a single person who can easily capture 
the attention of the media and the electorate, retains tremendous power in setting the agenda 
and proposing legislation. And, although the Supreme Court’s major function is to interpret 
the Constitution, its involvement in the 2000 presidential election, which effectively decided 
the election in favor of George W. Bush, and its decisions affecting criminal procedure, repro-
ductive rights, health care, and other issues have led many critics to charge that it has sur-
passed its constitutional authority and become, in effect, a law-making body.

CHECkS AND BALANCES  The separation of powers among the three branches of the 
national government is not complete. According to Montesquieu and the Framers, the 
powers of each branch (as well as the powers of the two houses of the national legisla-
ture and the powers between the states and the national government) could be used to 
check those of the other two governmental branches. The power of each branch of 
government is checked, or limited, and balanced because the legislative, executive, and 
judicial branches share some authority, and no branch has exclusive domain over any 
single activity. The creation of this system allowed the Framers to minimize the threat 

JUDICIAL BRANCH POWERS
Interpret federal laws and U.S.
  Constitution
Review the decisions of lower state
  and federal courts

Judicial Checks on the 
Legislative

Rule federal and state laws 
unconstitutional

Legislative Checks on the Judicial 
Change the number and 

jurisdiction of federal courts 
Impeach federal judges

Propose constitutional amendments to 
override judicial decisions

Executive Checks on the Judicial
Appoint federal judges

Refuse to implement decisions

Judicial Checks on the 
Executive

Declare executive branch 
actions unconstitutional

Chief justice presides over 
impeachment trials

Executive Checks on the Legislative
Veto legislation

Call Congress into special session
Implement (or fail to implement) laws 

passed by Congress

Legislative Checks on the Executive
Impeach the president

Reject legislation or funding the president wants
Refuse to confirm nominees or approve treaties*
Override the president’s veto by a two-thirds vote

EXECUTIVE BRANCH POWERS
Enforce federal laws and court orders
Propose legislation to Congress
Make foreign treaties
Nominate officers of the U.S. 
  government and federal judges
Serve as commander in chief of the
  armed forces
Pardon people convicted in federal
  courts or grant reprieves

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH POWERS
Pass all federal laws
Pass the federal budget
Declare war
Establish lower federal courts
  and the number of judges

*This power belongs to the Senate only.

F IGURE 2 .1  WhAT ArE ThE SEpArATIOn Of pOWErS AnD hOW DO ChECkS AnD BAlAnCES WOrk 
UnDEr ThE U.S. COnSTITUTIOn?
Drawing inspiration from Montesquieu, the Framers crafted a political system of checks and balances and 
separation of powers. Each of the three branches—executive, legislative, and judicial—has distinct powers, 
and each branch has powers that intersect with the powers of each of the other branches. This system 
prevents any one branch from becoming too powerful.
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of tyranny from any one branch. Thus, for almost every power granted to one branch, 
the Framers established an equal control in the other two branches. For example, 
although President George W. Bush, as the commander in chief, had the power to 
deploy American troops to Iraq in 2003, he needed authorization from Congress, under 
the War Powers Resolution passed in 1973, to keep the troops in the Middle East for 
longer than ninety days. Similarly, to pay for this mission, the president had to ask 
Congress to appropriate funds, which it did repeatedly.

  The Structure of the Constitution
The document finally signed by the Framers condensed numerous resolutions into a 
Preamble and seven separate articles remedying many of the deficiencies within the 
Articles of Confederation (see Table 2.1). The first three articles established the three 
branches of government, defined their internal operations, and clarified their relation-
ships with one another. The Framers technically considered all branches of government 
equal, yet some initially appeared more powerful than others. The order of the articles, 
as well as the detail contained in the first three, reflects the Framers’ concern that these 
branches of government might abuse their powers. The four remaining articles define 
the relationships between the states, declare national law to be supreme, and set out 
methods of amending and ratifying the Constitution.

TABLE 2.1 hOW DO ThE ArTIClES Of COnfEDErATIOn AnD ThE U.S. COnSTITUTIOn COmpArE TO OnE AnOThEr?

  Articles of Confederation Constitution
Formal name of  
the nation

The United States  
of America

Not specified, but referred to in the  
Preamble as “the United States of America”

Legislature Unicameral, called Congress Bicameral, called Congress, divided into the  
House of Representatives and the Senate

Members of Congress Between two and seven members per state Two senators per state, representatives appor - 
tioned according to population of each state

Voting in Congress One vote per state One vote per representative or senator

Appointment of members All appointed by state legislatures, in the  
manner each legislature directed

Representatives elected by popular vote;  
senators appointed by state legislatures

Term of legislative office One year Two years for representatives; six for senators

Term limit for legislative office No more than three of every six years None

When Congress is not in session
A Committee of States had the full  
powers of Congress

The president of the United States can call  
on Congress to assemble

Chair of legislature President of Congress Speaker of the House of Representatives;  
vice president is president of the Senate

Executive None President

National judiciary Maritime judiciary established—other courts 
left to states

Supreme Court established, as well as other  
courts Congress deems necessary

Adjudicator of disputes  
between states Congress Supreme Court

New states Admitted upon agreement of nine states  
(special exemption provided for Canada) Admitted upon agreement of majority of Congress

Amendment When agreed upon by all states When agreed upon by three-fourths of the states

Navy
Congress authorized to build a navy;  
states authorized to equip warships  
to counter piracy

Congress authorized to build a navy;  
states not allowed to keep ships of war

Army
Congress to decide on size of force and to 
requisition troops from each state according 
to population

Congress authorized to raise and support armies

Power to coin money United States and the states United States only

Taxes Apportioned by Congress, collected  
by the states Levied and collected by Congress

Ratification Unanimous consent required Consent of nine states required
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ARTICLE I: THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH  Article I vests all legislative powers in the 
Congress and establishes a bicameral legislature, consisting of the Senate and the 
House of Representatives. It also sets out the qualifications for holding office in each 
house, the terms of office, the methods of selection of representatives and senators, and 
the system of apportionment among the states to determine membership in the House 
of Representatives. Article I, section 2, specifies that an “enumeration” of the citizenry 
must take place every ten years in a manner to be directed by the U.S. Congress.

One of the most important sections of Article I is section 8. It carefully lists those 
powers the Framers wished the new Congress to possess. These specified, or enumerated, 
powers contain many key provisions that had been denied to the Continental Congress 
under the Articles of Confederation. For example, one major weakness of the Articles 
was Congress’s lack of authority to deal with trade wars. The Constitution remedied this 
problem by authorizing Congress to “regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and 
among the several States.” Congress was also given the authority to coin and raise money.

After careful enumeration of seventeen powers of Congress in Article I, section 8, a 
final, general clause authorizing Congress to “make all Laws which shall be necessary and 
proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers” completes Article I. Often 
referred to as the elastic clause, the necessary and proper clause has been a source of tre-
mendous congressional activity never anticipated by the Framers, including the passage of 
laws that regulate the environment, welfare programs, education, and communication.

The necessary and proper clause is the basis for the implied powers that Congress 
uses to execute its other powers. Congress’s enumerated power to regulate commerce 
has been linked with the necessary and proper clause in a variety of U.S. Supreme 
Court cases. As a result, laws banning prostitution where travel across state lines is 
involved, regulating trains and planes, establishing federal minimum wage and maxi-
mum hour laws, and mandating drug testing for certain workers have passed constitu-
tional muster under the implied powers.

ARTICLE II: THE ExECUTIVE BRANCH  Article II vests the executive power, that is, 
the authority to execute the laws of the nation, in a president of the United States. 
Section 1 sets the president’s term of office at four years and explains the Electoral 
College. It also states the qualifications for office and describes a mechanism to replace 
the president in case of death, disability, or removal from office. Article II also limits 
the presidency to natural-born citizens.

The powers and duties of the president are set out in Section 3. Among the most 
important of these are the president’s role as commander in chief of the armed forces, 
the authority to make treaties with the consent of the Senate, and the authority to 
“appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, the Judges of the supreme 
Court, and all other Officers of the United States.” Other sections of Article II instruct 
the president to report directly to Congress “from time to time,” in what has come to 
be known as the State of the Union Address, and to “take Care that the Laws be faith-
fully executed.” Section 4 provides the mechanism for removal of the president, vice 
president, and other officers of the United States for “Treason, Bribery, or other high 
Crimes and Misdemeanors.”

ARTICLE III: THE JUDICIAL BRANCH  Article III establishes a Supreme Court and 
defines its jurisdiction. During the Philadelphia meeting, the small and large states 
differed significantly regarding both the desirability of an independent judiciary and 
the role of state courts in the national court system. The smaller states feared that a 
strong unelected judiciary would trample on their liberties. In compromise, the 
Framers permitted Congress to establish lower national courts but did not require it. 
Thus, state courts and the national court system would exist side by side with distinct 
areas of authority. Federal courts had authority to decide cases arising under federal 
law and the U.S. Constitution. The U.S. Supreme Court also assumed the power to 
settle disputes between states, or between a state and the national government. 
Ultimately, it was up to the Supreme Court to determine what the provisions of the 
Constitution actually meant.

necessary and proper clause 
The final paragraph of Article I, sec-
tion 8, of the Constitution, which gives 
Congress the authority to pass all laws 
“necessary and proper” to carry out the 
enumerated powers specified in the 
Constitution; also called the elastic 
clause.

implied powers 
The powers of the national govern-
ment derived from the enumerated 
powers and the necessary and proper 
clause.

enumerated powers 
The powers of the national govern-
ment specifically granted to  Con gress 
in  Ar t i c l e  I , s ec t ion  8  o f  the 
Constitution.
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full faith and credit clause 
Section of Article IV of the Con stitution 
that ensures judicial decrees and contracts 
made in one state will be binding and 
enforceable in any other state.

Although some delegates to the convention urged that the president have author-
ity to remove federal judges, ultimately judges received appointments for life, presum-
ing “good behavior.” And, like the president’s, their salaries cannot be lowered while 
they hold office, thereby ensuring that the legislature not attempt to punish the 
Supreme Court or any other judges for unpopular decisions.

ARTICLES IV THROUGH VII  The remainder of the articles in the Constitution 
attempted to anticipate problems that might occur in the operation of the new 
national government as well as its relations to the states. Article IV begins with what 
is called the full faith and credit clause, which mandates that states honor the laws 
and judicial proceedings of other states. Article IV also includes the mechanisms for 
admitting new states to the union.

Article V specifies how amendments can be added to the Constitution. The Bill of 
Rights, which added ten amendments to the Constitution in 1791, was one of the first 
items of business when the First Congress met in 1789.

Article VI contains the supremacy clause, which asserts the basic primacy of the 
Constitution and national law over state laws and constitutions. The supremacy clause 
provides that the “Constitution, and the laws of the United States” as well as all treaties 
are to be the supreme law of the land. All national and state officers and judges are bound 
by national law and take oaths to support the federal Constitution above any state law or 
constitution. Because of the supremacy clause, any legitimate exercise of national power 
supersedes any state laws or action, in a process called preemption. Without the suprem-
acy clause and the federal courts’ ability to invoke it, the national government would have 

supremacy clause 
Portion of Article VI of the Con stitution 
mandating that national law is supreme 
to (that is, supersedes) all other laws 
passed by the states or by any other sub-
division of government.

Why DOES ThE prESIDEnT DElIvEr A STATE Of ThE UnIOn ADDrESS?
In Article II of the Constitution, the Framers required the president to report directly to Congress “from time to 
time” about the affairs of the state. Today, the speech has become a media event; the president’s address is 
carried live on television, radio, and the Internet. Here, viewers watch President Obama deliver his 2012 State 
of the Union Address. Vice President Joe Biden and Speaker of the House John Boehner sit behind him.
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little actual enforceable power; thus, many commentators call the supremacy clause the 
linchpin of the entire federal system.

Mindful of the potential problems that could occur if church and state were too 
enmeshed, the Framers specified in Article VI that no religious test shall be required 
for holding any office. This mandate is strengthened by the separation of church and 
state guarantee that became part of the Constitution when the First Amendment was 
ratified.

The seventh and final article of the Constitution concerns the procedures for rati-
fying the new Constitution: nine of the thirteen states would have to agree to, or ratify, 
its new provisions before it would become the supreme law of the land.

Ratifying the U.S. Constitution
Explain the conflicts that characterized the drive for ratification of the U.S. Constitution.2.5

W
hile delegates to the Constitutional Convention labored in Philadelphia, 
the Congress of the Confederation continued to govern the former colo-
nies under the Articles of Confederation. The day after the delegates signed 
the Constitution, William Jackson, the secretary of the Constitutional 

Convention, left for New York City, then the nation’s capital, to deliver the official copy 
of the document to the Congress. He also took with him a resolution of the delegates 
calling upon each of the states to vote on the new Constitution. Anticipating resistance 
from representatives in the state legislatures, however, the Framers required the states 
to call special ratifying conventions to consider the proposed Constitution.

Jackson carried a letter from General George Washington along with the proposed 
Constitution. In a few eloquent words, Washington summed up the sentiments of the 
Framers and the spirit of compromise that had permeated the long weeks in 
Philadelphia:

That it will meet the full and entire approbation of every state is not perhaps to be 
expected, but each [state] will doubtless consider, that had her interest alone been 
consulted, the consequences might have been particularly disagreeable or injurious 
to others; that it is liable to as few exceptions as could reasonably have been 
expected, we hope and believe; that it may promote lasting welfare of that country 
so dear to us all, and secure her freedom and happiness is our ardent wish.19

The Congress of the Confederation immediately accepted the work of the conven-
tion and forwarded the proposed Constitution to the states for their vote. It was by no 
means certain, however, that the states would adopt the new Constitution. From the fall 
of 1787 to the summer of 1788, debate over the proposed Constitution raged around the 
nation. State politicians understandably feared a strong central government. Farmers and 
other working-class people feared a distant national government. And, those who had 
accrued substantial debts during the economic chaos following the Revolutionary War 
feared that a new government with a new financial policy would plunge them into even 
greater debt. The public in general was very leery of taxes—these were the same people 
who had revolted against the king’s taxes. At the heart of many of their concerns lay an 
underlying apprehension of the massive changes that a new system would create. Favoring 
the Constitution were wealthy merchants, lawyers, bankers, and those who believed that 
the new nation could not continue to exist under the Articles of Confederation. For 
them, it all boiled down to one simple question offered by James Madison: “Whether or 
not the Union shall or shall not be continued.”

  Federalists Versus Anti-Federalists
During the debate over whether to ratify the Constitution, those who favored the new 
strong national government chose to call themselves Federalists. They were well aware 

Federalists 
Those who favored a stronger national 
government and supported the pro-
posed U.S. Constitution; later became 
the first U.S. political party.
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Anti-Federalists 
Those who favored strong state gov-
ernments and a weak national govern-
ment; opposed ratification of the U.S. 
Constitution.

that many people still generally opposed the notion of a strong national government. 
They did not want to risk being labeled nationalists, so they tried to get the upper hand 
in the debate by nicknaming their opponents Anti-Federalists. As noted in Table 2.2, 
Anti-Federalists argued that they simply wanted to protect state governments from the 
tyranny of a too powerful national government.20

Federalists and Anti-Federalists participated in the mass meetings held in state 
legislatures to discuss the pros and cons of the new plan. Tempers ran high at these 
meetings, and fervent debates were discussed at town hall meetings and published in 
newspapers, which played a powerful role in the adoption process. Just two days after 
the convention’s end, in fact, the Pennsylvania Packet printed the entire Constitution. 
Other major papers quickly followed suit. Soon, opinion pieces on both sides of the 
adoption issue began to appear around the nation, often written under pseudonyms 
such as “Caesar” or “Constant Reader,” as was the custom of the day.

  The Federalist Papers
One name stood out from all the rest: “Publius” (Latin for “the people”). Between 
October 1787 and May 1788, eighty-five essays written under that pen name routinely 
appeared in newspapers in New York, a state where ratification was in doubt. Alexander 
Hamilton and James Madison wrote most of them. Hamilton, a young, fiery New 
Yorker born in the British West Indies, wrote fifty-one; Madison, a Virginian who later 
served as the fourth president, authored twenty-six; jointly they penned another three. 
John Jay, also of New York, and later the first chief justice of the United States, wrote 
five of the pieces. These eighty-five essays became known as The Federalist Papers.

Today, The Federalist Papers are considered masterful explanations of the Framers’ 
intentions as they drafted the new Constitution. At the time, although they were 
reprinted widely, they were far too theoretical to have much impact on those who 
would ultimately vote on the proposed Constitution. Dry and scholarly, they lacked the 
fervor of much of the political rhetoric then in use. The Federalist Papers did, however, 
highlight the reasons for the new government’s structure and its benefits. According to 
Federalist No. 10, for example, the new Constitution was called “a republican remedy 
for the disease incident to republican government.” These musings of Madison, 
Hamilton, and Jay continue to stand as the clearest articulation of the political theories 
and philosophies that lie at the heart of our Constitution.

Forced on the defensive, the Anti-Federalists responded to The Federalist Papers 
with their own series of letters written under the pen names “Brutus” and “Cato,” two 
ancient Romans famous for their intolerance of tyranny. These letters (actually essays) 
undertook a line-by-line critique of the Constitution, as did other works.

Anti-Federalists argued that a strong central government would render the states 
powerless.21 They stressed the strengths granted to the government under the Articles 
of Confederation and maintained that the Articles, not the proposed Constitution, cre-
ated a true federal system. Moreover, they believed that the strong national government 

The Federalist Papers 
A series of eighty-five political essays 
written by Alexander Hamilton, James 
Madison, and John Jay in support of 
ratification of the U.S. Constitution.

TABLE 2.2  WhAT WErE ThE DIffErEnCES BETWEEn ThE fEDErAlISTS AnD ThE AnTI-fEDErAlISTS?

  Federalists Anti-Federalists

Who were they? Property owners, landed rich, merchants  
of Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Small farmers, shopkeepers, laborers

Political 
philosophy

Elitist; saw themselves and those of their class as  
most fit to govern (others were to be governed)

Believed in the decency of “the common man” and  
in participatory democracy; viewed elites as corrupt;  
sought greater protection of individual rights

Type of govern-
ment favored

Powerful central government; two-house legislature; 
upper house (six-year term) further removed from the 
people, whom they distrusted

Wanted stronger state governments (closer to the people)  
at the expense of the powers of the national government; 
sought smaller electoral districts, frequent elections,  
referendum and recall, and a large unicameral legislature  
to provide for greater class and occupational representation

Alliances Pro-British, anti-French Anti-British, pro-French
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would tax heavily, that the U.S. Supreme Court would overwhelm the states by invali-
dating state laws, and that the president eventually would have too much power as 
commander in chief of a large and powerful army.22

In particular, Anti-Federalists feared the power of the national government to run 
roughshod over the liberties of the people. They proposed that the taxing power of 
Congress be limited, that the executive be curbed by a council, that the military consist of 
state militias rather than a national force, and that the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court 
be limited to prevent it from reviewing and potentially overturning the decisions of state 
courts. But, their most effective argument concerned the absence of a bill of rights in the 
Constitution. James Madison answered these criticisms in Federalist Nos. 10 and 51. In 
Federalist No. 10, Madison pointed out that the voters would not always succeed in elect-
ing “enlightened statesmen” as their representatives. The greatest threat to individual lib-
erties would therefore come from factions within the government, who might place nar-
row interests above broader national interests and the rights of citizens. While recognizing 
that no form of government could protect the country from unscrupulous politicians, 
Madison argued that the organization of the new government would minimize the 
effects of political factions. The great advantage of a federal system, Madison maintained, 
was that it created the “happy combination” of a national government too large for any 
single faction to control and several state governments that would be smaller and more 
responsive to local needs. Moreover, he argued in Federalist No. 51 that the proposed 
federal government’s separation of powers would prohibit any one branch from either 
dominating the national government or violating the rights of citizens.

  winning Support for the Constitution
Debate continued in the thirteen states as votes were taken from December 1787 to 
June 1788, in accordance with the ratifying process laid out in Article VII of the pro-
posed Constitution. Three states acted quickly to ratify the new Constitution. Two 
small states, Delaware and New Jersey, voted to ratify before the large states could 
rethink the notion of equal representation of the states in the Senate. Pennsylvania, 
where Federalists were well organized, was also one of the first three states to ratify. 
Massachusetts assented to the new government but tempered its support by calling for 
an immediate addition of amendments, including one protecting personal rights. New 
Hampshire became the crucial ninth state to ratify on June 21, 1788. This action com-
pleted the ratification process outlined in Article VII of the Constitution and marked 
the beginning of a new nation. But, New York and Virginia, which at that time 
accounted for more than 40 percent of the new nation’s population, had not yet ratified 
the Constitution. Thus, the practical future of the new nation remained in doubt.

Hamilton in New York and Madison in Virginia worked feverishly to convince 
delegates to their state conventions to vote for the new government. In New York, 
sentiment against the Constitution ran high. In Albany, fighting broke out over ratifi-
cation and resulted in injuries and death. When news of Virginia’s acceptance of the 
Constitution reached the New York convention, Hamilton was able to convince a 
majority of those present to follow suit by a margin of three votes. Both states also 
recommended the addition of a series of structural amendments and a bill of rights.

North Carolina and Rhode Island continued to hold out against ratification. Both 
had recently printed new currencies and feared that values would plummet in a federal 
system that authorized the Congress to coin money. On August 2, 1788, North 
Carolina became the first state to reject the Constitution on the grounds that no Anti-
Federalist amendments were included. Soon after, in September 1789, owing much to 
the Anti-Federalist pressure for additional protections from the national government, 
Congress submitted the Bill of Rights to the states for their ratification. North Carolina 
then ratified the Constitution by a vote of 194–77. Rhode Island, the only state that 
had not sent representatives to Philadelphia, remained out of the new nation until 
1790. Finally, under threats from its largest cities to secede from the state, the legisla-
ture called a convention that ratified the Constitution by only two votes (34–32)—one 
year after George Washington became the first president of the United States.
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Bill of Rights 
The first ten amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution, which largely guarantee 
specific rights and liberties.

  The Bill of Rights
Once the Constitution was ratified, elections took place. When Congress convened, it 
immediately sent a set of amendments to the states for ratification. An amendment autho-
rizing the enlargement of the House of Representatives and another to prevent members 
of the House from raising their own salaries failed to garner favorable votes in the neces-
sary three-fourths of the states. The remaining ten amendments, known as the Bill of 
Rights, were ratified by 1791 in accordance with the procedures set out in the Constitution. 
Sought by Anti-Federalists as a protection for individual liberties, they offered numerous 
specific limitations on the national government’s ability to interfere with a wide variety of 
personal liberties, some of which many state constitutions had already guaranteed. These 
include freedom of expression, speech, press, religion, and assembly, guaranteed by the 
First Amendment. The Bill of Rights also contains numerous safeguards for those accused 
of crimes. The Ninth Amendment notes that these enumerated rights are not inclusive, 
meaning they are not the only rights to be enjoyed by the people, and the Tenth 
Amendment states that powers not given to the national government are reserved by the 
states or the people.

Toward Reform: Methods of 
Amending the U.S. Constitution

Distinguish between the methods for proposing and ratifying amendments to the  
U.S. Constitution.

2.6

T
he Framers did not want to fashion a government subject to the whims of the 
people. Therefore, they made the formal amendment process a slow one to 
guard against impulsive amendment of the Constitution. In keeping with this 
intent, only seventeen amendments have been added since the Bill of Rights. 

However, informal amendments, prompted by judicial interpretation, cultural and social 
change, and technological change, have had a tremendous impact on the Constitution.

  Formal Methods of Amending the Constitution
Article V of the Constitution creates a two-stage amendment process: proposal and 
ratification. The Constitution specifies two ways to accomplish each stage. As illus-
trated in Figure 2.2, amendments to the Constitution can be proposed by: (1) a vote of 
two-thirds of the members in both houses of Congress; or, (2) a vote of two-thirds of 
the state legislatures specifically requesting Congress to call a national convention to 
propose amendments.

F IGURE 2 .2  hOW CAn ThE U.S. COnSTITUTIOn BE AmEnDED?
There are two stages to the amendment process: proposal and ratification. An amendment can be proposed 
by two-thirds of either both houses of Congress or the state legislatures. It can be ratified by three-fourths 
of the state legislatures or special ratifying conventions called in each of the states.

Methods of Proposal Methods of Ratification

By two-thirds vote in both
houses of Congress

By national constitutional 
convention called by Congress 
at the request of two-thirds of 
the state legislatures. (This
method never has been used 
to propose an amendment.)

By legislatures in three-fourths
of the states

By conventions in three-fourths
of the states

Usual method

Used once
(Twenty-First 
Amendment)

OR OR
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WhICh IS ThE Only COnSTITUTIOnAl AmEnDmEnT TO BE rEpEAlED?
For all its moral support from local prayer bands and groups such as the Woman’s Christian Temperance 
Union (WCTU), whose members blockaded bars to protest the sale of alcoholic beverages, the Eighteenth 
(Prohibition) Amendment was a disaster. Among its side effects was the rise of powerful crime 
organizations responsible for illegal sales of alcoholic beverages. Once proposed, it took only ten months  
to ratify the Twenty-First Amendment, which repealed the Prohibition Amendment.

The second method has never been used. Historically, it has served as a fairly effec-
tive threat, forcing Congress to consider amendments it might otherwise never have 
debated. In the 1980s, for example, several states called on Congress to enact a bal-
anced budget amendment. To forestall a special constitutional convention, in 1985, 
Congress enacted the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act, which called for a balanced 
budget by the 1991 fiscal year. A three-judge district court later ruled the act unconsti-
tutional on the grounds that the law violated separation of powers principles.

The ratification process is fairly straightforward. When Congress votes to propose 
an amendment, the Constitution specifies that the ratification process must occur in 
one of two ways: (1) a favorable vote in three-fourths of the state legislatures; or, (2) a 
favorable vote in specially called ratifying conventions in three-fourths of the states.

The Constitution itself was ratified by the favorable vote of nine states in specially 
called ratifying conventions. The Framers feared that the power of special interests in 
state legislatures would prevent a positive vote on the new Constitution. Since ratifica-
tion of the Constitution, however, only one ratifying convention has been called. The 
Eighteenth Amendment, which outlawed the sale of alcoholic beverages nationwide, 
was ratified by the first method—a vote in state legislatures. Millions of people broke 
the law, others died from drinking homemade liquor, and still others made their for-
tunes selling bootleg or illegal liquor. After a decade of these problems, Congress 
decided to act. It proposed an additional amendment—the Twenty-First—to repeal 
the Eighteenth Amendment. Congress sent the amendment to the states for ratifica-
tion, but with a call for ratifying conventions, not a vote in state legislatures.23 Members 
of Congress correctly predicted that the move to repeal the Eighteenth Amendment 
would encounter opposition in the state houses, which conservative rural legislators 
largely controlled. Thus, Congress’s decision to use the convention method led to quick 
approval of the Twenty-First Amendment.
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The intensity of efforts to amend the Constitution has varied considerably, 
depending on the nature of the change proposed. Whereas the Twenty-First 
Amendment took only ten months to ratify, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) 
was introduced in every session of Congress from 1923 until 1972, when Congress 
finally voted favorably for it. Even then, years of lobbying by women’s groups were 
insufficient to garner necessary state support. By 1982, the congressionally mandated 
date for ratification, only thirty-five states—three short of the number required—
had voted favorably on the amendment.24 Yet, it has been reintroduced every session 
in a somewhat symbolic move.

  Informal Methods of Amending the Constitution
The formal amendment process is not the only way the Constitution has been altered 
over time. Judicial interpretation, cultural and social change, and the growth of tech-
nology also have had a major impact on how the Constitution has evolved.

JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION  As early as 1803, the Supreme Court declared in 
Marbury v. Madison that federal courts had the power to nullify acts of the nation’s 
government when the courts found such acts to conflict with the Constitution.25 Over 
the years, this check on the other branches of government and on the states has 
increased the authority of the Court and significantly altered the meaning of various 

With this article, the Framers acknowledged the 
potent ia l  need to change or  amend the 

Constitution. This article provides for two methods to 
propose amendments: by a two-thirds vote of both 
houses of Congress or by a two-thirds vote of the state 
legislatures. It also specifies two alternative methods of 
ratification of proposed amendments: by a three-quar-
ters vote of the state legislatures, or by a similar vote in 
specially called state ratifying conventions.

During the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia, 
the Framers were divided as to how frequently or how 
easily the Constitution was to be amended. The original 
suggestion was to allow the document to be amended 
“when soever it shall seem necessary.” Some dele-
gates wanted to entrust this authority to the state legis-
latures; however, others feared that it would give states 
too much power. James Madison alleviated these fears 
by suggesting that both Congress and the states have a 
role in the process.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, leaders of the 
new women’s rights movement sought passage of the 
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). Their efforts were 

rewarded when the ERA was approved in the House 
and Senate by overwhelming majorities in 1972 and 
then sent out to the states for their approval. In spite of 
tremendous lobbying, a strong anti-ERA movement 
emerged and the amendment failed to gain approval in 
three-quarters of the state legislatures.

The failed battles for the ERA as well as other 
amendments, including one to prohibit child labor and 
another to grant statehood to the District of Columbia, 
underscore how difficult it is to amend the Constitution. 
Thus, unlike the constitutions of individual states or 
many other nations, the U.S. Constitution rarely has 
been amended. Still, the ERA has been proposed in 
every session of Congress since 1923.

CRITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS
1. What would it take to get an equal rights 

amendment added to the U.S. Constitution?

2. Does your state already have an equal rights 
amendment? What does it guarantee?

The Congress, whenever two thirds of both houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose 

amendments to this Constitution, or, on the application of the legislatures of two thirds of the several 

states, shall call a convention for proposing amendments, which, in either case, shall be valid to all 

intents and purposes, as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of three fourths of 

the several states, or by conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode of 

ratification may be proposed by the Congress. —ARTICLE V

TheLiving Constitution
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provisions of the Constitution. This fact prompted President Woodrow Wilson to call 
the Supreme Court “a constitutional convention in continuous session,” a role demon-
strated by recent decisions in civil liberties, civil rights, and economic regulation.

Today, some analysts argue that the original intent of the Framers—as evidenced in 
The Federalist Papers, as well as in private notes taken by James Madison at the 
Constitutional Convention—should govern judicial interpretation of the Constitution.26 
Others argue that the Framers knew a changing society needed an elastic, flexible docu-
ment that could adapt to the ages.27 In all likelihood, the vagueness of the document was 
purposeful. Those in attendance in Philadelphia recognized that they could not agree on 
everything and that it was wiser to leave interpretation to future generations.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE  Even the most far-sighted of those in atten-
dance at the Constitutional Convention could not have anticipated the vast changes 
that have occurred in the United States. For example, although many people were 
uncomfortable with the Three-Fifths Compromise and others hoped for the abolition 
of slavery, none could have imagined that an African American would one day become 
president of the United States. Likewise, few of the Framers could have anticipated 
the diverse roles that women would play in American society. The Constitution has 
evolved to accommodate such social and cultural changes. Thus, although no specific 
amendment guarantees women equal protection under the law, federal courts have 
interpreted the Constitution to prohibit many forms of gender discrimination, thereby 
recognizing cultural and societal change.

Social change has also caused alterations in the way institutions of government act. 
As problems such as the Great Depression appeared national in scope, Congress took 
on more and more power at the expense of states. In fact, Yale law professor Bruce 
Ackerman argues that extraordinary times call for extraordinary measures such as the 
New Deal that, in effect, amend the Constitution. Thus, congressional passage (and the 
Supreme Court’s eventual acceptance) of sweeping New Deal legislation that altered 
the balance of power between the national government and the states truly changed 
the Constitution without benefit of amendment.28

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE  Technological advances of the twenty-first century 
bring up new questions concerning privacy and our rights under the Constitution, 
including regulation of television airwaves and Internet content, as well as the need 
for security surveillance systems. The development and growth of social media has 
also redefined free speech in the classroom and the workplace; online posts can be 
grounds for firing employees or expelling students. In 2011, for example, an employee 
of Hispanics United of Buffalo, a nonprofit organization that provides social services 
for low income clients, posted Facebook comments concerning the performance of 
another employee. Upon discovery of these comments, the five people involved were 
fired according to the company’s policy of zero tolerance for cyber harassment. 
Although the employees were ultimately reinstated, the case calls into question our 
understanding of the scope and application of the Bill of Rights.

Changes in technology have also led our political institutions to expand into areas 
never imagined by the Framers. The Constitution, for example, does not explicitly 
empower Congress to create a Social Security system. But, in an effort to address grow-
ing poverty among senior citizens during the Great Depression, Congress created this 
program in 1935. Today, owing in part to advances in medical technology and greater 
life expectancies, the program issues approximately a trillion dollars a year to retirees, 
dependents, and the disabled.29 In spite of such massive modifications, the Constitution 
survives, changed and ever changing after more than 200 years.
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Settlers came to the New World for a variety of reasons, but 
most of these early inhabitants remained loyal to Great Britain 
and considered themselves subjects of the king. Over the years, 
as new generations of Americans were born on colonial soil, 
those ties weakened. A series of taxes levied by the British 
crown ultimately led colonists to convene the Second 
Continental Congress and to declare their independence.

Roots of the U.S. Constitution
Trace the historical developments that led to the  
colonists’ break with Great Britain and the emergence  
of the new American nation, p. 26.

2.1

The proposed U.S. Constitution created a federal system that 
drew heavily on Montesquieu’s ideas about separation of 
powers. These ideas concerned a way of parceling out power 
among the three branches of government. A system of checks 
and balances also prevented any one branch from having too 
much power.

The U.S. Constitution

Analyze the underlying principles of the U.S. 
Constitution, p. 39.

2.4

The Articles of Confederation (1781) created a loose league 
of friendship between the new national government and the 
states. Numerous weaknesses in the new government quickly 
became apparent. Among the major flaws were Congress’s 
inability to tax or regulate commerce, the absence of an exec-
utive to administer the government, the lack of a strong cen-
tral government, and no judiciary.

The First Attempt at Government: 
The Articles of Confederation

Identify the key components of the Articles of 
Confederation and the reasons why it failed, p. 32.

2.2

2.3

When weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation became 
apparent, the states called for a meeting to reform them. The 
Constitutional Convention (1787) threw out the Articles of 
Confederation and fashioned a new, more work able form of 
government. The U.S. Constitution resulted from a series of 
compromises, including those over representation, issues 
involving large and small states, slavery, and how to deter-
mine population. The delegates also made compromises on 
how members of each branch of government were to be 
selected. They created the Electoral College to give states a 
key role in the selection of the president.

The Miracle at Philadelphia: 
Writing the U.S. Constitution

Outline the issues and compromises that were central  
to the writing of the U.S. Constitution, p. 35.

The drive for ratification became a fierce fight between 
Federalists and Anti-Federalists. Federalists lobbied for the 
strong national government created by the Constitution; 
Anti-Federalists favored greater state power.

Ratifying the U.S. Constitution

Explain the conflicts that characterized the drive for  
ratification of the U.S. Constitution, p. 46.

2.5

The Framers did not want the whims of the people to sway 
the government unduly. Therefore, they designed a deliber-
ate two-stage, formal amendment process that required 
approval on both federal and state levels; this process has 
rarely been used. However, informal amendments, prompted 
by judicial interpretation, cultural and social changes, and 
technological change, have had a tremendous impact on the 
Constitution.

Toward Reform: Methods of 
Amending the U.S. Constitution

Distinguish between the methods for proposing and  
ratifying amendments to the U.S. Constitution, p. 49.

2.6

Anti-Federalists, p. 47
Articles of Confederation, p. 32
Bill of Rights, p. 49

checks and balances, p. 41
Committees of Correspondence, p. 29
confederation, p. 32

constitution, p. 35
Declaration of Independence, p. 30
enumerated powers, p. 44

Study and Review the FlashcardsLearn the Terms

Review the Chapter
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federal system, p. 41
The Federalist Papers, p. 47
Federalists, p. 46
First Continental Congress, p. 29
full faith and credit clause, p. 45
Great Compromise, p. 38

implied powers, p. 44
mercantilism, p. 27
necessary and proper clause, p. 44
New Jersey Plan, p. 37
Second Continental Congress, p. 29
separation of powers, p. 41

Shays’s Rebellion, p. 34
Stamp Act Congress, p. 27
supremacy clause, p. 45
Three-Fifths Compromise, p. 38
Virginia Plan, p. 37

1.   Which organization functioned as a powerful molder 
of public opinion against the British?
 a. Stamp Act Congress
 b. Committees of Correspondence
 c. First Continental Congress
 d. Second Continental Congress
 e. The Boston Massacre

2.   The first major gathering of the colonies was the
 a. Committees of Correspondence.
 b. First Continental Congress.
 c. Second Continental Congress.
 d. Stamp Act Congress.
 e. Congress of the Confederation.

3.   The Declaration of Independence was most directly 
influenced by which political philosopher?
 a. John Locke
 b. Thomas Hobbes
 c. Isaac Newton
 d. Montesquieu
 e. Jean-Jacques Rousseau

4.   Why did the Articles of Confederation create a national 
system of government whose power was derived from the states?
 a. Disagreements in the Continental Congress necessi-

tated a compromise between those who wanted  
a strong national government and those who  
supported strong state governments.

 b. The Articles formalized the system of government 
proposed by the Declaration of Independence.

 c. The Framers sought to create a system similar to that  
of other democracies.

 d. It was a reaction to Great Britain’s unitary system of 
government.

 e. The states wanted to cede power to a stronger national 
authority.

5.   What was the greatest weakness of the Articles  
of Confederation?
 a. Congress had no specific power to tax.
 b. Congress was allowed to regulate only international 

trade.
 c. The central government was too strong.

 d. There was no provision for a legislative branch.
 e. There was no provision for a judicial system.

6.   What was the major difference between the Virginia 
Plan and the New Jersey Plan?
 a. The Virginia Plan created a two-house legislature, while 

the New Jersey Plan created a one-house legislature.
 b. The Virginia Plan proposed a new national government 

deriving its powers from the people, while the New 
Jersey Plan proposed revising the Articles to maintain  
a government deriving its power from the states.

 c. The Virginia Plan gave the legislature the power to select 
the executive and the judiciary, and the New Jersey Plan 
created an elected president and Supreme Court.

 d. The Virginia Plan created a unicameral legislature, while 
the New Jersey Plan created a bicameral legislature.

 e. The Virginia Plan created a government that favored 
small states, while the New Jersey Plan created a 
government that favored larger states.

7.   When James Madison wrote the famous words  
“ambition must be made to counteract ambition,” he was 
describing what?
 a. The bicameral legislature
 b. Creating a nonpartisan judiciary
 c. The separation of powers and checks and balances 

between the three branches of the national government
 d. The division of state and national power under the 

Articles of Confederation
 e. Citizens’ role in electing public officials

8.   What does Article III of the U.S. Constitution 
address?
 a. The supremacy of the Constitution
 b. The executive branch
 c. Procedures for ratification
 d. The legislative branch
 e. The judicial branch

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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9.   Which of the following exemplifies the Anti-
Federalists’ views?
 a. The most elite groups of society are the most fit to 

govern.
 b. A strong central government could strip powers away 

from the states.
 c. Separation of powers will prevent any one group from 

dominating the national government.
 d. The United States should pursue alliances with the French.
 e. The U.S. Constitution, in its original form, provided 

sufficient protections for the citizens.

10.   In which of the following ways has the U.S. 
Constitution NOT been amended?
 a. Ratification of an amendment by legislatures in three-

fourths of the states
 b. Judicial interpretation
 c. Social and cultural change
 d. Ratification by conventions called in one-fourth  

of the states
 e. Proposal by two-thirds vote in both houses  

of Congress
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The Federal 
System

3

Trace the roots  
of the federal 
system and the 
Constitution’s 
allocation of 
powers between 
the national  
and state 
governments,  
p. 58.

Determine the 
impact of the 
Marshall Court  
on federalism,  
p. 64.

Describe the 
emergence and 
decline of dual 
federalism,  
p. 66.

Explain how  
cooperative  
federalism led to 
the growth of  
the national  
government at 
the expense of 
the states, p. 69.

Describe how 
the federal 
budget is used to 
further influence 
state and local  
governments’  
policies, p. 72.

Explore the role 
of the judiciary 
as arbiter of  
federal–state  
conflicts, p. 76.

Assess the 
challenges in 
balancing 
national and 
state powers  
and the 
consequences  
for policy 
making, p. 77.

3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7

T
he Supreme Court is often called upon to resolve conflicts between the national and 
state government. During its 2012 term, for example, the Court considered whether 
states have the authority to enact immigration laws that go above and beyond federal 
statutes. The case arose out of a law passed by the state of Arizona in 2010. The 
statute was widely considered the most restrictive immigration law in the land. 

Intended to discourage the entry and employment of illegal immigrants, the sweeping law authorized 
a wide range of investigatory powers for local law enforcement. Perhaps most controversially, it per-
mitted police officers to stop and question anyone they suspected to be in the country illegally, and 
required those who were detained to produce evidence of either citizenship or legal residency.

The cries against the law were loud, even before it was enacted. Hispanic rights advocates, 
local politicians, and even President Barack Obama spoke out against the legislation. The presi-
dent’s involvement, especially, was unexpected, as the executive branch rarely interferes with 
state legislative actions. However, President Obama stated that the bill’s provisions undermined 
“basic notions of fairness that we cherish as Americans, as well as the trust between police and 
our communities that is so crucial to keeping us safe.”1 He also directed his Justice Department 
to sue to stop enforcement of the law.

In 2012, the case of Arizona  v. U.S. reached the United States Supreme Court. In a controver-
sial and widely discussed decision, the justices decided much of the case in favor of federal 
power, striking down provisions of the act that made illegal immigration and seeking employment 
while in the United States unlawfully crimes under state law. They also struck down a third provi-
sion authorizing the arrest of suspected illegal immigrants without a warrant. In each of these 
cases, the Court ruled that the state had come into conflict with existing federal law and, accord-
ing to the U.S. Constitution, federal law must always be supreme.2

However, the Court upheld a fourth provision requiring state and local police to verify the citizen-
ship of illegal immigrants. As a result, many Arizona legislators, as well as Republican Governor Jan 
Brewer, declared the Court’s decision a victory for state powers. Supporters further argued that
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IMMIGRATION IS AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL PROBLEM Public policy on immigration—and balancing an individual’s liberty of 
movement with the country’s security—requires the cooperation of local, state, national, and international governments. Above, 
European immigrants are screened for entry at Ellis Island, New York, in the 1890s. Below, Hmong immigrants receive health certifica-
tions before immigrating to the United States in the present day.
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3.1
the experience of local law enforcement makes the state government more equipped to 
handle modern immigration than the national government. These comments reflected one of 
the enduring debates in the federal system, and one considered throughout this chapter.

• • •

State and local governments are, to some degree, the lynchpins of the federal system. 
They have existed since the first settlers arrived at Plymouth and Jamestown and quickly 
recognized that rules or laws were necessary to keep order even within these small com-
munities. State and local governments thus predate the existence of the national govern-
ment in every one of the original thirteen colonies.

During the Constitutional Convention, many of the Framers believed that, although a 
national government was necessary, it should have limited powers. As a result, in the fed-
eral system created by the Framers, the states reserved significant powers and authority in 
a wide array of issues from health to education to administering elections. The national 
government, in contrast, was given power in areas such as conducting foreign affairs, regu-
lating interstate commerce, and coining money. The governments shared power in other 
areas, creating a system of checks and balances not only between the executive, legisla-
tive, and judicial branches of government, but also between the national government and 
the states. The Framers further stipulated that the people would be the ultimate source of 
power for both the national and state governments.

Today, the Constitution ultimately binds a diverse array of governments at the national, 
state, and local levels. The Constitution lays out the duties, obligations, and powers of 
national and state governments; states establish and charter local governments. Throughout 
history, however, crises, historical evolution, public opinion, and judicial interpretation have 
continually reshaped these relationships. All of these forces have had tremendous influ-
ence on policy decisions affecting your daily life. Because there is only one national govern-
ment, for example, you do not need a passport to travel from Texas to Oklahoma. Only one 
national currency exists, as does a national minimum wage, although states may set higher 
hourly wages. But, the laws of various states exhibit many differences. The age at which 
you may marry is a state issue, as are laws governing divorce, child custody, and criminal 
justice, including how—or if—the death penalty is applied. Local governments often set 
liquor or smoking laws. Other policies or programs, such as wars or air traffic regulation, lie 
solely within the province of the national government. In areas such as education, however, 
the national, state, and local governments work together in a system of shared powers.

Roots of the Federal System

he United States became the first country to adopt a federal system of gov
ernment (although the word “federal” never appears in the U.S. Constitution). 
The Framers designed this system, wherein the national and state govern
ments share power and derive all authority from the people, to remedy many 

of the problems experienced under the Articles of Confederation. Under the Articles, the 
United States was governed as a confederation, whereby the national government 
derived all of its powers from the states. This arrangement led to a weak national govern
ment often unable to respond to even localized crises, such as Shays’s Rebellion.

The new system of government also had to be different from the unitary system 
found in Great Britain, where local and regional governments derived all of their power 
from a strong national government (see Figure 3.1). Having been under the rule of 
English kings, whom they considered tyrants, the Framers feared centralizing power in 
one government or institution. Therefore, they made both the state and the federal 
governments accountable to the people. While the governments shared some powers, 
each government was supreme in some spheres, as described in the following section.

T

Trace the roots of the federal system and the Constitution’s allocation of powers between 
the national and state governments.

3.1

federal system
System of government in which the 
national government and state gov
ernments share power and derive all 
authority from the people.

confederation
Type of government in which the 
national government derives its powers 
from the states; a league of independent 
states.

unitary system
System of government in which the 
local and regional governments derive 
all authority from a strong national 
government.
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3.1National government 
and states derive 
authority from the 
people

Local and regional 
governments derive 
authority from the 
national government

National government 
derives authority 
from states

National GovernmentStates People

Federal System

Unitary System

Confederate System

Local and Regional Governments

F IGuRE 3 .1  WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF gOvERnMEnTAl AUTHORITy?
The source of governmental authority varies between federal, unitary, and confederate 
systems. Having experienced the challenges of both unitary and confederate systems, the 
Framers of the Constitution chose a federal system, in which the power of both state and 
national governments derives from the people.

  National Powers under the Constitution
All of the powers specifically stated in Article I, section 8, of the Constitution are called 
enumerated powers. Chief among these exclusive powers of the national government are 
the authorities to coin money, conduct foreign relations, provide for an army and navy, 
and declare war. In addition, Article I, section 8, contains the necessary and proper clause 
(also called the elastic clause), which gives Congress the authority to enact laws “necessary 
and proper” for exercising any of its enumerated powers. These powers derived from enu
merated powers and the necessary and proper clause are known as implied powers.

The Constitution also clearly set out the federal government’s right to collect 
duties and excises. The Framers wanted to avoid the financial problems experienced by 
the national government under the Articles of Confederation. If they wished to create 
a strong new national government, they had to make its power to raise revenue 
unquestionable. Allowing the new national government to collect tariffs, or taxes on 
imported goods, was one way to assert this power. And, giving the national govern
ment the exclusive power to do so eliminated the financial wars between states that 
had occurred under the Articles.

Article VI of the federal Constitution underscores the notion that the national 
government is supreme in situations of conflict between state and national law. It 
declares that the U.S. Constitution, the laws of the United States, and its treaties are 
“the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby.”

In spite of this explicit language, the courts have consistently been called upon to 
clarify the meaning of the supremacy clause. In 1920, for example, Missouri sought to 
prevent a U.S. game warden from enforcing the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918, which 

enumerated powers
The powers of the national govern
ment specifically granted to Con
gress in Article I, section 8 of the 
Constitution.

implied powers
The powers of the national govern
ment derived from the enumerated 
powers and the necessary and proper 
clause.
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prohibited the killing or capturing of many species of birds as they made their annual 
migration across the international border from Canada to parts of the United States.3 
Missouri argued that the Tenth Amendment, which reserved a state’s powers to legislate 
for the general welfare of its citizens, allowed Missouri to regulate hunting. But, the Court 
ruled that since the treaty was legal, it must be considered the supreme law of the land (see 
the discussion of McCulloch v. Maryland [1819] that follows later in this chapter).

  State Powers under the Constitution
Because states held all the power at the time the Constitution was written, the Framers 
felt no need, as they did for the new national government, to list and restate all of the 
powers of the states, although some are specified throughout the Constitution. Article I 
of the U.S. Constitution not only notes that each state is entitled to two senators; it also 
leaves to the states the times, places, and manner of elections. Thus, the states may enact 
their own restrictions on who can and cannot vote. Some states, for example, deny felons 
the franchise, while other states allow them to retain this right. Article II requires that 
each state appoint electors to vote for president. And, Article IV guarantees each state a 
“Republican Form of Government,” meaning one that represents the citizens of the state.

Not until the Tenth Amendment, the final part of the Bill of Rights, were the 
states’ powers described in greater detail: “The powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people.” These powers, often called the states’ reserved powers, 
include the ability to legislate for the public health, safety, and morals of their citizens. 
Today, the states’ rights to legislate under their reserved powers provide the rationale 
for many states’ restrictions on abortion, for example. Reserved powers also form the 
basis for state criminal laws, including those concerning the death penalty. As long as 
the U.S. Supreme Court continues to find the death penalty not in violation of the U.S. 
Constitution, the states may impose it, whether by lethal injection, gas chamber, elec
tric chair, hanging, or firing squad.

Tenth Amendment
The final part of the Bill of Rights 
that defines the basic principle of 
American federalism in stating that 
the powers not delegated to the 
national government are reserved to 
the states or to the people.

reserved powers
Powers reserved to the states by the 
Tenth Amendment that lie at the 
foundation of a state’s right to legis
late for the public health and welfare 
of its citizens.

WHEn DO nATIOnAl AnD STATE gOvERnMEnTS WORK TOgETHER?
Intergovernmental cooperation is required to implement many public policies, such as the recent American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which was enacted as part of the effort to stimulate the economy and 
create jobs. Here, work begins on a road construction project jointly funded by the national government and 
the state of Ohio.
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  Concurrent Powers under the Constitution
As revealed in Figure 3.2, national and state powers overlap. The area in which the systems 
overlap represents concurrent powers—powers shared by the national and state govern
ments. States already had the power to tax; the Constitution extended this power to the 
national government as well. Other important concurrent powers include the rights to bor
row money, establish courts, charter banks, and spend money for the general welfare. In 
illustration of concurrent powers, most individuals must file both state and federal tax 
returns. States have also allowed local governments to pass a variety of taxation measures, 
including property taxes for schools and sales taxes on goods such as food and clothing.

  Powers Denied under the Constitution
Article I of the Constitution explicitly denies some powers to the national govern
ment or states. Congress, for example, is barred from favoring one state over another 
in regulating commerce, and it cannot lay duties on items exported from any state. 
Article I also prohibits the national government from granting titles of nobility, and 
government employees may not accept salaries or gifts from foreign heads of state.

State governments (as well as the national government) are denied the authority to 
take arbitrary actions affecting constitutional rights and liberties. Neither national nor 
state governments may pass a bill of attainder, a law declaring an act illegal without a 
judicial trial. The Constitution also bars national and state governments from passing 
ex post facto laws, those that make an act punishable as a crime even if the action was 
legal at the time it was committed.

  Interstate Relations under the Constitution
In addition to delineating the relationship between states and the national government, 
the Constitution provides a mechanism for resolving interstate disputes and facilitating 
relations among states. To avoid any sense of favoritism, it arranges for disputes between 

bill of attainder
A law declaring an act illegal without 
a judicial trial.

ex post facto law
Law that makes an act punishable as a 
crime even if the action was legal at 
the time it was committed.

F IGuRE 3 .2  HOW IS gOvERnMEnTAl pOWER DISTRIbUTED In THE FEDERAl SySTEM?
The Constitution divides power between the national and state governments. It gives the national 
government a list of enumerated powers, while many state powers are captured in the reserved powers 
clause of the Tenth Amendment. The national and state governments also share some powers, known as 
concurrent powers.

concurrent powers
Powers shared by the national and 
state governments.

NATIONAL POWERS
(ENUMERATED POWERS)

CONCURRENT 
POWERS

STATE POWERS
(RESERVED POWERS)

Set times, places, and manner of 
elections and appoint electors

Ratify amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution

Take measures for public health, safety, 
and morals

Exert powers the Constitution does not 
delegate to the national government or 
prohibit the states from using

Establish local governments

Regulate commerce within a state

Collect duties, imposts, and excises

Regulate commerce with foreign nations, 
among the states, and with Indian tribes

Establish rules of naturalization

Coin money

Establish a post office

Declare and conduct war

Provide for an army and a navy

Make laws necessary and proper to carry 
out Article I powers

Tax

Borrow money

Establish courts

Make and enforce laws

Charter banks and corporations

Spend money for the general welfare
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full faith and credit clause
Section of Article IV of the Con stitution 
that ensures judicial decrees and contracts 
made in one state will be binding and 
enforceable in any other state.

privileges and immunities clause
Part of Article IV of the Constitution 
guaranteeing that the citizens of each 
state are afforded the same rights as 
citizens of all other states.

The full faith and credit clause of Article IV of the 
Constitution rests on principles borrowed from inter-

national law that require one country to recognize con-
tracts made in another country, absent a compelling 
public policy reason to the contrary. In the United States, 
this principle applies to the relationship between states.

The full faith and credit clause requires a state to 
recognize public acts and court proceedings of another 
state. In 1997, the Supreme Court ruled that the full 
faith and credit clause mandates that state courts 
always honor the judgments of other state courts, even 
if it entails going against state public policy or existing 
state laws. Failure to do so would allow a single state to 
“rule the world,” said Supreme Court Justice Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg during oral argument.a

In recent years, the full faith and credit clause has 
been at the center of the debate over the constitutional-
ity of same-sex marriage.  In the 1990s and early 2000s, 
many states passed laws regarding legal recognition of 
same-sex marriages. The U.S. Congress also passed the 
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) in 1996. This federal 
law aimed to undercut possible state recognition of 
same-sex marriages by permitting states to disregard 
such marriages even if they were legal in other states. 
DOMA, thus, essentially created an exception to the full 
faith and credit clause.

For this reason, many constitutional scholars 
believed DOMA was unconstitutional from the start; 
the U.S. Constitution does not give Congress the 
authority to create exceptions to the full faith and credit 
clause. In 2013, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed, ruling 
in a 5-4 decision that DOMA was unconstitutional. 
Writing for the Court was Justice Anthony Kennedy, 
who reasoned that marriage was a subject best left to 
the states in our federal system.

Following this decision, through 2014, most federal 
and state courts have ruled that restrictions on same-sex 
marriage are constitutional. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
has speculated that the Supreme Court will decide the 
broader constitutionality of restrictions on same-sex 
marriage by 2016.

CRITICAL ThINkING QuESTIONS
1. How could a same-sex couple married in one 

state be granted a divorce in a state that does 
not recognize same-sex marriage?

2. Should states or the federal government be 
allowed to create public policy exceptions to the 
full faith and credit clause?

Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings 

of every other State. —Article iV,  Section 1

TheLiving Constitution

aOral argument in Baker v. General Motors Corporation, 522 U.S. 222 (1998), noted in Linda Greenhouse, “Court Weighs Whether 
One State Must Obey Another’s Courts,” New York Times (October 16, 1997): A25.

states to be settled directly by the U.S. Supreme Court under its original jurisdiction as 
mandated by Article III (see the discussion of the judiciary). Moreover, Article IV 
requires that each state give “Full Faith and Credit . . . to the public Acts, Records, and 
judicial Proceedings of every other State.” The full faith and credit clause ensures that 
judicial decrees and contracts made in one state will be binding and enforceable in 
another, thereby facilitating trade and other commercial relationships. Full faith and 
credit cases continue to make their way through the judicial system. For example, a state’s 
refusal to honor samesex marriage contracts poses interesting constitutional questions.

Article IV also contains the privileges and immunities clause, guaranteeing that 
the citizens of each state have the same rights as citizens of all other states. In addition, 
Article IV includes the extradition clause, which requires states to extradite, or return, 
criminals to states where they have been convicted or are to stand trial.

To facilitate relations among states, Article I, section 10, clause 3, of the U.S. 
Constitution sets the legal foundation for interstate cooperation in the form of inter-
state compacts, contracts between states that carry the force of law. Currently, more 
than 200 interstate compacts exist. While some deal with rudimentary items such as 
state boundaries, others help states carry out their policy objectives and administrative 
functions. Although several bistate compacts exist, others have as many as fifty signa
tories.4 For example, all fifty states signed the Drivers License Compact to facilitate 
nationwide recognition of licenses issued in the respective states.

extradition clause
Part of Article IV of the Constitution 
that requires states to extradite, or 
return, criminals to states where they 
have been convicted or are to stand trial.

interstate compacts
Contracts between states that carry the 
force of law; generally now used as a tool 
to address multistate policy concerns.
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  Local Governments under the Constitution

Local governments have no express power under the U.S. Constitution. A description 
of the relationship between states and local governments comes from Judge John F. 
Dillon, who in 1868 articulated a premise known as Dillon’s Rule. Dillon’s Rule states 
that all local governments—whether towns, villages, cities, or counties, or some other 
form—do not have any inherent sovereignty and instead must be authorized by state 
governments, which can create or abolish them.

Local governments, therefore, need a charter—a document that, like a constitu
tion, specifies the basic policies, procedures, and institutions that are acceptable to the 
state legislature. States issue charters that establish the authority and procedures defin
ing a municipality, and all amendments to these charters require approval by state 
governments. The responsibilities of local governments described in these charters vary 
widely and include public health and safety, education, jobs, and economic vitality, zon
ing land for particular uses, and assistance to those in need. Local governments are of 
several types, as highlighted in Figure 3.3.

COuNTIES Counties are the basic administrative units of local government. Every 
state has counties, although in Louisiana they are called parishes, and in Alaska, 
boroughs. With few exceptions, counties have very broad responsibilities and are used 
by state governments for welfare and environmental programs, courts, and the regis
tration of land, births, and deaths.

MuNICIPALITIES Municipalities are city governments created in response to the 
emergence of relatively densely populated areas. State governments do not establish 
them arbitrarily but, instead, municipalities emerge as people locate in a particular 
place. Some of the most intense struggles among governments within the United 
States are over the boundaries, scope of authority, and sources of revenue for municipal 
governments.

County and municipal boundaries may overlap. State actions have merged city and 
county into a consolidated government in several areas, including San Francisco, 
California; Denver, Colorado; Honolulu, Hawaii; and Jacksonville, Florida.

TOwNS The term is used generally today to refer to smaller communities, often run by 
a mayor and town council. The definition of a town varies considerably from state to 
state. In some states, for example, towns and municipalities may be virtually indistin
guishable, while other states set specific restrictions on the size of each type of 
government.

SPECIAL DISTRICTS Among forms of government, special districts are the most 
numerous. A special district is a local government restricted to a particular func
tion. These districts exist for services such as libraries, sewage, water, and parks and 
are governed through a variety of structures. Some have elected heads, and others, 
appointed. Some of these jurisdictions levy a fee to generate their revenues, 
whereas others depend on appropriations from a state, city, or county. One reason 
for the proliferation of special districts is the desire to avoid restrictions on funds 
faced by municipalities or other jurisdictions. The creation of a special park dis
trict, for example, may enable the park to have an independent budget and sources 
of funding.

School districts, the most common form of special districts, exist to provide free 
public education to students. They frequently cross town lines for purposes of practical
ity. They have their own budgets and must persuade those without children in a district 
to agree to help fund schools and extracurricular programs. Most school districts also 
receive assistance from states or the federal government for some specialized programs, 
including free or subsidized school lunches. School boards, whose members are usually 
elected in nonpartisan elections, administer school districts and supervise the officials 
who are responsible for the daytoday operations of the school.

Dillon’s Rule
A premise articulated by Judge John F. 
Dillon in 1868 which states that local 
governments do not have any inherent 
sovereignty and instead must be 
authorized by state governments that 
can create or abolish them.

charter
A document that, like a constitution, 
specifies the basic policies, procedures, 
and institutions of local government. 
Charters for local governments must 
be approved by state legislatures.

municipality
City governments created in response 
to the emergence of relatively densely 
populated areas.

1

50

90,056

  3,031

19,519

16,360

12,880

38,266

90,107

 U.S. government

   State governments

      Local governments

         County

            Municipal (city)

               Townships

                  School districts

                     Special districts

                     TOTAL

F IGuRE 3 .3  HOW MAny gOvERnMEnTS 
ExIST In THE UnITED STATES?
More than 90,000 governments exist in 
the United States. Most of these 
governments are found at the local level, 
and are divided between municipal 
governments, towns, and special 
districts, such as school districts. The 
most common form of government is the 
special district.

SOuRCE: U.S. Census Bureau, www.census.gov 
/govs/cog/GovOrgTab033ss.html

special district
A local government that is restricted 
to a particular function.

county
The basic administrative unit of local 
government.
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Federalism and the Marshall Court

he nature of federalism, including its allocation of power between the 
national government and the states, has changed dramatically over the past 
200 years. Much of this change has resulted from rulings of the U.S. 
Supreme Court, which has played a major role in defining the nature of the 

federal system. Few Supreme Courts have had a greater impact on the federal–state 
relationship than the one headed by Chief Justice John Marshall (1801–1835). In a 
series of decisions, he and his associates carved out an important role for the Court in 
defining the balance of power between the national government and the states. Three 
rulings in the early 1800s, McCulloch v. Maryland (1819), Gibbons v. Ogden (1824), and 
Barron v. Baltimore (1833), were particularly important.

  Defining National Power: McCulloch v. Maryland (1819)
McCulloch v. Maryland (1819) was the first major Supreme Court decision to define 
the relationship between the national and state governments. In 1816, Congress char
tered the Second Bank of the United States. (The charter of the First Bank had been 
allowed to expire.) In 1818, the Maryland state legislature levied a tax requiring all banks 
not chartered by Maryland (that is, the Second Bank of the United States) to: (1) buy 
stamped paper from the state on which their bank notes were to be issued; (2) pay the 
state $15,000 a year; or, (3) go out of business. James McCulloch, the head cashier of the 
Baltimore branch of the Bank of the United States, refused to pay the tax, and Maryland 
brought suit against him. After losing in a Maryland state court, McCulloch appealed 
the decision to the U.S. Supreme Court by order of the U.S. secretary of the treasury. In 
a unanimous opinion, the Court answered the two central questions presented to it: Did 
Congress have the authority to charter a bank? And, if it did, could a state tax it?

Chief Justice John Marshall’s answer to the first question—whether Congress had the 
right to establish a bank or another type of corporation—continues to stand as the classic 
exposition of the doctrine of implied powers and as a statement of the authority of a strong 
national government. Although the word “bank” does not appear in the Constitution, the 
Constitution enumerates powers that give Congress the authority to levy and collect taxes, 
issue a currency, and borrow funds. From these enumerated powers, Marshall found, it was 
reasonable to imply that Congress had the power to charter a bank, which could be consid
ered “necessary and proper” to the exercise of its aforementioned enumerated powers.

Marshall next addressed whether any state government could tax a federal bank. 
To Marshall, this was not a difficult question. The national government depended on 
the people, not the states, for its powers. In addition, Marshall noted, the Constitution 
specifically called for the national law to be supreme. “The power to tax involves the 
power to destroy,” wrote the chief justice.5 Thus, the state tax violated the supremacy 
clause because individual states cannot interfere with operations of the national gov
ernment, whose laws are supreme.

The Court’s decision in McCulloch has farreaching consequences even today. 
Lawmakers use the necessary and proper clause to justify federal action in many areas, 
including social welfare problems. Furthermore, had Marshall allowed the state of 
Maryland to tax the federal bank, states possibly could have attempted to tax all federal 
agencies located within their boundaries, a costly proposition that could have driven 
the federal government into insurmountable debt.6

  Affirming National Power: Gibbons v. Ogden (1824)
Shortly after McCulloch, the Marshall Court had another opportunity to rule in favor 
of a broad interpretation of the scope of national power. Gibbons v. Ogden (1824) 

T

Determine the impact of the Marshall Court on federalism.3.2

McCulloch v. Maryland (1819)
The Supreme Court upheld the power 
of the national government and 
denied the right of a state to tax the 
federal bank, using the Constitution’s 
supremacy clause. The Court’s broad 
interpretation of the necessary and 
proper clause paved the way for later 
rulings upholding expansive federal 
powers.

Gibbons v. Ogden (1824)
The Supreme Court upheld broad 
congressional power to regulate inter
state commerce. The Court’s broad 
interpretation of the Constitution’s 
commerce clause paved the way for 
later rulings upholding expansive fed
eral powers.
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Explore Your World
The United States has a federal system of government in which national and 
subnational political units known as states share power. A number of other countries, 
including Canada, Switzerland, India, and Nigeria, also have federal systems of 
government. However, most of the world’s nations, including Great Britain, France, 
China, Japan, and Iran, have unitary systems, with authority concentrated in the central 
government. Although federal systems are relatively few in number, they tend to be 
large and politically important. This world map illustrates countries with federal systems of 
government in green. Countries with other systems of government are shown in gray.

CRITICAL ThINkING QuESTIONS

1. Study the map to identify what economic, cultural, and political characteristics the 
countries with federal systems have in common. Why might these characteristics 
have led to the adoption of federal systems?

2. Examine countries such as India, Nigeria, and Germany. What challenges might 
these countries face in maintaining a federal system in a region where most other 
countries choose a different form of government?

3. What other countries might be likely candidates for adopting federal systems in 
the future? Why do you think these countries are particularly good candidates?

Since India’s independence from Great Britain in 1947, its 
federal system has united citizens speaking thousands of 
languages and from a variety of diverse religions.

Some subnational units in Brazil are based on cultural boundaries 
that precede Portuguese colonization. Other subnational units 
have been created for economic or administrative purposes.

Russia, the world’s largest country by landmass, has a federal 
system comprised of 83 subnational units. The government was 
formed in 1993 after the dissolution of the Soviet Union.

Malaysia has what is known as an asymmetric federation.  
Some subnational units have more power than others. 
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involved a dispute that arose after the New York state legislature granted to Robert 
Fulton the exclusive right to operate steamboats on the Hudson River.7 Simultaneously, 
Congress licensed a ship to sail on the same waters. By the time the case reached the 
Supreme Court, it was complicated both factually and procedurally. Suffice it to say that 
both New York and New Jersey wanted to control shipping on the lower Hudson River. 
But, Gibbons actually addressed one simple, very important question: What was the 
scope of Congress’s authority under the commerce clause? The states argued that 
“commerce,” as mentioned in Article I, should be interpreted narrowly to include 
only direct dealings in products. In Gibbons, however, the Supreme Court ruled that 
Congress’s power to regulate interstate commerce included the power to regulate 
commercial activity as well, and that the commerce power had no limits except those 
specifically found in the Constitution. Thus, New York had no constitutional author
ity to grant a monopoly to a single steamboat operator, an action that interfered with 
interstate commerce.8

  Limiting the Bill of Rights: Barron v. Baltimore (1833)
In 1833, in one of Chief Justice Marshall’s last major cases on the federal–state relation
ship, Barron v. Baltimore (1833), the Court addressed the issue of whether the due 
process clause of the Fifth Amendment applied to actions of the states.9 John Barron, a 
Baltimore businessman, ran a successful docking business off the city’s wharf. As the 
city entered a period of extensive construction, dirt was deposited onto Barron’s 
wharf. In addition, sand and silt drifted to his section of the wharf, making it unus
able as a harbor for ships. Barron sued the city and state for damages, arguing that 
the city took his lands “without just compensation,” as guaranteed by the Fifth 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. The Marshall Court ruled that Barron had no 
federal claim because enumerated rights contained in the Bill of Rights bound only 
the national government.10

Dual Federalism: States’ Rights, 
the Civil War, and Reconstruction

n the early to mid1800s, a national crisis began over the division of 
power between the states and the federal government. One major battle
ground in this struggle was the issue of slavery, which the prostates’ 
rights southern states fought to maintain. In contrast, many northern 

states, where commercial and manufacturing interests were more powerful, favored 
greater national power. Chief Justice Roger B. Taney (1835–1863), who succeeded 
John Marshall, saw the Court as an arbiter of those competing state and nationalist 
views. In a series of cases involving the scope of Congress’s power under the com
merce clause, the Taney Court further developed the nationalist doctrines first enun
ciated by Marshall but also emphasized the authority of states to make laws “neces
sary to their well being and prosperity.”11

Over time, Chief Justice Taney and the Court also began to articulate further the 
notions of concurrent power and dual federalism. Dual federalism posits that hav
ing separate and equally powerful state and national governments is the best consti
tutional arrangement. Adherents of this theory typically believe that the national 
government should not exceed its constitutionally enumerated powers, and as stated 
in the Tenth Amendment, all other powers are, and should be, reserved to the states 
or to the people.

I

Describe the emergence and decline of dual federalism.3.3

Barron v. Baltimore (1833)
The Supreme Court ruled that the 
due process c lause of the Fif th 
Amendment did not apply to the 
actions of states. This decision limited 
the Bill of Rights to the actions of 
Congress alone.

dual federalism
The belief that having separate and 
equally powerful levels of government 
is the best arrangement, often referred 
to as layercake federalism.
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  The States Assert Their Powers: Nullification
While the courts worked to carve out the appropriate roles for each level of govern
ment in the federal system, the political debate over states’ rights swirled in large part 
over what is called nullification, the right of a state to declare a federal law void. As 
early as 1798, Congress approved the very unpopular Alien and Sedition Acts, which 
were passed by the Federalist Congress to prevent criticism of the national government. 
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and others who opposed the acts suggested that states 
had the right to nullify any federal law that, in the opinion of the states, violated the 
Constitution. The U.S. Supreme Court, however, never decided the issue, because the 
Alien and Sedition Acts expired before the Court could hear a challenge to them.

The question of nullification arose again in 1828, when the national government 
enacted a tariff act, most commonly referred to as the “Tariff of Abominations,” that raised 
duties on raw materials, iron, hemp, and flax and reduced protections against imported 
woolen goods. John C. Calhoun, who served as vice president from 1825 to 1832 under 
President Andrew Jackson, broke with Jackson over the tariff bill because it badly affected 
his home state of South Carolina. Not only did South Carolinians have to pay more for raw 
materials because of the tariff bill, but it was also becoming increasingly difficult for them 
to sell their dwindling crops abroad for a profit. Calhoun thus resurrected arguments made 
by some of the Framers and formulated the theory of nullification to justify South Carolina’s 
refusal to abide by the federal tariff law. Later, he used the same nullification theory in jus
tifying the southern states’ resistance to national actions to limit slavery.

Calhoun theorized that the federal government functioned merely as the agent of 
the states (the people and the individual state governments) and that the Constitution 
was simply a compact providing instructions on how the agent was to act. Thus, accord
ing to Calhoun, the U.S. Supreme Court could not pass judgment on the constitutional 
validity of acts of Congress. Calhoun posited that if the people of any individual state did 
not like an act of Congress, they could hold a convention to nullify that act. If a state 
contested an act, the law would have no force until threefourths of all the states ratified 
an amendment expressly giving Congress that power. Then, if the nullifying state still did 
not wish to be bound by the new provision, it could secede, or withdraw, from the union.

  The Dred Scott Decision
Debate over nullification only forestalled debate on the inevitable slavery issue. By the 
1850s, the country could wait no longer. In cases such as Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857), 
the Court tried to manage the slavery issue by resolving questions of ownership, the sta
tus of fugitive slaves, and slavery in the new territories.12 The Court generally settled 
these cases in favor of slavery and states’ rights within the framework of dual federalism.

Dred Scott, for example, was born into slavery about 1795. In 1833, his original 
owners sold him to a family in Missouri. Later he tried to buy his freedom. His ability 
to take this action was questioned, so abolitionists gave money to support a test case 
seeking Scott’s freedom. They believed his prior residence with a family living in free 
states and the Wisconsin Territory, which prohibited slavery, made Scott a free man, 
even though he now lived in a slave state, Missouri. In 1857, after many delays, the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled 7–2 that Scott was not a citizen of the United States. “Slaves,” 
said the Court, “were never thought of or spoken of except as property.” The Court also 
found that Congress lacked the authority to ban slavery in the territories. In so doing, 
this decision narrowed the scope of national power, while it enhanced that of the states. 
Eventually, however, no form of federalism could accommodate the existence of slavery, 
and the nation marched toward inevitable war with itself.

   Reconstruction and the Transformation  
of Dual Federalism

The Civil War forever changed the nature of federalism. The concepts of nullification 
and dual federalism, as well as their emphasis on the role of the states, were destroyed 

Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857)
The Supreme Court concluded that the 
U.S. Congress lacked the constitutional 
authority to bar slavery in the territo
ries. This decision narrowed the scope 
of national power, while it enhanced 
that of the states.

nullification
The right of a state to declare void a 
federal law.
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along with the southern states’ attempt at a confederacy. In the aftermath of the Civil 
War and the addition of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the 
Constitution, a profound change occurred in the reunited nation’s concept of federalism.

The Civil War had an especially profound impact in the South. After the Civil War, 
former Confederate states were required to “reconstruct,” or adopt new state constitu
tions approved by the nationalist Congress in Washington, D.C., and endure a range of 
punishments for their actions. The Reconstructionera constitutions typically provided 
former male slaves with considerable power and disenfranchised white men who had 
been active in the Confederacy. However, because these constitutions divorced political 
power from economic wealth and social status, and formal authority from informal influ
ence, white communities simply ignored federal rules and governed themselves infor
mally as much as possible. After less than ten years, with the formal end of Reconstruction, 
whites reasserted political control in the South and rewrote their state constitutions.

The Supreme Court, however, often stepped in to limit state powers in favor of a stron
ger national government. The Court also recognized the need for national involvement in 
projects such as railroad construction, canal building, and the development of new technol
ogy, such as the telegraph.13 And, beginning in the 1880s, the Court allowed Congress to 
regulate many aspects of economic relationships, such as outlawing monopolies, a type of 
regulation formerly considered to exist exclusively in the realm of the states. By the 1890s, 
passage of laws such as the Interstate Commerce Act and the Sherman AntiTrust Act 
allowed Congress to establish itself as the supreme player in a growing national economy.

Some boundaries to this growing national role did exist, however. In 1895, for exam
ple, the United States filed suit against four sugar refiners, alleging that the sale of those 
four companies would give their buyer control of 98 percent of the U.S. sugarrefining 
business. The Supreme Court ruled that congressional efforts to control monopolies 
(through passage of the Sherman AntiTrust Act) did not grant Congress the authority 
to prevent the sale of these sugarrefining businesses, because manufacturing was not 
commerce. Therefore, the Court found the companies and their actions to lie beyond the 
scope of Congress’s regulatory authority.14 Later that same year, the U.S. Supreme Court 
declared a congressional effort to tax personal incomes unconstitutional, although an 
earlier Court had found a similar tax levied during the Civil War constitutional.15

HOW DID THE RElATIOnSHIp bETWEEn STATE AnD nATIOnAl gOvERnMEnTS CHAngE AFTER THE 
CIvIl WAR?
Construction of coast-to-coast transportation systems, such as the intercontinental railroad, shown here, 
necessitated a greater role for the national government. These changes also helped to doom the system of 
dual federalism, which dominated for the first one hundred years of the nation’s history. 
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  Amending the National–State Relationship
In response to the Court’s ruling on the income tax, Congress and the state legislatures 
were moved to ratify the Sixteenth Amendment. The Sixteenth Amendment gave 
Congress the power to levy and collect taxes on incomes without apportioning them 
among the states. The revenues taken in by the federal government through taxation of 
personal income “removed a major constraint on the federal government by giving it 
access to almost unlimited revenues.”16 If money is power, the income tax and the rev
enues it generated greatly enhanced the power of the federal government and its ability 
to enter policy areas in which it formerly had few funds to spend.

The Seventeenth Amendment, ratified in 1913, similarly enhanced the power of 
the national government at the expense of the states. This amendment terminated the 
state legislatures’ election of senators and placed their election in the hands of the 
people. With senators no longer directly accountable to the state legislatures, states lost 
their principal protectors in Congress.

While the ratification of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Amendments set the 
stage for expanded national government, the catalyst for dual federalism’s demise was 
a series of economic events that ended in the cataclysm of the Great Depression:

• Throughout the 1920s, bank failures were common.
• In 1921, the nation experienced a severe slump in agricultural prices.
• In 1926, the construction industry went into decline.
• In the summer of 1929, inventories of consumer goods and automobiles were at an 

alltime high.
• On October 29, 1929, stock prices, which had risen steadily since 1926, crashed, 

taking with them the entire national economy.

Despite the severity of these indicators, Presidents Calvin Coolidge and Herbert 
Hoover took little action, believing that the national depression comprised an 
amalgamation of state economic crises better dealt with by state and local govern
ments. It would take the election of President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932 to both 
respond to this crisis and forever change the relationship between state and national 
governments.

Cooperative Federalism: 
The Growth of National Government

ost political scientists likened the federal system before the 1930s to a 
layer cake: in most policy areas, each level or layer of government—
national, state, and local—had clearly defined powers and responsibili
ties. By contrast, the metaphor of marblecake federalism refers to what 

political scientists call cooperative federalism, a term that describes the intertwined 
relations among the national, state, and local governments that began during this 
period. States began to take a secondary, albeit important, cooperative role in the 
scheme of governance, as did many cities. One political scientist described the new 
balance of power as:

Wherever you slice through it you reveal an inseparable mixture of differently 
colored ingredients. . . . Vertical and diagonal lines almost obliterate the horizontal 
ones, and in some places there are unexpected whirls and an imperceptible merging 
of colors, so that it is difficult to tell where one ends and the other begins.17

M

Explain how cooperative federalism led to the growth of the national government at the 
expense of the states.

3.4

Sixteenth Amendment
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 
that authorized Congress to enact a 
national income tax.

Seventeenth Amendment
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 
that made senators directly elected by 
the people, removing their selection 
from state legislatures.

cooperative federalism
The intertwined relationship between 
the national, state, and local govern
ments that began with the New Deal, 
often referred to as marblecake 
federalism.
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New Deal
The name given to the program of 
“Relief, Recovery, Reform” begun by 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 
1933 to bring the United States out of 
the Great Depression.

This landmark legislation that marked the beginning of this new era in national–state 
relations was a program of relief, recovery, and reform designed to bring the nation out 
of the Great Depression, known as the New Deal.

  A Need for National Action Arises: The New Deal
Rampant unemployment (historians estimate it was as high as 40 to 50 percent) was 
the hallmark of the Great Depression. In 1933, to combat severe problems facing the 
nation, newly elected President Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) proposed a variety of 
innovative programs, collectively called the New Deal, and ushered in a new era in 
American politics. FDR used the full power of the presidency, as well as his highly 
effective communication skills, to sell the American public and Congress on a new 
level of government intervention intended to stabilize the economy and reduce per
sonal suffering. Most politicians during the New Deal period (1933–1939) agreed that 
to find national solutions to the Depression, which was affecting citizens of every state 
in the union, the national government would have to exercise tremendous authority.

In the first few weeks of the legislative session after FDR’s inauguration, Congress 
passed a series of acts creating new federal agencies and programs proposed by the 
president. These new agencies, often known by their initials, created what many termed 
an alphabetocracy. Among the more significant programs were the Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA), which provided federal financing for new home construction; 
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), a work relief program for farmers and home
owners; and the Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) and National 

HOW DID FDR’S pUblIC ACTIOnS CHAngE COnCEpTIOnS AbOUT FEDERAlISM?
This cartoon illustrates FDR’s difficulties garnering support from the Supreme Court for the economic and 
social programs he believed were necessary to end the Great Depression. To coerce support from the 
Court to transform the federal–state relationship, FDR proposed his Court-packing plan, which was met 
with great opposition. The plan, however, seemed to convince a majority of justices to overturn the 
Court’s earlier decisions and to support the constitutionality of New Deal programs.
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1800s

DUAL FEDERALISM

The division of national and 
state powers envisioned by 
the Framers; each 
government had separate 
spheres of authority dictated 
by the Constitution.

1880s

GROWING NATIONAL 
INTERVENTION IN THE 
ECONOMY

The needs of a growing and 
more technologically 
advanced nation required the 
intervention of the national 
government in economic 
affairs such as regulating 
business and constructing 
roads, railroads, and ports.

1930s

THE NEW DEAL AND 
COOPERATIVE FEDERALISM

The Great Depression and 
the New Deal signaled the 
beginning of a new era in 
federalism where the state 
and national governments 
worked together to address 
a broad array of policy 
issues, including job 
creation, health and welfare.

1960s

THE GREAT SOCIETY

One of the hallmarks of 
President Lyndon B. 
Johnson’s Great Society 
program was offering federal 
�nancial aid to states in the 
form of grants-in-aid.

1980s

NEW FEDERALISM AND 
THE DEVOLUTION 
REVOLUTION

Republican President Ronald 
Reagan and Republicans in 
Congress demanded that the 
national government return 
some administrative authority 
to state governments.

2010s

PROGRESSIVE 
FEDERALISM

The modern relationship 
between the states and 
federal government is both 
cooperative and coercive, 
depending on the issue 
area.

1860s

CIVIL WAR AND 
RECONSTRUCTION

The Civil War and the defeat 
of the states’ rights South 
began to alter the division of 
power between state and 
national governments.

How Has the Federal-State 
Relationship Evolved? 
the balance of power between the national and state governments has evolved over time. in the early 
years of the new republic, the nation maintained a system of dual federalism, often referred to as 
layer cake federalism. this relationship transformed into a marble cake form of federalism known as 
cooperative federalism during the 1930s with the passage of President Franklin D. roosevelt’s new 
Deal. this image illustrates the changing national–state relationship, building on the cake metaphor.  

CRITICAL ThINkING QuESTIONS
1.  What kinds of events appear to be 

catalysts for changes in the federal 
system? 

2.  consider the progression from layer to 
layer. Between which layers did the most 
change occur? Why was this change more 
defi nitive than that between the other 
layers?

3.  How have changes to the federal system 
affected the lives of citizens? How are 
these changes seen in the everyday 
functions of government?

71 
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Recovery Administration (NRA), which imposed restrictions on production in agri
culture and many industries while also providing subsidies to farmers.

New Deal programs forced all levels of government to work cooperatively with 
one another. Local governments, especially those of cities, were embraced as equal 
partners in an intergovernmental system for the first time and became players in the 
national political arena because many members of Congress wanted to bypass state 
legislatures, where urban interests usually were underrepresented. FDR also relied on 
bigcity Democratic political machines to turn out voters to support his programs.

Those who feared these unprecedented changes in the federal system quickly 
challenged the constitutionality of the programs in court. And, at least initially, the 
U.S. Supreme Court often agreed with them. Through the mid1930s, the Court con
tinued to rule that certain aspects of New Deal programs went beyond the authority 
of Congress to regulate commerce. A series of decisions ruling various aspects of 
New Deal programs unconstitutional reflected the Court’s laissez-faire, or handsoff, 
attitude toward the economy, which the justices viewed as a state problem.

FDR and Congress were livid. FDR’s frustration with the Court prompted him to 
suggest what ultimately was nicknamed his “Courtpacking plan.” Knowing that he 
could do little to change the minds of those already on the Court, FDR suggested 
enlarging its size from nine to thirteen justices. This plan would have given him the 
opportunity to pack the Court with a majority of justices predisposed toward the con
stitutional validity of the New Deal.

Even though Roosevelt was popular, the Courtpacking plan was not.18 Congress 
and the public expressed outrage over even the suggestion of tampering with an insti
tution of government. Even the Court appeared to respond to this threat. In 1937, it 
reversed its series of anti–New Deal decisions, concluding that Congress (and there
fore the national government) had broad authority to legislate in any area as long as 
what was regulated affected commerce in any way. The Court also upheld the constitu
tionality of most of the massive New Deal relief programs, including the National 
Labor Relations Act of 1935, which authorized collective bargaining between unions 
and employees;19 the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, which set a national mini
mum wage; and the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, which provided crop 
subsidies to farmers.20 Congress then used these newly recognized powers to leg
islate in a wide range of areas, including maximum hour laws and regulation of 
child labor.

Federal Grants to State  
and Local Governments

resident Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs increased the flow 
of national dollars to the states for a variety of public works programs, 
including building and road construction. In the boom times of World 
War II, when the nation needed most ablebodied Americans to work, 

even more new federal programs were introduced. These programs often redefined 
national–state relationships and made the national government a major player in 
domestic policy. Until the 1960s, however, the national government constructed 
most federal grant programs in cooperation with the states, with emphasis on assist
ing the states in fulfilling their traditional responsibilities to protect the health, wel
fare, and safety of their citizens.

Today, the national government provides grants from its general revenues to 
states, local governments, nonprofit organizations, and even individuals. These pro
grams range from grants to support state programs aiding needy families to Pell 

P

Describe how the federal budget is used to further influence state and local  
governments’ policies.

3.5
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grants giving students help to fund their educations. These grants are given for a 
number of purposes including: (1) providing state and local governments with addi
tional funds; (2) setting national standards for national problems, such as clean air 
and water; and (3) attempting to financially equalize rich and poor states and locali
ties. Federal grants are of several types. These include categorical grants, block grants, 
and programmatic requests.

  Categorical Grants
Categorical grants are grants for which Congress appropriates funds for specific 
purposes. Categorical grants allocate federal dollars by a precise formula, often 
based on population. They are subject to detailed conditions imposed by the 
national government. Often they are made available on a matching basis; that is, 
states must contribute money to match federal funds, although the national gov
ernment may pay as much as 90 percent of the total. Categorical grants may be 
used by the national government to alter states’ policy priorities or to coerce states 
to adopt particular policy objectives. With large sums of money at stake, states will 
often neglect their own wants and needs to follow the leadership of the national 
government. For example, states allocate about 15 percent of their budgets to 
Medicaid, a categorical grant aimed at providing health care for lowincome and 
disabled Americans. Other federal categorical grants fund pollution control, eco
nomic development, and law enforcement.

These grants became more prominent mechanisms of coercion in 1964, when 
President Lyndon B. Johnson launched his Great Society program, which included 
what LBJ called a “War on Poverty.” The Great Society program was a broad attempt 
to combat poverty and discrimination through urban renewal, education reform, and 
unemployment relief. In a frenzy of activity in Washington not seen since the New 
Deal, the national government channeled federal funds to states, to local governments, 
and even to citizen action groups. Funding these nonprofit organizations allowed lib
eral members of Congress to bypass not only conservative state legislatures but also 
conservative mayors and councils in the South and in cities such as Chicago, who were 
perceived as disinclined to help their poor, often African American, constituencies.

  Block Grants
In 1980, former California Republican Governor Ronald Reagan became president, 
pledging to advance what he called New Federalism and a return of power to the 
states. The hallmark of this action was the consolidation of many categorical grants into 
fewer, less restrictive block grants—large amounts of money given to states with only 
general spending guidelines. Many of these went to education and health care.21

Perhaps not surprisingly, these reforms were popular with governors, who urged the con
solidation of even more programs into block grants. Calls to revamp the welfare system, in 
particular, were popular with citizens and governments alike. These reforms were ultimately 
realized during the mid1990s, when a Republicancontrolled Congress under Speaker of the 
House Newt Gingrich (R–GA) and President Bill Clinton replaced the existing federal wel
fare program with a program known as Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). 
TANF returned much of the administrative power for welfare programs to the states and 
became a hallmark of what became known as the “devolution revolution.”

  unfunded Mandates
Another component of Congress’ efforts to devolve greater authority back to the state 
governments during the 1990s was the passage of the Unfunded Mandates Reform 
Act of 1995. This act prevented Congress from passing costly federal programs without 
debate on how to fund them and addressed a primary concern of state governments, 
many of which held the view that federal programs were encompassing a growing 
part of their state budgets and were in violation of their sovereign policymaking 

categorical grant
Grant that appropriates federal funds 
to states for a specific purpose.

New Federalism
Federal–state relationship proposed 
by Reagan administration during the 
1980s; hallmark is returning adminis
trative powers to the state gov ernments.

block grant
A large grant given to a state by the 
federal government with only general 
spending guidelines.
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authority. However, the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act has proved notoriously dif
ficult to enforce, and many states charge the national government with continuing to 
create federal programs with insufficient funding.

One common example is the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001, now 
part of the amended Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, which 
imposed a host of federal requirements on everything from class size to accountability 
testing.22 Although the federal government set these increased standards, states charge 
that Congress did not consider the cost of these dramatic adjustments, which were 
passed on to the states, localities, and people. As a result, many states and localities have 
attempted to pass legislation opting out of all or some of the provisions of NCLB.

  Programmatic Requests
Informally known as earmarks, programmatic requests are federal funds desig
nated for special projects within a state or congressional district that direct specific 
exemptions from taxes or mandated fees. Federal funds have been provided for 
special projects since the first Congress. In 1790, money was earmarked to finish 
a  lighthouse at the request of a Massachusetts representative. In 1817, John C. 
Calhoun suggested monies be used to fund a national highway, but President James 
Madison said such requests were unconstitutional. In the 1950s, however, President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower used two earmarks to fund building the massive national 
highway system.

The use of these grants has exploded in the past two decades. The transportation 
budget, in particular, has benefited from earmarks; from 1996 to 2005, it increased 
by 1,150 percent. Programmatic requests are not competitively awarded, and have 
thus become very controversial owing to the use of paid political lobbyists who try to 
secure federal funds for their clients, be they states, cities, universities, or nonprofit 
groups. Members of Congress also attempt to secure these funds to bring programs 
and economic development back to their home districts. During one recent Congress, 
members requested 40,000 earmarks worth more than $100 billion directed to their 
home districts and states for transportation projects alone.23

WHO SUppORTED SCAlIng bACK THE FEDERAl gOvERnMEnT AnD InCREASIng THE USE OF blOCK 
gRAnTS?
The devolution of policy-making authority to state and local governments was a popular policy proposal with 
Republican leaders during the 1980s and 1990s; many Republicans continue to support these goals today. 
Here, Newt Gingrich, who served as Speaker of the House during the 1990s and as a Republican presidential 
candidate in 2012, advocates for these goals in the form of a “Contract with America.” The Contract was a 
program of government reform supported by most Republican congressional candidates in 1994.

programmatic request
Federal funds designated for special 
projects within a state or congressional 
district.
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Take a Closer Look
Federal grants have become an increasingly important part of state budgets. While these grant programs may 
help states to develop new initiatives or implement federal programs, they may also create intergovernmental 
dependency that can have disastrous consequences. Unlike the national government, most state governments 
are required to balance their budgets. So, when federal revenues decline, they must often be accompanied by 
cuts in state government programs and services. To better understand the nature and consequences of this 
dependency, examine the pie graph and photo below.

Taxes
49.0%

Other
8.8%

Sources of State Government Revenue, 2012

Service Charges
10.6%

Federal Grants
31.6%

States, on average, received roughly one-third, or 31.6% 
of their revenues from the federal government.

As this pie graph from the Census Bureau indicates,  
about two-thirds of state revenues came from taxes, 
service charges, and other sources, with the balance 
between the three varying from state to state.

CRITICAL ThINkING QuESTIONS

1. Are state governments too dependent on federal dollars? Should they be required 
to find other ways to raise revenues? What mechanisms seem most equitable?

2. Should federal governments be required to fully fund any mandates they pass 
along to state governments? What are the pros and cons of such an arrangement?

3. How do you think cuts in federal dollars affect the demands that state govern-
ments place on local governments such as municipalities and special districts?

Depending on the federal government  
for funds can have significant implications 
for states. When fewer federal dollars 
flow, states are forced to cut programs. 
Here, California Governor Jerry Brown (D) 
discusses a number of ways to address 
his state’s projected $16 billion budget 
shortfall in 2012. By 2014, this shortfall 
had become a multi-billion dollar surplus, 
owing largely to increased tax revenues 
and a stronger economy.
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Judicial Federalism

he U.S. Supreme Court has always played an important role as the umpire of 
the federal system. When governmental powers, especially those of the state 
and national governments, come into conflict, it is the Court’s job to deter
mine which government is supreme. As detailed throughout this chapter, 

the Court has played the role of umpire at many transformational times in American 
history, including the founding, the Civil War, and during the Great Depression. The 
modern Supreme Court is no exception.

  The Rehnquist Court 
From the 1930s until the 1980s, the Court made its federalism decisions largely 
outside of the public eye. While the Court under Chief Justice Earl Warren in the 
1950s and 1960s attracted a great deal of attention, it was largely for the justices’ 
decisions on civil rights and liberties issues, not the Court’s decisions on the balance 
of power between the state and national governments. Through the process of incor
poration, which bound state governments to the provisions of the U.S. Constitution, 
however, many of these decisions had the result—intended or not—of expanding fed
eral power at the expense of subnational units.

Beginning in the late 1980s, however, the Court’s willingness to allow Congress 
to regulate in a variety of areas waned. This revolution was led by a group of new 
justices appointed by President Ronald Reagan. These judges, including Justices 
Sandra Day O’Connor, Antonin Scalia, and Anthony Kennedy, were committed to 
the notion of states’ rights and to rolling back federal intervention in many areas. 
The leadership of a conservative chief justice William H. Rehnquist, only served to 
intensify the changing perspective.

According to one observer, the federalism decisions made by the Rehnquist Court 
in the 1980s and 1990s were “a reexamination of the country’s most basic constitu
tional arrangements.”24 The Court’s decisions largely agreed with the Republican states’ 
rights view evident in the policies of the Reagan administration and the Contract with 
America Congresses. For example, in U.S. v. Lopez (1995), which involved the convic
tion of a student charged with carrying a concealed handgun onto school property, a 
fiveperson majority of the Court ruled that Congress lacked constitutional authority 
under the commerce clause to regulate guns within 1,000 feet of a school.25 The major
ity concluded that, however wellintentioned, gun control laws, even those involving 
schools, were not substantially related to interstate commerce. Thus, they were a state, 
not a federal, matter.

  The Roberts Court
In 2005, following the death of Chief Justice Rehnquist, President George W. Bush 
appointed Chief Justice John Roberts to head the Supreme Court. A number of other 
changes in the composition of the Court, including the appointment of conservative 
Justice Samuel Alito and liberal Justices Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan (by 
President Barack Obama) followed soon after.

Initially, the Roberts Court appeared to avoid federalism cases, especially those 
involving constitutional issues. It did accept a handful of cases involving preemption or 
long forgotten commerce clause interpretations. However, beginning with its 2011 
term, the Court thrust itself into the federalism debate, deciding a series of visible 
cases. These cases considered issues such as immigration (discussed in the opening 
vignette), redistricting, and health care.26 Much to the surprise of many Court
watchers, in both the immigration and health care cases, the Roberts Court appeared 

T

Explore the role of the judiciary as arbiter of federal–state conflicts.3.6
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to side with the power of the national government. More accurately, however, the 
Roberts Court’s decisions are not intended to favor one level of the federal system 
over the other. Instead, the goal of these rulings appears to be protecting individual 
liberties above all else.

Toward Reform: Balancing 
National and State Power

s we have seen throughout this chapter, attempting to find equilibrium 
between the powers and responsibilities of national and state governments 
is one of the greatest challenges of a federal system. The roles and relative 
strengths of the national and state governments in the United States have 

changed over time and continue to evolve today. Here, we explore the current status of 
this relationship, and examine its consequences for policy making.

  The Price of Federalism
In 1995, political scientist Paul E. Peterson published his seminal exploration of the 
balance between state and national powers, The Price of Federalism.27 In this book, 
Peterson considered how governments should best divide policymaking responsibility 
into two broad issue areas: redistributive and developmental policies. Redistributive 
policies are those whereby the government collects money (usually through taxation) 
from one group of citizens to finance a service, such as health care or welfare, for 
another group of citizens. In contrast, developmental policies are those designed to 
strengthen a government’s economic standing, such as building roads and other infra
structure. The national government’s greater financial resources and ability to ensure a 
uniform standard, Peterson argued, made it better suited to handle redistributive pro
grams. In contrast, developmental programs would be best left to state governments, 
which are closer to the people and better able to assess and address regional needs.

The problem with this arrangement—and the price of American federalism—is that, 
historically, the division of power has not followed this pattern. The national government 
and members of Congress in particular have had reelection incentives to create and fund 
programs that have a direct impact on constituents. As a result, administration of redis
tributive policies often fell to the states, perhaps with federal financial assistance.

In more recent years, however, the federal government, while not totally abandoning 
developmental projects, has begun to take greater responsibility for redistributive policies. 
One such example is the passage of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB), the 
first comprehensive federal education legislation, discussed earlier in this chapter.

States are not entirely satisfied with these steps toward policy efficiency. Under the 
Tenth Amendment, state and local governments traditionally have controlled education 
policy. Many states and localities view NCLB as an unprecedented preemption of state 
and local powers.

  Progressive Federalism
During his first term, President Barack Obama appeared receptive to a pragmatic 
movement known as progressive federalism. Advocates of progressive federalism 
view the relationship between the states and the national government as both coer
cive and cooperative.28 The form taken by the relationship depends chiefly on the 
political environment at each level of government. The best and first option is when 
the federal government is able to reach consensus and establish a national standard. 

A

Assess the challenges in balancing national and state powers and the consequences for 
policy making.

3.7

preemption
A concept that allows the national 
government to override state or local 
actions in certain policy areas.

progressive federalism
A pragmatic approach to federalism 
that views relations between national 
and state governments as both coer
cive and cooperative.
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However, failing the national government’s ability to enact a particular proposal, 
national policy makers may embrace states’ efforts to address that policy issue, par
ticularly when those in power agree with the outcome of the state policymaking 
process. This approach allows policy makers to achieve their goals gradually and 
encourages states to act as what U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis called 
“laboratories of democracy.”

Perhaps the most visible attempt by the Obama administration to create a 
national mandate was the passage of the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act, which established a variety of mechanisms to ensure that nearly all 
Americans had access to health insurance. Part of this health care reform legislation 
also included significant changes in the Medicaid program administered by the state 
governments. Almost immediately after the ink was dry on the president’s signature 
on the act, a group of state governments challenged the constitutionality of the act. 
They charged that it exceeded the federal government’s power to regulate interstate 
commerce. The Supreme Court, however, upheld the constitutionality of the law, 
citing the federal government’s power to tax as a justification for Congress’ authority 
to enact the health care reform legislation. 

In other areas, the Obama administration permitted state governments to take the 
lead. In 2009, for example, Obama allowed the state of California to impose stricter 
limits on greenhouse gas emissions from cars and trucks than those established by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This resolved a longstanding conflict 
between the states and the federal government and opened the door for a number of 
other states to follow California’s lead.

More recently, President Obama has tried to employ progressive federalism to 
circumvent the inactivity of the national government. For example, he called on gover
nors to act on issues such as immigration that have languished in a Congress marked 
by partisan divisions. This approach is not without its critics; some commentators claim 
that the discontinuity between states on issues such as samesex marriage and medici
nal marijuana creates an individualized “freeforall federalism” that is both confusing 
and unfair to the American people.

HOW DO vIEWS On THE ROlE OF gOvERnMEnT CHAngE?
Depending on the party in power and the political climate, the national government may be viewed as either 
a necessary evil or simply evil. Progressive federalism acknowledges both of these viewpoints, taking a 
pragmatic approach to balancing the authority of state and national governments. 
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Review the Chapter

The national government has both enumerated and implied 
powers under the Constitution. National and state govern
ments share an additional group of concurrent powers. Other 
powers are reserved to the states or the people, or expressly 
denied to both governments. The powers of the national gov
ernment are ultimately declared supreme. Local governments 
are not expressly mentioned in the constitution but are formed 
when state governments delegate their sovereign authority.

Roots of the Federal System

Trace the roots of the federal system and the Constitution’s 
allocation of powers between the national and state 
governments, p. 58.

3.1

The Supreme Court under the leadership of John Marshall 
played a key role in defining the relationship and powers of 
the national government through its broad interpretations of 
the supremacy and commerce clauses.

Federalism and the Marshall Court

Determine the impact of the Marshall Court on  
federalism, p. 64.

3.2

Dual federalism was characterized by a system of separate 
but equally powerful state and national governments. This 
system was exemplified by states’ authority to regulate issues 
such as slavery, evident in the doctrine of nullification and 
the Supreme Court’s decision in Dred Scott v. Sanford (1857). 
The Civil War changed forever the nature of federalism.  
A further departure from dual federalism became evident 
with the ratification of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Amendments in 1913.

Dual Federalism: States’ Rights,  
the Civil War, and Reconstruction

Describe the emergence and decline of dual federalism, 
p. 66.

3.3

The notion of equally powerful but separate national and 
state governments met its demise in the wake of the Great 
Depression. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal ushered in an 
era of cooperative federalism, in which the powers of the 
national and state and local governments became more inte
grated, working together to solve shared problems.

Cooperative Federalism: The 
Growth of National Government

Explain how cooperative federalism led to the growth of the 
national government at the expense of the states, p. 69.

3.4

The federal government provides money to states in a number 
of ways, including categorical grants, block grants, and pro
grammatic requests. Problems may result when the federal 
government creates programs without providing sufficient 
funds. These are called unfunded mandates.

Federal Grants to State and  
Local Governments

Describe how the federal budget is used to further  
influence state and local governments’ policies, p. 72.

3.5

The Supreme Court has always been an important arbiter of 
the relationship between national and state governments.  
While many of the decisions of the Rehnquist Court favored 
state governments, more recent decisions by the Roberts 
Court have favored national power in areas such as immigra
tion and health care.

Judicial Federalism

Explore the role of the judiciary as an arbiter of federal–
state conflicts, p. 76.

3.6

The roles and relative strengths of the national and state 
governments have changed over time. Some political sci
entists argue that the national government is best suited 
for redistributive policy and the states for developmental 
policy. Progressive approaches to federalism combine coer
cion and cooperation to achieve desired policy objectives.

Toward Reform: Balancing  
National and State Power

Assess the challenges in balancing national and state 
powers and the consequences for policy making, p. 77.

3.7
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Barron v. Baltimore (1833), p. 66
bill of attainder, p. 61
block grant, p. 73
categorical grant, p. 73 
charter, p. 63 
concurrent powers, p. 61 
confederation, p. 58 
cooperative federalism, p. 69 
county, p. 63 
Dillon’s Rule, p. 63 
Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857),  

p. 67 
dual federalism, p. 66 

enumerated powers, p. 59
ex post facto law, p. 61 
extradition clause, p. 62 
federal system, p. 58 
full faith and credit clause, p. 62 
Gibbons v. Ogden (1824), p. 64 
implied powers, p. 59
interstate compacts, p. 62
McCulloch v. Maryland (1819), p. 64 
municipality, p. 63 
New Deal, p. 70 
New Federalism, p. 73 
nullification, p. 67 

preemption, p. 77 
privileges and immunities clause,  

p. 62 
programmatic requests, p. 74 
progressive federalism, p. 77 
reserved powers, p. 60 
Seventeenth Amendment, p. 69 
Sixteenth Amendment, p. 69 
special district, p. 63 
Tenth Amendment, p. 60 
unitary system, p. 58 

Learn the Terms

1. Under the Constitution, both the national and state 
governments
 a. are totally autonomous.
 b. do not share any powers.
 c. are accountable to the people.
 d. can regulate interstate commerce.
 e. are able to establish local governments.

2. The Tenth Amendment provides for
 a. states’ reserved powers.
 b. states’ implied powers.
 c. concurrent state and federal powers.
 d. enumerated federal powers.
 e. taking private property for public purposes.

3. In Gibbons v. Ogden, the U.S. Supreme Court
 I. articulated an expansive view of congressional  

powers.
 II. gave Robert Fulton the exclusive right to operate 

steamships on the Hudson River.
 III. concluded that commerce should be given a broad 

definition.
 IV. declared that the states had sole authority to regulate 

commerce.
  a. I only
  b. II and III
  c. I and II
  d. III and IV
  e. I and III

4. The Supreme Court held in Barron v. Baltimore that
 a. Congress had broad powers to regulate interstate 

commerce.
 b. the Bill of Rights did not apply to state governments.
 c. Congress lacked the ability to ban slavery.
 d. the city of Baltimore could not nullify laws passed  

by Congress.
 e. states could not tax the federal bank.

5. Nullification
 a. was used to justify South Carolina’s refusal to abide  

by federal tariff laws.
 b. is a political maneuver in which Congress  

purposefully invalidates state laws by passing  
national laws.

 c. is a principle that allows states to invalidate laws  
from other states.

 d. played no part in the development of the Civil War.
 e. was deemed unconstitutional after the Supreme  

Court invalidated the Alien and Sedition Acts.

6. The Great Depression led to
 a. a variety of innovative programs to combat  

terrorism.
 b. greater adherence to the philosophy of dual  

federalism.
 c. a growth in national government activity.
 d. a provision allowing the election of President  

Franklin D. Roosevelt for four terms.
 e. the increased use of unfunded mandates.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Study and Review the Flashcards
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7. New Federalism favors  over  grants.
 a. block/categorical
 b. categorical/block
 c. funded mandates/categorical
 d. block/unfunded mandates
 e. block/funded mandates

8. In general, the Rehnquist Court’s federalism decisions 
empowered
 a. both state and national governments.
 b. the state governments at the expense of the national 

government.
 c. the national government at the expense of the states.
 d. neither the state nor the national government.
 e. local governments at the expense of the state and 

national governments.

9. The No Child Left Behind Act is an example of
 a. a block grant.
 b. returning power to the states.
 c. a funded mandate.
 d. preemption.
 e. a categorical grant.

10. According to the text, which of the following best 
exemplifies the cooperative aspects of progressive 
federalism?
 a. Bailing out the failing automobile industry
 b. Health care reform
 c. Allowing states to set emissions standards
 d. Creating of the U.S. Department of Education
 e. Reforming Social Security and Medicare
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Civil  
Liberties

4

Trace the  
constitutional 
roots of civil  
liberties, p. 84.

Describe the 
First Amendment  
guarantee of  
freedom of  
religion, p. 88.

Outline the First 
Amendment  
guarantees of 
and limitations 
on freedom of 
speech, press, 
assembly, and 
petition, p. 90.

Summarize 
changes in the 
interpretation of 
the Second 
Amendment right 
to keep and bear 
arms, p. 97.

Analyze the 
rights of criminal 
defendants found 
in the Bill of 
Rights, p. 99.

Explain the origin 
and significance 
of the right to  
privacy, p. 106.

Evaluate how 
reforms to  
combat terrorism 
have affected 
civil liberties,  
p. 110.

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7

he Bill of Rights, written in 1789, set forth to define the natural rights of the citi-
zens of the United States. It was also intended to limit the new national govern-
ment’s ability to overstep its authority. The Fourth Amendment, for example, 
guards against unreasonable search and seizure. Specifically, the amendment 
states that it protects “the right of people to be secure in their persons, houses, 

papers, and effects.” The Fourth Amendment also provides guidelines regarding obtaining a 
warrant in order to conduct a search.

Through this amendment, the government ensured that the people of the United States 
were guaranteed both their privacy and autonomy. However, interpreting the Fourth Amendment—
as well as many other amendments—has posed significant challenges for the modern judiciary. 
Determining what constitutes an “unreasonable” search or when a law enforcement officer has 
“probable cause,” especially, prove difficult in practice. Constantly evolving technology and social 
and political norms can also pose unique challenges for the criminal justice system.

Two cases decided during the Supreme Court’s recent terms illustrate the ongoing challenges 
of the Fourth Amendment. In the first case, decided in 2012, the Court was asked to rule on 
whether law enforcement officers could plant GPS tracking devices on a suspected criminal’s 
vehicle. The Court ultimately decided that, although the purpose of the search, monitoring a sus-
pected criminal’s activity, was the same as an extended investigation, implanting a tracking device 
on the suspect’s vehicle compromised the suspect’s expectation of privacy. Though the Court did 
not explicitly state that a warrant was necessary, observers noted that the ruling was construed 
in such a way that using a GPS device to track a suspect’s activity without a warrant would be 
unlikely to stand up to legal challenge.1

In the second case, decided in 2014, the Court considered whether a warrant was necessary 
to search the content of a suspected criminal’s cell phone. The justices unanimously ruled that a 
warrantless search of calls, messages, contacts, pictures, and other information was a breach

T
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4.4

4.2

4.5

4.3

4.6

4.7

4.1
civil liberties 
The personal guarantees and free-
doms that the government cannot 
abridge by law, constitution, or judicial 
interpretation.

civil rights 
The government-protected rights of 
individuals against arbitrary or dis-
criminatory treatment by governments 
or individuals.

of privacy that could not be justified under the Fourth Amendment’s search and seizure 
clause. This ruling makes cell phones distinct from wallets, address books, keys, and other 
low-tech devices, which may be searched without a warrant.2

In each of these cases, the Supreme Court was asked to consider issues related to 
the Fourth Amendment that the Framers could never have imagined. The brilliance of 
the civil liberties codified by the First Congress is that the Bill of Rights remains a rela-
tively stable statement of our natural rights as Americans, even as technology has 
evolved. With judicial interpretation, the sentiments expressed more than 200 years 
ago still apply to the modern world.

• • •

Civil liberties are the personal guarantees and freedoms that government cannot 
abridge, by law, constitution, or judicial interpretation. As guarantees of “freedom to” 
action, they place limitations on the power of the government to restrain or dictate an indi-
vidual’s actions. Civil rights, in contrast, provide freedom from arbitrary or discriminatory 
treatment by government or individuals.

Questions of civil liberties often present complex problems. We must decide how to 
determine the boundaries of speech and assembly—or, how much control over our per-
sonal liberties we give to police or other law enforcement officials. Moreover, during times 
of war, it is important to consider the liberties accorded to those who oppose war or are 
suspected of anti-government activities.

Resolution of civil liberties questions often falls to the judiciary, which must balance 
the competing interests of the government and the people. Thus, in many of the cases 
discussed in this chapter, a conflict arises between an individual or group of individuals 
seeking to exercise what they believe to be a liberty and the government, be it local, 
state, or national, seeking to control the exercise of that liberty in an attempt to keep 
order and preserve the rights (and safety) of others. In other cases, two liberties clash, 
such as a physician’s and her patient’s right to easy access to a medical clinic such as 
Planned Parenthood versus a pro-life advocate’s liberty to picket that clinic. In this chapter, 
we explore the various dimensions of civil liberties guarantees contained in the U.S. 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

n 1787, most state constitutions explicitly protected a variety of personal 
liberties, such as speech, religion, freedom from unreasonable searches  
and seizures, and trial by jury. The new federal system established by the 
Constitution would redistribute power between the national government 

and the states. Without an explicit guarantee of specific civil liberties, could the 
national government be trusted to uphold the freedoms already granted to citizens by 
their states?

Recognition of the increased power of the new national government led Anti-
Federalists to stress the need for a bill of rights. Anti-Federalists and many others were 
confident they could control the actions of their own state legislators, but they did not 
trust the national government to protect civil liberties.

The notion of including a bill of rights in the Constitution was not popular at  
the Constitutional Convention. When George Mason of Virginia suggested adding 
such a bill to the preface of the proposed Constitution, representatives unanimously 

I

Trace the constitutional roots of civil liberties.4.1

Roots of Civil Liberties:  
The Bill of Rights
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4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.1
defeated his resolution.3 In subsequent ratification debates, Federalists argued that a 
bill of rights was unnecessary, putting forward three main arguments in opposition.

 1. A bill of rights was unnecessary in a constitutional republic founded on the idea 
of popular sovereignty and inalienable, natural rights. Moreover, most state con-
stitutions contained bills of rights, so federal guarantees were unnecessary.

 2. A bill of rights would be dangerous. According to Alexander Hamilton in 
Federalist No. 84, since the national government was one of enumerated powers 
(that is, it had only the powers listed in the Constitution), “Why declare that 
things shall not be done which there is no power to do?”

 3. A national bill of rights would be impractical to enforce. Its validity would largely 
depend on public opinion and the spirit of the people and government.

Some Framers, however, came to support the idea. After the Philadelphia conven-
tion, James Madison conducted a lively correspondence with Thomas Jefferson about 
the need for a national bill of rights. Jefferson supported such guarantees far more 
quickly than did Madison. But, the reluctant Madison soon found himself in a close 
race against James Monroe for a seat in the House of Representatives in the First 
Congress. The district was largely Anti-Federalist. In an act of political expediency, 
Madison issued a new series of public letters similar to The Federalist Papers, in which 
he vowed to support a bill of rights. Once elected to the House, Madison made good 
on his promise and became the prime author of the Bill of Rights. Still, he considered 
Congress to have far more important matters to handle and viewed his work on the Bill 
of Rights as “a nauseous project.”4

With fear of political instability running high, Congress worked quickly to approve 
Madison’s draft. The proposed Bill of Rights was sent to the states for ratification in 
1789, the same year the first Congress convened. By 1791, the states had approved 
most of its provisions.

The Bill of Rights, the first ten amendments to the Constitution, contains numer-
ous specific guarantees against encroachment by the new government, including those 
of free speech, press, and religion. The Ninth and Tenth Amendments, favored by the 
Federalists, note that the Bill of Rights is not exclusive. The Ninth Amendment makes 
clear that this special listing of rights does not mean that others do not exist. The 
Tenth Amendment reiterates that powers not delegated to the national government 
are reserved to the states or to the people.

   The Incorporation Doctrine: The Bill of Rights Made 
Applicable to the States

The Framers intended the Bill of Rights to limit the national government’s power to 
infringe on the rights and liberties of the citizenry. In Barron v. Baltimore (1833), the 
Supreme Court ruled that the Bill of Rights limited only the actions of the U.S. govern-
ment and not those of the states.5 In 1868, however, the Fourteenth Amendment was 
added to the U.S. Constitution. Its language suggested that some or even all protections 
guaranteed in the Bill of Rights might be interpreted to prevent state infringement of 
those rights. Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment reads: “No State shall . . . . deprive 
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” Questions about the 
scope of “liberty” as well as the meaning of “due process of law” continue even today to 
engage legal scholars and jurists.

Until nearly the turn of the twentieth century, the Supreme Court steadfastly 
rejected numerous arguments for interpreting the due process clause in the Fourteenth 
Amendment in such a way as to make various provisions in the Bill of Rights appli-
cable to the states. In 1897, however, the Court began to increase its jurisdiction over 
the states by holding them to a substantive due process standard whereby they had 
the legal burden to prove that their laws constituted a valid exercise of power to regu-
late the health, welfare, or public morals of citizens.6 Interference with state power, 

Ninth Amendment 
Part of the Bill of Rights that makes it 
clear that enumerating rights in the 
Constitution or Bill of Rights does 
not mean that others do not exist.

Tenth Amendment 
The final part of the Bill of Rights 
that defines the basic principle of 
American federalism in stating that 
the powers not delegated to the 
national government are reserved to 
the states or to the people.

Bill of Rights 
The first ten amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution, which largely guarantee 
specific rights and liberties.

due process clause 
Clause contained in the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments; over the 
years, it has been construed to guaran-
tee a variety of rights to individuals.

substantive due process 
Judicial interpretation of the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments’ due process 
clauses that protects citizens from 
arbitrary or unjust state or federal 
laws.
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WhEn DiD ThE COURT FiRST ARTiCUlATE ThE DOCTRinE OF SElECTivE inCORpORATiOn?
Until Gitlow v. New York (1925), involving Benjamin Gitlow (shown on the right testifying before Congress), 
the executive secretary of the Socialist Party, it generally was thought that, despite the Fourteenth 
Amendment, the limitations of the Bill of Rights did not apply to the states. After Gitlow, the Court gradually 
bound states to most of these provisions through a process known as selective incorporation.

however, was rare, and states passed sedition laws (laws that made it illegal to speak or 
write any political criticism that threatened to diminish respect for the government, 
its laws, or public officials), anticipating that the U.S. Supreme Court would uphold 
their constitutionality. When Benjamin Gitlow, a member of the Socialist Party, 
printed 16,000 copies of a manifesto in which he urged workers to overthrow the U.S. 
government, he was convicted of violating a New York state law that prohibited such 
advocacy. Although his conviction was upheld, in Gitlow v. New York (1925), the U.S. 
Supreme Court noted that states were not completely free to limit forms of political 
expression, saying:

For present purposes we may and do assume that freedom of speech and of the 
press—which are protected by the First Amendment from abridgement by 
Congress—are among the fundamental personal rights and “liberties” protected by 
the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment from impairment by the 
states [emphasis added].7

Gitlow, with its finding that states could not abridge free speech protections, 
was the first decision to clearly articulate the incorporation doctrine. In Near v. 
Minnesota (1931), the U.S. Supreme Court further developed this doctrine by 
holding that a state law violated the First Amendment’s freedom of the press: “The 
fact that the liberty of the press may be abused by miscreant purveyors of scandal 
does not make any the less necessary the immunity of the press from previous 
restraint by the state.”8

  Selective Incorporation and Fundamental Freedoms
The Supreme Court has not made all specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights applicable 
to the states through the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, as shown 
in Table 4.1. Instead, the Court has used the process of selective incorporation to limit 

incorporation doctrine
An interpretation of the Constitution 
holding that the due process clause of 
the Fourteenth Amendment requires 
state and local governments to guar-
antee the rights stated in the Bill of 
Rights.

selective incorporation
A judicial doctrine whereby most, but 
not all, protections found in the Bill of 
Rights are made applicable to the 
states via the Fourteenth Amendment.
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4.1TABLE 4.1 WhEn DiD SElECTivE inCORpORATiOn mAkE ThE Bill OF RighTS AppliCABlE 
TO ThE STATES?

Amendment Right Date Case Incorporated
I Speech 1925 Gitlow v. New York

  Press 1931 Near v. Minnesota

  Assembly 1937 DeJonge v. Oregon

  Religion 1940 Cantwell v. Connecticut

II Bear arms 2010 McDonald v. City of Chicago

III No quartering of soldiers   Not incorporated

IV No unreasonable searches or 
seizures

1949 Wolf v. Colorado

  Exclusionary rule 1961 Mapp v. Ohio

V Just compensation 1897 Chicago, B&Q R.R. Co. v. Chicago

  Self-incrimination 1964 Malloy v. Hogan

  Double jeopardy 1969 Benton v. Maryland

  Grand jury indictment   Not incorporated

VI Public trial 1948 In re Oliver

  Right to counsel 1963 Gideon v. Wainwright

  Confrontation of witnesses 1965 Pointer v. Texas

  Impartial trial 1966 Parker v. Gladden

  Speedy trial 1967 Klopfer v. North Carolina

  Compulsory trial 1967 Washington v. Texas

  Criminal trial 1968 Duncan v. Louisiana

VII Civil jury trial   Not incorporated

VIII No cruel and unusual 
punishment

1962 Robinson v. California

  No excessive bail 1971 Schilb v. Kuebel

the rights of states by protecting against abridgement of fundamental freedoms. These 
freedoms—defined by the Court as essential to order, liberty, and justice—are subject to 
the Court’s most rigorous standard of review.

The Court set out the rationale for selective incorporation in Palko v. Connecticut 
(1937).9 Frank Palko was charged with first-degree murder for killing two Connecticut 
police officers, found guilty of a lesser charge of second-degree murder, and sentenced 
to life imprisonment. Connecticut appealed. Palko was retried, found guilty of first-
degree murder, and sentenced to death. Palko then appealed his second conviction, 
arguing that it violated the Fifth Amendment’s prohibition against double jeopardy 
because the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment had made the Fifth 
Amendment applicable to the states.

The Supreme Court disagreed. In an opinion written by Justice Benjamin Cardozo, 
the Court ruled that the due process clause bound states only to those rights that were 
“of the very essence of a scheme of ordered liberty.” The Fifth Amendment’s double 
jeopardy clause was not, in the Court’s view, among these rights. The Court overruled 
its decision in 1969.10

Today, selective incorporation requires states to respect freedoms of press, speech, 
and assembly, among other liberties. The Court has not incorporated other guarantees, 
such as those contained in the Third and Seventh Amendments (housing of soldiers 
and jury trials in civil cases), because it has yet to consider them sufficiently fundamental 
to national notions of liberty and justice.

fundamental freedoms
Those rights defined by the Court as 
essential to order, liberty, and justice 
and therefore entitled to the highest 
standard of review.
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T

Describe the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of religion.4.2

First Amendment
Part of the Bill of Rights that imposes 
a number of restrictions on the federal 
government with respect to civil liber-
ties, including freedom of religion, 
speech, press, assembly, and petition.

establishment clause
The first clause of the First Amendment; 
it directs the national government not to 
sanction an official religion.

free exercise clause
The second c lause of the First 
Amendment; it prohibits the U.S. 
government from interfering with a 
citizen’s right to practice his or her 
religion.

he First Amendment to the Constitution begins, “Congress shall make 
no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof.” This statement sets the boundaries of governmental 
action. The establishment clause directs the national government not to 

sanction an official religion. The free exercise clause (“or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof ”) guarantees citizens that the national government will not interfere with 
their practice of religion. These guarantees, however, are not absolute. In the mid-
1800s, Mormons traditionally practiced and preached polygamy, the taking of mul-
tiple wives. In 1879, when the Supreme Court was first called on to interpret the free 
exercise clause, it upheld the conviction of a Mormon man under a federal law bar-
ring polygamy. The Court reasoned that to do otherwise would provide constitu-
tional protections to a full range of religious beliefs, including those as extreme as 
human sacrifice. “Laws are made for the government of actions,” noted the Court, 
“and while they cannot interfere with mere religious belief and opinions, they may 
with practices.”11 Later, in 1940, the Supreme Court observed that the First 
Amendment “embraces two concepts—freedom to believe and freedom to act. The 
first is absolute, but in the nature of things, the second cannot be. Conduct remains 
subject to regulation of society.”12

  The Establishment Clause
The separation of church and state has always generated controversy in American poli-
tics. A majority of Americans clearly value the moral teachings of their own religions, 
especially Christianity. U.S. coins are embossed with “In God We Trust.” The U.S. 
Supreme Court asks for God’s blessing on the Court. Every session of the U.S. House 
and Senate begins with a prayer, and both the House and Senate have their own chap-
lains. Through the years, the Court has been divided over the interpretation of the 
establishment clause. Does this clause erect a total wall between church and state, as 
favored by Thomas Jefferson, or does it allow some governmental accommodation of 
religion? While the Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of many kinds of 
church/state entanglements, such as public funding to provide sign language interpret-
ers for deaf students in religious schools,13 the Court has held fast to the rule of strict 
separation between church and state when issues of mandatory prayer in school are 
involved. In Engel v. Vitale (1962), for example, the Court ruled that the recitation in 
public school classrooms of a brief nondenominational prayer drafted by the local 
school board was unconstitutional.14 One year later, in Abington School District v. 
Schempp (1963), the Court ruled that state-mandated Bible reading or recitation of the 
Lord’s Prayer in public schools was also unconstitutional.15

The Court has gone back and forth in its effort to find a workable way to deal with 
church/state questions. In 1971, in Lemon v. Kurtzman, the Court tried to carve out a 
three-part test for laws dealing with religious establishment issues. According to the 
Lemon test, a practice or policy was constitutional if it: (1) had a legitimate secular 
purpose; (2) neither advanced nor inhibited religion; and, (3) did not foster an excessive 
government entanglement with religion.16 But, the Supreme Court often has side-
stepped the Lemon test altogether and has appeared more willing to lower the wall 
between church and state as long as school prayer is not involved. In 1981, for example, 
the Court ruled unconstitutional a Missouri law prohibiting the use of state university 
buildings and grounds for “purposes of religious worship.” The law had been used to 
ban religious groups from using school facilities.17

First Amendment Guarantees: 
Freedom of Religion

Lemon test
Three-part test created by the Supreme 
Court for examining the constitution-
ality of religious establishment issues.
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In 1995, the Court signaled that it was willing to lower the wall even further. In a case 
involving the University of Virginia, a 5–4 majority held that the university violated the 
free speech rights of a fundamentalist Christian group when it refused to fund the group’s 
student magazine. Justice David Souter highlighted the importance of this decision in his 
dissent: “The Court today, for the first time, approves direct funding of core religious activi-
ties by an arm of the state.”18 The Court under Chief Justice John Roberts, however, has 
demonstrated that boundaries to these accommodations exist. In 2010, in Christian Legal 
Society v. Martinez, the Court ruled that the University of California Hastings College of 
Law could deny recognition and therefore funding to the Christian Legal Society because 
the group limited its membership to those who shared a common faith orientation.

For more than a quarter-century, the Supreme Court basically allowed “books 
only” as an aid to religious schools, noting that the books go to children, not to schools. 
But, in 2000, the Court voted 6–3 to uphold the constitutionality of a federal aid provi-
sion that allowed the government to lend books and computers to religious schools.19 
And, in 2002, by a bitterly divided 5–4 vote, the Supreme Court concluded that gov-
ernments can give parents money to send their children to private or religious schools.20 
Basically, the Court now appears willing to support programs as long as they provide 
aid to religious and nonreligious schools alike, and the money goes to persons who 
exercise free choice over how it is used.

Prayer in school also continues to be an issue. In 1992, the Court persisted in its unwill-
ingness to allow organized prayer in public schools by finding unconstitutional the saying 
of prayer at a middle school graduation.21 And, in 2000, the Court ruled that student-led, 
student-initiated prayer at high school football games violated the establishment clause.

Establishment issues, however, do not always focus on education. In 2005, for 
example, the Supreme Court, in a 5–4 decision, narrowly upheld the Lemon test by rul-
ing that a privately donated courthouse display, which included the Ten Commandments 
and 300 other historical documents illustrating the evolution of American law, violated 
the First Amendment’s establishment clause.22

But, in 2010, the Court appeared to reverse course. In a 5–4 decision, the Court ruled 
that a cross erected on a World War I memorial on federal lands was constitutional. And, 
in 2014, in a similarly divided decision, the Court ruled that local governmental bodies 

ShOUlD ChilDREn BE REQUiRED TO pRAY in pUBliC SChOOlS?
School prayer is just one of the thorny questions the Supreme Court has addressed under the establishment 
clause. Though the Court has usually decided against prayer in schools, even when it is student-led, many 
educational institutions maintain this practice.
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such as town councils can start their sessions with a prayer even if the prayer clearly favors 
one faith. Decisions such as these leave substantial grey area for governments trying to 
determine the constitutional boundaries of public religious displays.23

  The Free Exercise Clause
The free exercise clause of the First Amendment proclaims that “Congress shall make 
no law . . . prohibiting the free exercise [of religion].” Although the free exercise clause 
of the First Amendment guarantees individuals the right to be free from governmental 
interference in the exercise of their religion, this guarantee, like other First Amendment 
freedoms, is not absolute.

The free exercise clause may also pose difficult questions for the courts to resolve. 
In the area of free exercise, the Court often has had to confront questions of “What is 
a god?” and “What is a religious faith?”—questions that theologians have grappled 
with for centuries. In 1965, for example, in a case involving three men who were denied 
conscientious objector deferments during the Vietnam War because they did not sub-
scribe to “traditional” organized religions, the Court ruled unanimously that belief in a 
supreme being was not essential for recognition as a conscientious objector.24 Thus, the 
men were entitled to the deferments because their views paralleled those who objected 
to war and who belonged to traditional religions. In contrast, despite the Court’s hav-
ing ruled that Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, and Buddhist prison inmates must be 
allowed to hold religious services,25 as early as 1987, the Court ruled that Islamic 
prisoners could be denied the same right for security reasons.26

Furthermore, when secular law conflicts with religious law, the right to exercise one’s 
religious beliefs is often denied—especially if a minority or an unpopular or “suspicious” 
group hold the religious beliefs in question. Thus, the U.S. Supreme Court has inter-
preted the Constitution to mean that governmental interests can outweigh free exercise 
rights. The Court has upheld as constitutional state statutes barring the use of certain 
illegal drugs (such as peyote), snake handling, and polygamy—all practices once part of 
some religious observances—when states have shown compelling reasons to do so.27

Congress has mightily objected to many of the Court’s rulings on religious freedom. 
In 1993, it responded by passing the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA), which 
was intended to prevent the federal government from making policy decisions that limit 
an individual’s free exercise. Over time, this law has been used to question the constitu-
tionality of laws banning the use of drugs such as peyote and hoasca tea, well known for 
their hallucinogenic properties, as well as other religious practices such as polygamy.28 
More recently, Christian corporations such as Hobby Lobby have used RFRA to chal-
lenge the constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act’s provisions requiring employer-
sponsored health plans to include coverage for contraceptives.29

First Amendment Guarantees: 
Freedoms of Speech, Press, 
Assembly, and Petition

he Supreme Court has, to varying degrees, scrutinized the remaining guar-
antees protected by the First Amendment. During times of war, for exam-
ple, the Court generally has allowed Congress and the chief executive 
extraordinary leeway in limiting First Amendment freedoms. Below, we 

provide historical background and current judicial interpretations of the freedoms of 
speech, press, assembly, and petition.

T

Outline the First Amendment guarantees of and limitations on freedom of speech, press, 
assembly, and petition.

4.3
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prior restraint
Constitutional doctrine that prevents 
the government from prohibiting 
speech or publication before the fact; 
generally held to be in violation of the 
First Amendment.

  Freedoms of Speech and the Press
A democracy depends on a free exchange of ideas, and the First Amendment shows that 
the Framers were well aware of this fact. Historically, one of the most volatile issues of 
constitutional interpretation has centered on the First Amendment’s mandate that 
“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech or of the press.” As 
with the establishment and free exercise clauses of the First Amendment, the Court has 
not interpreted speech and press clauses as absolute bans on government regulation. This 
leeway in interpretation has led to thousands of cases seeking both broader and narrower 
judicial interpretations of the scope of the amendment. Over the years, the Court has 
employed a hierarchical approach in determining what the government can and cannot 
regulate, with some liberties getting greater protection than others. Generally, the Court 
has granted thoughts the greatest protection and actions or deeds the least. Words have 
fallen somewhere in the middle, depending on their content and purpose.

THE ALIEN AND SEDITION ACTS  When the states ratified the First Amendment 
in 1791, it was considered to protect against prior restraint of speech or expression, or 
to guard against the prohibition of speech or publication before the fact. Faced with 
increasing criticism of the Federalist government by Democratic-Republicans in 1798, 
the Federalist Congress, with President John Adams’s blessing, enacted the Alien and 
Sedition Acts. These acts banned any criticism of the Federalist government by the 
growing numbers of Democratic-Republicans, making the publication of “any false, 
scandalous writing against the government of the United States” a criminal offense. 
Although the law clearly flew in the face of the First Amendment’s ban on prior 
restraint, the Adams administration successfully prosecuted and partisan Federalist 
judges imposed fines and jail terms on at least ten Democratic-Republican newspaper 
editors. The acts became a major issue in the 1800 presidential election campaign, 
which led to the election of Thomas Jefferson, a vocal opponent of the acts. He quickly 
pardoned all who had been convicted under their provisions, and the Democratic-
Republican Congress allowed the acts to expire before the Federalist-controlled U.S. 
Supreme Court had an opportunity to rule on the constitutionality of these First 
Amendment infringements.

SLAvERy, THE CIvIL WAR, AND RIgHTS CURTAILMENTS  After the public out-
cry over the Alien and Sedition Acts, the national government largely refrained from 
regulating speech. But, in its place, the states, which were not yet bound by the Bill of 
Rights through selective incorporation, began to prosecute those who published arti-
cles critical of governmental policies. In the 1830s, at the urging of abolitionists (those 
who sought an end to slavery), the publication or dissemination of any positive infor-
mation about slavery became a punishable offense in the North. In the opposite vein, 
in the South, supporters of slavery enacted laws to prohibit publication of any anti-
slavery sentiments. Southern postmasters, for example, refused to deliver northern 
abolitionist newspapers, a step that amounted to censorship of the U.S. mail.

During the Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln took several steps that actually 
were unconstitutional. He made it unlawful to print any criticisms of the national gov-
ernment or of the Civil War, effectively suspending the free press protections of the 
First Amendment. Lincoln went so far as to order the arrest of several newspaper edi-
tors critical of his conduct of the war and ignored a Supreme Court decision saying 
that these practices were unconstitutional.

After the Civil War, states also began to prosecute individuals for seditious speech 
if they uttered or printed statements critical of the government. Between 1890 and 
1900, for example, more than one hundred state prosecutions for sedition took place.30 
Moreover, by the dawn of the twentieth century, public opinion in the United States 
had grown increasingly hostile toward the commentary of Socialists and Communists 
who attempted to appeal to growing immigrant populations. Groups espousing social-
ism and communism became the targets of state laws curtailing speech and the written 
word (see the earlier discussion of Gitlow v. New York).
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direct incitement test
Test articulated by the Supreme Court 
in Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969) holding 
that the First Amendment protects 
advocacy of illegal action unless immi-
nent lawless action is intended and 
likely to occur.

clear and present danger test
Test articulated by the Supreme Court 
in Schenck v. U.S. (1919) to draw the 
line between protected and unpro-
tected speech; the Court looks to see 
“whether the words used” could “cre-
ate a clear and present danger that 
they will bring about substantive evils” 
that Congress seeks “to prevent.”

WORLD WAR I AND ANTI-gOvERNMENTAL SPEECH  The next major efforts to 
restrict freedom of speech and the press did not occur until Congress, at the urging of 
President Woodrow Wilson during World War I, passed the Espionage Act in 1917. 
The government convicted nearly 2,000 Americans of violating its various provisions, 
especially prohibitions on urging resistance to the draft or distributing anti-war leaf-
lets. In Schenck v. U.S. (1919), the Supreme Court upheld this act, ruling that Congress 
had a right to restrict speech “of such a nature as to create a clear and present danger 
that will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent.”31 
Under this clear and present danger test the circumstances surrounding an incident 
are important. Anti-war leaflets, for example, may be permissible during peacetime, 
but during World War I they were considered too dangerous. Schenck is also famous 
for Chief Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes’s comment that the false cry of “Fire!” in a 
crowded theater would not be protected speech.

Still, for decades, the Supreme Court wrestled with what constituted a danger. 
Finally, in Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969), the Court fashioned a new test for deciding 
whether the government could regulate certain kinds of speech: the direct incitement 
test. Now, the government could punish the advocacy of illegal action only if “such advo-
cacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or 
produce such action.”32 The requirement of “imminent lawless action” makes it more 
difficult for the government to punish speech and publication and is consistent with the 
Framers’ notion of the special role played by these elements in a democratic society.

  Protected Speech and Press
The expression of ideas through speech and the press is a cornerstone of a free soci-
ety. In line with this thinking, the U.S. Supreme Court has accorded constitutional 
protection to a number of aspects of speech and the press, even though the content 
of such expression may be objectionable to some citizens or the government. Here, 
we discuss the implications of this protection with respect to prior restraint, symbolic 
speech, and hate speech.

LIMITINg PRIOR RESTRAINT  As we have seen with the Alien and Sedition Acts, 
although Congress attempted to limit speech before the fact as early as 1798, the U.S. 
Supreme Court did not take a firm position on this issue until the 1970s. In New York 
Times Co. v. U.S. (1971), also called the Pentagon Papers case, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the U.S. government could not block the publication of secret Department 
of Defense documents illegally furnished to the Times by anti-war activists.33 In 1976, 
the U.S. Supreme Court went even further, noting in Nebraska Press Association v. 
Stuart that any attempt by the government to prevent expression carried “ ‘a heavy pre-
sumption’ against its constitutionality.”34 In this case, a trial court issued a gag order 
barring the press from reporting the lurid details of a crime. In balancing the defend-
ant’s constitutional right to a fair trial against the press’s right to cover a story, the 
Nebraska trial judge concluded that the defendant’s right had greater weight. The 
Supreme Court disagreed, holding the press’s right to cover the trial paramount. Still, 
judges often have leeway to issue gag orders affecting parties to a lawsuit or to limit 
press coverage of a case.

SyMBOLIC SPEECH  In addition to the general protection accorded to pure speech, 
the Supreme Court has extended the reach of the First Amendment to symbolic 
speech, a means of expression that includes symbols or signs. In the words of Justice 
John Marshall Harlan, these kinds of speech are part of the “free trade in ideas.”35 
Perhaps the most visible example of symbolic speech is the burning of the American 
flag as an expression of protest.

The Supreme Court first acknowledged that symbolic speech was entitled to First 
Amendment protection in Stromberg v. California (1931).36 In that case, the Court over-
turned a communist youth camp director’s conviction under a state statute prohibiting 
the display of a red flag, a symbol of opposition to the U.S. government. In a similar vein, 

symbolic speech
Symbols, signs, and other methods of 
expression generally considered to be 
protected by the First Amendment.
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Explore Your World
Free speech and free press are central values in most industrialized democracies 
such as the United States. In these countries, citizens and the media act as powerful 
watchdogs over the government’s actions. However, in other countries such as 
Russia in the 1920s and North Korea today, the government controls and monitors 
the media. This means that the government’s message—as illustrated in the posters 
below—may be the only viewpoint citizens can learn, understand, and espouse.

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS

1. How do these posters represent their country of origin? How do they represent 
other countries? What message does this send about global politics?

2. How do these posters use emotional appeals to induce support from citizens?  
Is this an appropriate tactic?

3. Can you think of any examples in which the U.S. government (or other western 
governments) employed tactics such as those seen in these posters? How were 
they similar, and how were they different?

This Russian poster was created during the 1920s. It illustrates the rise of 
the Russian economy and advocates for the Russian government’s Five Year 
Plan. Note the images of prominent Russian Communist Party leaders, 
including Joseph Stalin, on the engine.

This recent propaganda poster from North Korea depicts the image of a 
fist coming down on two people.  The words on the poster, roughly 
translated, state, “Let’s strike them with a single blow.”  This photo was 
taken at a rally against the South Korean president.  Note how many 
people in the crowd have responded by raising a single fist.
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hate speech
Any communication that belittles a 
person or group on the basis of 
characteristics.

the right of high school students to wear black armbands to protest the Vietnam War 
was upheld in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District (1969).37

In recent years, however, the Court has appeared less willing to support the standards 
established in Tinker. In a case commonly referred to as the “Bong Hits 4 Jesus” case, the 
Court ruled that a student’s free speech rights were not violated when a school suspended 
him for displaying what the Court characterized as a “sophomoric” banner at an Olympic 
torch relay parade.38

HATE SPEECH  “As a thumbnail summary of the last two or three decades of speech 
issues in the Supreme Court,” wrote eminent First Amendment scholar Harry Kalven 
Jr. in 1966, “we may come to see the Negro as winning back for us the freedoms the 
Communists seemed to have lost for us.”39 Still, says noted African American studies 
scholar Henry Louis Gates Jr., Kalven would be shocked to see the stance that some 
now take toward the First Amendment, which once protected protests, rallies, and 
agitation in the 1960s: “The byword among many black activists and black intellectu-
als is no longer the political imperative to protect free speech; it is the moral impera-
tive to suppress ‘hate speech,’  ” any communication that belittles a person or group on 
the basis of characteristics.40

In the 1990s, a particularly thorny First Amendment issue emerged as cities and 
universities attempted to prohibit what they viewed as hate speech. In R.A.V. v. City of 
St. Paul (1992), a St. Paul, Minnesota, ordinance that made it a crime to engage in 
speech or action likely to arouse “anger,” “alarm,” or “resentment” on the basis of race, 
color, creed, religion, or gender was at issue. The Court ruled 5–4 that a white teenager 
who burned a cross on a black family’s front lawn, thereby committing a hate crime 
under the ordinance, could not face charges under that law because the First Amendment 
prevents governments from “silencing speech on the basis of its content.”41 In 2003, 
the Court narrowed this definition, ruling that state governments could constitution-
ally restrict cross burning when it occurred with the intent of racial intimidation.42

Three-quarters of colleges and universities have banned a variety of forms of speech 
or conduct that create or foster an intimidating, hostile, or offensive environment on 

hOW BROAD iS ThE RighT TO SYmBOliC SpEECh?
In a 2007 case, the Supreme Court ruled that a school district was within its rights to suspend a student for 
displaying this banner, because it was intended to promote illegal drug use, even though it occurred off 
school property.
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campus. To prevent disruption of university activities, some universities have also 
established free speech zones that restrict the time, place, or manner of speech. Critics, 
including the American Civil Liberties Union, charge that free speech zones imply the 
limitation of speech on other parts of the campus, which they see as a violation of the First 
Amendment. They have filed a number of suits in district court, but to date the Supreme 
Court has heard none of these cases.

  Unprotected Speech and Press
Although the Supreme Court has allowed few governmental bans on most types of 
speech, some forms of expression lack protection. In 1942, the Supreme Court set forth 
the rationale by which it would distinguish between protected and unprotected speech. 
According to the Court, libel, fighting words, and obscenity are not protected by the 
First Amendment because “such expressions are no essential part of any exposition of 
ideals, and are of such slight social value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be 
derived from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morality.”43

LIBEL AND SLANDER  Libel is a false written statement that defames the character 
of a person. If the statement is spoken, it is slander. In many nations—such as Great 
Britain, for example—suing someone for libel is relatively easy. In the United States, 
however, the standards of proof reach much higher. A person who believes that he or 
she has been a victim of libel must show that the statements made were untrue. Truth 
is an absolute defense against the charge of libel, no matter how painful or embarrass-
ing the revelations.

Individuals that the U.S. Supreme Court considers “public persons or public offi-
cials” often find it more difficult to sue for libel or slander. New York Times Co. v. 
Sullivan (1964) was the first major libel case considered by the Supreme Court.44 An 
Alabama state court found the Times guilty of libel for printing a full-page advertise-
ment accusing Alabama officials of physically abusing African Americans during vari-
ous civil rights protests. (Civil rights activists, including former First Lady Eleanor 
Roosevelt, paid for the ad.) The Supreme Court overturned the conviction and estab-
lished that a finding of libel against a public official could stand only if “actual malice,” 
or a knowing disregard for the truth, was shown. Proof that the statements were false 
or negligent was not sufficient to demonstrate actual malice. Later the Court ruled that 
even intentional infliction of emotional distress was not sufficient.45

FIgHTINg WORDS  In 1942, the Court stated that fighting words, or words that “by 
their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of peace,” are not 
subject to the restrictions of the First Amendment.46 Federal and state governments can 
therefore regulate fighting words, which include “profanity, obscenity, and threats.”

OBSCENITy  Through 1957, U.S. courts often based their opinions of what was 
obscene on an English common-law test that had been set out in 1868: “Whether the 
tendency of the matter charged as obscenity is to deprive and corrupt those whose 
minds are open to such immoral influences and into whose hands a publication of this 
sort might fall.”47 In Roth v. U.S. (1957), however, the Court abandoned this approach 
and held that, to be considered obscene, the material in question had to be “utterly 
without redeeming social importance,” and articulated a new test for obscenity: 
“whether to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, the 
dominant theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to the prurient interests.”48

In many ways, the Roth test brought with it as many problems as it attempted to 
solve. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, “prurient” remained hard to define, as the 
Supreme Court struggled to find a standard for judging actions or words. Moreover, 
showing that a book or movie was “utterly without redeeming social value” proved a dif-
ficult task. Even some hardcore pornography passed muster under the Roth test, prompt-
ing some critics to argue that the Court fostered the increased number of sexually 
 oriented publications designed to appeal to those living during the sexual revolution.

fighting words 
Words that “by their very utterance 
inflict injury or tend to incite an 
immediate breach of peace.” Fighting 
words are not subject to the restric-
tions of the First Amendment.

libel 
False written statement that defames 
a person’s character.

slander 
Untrue spoken statements that 
defame the character of a person.

New York Times Co. v. Sullivan 
(1964) 
Case in which the Supreme Court 
concluded that “actual malice” must be 
proven to support a finding of libel 
against a public figure.
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Richard M. Nixon made the growth in pornography a major issue when he ran 
for president in 1968. Nixon pledged to appoint to federal judgeships only those who 
would uphold law and order and stop coddling criminals and purveyors of porn. Once 
elected president, Nixon appointed four justices to the Supreme Court, including 
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, who wrote the opinion in Miller v. California (1973). 
In that case, the Court set out a test redefining obscenity. To make it easier for states 
to regulate obscene materials, the justices concluded that lower courts must ask, 
“whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct 
specifically defined by state law.” The courts also would determine “whether the work, 
taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.” The Court 
also noted that local standards might affect its assessment of obscenity, under the 
rationale that what the citizens of New York City find acceptable might not be the 
case in Maine or Mississippi.49

Time and contexts clearly have altered the Court’s and, indeed, much of America’s 
perceptions of what works are obscene. But, the Supreme Court has allowed communi-
ties great leeway in drafting statutes to deal with obscenity and, even more importantly, 
other forms of questionable expression. The Court, for example, has allowed some states 
to ban totally nude erotic dancing, concluding that the statutes furthered a substantial 
governmental interest in creating order in society and regulating morals, and therefore 
did not violate the First Amendment.50 Other states continue to allow this practice.

The Internet, however, poses a particular challenge to the Miller test. Applying 
local standards is almost impossible in this context, since users in one state may easily 
access information generated in another state. Congress and the Supreme Court have 
struggled, in particular, to regulate the transmission of obscene or “harmful” materials 
over the Internet to anyone under age eighteen. The Court has upheld the constitution-
ality of one piece of legislation regulating the transmission of obscene content over the 
Internet, the PROTECT Act, which outlawed the sale or transmission of child 
pornography.51

hOW DO WE USE OUR RighT TO ASSEmBlE?
The First Amendment rights to assembly and petition are often seen in the form of protests, marches, and 
rallies. Here, protestors in California march in support of gay marriage rights following a federal appellate 
court’s ruling on that issue.
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  Freedoms of Assembly and Petition
“Peaceful assembly for lawful discussion cannot be made a crime,” Chief Justice Charles 
Evans Hughes wrote in the 1937 case of DeJonge v. Oregon, which incorporated the 
First Amendment’s freedom of assembly clause.52 Despite this clear assertion, and an 
even more ringing declaration in the First Amendment, the fundamental freedoms of 
assembly and petition have been among the most controversial, especially in times of 
war. As with other First Amendment freedoms, the Supreme Court often has become 
the arbiter between the freedom of the people to express dissent and government’s 
authority to limit controversy in the name of national security.

The freedoms of assembly and petition relate directly to those of speech and the 
press because the freedom to assemble hinges on peaceful conduct. If the words spoken 
or actions taken at any event cross the line of constitutionality, the First Amendment 
may no longer protect events such as parades or protests. Absent that protection, lead-
ers and attendees may be subject to governmental regulation and even arrest, incarcera-
tion, or civil fines.

The U.S. Supreme Court has rarely addressed the question of the right to petition 
the government. But, in 2010, the Court heard a case questioning the constitutionality 
of Washington State’s Public Records Act. This law allowed the government to release 
the names of citizens who had signed a petition in support of a ballot initiative that 
would have banned gay couples from adopting children. The plaintiffs who signed the 
“Preserve Marriage, Protect Children” petition did not want their names released 
because they feared harassment. The Court, however, ruled that disclosure of these 
names did not violate the First Amendment.53

The Second Amendment:  
The Right to Keep and Bear Arms

uring colonial times, the colonists’ distrust of standing armies was evident. 
Most colonies required all white men to keep and bear arms, and deputized 
these men to defend their settlements against Indians and European 
powers. The colonists viewed these local militias as the best way to keep 

order and protect liberty.
The Framers added the Second Amendment to the Constitution to ensure that 

Congress could not pass laws to disarm state militias. This amendment appeased Anti-
Federalists, who feared that the new Constitution would abolish the right to “keep and 
bear arms.” It also preserved an unstated right—the right to revolt against governmen-
tal tyranny.

Through the early 1920s, few state statutes were passed to regulate firearms (and 
generally these laws dealt with the possession of firearms by slaves). The Supreme 
Court’s decision in Barron v. Baltimore (1833), which refused to incorporate the Bill of 
Rights to the state governments, prevented federal review of those state laws.54 
Moreover, in Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857), Chief Justice Roger B. Taney listed the 
right to own and carry arms as a basic right of citizenship.55

In 1934, Congress passed the National Firearms Act in response to the explosion of 
organized crime in the 1920s and 1930s, which stemmed from Prohibition. The act 
imposed taxes on automatic weapons and sawed-off shotguns. In U.S. v. Miller (1939), a 
unanimous Court upheld the constitutionality of the act, stating that the Second 
Amendment was intended only to protect a citizen’s right to own ordinary militia 
weapons, which did not include sawed-off shotguns.56

D

Summarize changes in the interpretation of the Second Amendment right to keep and 
bear arms.

4.4
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State Laws Governing Firearms

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS
 1. How do gun control laws vary across 

the nation? What geographic patterns 
do you observe? Why do you observe 
these patterns?

 2. Which gun control laws are most and 
least common? How do you explain 
these variations?

 

 3. Should the national government have 
broader latitude to control ownership, 
sale, use, and manufacture of guns and 
fi rearms? is it permissible under the 
constitution? Should this be a state 
responsibility?

HI - 50
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SC - 8

FL - 3

AL - 14
MS - 4
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VA - 12
WV - 4

OH - 7

KY - 2

VT - 6

ME - 7

NH - 6
MA - 65

CT - 58
RI - 44

DE - 13
MD - 45

IL - 35 IN - 4

AR - 4

MO - 4

IA - 7

MN - 14

OR - 15

WA - 15

ID - 2

MT - 2

WY - 4

UT - 0
NV - 5

CA - 81

AZ - 0
NM - 4

CO - 15

ND - 2

SD - 4

NB - 5

KS - 4

OK - 2

TX - 4

AK - 0

WI - 3

MI - 25

PA - 26

NY - 62

2011 State Rankings for
Gun Law Strength
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How Do States Restrict the 
Right to Bear Arms?
the scope and application of the Second Amendment is a contentious and sensi-
tive issue in American politics. Can, for example, citizens carry concealed weapons 
for self-protection? does this right extend to possession of a rapid-fi re subma-
chine gun? As the image below illustrates, interstate variations in the number 
and severity of regulations on gun ownership are signifi cant.

SOURCeS:  Legal Community Against Violence’s Web site and reports were the primary sources used for determining points awarded for each state. Visit www.LCAV.org.
 National Rifle Association institute for Legislative Action, “Compendium of State Laws Governing Firearms.”
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rticle I of the Constitution guarantees a number of rights for persons 
accused of crimes. Among those are writs of habeas corpus, or court orders 
in which a judge requires authorities to prove they are holding a prisoner 

lawfully and that allow the prisoner to be freed if the government’s case does not per-
suade the judge. In addition, habeas corpus rights imply that prisoners have a right to 
know what charges are being made against them.

Article I of the Constitution also prohibits ex post facto laws, those that make an 
act punishable as a crime even if the act was legal at the time it was committed. And, 
Article I prohibits bills of attainder, laws declaring an act illegal without a judicial 
trial.

The Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments supplement these rights with a 
variety of procedural guarantees, often called due process rights. In this section, we 
examine how the courts have interpreted and applied these guarantees in an attempt to 
balance personal liberty and national safety and security.

  The Fourth Amendment and Searches and Seizures
The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution protects people from unreasonable 
searches by the federal government. Moreover, it sets forth in some detail what may not 
be searched unless a warrant is issued, underscoring the Framers’ concern with prevent-
ing government abuses.

The purpose of this amendment was to deny the national government the authority 
to make general searches. Thus, without a warrant the police may search: (1) the person 
arrested; (2) things in plain view of the accused person; and, (3) places or things that the 
arrested person could touch or reach or that are otherwise in the arrestee’s immediate 
control. In places where no arrest occurs and individuals would reasonably have some 
expectation of privacy—such as houses or offices—police must obtain search warrants 
from a “neutral and detached magistrate” prior to conducting more extensive searches.60

Cars, however, have proven problematic under this rule. Although individuals have 
an expectation of privacy in their own vehicles, cars “can quickly be moved out of the 
locality or jurisdiction in which the warrant must be sought.”61 Border patrol agents, 
therefore, have great leeway in pulling over suspicious motorists.62 And, courts do not 
require search warrants in possible drunk driving situations.63 However, police must 
allow citizens access to their vehicles during a search, and they may not implant GPS 
tracking devices on criminal suspects’ vehicles.64

Testing for drugs, too, is an especially thorny search and seizure issue. Although 
many private employers and professional athletic organizations routinely require drug 
tests upon application or as a condition of employment, governmental requirements 
present constitutional questions about the scope of permissible searches and seizures. 

A

Analyze the rights of criminal defendants found in the Bill of Rights.4.5

Fourth Amendment 
Part of the Bill of Rights that reads: 
“The right of the people to be secure 
in their persons, houses, papers, and 
effects, against unreasonable searches 
and seizures, shall not be violated, and 
no Warrants shall issue, but upon 
probable cause, supported by Oath or 
affirmation, and particularly describ-
ing the place to be searched, and the 
persons or things to be seized.”

writs of habeas corpus 
Petition requesting that a judge order 
authorities to prove that a prisoner is 
being held lawfully and that allows the 
prisoner to be freed if the govern-
ment ’s case does not persuade the 
judge. Habeas corpus rights imply that 
prisoners have a right to know what 
charges are being made against them.

ex post facto law 
Law that makes an act punishable as a 
crime even if the action was legal at 
the time it was committed.

bill of attainder 
A law declaring an act illegal without 
a judicial trial.

For nearly seventy years following Miller, the Court did not directly address the 
Second Amendment. Then, in D.C. v. Heller (2008), the Court offered some clarifica-
tion, ruling that the Second Amendment protected an individual’s right to own a firearm 
for personal use in Washington, D.C.57 In light of the Court’s ruling, the D.C. City 
Council adopted new gun control laws requiring gun registration and prohibiting assault 
weapons and large-capacity magazines. A U.S. District Court ruled that these laws were 
valid and within the scope of the Heller decision.58 And, in 2010, the Supreme Court 
broadened the ownership rights in Heller to include citizens of all states. It also incorpo-
rated the Second Amendment.59

The Rights of Criminal Defendants
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In 1989, the Supreme Court ruled that mandatory drug and alcohol testing of employ-
ees involved in accidents was constitutional.65 In 1995, the Court declared random 
drug testing of public high school athletes constitutional.66 And, in 2002, the Court 
upheld the constitutionality of a Tecumseh, Oklahoma, policy that required mandatory 
drug testing of high school students participating in any extracurricular activities. Thus, 
prospective band, choir, debate, or drama club members were subject to the same kind 
of random drug testing undergone by athletes.67

Warrantless searches may also occur under several other circumstances. No war-
rant is necessary if police suspect that someone is committing or is about to commit a 
crime. In these cases, “reasonable suspicion” presents sufficient justification for stop-
ping a suspect—a much lower standard than probable cause.68 Police, for example, use 
reasonable suspicion to justify so-called “stop and frisk” searches. In these searches, 
law enforcement agents stop pedestrians and search for weapons or contraband. 
Questions, however, have been raised about racial bias in these searches, which occur 
more often among African Americans and Hispanics. Some judges have also ruled 
that police officers had no reasonable suspicion to apprehend individuals; in these 
cases, any evidence obtained in stop and frisk searches has been declared inadmissible 
in court.

In addition, if the police obtain consent for a search, no warrant is necessary. In the 
case of homes, consent must come from all occupants present at the time of the 
search.69 Finally, warrantless searches are permissible in places where citizens cannot 
reasonably expect privacy. For example, under the open fields doctrine first articulated 
by the Supreme Court in 1924, if you own a field, and even if you post “No Trespassing” 
signs, the police can search your field without a warrant to see if you are engaging in 
illegal activity, such as growing marijuana.70 Similarly, firefighters can enter your home 
to fight a fire without a warrant. But, if they decide to investigate the cause of the fire, 
they must obtain a warrant before they reenter.71

   The Fifth Amendment: Self-Incrimination and  
Double Jeopardy

The Fifth Amendment provides a variety of guarantees protecting those charged with 
a crime. It requires, for example, that individuals accused in the most serious cases be 
allowed to present their case before a grand jury, a group of citizens charged with 
determining whether enough evidence exists for a case to go to trial. The Fifth 
Amendment also states that “No person shall be . . . compelled in any criminal case to 
be a witness against himself.” “Taking the Fifth” is shorthand for exercising one’s con-
stitutional right not to self-incriminate. The Supreme Court has interpreted this guar-
antee to be “as broad as the mischief against which it seeks to guard,” finding that 
criminal defendants do not have to take the stand at trial to answer questions, nor can 
a judge make mention of their failure to do so as evidence of guilt.72 Moreover, lawyers 
cannot imply that a defendant who refuses to take the stand must be guilty or have 
something to hide.

This right not to incriminate oneself also means that prosecutors cannot use as 
evidence in a trial any of a defendant’s statements or confessions that he or she did not 
make voluntarily. As is the case in many areas of law, however, judicial interpretation of 
the term “voluntary” has changed over time.

In earlier times, it was not unusual for police to beat defendants to obtain their 
confessions. In 1936, however, the Supreme Court ruled that convictions for murder 
based solely on confessions given after physical beatings were unconstitutional.73 
Police then began to resort to other measures for forcing confessions. Defendants, for 
example, faced questioning for hours on end with no sleep or food, or threats of physi-
cal violence until they were mentally beaten into giving confessions. In other situations, 
police threatened family members. In one case, authorities told a young mother accused 
of marijuana possession that her welfare benefits would be terminated and her children 
taken away if she failed to talk.74

Fifth Amendment 
Part of the Bill of Rights that imposes 
a number of restrictions on the federal 
government with respect to the rights 
of persons suspected of committing a 
crime. It provides for indictment by a 
grand jury and protection against self-
incrimination, and prevents the national 
government from denying a person 
life, liberty, or property without the 
due process of law. It also prevents the 
national government from taking 
property without just compensation.
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Miranda v. Arizona (1966) was the Supreme Court’s response to coercive efforts 
used in obtaining confessions that were not truly voluntary. On March 3, 1963, an 
eighteen-year-old girl was kidnapped and raped on the outskirts of Phoenix, Arizona. 
Ten days later, police arrested Ernesto Miranda, a poor, mentally disturbed man with a 
ninth-grade education. In a police-station lineup, the victim identified Miranda as her 
attacker. Police then took Miranda to a separate room and questioned him for two 
hours. At first he denied guilt. Eventually, however, he confessed to the crime and 
wrote and signed a brief statement describing the crime and admitting his guilt. At no 
time did police tell him that he did not have to answer any questions or that an attor-
ney could represent him.

After Miranda’s conviction, his case was appealed on the grounds that his Fifth 
Amendment right not to incriminate himself had been violated because the police had 
coerced his confession. Writing for the Court, Chief Justice Earl Warren, himself a 
former district attorney and a former California state attorney general, noted that 
because police have a tremendous advantage in any interrogation situation, the law 
must grant criminal suspects greater protection. A confession obtained in the manner 
of Miranda’s was not truly voluntary; thus, it was inadmissible at trial.

To provide guidelines for police to implement Miranda, the Court mandated that: 
“Prior to any questioning, the person must be warned that he has a right to remain 
silent, that any statements he does make may be used as evidence against him, and that 
he has a right to the presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed.”75 In response 
to this mandate from the Court, police routinely began to read suspects what are now 
called their Miranda rights, a practice you undoubtedly have seen repeated over and 
over in movies and TV police dramas.

Although the Burger Court did not enforce the reading of Miranda rights as vehe-
mently as had the Warren Court, Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, Warren’s successor, 
acknowledged that they had become an integral part of established police procedures.76 
The more conservative Rehnquist and Roberts Courts, however, have been more will-
ing to weaken Miranda rights, allowing coerced confessions and employing much more 
flexible standards for the admission of evidence.77

The Fifth Amendment also mandates: “nor shall any person be subject for the 
same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb.” Called the double jeopardy 
clause, it protects individuals from being tried twice for the same crime in the same 
jurisdiction. Thus, if a jury acquits a defendant of a murder charge, the defendant can-
not be retried in that jurisdiction for the offense even if new information is unearthed 
that could further point to guilt. But, if a defendant was tried in a state court, he or 
she could still face charges in a federal court or vice versa. This provision is relatively 
clear and embedded in the law; the Court has heard little litigation on this issue in the 
past fifty years.

   The Fourth and Fifth Amendments and  
the Exclusionary Rule

In Weeks v. U.S. (1914), the U.S. Supreme Court adopted the exclusionary rule, which 
bars the use of illegally seized evidence at trial. Thus, although the Fourth and Fifth 
Amendments do not prohibit the use of evidence obtained in violation of their provisions, 
the exclusionary rule is a judicially created remedy to deter constitutional violations. In 
Weeks, for example, the Court reasoned that allowing police and prosecutors to use the 
“fruits of a poisonous tree” (a tainted search) would only encourage that activity.78

In balancing the need to deter police misconduct against the possibility that 
guilty individuals could go free, the Warren Court decided that deterring police 
misconduct was more important. In Mapp v. Ohio (1961), the Warren Court ruled 
“all evidence obtained by searches and seizures in violation of the Constitution, is 
inadmissible in a state court.”79 This historic and controversial case put law enforce-
ment officers on notice that if they violated any constitutional rights in the search for 
evidence, their efforts would be for naught because federal or state trials could not 
accept tainted evidence.

double jeopardy clause 
Part of the Fifth Amendment that 
protects individuals from being tried 
twice for the same offense in the same 
jurisdiction.

Miranda rights 
Statements required of police that 
inform a suspect of his or her consti-
tutional rights protected by the Fifth 
Amendment, including the right to an 
attorney provided by the court if the 
suspect cannot afford one.

exclusionary rule 
Judicially created rule that prohibits 
police from using illegally seized 
evidence at trial.

Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 
A landmark Supreme Court ruling 
holding that the Fifth Amendment 
requires individuals arrested for a crime 
to be advised of their right to remain 
silent and to have counsel present.

WhY WAS ERnESTO miRAnDA 
impORTAnT TO ThE DEvElOpmEnT OF 
DEFEnDAnTS’ RighTS?
Even though Ernesto Miranda’s confession 
was not admitted as evidence at his retrial, 
the testimony of his ex-girlfriend and the 
victim was enough to convince the jury of 
his guilt. He served nine years in prison 
before he was paroled. After his release, 
he routinely sold autographed cards 
inscribed with what are called the Miranda 
rights now read to all suspects. In 1976, 
four years after his release, Miranda was 
stabbed to death during a card game. Two 
Miranda cards were found on his body, 
and the person who killed him was read 
his Miranda rights upon his arrest.
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In 1976, the Court noted that the exclusionary rule “deflects the truth-finding 
process and often frees the guilty.”80 Since then, the Court has carved out a variety of 
limited “good faith exceptions” to the exclusionary rule, allowing the use of tainted 
evidence in a variety of situations, especially when police have a search warrant and, in 
good faith, conduct the search on the assumption that the warrant is valid. Since the 
purpose of the exclusionary rule is to deter police misconduct, and in this situation no 
police misconduct exists, the courts have permitted introduction of the seized evidence 
at trial. Another exception to the exclusionary rule is “inevitable discovery.” Courts may 
allow illegally seized evidence if such evidence would likely have been discovered in the 
course of continuing investigation.

The Court has continued to uphold the exclusionary rule. In a 2006 victory for 
advocates of defendants’ rights, the Court ruled unanimously that the Fourth Amendment 
requires that any evidence collected under an anticipatory warrant—one presented by 
the police yet not authorized by a judge—would be inadmissible at trial as a violation of 
the exclusionary rule.81

  The Sixth Amendment and the Right to Counsel
The Sixth Amendment guarantees to an accused person “the Assistance of Counsel in 
his defense.” In the past, this guarantee meant only that an individual could hire an 
attorney to represent him or her in court. Since most criminal defendants are too poor 
to hire private lawyers, this provision gave little assistance to many who found them-
selves on trial. Recognizing this, Congress required federal courts to provide an attor-
ney for defendants who could not afford one. Capital cases (in which the death penalty 
is a possibility) were the first to require this provision;82 eventually, in all federal crimi-
nal cases, the poor received legal counsel.83 The Court also began to expand the right 
to counsel to other state offenses but did so in a piecemeal fashion that gave the states 
little direction. Given the high cost of legal counsel, this ambiguity often made it cost-
effective for the states not to provide counsel at all.

These ambiguities came to an end with the Court’s decision in Gideon v. Wainwright 
(1963).84 Clarence Earl Gideon, a fifty-one-year-old drifter, was charged with break-
ing into a Panama City, Florida, pool hall and stealing beer, wine, and some change 
from a vending machine. At his trial, he asked the judge to appoint a lawyer for him 
because he was too poor to hire one. The judge refused, and Gideon was convicted and 
given a five-year prison term for petty larceny. The case against Gideon had not been 
strong, but as a layperson unfamiliar with the law and with trial practice and procedure, 
he was unable to point out its weaknesses.

The apparent inequities in the system that had resulted in Gideon’s conviction 
continued to bother him. Eventually, he requested some paper from a prison guard, 
consulted books in the prison library, and then drafted and mailed a writ of certiorari to 
the U.S. Supreme Court, asking it to overrule his conviction.

In a unanimous decision, the Supreme Court agreed with Gideon and his court-
appointed lawyer, Abe Fortas, a future associate justice of the Court. Writing for the 
Court, Justice Hugo Black explained, “lawyers in criminal courts are necessities, not 
luxuries.” Therefore, the Court concluded, the state must provide an attorney to indi-
gent defendants in felony cases. In emphasis of the Court’s point, the jury acquitted 
Gideon when he was retried with a lawyer to argue his case.

The Burger and Rehnquist Courts gradually expanded the Gideon rule. The justices 
first applied this standard to cases that were not felonies85 and, later, to many cases in 
which probation and future penalties were possibilities. In 2008, the Court also ruled 
that the right to counsel began at the accused’s first appearance before a judge.86

The issue of legal representation also extends to questions of competence. Various 
courts have held that lawyers who fell asleep during trial, failed to put forth a defense, 
or were drunk during the proceedings were “adequate.” In 2005, however, the Supreme 
Court ruled that the Sixth Amendment’s guarantees required lawyers to take reason-
able steps to prepare for their clients’ trial and sentencing, including examination of 
their prior criminal history.87

Sixth Amendment 
Part of the Bill of Rights that sets out 
the basic requirements of procedural 
due process for federal courts to fol-
low in criminal trials. These include 
speedy and public trials, impartial 
juries, trials in the state where the 
crime was committed, notice of the 
charges, the right to confront and 
obtain favorable witnesses, and the 
right to counsel.
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Take a Closer Look
The due process rights contained in the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments 
to the U.S. Constitution provide a variety of protections for those accused of a crime. 
Perhaps nowhere are these privileges on display more than in American courtrooms, 
as shown in the photo below.

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS

1. Do the accused have any rights beyond those highlighted in this photo? Are those 
rights reflected or protected anywhere in the courtroom?

2. What observations can you make about the geography of the courtroom? How 
does the utilization of space reflect the goals of the American judicial system?

3. Does the American judicial system provide too many protections for those 
accused of a crime? Should suspected criminals be guilty until proven innocent?

The Fifth Amendment 
prevents defendants 
from self-incrimination, 
but they may voluntarily 
take the stand. The Sixth 
Amendment provides  
for the right to confront 
witnesses.

The judge plays a crucial 
role in the sentencing 
process. The Eighth 
Amendment protects 
against excessive fines 
and bail, as well as cruel 
and unusual punishment. 

The Sixth Amendment 
provides for a right to  
a speedy, public, and 
impartial trial in a court 
of law.  According to  
the Fifth Amendment, 
however, no one may  
be tried twice for the 
same crime.

The Sixth Amendment 
provides for a right to 
counsel for the accused.  
The defense sits to the 
judge’s right, and the 
prosecution to the left.

The Sixth Amendment 
provides a right to a trial 
by jury. This is the jury 
box.
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  The Sixth Amendment and Jury Trials
The Sixth Amendment (and, to a lesser extent, Article III of the Constitution) provides 
that a person accused of a crime shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial by an 
impartial jury—that is, a trial in which a group of the accused’s peers act as a fact-
finding, deliberative body to determine guilt or innocence. It also gives defendants the 
right to confront witnesses against them. The Supreme Court has held that jury trials 
must be available if a prison sentence of six or more months is possible.

Impartiality is a requirement of jury trials that has undergone significant change, 
with the method of jury selection being the most frequently challenged part of the pro-
cess. Historically, lawyers had used peremptory challenges (those for which no cause 
needs to be given) to exclude women and minorities from juries, especially in certain 
types of cases. In 1954, however, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Hispanics were 
entitled to a jury trial that included other Hispanics.88 And, in 1986, the Court ruled that 
the use of peremptory challenges specifically to exclude African American jurors violated 
the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.89

In 1994, the Supreme Court answered the major remaining question about jury 
selection: can lawyers exclude women from juries through their use of peremptory 
challenges? This question arose frequently because in rape trials and sex discrimination 
cases, one side or another often considers it advantageous to select jurors on the basis 
of their sex. The Supreme Court ruled that the equal protection clause prohibits dis-
crimination in jury selection on the basis of gender. Thus, lawyers cannot strike all 
potential male jurors because of the belief that males might be more sympathetic to the 
arguments of a man charged in a paternity suit, a rape trial, or a domestic violence suit, 
for example.90

The right to confront witnesses at trial also is protected by the Sixth Amendment. 
In 1990, however, the Supreme Court ruled that this right was not absolute, and the 
testimony of a six-year-old alleged child abuse victim via one-way closed-circuit TV 
was permissible. The clause’s central purpose, said the Court, was to ensure the reli-
ability of testimony by subjecting it to rigorous examination in an adversarial proceed-
ing.91 In this case, the child was questioned out of the presence of the defendant, who 
was in communication with his defense and prosecuting attorneys. The defendant, 
along with the judge and jury, watched the testimony.

  The Eighth Amendment and Cruel and Unusual Punishment
Among its protections, the Eighth Amendment prohibits “cruel and unusual punish-
ments,” a concept rooted in the English common-law tradition. Today the United 
States is the only western nation to put people to death for committing crimes. Not 
surprisingly, tremendous state-by-state differences exist in the imposition of the death 
penalty. Texas leads the nation in the number of executions each year.

The death penalty was in use in all colonies at the time they adopted the U.S. 
Constitution, and its constitutionality went unquestioned. In fact, in two separate cases 
in the late 1800s, the Supreme Court ruled that deaths by public shooting92 and elec-
trocution were not “cruel and unusual” forms of punishment in the same category as 
“punishments which inflict torture, such as the rack, the thumbscrew, the iron boot, the 
stretching of limbs and the like.”93

In the 1960s, the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People) Legal Defense and Educational Fund (LDF), believing that African Americans 
received the death penalty more frequently than members of other groups, orchestrated 
a carefully designed legal attack on its constitutionality.94 Public opinion polls revealed 
that in 1971, on the eve of the LDF’s first major death sentence case to reach the 
Supreme Court, public support for the death penalty had fallen below 50 percent. 
With the timing just right, in Furman v. Georgia (1972), the Supreme Court effectively 
put an end to capital punishment, at least in the short run.95 The Court ruled that 
because the death penalty often was imposed in an arbitrary manner, it constituted 
cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. 

Eighth Amendment 
Part of the Bill of Rights that states: 
“Excessive bail shall not be required, 
nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel 
and unusual punishments inflicted.”
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Following Furman, several state legislatures enacted new laws designed to meet the 
Court’s objections to the arbitrary nature of the sentence. In 1976, in Gregg v. Georgia, 
the Supreme Court in a 7–2 decision ruled that Georgia’s rewritten death penalty stat-
ute was constitutional.96

This ruling did not deter the NAACP LDF from continuing to bring death pen-
alty cases before the Court. In 1987, a 5–4 Court ruled that imposition of the death 
penalty—even when it appeared to discriminate against African Americans—did not 
violate the equal protection clause.97 The Court noted that even if statistics show clear 
discrimination, reversal of an individual sentence required demonstration of racial dis-
crimination in that particular case.

Four years later, a case involving the same defendant produced an equally impor-
tant ruling on the death penalty and criminal procedure from the U.S. Supreme 
Court. In the second case, the Court held that new issues could not be raised on 
appeal, even if some state error existed. The case, McCleskey v. Zant (1991), produced 
new standards designed to make the filing of repeated appeals much more difficult 
for death-row inmates. Justice Lewis Powell, one of those in the five-person major-
ity, said, after his retirement, that he regretted his vote and should have voted the 
other way.98

Although as recently as 2008 the Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality 
of the death penalty by lethal injection,99 it has made some exceptions. The Court, for 
example, has exempted two key classes of people from the death penalty: those who are 
what the law calls mentally retarded and those under the age of eighteen.100

PROTECTINg THE WRONgFULLy CONvICTED  At the state level, a move to at least 
stay executions gained momentum in March 2000, when Governor George Ryan 
(R–IL) ordered a moratorium on all executions. Ryan, a death penalty proponent, 
became disturbed by new evidence collected as a class project by Northwestern 
University students. The students unearthed information that led to the release of 
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hOW DO STATES vARY in ThEiR AppliCATiOn OF ThE DEATh pEnAlTY?
This cartoon offers a social commentary on the frequent administration of the death penalty in Texas, which 
leads the nation in the number of executions. The state of Texas has accounted for a third of the nation’s 
executions since 1976, a fact that is particularly remarkable after considering that the death penalty is illegal 
in sixteen states and rarely used in many others.
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thirteen men on the state’s death row. The specter of allowing death sentences to 
continue in the face of evidence indicating so many wrongful convictions prompted 
Ryan’s much publicized action. Soon thereafter, the Democratic governor of 
Maryland followed suit after receiving evidence that blacks were much more likely to 
be sentenced to death than whites; however, the Republican governor who succeeded 
him lifted the stay.

Before leaving office in January 2003, Illinois Governor Ryan continued his 
anti–death-penalty crusade by commuting the sentences of 167 death-row inmates, 
giving them life in prison instead. This action constituted the single largest anti–
death-penalty action since the Court’s decision in Gregg, and it spurred national 
conversation on the death penalty.

In another effort to verify that those on death row are not there in error, several 
states offer free DNA testing to death-row inmates. The U.S. Supreme Court recog-
nized the potential exculpatory power of DNA evidence in House v. Bell (2006). In this 
case, the Court ruled that a Tennessee death-row inmate who had exhausted other fed-
eral appeals was entitled to an exception to more stringent federal appeals rules because 
DNA and related evidence suggested his innocence.101 The Supreme Court, further, has 
ruled that although inmates do not have an automatic right to DNA testing, it is within 
their civil rights to file a lawsuit seeking this relief.102

The Right to Privacy

Explain the origin and significance of the right to privacy.4.6

o this point, we have discussed rights and freedoms that have been derived 
from specific guarantees contained in the Bill of Rights. However, the U.S. 
Supreme Court also has given protection to rights not enumerated specifi-
cally in the Constitution. Although silent about the right to privacy, the 

Bill of Rights contains many indications that the Framers expected some areas of life to 
be off limits to governmental regulation. The liberty to practice one’s religion guaranteed 
in the First Amendment implies the right to exercise private, personal beliefs. The guar-
antee against unreasonable searches and seizures contained in the Fourth Amendment 
similarly suggests that persons are to be secure in their homes and should not fear that 
police will show up at their doorsteps without cause. As early as 1928, Justice Louis 
Brandeis hailed privacy as “the right to be left alone—the most comprehensive of rights 
and the right most valued by civilized men.”103 Not until 1965, however, did the Court 
attempt to explain the origins of this right.

  Birth Control and Contraceptives
Today, most Americans take access to birth control for granted. Grocery stores sell 
condoms, and some TV stations air ads for them. Easy access to birth control, how-
ever, was not always the case. Many states often barred the sale of contraceptives to 
minors, prohibited the display of contraceptives, or even banned their sale altogether. 
One of the last states to do away with these kinds of laws was Connecticut. It out-
lawed the sale of all forms of birth control and even prohibited physicians from dis-
cussing it with their married patients until the Supreme Court ruled its restrictive 
laws unconstitutional.

Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) involved a challenge to the constitutionality of an 
1879 Connecticut law prohibiting the dissemination of information about and/or the 
sale of contraceptives.104 In Griswold, seven justices decided that various portions of the 
Bill of Rights, including the First, Third, Fourth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments, 
cast what the Court called “penumbras” (unstated liberties on the fringes or in the 
shadow of more explicitly stated rights), thereby creating zones of privacy, including a 

T

right to privacy 
The right to be left alone; a judicially 
created principle encompassing a vari-
ety of individual actions protected by 
the penumbras cast by several consti-
tutional amendments, including the 
First, Third, Fourth, Ninth, and 
Fourteenth Amendments.
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married couple’s right to plan a family. Thus, the Connecticut statute was ruled uncon-
stitutional because it violated marital privacy, a right the Court concluded could be read 
into the U.S. Constitution through interpreting several amendments.

Later, the Court expanded the right to privacy to include the right of unmarried 
individuals to have access to contraceptives. “If the right of privacy means anything,” 
wrote Justice William J. Brennan Jr., “it is the right of the individual, married or 
single, to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so funda-
mentally affecting a person as the decision to bear or beget a child.”105 This right to 
privacy formed the basis for later decisions from the Court, including the right to 
secure an abortion.

  Abortion
In the early 1960s, two groups of birth-related tragedies occurred. European women 
who had taken the drug thalidomide while pregnant gave birth to severely deformed 
babies, and, in the United States, a nationwide measles epidemic resulted in the birth 
of babies with major health problems. The increasing medical safety of abortions and 
the growing women’s rights movement combined with these tragedies to put pressure 
on the legal and medical establishments to support laws guaranteeing a woman’s access 
to a safe and legal abortion.

By the late 1960s, fourteen states had voted to liberalize their abortion policies, and 
four states decriminalized abortion in the early stages of pregnancy. But, many women’s 
rights activists wanted more. They argued that the decision to carry a pregnancy to term 
was a woman’s fundamental right. In 1973, in one of the most controversial decisions 
ever handed down, seven members of the Court agreed with this position.

The woman whose case became the catalyst for pro-choice and pro-life groups 
was Norma McCorvey, an itinerant circus worker. The mother of a toddler she was 
unable to care for, McCorvey could not leave another child in her mother’s care. So, 
she decided to terminate her second pregnancy. She was unable to secure a legal abor-
tion, and the conditions she found when seeking an illegal abortion frightened her. 
McCorvey turned to two young Texas lawyers who were aiming to challenge Texas’s 

WhAT WAS ThE OUTCOmE OF GRISWOLD v. CONNECTICUT (1965)?
In this photo, Estelle Griswold (left), executive director of the Planned Parenthood League of Connecticut, 
and Cornelia Jahncke, its president, celebrate the Supreme Court’s ruling in Griswold v. Connecticut (1965). 
Griswold invalidated a Connecticut law that made selling contraceptives or disseminating information about 
contraception to married couples illegal.
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restrictive statute and were looking to bring a lawsuit with just such a plaintiff. 
McCorvey, who was unable to obtain a legal abortion, later gave birth and put the 
baby up for adoption. Nevertheless, she allowed her lawyers to proceed, with her as 
their plaintiff. Her lawyers used the pseudonym Jane Roe for McCorvey in their chal-
lenge of the Texas law as enforced by Henry Wade, the district attorney for Dallas 
County, Texas.

When the case finally came before the Supreme Court, Justice Harry A. Blackmun, 
a former lawyer at the Mayo Clinic, relied heavily on medical evidence to rule that the 
Texas law violated a woman’s constitutionally guaranteed right to privacy, which, he 
argued, included her decision to terminate a pregnancy. Writing for the majority in 
Roe v. Wade (1973), Blackmun divided pregnancy into three stages. In the first tri-
mester, a woman’s right to privacy gave her an absolute right (in consultation with her 
physician), free from state interference, to terminate her pregnancy. In the second 
trimester, the state’s interest in the health of the mother gave it the right to regulate 
abortions, but only to protect the woman’s health. Only in the third trimester—when 
the fetus becomes potentially viable—did the Court find that the state’s interest in 
potential life outweighed a woman’s privacy interests. Even in the third trimester, 
however, the Court ruled that abortions to save the life or preserve the health of the 
mother were legal.106

Roe v. Wade unleashed a torrent of political controversy. Pro-life groups, caught 
off guard, scrambled to recoup their losses in Congress. Representative Henry Hyde 
(R–IL) persuaded Congress to ban the use of Medicaid funds for abortions for poor 
women, and the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the Hyde Amendment 
in 1977 and again in 1980.107 The issue soon became political—it was incorporated 
into the Republican Party’s platform in 1980—and quickly polarized both major 
political parties.

Since that time, well-organized pro-life groups have attacked the right to an abor-
tion and its constitutional underpinnings in the right to privacy. The administrations 
of Ronald Reagan and George Bush strongly opposed abortions, and their Justice 
Departments regularly urged the Court to overrule Roe. They came close to victory in 
Webster v. Reproductive Health Services (1989).108 In Webster, the Court upheld state-
required fetal viability tests in the second trimester, even though these tests increased 

This amendment simply reiterates the belief that 
rights not specifically enumerated in the Bill of 

Rights exist and are retained by the people. It was 
added to assuage the concerns of Federalists, such as 
James Madison, who feared that the enumeration of so 
many rights and liberties in the first eight amendments 
to the Constitution would result in the denial of rights 
that were not enumerated.

Until 1965, the Ninth Amendment was rarely men-
tioned by the Court. In that year, however, it was used 
for the first time by the Court as a positive affirmation of 
a particular liberty—marital privacy. Although privacy is 
not mentioned in the Constitution, it was—according to 
the Court—one of those fundamental freedoms that 

the drafters of the Bill of Rights implied as retained. 
Since 1965, the Court has ruled in favor of a host of fun-
damental liberties guaranteed by the Ninth Amendment, 
often in combination with other specific guarantees, 
including the right to have an abortion.

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS
1. How can the U.S. justice system dictate the 

definition of a fundamental right if the 
Constitution does not specifically enumerate 
that right?

2. Are there other implied rights that should be 
protected by the Ninth Amendment?

The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage 

others retained by the people. –NiNtH AmeNdmeNt

TheLiving Constitution

Roe v. Wade (1973) 
The Supreme Court found that a 
woman’s right to an abortion was pro-
tected by the right to privacy that 
could be implied from specific guar-
antees found in the Bill of Rights 
applied to the states through the 
Fourteenth Amendment.
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the cost of an abortion considerably. The Court also upheld Missouri’s refusal to allow 
abortions to be performed in state-supported hospitals or by state-funded doctors or 
nurses. Perhaps most noteworthy, however, was that four justices seemed willing to 
overrule Roe v. Wade and that Justice Antonin Scalia publicly rebuked his colleague, 
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, then the only woman on the Court, for failing to pro-
vide the critical fifth vote to overrule Roe.

After Webster, states began to enact more restrictive legislation. In Planned 
Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey (1992), Justices Sandra Day 
O’Connor, Anthony Kennedy, and David Souter, in a jointly authored opinion, 
wrote that Pennsylvania could limit abortions as long as its regulations did not pose 
“an undue burden” on pregnant women.109 The narrowly supported standard, by 
which the Court upheld a twenty-four-hour waiting period and parental consent 
requirements, did not overrule Roe, but clearly limited its scope by abolishing its 
trimester approach and substituting the undue burden standard for the trimester 
approach used in Roe.

In the early 1990s, newly elected pro-choice President Bill Clinton appointed two 
supporters of abortion rights, Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Stephen Breyer, to the 
Supreme Court. Meanwhile, Republican-controlled Congresses made repeated 
attempts to restrict abortion rights. In March 1996 and again in 1998, Congress passed 
and sent to President Clinton a bill to ban—for the first time—a specific procedure 
used in late-term abortions. The president repeatedly vetoed the federal Partial Birth 
Abortion Ban Act. Many state legislatures, nonetheless, passed their own versions of 
the law. In 2000, the Supreme Court, however, ruled 5–4 in Stenberg v. Carhart that a 
Nebraska partial birth abortion statute was unconstitutionally vague because it failed 
to contain an exemption for a woman’s health. The law, therefore, was unenforceable 
and called into question the partial birth abortion laws of twenty-nine other states.110

But, by October 2003, Republican control of the White House and both houses of 
Congress facilitated passage of the federal Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act. Pro-choice 
groups immediately filed lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of this law. The 
Supreme Court heard oral arguments on the challenge to the federal ban the day 
after the 2006 midterm elections. In a 5–4 decision, Gonzales v. Carhart (2007), the 
Roberts Court revealed the direction it was heading in abortion cases. Over the strong 
objections of Justice Ginsburg, Justice Kennedy’s opinion for the majority upheld the 
federal act, although, like the law at issue in Stenberg, it contained no exceptions for the 
health of the mother. Observers viewed this ruling as a significant step toward reversing 
Roe v. Wade altogether.

The Court’s decision in Gonzales empowered governments to enact new regula-
tions on abortion and contraceptives. Many states have, for example, enacted laws 
restricting abortions after twenty weeks. Other states have passed legislation requiring 
physicians to show women ultrasound photos of their fetuses before performing an 
abortion. And, still other states have approved acts categorizing self-induced abortions 
as homicide.

At the federal level, the Supreme Court’s ruling in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores is 
likely to make it more difficult for women to access contraception. In commenting on 
this case, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg noted that she believed her male colleagues 
have a “blind spot” regarding women, perhaps a telling forecast about the future of the 
reproductive rights cases flooding dockets nationwide.111

  Homosexuality
Not until 2003 did the U.S. Supreme Court rule that an individual’s constitutional right 
to privacy, which provided the basis for the Griswold (contraceptives) and Roe (abortion) 
decisions, prevents states from criminalizing private sexual behavior. This monumental 
decision invalidated the laws of fourteen states.

In Lawrence v. Texas (2003), six members of the Court overruled its decision in 
Bowers v. Hardwick (1986), which had upheld anti-sodomy laws. They found the Texas 
law unconstitutional; five justices found it violated fundamental privacy rights.112 

WhiCh CASE lED TO gREATER 
DiSCUSSiOn OF gAY RighTS iSSUES?
Tyron Garner (left) and John Geddes 
Lawrence (center), the plaintiffs in 
Lawrence v. Texas (2003), are shown 
here with their attorney. The ruling in this 
case proved to be a huge victory for 
advocates of gay and lesbian rights, as it 
deemed anti-sodomy laws 
unconstitutional. Following this decision, 
states began to debate laws related to 
marriage and other rights for same-sex 
couples.
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Evaluate how reforms to combat terrorism have affected civil liberties.4.7

fter September 11, 2001, the U.S. government began to operate in “an alternate 
reality,” in which Bill of Rights guarantees were suspended in a time of war, just 
as they had been in the Civil War and in World Wars I and II.113 The differ-
ence in the modern era, however, continues to be that the “war” has no direct 

enemy, and its timeline for completion is ever-changing. Here, we detail the provisions of 
actions, such as the USA PATRIOT Act and the Military Commissions Act, and explain 
how they have affected the civil liberties discussed in this chapter.

  The First Amendment
Both the 2001 USA PATRIOT Act and the 2006 Military Commissions Act con-
tain a variety of major and minor interferences with the civil liberties that Americans, 
as well as those visiting our shores, have come to expect. The USA PATRIOT Act, 
for example, violates the First Amendment’s free speech guarantees by barring those 
who have been subject to search orders from telling anyone about those orders, even 
in situations in which no need for secrecy can be proven. It also authorizes the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to investigate citizens who choose to exercise their 
freedom of speech, without demonstrating that any parts of their speech might be 
labeled illegal.

Another potential infringement of the First Amendment occurred right after the 
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, when it was made clear that members of the 
media were under strong constraints to report on only positive aspects of U.S. efforts to 
combat terrorism. And, while the Bush administration decried any leaks of informa-
tion about its deliberations or actions, the administration selectively leaked informa-
tion that led to conservative columnist Robert Novak’s disclosure of the identity of 
Valerie Plame, a CIA operative.

In addition, respect for religious practices fell by the wayside in the wake of the war 
on terrorism. For example, many Muslim detainees captured in Iraq and Afghanistan 
were fed pork, a violation of basic Islamic dietary laws. Some were stripped naked in 
front of members of the opposite sex, another religious violation.

  The Fourth Amendment
The USA PATRIOT Act enhances the ability of the government to curtail specific 
search and seizure restrictions in four areas. First, it allows the government to examine 
an individual’s private records held by third parties. This empowers the FBI to force 
anyone, including physicians, libraries, bookshops, colleges and universities, and phone 
and Internet service providers, to turn over all records on a particular individual. 
Second, it expands the government’s right to search private property without notice to 
the owner. Third, according to the ACLU, the act “expands a narrow exception to the 
Fourth Amendment that had been created for the collection of foreign intelligence 
information.”114 Finally, the act expands an exception for spying that collects “address-
ing information” about where and to whom communications are going, as opposed to 

A

Justice O’Connor agreed that the law was unconstitutional, but concluded it was an 
equal protection violation. Although Justice Antonin Scalia issued a stinging dissent, 
charging, “the Court has largely signed on to the so-called homosexual agenda,” the 
majority of the Court was unswayed.

Toward Reform: Civil Liberties  
and Combating Terrorism
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what is contained in the documents. This fourth exception has been the subject of much 
controversy in the wake of revelations brought forth by former government contractor 
Edward Snowden, who played a major role in revealing the broad scope of the National 
Security Agency’s surveillance and data collection on the actions of private citizens. 
Each day, billions of pieces of information about individuals’ activities—including phone 
calls, text messages, emails, and Internet transmissions—are collected without probable 
cause and scanned by the government in an attempt to identify patterns of suspicious 
behavior that may be a threat to national security.

Judicial oversight of these governmental powers is virtually nonexistent. Proper 
governmental authorities need only certify to a judge, without any evidence, that the 
requested search meets the statute’s broad criteria. Moreover, the legislation deprives 
judges of the authority to reject such applications.

Other Fourth Amendment violations include the ability to conduct searches with-
out a warrant. The government also does not have to demonstrate probable cause that 
a person has, or might, commit a crime. Thus, the USA PATRIOT Act also goes 
against key elements of the due process rights guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment. 
Although more recent policies have attempted to scale back the scope of the program 
somewhat, government data collection and observation of citizen activity remains 
common.

  Due Process Rights
Illegal incarceration and torture are federal crimes, and the Supreme Court ruled in 
2004 that detainees have a right of habeas corpus.115 However, the Bush administration 
argued that under the Military Commissions Act of 2006, alien victims of torture had 
significantly reduced rights of habeas corpus. The Military Commissions Act also elim-
inated the right to challenge “detention, transfer, treatment, trial, or conditions of 
confinement” of detainees. It allowed the government to declare permanent resident 
aliens to be enemy combatants and enabled the government to jail these people indef-
initely without any opportunity to file a writ of habeas corpus. In 2008, in a surprising 
setback for the Bush administration, the Roberts Court ruled the final provision 
unconstitutional, finding that any detainees could challenge their extended incarcera-
tion in federal court.116

Secret offshore prisons, known as black sites, have also held many suspected terror-
ists against their will. In September 2006, President Bush acknowledged the existence 
of these facilities, moving fourteen such detainees to the detention facility at Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba. The conditions of this facility sparked intense debate, as opponents cited 
numerous accusations of torture as well as possible violations of human rights. Those in 
support of the continued use of Guantanamo declared the detainees unlawful combat-
ants and not war criminals subject to the provisions of the Geneva Convention. After 
President Barack Obama took office in 2009, he vowed to close Guantanamo by 
January 2010 and move detainees to a facility in Illinois. By the end of 2014, however, 
Guantanamo Bay remained open and conditions at the facility are rapidly declining 
with temperatures routinely reaching over 110 degrees. Still, Congress and the presi-
dent have repeatedly refused to relocate detainees—even those who are critically ill—to 
the United States in spite of the fact that each prisoner costs $3 million a year to house.

Federal activity has also curtailed the Sixth Amendment right to trial by jury. 
Those people detained as enemy combatants often do not have access to the evidence 
against them and are subject to coercion or torture in the gathering of additional evi-
dence. Trials of enemy combatants are closed, and people tried in these courts do not 
have a right to an attorney of their choosing. The Supreme Court limited the federal 
government’s activity in these tribunals, but the Military Commissions Act returned 
these powers to the executive branch.117 The Obama administration, to the surprise of 
many observers, also has done little to restore the rights revoked by these acts, and has, 
in fact, further limited some detainees’ ability to challenge their incarceration.

Finally, great controversy has surrounded the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition 
on cruel and unusual punishment. Since shortly after the terrorist attacks of 
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September 11, 2001, rumors abounded that many prisoners detained by the U.S. gov-
ernment faced inhumane treatment. In 2004, for example, photos of cruel treatment 
of prisoners held by the U.S. military in Abu Ghraib, Iraq surfaced. These photos led 
to calls for investigations at all levels of government. On the heels of this incident, the 
Justice Department declared torture “abhorrent” in a December 2004 legal memo. 
That position lasted but a short time. After Alberto Gonzales was sworn in as attorney 
general in February 2005, the Department of Justice issued a secret memo endorsing 
harsh interrogation techniques. According to one Justice Department memo, inter-
rogation practices were not considered illegal unless they produced pain equivalent to 
that with organ failure or death. Among the techniques authorized by the govern-
ment were combinations of “painful physical and psychological tactics, including 
head-slapping, simulated drowning, and frigid temperatures.”118 The most controver-
sial of these techniques is waterboarding, which simulates drowning. Although the 
Obama administration has harshly attacked the use of such tactics and techniques, it 
announced that those who committed these acts during the Bush administration 
would not be prosecuted.119

WhAT ARE living COnDiTiOnS likE FOR DETAinEES?
Prisoners of the war on terrorism live in maximum security prisons where their civil liberties are often 
compromised. Here, military police escort a detainee to his cell at Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp.
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Review the Chapter

Most of the Framers originally opposed the Bill of Rights. 
Anti-Federalists, however, continued to stress the need for a 
bill of rights during the drive for ratification of the 
Constitution, and some states tried to make their ratification 
contingent on the addition of a bill of rights. Thus, during its 
first session, Congress sent the first ten amendments to the 
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, to the states for their ratifi-
cation. Later, the addition of the Fourteenth Amendment 
allowed the Supreme Court to apply some of the amend-
ments to the states through a process called selective 
incorporation.

Roots of Civil Liberties: The Bill  
of Rights

4.1 Trace the constitutional roots of civil liberties, p. 84.

The First Amendment guarantees freedom of religion. The 
establishment clause, which prohibits the national govern-
ment from establishing a religion, does not, according to 
Supreme Court interpretation, create an absolute wall 
between church and state. While the national and state gov-
ernments may generally not give direct aid to religious 
groups, the Court has held that many forms of aid, especially 
those that benefit children, are constitutionally permissible. 
In contrast, the Court has generally barred mandatory prayer 
in public schools. The Court has allowed some governmental 
regulation of religious practices under the free exercise clause.

First Amendment Guarantees: 
Freedom of Religion

Describe the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of 
religion, p. 88.

4.2

Historically, one of the most volatile subjects of constitu-
tional interpretation has been the First Amendment’s man-
date that “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the 
freedom of speech or of the press.” As with the establish-
ment and free exercise clauses of the First Amendment, the 
Court has not interpreted the speech and press clauses as 
absolute bans against government regulation. The Supreme 
Court has ruled against prior restraint, thus protecting free-
dom of the press. The Court has also protected symbolic 

First Amendment Guarantees: 
Freedoms of Speech, Press, 
Assembly, and Petition

Outline the First Amendment guarantees of and limitations 
on freedom of speech, press, assembly, and petition,  
p. 90.

4.3

Initially, the right to bear arms was envisioned in terms of 
state militias. Over the years, states and Congress have 
enacted various gun ownership restrictions with little 
Supreme Court interpretation. However, the Court ruled in 
D.C. v. Heller (2008) and McDonald v. City of Chicago (2010) 
that the Second Amendment protects an individual’s right to 
own a firearm.

The Second Amendment: The Right 
to Keep and Bear Arms

Summarize changes in the interpretation of the Second 
Amendment right to keep and bear arms, p. 97.

4.4

The Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments provide a 
variety of procedural guarantees to individuals accused of 
crimes. The Fourth Amendment prohibits unreasonable 
searches and seizures, and the Court has generally refused to 
allow evidence seized in violation of this safeguard to be used 
at trial. The Fifth Amendment protects those who have been 
charged with crimes. It mandates the use of grand juries in 
cases of serious crimes. It also guarantees that “no person 
shall be compelled to be a witness against himself.” The 
Supreme Court has interpreted this provision to require the 
government to inform the accused of his or her right to 
remain silent. The Court has also interpreted this provision 
to require exclusion of illegally obtained confessions at trial. 
Finally, the Fifth Amendment’s double jeopardy clause pro-
tects individuals from being tried twice for the same crimes 
in the same jurisdiction. The Court’s interpretation of the 
Sixth Amendment’s guarantee of “assistance of counsel” stip-
ulates that the government provide counsel to defendants 
unable to pay for it in cases subject to prison sentences. The 
Sixth Amendment also requires an impartial jury, although 
the meaning of impartial continues to evolve through judicial 
interpretation. The judicial view is that the Eighth Amend-
ment’s ban against “cruel and unusual punishments” does not 
bar imposition of the death penalty.

The Rights of Criminal Defendants

Analyze the rights of criminal defendants found in the 
Bill of Rights, p. 99.

4.5

speech and hate speech as long as they do not become action. 
Areas of speech and publication unprotected by the First 
Amendment include libel, fighting words, and obscenity and 
pornography. The freedoms of peaceable assembly and peti-
tion are directly related to the freedoms of speech and the 
press. As with other First Amendment rights, the Supreme 
Court has become the arbiter between the people’s right to 
dissent and the government’s need to promote security.
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The right to privacy is a judicially created right carved from 
the penumbras (unstated liberties implied by more explicitly 
stated rights) of several amendments, including the First, 
Third, Fourth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments. The 
Court has found statutes that limit access to birth control, 
prohibit abortion, and ban homosexual acts to be unconstitu-
tional under this right.

The Right to Privacy

Explain the origin and significance of the right to privacy, 
p. 106.

4.6

After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, Congress 
and the executive branch enacted reforms that dramatically 
altered civil liberties in the United States. Critics charge that 
the changes have significantly compromised a host of consti-
tutional guarantees, while supporters say that they are neces-
sary to protect national security in a time of war.

Toward Reform: Civil Liberties and 
Combating Terrorism

Evaluate how reforms to combat terrorism have affected 
civil liberties, p. 110.

4.7

bill of attainder, p. 99
Bill of Rights, p. 85
civil liberties, p. 84
civil rights, p. 84
clear and present danger test, p. 92
direct incitement test, p. 92
double jeopardy clause, p. 101
due process clause, p. 85
Eighth Amendment, p. 104
establishment clause, p. 88
exclusionary rule, p. 101
ex post facto law, p. 99
Fifth Amendment, p. 100

fighting words, p. 95
First Amendment, p. 88
Fourth Amendment, p. 99
free exercise clause, p. 88
fundamental freedoms, p. 87
hate speech, p. 94
incorporation doctrine, p. 86
Lemon test, p. 88
libel, p. 95
Miranda rights, p. 101
Miranda v. Arizona (1966), p. 101
New York Times Co. v. Sullivan  

(1964), p. 95

Ninth Amendment, p. 85
prior restraint, p. 91
right to privacy, p. 106
Roe v. Wade (1973), p. 108
selective incorporation, p. 86
Sixth Amendment, p. 102
slander, p. 95
substantive due process, p. 85
symbolic speech, p. 92
Tenth Amendment, p. 85
writ of habeas corpus, p. 99

Study and Review the FlashcardsLearn the Terms

1. Which amendment did the Court use to make some 
provisions of the Bill of Rights applicable to the states?
 a. Fifth
 b. Tenth
 c. Eleventh
 d. Fourteenth
 e. Fifteenth

2. Which of the following was NOT used as an argument 
against adding a bill of rights to the Constitution?
 a. A constitutional republic is founded upon the idea of 

popular sovereignty and inalienable rights.
 b. Federal guarantees were unnecessary because most state 

constitutions contained their own bills of rights.
 c. The government should not enumerate what it could 

not do.
 d. A national bill of rights would be nearly impossible to 

enforce.
 e. The Constitution already contained protections for 

individual rights.

3. The U.S. Supreme Court has interpreted the establish-
ment clause to mean that
 a. reciting prayer in classrooms is constitutional, as long as 

the prayer is nondenominational.
 b. state university grounds cannot be used for worship.
 c. a privately owned display of the Ten Commandments 

in a courthouse is unconstitutional.
 d. faculty-led prayer at high school football games is 

constitutional.
 e. governments may provide aid to religious schools  

as long as the aid goes to children and not to  
religious goals.

4. Which form of speech is protected under the First 
Amendment?
 a. Libel
 b. Symbolic speech
 c. Slander
 d. Fighting words
 e. Obscenity

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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5. Which is NOT considered a protected form of speech?
 a. Carrying a “Bong Hits 4 Jesus” banner during a school-

sanctioned parade
 b. Wearing black armbands to protest a war
 c. Publishing secret documents in a newspaper
 d. Displaying a symbol of opposition to the U.S. 

government
 e. Burning the American flag

6. The U.S. Supreme Court first ruled that the Second 
Amendment protects an individual’s right to own a firearm 
in certain jurisdictions
 a. in the early 1800s, when laws were passed to limit 

possession of firearms by slaves.
 b. when Justice Roger B. Taney considered the right to 

own and carry arms a basic right of citizenship.
 c. in D.C. v. Heller in 2008.
 d. when a law that made sawed-off shotguns illegal was 

overturned in the 1930s.
 e. in Barron v. Baltimore in 1833.

7. Traditionally, the Supreme Court has ruled that the 
Fourth Amendment requires a warrant for police to search
 a. the person arrested.
 b. things in plain view of the accused.
 c. employees of the federal or state government.
 d. places or things in the arrestee’s immediate control.
 e. the home of the accused.

8. When suspects are arrested and read their Miranda 
rights, the authorities are informing them of their  
Amendment rights.
 a. Second
 b. Third
 c. Fourth
 d. Fifth
 e. Seventh

9. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the controversial 
2003 federal Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act was
 a. a law that could be passed only by the states.
 b. unconstitutional because it contained no health 

exceptions for the mother.
 c. constitutional despite its lack of a health exception for 

the mother.
 d. unconstitutional because it violated the three-trimester 

approach created by Roe v. Wade (1973).
 e. constitutional based on the precedent established in 

Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey 
(1992).

10. The major act passed in the aftermath of September 
11, 2001, to combat terrorism in the United States was the
 a. Military Justice Act.
 b. LIBERTY Act.
 c. Detention and Retention Act.
 d. Habeas Corpus Act.
 e. USA PATRIOT Act.
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5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6

O
n Saturday August 9, 2014, an unarmed African American student, Michael 
Brown, was shot to death by a white police officer in Ferguson, Missouri, just 
north of St. Louis. The next day, a peaceful candlelight vigil for Brown turned 
violent and thirty people were arrested and two officers injured.

The events of August 9 and 10 were the beginning of days of racial tension 
and violence and a seemingly endless debate about what really happened on the day of Brown’s 
death. Questions emerged about police conduct, whether Brown had been a suspect in an earlier 
convenience store robbery, and the racial motivations behind the incident. Although the popula-
tion of Ferguson is two-thirds African American, the fifty-three member police force has only 
three African American officers.

The civil rights implications of the Ferguson shooting struck a national chord, and silent vigils 
occurred across the country. In the days and weeks that followed, hundreds of citizens also sur-
rounded the Ferguson police station seeking justice for Brown. Widespread looting and vandal-
ism marked many of the protests in Ferguson and neighboring communities. In an attempt to 
bring order to the crowds, Ferguson police donned riot gear and arrested hundreds of people. 
They also employed tear gas, dogs, and military grade weapons.

The rapid escalation of the situation in Missouri led many national political leaders to denounce 
the actions of local police forces, as well as to charge that these agencies could not be trusted to 
carry out an unbiased investigation of the disputed events of August 9. President Barack Obama, 
for example, went on national television asking for calm; he also announced that the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation would conduct a parallel analysis of the shooting.

Despite these efforts, violence continued. Missouri Governor Jay Nixon eventually declared a 
state of emergency and a curfew until further notice. Still, protesters continued unabated. 
Evidence from a private autopsy that revealed Brown had been shot at least six times only served 
to escalate tensions.

In response, President Obama then announced that he was sending the U.S. Attorney General 
Eric Holder to monitor conditions in Ferguson and asked that the “gulf” that existed between citi-
zens and the police be addressed. Holder took his charge very seriously noting, “I am the Attorney 
General of the United States, but I am also a black man.”1
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RACIAL EQUALITY REMAINS A CONTENTIOUS ISSUE Individuals’ civil rights and 
police officers’ attempts to maintain order often come into conflict. Above, a demonstrator in 
1960s Detroit throws a shoe at police. Below, a protestor in Ferguson, MO throws a tear gas 
container back at police in 2014.
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civil rights
The government-protected rights of 
individuals against arbitrary or dis-
criminatory treatment by govern-
ments or individuals.

Holder’s comments, as well as the severity of the conflict that occurred in Ferguson 
underscore that, even more than fifty years after the 1960s civil rights movement, and  
six years after electing an African American president of the United States, questions of 
race and civil rights continue to trouble both American citizens and governmental officials, 
leading some people to question whether the promise of full equality can ever be 
realized.

• • •

Since the Framers wrote the Constitution, concepts of civil rights—the govern-
ment-protected rights of individuals against arbitrary or discriminatory treatment by 
governments or individuals based on categories such as race, sex, national origin, age, 
religion, or sexual orientation—have changed dramatically. The Fourteenth Amendment, 
one of three Civil War Amendments ratified from 1865 to 1870, introduced the notion 
of equality into the Constitution by specifying that a state could not deny “any person 
within its jurisdiction equal protection of the laws.” Throughout history, the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s equal protection guarantees have been the lynchpin of efforts to expand 
upon the original intent of the amendment. Today, this amendment protects a variety of 
groups from discrimination.

The Fourteenth Amendment has generated more litigation to determine and specify its 
meaning than any other provision of the Constitution. Within a few years of its ratification, 
women—and later African Americans and other minorities and disadvantaged groups—took 
to the courts, seeking expanded civil rights in all walks of life. But, these groups did not limit 
their struggle to the courts. The arsenal of those seeking equality has also included public 
protest, civil disobedience, legislative lobbying, and appeals to public opinion.

Since passage of the Civil War Amendments, the expansion of civil rights to more and 
more groups has followed a fairly consistent pattern. In this chapter, we will explore how 
notions of equality and civil rights have changed in the United States.

Roots of Suffrage: 1800–1890

oday, we take for granted the voting rights—or suffrage—of women and 
African Americans. Since 1980, women have outvoted men in presidential 
elections; at present, African Americans and women are core groups of the 
Democratic Party. But, it wasn’t always this way. The period from 1800 to 

1890 was one of tremendous change and upheaval in America. Despite the Civil War 
and the freeing of slaves, the promise of equality guaranteed to African Americans by 
the Civil War Amendments failed to become a reality. Woman’s rights activists also 
began to make claims for equality, often using the arguments enunciated for the aboli-
tion of slavery, but they, too, fell far short of their goals.

  Slavery and Congress
Congress banned the slave trade in 1808, after expiration of the twenty-year period 
specified by the Constitution. In 1820, blacks made up 25 percent of the U.S. popula-
tion and formed the majority in some southern states. By 1840, that figure had fallen 
to 20 percent. After introduction of the cotton gin (a machine invented in 1793 that 
separated seeds from cotton very quickly), the South became even more dependent on 
agriculture, such as cotton, tobacco, and rice, with cheap slave labor as its economic 
base. At the same time, technological advances were turning the northern states into an 
increasingly industrialized region, which deepened the cultural and political differ-
ences, as well as the animosity, between North and South.

As the nation grew westward in the early 1800s, conflicts between northern and 
southern states intensified over the free versus slave status of new states admitted to the 

T

Trace the efforts from 1800 to 1890 of African Americans and women to win the vote.5.1
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union. The first major crisis occurred in 1820, when Missouri applied for admission to the 
union as a slave state—that is, one in which slavery would be legal. Missouri’s admission 
would have weighted the Senate in favor of slavery and therefore was opposed by north-
ern senators. To resolve this conflict, Congress passed the Missouri Compromise of 1820. 
The Compromise prohibited slavery north of the geographical boundary at 36 degrees 
latitude. This act allowed the union to admit Missouri as a slave state. To maintain the 
balance of slave and free states, Maine was carved out of a portion of Massachusetts.

   The First Civil Rights Movements:  
Abolition and Women’s Rights

The Missouri Compromise solidified the South in its determination to keep slavery 
legal, but it also fueled the fervor of those opposing it. William Lloyd Garrison, a white 
New Englander, galvanized the abolitionist movement in the early 1830s. A newspaper 
editor, Garrison (along with Arthur Tappan) founded the American Anti-Slavery 
Society in 1833; by 1838, it had more than 250,000 members. Given the U.S. popula-
tion today, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 
would need 3.8 million members to have the same kind of overall proportional mem-
bership. (In 2014, NAACP membership was approximately 300,000.)

Slavery was not the only practice that people began to question in the decades fol-
lowing the Missouri Compromise. In 1840, for example, Garrison and Frederick 
Douglass, a well-known black abolitionist writer, left the Anti-Slavery Society when it 
refused to accept their demand that women be allowed to participate equally in all its 
activities. Custom dictated that women not speak out in public, and most laws explic-
itly made women second-class citizens. In most states, for example, women could not 
divorce their husbands or keep their own wages and inheritances. And, of course, they 
could not vote.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott, who were to found the first woman’s 
rights movement, attended the 1840 meeting of the World Anti-Slavery Society in 
London with their husbands. In spite of their long journey, they were not permitted to 
participate in the convention because they were women. As they sat in a mandated area 
apart from the male delegates, they compared their status to that of the slaves they 
sought to free. They concluded that women were not much better off than slaves, and 
they resolved to address this issue. In 1848, they finally sent out a call for the first 
woman’s rights convention. Three hundred women and men, including Frederick 
Douglass, attended the first meeting for woman’s rights, held in Seneca Falls, New York.

The Seneca Falls Convention in 1848 attracted people from other states as well as 
New York. Attendees passed resolutions demanding the abolition of legal, economic, 
and social discrimination against women. All of the resolutions reflected the attendees’ 
dissatisfaction with contemporary moral codes; divorce and criminal laws; and the lim-
ited opportunities for women in education, the church, medicine, law, and politics. 
Ironically, only the call for “woman suffrage”—a call to give women the right to vote—
failed to win unanimous approval. Most who attended the Seneca Falls Convention 
continued to press for woman’s rights along with the abolition of slavery. Similar con-
ventions took place later across the Northeast and Midwest. At an 1851 meeting in 
Akron, Ohio, for example, former slave Sojourner Truth delivered her famous “Ain’t I 
a Woman?” speech, calling on women to recognize the plight of their black sisters.

  The 1850s: The Calm Before the Storm
By 1850, much had changed in America: the Gold Rush had spurred westward migra-
tion, cities grew as people were lured from their farms, railroads and the telegraph 
increased mobility and communication, and immigrants flooded into the United 
States. The woman’s movement gained momentum, and slavery continued to tear the 
nation apart. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a novel that depicted the evils 
of slavery, further inflamed the country. Uncle Tom’s Cabin sold more than 300,000 cop-
ies in 1852. Equivalent sales today would top 4 million copies.
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The tremendous national reaction to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, which later prompted 
President Abraham Lincoln to call Stowe “the little woman who started the big 
war,” had not yet faded when a new controversy over the Missouri Compromise 
became the lightning rod for the first major civil rights case addressed by the U.S. 
Supreme Court. In Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857), the Court ruled that the Missouri 
Compromise, which prohibited slavery north of a set geographical boundary, was 
unconstitutional. Furthermore, the Court added that slaves were not U.S. citizens 
and, as a consequence, could not bring suits in federal court.

WHO WAS ELIZABETH CADY STANTON? 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton was one of the founders of the woman suffrage movement. She was also a key 
organizer of the first woman’s rights convention at Seneca Falls, New York, in 1848. Though she never lived 
to exercise her right to vote, the actions of Stanton and her fellow suffragists, including Lucretia Mott 
(seated behind her on the podium) and Susan B. Anthony, paved the way for the ratification of the 
Nineteenth Amendment.
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equal protection clause
Section of the Fourteenth Amendment 
that guarantees all citizens receive 
“equal protection of the laws.”

   The Civil War and Its Aftermath: Civil Rights Laws  
and Constitutional Amendments

The Civil War had many causes, but slavery was clearly a key issue. During the war 
(1861–1865), abolitionists continued to press for an end to slavery. They were partially 
rewarded when President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, 
which provided that all slaves in states still in active rebellion against the United States 
would be freed automatically on January 1, 1863. Designed as a measure to gain favor 
for the war in the North, the Emancipation Proclamation did not free all slaves—it 
freed only those who lived in the Confederacy. Complete abolition of slavery did not 
occur until congressional passage and ultimate ratification of the Thirteenth 
Amendment in 1865.

The Thirteenth Amendment was the first of the three Civil War Amendments. 
It banned all forms of “slavery [and] involuntary servitude.” Although the federal 
government required the southern states to ratify the Thirteenth Amendment as a 
condition of readmission to the Union after the war, most former Confederate 
states passed laws designed to restrict opportunities for newly freed slaves. These 
Black Codes denied most legal rights to newly freed slaves by prohibiting African 
Americans from voting, sitting on juries, or even appearing in public places. 
Although Black Codes differed from state to state, all empowered local law enforce-
ment officials to arrest unemployed blacks, fine them for vagrancy, and hire them 
out to employers to satisfy their fines. Some state codes even required African 
Americans to work on plantations or as domestics. The Black Codes laid the 
groundwork for Jim Crow laws, which later would institute segregation in all walks 
of life in the South.

An outraged Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1866 to invalidate some 
state Black Codes. President Andrew Johnson vetoed the legislation, but—for the first 
time in history—Congress overrode a presidential veto. The Civil Rights Act formally 
made African Americans citizens of the United States and gave Congress and the 
federal courts the power to intervene when states attempted to restrict the citizenship 
rights of male African Americans in matters such as voting. Congress reasoned that 
African Americans were unlikely to succeed if they had to file discrimination com-
plaints in state courts, where most judges were elected. Passage of a federal law allowed 
African Americans to challenge discriminatory state practices in federal courts, where 
the president appointed judges for life.

Because controversy remained over the constitutionality of the act (since the 
Constitution gives states the right to determine qualifications of voters), Congress pro-
posed the Fourteenth Amendment simultaneously with the Civil Rights Act to guarantee, 
among other things, citizenship to all freed slaves. Other key provisions of the Fourteenth 
Amendment barred states from abridging “the privileges or immunities of citizenship” or 
depriving “any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” Finally, the 
Fourteenth Amendment includes the equal protection clause, which prohibits states from 
denying “any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”

Unlike the Thirteenth Amendment, which had near-unanimous support in the 
North, the Fourteenth Amendment faced opposition from many women because it 
failed to guarantee them suffrage. During the Civil War, woman’s rights activists put 
aside their claims for expanded rights for women, most notably the right to vote, and 
threw their energies into the war effort. They were convinced that once the government 
freed the slaves and gave them the right to vote, women would receive this same right. 
They were wrong.

In early 1869, after ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment (which specifically 
added the word “male” to the Constitution for the first time), woman’s rights activists 
met in Washington, D.C., to argue against passage of any new amendment that would 
extend suffrage to black males and not to women. The convention resolved that “a 
man’s government is worse than a white man’s government, because, in proportion as 
you increase the tyrants, you make the condition of the disenfranchised class more 
hopeless and degraded.”

Thirteenth Amendment
One of the three Civil War Amend-
ments; specifically bans slavery in the 
United States.

Black Codes
Laws denying most legal rights to 
newly freed slaves; passed by southern 
states following the Civil War.

Fourteenth Amendment
One of the three Civil War Amend-
ments; guarantees equal protection 
and due process of the law to all U.S. 
citizens.
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In spite of these arguments, Congress passed the Fifteenth Amendment in early 
1869. It guaranteed the “right of citizens” to vote regardless of their “race, color or pre-
vious condition of servitude.” Sex was not mentioned.

Woman’s rights activists were shocked. Abolitionists’ continued support of the 
Fifteenth Amendment prompted many woman’s rights supporters to leave the aboli-
tion movement and to work solely for the cause of woman’s rights. Twice burned, Susan 
B. Anthony (who had joined the woman’s movement in 1852) and Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton decided to form their own group, the National Woman Suffrage Association 
(NWSA), to achieve that goal and other woman’s rights. Another more conservative 
group, the American Woman Suffrage Association, was founded at the same time to 
pursue the sole goal of suffrage. In spite of the NWSA’s opposition, however, the states 
ratified the Fifteenth Amendment in 1870.

  Civil Rights, Congress, and the Supreme Court
Continued southern resistance to African American equality led Congress to pass 
the Civil Rights Act of 1875, designed to grant equal access to public accommoda-
tions such as theaters, restaurants, and transportation. The act also prohibited the 
exclusion of African Americans from jury service. By 1877, however, national inter-
est in the legal condition of African Americans waned. Most white Southerners 

This amendment, the first of three Civil War Amend-
ments, abolished slavery throughout the United States 

and its territories. It also prohibited involuntary servitude.
Based on his wartime authority, in 1863, President 

Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation 
abolishing slavery in the states that were in rebellion 
against the United States. Abolishing slavery in the 
Union, however, proved more challenging. Congress 
could not end this practice by statute. Thus, the proposed 
Thirteenth Amendment was forwarded to the states on 
February 1, 1865. With its adoption, said one of its spon-
sors, it relieved Congress “of sectional strifes.”

Initially, some doubted if any groups other than 
newly freed African slaves were protected by the provi-
sions of the amendment. Soon, however, the Supreme 
Court went on to clarify this question by noting: “If 
Mexican peonage or the Chinese coolie labor system 
shall develop slavery of the Mexican or Chinese race 
within our territory, this amendment may safely be 
trusted to make it void.”a

In the early 1900s, the Supreme Court was called on 
several times to interpret section 1 of the amendment, 

especially in regard to involuntary servitude. Thus, provi-
sions of an Alabama law that called for criminal sanctions 
and jail time for defaulting sharecroppers were consid-
ered unconstitutional, and Congress enacted a law ban-
ning this kind of involuntary servitude.

More recently, the Thirteenth Amendment has 
been invoked to attempt to stop the estimated 100,000 
to 300,000 American children and teens forced into sex 
trafficking each year. Like some slaves, many of the chil-
dren are forced to have sex multiple times at the will 
and for the financial benefit of their “owners.” Still, most 
federal and state programs target helping adults and 
not the young.

CRITICAL ThINkINg QUESTIONS

1. Is forcing prison inmates to work as part of a 
“chain gang” a form of involuntary servitude? 
Why or why not?

2. Why have the federal and state governments 
largely failed to stop or minimize the sex 
trafficking of minors?

Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party  

shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their 

jurisdiction. —ThIrTeenTh AmendmenT,  SecTIon 1

TheLiving Constitution

aThe Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 U.S. 36 (1873).

Fifteenth Amendment
One of the three Civil War Amend-
ments; specifically enfranchised newly 
freed male slaves.
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Civil Rights Cases (1883)
Name attached to five cases brought 
under the Civil Rights Act of 1875. In 
1883, the Supreme Court decided that 
discrimination in a variety of public 
accommodations, including theaters, 
hotels, and railroads, could not be pro-
hibited by the act because such dis-
crimination was private, not state, 
discrimination.

poll tax
A tax levied in many southern states 
and localities that had to be paid 
before an eligible voter could cast a 
ballot.

and even some Northerners never had believed in true equality for “freedmen,” as 
former slaves were called. Any rights that freedmen received had been contingent 
on federal enforcement. And, federal occupation of the South (known as 
Reconstruction) ended in 1877. National troops were no longer available to guard 
polling places and to prevent whites from excluding black voters, and southern 
states quickly moved to limit African Americans’ access to the ballot. Other forms 
of discrimination also came about by judicial decisions upholding Jim Crow laws, 
which required segregation in public schools and facilities, including railroads, res-
taurants, and theaters. Some Jim Crow laws, specifically known as miscegenation 
laws, barred interracial marriage.

All these laws, at first glance, appeared to conflict with the Civil Rights Act of 1875. 
In 1883, however, a series of cases decided by the Supreme Court severely damaged the 
vitality of the 1875 act. The Civil Rights Cases (1883) were five separate cases involving 
convictions of private individuals found to have violated the Civil Rights Act by refusing 
to extend accommodations to African Americans in theaters, a hotel, and a railroad.2 In 
deciding these cases, the Supreme Court ruled that Congress could prohibit only state or 
governmental action, but not private acts of discrimination. The Court thus concluded 
that Congress had no authority to outlaw private discrimination in public accommoda-
tions. The Court’s opinion in the Civil Rights Cases provided a moral reinforcement for the 
Jim Crow system. Southern states viewed the Court’s ruling as an invitation to gut the 
reach and intent of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments.

In devising ways to make certain that African Americans did not vote, southern 
states had to sidestep the intent of the Fifteenth Amendment. This amendment did not 
guarantee suffrage; it simply said that states could not deny anyone the right to vote on 
the basis of race or color. To exclude African Americans in a way that seemed racially 
neutral, southern states used three devices before the 1890s: (1) poll taxes (small taxes 
on the right to vote that often came due when poor African American sharecroppers 
had the least amount of money on hand); (2) some form of property-owning qualifica-
tions; and, (3) “literacy” or “understanding” tests, which allowed local voter registration 
officials to administer difficult reading-comprehension tests to potential voters whom 
they did not know. For example, some potential voters were asked to rewrite entire sec-
tions of the Constitution by hand as the registrar dictated its text.

Jim Crow laws
Laws enacted by southern states that 
required segregation in public schools, 
theaters, hotels, and other public 
accommodations.

WHAT DID JIm CROW LAWS DO?
Throughout the South, examples of Jim Crow laws abounded. As noted in the text, there were Jim Crow 
schools, restaurants, hotels, and businesses. Some buildings even had separate “white” and “colored” 
facilities, such as the public drinking fountains shown here. Notice the obvious difference in quality.
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Outline developments in African Americans’ and women’s push for equality from  
1890 to 1954.

5.2

he Progressive era (1890–1920) was characterized by a concerted effort to 
reform political, economic, and social affairs. Evils such as child labor, the 
concentration of economic power in the hands of a few industrialists, lim-
ited suffrage, political corruption, business monopolies, and prejudice 

against African Americans all were targets of progressive reform. Distress over the 
inferior legal status of African Americans increased with the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
decision in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), a case that some commentators point to as the 
Court’s darkest hour.3

In 1892, a group of African Americans in Louisiana decided to test the constitu-
tionality of a Louisiana law mandating racial segregation on all public trains. This meant 
that certain undesirable cars at the rear of the train were reserved for blacks. They con-
vinced Homer Plessy, a man who was one-eighth black, to board a train in New Orleans 
and proceed to the “whites only” car.4 He was arrested when he refused to take a seat in 
the car reserved for African Americans, as required by state law. Plessy challenged the 
law, arguing that the Fourteenth Amendment prohibited racial segregation.

The Supreme Court disagreed. After analyzing the history of African Americans 
in the United States, the majority concluded that the Louisiana law was constitutional. 
The justices based the decision on their belief that separate facilities for blacks and 
whites provided equal protection of the laws. After all, they reasoned, the Louisiana 
statute did not prevent Plessy from riding the train; it required only that the races travel 
separately. Justice John Marshall Harlan was the lone dissenter. He argued that “the 
Constitution is colorblind” and that it was senseless to hold constitutional a law “which, 
practically, puts the badge of servitude and degradation upon a large class of our fellow 
citizens.”

Not surprisingly, the separate-but-equal doctrine enunciated in Plessy v. Ferguson 
soon came to mean only separate, as new legal avenues to discriminate against African 
Americans made their way into law throughout the South. The Jim Crow system soon 
expanded and became a way of life and a rigid social code in the American South. 
Journalist Juan Williams notes in Eyes on the Prize:

There were Jim Crow schools, Jim Crow restaurants, Jim Crow water fountains, 
and Jim Crow customs—blacks were expected to tip their hats when they walked 
past whites, but whites did not have to remove their hats even when they entered a 
black family’s home. Whites were to be called “sir” and “ma’am” by blacks, who in 
turn were called by their first names by whites. People with white skin were to be 
given a wide berth on the sidewalk; blacks were expected to step aside meekly.5

By 1900, equality for African Americans was far from the promise first offered by 
the Civil War Amendments. Again and again, the Supreme Court nullified the intent 
of the amendments and sanctioned racial segregation; southern states avidly followed 
its lead.6 Yet, the Supreme Court did take a step toward progress when it ruled that 
peonage laws, which often affected poor blacks, amounted to debt bondage or inden-
tured servitude and were unconstitutional.7

grandfather clause
Voter qualification provision in many 
southern states that allowed only those 
citizens whose grandfathers had voted 
before Reconstruction to vote unless 
they passed a wealth or literacy test.

Plessy v. Ferguson (1896)
Supreme Court case that challenged a 
Louisiana statute requiring that rail-
roads provide separate accommoda-
tions for blacks and whites. The Court 
found that separate-but-equal accom-
modations did not violate the equal 
protection clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment.

These voting restrictions had an immediate impact. By the late 1890s, black voting 
fell by 62 percent from the Reconstruction period, while white voting fell by only 26 
percent. To make certain these laws did not further reduce the numbers of poor or 
uneducated white voters, many southern states added a grandfather clause to their 
voting qualification provisions, granting voting privileges to those citizens who failed 
to pass a wealth or literacy test only if their grandfathers had voted before Reconstruction. 
Grandfather clauses effectively denied the descendents of slaves the right to vote.

The Push for Equality, 1890–1954

T
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WHY WAS THE NIAgARA mOvEmENT fOuNDED?
W.E.B. Du Bois (second from left in the second row, facing right) is pictured with the other original leaders 
of the Niagara Movement. This 1905 photo was taken on the Canadian side of Niagara Falls because no 
hotel on the American side would accommodate the group’s African American members. The meeting 
detailed a list of injustices suffered by African Americans.

   The Founding of the National Association for  
the Advancement of Colored People

In 1909, a handful of individuals active in a variety of progressive causes, including 
woman suffrage and the fight for better working conditions for women and chil-
dren, met to discuss the idea of a group devoted to addressing the problems of the 
“Negro.” Major race riots had occurred in several American cities, and progressive 
reformers were concerned about these outbreaks of violence and the possibility of 
others. Oswald Garrison Villard, the influential publisher of the New York Evening 
Post—and the grandson of William Lloyd Garrison—called a conference to discuss 
the matter. This group soon evolved into the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Along with Villard, its first leaders 
included W.E.B. Du Bois, a founder of the Niagara Movement, a group of African 
American intellectuals who took their name from their first meeting place, in 
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada.

  The Suffrage Movement
The struggle for woman’s rights was revitalized in 1890, when the National and 
American Woman Suffrage Associations merged. The new organization, the National 
American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA), was headed by Susan B. Anthony. 
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Unlike NWSA, which had sought a wide variety of expanded rights for women, this 
new association largely devoted itself to securing woman suffrage. The proliferation of 
woman’s groups during the Progressive era greatly facilitated its task. In addition to the 
rapidly growing temperance movement—whose members pressed to ban the sale of 
alcohol, which many women blamed for a variety of social ills—woman’s groups sprang 
up to seek goals such as maximum hour or minimum wage laws for women, improved 
sanitation, public morals, and education.

One of the most active groups lobbying on behalf of women during this period was 
the National Consumers League (NCL), which successfully lobbied the state of Oregon 
for legislation limiting women to ten hours of work a day. Soon after the law was enacted, 
Curt Muller was charged with and convicted of employing women more than ten hours 
a day in his small laundry. When he appealed his conviction to the U.S. Supreme Court, 
the NCL sought permission from the state to conduct the defense of the statute.

At the urging of NCL attorney and future U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis 
Brandeis, NCL members guided by Josephine Goldmark (Brandeis’s sister-in-law, 
whose name also appears on the legal brief submitted to the U.S. Supreme Court) 
amassed an impressive array of sociological and medical data that were incorporated 
into what became known as the Brandeis brief. This document contained only three 
pages of legal argument. More than a hundred pages were devoted to nonlegal, socio-
logical data used to convince the Court that Oregon’s statute was constitutional. In 
agreeing with the NCL in Muller v. Oregon (1908), the Court relied heavily on these 
data to document women’s unique status and to justify their differential legal treat-
ment. Specifically, the justices argued that long hours at work could impair a woman’s 
reproductive capabilities.8

Women seeking suffrage then used reasoning reflecting the Court’s opinion in 
Muller. Discarding earlier notions of full equality, NAWSA based its claim to the right 
to vote largely on the fact that women, as mothers, should be enfranchised. The new 
woman’s movement—called the suffrage movement because of its focus on voting 
rights—soon took on racist and nativist overtones. Suffragists argued that if underedu-
cated African American men and immigrants could vote, why couldn’t women?

By 1917, the new woman’s movement had more than 2 million members. In 1920, 
a coalition of woman’s groups, led by NAWSA and the newer, more radical National 
Woman’s Party, was able to secure ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment to the 

suffrage movement
The drive for voting rights for women 
that took place in the United States 
from 1890 to 1920.

Nineteenth Amendment
Amendment to the Constitution that 
guaranteed women the right to vote.

mR. PRESIDENT, HOW LONg muST WOmEN WAIT fOR LIBERTY?
Members of the National Woman’s Party engaged in a number of radical protest tactics in order to win the 
right to vote. Here, they are shown protesting in front of the White House; eventually, these demonstrators 
were arrested, jailed, and even force-fed in an attempt to stop their resistance.  
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Constitution through rallies, protest marches, and the support of President Woodrow 
Wilson. The Nineteenth Amendment guaranteed all women the right to vote—fifty 
years after the Fifteenth Amendment had enfranchised African American males.

After passage of the suffrage amendment in 1920, the fragile alliance of diverse 
woman’s groups that had come together to fight for the vote quickly disintegrated. 
Women returned to their home groups, such as the NCL or the Woman’s Christian 
Temperance Union, to pursue their individualized goals. In fact, after the tumult of the 
suffrage movement, organized activity on behalf of women’s rights did not reemerge in 
national politics until the 1960s. In the meantime, the NAACP continued to fight rac-
ism and racial segregation. Its activities and those of others in the civil rights move-
ment would later give impetus to a new women’s movement.

  Litigating for Equality
During the 1930s, leaders of the NAACP began to sense that the time was right to 
launch a full-scale challenge to the constitutionality of Plessy’s separate-but-equal doc-
trine in the federal courts. Clearly, the separate-but-equal doctrine and the prolifera-
tion of Jim Crow laws barred any hope of full equality for African Americans. 
Traditional legislative channels were unlikely to work, given African Americans’ lim-
ited or nonexistent political power. Thus, the federal courts and a litigation strategy 
were the NAACP’s only hopes. The NAACP mapped out a long-range plan that would 
first target segregation in professional and graduate education.

TEST CASES The NAACP opted first to challenge the constitutionality of Jim Crow 
law schools. In 1935, all southern states maintained fully segregated elementary and 
secondary schools. Colleges and universities also were segregated, and most states did 
not provide for postgraduate education for African Americans. NAACP lawyers chose 
to target law schools because they were institutions that judges could well understand, 
and integration there would prove less threatening to most whites.

Lloyd Gaines, a graduate of Missouri’s all-black Lincoln University, sought admis-
sion to the all-white University of Missouri Law School in 1936. The school immedi-
ately rejected him. In the separate-but-equal spirit, the state offered to build a law 
school at Lincoln (although no funds were allocated for the project) or, if he did not 
want to wait, to pay his tuition at an out-of-state law school. Gaines rejected the offer, 
sued, lost in the lower courts, and appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.

The attorneys filed Gaines’s case at a promising time. As our discussion of federal-
ism illustrates, a constitutional revolution of sorts occurred in Supreme Court decision 
making in 1937. Prior to this, the Court was most receptive to, and interested in, the 
protection of economic liberties. In 1937, however, the Court began to regard the pro-
tection of individual freedoms and personal liberties as important issues. Thus, in 1938, 
Gaines’s lawyers pleaded his appeal to a far more sympathetic Supreme Court. NAACP 
attorneys argued that the creation of a separate law school of a laughable lesser caliber 
than that of the University of Missouri would not and could not afford Gaines an equal 
education. The justices agreed and ruled that Missouri had failed to meet the separate-
but-equal requirements of Plessy. The Court ordered Missouri either to admit Gaines 
to the school or to set up a law school for him.9

Recognizing the importance of the Court’s ruling, the NAACP, in 1939, created 
a separate, tax-exempt legal defense fund to devise a strategy that would build on 
the Missouri case and bring about equal educational opportunities for all African 
American children. The first head of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational 
Fund, commonly referred to as the LDF, was Thurgood Marshall, who later became 
the first African American to serve on the U.S. Supreme Court. Sensing that the 
Court would be more amenable to the NAACP’s broader goals if it were first forced 
to address a variety of less threatening claims to educational opportunity, Marshall 
and the LDF brought a series of carefully crafted test cases to the Court. These cases 
attracted attention across the United States and helped to raise the visibility of civil 
rights issues.
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The first case involved H.M. Sweatt, a forty-six-year-old African American mail 
carrier who applied for admission to the all-white University of Texas Law School in 
1946. Rejected on racial grounds, Sweatt sued. The judge gave the state six months to 
establish a law school or to admit Sweatt to the university. The state legislature then 
authorized $3 million for the creation of the Texas State University for Negroes. One 
hundred thousand dollars of that money was allotted for a new law school in Austin 
across the street from the state capitol building. It consisted of three small basement 
rooms, a library of 10,000 books, access to the state law library, and three part-time 
first-year instructors as the faculty. Sweatt declined the opportunity to attend the sub-
standard university and instead chose to continue his legal challenge.

While working on the Texas case, the LDF also decided to pursue a case involving 
George McLaurin, a retired university professor who had been denied admission to the 
doctoral program in education at the University of Oklahoma. Marshall reasoned that 
McLaurin, at age sixty-eight, would be immune from the charges that African 
Americans wanted integration so they could intermarry with whites, an act that was 
illegal in most southern states. After a lower court ordered McLaurin’s admission, the 
university reserved a dingy alcove in the cafeteria for him to eat in during off-hours, 
and he was given his own table in the library behind a shelf of newspapers. In what 
surely “was Oklahoma’s most inventive contribution to legalized bigotry since the 
adoption of the ‘grandfather clause,’ ” McLaurin was forced to sit outside classrooms 
while lectures and seminars were conducted inside.10

The Supreme Court handled these two cases together.11 The eleven southern states 
filed an amicus curiae (friend of the court) brief, in which they argued that Plessy should 
govern both cases. The LDF received assistance, however, from an unexpected source—
the U.S. government. In a dramatic departure from the past, President Harry S Truman 
directed his Department of Justice to file an amicus brief urging the Court to overrule 
Plessy. Earlier, Truman had issued an executive order desegregating the military.

Since the late 1870s, the U.S. government never had sided against the southern 
states in a civil rights matter and never had submitted an amicus brief supporting the 
rights of African American citizens. President Truman believed that because so many 
African Americans had fought and died for their country in World War II, this kind 
of executive action was not only proper but honorable as well.

Although the Court did not overrule Plessy, the justices found that measures taken by 
the states in each case failed to live up to the strictures of the separate-but-equal doctrine. 
The Court unanimously ruled that the remedies to each situation were inadequate to 
afford a sound education. In the Sweatt case, for example, the Court declared that the 
“qualities which are incapable of objective measurement but which make for greatness in 
a law school . . . includ[ing] the reputation of the faculty, experience of the administration, 
position and influence of the alumni, standing in the community, traditions and prestige” 
made it impossible for the state to provide an equal education in a segregated setting.12

In 1950, after the Court had handed down these decisions, the LDF concluded that 
the time had come to launch a full-scale attack on the separate-but-equal doctrine. The 
Court’s decisions were encouraging, and the position of the U.S. government and the 
population in general (and especially outside the South) appeared more receptive to an 
outright overruling of Plessy.

Brown v. Board of Education Brown v. Board of Education (1954) actually 
was five cases brought from different areas of the South and border states involving 
public elementary or high school systems that mandated separate schools for blacks 
and whites.13 In Brown, LDF lawyers, again led by Thurgood Marshall, argued that 
the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment made Plessy’s separate-but-
equal doctrine unconstitutional, and that if the Court was still reluctant to overrule 
Plessy, the only way to equalize the schools was to integrate them. A major component 
of the LDF’s strategy was to prove that the intellectual, psychological, and financial 
damage done to African Americans as a result of segregation prevented any court 
from finding that the separate-but-equal policy was consistent with the intent of the 
Fourteenth Amendment’s equal protection clause.

Brown v. Board of Education 
(1954)
U.S. Supreme Court decision holding 
that school segregation is inherently 
unconstitutional because it violates 
the Fourteenth Amendment’s guaran-
tee of equal protection.
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In Brown, the LDF presented the Supreme Court with evidence of the harmful 
consequences of state-imposed racial discrimination. To buttress its claims, the LDF 
introduced the now-famous doll study, conducted by Kenneth and Mamie Clark, two 
prominent African American sociologists who had long studied the negative effects of 
segregation on African American children. Their research revealed that black children 
not only preferred white dolls when shown black dolls and white dolls, but that many 
added that the black doll looked “bad.” The LDF attorneys used this information to 
illustrate the negative impact of racial segregation and bias on an African American 
child’s self-image.

The LDF supported its legal arguments with important amicus curiae briefs sub-
mitted by the U.S. government, major civil rights groups, labor unions, and religious 
groups decrying racial segregation. On May 17, 1954, Chief Justice Earl Warren deliv-
ered the fourth opinion of the day, Brown v. Board of Education. Writing for the Court, 
Warren stated:

To separate [some school children] from others . . . solely because of their race 
generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect 
their hearts and minds in a way very unlikely ever to be undone. We conclude, 
unanimously, that in the field of public education the doctrine of “separate but 
equal” has no place.

Brown was, without doubt, the most important civil rights case decided in the 
twentieth century.14 It immediately evoked an uproar that shook the nation. Some 
segregationists gave the name Black Monday to the day the decision was handed down. 
The governor of South Carolina denounced the decision, saying, “Ending segregation 
would mark the beginning of the end of civilization in the South as we know it.”15 The 
LDF lawyers who had argued these cases, as well as the cases leading to Brown, how-
ever, were jubilant.

Remarkable changes had occurred in the civil rights of Americans since 1890. 
Women won the right to vote, and after a long and arduous trail of litigation in the 
federal courts, the Supreme Court finally overturned its most racist decision of the era, 
Plessy v. Ferguson. The Court boldly proclaimed that separate but equal (at least in edu-
cation) would no longer pass constitutional muster. The question then became how 
Brown would be interpreted and implemented. Could it be used to invalidate other Jim 
Crow laws and practices? Would African Americans ever be truly equal under the law?

lthough it did not create immediate legal change, Brown served as a catalyst 
for a civil rights movement across the United States, and especially in the 
South. The decision emboldened activists and gave them faith that the govern-
ment might one day change its segregationist policies in all areas of the law.16

  School Desegregation After Brown
One year after Brown, in a case referred to as Brown v. Board of Education II (1955), the 
Court ruled that racially segregated systems must be dismantled “with all deliberate 
speed.”17 To facilitate implementation, the Court placed enforcement of Brown in the 
hands of appointed federal district court judges, whom it considered more immune to 
local political pressures than elected state court judges.

The NAACP and its LDF continued looking to the courts for implementation of 
Brown, while the South entered into a near conspiracy to avoid the mandates of Brown II. 

A

Analyze the civil rights movement and the effects of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.5.3

The Civil Rights Movement
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WHAT ROLE DID CIvIL DISOBEDIENCE PLAY IN THE CIvIL RIgHTS mOvEmENT?
Here, Rosa Parks is fingerprinted by a Montgomery, Alabama, police officer after her arrest for violating a 
city law requiring segregation on public buses. Parks refused to give up her seat to accommodate a white 
man, starting a city-wide bus boycott. Parks is just one of many citizens who engaged in these nonviolent 
acts of resistance to unjust laws.

In Arkansas, for example, Governor Orval Faubus, who was facing a reelection bid, 
announced that he would not “be a party to any attempt to force acceptance of change to 
which people are overwhelmingly opposed.”18 The day before school was to begin, he 
declared that National Guardsmen would surround Little Rock’s Central High School to 
prevent African American students from entering. While the federal courts in Arkansas 
continued to order desegregation, the governor remained adamant. Finally, President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower sent federal troops to Little Rock to protect the rights of the nine 
African American students attending Central High.

In reaction to the governor’s illegal conduct, the Court broke with tradition and 
issued a unanimous decision in Cooper v. Aaron (1958), which was filed by the Little Rock 
School Board and asked the federal district court for a delay of two and one-half years in 
implementing desegregation plans. Each justice signed the opinion individually, under-
scoring his own support for the notion that “no state legislator or executive or judicial 
officer can war against the Constitution without violating his undertaking to support 
it.”19 The state’s actions thus were ruled unconstitutional and its “evasive schemes” illegal.

  A New Movement for African American Rights
In 1955, soon after Brown II, the civil rights movement took another step forward—
this time in Montgomery, Alabama. Rosa Parks, the local NAACP’s Youth Council 
adviser, decided to challenge the constitutionality of the segregated bus system. First, 
Parks and other NAACP officials began to raise money for litigation and made 
speeches around town to garner public support. Then, on December 1, 1955, Rosa 
Parks made history when she refused to leave her seat in the front of the colored sec-
tion of the bus to make room for a white male passenger without a seat. Police arrested 
her for violating an Alabama law banning integration of public facilities, including 
buses. After being freed on bond, Parks and the NAACP decided to enlist city clergy 
to help her cause. At the same time, they distributed 35,000 handbills calling for 
African Americans to boycott the Montgomery bus system on the day of Parks’s trial. 
Black ministers used Sunday services to urge their members to support the boycott. On 
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Monday morning, African Americans walked, carpooled, or used black-owned taxi-
cabs. That night, local ministers decided the boycott should continue. A new, twenty-
six-year-old minister, the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., was selected to lead the 
newly formed Montgomery Improvement Association.

As the boycott dragged on, Montgomery officials and local business owners (who 
were suffering negative economic consequences) began to harass the city’s African 
American citizens. The black residents held out, despite suffering personal hardship for 
their actions, ranging from harassment to job loss to bankruptcy. In 1956, a federal 
court ruled that the segregated bus system violated the equal protection clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. After a year-long boycott, African American Montgomery 
residents ended their protest when city officials ordered the public transit system to 
integrate. The first effort at nonviolent protest had been successful. Organized boycotts 
and other forms of nonviolent protest, including sit-ins at segregated restaurants and 
bus stations, were to follow.

  Formation of New groups
The recognition and respect earned by the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. within the 
African American community helped him launch the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) in 1957, soon after the end of the Montgomery Bus Boycott. 
Unlike the NAACP, which had northern origins and had come to rely largely on litiga-
tion as a means of achieving expanded equality, the SCLC had a southern base and was 
rooted more closely in black religious culture. The SCLC’s philosophy reflected King’s 
growing belief in the importance of nonviolent protest and civil disobedience.

On February 1, 1960, a few students from the all-black North Carolina Agricultural 
and Technical College in Greensboro participated in the first sit-in for civil rights. The 
students went to a local lunch counter, sat down, and ordered cups of coffee. They were not 
served, but stayed until closing. After the national wire services picked up the story, over 
the next several days, the students were joined by hundreds of others from the Greensboro 
area. When the students refused to leave, the police arrested and jailed them, rather than 
their white tormentors. Soon thereafter, African American college students around the 
South did the same. The national media extensively covered their actions.

Over spring break 1960, with the assistance of an $800 grant from the SCLC, 200 
student delegates—black and white—met at Shaw University in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, to consider recent sit-in actions and to plan for the future. Later that year, the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was formed.

Whereas the SCLC generally worked with church leaders in a community, SNCC 
was much more of a grassroots organization. Always perceived as more radical than 
the SCLC, SNCC tended to focus its organizing activities on the young, both black 
and white.

In addition to joining the sit-in bandwagon, SNCC also came to lead what were 
called freedom rides, designed to shine the spotlight on segregated public accommoda-
tions. Bands of college students and other civil rights activists traveled by bus through-
out the South in an effort to force bus stations to desegregate. Often these protesters 
faced angry mobs of segregationists and brutal violence, as local police chose not to 
defend the protesters’ basic constitutional rights to free speech and peaceful assembly. 
African Americans were not the only ones to participate in freedom rides; increasingly, 
white college students from the North began to play an important role in SNCC.

While SNCC continued to sponsor sit-ins and freedom rides, in 1963 King 
launched a series of massive nonviolent demonstrations in Birmingham, Alabama, long 
considered a major stronghold of segregation. Thousands of blacks and whites marched 
to Birmingham in a show of solidarity. Peaceful marchers were met there by the 
Birmingham police commissioner, who ordered his officers to use dogs, clubs, and fire 
hoses on the marchers. Americans across the nation were horrified as they witnessed 
on television the brutality and abuse heaped on the protesters. As the marchers had 
hoped, the shocking scenes helped convince President John F. Kennedy to propose 
important civil rights legislation.
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Take a Closer Look
Throughout history, literature has played a significant role in raising the public’s awareness of important civil 
rights issues. Movements for greater rights for African Americans, women, Hispanics, and American Indians, 
among others, have all been aided by the power of prose. Although some of these texts were works of fiction, 
and others nonfiction, all helped to energize and mobilize a growing social movement.

CRITICAL ThINkINg QUESTIONS

1. How do the visuals of these texts depict the plight and despair faced by minority groups?

2. What other texts have been significant in mobilizing social and political change for 
disadvantaged groups? How are they similar to and different from the books shown here?

3. Why do you think literature has been so effective in mobilizing citizens for social change? 
What does writing add that everyday life cannot? How will the Internet change this?

Betty Friedan’s The Feminine 
Mystique was first published in 
1963. It played an important role in 
helping housewives and other 
women realize that they were not 
alone in their feelings of discontent. 
As a result, it served as one of the 
inspirations for the 1960’s women’s 
movement.

Uncle Tom’s Cabin, written by 
Harriet Beecher Stowe in 1852, is 
one of the most widely circulated 
texts of all time. It depicted the 
realities of slavery, helped to 
inspire the abolition movement, 
and was a catalyst for the Civil 
War.

The Grapes of Wrath, written by John Steinbeck 
in 1939, did not focus on a Hispanic family.  
However, its story of California tenant farmers 
struggling to survive resonated with many 
Hispanic rights activists and helped to motivate 
movements for farm workers’ rights. 
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  The Civil Rights Act of 1964
Both the SCLC and SNCC sought full implementation of U.S. Supreme Court deci-
sions dealing with race and an end to racial segregation and discrimination. The cumula-
tive effect of collective actions including sit-ins, boycotts, marches, and freedom rides—
as well as the tragic bombings, lynchings, and other deaths inflicted in retaliation—led 
Congress to pass the first major piece of civil rights legislation since the post–Civil War 
era, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, followed the next year by the Voting Rights Act of 
1965. Several events led to consideration of the two pieces of legislation.

In 1963, President John F. Kennedy requested that Congress pass a law banning 
discrimination in public accommodations. Seizing the moment, the Reverend Martin 
Luther King Jr. called for a monumental march on Washington, D.C., to demonstrate 
widespread support for far-ranging anti-discrimination legislation. It was clear that 
national legislation outlawing discrimination was the only answer: southern legislators 
would never vote to repeal Jim Crow laws. The March on Washington for Jobs and 
Freedom was held in August 1963, only a few months after the Birmingham demon-
strations. More than 250,000 people heard King deliver his famous “I Have a Dream” 
speech from the Lincoln Memorial. Before Congress had the opportunity to vote on 
any legislation, however, President Kennedy was assassinated on November 22, 1963, 
in Dallas, Texas.

When Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, a southern-born, former Senate majority 
leader, succeeded Kennedy as president, he put civil rights reform at the top of his leg-
islative priority list, and civil rights activists gained a critical ally. Thus, through the 
1960s, the movement subtly changed its focus from peaceful protest and litigation to 
legislative lobbying. Its scope broadened from integration of school and public facilities 
and voting rights to preventing housing and job discrimination and alleviating poverty.

Changes in public opinion helped the push for civil rights legislation in the halls 
of Congress. Between 1959 and 1965, southern attitudes toward integrated schools 
changed enormously. The proportion of Southerners who responded that they would 
not mind their child’s attendance at a racially balanced school doubled.

HOW DID CIvIL RIgHTS LAWS CHANgE IN THE uNITED STATES?
Dramatic changes occurred to national civil rights laws in the 1960s. Many of these changes were the result 
of grassroots political activism led by organizations such as the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP) and the Southern Christian Leadership Council (SCLC). Leaders of these 
organizations – including the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., center – are shown in this photo meeting with 
President Lyndon B. Johnson, a Southerner and former Senate Majority Leader, who played an important 
role in getting civil rights legislation passed by Congress.
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In spite of strong presidential support and the sway of public opinion, the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 did not sail through Congress. Southern senators, led by South 
Carolina’s Strom Thurmond, a Democrat who later switched to the Republican Party, 
conducted the longest filibuster in the history of the Senate. For eight weeks, Thurmond 
led the effort to hold up voting on the civil rights bill. Once passed, the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964:

• Outlawed arbitrary discrimination in voter registration and expedited voting rights 
lawsuits.

• Barred discrimination in public accommodations engaged in interstate commerce.
• Authorized the Department of Justice to initiate lawsuits to desegregate public 

facilities and schools.
• Provided for the withholding of federal funds from discriminatory state and local 

programs.
• Prohibited discrimination in employment on grounds of race, creed, color, religion, 

national origin, or sex.
• Created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to monitor 

and enforce the bans on employment discrimination.

As practices thought to be in violation of the law continued, other changes contin-
ued to sweep the United States. African Americans in the North, who believed that 
their brothers and sisters in the South were making progress against discrimination, 
found themselves frustrated. Northern blacks, too, were experiencing high unemploy-
ment, poverty, and discrimination, and had little political clout. Some, including 
African American Muslim leader Malcolm X, even argued that, to survive, African 
Americans must separate themselves from white culture in every way. These increased 
tensions resulted in violent race riots in many major cities from 1964 to 1968, when 
many African Americans in the North took to the streets, burning and looting to vent 
their rage. The assassination of the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968 triggered 
a new epidemic of race riots.

  Statutory Remedies for Race Discrimination
Many Southerners adamantly believed that the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was uncon-
stitutional because it went beyond the scope of Congress’s authority to legislate under 
the Constitution, and they quickly brought lawsuits to challenge its scope. In 1964, on 
expedited review, the Supreme Court upheld its constitutionality, finding that 
Congress had operated within the legitimate scope of its commerce power as outlined 
in Article I.20

EDUCATION One of the key provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 authorized the 
Department of Justice to bring actions against school districts that failed to comply with 
Brown v. Board of Education. By 1964, a full decade after Brown, fewer than 1 percent of 
African American children in the South attended integrated schools.

In Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg School District (1971), the Supreme Court ruled 
that all vestiges of state-imposed segregation, called de jure discrimination, or dis-
crimination by law, must be eliminated at once. The Court also ruled that lower federal 
courts had the authority to fashion a wide variety of remedies, including busing, racial 
quotas, and the pairing of schools, to end dual, segregated school systems.21

In Swann, the Court was careful to distinguish de jure from de facto discrimina-
tion, which is discrimination that results from practice, such as housing patterns or 
private acts, rather than the law. The Court noted that its approval of busing was a 
remedy for intentional, government-imposed or -sanctioned discrimination only.

Over the years, forced, judicially imposed busing found less and less favor with the 
Supreme Court, even in situations where de jure discrimination had existed. In 2007, in 
a contentious 5–4 opinion, the Supreme Court abolished the use of voluntary school 
desegregation plans based on race.22

Civil Rights Act of 1964
Wide-ranging legislation passed by 
Congress to outlaw segregation in pub-
lic facilities and discrimination in 
employment, education, and voting; 
created the Equal Employment Op -
por tunity Commission.

de jure discrimination
Racial segregation that is a direct result 
of law or official policy.

de facto discrimination
Racial discrimination that results 
from practice (such as housing pat-
terns or other social or institutional, 
nongovernmental factors) rather than 
the law.
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EMPLOYMENT Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employers from 
discriminating against employees for a variety of reasons, including race, sex, age, and 
national origin. (In 1978, the act was amended to bar discrimination based on preg-
nancy.) In 1971, in one of the first major cases decided under the act, the Supreme 
Court ruled that employers could be found liable for discrimination if their employ-
ment practices had the effect of excluding African Americans from certain positions.23 
The Court allowed African American employees to use statistical evidence showing 
the Duke Power Company had excluded them from all but one department, because it 
required employees to have a high school education or pass a special test to be eligible 
for promotion.

The Supreme Court ruled that although the tests did not appear to discriminate 
against African Americans, their effects—that no African American employees were 
in any other departments—were sufficient to shift to the employer the burden of prov-
ing that no discrimination occurred. Thus, the Duke Power Company would have to 
prove that the tests were a business necessity that had a “demonstrable relationship to 
successful performance” of a particular job.

The notion of “business necessity,” as set out in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 
interpreted by the federal courts, had special importance for women. They had long been 
kept out of many occupations on the strength of the belief that customers preferred to 
deal with male personnel. Conversely, because airlines believed that passengers preferred 
being served by young, attractive women, they barred males from flight-attendant posi-
tions. Similarly, many large factories, manufacturing establishments, and police and fire 
departments avoided hiring women by subjecting them to arbitrary height and weight 
requirements. Like the tests declared illegal by the Court, a relation between these 
requirements and job performance often could not be shown, and the federal courts 
eventually ruled them illegal.

The Women’s Rights Movement

A

Assess statutory and constitutional remedies for discrimination pursued and achieved by 
the women’s rights movement.

5.4

s in the abolition movement of the 1800s, women from all walks of life 
participated in the civil rights movement. Women were important mem-
bers of new groups such as SNCC and the SCLC, as well as more tradi-
tional groups such as the NAACP, yet they often found themselves treated 

as second-class citizens. At one point during an SNCC national meeting, its male chair 
proclaimed: “The only position for women in SNCC is prone.”24 Statements and atti-
tudes such as these led some women to found early women’s liberation groups that 
generally were quite radical but small in membership. Others established more tradi-
tional groups, such as the National Organization for Women (NOW).

Three key events helped to forge a new movement for women’s rights in the early 
1960s. In 1961, soon after his election, President John F. Kennedy created the President’s 
Commission on the Status of Women, headed by former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt. 
The commission’s report, American Women, released in 1963, documented pervasive 
discrimination against women in all areas of life. In addition, the civil rights movement 
and the publication of Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique (1963), which led some 
women to question their lives and status in society, enhanced many women’s dawning 
recognition that something was wrong.25 Soon after, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
prohibited discrimination based not only on race but also on sex. Ironically, southern 
Democrats had added that provision to Title VII of the act. These senators saw a pro-
hibition against sex discrimination in employment as a joke, and viewed its addition as 
a means to discredit the entire act and ensure its defeat. Thus, it was added at the last 
minute, and female members of Congress seized the opportunity to garner additional 
support for the measure.
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In 1966, after the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission failed to 
enforce the law as it applied to sex discrimination, female activists formed the 
National Organization for Women. NOW was modeled closely after the NAACP. 
Its founders sought to work within the political system to prevent discrimination. 
Initially, they directed most of this activity toward two goals: achievement of equality 
either by passage of an equal rights amendment to the Constitution or by judicial 
decisions intended to broaden the scope of the equal protection clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment.

  The Equal Rights Amendment
Not all women agreed with the concept of full equality for women. Members of the 
National Consumers League, for example, feared that an equal rights amendment 
would invalidate protective legislation of the kind specifically ruled constitutional in 
Muller v. Oregon (1908). Nevertheless, from 1923 to 1972, a proposal for an equal 
rights amendment was made in every session of every Congress. Every president 
between Harry S Truman and Richard M. Nixon backed it, and by 1972 public opinion 
favored its ratification.

Finally, in 1972, in response to pressure from NOW, the National Women’s 
Political Caucus, and a wide variety of other feminist groups, Congress voted in favor 
of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) by overwhelming majorities (84–8 in the 
Senate; 354–24 in the House). The amendment provided that:

Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United 
States or by any state on account of sex.

The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the pro-
visions of this article.

Within a year, twenty-two states ratified the amendment, most by overwhelm-
ing margins, but the tide soon turned. In Roe v. Wade (1973), the Supreme Court 
decided that women had a constitutionally protected right to privacy that included 
the right to terminate a pregnancy. Almost overnight, Roe provided the ERA’s 
opponents with political fuel. Although privacy rights and the ERA have nothing 
to do with each other, opponents effectively persuaded many people in states that 
had yet to ratify the amendment that the two were linked. They also claimed that 
the ERA and feminists were anti-family and that the ERA would force women out 
of their homes and into the workforce because husbands would no longer be respon-
sible for supporting their wives financially. 

These arguments and the amendment’s potential to make women eligible for the 
unpopular military draft brought the ratification effort to a near standstill. In 1974 and 
1975, the amendment only squeaked through the Montana and North Dakota legisla-
tures, and two states—Nebraska and Tennessee—voted to rescind their earlier ratifica-
tions. By 1978, one year before the expiration deadline for ratification, thirty-five states 
had voted for the amendment—three short of the three-fourths necessary for ratifica-
tion. Efforts in key states such as Illinois and Florida failed as opposition to the ERA 
intensified. Faced with the prospect of defeat, ERA supporters heavily lobbied Congress 
to extend the deadline for ratification. Congress extended the ratification period by 
three years, but to no avail. No additional states ratified the amendment, and three 
more rescinded their votes.

What began as a simple correction to the Constitution turned into a highly con-
troversial proposed change. Even though large percentages of the public favored the 
ERA, opponents needed to stall ratification in only thirteen states, while supporters 
had to convince legislators in thirty-eight. Ironically, the success of women’s rights 
activists in the courts was hurting the effort. When women first sought the ERA in the 
late 1960s, the Supreme Court had yet to rule that women were protected from any 
kind of discrimination by the Fourteenth Amendment’s equal protection clause, thus 
highlighting the need for an amendment. But, as the Court widened its interpretation 
of the Constitution to protect women from some sorts of discrimination, many felt the 

Equal Rights Amendment
Proposed amendment to the Consti-
tution that states “Equality of rights 
under the law shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United States or any 
state on account of sex.”
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Explore Your World
Good fences make good neighbors, or so the adage goes. Throughout history, many countries have 
adopted this perspective. Beginning in the seventh century B.C., for example, China fortified its borders by 
constructing the Great Wall. And, following World War II, Germans built the Berlin Wall to divide the city of 
Berlin into East (communist) and West (democratic). Today, many politicians call for the construction of a 
“fence” or a “wall” between the United States and Mexico to stem illegal immigration and drug trafficking. 
Building a fence, however, poses a dilemma; although it may increase domestic security, it may also strain 
relations with allies around the world.

CRITICAL ThINkINg QUESTIONS

1. What similarities do you see between the walls or fences depicted here? What important differences do you observe?

2. Does each of these walls have the same implications for domestic and foreign policy? Why or why not?

3. Is a border fence constitutional? What combination of physical boundaries and legal constraints should the United 
States use to protect its borders from illegal immigrants? What about the civil rights of immigrants?

Construction on the Great Wall of China began as early as 700 B.C.  
It extends for more than 13,000 miles along the border of China  
and Mongolia.

This photo of the Berlin Wall, taken after the reunification of Germany, 
illustrates the lasting effects of the division of the German capital. Note the 
contrast between the vibrancy of the West and the desertion of the East. 

This photo illustrates a small section of the fence between the United 
States and Mexico in the American Southwest. The fence remains an 
ongoing debate; hundreds of miles of fence have been constructed in 
California, Arizona, and New Mexico. Work continues in these states, as 
well as Texas.
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need for a new amendment was less urgent. The proposed amendment died without 
ratification on June 30, 1982. Since 1982, the amendment has been reintroduced in 
every session of Congress.

   The Equal Protection Clause and Constitutional 
Standards of Review

While several women’s groups worked toward passage of the ERA, NOW and other 
groups, including the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), formed litigating arms 
to pressure the courts. But, women faced an immediate roadblock in the Supreme 
Court’s interpretation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The Fourteenth Amendment protects all U.S. citizens from state action that vio-
lates equal protection of the laws. Most laws, though, are subject to what is called the 
rational basis or minimum rationality test. This lowest level of scrutiny means that gov-
ernments must show a rational foundation for any distinctions they make. As early as 
1937, however, the Supreme Court recognized that certain freedoms were so funda-
mental that a very heavy burden would fall on any government seeking to restrict those 
rights. When fundamental freedoms such as those guaranteed by the First Amendment 
or suspect classifications such as race are involved, the Court uses a heightened stan-
dard of review called strict scrutiny to determine the constitutional validity of the 
challenged practices, as detailed in Table 5.1.

Beginning with Korematsu v. U.S. (1944), which involved a constitutional challenge to 
the internment of Japanese Americans as security risks during World War II, Justice Hugo 
Black noted that “all legal restrictions which curtail the civic rights of a single racial group 
are immediately suspect,” and should be given “the most rigid scrutiny.”26 In Brown v. Board 
of Education (1954), the Supreme Court again used the strict scrutiny standard to evaluate 
the constitutionality of race-based distinctions. In legal terms, this means that if a statute or 
governmental practice makes a classification based on race, the statute is presumed to be 
unconstitutional unless the state can provide “compelling affirmative justifications”—that 
is, unless the state can prove that the law in question is necessary to accomplish a permis-
sible goal and that it is the least restrictive means of accomplishing that goal. (In Korematsu, 

WHO CONTINuES TO fIgHT fOR THE ERA?
Members of Congress led by Representative Carolyn Maloney (D–NY) have reintroduced the Equal  
Rights Amendment in all recent sessions of Congress. Here, Representative Maloney (at the podium),  
her bipartisan co-sponsors, and women’s group leaders, hold a press conference announcing the 
reintroduction of the ERA in a recent Congress.

suspect classification
Category or class, such as race, that 
triggers the highest standard of scru-
tiny from the Supreme Court.

strict scrutiny
A heightened standard of review used 
by the Supreme Court to determine 
the constitutional validity of a chal-
lenged practice.
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the Court concluded that the national risks posed by Japanese Americans, Italian Americans, 
and German Americans were sufficient to justify their internment.)

During the 1960s and into the 1970s, the Court routinely struck down as unconsti-
tutional practices and statutes that discriminated on the basis of race. The Court ruled 
that “whites-only” public parks and recreational facilities, tax-exempt status for private 
schools that discriminated, and statutes prohibiting interracial marriage were unconstitu-
tional. In contrast, the Court refused to consider whether the equal protection clause 
might apply to discrimination against women. Finally, in a case argued in 1971 by Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg (later an associate justice of the Supreme Court) as director of the 
Women’s Rights Project of the ACLU, the Supreme Court ruled that an Idaho law 
granting a male parent automatic preference over a female parent as the administrator of 
their deceased child’s estate violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Reed v. Reed (1971), the Idaho case, turned the tide in terms of constitu-
tional litigation. Although the Court did not rule that sex was a suspect classification, it 
concluded that the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibited 
unreasonable classifications based on sex.27

In 1976, the Court ruled that sex discrimination complaints would be judged 
according to a new, judicially created intermediate standard of review a step below 
strict scrutiny.28 In Craig v. Boren (1976), the Court carved out a new test for examin-
ing claims of sex discrimination alleged to violate the U.S. Constitution: “to withstand 
constitutional challenge, . . . classifications by gender must serve important governmen-
tal objectives and must be substantially related to achievement of those objectives.” 
According to the Court, it created an intermediate standard of review within what 
previously was a two-tier distinction—strict scrutiny and rational basis.

Men, too, can use the Fourteenth Amendment to fight gender-based discrimina-
tion. Since 1976, the Court has applied the intermediate standard of constitutional 
review to most claims involving gender that it has heard. Thus, the Court has found the 
following practices in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment:

• Single-sex public nursing schools.29

• Laws that consider males adults at twenty-one years but females adults at eighteen 
years.30

• Laws that allow women, but not men, to receive alimony.31

• State prosecutors’ use of peremptory challenges to reject male or female potential 
jurors to create more sympathetic juries.32

• Virginia’s maintenance of an all-male military college, the Virginia Military Institute.33

TABLE 5.1 WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS Of REvIEW fASHIONED BY THE COuRT uNDER THE EquAL PROTECTION CLAuSE?

Type of Classification: 
What kind of statutory  
classification is at issue?

Standard of Review: 
What standard of review 
will be used?

Test:  
What does the 
Court ask?

Example:  
How does the Court 
apply the test?

Fundamental freedoms (including reli-
gion, speech, assembly, press), suspect 
classifications (including race, alienage, 
and national origin)

 
 
Strict scrutiny or heightened standard

Is the classification neces-
sary to the accomplishment 
of a permissible state goal? 
Is it the least restrictive way 
to reach that goal?

Brown v. Board of Education 
(1954): Racial segregation not 
necessary to accomplish the 
state’s goal of educating its 
students.

Gender Intermediate standard

Does the classification serve 
an important governmental 
objective, and is it substan-
tially related to those ends?

Craig v. Boren (1976): Keeping 
drunk drivers off the roads may 
be an important governmental 
objective, but allowing eighteen- 
to twenty-one-year-old women to 
drink alcoholic beverages while 
prohibiting men of the same age 
from drinking is not substantially 
related to that goal.

Others (including age, wealth, mental 
capacity, and sexual orientation) Minimum rationality standard Is there any rational founda-

tion for the discrimination?

Romer v. Evans (1996): Colorado 
state constitutional amendment 
denying equal rights to homosex-
uals is unconstitutional.
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In contrast, the Court has upheld the following governmental practices and laws:
• Draft registration provisions for males only.34

• State statutory rape laws that apply only to female victims.35

• Different requirements for a child’s acquisition of citizenship based on whether 
the citizen parent is a mother or a father.36

The level of review used by the Court is crucial. Clearly, a statute excluding African 
Americans from draft registration would be unconstitutional. But, because gender is 
not subject to the same higher standard of review used in racial discrimination cases, 
the Court ruled the exclusion of women from requirements of the Military Selective 
Service Act permissible because it considered the government policy to serve “impor-
tant governmental objectives.”37

This history perhaps clarifies why women’s rights activists continue to argue that 
until the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment, women will never enjoy the same 
rights as men. An amendment would raise the level of scrutiny applied by the Court to 
gender-based claims, although indications are clear that the Supreme Court of late 
favors requiring states to meet a tougher test than Craig and show “exceedingly persua-
sive justifications” for their actions.38

  Statutory Remedies for Sex Discrimination
In part because of the limits of the intermediate standard of review and the fact that 
the equal protection clause applies only to governmental discrimination, women’s 
rights activists began to look for statutory solutions to discrimination. The Equal Pay 
Act of 1963, the first such piece of legislation, requires employers to pay women and 
men equal pay for equal work. Women have won important victories under the act, but 
a large wage gap between women and men continues to exist, even beginning with the 
first paycheck issued to men and women with equal jobs, education, and experience. 
Women’s earnings in 2014 equaled about 75 to 80 percent of men’s earnings, depend-
ing on location and occupation.

Equal Pay Act of 1963
Legislation that requires employers to 
pay men and women equal pay for 
equal work.

WHAT ARE THE PRACTICAL CONSEquENCES Of PAY EquITY?
This cartoon pokes fun at a serious issue in gender equality: pay equity. In 2014, women earned between  
75 and 80 cents for every $1.00 earned by their similarly situated male counterparts.
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In 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court tested the boundaries of the Equal Pay Act. The 
justices heard the case of Lilly Ledbetter, the lone female supervisor at a Goodyear tire 
factory in Alabama. Ledbetter charged that sex discrimination throughout her career 
had led her to earn substantially less than her male counterparts. In a 5–4 decision, the 
Court ruled that Ledbetter and other women could not seek redress of grievances 
under the provisions of the Equal Pay Act for discrimination that had occurred over a 
period of years. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the only woman on the Court at the 
time, took the uncommon action of reading her dissent from the bench. Speaking for 
herself and Justices David Souter, John Paul Stevens, and Stephen Breyer, she angrily 
noted, “In our view, the court does not comprehend, or is indifferent to, the insidious 
way in which women can be victims of pay discrimination.”39 In 2009, the first official 
act of President Barack Obama was to sign the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, which 
overruled the Court’s decision bearing her name.

Another important piece of legislation is Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, which prohibits gender discrimination by private (and, after 1972, public) 
employers. Much litigation has focused on this act, too. Key victories under Title VII 
include:

• Consideration of sexual harassment as sex discrimination.40

• Inclusion of law firms, which many argued were private partnerships, in the cover-
age of the act.41

• A broad definition of what can be considered sexual harassment, including same-
sex harassment.42

• Allowance of voluntary programs to redress historical discrimination against women.43

Finally, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 bars educational institu-
tions that receive federal funds from discriminating against female students in any 
aspect of their education. Title IX greatly expanded the opportunities for women in 
elementary, secondary, and postsecondary institutions. Most of today’s college stu-
dents do not go through school being excluded from home economics or technology 
education classes because of their sex. Nor, probably do many attend schools that have 
no team sports for females, as was commonly the case in the United States prior to 
1972.44 Nevertheless, sport facilities, access to premium playing times, and quality 
equipment remain unequal, and the treatment of sexual harassment and assault on 
college campuses often adversely affects women. Major rulings by the U.S. Supreme 
Court that uphold the provisions of Title IX include:

• Holding school boards or districts responsible for both student-on-student harass-
ment and harassment of students by teachers.45

• Allowing retaliatory lawsuits by coaches on behalf of their sports teams denied 
equal treatment by school boards.46

Title IX
Provision of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972 that bars educational 
institutions that receive federal funds 
from discriminating against female 
students.

frican Americans and women are not the only groups that have suffered 
unequal treatment under the law. Denial of civil rights has led other dis-
advantaged groups to mobilize. Their efforts parallel in many ways the 
efforts made by African Americans and women. Many groups recognized 

that litigation and the use of test-case strategies would be key to further civil rights 
gains. Others have opted for more direct, traditional forms of activism.

A

Describe how other groups have mobilized in pursuit of their own civil rights.5.5

Other Groups Mobilize for Rights
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  hispanic Americans
Hispanics are the largest minority group in the United States. But, Hispanic popula-
tion growth in the United States is not a new phenomenon. In 1910, the Mexican 
Revolution forced Mexicans seeking safety and employment into the United States. 
And, in 1916, New Mexico entered the union officially as a bilingual state—the only 
one in the United States.

Early Hispanic immigrants, many of whom were from families who had owned 
land when parts of the Southwest were still under Mexico’s control, formed the 
League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) in 1929. LULAC continues 
to be the largest Hispanic organization in the United States, with local councils in 
every state and Puerto Rico. Hispanics returning home from fighting in World 
War II also formed the American G.I. Forum in Texas to fight discrimination and 
improve their legal status.

As large numbers of immigrants from Mexico and Puerto Rico entered the United 
States, they quickly became a source of cheap labor, with Mexicans initially tending to 
settle in the Southwest, where they most frequently found employment as migratory 
farm workers, and Puerto Ricans mainly moving to New York City. Both groups gravi-
tated to their own neighborhoods, where life revolved around the Roman Catholic 
Church and the customs of their homeland, and both groups largely lived in poverty. 
Still, in 1954, the same year as Brown, Hispanics won a major victory when, in Hernandez 
v. Texas, the Supreme Court struck down discrimination based on race and ethnicity.47 
In Hernandez, the Court ruled unanimously that Mexican Americans had the right to 
a jury that included other Mexican Americans.

A push for greater Hispanic rights began in the mid-1960s, just as a wave of 
Cuban immigrants started to establish homes in Florida, dramatically altering the 
political and social climate of Miami and neighboring towns and cities in South 
Florida. This new movement, marked by the establishment of the National Council of 
La Raza in 1968, incorporated many tactics drawn from the African American civil 
rights movement, including sit-ins, boycotts, marches, and other activities designed to 
heighten publicity for their cause. In one earlier example, in 1965, Cesar Chavez and 
Dolores Huerta organized migrant workers into the United Farm Workers Union, 
which would become the largest such union in the nation, and led them in a strike 
against produce growers in California. Organizers eventually coupled this strike with a 
national boycott of various farm products, including lettuce and grapes. After several 
years, declining sales led producers to give in to some of the workers’ demands.

Hispanics also have relied heavily on litigation to secure legal change. Key groups 
are the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) and the 
Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund (renamed LatinoJustice PRLDEF). 
MALDEF began its life in 1968 after members of LULAC met with NAACP LDF 
leaders and, with their assistance, secured a $2.2-million start-up grant from the Ford 
Foundation. The founders of MALDEF originally created it to bring test cases before 
the Supreme Court with the intent to force school districts to allocate more funds to 
schools with predominantly low-income minority populations, to implement bilingual 
education programs, to require employers to hire Hispanics, and to challenge election 
rules and apportionment plans that undercount or dilute Hispanic voting power.

MALDEF has been successful in expanding voting rights and electoral opportu-
nities to Hispanic Americans under the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (renewed in 2006 
for ten years) and the U.S. Constitution’s equal protection clause. In 1973, for example, 
it won a major victory when the Supreme Court ruled that multimember electoral 
districts (in which more than one person represents a single district) in Texas discrimi-
nated against African Americans and Hispanics.48 In multimember systems, legisla-
tures generally add members to larger districts instead of drawing smaller districts in 
which a minority candidate could garner a majority of the votes necessary to win.

The organization’s success in educational equity cases came more slowly. In 1973, 
for example, in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, the Supreme Court 
refused to find that a Texas law under which the state appropriated a set dollar amount 
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to each school district per pupil, while allowing wealthier districts to enrich educa-
tional programs from other funds, violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment.49 In 1989, however, MALDEF won a case in which a state district judge 
elected by the voters of only a single county declared the state’s entire method of 
financing public schools to be unconstitutional under the state constitution.50 And, in 
2004, it entered into a settlement with the state of California in a case brought four 
years earlier to address, in MALDEF’s words, “the shocking inequities facing public 
school children across the state.”51

MALDEF continues to litigate and lobby in a wide range of areas of concern to 
Hispanics. High on its agenda today are equal access to education, affirmative action, 
health care for undocumented immigrants, workers’ rights, and challenging restrictive 
drivers’ license and voter ID laws. To ensure that Hispanics are adequately represented, 
it also litigates to challenge many state redistricting plans. MALDEF and other 
Hispanic rights groups, for example, have played a major role in challenging redistrict-
ing plans in the state of Texas. As a result of these legal challenges, the U.S. Supreme 
Court has repeatedly found unconstitutional redistricting plans that divide geographi-
cally compact Hispanic populations into many congressional districts, thus diluting 
Hispanic representation.52

MALDEF also stands at the fore of legislative lobbying for expanded rights. Since 
2002, it has worked to oppose restrictions concerning driver’s license requirements for 
undocumented immigrants, to gain greater rights for Hispanic workers, and to ensure 
that redistricting plans do not silence Hispanic voters. MALDEF also focuses on the 
rights of Hispanic immigrants and workers.

  American Indians
American Indians are the first true Americans, and their status under U.S. law is unique. 
The U.S. Constitution considers Indian tribes distinct governments, a situation that has 
affected the treatment of these Americans by Congress and the Supreme Court.

WHO REPRESENTS HISPANIC AmERICANS IN CONgRESS?
Interest groups such as MALDEF have worked to assure greater Hispanic representation in Congress and 
other political institutions. However, the efforts of these groups have not been entirely successful; even 
drawing majority-Hispanic congressional districts does not guarantee that a Hispanic will be elected. Such is 
the case in Texas, where white Representative Lloyd Doggett (D), has defeated several Hispanic candidates 
in the state’s 35th district.
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For years, Congress and the courts manipulated the law to promote westward 
expansion of the United States. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787, passed by the 
Continental Congress, specified that “good faith should always be observed toward the 
Indians; their lands and property shall never be taken from them without their consent, 
and their property rights, and liberty, they shall never be invaded or disturbed, unless in 
just and lawful wars authorized by Congress.” The federal government did not follow 
this pledge. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it isolated American 
Indians on reservations as it confiscated their lands and denied them basic political 
rights. The U.S. government administered Indian reservations, and American Indians 
often lived in squalid conditions.

With passage of the Dawes Act in 1887, however, the government switched poli-
cies, promoting assimilation over separation. This act gave each American Indian fam-
ily land within the reservation; the rest was sold to whites, thus reducing Indian lands 
from about 140 million acres to about 47 million. Moreover, to encourage American 
Indians to assimilate, the act mandated sending their children to boarding schools off 
the reservation. It also banned native languages and rituals. American Indians did not 
become U.S. citizens, nor were they given the right to vote, until 1924.

At least in part because tribes were small and scattered (and the number of mem-
bers declining), American Indians did not begin to mobilize until the 1960s. During 
this time, American Indian activists, many trained by the American Indian Law Center 
at the University of New Mexico, began to file hundreds of test cases in the federal 
courts involving tribal fishing rights, tribal land claims, and taxation of tribal profits. 
The Native American Rights Fund (NARF), founded in 1970, became the NAACP 
LDF of the American Indian rights movement.

American Indians have won some very important victories concerning hunting, 
fishing, and land rights. Tribes all over the country have sued to reclaim lands they 
maintain the United States stole from them, often more than 200 years ago. These 
land rights allow American Indians to host gambling casinos across the country, fre-
quently on tribal lands abutting cities and states where gambling is illegal. This phe-
nomenon has resulted in billions of dollars of revenue for Indian tribes. These 
improvements in American Indians’ economic affairs have helped to increase their 
political clout. Tribes are donating to political campaigns of candidates predisposed 
to policies favorable to tribes. The Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, for exam-
ple, donated $21 million to political campaigns in just one year alone. These large 

HOW WERE AmERICAN INDIANS TREATED BY THE u.S. gOvERNmENT? 
Indian children were forcibly removed from their homes beginning in the late 1800s and sent to boarding 
schools where they were pressured to give up their cultural traditions and tribal languages. Here, girls from 
the Yakima Nation in Washington State are pictured in front of such a school in 1913.
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expenditures, American Indians claim, are legal, because as sovereign nations they are 
immune from federal and state campaign finance disclosure laws. The political 
involvement of Indian tribes will most likely continue to grow as their casinos—and 
the profits of those ventures—proliferate.

Despite these successes, Indian tribes still found themselves locked in a contro-
versy with the Department of the Interior over its handling of Indian trust funds, 
which are to be paid to Indians for the use of their lands. In 1996, several Indian 
tribes filed suit to force the federal government to account for the billions of dollars 
it has collected over the years for its leasing of American Indian lands, which it took 
from the Indians and has held in trust since the late nineteenth century.53 As the 
result of years of mismanagement, the trust, administered by the Department of the 
Interior, has no records of monies taken in or how they were disbursed. The original 
class action lawsuit included 50,000 American Indians, who claimed the government 
owed them more than $10 billion. The trial judge found massive mismanagement of 
the funds, which generated up to $500 million a year. After years of litigation that at 
one time threatened to hold the secretary of the interior in contempt, the case was 
finally settled. In 2009, the tribes accepted a $3.4 billion settlement. The settlement 
establishes a $2 billion trust for anyone willing to sell tribal lands. The Department 
of the Interior also agreed to set aside 5 percent of the land’s value for scholarships 
for American Indian children.

American Indians have also not fared particularly well in other policy areas, such as 
religious freedom. The Supreme Court used the rational basis test to rule that a state 
could infringe on religious exercise (use of peyote as a sacrament in religious ceremonies) 
as long as it served a compelling state interest.54 Congress attempted to restore some of 
those rights through passage of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act in 1993. The 
Supreme Court, however, disagreed, declaring parts of the law unconstitutional.55

Like the civil rights and women’s rights movements, the movement for 
American Indian rights has had a radical as well as a more traditional branch. In 
1973, for example, national attention centered on the plight of Indians when mem-
bers of the radical American Indian Movement took over Wounded Knee, South 
Dakota, the site of the U.S. Army’s massacre of 150 Indians in 1890. Just two years 
before the protest, the treatment of Indians had been highlighted in Dee Brown’s 
best-selling Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, which in many ways served to mobi-
lize public opinion against the oppression of American Indians in the same way 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin had against slavery.56

  Asian and Pacific Island Americans
One of the most significant difficulties for Asian and Pacific Island Americans has 
been finding a Pan-Asian identity. Originally, Asian and Pacific Island Americans were 
far more likely to identify with their individual Japanese, Chinese, Korean, or Filipino 
heritage.57 Not until 1977 did the U.S. government decide to use “Asian and Pacific 
Island” for all of these origins. Some subgroups have even challenged this identity; in 
the 1990s, native Hawaiians unsuccessfully requested to be categorized with American 
Indians, with whom they felt greater affinity.

Discrimination against Asian and Pacific Island immigrants developed over time 
in the United States. In 1868, Congress passed a law allowing free migration from 
China, because workers were needed to complete building an intercontinental railroad. 
But in 1882, Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion Act, which was the first act to 
restrict the immigration of any identifiable nationality. This legislation implicitly 
invited more discriminatory laws against the Chinese, which closely paralleled the Jim 
Crow laws affecting African Americans.

Several Supreme Court cases also slowed the progress of Asian and Pacific Island 
Americans. This began to change in 1886, when the Court decided the landmark case 
of Yick Wo v. Hopkins, using the rational basis test highlighted in Table 5.1. A number 
of events precipitated this decision. Discriminatory provisions in the California 
Constitution prevented Chinese people from practicing many professions. However, 
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the Chinese in California were allowed to open laundries. And, many immigrants did. 
In response to this growing trend, the city of San Francisco passed a ban on laundries 
operating in wooden buildings, two-thirds of which were owned by persons of Chinese 
ancestry. The Court in Yick Wo found that the law violated the Fourteenth Amendment 
in its application since one ethnic group was being targeted.58

In 1922, the Court took a step backward, ruling that Asian and Pacific Island 
Americans were not white and therefore not entitled to full citizenship rights.59 
Conditions became even worse, especially for those of Japanese descent, after the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. In response to the attack, President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066, which led to the internment of over 130,000 
Japanese Americans, Italian Americans, and German Americans, some of whom were 
Jewish refugees. More than two-thirds of those confined to internment camps were 
U.S. citizens. The Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of these camps in 
Korematsu v. U.S. (1944). The justices applied the strict scrutiny standard of review and 
ruled that these internments served a compelling governmental objective and were not 
discriminatory on their face. According to Justice Hugo Black:

Korematsu was not excluded from the Military Area because of hostility to him or 
his race. He was excluded because we are at war with the Japanese Empire, because 
the properly constituted military authorities feared an invasion of our West Coast 
and felt constrained to take proper security measures, because they decided that 
the military urgency of the situation demanded that all citizens of Japanese ances-
try be segregated from the West Coast temporarily, and, finally, because Congress, 
reposing its confidence in this time of war in our military leaders—as inevitably it 
must—determined that they should have the power to do just this.60

In sharp contrast, as a goodwill gesture to an ally, the U.S. government offered Chinese 
immigrants the opportunity to apply for U.S. citizenship. At the end of the war, 
President Harry S Truman extended the same privilege to Filipino immigrants, many 
of whom had aided in the war effort.

HOW WERE JAPANESE AmERICANS TREATED DuRINg WORLD WAR II?
The internment of Japanese Americans during World War II was a low point in American history. In 
Korematsu v. U.S. (1944), the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of this action.
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During the 1960s and 1970s, Asian and Pacific Island Americans, like many other 
groups discussed in this chapter, began to organize for equal rights. Filipino farm work-
ers, for example, joined with Mexicans to form the United Farm Workers Union. In 
1973, the Movement for a Free Philippines emerged to oppose the government of 
Ferdinand Marcos, the president of the Philippines. Soon, it joined forces with the 
Friends of Filipino People, also founded in 1973. These groups worked with the Free 
Legal Assistance Group (FLAG) to openly oppose the Vietnam War and, with the aid 
of the Roman Catholic Church, established relief organizations for Filipinos in the 
United States and around the world.

In the 1970s and 1980s, Japanese Americans also mobilized, lobbying the courts 
and Congress for reparations for their treatment during World War II. In 1988, 
Congress passed the Civil Liberties Act, which apologized to the interned and their 
descendents and offered reparations to them and their families.

Today, myriad Asian and Pacific Island Americans are the fastest-growing minor-
ity group. They target diverse political venues. In California, in particular, they have 
enjoyed success in seeing more men and women elected at the local and state levels.

  gays and Lesbians
Until very recently, gays and lesbians have experienced many challenges in achiev-
ing anything approximating equal rights.61 However, gays and lesbians have, on 
average, far higher household incomes and educational levels than other minority 
groups, and they are beginning to convert these advantages into political clout at 
the ballot box. They have also recently benefited from changes in public opinion. 
Like African Americans and women, gays and lesbians have worked through the 
courts to achieve incremental legal change. In the late 1970s, gay and lesbian activ-
ists dedicated to ending legal restrictions on the civil rights of homosexuals founded 
Lambda Legal, the National Center for Lesbian Rights, and Gay and Lesbian 
Advocates and Defenders (GLAD).62 These groups have won important legal vic-
tories concerning HIV/AIDS discrimination, insurance policy survivor benefits, 
and even some employment issues. However, progress in other areas has relied on 
changing voters’ and policymakers’ hearts and minds.63

In 1993, for example, President Bill Clinton tried to ban discrimination against 
homosexuals in the armed services. Eventually, Clinton compromised with congres-
sional and military leaders on what was called the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” (DADT) 
policy. The military would no longer ask gays and lesbians if they were homosexual, but 
it barred them from revealing their sexual orientation under threat of discharge. Despite 
the compromise, the armed services discharged thousands on the basis of their sexual 
orientation. Government officials called the policy into question as the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan increased America’s need for active-duty military personnel. 

In 2010, a federal district court judge ruled the “Don’t Ask” policy unconstitu-
tional. She also issued an injunction directing the Department of Defense to refrain 
from enforcing the policy. As a result of these rulings and increasing public pressure, in 
late 2010, Congress passed and President Barack Obama signed into law a formal 
repeal of DADT. In September 2011, the policy officially ended, paving the way for 
many military members to openly acknowledge their homosexuality.

Changes in public opinion have also opened the door for greater legal and consti-
tutional protection for gay and lesbian rights.64 In 1996, for example, the U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled that an amendment to the Colorado Constitution that denied homosexu-
als the right to seek protection from discrimination was unconstitutional under the 
equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 

Less than ten years later, these sentiments were reflected in the Court’s deci-
sion in Lawrence v. Texas (2003). In this case, the Court reversed an earlier ruling, 
finding a Texas statute banning sodomy to be unconstitutional. Writing for the 
majority, Justice Anthony Kennedy stated, “[homosexuals’] right to liberty under 
the due process clause gives them the full right to engage in their conduct without 
intervention of the government.”65
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Following the Court’s ruling in Lawrence, many Americans were quick to call for 
additional rights for homosexuals. A good number of corporations responded to this 
amplified call. For example, Walmart announced it would ban job discrimination based 
on sexual orientation. In addition, editorial pages across the country praised the Court’s 
ruling, arguing that the national view toward homosexuality had changed.66 In 
November 2003, the Massachusetts Supreme Court further agreed when it ruled that 
denying homosexuals the right to civil marriage was unconstitutional under the com-
monwealth’s constitution. The U.S. Supreme Court later refused to hear an appeal of 
this case, paving the way for legality of same-sex marriage.

While voters, legislators, and courts in more liberal states took action to legalize 
these unions, the Religious Right mobilized against them. In 2004, many conservative 
groups and Republican politicians made same-sex marriage a key issue. Initiatives or 
referenda prohibiting same-sex marriage were placed on eleven state ballots, and vot-
ers overwhelmingly passed all of them. The 2006 mid-term elections also saw same-
sex marriage bans on several state ballots, but the issue seemed to lack the emotional 
punch of the 2004 effort in the context of plummeting presidential approval and the 
ongoing war in Iraq.

In 2008, courts in California and Connecticut joined Massachusetts in legalizing 
same-sex marriages. Proponents of gay and lesbian rights were encouraged by these 
rulings, but many other citizens found them morally reprehensible. Voters in California, 
which allows citizens to bring reforms to the ballot through a process known as the 
initiative, quickly passed a proposal, Proposition 8, which amended the state constitu-
tion and made same-sex marriages illegal again.

Proposition 8 was the subject of a protracted political battle. But, in 2013, the 
U.S. Supreme Court reached a decision that cleared the way for Proposition 8 to be 
declared unconstitutional under the due process and equal protection clauses of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. In June of that year, same-sex marriages resumed in 
California.67

WHY IS SAmE-SEx mARRIAgE CONTROvERSIAL?
The legalization of same-sex marriage in California in 2008 allowed gay couples committed to one another 
for decades to tie the knot. Here, lesbian activists Del Martin (age 87) and Phyllis Lyon (age 83)—partners 
for more than 50 years—are married by San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom. Unions such as this face 
opposition by many religious conservatives, who believe homosexuality is a sin and support only the rights 
of heterosexual couples to marry. Martin died in August 2008, only a few months after her wedding.
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In more recent years, a growing number of states have legalized either gay marriage 
or civil unions for same-sex couples. This process has also been aided by the Supreme 
Court’s 2013 decision declaring unconstitutional the 1996 Defense of Marriage Act 
(DOMA), a federal law defining marriage as between one man and one woman. And 
in 2014, the Supreme Court’s refusal to hear appeals from several lower courts ques-
tioning the constitutionality of state bans on same-sex marriages effectively allowed 
same-sex marriages to occur in seven additional states.

  Americans with Disabilities
Americans with disabilities also have lobbied hard for anti-discrimination legislation 
as well as equal protection under the Constitution. In the aftermath of World War II, 
many veterans returned to a nation unequipped to handle their disabilities. The Korean 
and Vietnam Wars made the problems of disabled veterans all the more clear. These 
veterans saw the successes of African Americans, women, and other minorities, and 
they, too, began to lobby for greater protection against discrimination.68 In 1990, in 
coalition with other disabled people, veterans finally convinced Congress to pass the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The statute defines a disabled person as some-
one with a physical or mental impairment that limits one or more “life activities,” or 
who has a record of such impairment. It thus extends the protections of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 to all citizens with physical or mental disabilities. It guarantees 
access to public facilities, employment, and communication services. Furthermore, it 

WHOm DOES THE AmERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT PROTECT?
George Lane was the appellant in Tennessee v. Lane (2004), concerning the scope of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, which guarantees the disabled access to public buildings, among other protections. Lane 
was forced to crawl up two flights of stairs to attend a state court hearing on a misdemeanor charge. Had 
he not, he could have been jailed.
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Toward Reform: Civil Rights and 
Affirmative Action

any civil rights debates center on the question of equality of opportunity 
versus equality of results. Most civil rights and women’s rights organiza-
tions argue that taking race and gender into account in fashioning reme-
dies for discrimination is the only way to overcome the lingering and per-

vasive burdens of racism and sexism, respectively. They argue that the Constitution is 
not, and should not be, blind to color or sex.

Other groups believe that if the use of labels to discriminate against a group was once 
wrong, the use of those same labels to help a group should likewise be wrong. They argue 
that laws should be neutral, or color-blind. According to this view, quotas and other 
forms of affirmative action, policies designed to give special attention or compensatory 
treatment to members of a previously disadvantaged group, are unconstitutional.

The debate over affirmative action and equality of opportunity became particularly 
intense during the presidential administration of Ronald Reagan. Shortly before his elec-
tion, the Court generally decided in favor of affirmative action in two cases. In 1978, the 
Supreme Court for the first time fully addressed the issue of affirmative action. Alan Bakke, 
a thirty-one-year-old paramedic, sought admission to several medical schools, which 
rejected him because of his age. The next year, he applied to the University of California at 
Davis and was placed on its waiting list. The Davis Medical School maintained two sepa-
rate admission committees—one for white students and another for minority students. 
The school did not admit Bakke, although his grades and standardized test scores were 
higher than those of all African American students admitted to the school. In Regents of 
the University of California v. Bakke (1978), a sharply divided Court concluded that Bakke’s 
rejection had been illegal because the use of strict quotas was inappropriate.73 The medical 
school, however, was free to “take race into account,” said the Court.

M

Evaluate the ongoing debate concerning civil rights and affirmative action.5.6

affirmative action
Policies designed to give special atten-
tion or compensatory treatment to 
members of a previously disadvan-
taged group.

requires employers to acquire or modify work equipment, adjust work schedules, and 
make existing facilities accessible to those with disabilities. For example, people in 
wheelchairs must have ready access to buildings, and deaf employees must have tele-
communication devices made available to them.

In 1999, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a series of four decisions redefining and 
limiting the scope of the ADA. The cumulative impact of these decisions dramati-
cally limited the number of people who can claim coverage under the act. Moreover, 
these cases “could profoundly affect individuals with a range of impairments—from 
diabetes and hypertension to severe nearsightedness and hearing loss—who are able 
to function in society with the help of medicines or aids but whose impairments 
may still make employers consider them ineligible for certain jobs.”69 Thus, pilots 
who need glasses to correct their vision cannot claim discrimination when employ-
ers fail to hire them, even though their vision is correctable.70 In the 2004 case of 
Tennessee v. Lane, however, the Court ruled 5–4 that disabled persons could sue 
states that failed to make reasonable accommodations to ensure that courthouses 
are handicapped accessible.71

The largest national nonprofit organization lobbying for expanded civil rights for 
the disabled is the American Association of People with Disabilities (AAPD). Acting 
on behalf of over 56 million Americans who suffer from some form of disability, it 
works in coalition with other disability organizations to make certain that the ADA is 
implemented fully. The activists who founded AAPD lobbied for the ADA and recog-
nized that “beyond national unity for ADA and our civil rights, people with disabilities 
did not have a venue or vehicle for working together for common goals.”72
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Bakke was followed by a 1979 case in which the Court ruled that a factory and a 
union could voluntarily adopt a quota system in selecting black workers over more senior 
white workers for a training program.74 These kinds of programs outraged blue-collar 
Americans, who traditionally had voted for the Democratic Party. In 1980, they aban-
doned the party in droves to support Ronald Reagan, an ardent foe of affirmative action.

For a time, despite the addition of Reagan-appointed Justice Sandra Day O’Connor 
to the Court, the justices continued to uphold affirmative action plans, especially when 
clear-cut evidence of prior discrimination was present. In 1987, for example, the Court 
ruled for the first time that a public employer could use a voluntary plan to promote 
women even if no judicial finding of prior discrimination existed.75

In all these affirmative action cases, the Reagan administration strongly urged the 
Court to invalidate the plans in question, but to no avail. Changes on the Court, however, 
including the 1986 elevation of William H. Rehnquist, a strong opponent of affirmative 
action, to chief justice, signaled an end to advances in civil rights law. In a three-month 
period in 1989, the Supreme Court handed down five civil rights decisions limiting affir-
mative action programs and making it harder to prove employment discrimination.

In February 1990, congressional and civil rights leaders unveiled legislation 
designed to overrule the Court’s decisions, which, according to the bill’s sponsor, “were 
an abrupt and unfortunate departure from its historic vigilance in protecting the rights 
of minorities.”76 The bill passed both houses of Congress but was vetoed by President 
Reagan’s successor, George Bush, and Congress failed to override the veto. In late 1991, 
however, Congress and the White House reached a compromise on a weaker version 
of the civil rights bill, which passed by overwhelming majorities in both houses of 
Congress. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 overruled all five Supreme Court rulings.

The Supreme Court, however, has not remained silent on the issue. In 1995, the 
Court ruled that Congress, like the states, must show that affirmative action programs 
meet the strict scrutiny test.77 In 1996, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit also 
declared as unconstitutional the University of Texas Law School’s affirmative action 
admissions program, throwing the college and university admissions programs in Texas, 
Oklahoma, and Mississippi into turmoil. Later that year, the U.S. Supreme Court refused 
to hear the case, thereby allowing the decision by the Court of Appeals to stand.78

By 2002, the U.S. Supreme Court once again found the affirmative action issue 
ripe for review. In Grutter v. Bollinger (2003), the Court voted to uphold the constitu-
tionality of the University of Michigan’s Law School admissions policy, which gave 
preference to minority applicants.79 However, in Gratz v. Bollinger (2003), the Court 
struck down Michigan’s undergraduate point system, which gave minority applicants 
twenty automatic points simply because they were minorities.80 Michigan voters 
responded to this ruling by passing Proposal 2, a measure placed on the ballot and 
approved by voters in 2006. Also known as the Michigan Civil Rights Initiative, the 
proposal prohibited state colleges and universities from granting preferential treatment 
to applicants on the basis of race.

In 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court was asked to consider the constitutionality of 
this measure, and ruled that voters could use ballot initiatives to put an end to state-
sponsored affirmative action policies in the area of higher education—and, presumably, 
in hiring state employees and awarding government contracts. Justice Anthony 
Kennedy wrote that the decision in this case was “not about how the debate about 
racial preferences should be resolved. It [was] about who may resolve it. . . .  
[T]he courts may not disempower the voters from choosing which path to follow.”81

Thus, affirmative action programs remain a volatile point of conflict in modern 
American politics. They illustrate perfectly the challenges of creating public policy on 
civil rights issues. Proponents continue to argue that affirmative action and other simi-
lar programs are necessary to bring about greater equality for all races, genders, colors, 
and creeds, but opponents charge that inequality in access and preference can never 
translate to greater equality in society.82
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When the Framers tried to compromise on the issue of slav-
ery, they only postponed dealing with a volatile question that 
eventually would rip the nation apart. Ultimately, the Civil 
War brought an end to slavery. Among its results were the 
triumph of the abolitionist position and the adoption of the 
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments. During 
this period, women also sought expanded rights, especially 
the right to vote, to no avail.

Trace the efforts from 1800 to 1890 of African Americans 
and women to win the vote, p. 118.

Roots of Suffrage: 1800–1890

5.1

Although the Civil War Amendments became part of the 
Constitution, the Supreme Court limited their application. 
As legislatures throughout the South passed Jim Crow laws, 
the NAACP was founded in the early 1900s to press for 
equal rights for African Americans. Woman’s groups also 
were active during this period, successfully lobbying for pas-
sage of the Nineteenth Amendment, which ensured them 
the right to vote. Groups such as the National Consumers 
League (NCL) began to view litigation as a means to an end 
and went to court to argue for the constitutionality of legisla-
tion protecting women workers.

The Push for Equality, 1890–1954

Outline developments in African Americans’ and wom-
en’s push for equality from 1890 to 1954, p. 124.

5.2

Review the Chapter

In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Brown v. Board of 
Education that racially segregated state school systems were 
unconstitutional. This victory empowered African Americans 
as they sought an end to other forms of pervasive discrimina-
tion. Bus boycotts, sit-ins, freedom rides, pressure for voting 
rights enforcement, and massive nonviolent demonstrations 
became common tactics. These efforts culminated in passage 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which gave African 
Americans another weapon in their legal arsenal.

The Civil Rights Movement

Analyze the civil rights movement and the effects of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, p. 129.

5.3

After passage of the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, a new women’s rights movement arose. 
Several women’s rights groups were created. Some sought a 
constitutional amendment (the Equal Rights Amendment) 
as a remedy for discrimination; it would elevate the standard 
of review for sex-based claims. In general, strict scrutiny, the 
most stringent standard, is applied to race-based claims and 
cases involving fundamental freedoms. The Court developed 
an intermediate standard of review to assess the constitution-
ality of sex discrimination claims. All other claims are subject 
to the rational basis test.

The Women’s Rights Movement

Assess statutory and constitutional remedies for dis-
crimination pursued and achieved by the women’s rights 
movement, p. 135.

5.4

Building on the successes of African Americans and women, 
other groups, including Hispanics, American Indians, Asian 
and Pacific Island Americans, gays and lesbians, and those 
with disabilities, organized to litigate for expanded civil 
rights and to lobby for anti-discrimination laws.

Other Groups Mobilize for Rights

Describe how other groups have mobilized in pursuit of 
their own civil rights, p. 141.

5.5

All of the groups discussed in this chapter have yet to reach 
full equality. Affirmative action, a policy designed to remedy 
education and employment discrimination, continues to gen-
erate controversy.

Toward Reform: Civil Rights and 
Affirmative Action

Evaluate the ongoing debate concerning civil rights and 
affirmative action, p. 150.

5.6
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1. The Fourteenth Amendment, which provided legal 
protection for the rights of citizens, did NOT include
 a. African Americans.
 b. those with a “previous condition of servitude.”
 c. women.
 d. those over twenty-one years old.
 e. immigrants.

2. Why did Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott 
found the first woman’s rights movement in the nineteenth 
century?
 a. They escaped from slavery and joined forces with 

William Lloyd Garrison.
 b. After attending an abolitionist meeting, they  

concluded that women were not much better off  
than slaves.

 c. They were jailed for attempting to hold a woman’s 
rights convention in Seneca Falls in 1848.

 d. Frederick Douglass encouraged them to leave the 
abolition movement to pursue their own causes.

 e. Their husbands and sons made comments implying 
women were undeserving of suffrage rights.

3. Which law(s), passed after the Civil War Amendments, 
reverted many African Americans back to conditions similar 
to those of slavery?
 a. Equal protection clause
 b. Civil Rights Act of 1875
 c. Fifteenth Amendment
 d. Civil Rights Act of 1866
 e. Black Codes

4. Women’s rights advocates won the right to vote with 
the ratification of the
 a. Eighteenth Amendment.
 b. Nineteenth Amendment.
 c. Twentieth Amendment.
 d. Seventeenth Amendment.
 e. Sixteenth Amendment.

5. Brown v. Board of Education (1954) ruled that segrega-
tion in schools is unconstitutional because:
 a. there were not enough law schools for African 

Americans.
 b. all schools should be integrated.
 c. it violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of 

equal protection.
 d. postgraduate programs were not offered to African 

Americans.
 e. African Americans had fought in World War II and 

should therefore be afforded adequate schooling.

6. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 did all of the following 
EXCEPT:
 a. create a commission to monitor workplace 

discrimination.
 b. prohibit discrimination in employment based on race, 

creed, color, religion, national origin, or sex.
 c. allow discrimination in voter registration.
 d. allow the withholding of federal funds from 

discriminatory programs.
 e. establish Department of Justice monitoring of southern 

elections.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Learn the Terms

affirmative action, p. 150
Black Codes, p. 121
Brown v. Board of Education (1954),  

p. 128
civil rights, p. 118
Civil Rights Act of 1964, p. 134
Civil Rights Cases (1883), p. 123
de facto discrimination, p. 134

de jure discrimination, p. 134
Equal Pay Act of 1963, p. 140
equal protection clause, p. 121
Equal Rights Amendment, p. 136
Fifteenth Amendment, p. 122
Fourteenth Amendment, p. 121
grandfather clause, p. 124 
Jim Crow laws, p. 123

Nineteenth Amendment, p. 126
Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), p. 124
poll tax, p. 123
strict scrutiny, p. 138
suffrage movement, p. 126
suspect classification, p. 138
Thirteenth Amendment, p. 121
Title IX, p. 141

Study and Review the Flashcards
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7. Which standard of review does the U.S. Supreme Court 
apply to practices involving alleged gender discrimination?
 a. Strict scrutiny
 b. Heightened standard
 c. Intermediate standard
 d. Minimum rationality
 e. Suspect class scrutiny

8. Which of these issues has NOT been a subject of liti-
gation and lobbying on behalf of Hispanic rights groups?
 a. Education
 b. Immigration
 c. Workers’ rights
 d. Driver’s licensing
 e. Protection of native lands

9. Which group did President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 
executive order NOT force into internment camps after the 
attack on Pearl Harbor?
 a. German Americans
 b. Irish Americans
 c. Italian Americans
 d. Jewish refugees
 e. Japanese Americans

10. Which of the following statements is true about 
affirmative action programs in the United States?
 a. Affirmative action programs are widespread with 

virtually no limitations.
 b. Affirmative action programs have been deemed 

unconstitutional.
 c. Affirmative action programs can be used, but they must 

pass the strict scrutiny test.
 d. Numerical quotas are the only means by which 

affirmative action can be applied.
 e. Racial and ethnic parity has made affirmative action 

programs obsolete.
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Congress

6

Trace the roots of 
the legislative 
branch outlined by 
the U.S. 
Constitution,  
p. 158.

Characterize the 
demographic 
attributes of  
members of 
Congress, and 
identify factors 
that affect their 
chances for  
reelection, p. 162.

Assess the role of 
the committee 
system, political 
parties, and  
congressional 
leadership in 
organizing 
Congress, p. 166.

Identify three  
of the most  
significant powers 
of Congress,  
p. 174.

Analyze the  
factors that  
influence how 
members of 
Congress make 
decisions, p. 182.

Evaluate the  
strategic  
interactions 
between 
Congress,  
the president,  
the courts, and  
the people, p. 185.

6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6

T
he U.S. Constitution creates Congress as the legislative branch of government. 
Its primary goals are to make the laws of the nation, as well as to represent citi-
zens’ interests in national politics. However, in recent Congresses, neither of 
these objectives has been particularly apparent.

As a result, the modern Congress has a serious image problem. Its approval 
ratings reached a new low in 2014, when less than 10 percent of Americans said they approved 
of the institution. The 113th House of Representatives and Senate passed a staggeringly low 
number of pieces of legislation—and many of the laws that passed were ceremonial or simple 
renewals of existing programs. As a result, the legislative branch—once the most powerful politi-
cal institution in the world—has been branded as a “do-nothing” institution, fraught with political 
conflict and weakened by partisan gridlock.

The lack of legislation passed by Congress, critics note, does not owe to a lack of important issues 
facing the nation. When Congress adjourned for the midterm election in September 2014, the issues 
facing the institution were staggering. Farmers in the Midwest faced serious droughts and a need for 
governmental relief. The national debt was swelling by the minute. International conflicts persisted in 
the Baltic states and the Middle East. Questions remained about the status and implementation of the 
national health care reform bill known as Obamacare. And only stop-gap budget measures had been 
passed, skirting the issues of funding for programs as varied and significant as Medicare, Medicaid, 
and national defense. Moreover, the American people appeared to demand action on a range of other 
issues, including education, student grants and loans, access to abortion and contraceptives, and 
same-sex marriage.

What has caused such dramatic inactivity in recent Congresses? To some degree, that depends on 
whom you ask. Democratic Party officials, including House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), very 
vocally blame the Republican majority in the House for failing to schedule debates and votes on signifi-
cant pieces of legislation. They note the accomplishments of recent Democratic-controlled Congresses
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CONGRESS FUNCTIONS AS THE NATION’S LAWMAKING BODY The basic structure, rules, 
and procedures of Congress have changed very little since the 1940s, shown above. However, the 
interpersonal dynamics, policy issues, and role of the media have led to dramatically different 
outcomes in the modern Congress, shown below.
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as evidence for the fact that the problem was particularistic to the politics of the Republican Party 
and Speaker of the House John Boehner’s (R-OH) unwillingness to compromise.

Republicans, on the other hand, accused the Democrats in the Senate. They blamed Majority 
Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) for the lack of legislative output, noting that even when the House 
passed or considered legislation, Reid and the Democrats were often unwilling to discuss the 
issue in the Senate. This resistance, they noted, was particularly evident when it came to issues 
of the budget and financial reform—some of the most important issues facing the country.

Ironically, it may be exactly this type of hyperpartisanship and finger-pointing that has 
produced such a low approval rating among the American people. To these citizens, many 
of whom are not especially interested in politics, an unwillingness to compromise for the 
good of the nation often looks a lot like a failure of representation. Increasingly, therefore, 
citizens ask why members of Congress are so focused on dividing into Democrats and 
Republicans—rather than uniting as Americans.

• • •

The Framers’ original conception of Congress’s authority was much narrower than it is 
today. Those in attendance at the Constitutional Convention wished to create a legislative body 
that would be able to make laws as well as raise and spend revenues. Over time, Congress has 
attempted to maintain these roles, but changes in demands made on the national government 
have allowed the executive and judicial branches to gain powers at the expense of the legislative 
branch. Moreover, the power and the importance of individual members have grown.

Today, members of Congress must combine and balance the roles of lawmaker, budgeter, and 
policy maker with acting as a representative of their district, their state, their party, and sometimes 
their race, ethnicity, or gender. Not surprisingly, this balancing act often results in role conflict.

In this chapter, we analyze the powers of Congress and the competing roles members 
play as they represent the interests of their constituents, make laws, and oversee actions 
of the other two branches of government. We also show that as these functions have 
changed throughout U.S. history, so has Congress itself.

Roots of the U.S. Congress

rticle I of the Constitution describes the structure of the legislative branch of 
government. The Great Compromise at the Constitutional Convention 
resulted in the creation of a lower house, the House of Representatives, and an 
upper house, the Senate. Any two-house legislature, such as the one created by 

the Framers, is called a bicameral legislature. The population of any given state determines 
the number of representatives that state sends to the House of Representatives. In contrast, 
two senators represent each state in the Senate, regardless of the state’s population.

The U.S. Constitution sets forth the formal, or legal, requirements for membership in 
the House and Senate. As agreed to at the Constitutional Convention, House members 
must be at least twenty-five years of age; senators, thirty. Members of the House must be 
 citizens of the United States for at least seven years; those elected to the Senate, at least nine 
years. Both representatives and senators must be legal residents of the states from which they 
are elected. Historically, many members of Congress have moved to their states specifically 
to run for office. In 1964, U.S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy moved to New York to 
launch a successful campaign for the Senate, as did Hillary Clinton in 2000. Less successful 
was former Republican senator Scott Brown, who moved from Massachusetts to run unsuc-
cessfully for a U.S. Senate seat in New Hampshire against Jeanne Shaheen in 2014.

The eligible electorate in each congressional district votes to elect members of the 
House of Representatives to two-year terms. The Framers expected that House members 
would be more responsible to the people, both because they were elected directly by them 
and because they were up for reelection every two years. The U.S. Constitution requires 
that a census, which entails the counting of all Americans, be conducted every ten years. 

A

Trace the roots of the legislative branch outlined by the U.S. Constitution.6.1

bicameral legislature
A two-house legislature.
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apportionment
The process of allotting congressional 
seats to each state according to its pro-
portion of the population, following 
the decennial census.

bill
A proposed law.

Until the first census could be taken, the Constitution fixed the number of representatives 
in the House of Representatives at sixty-five. In 1790, one member represented about 
30,000 people. But, as the population of the new nation grew and states were added to 
the union, the House became larger and larger. In 1910, it expanded to 435 members, and 
in 1929, its size was fixed at that number by statute. When Alaska and Hawaii became 
states in the 1950s, however, the number of seats increased to 437. The number reverted 
to 435 in 1963.

Each state is granted its share of these 435 representatives on the basis of its popula-
tion. After each U.S. Census, a constitutionally mandated process called apportionment 
adjusts the number of seats allotted to each state. After seats are apportioned, state leg-
islatures must redraw congressional districts to reflect population shifts, thereby ensuring 
that each member in Congress represents approximately the same number of residents. 
This process of redrawing congressional districts to reflect increases or decreases in the 
number of seats allotted to a state, as well as population shifts within a state, is called 
redistricting. It is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.

Senators are elected to six-year terms, and originally state legislatures chose them 
because the Framers intended senators to represent their states’ interests in the Senate. 
State legislators lost this influence over the Senate with the ratification of the 
Seventeenth Amendment in 1913, which provides for the direct election of senators by 
voters. Then, as now, one-third of all senators are up for reelection every two years.

The Constitution specifically gives Congress its most important powers: the 
authorities to make laws and raise and spend revenues. No bill, or proposed law, can 
become law without the consent of both houses. Examples of other powers shared by 
both houses include the power to declare war, raise an army and navy, coin money, 
regulate commerce, establish the federal courts and their jurisdiction, set forth rules of 
immigration and naturalization, and “make all Laws which shall be necessary and 
proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers.” As interpreted by the U.S. 
Supreme Court, the necessary and proper clause, found at the end of Article I, section 
8, when coupled with one or more of the specific powers enumerated in Article I, sec-
tion 8, has allowed Congress to increase the scope of its authority, often at the expense 
of the states and into areas not necessarily envisioned by the Framers (see Table 6.1).

HOW LONG ARE MEMBERS’ TERMS? 
Members of the Senate serve six-year terms, while members of the House of Representatives serve for 
two years. There are no term limits, so members may run for reelection for an unlimited number of terms. 
The advantages of incumbency make turnover in Congress very low; new members such as Elise Stefanik 
(R-NY), the youngest woman ever elected to the institution, constitute only a small percentage of 
representatives.
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This clause places authority to draft laws concerning 
naturalization in the hands of Congress. The power 

of Congress over naturalization is exclusive—meaning 
that no state can bestow U.S. citizenship on anyone. 
Citizenship is a privilege, and Congress may make laws 
limiting or expanding the criteria.

The word “citizen” was not defined constitutionally 
until ratification in 1868 of the Fourteenth Amendment, 
which sets forth two kinds of citizenship: by birth and 
through naturalization. Throughout American history, 
Congress has imposed a variety of limits on naturaliza-
tion, originally restricting it to “free, white persons.” 
“Orientals” were excluded from eligibility in 1882. At 
one time, those affiliated with the Communist Party and 
those who lacked “good moral character” (a phrase that 
was construed to bar homosexuals, drunkards, gam-
blers, and adulterers) were deemed unfit for citizenship. 
These restrictions no longer carry the force of law, but 
they do underscore the power of Congress in this 
matter.

Congress continues to retain the right to naturalize 
large classes of individuals, as it did in 2000, when it 
granted automatic citizenship rights to all minor children 
adopted abroad as long as at least one adoptive parent 

was an American citizen. In 2014, Congress’ ability to 
use this power came into question again when more 
than 66,000 Guatemalan, El Salvadoran, and Honduran 
children made their way into the United States. These 
“unaccompanied minors” put a strain on already over-
whelmed border officials and created an immediate cri-
sis in many border towns and cities that were 
unequipped to deal with the influx of new residents. 
Questions arose rapidly about how to care for these 
people, and whether they should be deported to their 
home countries or granted refugee status in the United 
States. How to handle these immigrant children also 
became a flash point in many 2014 congressional prima-
ries and elections.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

1. Is Congress the appropriate institution to have 
the power over immigration and naturalization? 
Why or why not?

2. Should Congress make a formal policy with 
regard to unaccompanied minors? What should 
this policy stipulate? How does the current 
partisan division in Congress affect this process?

The Congress shal l  have power … to establ ish a uniform Rule of  Natural izat ion.  

 —ArtICle I ,  SeCtIon 8 ,  ClAuSe 4

TheLiving Constitution

TABLE 6.1 WHAT ARE THE pOWERS Of CONGRESS?

The powers of Congress, found in Article I, section 8, of the Constitution, include 
the powers to:

Lay and collect taxes and duties.

Borrow money.

Regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the states.

Establish rules for naturalization (the process of becoming a citizen) and bankruptcy.

Coin money, set its value, and fix the standard of weights and measures.

Punish counterfeiting.

Establish a post office and post roads.

Issue patents and copyrights.

Define and punish piracies, felonies on the high seas, and crimes against the law of nations.

Create courts inferior to (below) the U.S. Supreme Court.

Declare war.

Raise and support an army and navy and make rules for their governance.

Provide for a militia (reserving to the states the right to appoint militia officers and to train militias under 
congressional rules).

Exercise legislative powers over the seat of government (the District of Columbia) and over places pur-
chased to be federal facilities (forts, arsenals, dockyards, and “other needful buildings”).

“Make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and 
all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the government of the United States.”
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TABLE 6.2 WHAT ARE THE kEy dIffERENCES BETWEEN THE HOUSE Of REpRESENTATIvES 
ANd THE SENATE?

Constitutional Differences
House Senate

435 voting members (apportioned by population) 100 voting members (two from each state)

Two-year terms Six-year terms (one-third up for reelection every 
two years)

Initiates all revenue bills Offers “advice and consent” on many major  
presidential appointments

Initiates impeachment procedures and passes  
articles of impeachment Tries impeached officials

  Approves treaties

Operational Differences
House Senate

More centralized, more formal; stronger leadership Less centralized, less formal; weaker leadership

Committee on Rules fairly powerful in  
controlling time and rules of debate (in conjunction 
with the Speaker of the House)

No rules committee; limits on debate come 
through unanimous consent or cloture of filibuster

More impersonal More personal

Power distributed less evenly Power distributed more evenly

Members are highly specialized Members are generalists

Emphasizes tax and revenue policy Emphasizes foreign policy

Institutional Differences
House Senate

Power centralized in the Speaker’s inner circle of 
advisers

Senate workload increasing and institution becom-
ing more formal; threat of filibusters more frequent 
than in the past

Procedures becoming more efficient Becoming more difficult to pass legislation

Turnover is relatively high, although those seeking 
reelection almost always win Turnover is moderate

The Constitution gives formal law-making powers to Congress alone. But, it is 
important to remember that presidents issue proclamations and executive orders with 
the force of law; bureaucrats issue quasi-legislative rules and are charged with enforc-
ing laws, rules, and regulations; and the Supreme Court and lower federal courts render 
opinions that generate principles also having the force of law.

Reflecting the different constituencies and size of each house of Congress (as well as 
the Framers’ intentions), Article I gives special, exclusive powers to each house in addition 
to their shared role in law-making. For example, as noted in Table 6.2, the Constitution 
specifies that all revenue bills must originate in the House of Representatives.

Over the years, however, this mandate has become less clear, and it is not unusual 
to see budget bills being considered simultaneously in both houses. Ultimately, each 
house must approve all bills. The House also has the power of impeachment, or to 
charge the president, vice president, or other “civil officers,” including federal judges, 
with “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” But, only the Senate 
has authority to conduct impeachment trials, with a two-thirds yea vote being neces-
sary to remove a federal official, such as the president or a judge, from office.

While the House and Senate share in the impeachment process, the Senate has 
the sole authority to approve major presidential appointments, including federal judges, 
ambassadors, and Cabinet- and sub–Cabinet-level positions. The Senate, too, must 
approve all presidential treaties by a two-thirds vote. Failure by the president to court 
the Senate can be costly. At the end of World War I, for example, President Woodrow 
Wilson worked hard to persuade other nations to accept the Treaty of Versailles, which 
contained the charter of the proposed League of Nations. He overestimated his sup-
port in the Senate, however. That body refused to ratify the treaty, dealing Wilson and 
his international stature a severe setback.

impeachment
The power delegated to the House of 
Representatives in the Constitution to 
charge the president, vice president, or 
other “civil officers,” including federal 
judges, with “Treason, Bribery, or other 
high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” This 
is the first step in the constitutional 
process of removing government offi-
cials from office.
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The Members of Congress

oday, many members of Congress find the job exciting in spite of public 
criticism of the institution. But, it wasn’t always so. Until Washington, 
D.C., got air-conditioning and drained its swamps, it was a miserable 
town. Most representatives spent as little time there as possible, viewing 

Congress, especially the House, as a stepping stone to other political positions back 
home. Only after World War I did most House members become congressional 
careerists who viewed their work in Washington as long term.1

Members must attempt to represent varied constituencies—party leaders, col-
leagues and lobbyists in Washington, D.C., and voters at home.2 In attempting to do so, 
members spend full days at home as well as in D.C. (see Table 6.3). According to one 
study of House members, average representatives made about forty trips back home to 
their districts each year.3 One journalist has aptly described a member’s days as a 

kaleidoscopic jumble: breakfast with reporters, morning staff meetings, simultane-
ous committee hearings to juggle, back-to-back sessions with lobbyists and con-
stituents, phone calls, briefings, constant buzzers interrupting office work to make 
quorum calls and votes on the run, afternoon speeches, evening meetings, recep-
tions, fund-raisers, all crammed into four days so they can race home for a week-
end gauntlet of campaigning. It’s a rat race.4

  Congressional Demographics
One measure of the representativeness of Congress is how well members’ demographic 
characteristics reflect those of the American public. A cursory examination of these 
characteristics reveals that Congress is better educated, richer, more male, and whiter 
than the general population. Over two-thirds of the members of the House and Senate 
also hold advanced degrees.5

T

Characterize the demographic attributes of members of Congress, and identify factors 
that affect their chances for reelection.

6.2

TABLE 6.3 WHAT IS A TypICAL dAy LIkE fOR A MEMBER Of CONGRESS?

5:00 a.m. Arrive at office.

7:00 a.m. Give a tour of the U.S. Capitol to constituents.

8:00 a.m. Eat breakfast with the House Shipbuilding Caucus.

9:00 a.m. Meet with Speaker of the House and other members of Congress.

10:00 a.m. Attend House Armed Services Committee hearing.

11:00 a.m. Prepare for afternoon press conference, return phone calls, and sign constituent mail.

12:00 p.m. Meet with constituents who want the member to join a caucus that may benefit the 
district.

1:00 p.m. Read one of nine newspapers to keep track of current events.

2:00 p.m. Attend Homeland Security Subcommittee hearing.

3:00 p.m. Attend floor vote.

3:30 p.m. Meet with group of high school students on front steps of Capitol.

4:15 p.m. Return to office to sign more constituent mail and to meet with the American Heart 
Association.

5:00 p.m. Attend Sustainable Energy and Environment Caucus meeting.

7:00 p.m. Eat dinner with fellow members.

9:00 p.m. Return to office to sign more constituent mail and read more newspapers.

11:00 p.m. Leave office to go home.

SOURCE: Adapted from Bob Clark, “A Day in the Life …” Evening Tribune (October 7, 2009), www.eveningtribune 
.com (accessed October 20, 2010).
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Many members of both houses have significant inherited wealth, but given their 
educational attainment, which is far higher than the average American’s, it is not sur-
prising to find so many wealthy members of Congress. Almost half of all members of 
Congress are millionaires. The Senate, in fact, is often called the Millionaires Club. The 
average net worth of a House member today is nearly $5 million, while the average net 
worth of a senator is over $14 million.

The average member of Congress is also older than the American public. Members 
of the House and Senate have an average age of 60.

The 2014 elections saw a record number of women, African Americans, and other 
minorities elected to Congress. However, these numbers continue to lag below these 
groups’ representation in the general public.

Members of Congress are also more religious than the general public. Protestants 
and Jews are overrepresented. In contrast, nonreligious Americans and minority religious 
groups, such as Muslims and members of Eastern religions, are underrepresented.

  Running for and Staying In Office
Despite the long hours and hard work required of senators and representatives, thou-
sands of people aspire to these jobs every year. Yet, only 535 men and women (plus 
seven nonvoting members from American Samoa, the District of Columbia, Guam, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico) actually serve in the U.S. Congress. 
Membership in one of the two major political parties is almost always a prerequisite for 
election, because election laws in various states often discriminate against indepen-
dents (those without party affiliation) and minor-party candidates. The ability to raise 
money often is key to any member’s victory, and many members spend nearly all of 
their free time on the phone, dialing for dollars, or attending fundraisers. Incumbency 
and redistricting also affect members’ chances at reelection.

INCUMBENCY Incumbency helps members stay in office once they are elected.6 
It is often very difficult for outsiders to win because they don’t have the advan-
tages enjoyed by incumbents, including name recognition, access to free media, an 

WHO ARE THE NONvOTING MEMBERS REpRESENTING WASHINGTON, d.C.?
Shadow Senators Paul Strauss (rear) and Michael Brown (left) and Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton (center), 
all Democrats, represent Washington, D.C., in the Senate and the House, respectively. When Democrats 
held the House, Norton was allowed to cast votes in committee, a privilege she lost in 2011 when 
Republicans gained control of the House. D.C.’s two shadow senators have no voting rights or legal standing.

incumbency
Already holding an office.
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The People’s House?
The Framers intended the House of Representatives to be the people’s house. At least in theory, 
it is the more democratic of the two houses of Congress, and its members are intended to be 
closer to and more representative of the American population. Critics, however, charge that it 

some groups, while underrepresenting others, as shown in the infographic below.*

RELIGION

PARTY

GENDER

RACE

Republican 233
Democrat 199

Women 79
Men 353

White 349
African American 40
Hispanic 31
Asian 10
American Indian 2

Protestant 247
Catholic 136
Jewish 22
Mormon 8
Buddhist 2

Muslim 2
Hindu 1
Other 14

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS
1. Which demographic groups are most 

Data from Jennifer E. Manning, “Membership of the 113th Congress: A Pro�le,” Congressional Research

over and underrepresented in Congress, 
compared to the population?

2. Can members provide substantive policy 
representation for citizens even if they are 
descriptively different? Why or why not?

3. Should actions be taken to make the 
House look more like the American 
people? Why or why not? What positives 
and negatives might result from these 
actions?

SOURCE: 
Service, accessed online November 8, 2014. *At the time Manning's report was written, there were three vacant seats. 

is dif�cult for all citizens’ interests to be heard in an institution whose members overrepresent
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inside track on fund-raising, and a district drawn to favor the incumbent (see 
Table 6.4).

It is not surprising, then, that, on average, 95 percent of incumbents who seek reelec-
tion win their primary and general election races.7 The majority of members who lose 
their reelection bids are affected by three key factors: redistricting, scandals, and coattails.

REDISTRICTING The process of redrawing congressional districts to reflect increases 
or decreases in seats allotted to the states, as well as population shifts within a state, is 
called redistricting. Redistricting is a largely political process. In most states, partisan 
state legislatures draw district lines. As a result, the majority party in the state legisla-
ture uses the redistricting process as an opportunity to ensure formation of voting 
districts that protect their majority. The process of drawing congressional districts can, 
therefore, become highly contentious.

The redistricting process often involves gerrymandering—the drawing of con-
gressional districts to produce a particular electoral outcome without regard to the 
shape of the district. Because of enormous population growth, the partisan implica-
tions of redistricting, and the requirement under the Voting Rights Act of 1965 for 
minorities to have an equal chance to elect candidates of their choice, legislators end up 
drawing oddly shaped districts to elect more members of their party.9 Redistricting 
plans routinely meet with court challenges across the country (see Figure 6.1).

For a long time, the U.S. Supreme Court considered redistricting based on partisan 
considerations to be a political question not within the scope of constitutional law, but, 
rather, one worked out through the regular political process.10 But, in recent years the 
Supreme Court has involved itself in some such cases and has ruled, for example, that:

• Congressional as well as state legislative districts must be apportioned on the basis 
of population.11

• District lines must be contiguous; one must be able to draw the boundaries of the 
district with a single unbroken line.12

• Purposeful gerrymandering of a congressional district to dilute minority strength 
is illegal under the Voting Rights Act of 1965.13

• Redrawing districts to enhance minority representation is constitutional if race is 
not the “predominate” factor.14

• States may redistrict more frequently than every ten years.15

Redistricting decisions may have significant consequences for members of Congress. 
The boundaries of a member’s district determine the demographic and partisan makeup 
of his or her constituency. In districts that heavily favor members of one party over another, 
it may be difficult to have competitive elections, and voters from the minority party may 
feel alienated from the political process. Some commentators suggest that increasingly 
partisan congressional redistricting is a major contributor to the high levels of partisan-
ship exhibited in recent Congresses.

redistricting
The process of redrawing congres-
sional districts to reflect increases or 
decreases in seats allotted to the states, 
as well as population shifts within a 
state.

gerrymandering
The drawing of congressional districts 
to produce a particular electoral out-
come without regard to the shape of 
the district.

TABLE 6.4 WHAT ARE THE AdvANTAGES Of INCUMBENCy?

Name recognition. Members’ names have been on the ballot before, and voters may associate their 
names with programs or social services they have brought to the district.

Credit claiming. Members may claim to be responsible for federal money brought to the district.

Casework. Members and their staffs help constituents solve problems with the government, including 
navigating red tape and tracking down federal aid.

Franking privilege. Members may send mail or newsletters for free by using their signature in place of a stamp.

Access to media. Members and their staffs may have relationships with reporters and may find it easy to 
spin stories or give quotes.

Ease in fund-raising. Incumbents’ high reelection rates make them a safe bet for individuals or groups 
wanting to give donations in exchange for access.

Experience in running a campaign. Members have already put together a campaign staff, made 
speeches, and come to understand constituent concerns.

Redistricting. In the House, a member’s district may be drawn to enhance electability.
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FIGURE 6 .1  WHAT IS GERRyMANdERING?
Two drawings—one a mocking cartoon, the other all too real—show the bizarre geographical contortions 
that result from gerrymandering. The term was coined by combining the last name of the Massachusetts 
governor first credited with politicizing the redistricting process, Elbridge Gerry, and the word “salamander,” 
which looked like the oddly shaped district that Gerry created.

SOURCES: David Van Biema, “Snakes or Ladders?” Time (July 12, 1993) © 1993, Time Inc. Reprinted by permission.

Texas 35th District, 2012
The Original “Gerrymander” Cartoon, 1812

s demonstrated in Figure 6.2, the organization of both houses of Congress 
is closely tied to political parties and their strength in each house. The basic 
division in Congress is between majority and minority parties. The major-
ity party in each house is the party with the most members. The minority 

party in each house is the party with the second most members
At the beginning of each new Congress—the 114th Congress, for example, will sit 

in two sessions, one in 2015 and one in 2016—the members of each party formally 
gather in their party caucus (or conference) (see Figure 6.3 for the partisan composi-
tion of Congress). Historically, these caucuses have enjoyed varied powers, but today 
the party caucuses—now called caucus by House and Senate Democrats and confer-
ence by House and Senate Republicans—have several roles, including nominating or 
electing party officers, reviewing committee assignments, discussing party policy, 
imposing party discipline, setting party themes, and coordinating media. Conference 
and caucus chairs are recognized party leaders who work with other leaders in the 
House or Senate.16

Each caucus or conference has specialized committees that fulfill certain tasks. 
House Republicans, for example, have a Committee on Committees that makes 
committee assignments. The Democrats’ Steering Committee performs this func-
tion. Each party also has congressional campaign committees to assist members in 
their reelection bids.

  Leadership in the House of Representatives
Even in the first Congress in 1789, the House of Representatives was almost three 
times larger than the Senate. It is not surprising, then, that from the beginning the 
House has shown tighter organization, more elaborate structure, and governance by 
stricter rules. Traditionally, loyalty to party leadership and voting along party lines have 
been more common in the House than in the Senate. House leaders also play a key role 

A

Assess the role of the committee system, political parties, and congressional leadership 
in organizing Congress.

6.3

majority party
The political party in each house of 
Congress with the most members.

minority party
The political party in each house of 
Congress with the second most 
members.

party caucus (or conference)
A formal gathering of all party 
members.

How Congress Is Organized
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in moving the business of the House along. Historically, the Speaker of the House, the 
majority and minority leaders, and the Republican and Democratic House whips have 
made up the party leadership that runs the institution.

THE SpEAKER OF THE HOUSE The Speaker of the House, the chamber’s most 
powerful position, is the only officer of the House of Representatives specifically men-
tioned in the Constitution. The office follows a model similar to the British 
Parliament—the Speaker was the one who spoke to the king and conveyed the wishes 
of the House of Commons to the monarch.17

The entire House of Representatives elects the Speaker at the beginning of each new 
Congress. Traditionally, the Speaker is a member of the majority party. Although typi-
cally not the member with the longest service, the Speaker generally has served in the 
House for a long time and in other House leadership positions as an apprentice.

The Speaker presides over the House of Representatives, oversees House business, 
and is the official spokesperson for the House, as well as being second in the line of 
presidential succession (after the vice president). The Speaker is also expected to smooth 
the passage of party-backed legislation through the House. To aid in this process, the 
Speaker generally has great political influence within the chamber and in policy nego-
tiations with the president.

F IGURE 6 .2  HOW ARE THE HOUSE Of REpRESENTATIvES ANd THE SENATE ORGANIzEd?
Parties play a very important role in organizing both the House and Senate. The majority and minority 
leaders are chosen by the party caucus or conference, as are other key leaders in the party hierarchy. This 
structure helps to organize operations and conflict in each of the institutions.

SOURCE: Based on Roger H. Davidson and Walter J. Oleszek, Congress and Its Members, 10th ed. (Washington, DC: CQ 
Press, 2006.) Updated by the authors.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Majority Leader

Majority Whip

Republican
Conference

Republican Steering
Committee

Republican
Congressional

Campaign Committee

Republican Policy
Committee

Committee
System

Committee
on Rules

Speaker

Minority Leader

Minority Whips

Democratic
Congressional

Campaign Committee

Democratic Steering
and Policy Committee

Minority Leader

Minority Whips

Democratic
Steering

Committee

Democratic
Senatorial
Campaign
Committee

Democratic
Policy

Committee

Democratic
Caucus

National
Republican
Senatorial
Campaign
Committee

Republican
Committee on
Committees

Republican
Steering

Committee

Republican
Policy

Committee

Majority Leader

Majority Whips

Republican
Conference

Committee
System 

Vice President or
President Pro Tempore

SENATE

Democratic
Caucus

Speaker of the House
The only officer of the House of 
Representatives specifically mentioned 
in the Constitution; the chamber’s 
most powerful position; traditionally a 
member of the majority party.
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Figure 6 .3  What is the partisan composition of the 114th congress?
In the 114th Congress, Republicans held a majority of seats in both the House of Representatives and the 
Senate.

Source: Politico Election Central,http://www.politico.com/2014-election/results/map/house and http://www.politico.com 
/2014-election/results/map/senate.
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Democratic
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Split
Undecided

Senate

Total

House of Representatives

Total

Republican seats
Democratic seats
Undecided seats*
Republican majority
Democratic majority
Equal party membership
Undecided

Republicans  244
Democrats  186
Independent   0
Undecided  5

*As of mid-November 2014.

Democrats        44
Republicans      53
Independents   2
Undecided    1

1

The first powerful Speaker was Henry Clay (R–KY). Serving in Congress at a time 
when turnover was high, he was elected to the position in 1810, his first term in office. 
He held the post of Speaker of the House for a total of six terms—longer than anyone 
else in the nineteenth century.

By the late 1800s, the House ceased to have a revolving door, and the length of 
members’ average stays increased. With this new professionalization of the House 
came professionalization in the position of Speaker. Between 1896 and 1910, a series 
of Speakers initiated changes that brought more power to the office as the Speaker 
largely took control of committee assignments and the appointing of committee chairs. 
Institutional and personal rule reached its height during the 1903–1910 tenure of 
Speaker Joe Cannon (R–IL).

Negative reaction to those strong Speakers eventually led to a revolt in 1910 and 1911 
in the House and to a reduction of the formal powers of the Speaker. As a consequence, 
many Speakers between Cannon and Newt Gingrich (R-GA), who became Speaker in 
1995, often relied on more informal powers derived from their personal ability to persuade 
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members of their party. Gingrich, the first Republican Speaker in forty years, convinced 
fellow Republicans to return important formal powers to the position. These formal 
changes, along with his personal leadership skills, allowed Gingrich to exercise greater 
control over the House and its agenda than any other Speaker since the days of Cannon.

Current Speaker John Boehner (R–OH) faced many challenges trying to control 
members of his party during his first two years as Speaker; he received a great deal of 
criticism for his often conflictual leadership style.  After retaining a Republican major-
ity during the 113th Congress, Boehner vowed to become a more collaborative leader, 
seeking greater compromise on a variety of political issues. Only time will tell if his 
governing style lives up to this promise. 

LEADERSHIp TEAMS After the Speaker, the next most powerful people in the 
House are the majority and minority leaders, who are elected in their individual party 
caucuses or conferences. The majority leader is the head of the party controlling the 
most seats in the House; his or her counterpart in the party with the second highest 
number of seats is the minority leader. The majority leader helps the Speaker sched-
ule proposed legislation for debate on the House floor.

The Republican and Democratic whips, who are elected by party members in 
caucuses, assist the Speaker and majority and minority leaders in their leadership 
efforts. The position of whip originated in the British House of Commons, where it 
was named after the “whipper in,” the rider who keeps the hounds together in a fox 
hunt. Party whips—first designated in the U.S. House of Representatives in 1899—do, 
as their name suggests, try to whip fellow Democrats or Republicans into line on par-
tisan issues. They try to maintain close contact with all members on important votes, 
prepare summaries of content and implications of bills, take vote counts during debates 
and votes, and in general persuade members to toe the party line. Whips and their 
deputy whips also serve as communications links, distributing word of the party line 
from leaders to rank-and-file members and alerting leaders to concerns in the ranks.

  Leadership in the Senate
Organization and formal rules never have played the same role in the Senate as in the 
House. Through the 1960s, the Senate was a gentlemen’s club whose folkways—
unwritten rules of behavior—governed its operation. One such folkway, for example, 

WHO WAS THE fIRST fEMALE SpEAkER Of THE HOUSE?
Nancy Pelosi, shown here at a State Dinner with President Barack Obama and General Colin Powell, was 
the first woman Speaker. A strong Speaker, she was known for her ability to count votes before allowing 
any bill on the floor, resulting in the highest levels of party unity in modern Congresses.

majority leader
The head of the party controlling the 
most seats in the House of Repre-
sentatives or the Senate; is second in 
authority to the Speaker of the House 
and in the Senate is regarded as its 
most powerful member.

minority leader
The head of the party with the second 
highest number of elected representa-
tives in the House of Representatives 
or the Senate.

whip
Party leader who keeps close contact 
with all members of his or her party, 
takes vote counts on key legislation, 
prepares summaries of bills, and acts 
as a communications link within a 
party.
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Explore Your World
The structure of the U.S. Capitol reflects not only the bicameral legislature created by the Framers in Article 
I but also American culture. For example, the designer of the Capitol “Americanized” some of the columns 
on the building by sculpting ears of corn instead of traditional European acanthus leaves. Examine each of 
the photos below and consider how they reflect the characteristics of the state they represent.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

1. What similarities and differences do you notice in the physical structures of the 
legislative buildings?

2. Why do you think each legislative building looks the way it does? How has the 
country’s governmental system influenced each building’s appearance? How have 
cultural influences affected each building’s appearance?

3. Assume two new countries have just been established: one has a unicameral 
legislature, and the other has a bicameral legislature. If you were to design a 
legislative building for each of these countries, how would each look and why?

The most prominent feature of the U.S. Capitol is its dome, which is located 
in the center of the building. The wings on either side of the dome are home 
to the House of Representatives and the Senate.

Myanmar’s (Burma) legislative building is one of the newest in the world, opening in 2010 after decades of 
controversy in that country gave way to parliamentary elections. The building’s architecture echos the style of many 
Burmese temples in the region, but this lavish complex has spurred controversy, as the perfectly manicured lawns 
and brand new buildings contrast sharply with the poverty of many of the country’s residents.

The Hellenic Parliament meets in the Parliament House in Athens, 
Greece. The building sits elevated on a hill, above Constitution 
Square. Although the legislature is unicameral today, it was bicameral 
during some parts of the country’s history. 
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president pro tempore
The official chair of the Senate; usu-
ally the most senior member of the 
majority party.

stipulated that political disagreements not become personal criticisms. A senator who 
disliked another referred to that senator as “the able, learned, and distinguished sena-
tor.” A member who really could not stand another called that senator “my very able, 
learned, and distinguished colleague.”

In the 1960s and 1970s, senators became increasingly active on a variety of issues 
on and off the Senate floor, and extended debates often occurred on the floor without 
the rigid rules of courtesy that had once prevailed. These changes have made the major-
ity leader’s role as coalition-builder extraordinarily challenging.18

pRESIDING OFFICER The Constitution specifies that the presiding officer of the 
Senate is the vice president of the United States. Because he is not a member of the 
Senate, he votes only in the case of a tie.

The official chair of the Senate is the president pro tempore, or pro tem, whom 
the majority party selects and who presides over the Senate in the absence of the vice 
president. The position of pro tem today is primarily an honorific office generally 
awarded to the most senior senator of the majority party. Once elected, the pro tem 
stays in that office until the majority party in the Senate changes. Since presiding over 
the Senate can be a rather perfunctory duty, neither the vice president nor the president 
pro tempore actually performs the task very often. Instead, this particular duty rotates 
among junior members of the majority party of the chamber, allowing more senior 
members to attend meetings of greater importance.

MAjORITY LEADER The true leader of the Senate is the majority leader, elected to the 
position by the majority party. Because the Senate is a smaller and more collegial body, 
the majority leader is not nearly as powerful as the Speaker of the House. During the 
113th Congress, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D–NV) discovered the many dif-
ficulties that may face a Senate leader trying to coordinate members of his party and 
ensure party loyalty, even in times of high partisanship. Most of Reid’s troubles resulted 
from struggles to ensure the loyalty of moderate Democratic members on important 
votes dealing with economic recovery and health care reform. New Senate Majority 
Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY), who assumed control when the Republicans won a 
majority of Senate seats in the 2014 election, is likely to face many similar struggles as 
he attempts to lead a narrow majority and build consensus in a divided institution.

LEADERSHIp TEAMS The minority leader and the Republican and Democratic 
whips round out the leadership positions in the Senate and perform functions similar 
to those of their House counterparts. But, leading and whipping in the Senate can be 
quite a challenge. Senate rules always have given tremendous power to individual sen-
ators; in most cases senators can offer any kind of amendments to legislation on the 
floor, and an individual senator can bring all work on the floor to a halt indefinitely 
through a filibuster unless three-fifths of the senators vote to cut him or her off.19

  The Committee System
The saying “Congress in session is Congress on exhibition, whilst Congress in its commit-
tee rooms is Congress at work” may not be as true today as it was when Woodrow Wilson 
wrote it in 1885.20 Still, “the work that takes place in the committee and subcommittee 
rooms of Capitol Hill is critical to the productivity and effectiveness of Congress.”21 
Standing committees are the first and last places to which most bills go. Usually, committee 
members play key roles in floor debate about the merits of bills that have been introduced. 
When the House and Senate pass different versions of a bill, a conference committee with 
members of both houses meets to iron out the differences. Committee organization and 
specialization are especially important in the House of Representatives because of its size. 
The establishment of subcommittees allows for even greater specialization.

TYpES OF COMMITTEES Congressional committees are of four types: (1) standing; 
(2) joint; (3) conference; and, (4) select (or special).22
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 1. Standing committees are those to which bills are referred for consideration; they are 
so called because they continue from one Congress to the next and consider issues 
roughly parallel to those of the departments represented in the president’s Cabinet.

 2. Joint committees are standing committees that include members from both houses 
of Congress and are set up to conduct investigations or special studies. They focus 
public attention on major matters, such as the economy, taxation, or scandals.

 3. Conference committees are special joint committees created to reconcile differ-
ences in bills passed by the House and Senate. A conference committee comprises 
members from the House and Senate committees that originally considered the bill.

 4. Select (or special) committees are temporary committees appointed for specific 
purposes, such as investigating the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.

In the 113th Congress, the House had twenty standing committees, as shown in 
Table 6.5, each with an average of about thirty members. Together, these standing 
committees had roughly ninety subcommittees that collectively acted as the eyes, ears, 

standing committee
Committee to which proposed bills 
are referred; continues from one 
Congress to the next.

joint committee
Standing committee that includes 
members  f rom both houses  of 
Congress set up to conduct investiga-
tions or special studies.

conference committee
Special joint committee created to 
reconcile differences in bills passed by 
the House and Senate.

select (or special) committee
Temporary committee appointed for a 
specific purpose.

TABLE 6.5 WHAT WERE THE COMMITTEES Of THE 113TH CONGRESS?

Standing Committees
House Senate

Agriculture Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry

Appropriations Appropriations

Armed Services Armed Services

Budget Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

Education and the Workforce Budget

Energy and Commerce Commerce, Science, and Transportation

Ethics Energy and Natural Resources

Financial Services Environment and Public Works

Foreign Affairs Finance

Homeland Security Foreign Relations

House Administration Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions

Judiciary Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs

Constitution and Civil Justice Judiciary

Courts, Intellectual Property, and the Internet Antitrust, Competition Policy, and Consumer 
Rights

Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security, and 
Investigations Bankruptcy and the Courts

Immigration and Border Security The Constitution, Civil Rights, and Human 
Rights

Regulatory Reform, Commercial, and Antitrust Law Crime and Terrorism

Immigration, Refugees, and Border Security

Natural Resources Oversight, Federal Rights, and Agency Action

Oversight and Government Reform Privacy, Technology, and the Law

Rules Rules and Administration

Science, Space, and Technology Small Business and Entrepreneurship

Small Business Veterans' Affairs

Transportation and Infrastructure

Veterans’ Affairs  

Ways and Means  

Select, Special, and Other Committees
House Senate Joint Committees

Select Intelligence Select Ethics Economic

Select Benghazi Select Intelligence Taxation

  Special Aging Library

  Indian Affairs Printing

NOTE: The subcommittees of the House and Senate Judiciary Committees during the 113th Congress are listed in italics.
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and hands of the House. They considered issues roughly parallel to those of the depart-
ments represented in the president’s Cabinet. For example, there were committees on 
agriculture, education, the judiciary, veterans’ affairs, transportation, and commerce.

Although most committees in one house parallel those in the other, the House 
Committee on Rules, for which no counterpart in the Senate exists, plays a major role 
in the House’s law-making process. As an indication of this committee’s importance, 
the Speaker directly appoints its chair and majority party members. This committee 
reviews most bills after they come from a committee and before they go to the full 
chamber for consideration. Performing a traffic cop function, the Committee on Rules 
gives each bill what is called a rule, which contains the date the bill will come up for 
debate and the time that will be allotted for discussion, and often specifies what kinds 
of amendments can be offered. Bills considered under a closed rule cannot be amended.

Standing committees have considerable power. They can kill bills, amend them 
radically, or hurry them through the process. In the words of former President Woodrow 
Wilson, once a bill is referred to a committee, it “crosses a parliamentary bridge of sighs 
to dim dungeons of silence whence it never will return.”23 Committees report out to 
the full House or Senate only a small fraction of the bills assigned to them. A dis-
charge petition signed by a majority (218) of the House membership can force bills 
out of a House committee.

In the 113th Congress, the Senate had sixteen standing committees ranging in size 
from approximately fifteen to thirty members. It also had roughly seventy subcommit-
tees, which allowed all majority party senators to chair at least one.

In contrast to members of the House, who hold few committee assignments (an aver-
age of 1.8 standing and three subcommittees), senators each serve on an average of three to 
four committees and seven subcommittees. Whereas the committee system allows House 
members to become policy or issue specialists, Senate members often are generalists.

Senate committees have the same power over framing legislation that House com-
mittees do, but the Senate, as an institution more open to individual input than the 
House, gives less deference to the work done in committees. In the Senate, legislation 
is more likely to be rewritten on the floor, where all senators can generally participate 
and add amendments.

COMMITTEE CHAIRS Committee chairs enjoy tremendous power and prestige, with 
authorization to select all subcommittee chairs, call meetings, and recommend majority 
members to sit on conference committees. Committee chairs may even opt to kill a bill by 
refusing to schedule hearings on it. They also have a large committee staff at their disposal 
and are often recipients of favors from lobbyists, who recognize the chair’s unique position 
of power. Interpersonal skills, influence, and expertise are a chair’s best resources.

Historically, committee chairs were the majority party members with the longest con-
tinuous service on the committee. Committee chairs in the House, unlike the Senate, are 
no longer selected by seniority, or time of continuous service on the committee. Instead, 
to ensure that candidates demonstrate party loyalty, party leaders interview potential chairs. 
Six years of service on a particular committee is the limit on all committee chairs.

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIp Many newly elected members of Congress set their 
sights on certain committee assignments. Others are more flexible. Many legislators who 
desire particular committee assignments inform their party’s selection committee of their 
preferences. They often request assignments based on their own interests or expertise or 
on a particular committee’s ability to help their prospects for reelection. One political 
scientist has noted that members view committee assignments the way investors view 
stocks—they seek to acquire those that will add to the value of their portfolios.24

Some committees, such as Energy and Commerce, facilitate reelection by giving 
House members influence over decisions that affect large campaign contributors. Other 
committees, such as Education and the Workforce or Judiciary, attract members eager to 
work on the policy responsibilities assigned to the committee even if the appointment does 
them little good at the ballot box. Another motivator for certain committee assignments is 
the desire to have power and influence within the chamber. The Appropriations and Budget 

seniority
Time of continuous service on a 
committee.

discharge petition
Petition that gives a majority of the 
House of Representatives the author-
ity to bring an issue to the floor in the 
face of committee inaction.
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Committees provide that kind of reward for some members, given the monetary impact of 
the committees. Congress can approve programs, but unless money for them is appropri-
ated in the budget, they are largely symbolic.

In both the House and the Senate, committee membership generally reflects party 
distribution within that chamber. For example, at the outset of the 114th Congress, 
Republicans held a majority of House seats and thus claimed about a 56 percent share of 
the seats on several committees. On committees more critical to the operation of the House 
or to the setting of national policy, the majority often takes a disproportionate share of the 
slots. Since the Committee on Rules regulates access to the floor for legislation approved by 
other standing committees, control by the majority party is essential for it to manage the 
flow of legislation. For this reason, no matter how narrow its margin in the chamber, the 
majority party makes up more than two-thirds of the Committee on Rules’ membership.

Powers of Congress

he Framers wished to ensure that the national government had sufficient 
power to govern the states. Thus, Article I, section 7, of the Constitution 
details the procedures by which Congress can make laws and raise reve-
nues. Article I, section 8, also details Congress’s power to tax, spend, regu-

late commerce, coin money, and make “all Laws which shall be necessary and proper 
for carrying into Execution” those powers.

Today, Congress not only makes laws dealing with substantive policy but also 
spends significant time negotiating and trying to pass the nation’s budget. In addition, 
in accordance with the system of checks and balances, it has a key oversight role. 
Through the War Powers Resolution, congressional review, approval of nominations, 
and impeachment, Congress can check the power of the executive and judicial branches.

  The Law-making Function
Congress’s law-making power allows it to affect the day-to-day lives of all Americans and 
set policy for the future. Although proposals for legislation—be they about terrorism, 
Medicare, or tax policy—can come from the president, executive agencies, committee staffs, 
interest groups, or even private individuals, only members of the House or Senate can for-
mally submit a bill for congressional consideration (although lobbyists initially draft many 
of them). Once a member of Congress introduces a bill, it usually reaches a dead end. Of 
the approximately 11,000 bills introduced during each recent session, Congress has voted 
fewer than 150 into law.

A bill must survive several stages before it becomes a law. One or more standing com-
mittees and both chambers must approve it, and if House and Senate versions differ, each 
house must accept a conference report resolving those differences. Multiple stopping points 
provide many opportunities for legislation to die or members to revise the content of legis-
lation and may lead representatives to alter their views on a particular piece of legislation 
several times over. Thus, it is much easier to defeat a bill than to pass one (see Figure 6.4). 
The ongoing debates on the budget process are particularly illustrative of this problem.

COMMITTEE REFERRAL The House and Senate have parallel processes, and often 
the same bill is introduced in each chamber at the same time. One member of 
Congress must introduce a bill, but several other members (called co-sponsors) often 
sponsor a bill, in an attempt to show support for its aims. Once introduced, the bill is 
sent to the clerk of the chamber, who gives it a number (for example, HR 1 or S 1—
indicating House or Senate bill number one, respectively). The bill is then printed, 
distributed, and sent to the appropriate committee or committees for consideration.

T

Identify three of the most significant powers of Congress.6.4
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Take a Closer Look
Much of the work of Congress is accomplished in committee hearings and private meetings and negotiations. 
The activity that occurs on the floor of the U.S Senate and House of Representatives is, as a result, more 
informal than many citizens might expect. While one member is speaking in support of or opposition to a piece 
of legislation, other members—if they are even in the chamber—may be casting votes, talking with colleagues, 
or even milling around. Still, the floor proceedings of the U.S. Congress play an important role in the legislative 
process.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

1. Why are formal legislative sessions important to the governmental process, even 
if little actual work is accomplished during this time?

2. Should members be required to spend more time in the chamber listening to their 
colleagues' speeches and participating in the legislative process? What would be 
the positives and negatives of this requirement?

3. Should some of the work traditionally accomplished on the floor of the House and 
Senate, such as voting and giving speeches, move online in the interest of 
efficiency? Why or why not?

Each senator has a desk in the chamber, with Republicans on 
the left hand side of the presiding officer and Democrats on 
the right. Senators, however, rarely sit at these desks.

Clerks record senators’ comments, tally votes, and maintain the opera-
tions of the institution. Behind the clerks sits a presiding officer. Officially, 
this member is the vice president or the president pro tempore, but in 
practice, it is usually a junior member.

The member of the Senate speaking stands at a podium at 
the front and center of the chamber. 
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FIGURE 6 .4  HOW dOES A BILL BECOME A LAW?
A bill must go through a carefully prescribed process in both the House of Representatives and the Senate 
in order to be enacted into law. After a bill has passed both houses, differences must be reconciled and the 
proposed legislation must meet with the president’s approval. As a result, though many bills are introduced, 
few actually become law.
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The committee usually refers the bill to one of its subcommittees, whose staff 
researches the proposed legislation, and then the chair decides whether or not to hold 
hearings. The subcommittee hearings provide an opportunity for those on both sides of 
the issue to voice their opinions. Since the 1970s, most hearings have been open to the 
public. After the hearings, the subcommittee revises the bill and then votes to approve or 
defeat it. If the subcommittee votes in favor of the bill, it is returned to the full committee. 
There, it goes through markup, a session during which committee members can offer 
changes to a bill before it goes to the floor. The full committee may also reject the bill 
before it goes to the floor in either house.

FLOOR DEBATE The second stage of action takes place on the House or Senate 
floor. As previously discussed, in the House, before a bill may be debated on the floor, 
the Committee on Rules must approve it and give it a rule and a place on the calendar, 

markup
A session in which committee mem-
bers offer changes to a bill before it 
goes to the floor.
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or schedule. (House budget bills, however, do not go to the Committee on Rules.) In 
the House, the rule given to a bill determines limits on the floor debate and specifies 
what types of amendments, if any, may be attached to the bill. Once the Committee 
on Rules considers the bill, it is added to the calendar.

When the day arrives for floor debate, the House may choose to form a Committee 
of the Whole. This procedure allows the House to deliberate with only one hundred 
members present to expedite consideration of the bill. During this time, members may 
offer amendments, and the full House ultimately takes a vote. If the bill survives, it goes 
to the Senate for consideration if that body did not consider it simultaneously.

Unlike the House, whose size necessarily limits debate, the Senate may hold up bills 
by a hold or a filibuster. A hold is a procedure by which a senator asks to be informed 
before a particular bill (or nomination) is brought to the floor. It signals Senate leader-
ship and the sponsors of the bill that a colleague may have objections to the bill (or 
nomination) and should be consulted before further action is taken. A hold can be placed 
for any reason—including reviewing, negotiating changes, or attempting to kill a bill.

Filibusters, a way of halting Senate action on a bill by means of long speeches or 
unlimited debate, grew out of the absence of rules to restrict speech in the Senate. The 
content of a filibuster has no limits as long as a senator keeps talking. A senator may read 
from a phone book, recite poetry, or read cookbooks to delay a vote. Often, a team of 
senators takes turns speaking to continue the filibuster in the hope of tabling or killing a 
bill. In 1964, for example, a group of northern liberal senators kept a filibuster alive for 
eighty-two days in an effort to prevent amendments that would weaken a civil rights bill. 
The threat of filibusters has increased significantly in recent years. This threat can be quite 
potent; in the modern Senate, it often takes the assured votes of sixty senators for a bill to 
come to a final vote because of the threat of a filibuster.

Senators may end a filibuster in only one way. Sixty of them must sign a motion 
for cloture. After a cloture motion passes the Senate floor, members may spend no 
more than thirty additional hours debating the legislation at issue.

hold
A procedure by which a senator asks to 
be informed before a particular bill or 
nomination is brought to the floor. 
This request signals leadership that a 
member may have objections to the bill 
(or nomination) and should be con-
sulted before further action is taken.

filibuster
A formal way of halting Senate action 
on a bill by means of long speeches or 
unlimited debate.

cloture
Mechanism requiring the vote of sixty 
senators to cut off debate.

WHAT IS THE pRESIdENT'S ROLE IN LAWMAkING?
After a bill has won the approval of both houses of Congress, the president has the final opportunity to 
approve the law or veto it, sending it back to Congress for a potential veto override. Here, President Barack 
Obama, surrounded by Vice President Joe Biden and legislative leaders, signs into law the Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act of 2010, which reformed health care in the United States.
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FINAL AppROvAL The third stage of action takes place when the two chambers of 
Congress approve different versions of the same bill. When this happens, they establish a 
conference committee to iron out the differences between the two versions. The conference 
committee, whose members are from the original House and Senate committees, hammers 
out a compromise, which is returned to each chamber for a final vote. Sometimes the con-
ference committee fails to agree and the bill dies there. No changes or amendments to the 
compromise version are allowed. If the bill does not pass in both houses, it dies. If the bill 
passes, it is sent to the president, who has ten days to consider a bill. He has four options:
 1. The president can sign the bill, at which point it becomes law.
 2. The president can veto the bill, which is more likely to occur when the president 

is of a different party from the majority in Congress; Congress may override the 
president’s veto with a two-thirds vote in each chamber, a very difficult task.

 3. The president can wait the full ten days, at the end of which time the bill 
becomes law without his signature if Congress is still in session.

 4. If Congress adjourns before the ten days are up, the president can choose not to 
sign the bill, which is called a pocket veto. To become law, the bill then has only 
one path: to be reintroduced in the next session of Congress and put through the 
process all over again.

  The Budgetary Function
Since the writing of the Constitution, Congress has enjoyed authority over the budgetary 
process. For much of American history, however, congressional budgets were piecemeal 
and made without an eye toward setting the course of public policy. By the 1920s, as a 
result of growing federal regulation and the bureaucracy, many policy makers sensed a 
need for greater centralization and order in the budgetary process. Thus, Congress passed 
and President Warren G. Harding signed into law the Budget and Accounting Act of 
1921. This legislation required the president—for the first time—to submit a budget to 
Congress. The president’s proposal would include the prior year’s spending, projections, 
and proposals for the next year. Congress, in turn, could alter the allocation of appropria-
tions but could not increase the total level of spending proposed by the president. To aid 
the executive branch in this role, the act also created the Bureau of the Budget. In 1970, 
the name of this agency was changed to the Office of Management and Budget.

This process continued relatively unfettered until the early 1970s, when tension 
between a Democratic-controlled Congress and a Republican president, Richard M. 
Nixon, exposed several shortcomings in the system. For example, although Congress 
authorized the expenditure of funds for many social problems, President Nixon refused 
to spend appropriated money on them. Angered and frustrated by Nixon’s flagrant use 
of executive power, Congress solidified its role in the budgetary process by passing the 
Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT OF 1974 The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 
established the congressional budgetary process we use today. The act also created the 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), a nonpartisan agency to help members make 
accurate estimations of revenues and expenditures and to lay out a plan for congres-
sional action on the annual budget resolution, appropriations, reconciliation, and any 
other revenue bills. In general, these bills and resolutions establish levels of spending 
for the federal government and its agencies during the next fiscal year. (The federal 
government’s fiscal year runs from October 1 of one year to September 30 of the next. 
Thus, the 2015 fiscal year runs from October 1, 2014, to September 30, 2015.) 
Although these levels rarely change dramatically from year to year, the programs and 
policies that receive increases and decreases in federal spending make a powerful state-
ment about the goals of Congress and the president. For fiscal year 2015, for example, 
President Obama’s initial budget proposal suggested increased taxes for the wealthiest 
Americans and significant increases in spending on early childhood education.

veto
The formal, constitutional authority 
of the president to reject bills passed 
by both houses of Congress, thus pre-
venting them from becoming law 
without further congressional action.

pocket veto
If Congress adjourns during the ten 
days the president has to consider a 
bill passed by both houses of Congress, 
the bill is considered vetoed without 
the president’s signature.

Congressional Budget Act of 
1974
Act that established the congressional 
budgetary process by laying out a plan 
for congressional action on the annual 
budget resolution, appropriations, rec-
onciliation, and any other revenue 
bills.
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One special process detailed by the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is recon-
ciliation. The reconciliation procedure allows consideration of controversial issues 
affecting the budget by limiting debate to twenty hours, thereby ending the threat of a 
filibuster in the Senate. This process received a great deal of attention in 2010, when 
members of Congress used it to pass the health care reform bill.

The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 also includes a timetable intended to make 
sure that action on the budget occurs without unnecessary delay (see Table 6.6). Under 
this constraint, Congress must complete initial action on the budget resolution by 
April 15 of the preceding fiscal year. The budget resolution—or one or more continuing 
resolutions allowing the government to spend money at the same rates as the previous 
fiscal year—must receive approval by the start of the new fiscal year on October 1. 
When this does not occur, the federal government may shut down, as happened in 
2013 when a Republican-controlled House and a Democratic president and Senate, 
could not agree on spending levels. As a result, all federal offices, buildings, and services 
did not operate for over two weeks. Note that although this is the formal process for 
passing a budget, Congress has not passed a full budget since 2001. In the past ten 
years, Congress has passed eight temporary budgets to keep government running. 
During this time, members have made only minor adjustments to spending. At the 
beginning of the 114th Congress, both Republicans and Democrats in Congress vowed 
to prioritize budget reform and reducing the national debt. Whether the parties can 
compromise on these issues, however, remains to be seen.

pORK AND pROGRAMMATIC REQUESTS Representatives often seek to win 
appropriations known as pork, legislation that allows representatives to bring money 
and jobs to their districts in the form of public works programs, military bases, or other 
programs. Many of these programs, once called earmarks but now called program-
matic requests, are funds that an appropriations bill designates for specific projects 
within a state or congressional district. Legislators who bring jobs and new public 
works programs back to their districts are hard to defeat when up for reelection. But, 
ironically, these programs also attract much of the public criticism directed at the fed-
eral government in general and Congress in particular.

  The Oversight Function
The basic objective of oversight is to hold the executive branch responsible for imple-
mentation of its delegated authority. Hearings in which members question bureaucrats 
to determine if they are enforcing and interpreting the laws as intended by Congress 
are among Congress’s most visible and dramatic actions. Congress uses them not only 
to gather information but also to focus on particular executive-branch actions. They 
often signal that Congress believes an agency needs to make changes in policy or 

TABLE 6.6 WHAT IS THE TIMELINE fOR THE CONGRESSIONAL BUdGETARy pROCESS?

Date Action
First Monday 
in February

President submits budget to Congress—President's budget is prepared by the Office of 
Management and Budget; includes requested levels of spending for the next fiscal year.

February 15 Budget outlooks—Congressional Budget Office submits economic projections to the 
House and Senate Budget Committees.

April 15 Budget resolution—Congress must complete action on the initial version of a budget 
resolution.

May 15 Appropriation begins—House begins to consider appropriations bills.

June 10 Appropriations Committee—House Appropriations Committee should conclude  
consideration of appropriations issues.

June 15 Reconciliation ends—House must handle any reconciliation bills by this date.

June 30 Appropriation ends—Full House should conclude consideration of all appropriations bills.

October 1 Fiscal year begins—Government’s fiscal year runs from October 1 to September 30.

reconciliation
A procedure that allows consideration 
of controversial issues affecting the 
budget by limiting debate to twenty 
hours, thereby ending threat of a 
filibuster.

pork
Legislation that allows representatives 
to bring money and jobs to their dis-
tricts in the form of public works pro-
grams, mil itar y bases, or other 
programs.

programmatic requests
Federal funds designated for special 
projects within a state or congressional 
district.
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performance before it next comes before the committee to justify its budget or actions. 
Congress also uses hearings to improve program administration.

Congress may also exercise its oversight powers in a number of other ways. It may, 
for example, use its powers under the War Powers Resolution or the Congressional 
Review Act of 1996 to examine actions taken by the president. The Senate also has the 
authority to offer advice and consent on executive and judicial branch nominees. 
Congress’s ultimate oversight power, however, is the power to impeach other federal 
officials and remove them from office.

THE WAR pOWERS RESOLUTION After years of playing second fiddle to a series of 
presidents from Theodore Roosevelt to Richard M. Nixon, a “snoozing Congress” was 
“aroused” and seized for itself the authority and expertise necessary to exercise its full 
foreign policy oversight powers over the chief executive.25 In a delayed response to 
Lyndon B. Johnson’s conduct of the Vietnam War, in 1973 Congress passed the War 
Powers Resolution over President Nixon’s veto. The resolution permits the president 
to send troops into action only with the authorization of Congress or if the United 
States, its territories, or the armed forces are attacked. It also requires the president to 
notify Congress within forty-eight hours of committing troops to foreign soil. In 
addition, the president must withdraw troops within sixty days unless Congress votes 
to declare war. The president also must consult with Congress, if at all possible, prior 
to committing troops.

ON WHAT ISSUES dOES CONGRESS CONdUCT OvERSIGHT HEARINGS?
In 2008, Congress created the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) to aid in restoring order and liquidity to 
the nation’s financial system. It also created an Oversight Panel to assure that this program was working 
efficiently and effectively. Law Professor Elizabeth Warren, who in 2012 was elected to the Senate representing 
Massachusetts, chaired this committee. She is shown here testifying before the House Budget Committee.

War Powers Resolution
Passed by Congress in 1973; the presi-
dent is limited in the deployment of 
troops overseas to a sixty-day period 
in peacetime (which can be extended 
for an extra thirty days to permit 
withdrawal) unless Congress explicitly 
gives its approval for a longer period.
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The War Powers Resolution, however, has had limited effectiveness in claiming an 
oversight role for Congress in international crisis situations. Presidents Gerald R. Ford, 
Jimmy Carter, and Ronald Reagan never consulted Congress in advance of committing 
troops, citing the need for secrecy and swift movement, although each president did 
notify Congress shortly after the deployment of troops abroad. They contended that the 
War Powers Resolution was probably unconstitutional because it limits presidential pre-
rogatives as commander in chief.

CONGRESSIONAL REvIEW The Congressional Review Act of 1996 allows Congress 
to exercise its oversight powers by nullifying agency regulations. Under the home rule 
charter of the District of Columbia, the House and Senate may also nullify actions of 
the Washington, D.C. City Council. This process is called congressional review.26 If 
using this oversight power, Congress has sixty days after the implementation of an 
administrative action to pass a joint resolution of legislative disapproval. The president 
must also have signed the resolution.

Historically, congressional review has been used rather infrequently. Since its pas-
sage, Congress has introduced only about seventy-five joint resolutions of legislative 
disapproval, and only once has a resolution succeeded.27 In 2001, Congress and President 
George W. Bush reversed Clinton administration ergonomics regulations, which were 
intended to prevent job-related repetitive stress injuries. However, during the 112th 
Congress, House Republicans tried to make greater use of the act, questioning a record 
eleven regulations in the first nine months of 2011.28

CONFIRMATION OF pRESIDENTIAL AppOINTEES The Senate plays a special 
oversight function through its ability to confirm key members of the executive branch, 
as well as presidential appointments to the federal courts. Although the Senate gener-
ally confirms most presidential nominees, it does not always do so. A wise president 
considers senatorial reaction before nominating potentially controversial individuals to 
his administration or to the federal courts.

In the case of federal district court appointments, senators often have considerable 
say in the nomination of judges from their states through senatorial courtesy, a process 
by which presidents generally defer to the senators who represent the state where the 
vacancy occurs. Through the “blue slip” process, senators may submit a favorable or unfa-
vorable review of a nominee; they may also choose not to comment. Despite this proce-
dure, the judicial nominees of recent presidents have encountered particularly hostile 
Senates. “Appointments have always been the battleground for policy disputes,” says one 
political scientist. But now, “what’s new is the rawness of it—all of the veneer is off.”29

IMpEACHMENT As discussed earlier, the impeachment process is Congress’s ultimate 
oversight of the U.S. president and federal court judges. The U.S. Constitution is quite 
vague about the impeachment process, and much debate over it concerns what consti-
tutes an impeachable offense. The Constitution specifies that Congress can impeach a 
president for treason, bribery, or other “high crimes and misdemeanors.” Most commen-
tators agree that the Framers intended this phrase to mean significant abuses of power.

House and Senate rules control how the impeachment process operates. Yet, 
because Congress uses the process so rarely, and under such disparate circumstances, 
few hard and fast rules exist. The U.S. House of Representatives has voted to impeach 
only seventeen federal officials. Of those, seven were convicted and removed from 
office, and three resigned before the process was completed.

Only four resolutions against presidents have resulted in further action: (1) John 
Tyler, charged with corruption and misconduct in 1843; (2) Andrew Johnson, charged 
with serious misconduct in 1868; (3) Richard M. Nixon, charged with obstruction of 
justice and the abuse of power in 1974; and, (4) Bill Clinton, charged with perjury and 
obstruction of justice in 1998. The House rejected the charges against Tyler; the Senate 
acquitted Johnson by a one-vote margin; Nixon resigned before the full House voted 
on the articles of impeachment; and the Senate acquitted Clinton by a vote of 55–45 
after the House voted for impeachment.

congressional review
A process whereby Congress can nul-
lify agency regulations by a joint reso-
lution of legislative disapproval.

senatorial courtesy
A process by which presidents gener-
ally allow senators from the state in 
which a judicial vacancy occurs to 
block a nomination by simply regis-
tering their objection.
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How Members of Congress Make 
Decisions

ver the years, political theorists have offered various ideas about how any 
legislative body can best represent constituents’ interests. Does it make a 
difference if the members of Congress come from or are members of a 
particular group? Are they bound to vote the way their constituents expect 

them to vote even if they personally favor another policy? Your answer to these ques-
tions may depend on your view of the representative function of legislators.

British political philosopher Edmund Burke (1729–1797), who also served in the 
British Parliament, believed that although he was elected from Bristol, it was his duty 
to represent the interests of the entire nation. He reasoned that elected officials were 
obliged to vote as they personally thought best. According to Burke, a representative 
should be a trustee who listens to the opinions of constituents and then can be trusted 
to use his or her own best judgment to make final decisions.

A second theory of representation holds that a representative should be a delegate. 
True delegates are representatives who vote the way their constituents would want 
them to, regardless of their own opinions. Delegates, therefore, must be ready and will-
ing to vote against their conscience or personal policy preferences if they know how 
their constituents feel about a particular issue.

Not surprisingly, members of Congress and other legislative bodies generally do not 
fall neatly into either category. It is often unclear how constituents regard a particular 
issue, or conflicting opinions may arise within a single constituency. With these difficul-
ties in mind, a third theory of representation holds that a politico alternately dons the 
hat of a trustee or delegate, depending on the issue. On matters of great concern to their 
constituents, representatives most likely will vote as delegates; on other matters, perhaps 
those less visible, representatives will act as trustees and use their own best judgment.30

In addition to weighing their representational role, members of Congress con-
sider a number of other factors when deciding how to vote on a piece of legislation. 
Among these are political parties, constituents, interest groups and lobbyists, and staff 
and support agencies.

  political parties
The influence of political parties on members’ votes cannot be overstated. In fact, con-
gressional party unity, a measure of the solidarity of the members of a political party, 
has reached historically high levels in recent years. Members of both the Democratic 
and Republican Parties in the House and Senate vote together on approximately 90 
percent of all legislation considered by those bodies.

The incentives for members to vote with their party also rarely have been higher—or 
more creative. In addition to lending members campaign support through party organiza-
tions or member-to-member political action committees (PACs), leadership in both 
houses may also offer committee assignments or chairs as rewards to members who toe the 
party line. The rejuvenated use of many of these tools as mechanisms of party control can 
be traced back to former Representative Tom DeLay (R–TX), an effective majority whip.

DeLay earned the nickname “The Hammer” for his relentless persuasion of col-
leagues during a time of divided government, when different political parties con-
trolled the presidency and Congress. For example, President Bill Clinton was surprised 
to learn that moderate Republicans on whom he had counted to vote against his 
impeachment were “dropping like flies.” The reason? DeLay had threatened Republicans 
with the denial of coveted committee assignments and with the prospect of strong 
Republican challengers in the next primary season unless they voted with the party.

O

Analyze the factors that influence how members of Congress make decisions.6.5

trustee
Role played by an elected representa-
tive who listens to constituents’ opin-
ions and then uses his or her best 
judgment to make a final decision.

delegate
Role played by an elected representa-
tive who votes the way his or her con-
stituents would want, regardless of 
personal opinions.

politico
An elected representative who acts as 
a trustee or as a delegate, depending 
on the issue.

divided government
The political condition in which dif-
ferent political parties control the 
presidency and Congress.
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unified government
The political condition in which the 
same political party controls the presi-
dency and Congress.

HOW dO MEMBERS Of CONGRESS LEARN ABOUT THEIR CONSTITUENTS’ OpINIONS ON pOLITICAL ISSUES?
Members and their staffs spend a substantial portion of their time meeting with constituents in Washington, 
D.C., and in their district offices; they also monitor calls, letters, e-mails, and social media. Failure to remain 
in touch with constituents at home may decrease a member’s likelihood of winning another term in 
Congress. Here, longtime Senator John McCain (R-AZ) meets with constituents at a town hall meeting.

The president may also act as chief of the party and attempt to coerce members to sup-
port his legislative package. This is particularly true in times of unified government, when 
the presidency and Congress are controlled by members of the same party and share a simi-
lar policy agenda. During the health care reform debates, for example, President Barack 
Obama visited the districts of members who were on the fence about supporting the pro-
posal in an apparent attempt to mobilize constituent opinion. Showing his dedication to the 
cause, Obama even offered to wash one Democratic member’s car in exchange for a vote.

  Constituents
When they are voting, members of Congress always have in mind their constituents—
the people who live and vote in a representative’s home district or state. Studies by politi-
cal scientists show that members vote in conformity with prevailing opinion in their 
districts about two-thirds of the time. On average, Congress passes laws that reflect 
national public opinion at about the same rate.31 It is rare for a legislator to vote against 
the wishes of his or her constituents regularly, particularly on issues of social welfare, 
domestic policy, or other crucial issues. For example, during the 1960s, representatives 
from southern states could not hope to keep their seats for long if they voted in favor of 
proposed civil rights legislation. During modern times, members from districts dispro-
portionately populated by the elderly are careful to support Social Security and Medicare.

Gauging how voters regard any particular issue often is not easy. Because it is 
 virtually impossible to know how the folks back home feel on all matters, a representa-
tive’s perception of his or her constituents’ preferences is important. Even when voters 
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have opinions, legislators may receive little guidance if they come from a narrowly 
divided district. Abortion is an issue about which many voters feel passionate, but a 
legislator whose district has roughly equal numbers of pro-choice and pro-life  advocates 
can satisfy only a portion of his or her constituents.

In short, legislators tend to act on their own preferences as trustees when dealing 
with topics that have come through the committees on which they serve or with issues 
they know about as a result of experience in other contexts, such as their vocation. On 
items of little concern in their district or when they have limited first-hand knowledge, 
legislators tend to turn to other sources for voting cues. But, members are always keenly 
aware of the consequences of voting against their constituents’ views on “wedge 
issues”—topics like same-sex marriage, insurance coverage for contraceptives, and flag 
burning—that tend to drive a wedge between voters.

  Colleagues and Caucuses
The range and complexity of issues confronting Congress means that no one can be up 
to speed on more than a few topics. When members must vote on bills concerning 
issues about which they know very little, they often turn for advice to colleagues who 
have served on the committee that handled the legislation. On issues that are of little 
interest to a legislator, logrolling, or vote trading, often occurs. Logrolling often takes 
place on specialized bills targeting money or projects to selected congressional districts. 
An unaffected member may exchange a yea vote now for the promise of a future yea 
vote on a similar piece of specialized legislation.

Members may also look to other representatives who share common interests. 
Special-interest caucuses created around issues, home states, regions, congressional class, 
or other commonalities facilitate this communication. Prior to 1995, these groups were 
more powerful. Several caucuses enjoyed formal status and were provided staff, office 
space, and budgets, which the Republican takeover ended. Today, however, all caucuses 
are informal in nature, although some, such as the Black and Hispanic Caucuses, are far 
more organized than others. The Congressional Caucus for Women’s Issues, for exam-
ple, has formal elections of its Republican and Democratic co-chairs and vice chairs, its 
members provide staff to work on issues of common concern to caucus members, and 
staffers meet regularly to facilitate support for legislation of interest to women.

   Interest Groups, Lobbyists, and political Action Committees
A primary function of most lobbyists, whether they work for interest groups, trade 
associations, or large corporations, is to provide information to supportive or potentially 
supportive legislators, committees, and their staffs. It is likely, for example, that a repre-
sentative knows the National Rifle Association’s (NRA’s) position on gun control legis-
lation. What the legislator needs from the NRA is information and substantial research 
on the feasibility and impact of such legislation. How could the states implement such 
legislation? Is it constitutional? Will it really have an impact on violent crime or crime 
in schools? Organized interests can persuade undecided legislators or confirm the sup-
port of their friends by providing information that legislators use to justify the position 
they have embraced. They also can supply direct campaign contributions, volunteers, 
and publicity to members seeking reelection.

The high cost of campaigning has made members of Congress, especially those 
without huge personal fortunes, attentive to those who help pay the tab for such expenses. 
Political action committees (PACs) organized by interest groups are a major source of 
most members’ campaign funding. When an issue arises that is of little consequence to 
a member’s constituents, that member, not surprisingly, tends to support the positions of 
those interests who helped pay for the last campaign. After all, who wants to bite the 
hand that feeds him or her?

Interest groups also use grassroots appeals to pressure legislators by urging their 
members in a particular state or district to call, write, fax, e-mail, text, or tweet their sena-
tors or representatives. Lobbyists cannot vote, but constituents back home can and do.

logrolling
Vote trading; voting to support a col-
league’s bill in return for a promise of 
future support.
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  Staff and Support Agencies
Members of Congress rely heavily on their staffs for information on pending legisla-
tion.32 House members have an average of fifteen staffers; senators, an average of 
thirty-five. Staff is divided between D.C. and district offices. When a bill is nonideo-
logical or one on which the member has no real position, staff members can be very 
influential. In many offices, they are the greatest influence on their boss’s votes, and 
lobbyists are just as likely to contact key staffers as they are members.

Congressional committees and subcommittees also have their own dedicated staff 
to assist committee members. Additional help for members comes from support per-
sonnel at the Congressional Research Service (CRS) at the Library of Congress, the 
Government Accountability Office (GAO), and the Congressional Budget Office 
(CBO) (see Table 6.7).

Toward Reform: Balancing 
Institutional Power

TABLE 6.7 WHAT ARE THE CONGRESSIONAL SUppORT AGENCIES?

Congressional Research 
Service (CRS)

Government Accountability 
Office (GAO)

Congressional Budget  
Office (CBO)

Created in 1914 as the Legislative Research 
Service (LRS), CRS is administered by the 
Library of Congress. It responds to more than a 
quarter-million congressional requests for infor-
mation each year. Its staff conducts nonpartisan 
studies of public issues, as well as major 
research projects for committees at the request 
of members. CRS also prepares summaries and 
tracks the progress of all bills introduced.

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
was established in 1921 as an independent reg-
ulatory agency for the purpose of auditing the 
financial expenditures of the executive branch 
and federal agencies. The GAO performs four 
additional functions: it sets government stan-
dards for accounting; it provides a variety of 
legal opinions; it settles claims against the  
government; and it conducts studies upon  
congressional request.

The CBO was created in 1974 to evaluate the 
economic effect of different spending programs 
and to provide information on the cost of pro-
posed policies. It is responsible for analyzing the 
president’s budget and economic projections. 
The CBO provides Congress and individual 
members with a valuable second opinion to use 
in budget debates.

T

Evaluate the strategic interactions between Congress, the president, the courts, and the 
people.

6.6

he Framers envisioned that the Congress, the president, and the judiciary 
would have discrete powers, and that one branch would be able to hold the 
others in check. These checks and balances would also allow citizens to 
influence their government but temper the will of the people. Especially 

since the 1930s, the president often has held the upper hand in institutional power. In 
times of crisis or simply when it was unable to meet public demands for solutions, 
Congress has willingly handed over its authority to the chief executive. Even though 
the inherent powers of the chief executive give the president greater latitude, Congress 
does, of course, retain ultimate legislative authority to question executive actions and to 
halt administration activities by cutting off funds for programs a president wants. 
Similar checks and balances affect relations between Congress and the courts.

  Congress and the Executive
The balance of power between Congress and the president has fluctuated over time. The 
post–Civil War Congress tried to regain control of the vast executive powers that the recently 
slain President Abraham Lincoln had assumed. Angered at the refusal of Lincoln’s succes-
sor, Andrew Johnson, to go along with its radical “reforms” of the South, Congress passed 
the Tenure of Office Act, which prevented the president, under threat of civil penalty, from 
removing any Cabinet-level appointees of the previous administration. Johnson accepted 
the challenge and fired Lincoln’s secretary of war, who many believed guilty of heinous war 
crimes. The House voted to impeach Johnson, but the desertion of a handful of Republican 
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senators prevented him from being removed from office. (The effort fell short by one vote.) 
Nonetheless, this attempt to remove the president greatly weakened his power, and the 
Congress again became the center of power and authority in the federal government.

Beginning in the early 1900s, however, a series of strong presidents acted at the 
expense of congressional power. Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and 
Lyndon B. Johnson viewed the presidency as carrying with it enormous powers. 
Especially since the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Congress has ceded to the 
president a major role in the legislative process.

  Congress and the Judiciary
As part of our system of checks and balances, the power of judicial review gives the 
Supreme Court the ability to review the constitutionality of acts of Congress. 
Historically, the Court has used this power very carefully. From 1787 to 1987, the 
Supreme Court struck down only 127 federal laws, for an average of less than one law 
per term. However, in recent years, the Court has struck down congressional legisla-
tion, at a rate of nearly three laws per term. Thus, Congress must be increasingly mind-
ful of the Court’s reaction when it enacts new laws for the nation.33

Congress also interacts with the judiciary in a number of other ways. It is ulti-
mately up to Congress to determine the number of judges on each court, as well as the 
boundaries of judicial districts and circuits. Congress also sets the jurisdiction of the 
federal courts. During recent Congresses, for example, several members, unhappy with 
Supreme Court actions on abortion and gay rights, pushed for a bill to prevent federal 
courts from hearing challenges related to these civil liberties issues. When Congress 
threatens the Court’s jurisdiction, it is signaling its belief that federal judges have gone 
too far.

  Congress and the People
Congress, at least conceptually, is the people’s branch of government. The people elect 
the members, who then are supposed to serve in the citizens’ best interest. In recent years, 
however, citizens have increasingly questioned members’ dedication to their representa-
tional role. In late 2014, as shown in Figure 6.5, the congressional approval rate was a 
dismal 14 percent; even individual members of Congress, who have generally had higher 
approval ratings than Congress as a whole, received only a 41 percent approval rating. 
These low approval numbers mirror the frustrations of the American people over the 
increasing partisanship and unproductivity of the institution.

F igure 6 .5  What do americans think about congress?
This graph shows the American public’s views on Congress as an institution and individual members. Poll 
respondents were asked, “Do you approve or disapprove of the way Congress is handling its job?” and “Do 
you approve or disapprove of the way the representative from your district is handling his or her job?”

SOurCe: The Roper Center for Public Opinion, http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/data_access/tag/congressional_approval.html; 
Gallup, http://www.gallup.com/poll/156662/congress-approval-ties-time-low.aspx; and ABC News/Washington Post Poll, 
http://www.langerresearch.com/uploads/1144a43ThreeMonthsOut.pdf
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The Constitution created a bicameral legislature with mem-
bers of each body to be elected differently, and thus to repre-
sent different constituencies. Article I of the Constitution 
sets forth qualifications for office, states age minimums, and 
specifies how legislators are to be distributed among the 
states. In addition, the Constitution also provides a vast array 
of enumerated and implied powers to Congress. Both houses 
of Congress share some, such as law-making and oversight, 
but not others, such as confirmation of presidential 
appointees.

Trace the roots of the legislative branch outlined by the 
U.S. Constitution, p. 158.

Roots of the U.S. Congress

6.1

Members of Congress live in two worlds—in their home dis-
tricts and in the District of Columbia. They must attempt to 
appease two constituencies: party leaders, colleagues, and lob-
byists in Washington, D.C., on the one hand, and constitu-
ents in their home districts, on the other. In general, members 
of Congress are better educated, richer, more likely to be 
male, and more likely to be white than the general popula-
tion, in terms of its makeup, and membership in one of the 
two major parties is almost always a prerequisite for election, 
as is the ability to raise money. When it comes to reelection, 
incumbency and redistricting also affect members’ chances.

The Members of Congress
Characterize the demographic attributes of members of 
Congress, and identify factors that affect their chances 
for reelection, p. 162.

6.2

Review the Chapter

How Congress Is Organized
Assess the role of the committee system, political par-
ties, and congressional leadership in organizing 
Congress, p. 166.

6.3

Political parties play a major role in the way Congress is 
organized. The Speaker of the House is traditionally a mem-
ber of the majority party, and the parties also control other 
leadership roles, such as majority and minority leaders and 
whips. In addition to the party leaders, Congress has a laby-
rinth of committees and subcommittees that cover the entire 
range of government policies. In these environments, many 
policies take shape and members make their primary contri-
butions to solving public problems.

The three most significant powers of Congress are its law-
making, budgetary, and oversight functions. The road to 
enacting a bill into law is long and strewn with obstacles, and 
only a small share of the proposals introduced become law. 
The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 solidified Congress’s 
role in the budgetary process. Congress conducts oversight in 
a number of ways, including through hearings. Congress also 
offers advice and consent on executive and judicial branch 
nominees and has the power to impeach federal officials and 
remove them from office.

Powers of Congress

Identify three of the most significant powers of 
Congress, p. 174.

6.4

A number of factors—including political party, constituents, 
colleagues and caucuses, staff and support agencies, as well as 
interest groups, lobbyists, and political action committees—
may influence a member's decisions. In modern Congresses, 
political party is a particularly influential factor.

How Members of Congress Make 
Decisions

Analyze the factors that influence how members of 
Congress make decisions, p. 182.

6.5

The balance of power between Congress and the executive 
branch has fluctuated tremendously over time. Congress was 
most powerful in the early years of U.S. history, but since the 
New Deal, the president has played an important role in pro-
posing legislation and spending. An ongoing power struggle 
also characterizes legislative–judicial relations. Although the 
judiciary can declare acts of Congress unconstitutional, 
Congress also exercises control over the judiciary in a variety 
of ways. The people also hold an important check on all 
political institutions.

Toward Reform: Balancing 
Institutional Power

Evaluate the strategic interactions between Congress, 
the president, the courts, and the people, p. 185.

6.6
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Learn the Terms

apportionment, p. 159
bicameral legislature, p. 158
bill, p. 159
cloture, p. 177
conference committee, p. 172
Congressional Budget Act of  

1974, p. 178
congressional review, p. 181
delegate, p. 182
discharge petition, p. 173
divided government, p. 182
filibuster, p. 177
gerrymandering, p. 165
hold, p. 177

impeachment, p. 161
incumbency, p. 163
joint committee, p. 172
logrolling, p. 184
majority leader, p. 169
majority party, p. 166
markup, p. 176
minority leader, p. 169
minority party, p. 166
party caucus (or conference), p. 166
pocket veto, p. 178
politico, p. 182
pork, p. 179
president pro tempore, p. 171

programmatic requests, p. 179
reconciliation, p. 179
redistricting, p. 165
select (or special) committee, p. 172
senatorial courtesy, p. 181
seniority, p. 173
Speaker of the House, p. 167
standing committee, p. 172
trustee, p. 182
unified government, p. 183
veto, p. 178
War Powers Resolution, p. 180
whip, p. 169

Study and Review the Flashcards

1. Which power is NOT granted to Congress in Article I?
 a. Regulating commerce with foreign nations and between 

the states
 b. Declaring war
 c. Raising and supporting an army and navy
 d. Overruling Supreme Court decisions
 e. Establishing rules for naturalization

2. All of these describe the House of Representatives 
EXCEPT:
 a. initiates all revenue bills.
 b. two-year terms served by members.
 c. low turnover in membership.
 d. decentralized power.
 e. powerful Committee on Rules.

3. Much of the controversy surrounding redistricting 
comes from a process called:
 a. gerrymandering.
 b. reallocation.
 c. census review.
 d. incumbency.
 e. demography.

4. The official who oversees House business and is second 
in line for presidential succession is
 a. minority leader.
 b. Speaker of the House.
 c. vice president.
 d. president pro tempore.
 e. conference chair

5. A party whip is
 a. any new member of the majority party in the House.
 b. a moderate member of any party.
 c. a leader responsible for mobilizing party support.
 d. a member designated to speak to the media on behalf of 

the party.
 e. the longest serving member of each party.

6. The practice of halting Senate action on a bill through 
unlimited debate or long speeches is called a
 a. hold.
 b. filibuster.
 c. veto.
 d. cloture.
 e. pocket veto.

7. Which of these is NOT a power of Congress that limits 
the president’s power?
 a. War Powers Resolution
 b. Congressional review
 c. Appointment
 d. Senatorial courtesy
 e. Oversight

8. Members of Congress rely heavily on all of these groups 
to educate them on specific political issues EXCEPT:
 a. caucuses.
 b. newspaper editors.
 c. interest groups.
 d. political parties.
 e. lobbyists.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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9. Political parties’ influence on the votes of members of 
Congress is
 a. decreasing rapidly.
 b. decreasing slowly.
 c. about the same as during the 1960s.
 d. increasing.
 e. almost nonexistent.

10. Which of the following statements is true regarding 
congressional approval?
 a. Congressional approval is at historic highs.
 b. Citizens generally think more highly of Congress than 

of their individual members.
 c. Approval of Congress is higher than approval of all 

other political institutions.
 d. Despite declining approval, members of Congress 

continue to be reelected at high rates.
 e. Congressional approval has declined in every year since 

Watergate.
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hen Ronald Reagan died on June 5, 2004, many Americans, first in California and 
then in Washington, D.C., lined up for hours to pay their respects to the man who 
had been the fortieth president of the United States. Many people could see, for 
the first time in recent memory, the grandeur of a presidential state funeral. The 
first president to lie in state in the Rotunda of the Capitol since Lyndon B. Johnson 

died in January 1973, Reagan was one of only nine American presidents to receive that honor.
Presidential funerals underscore the esteem that most Americans accord the office of the presi-

dent, regardless of its occupant. Just before the first president, George Washington, died, he made 
it known that he wanted his burial to be a quiet one, “without parade or funeral oration.” He also 
requested a three-day delay of his burial—a common request at the time because of the fear of being 
buried alive. Despite these requests, Washington’s funeral was a state occasion as hundreds of sol-
diers, with their rifles held backward, marched to Mount Vernon, Virginia, where he was interred. 
Across the nation, imitation funerals took place, and the military wore black armbands for six months.1

When President Abraham Lincoln was assassinated in 1865, his funeral became a nationwide 
event. He lay in state in the East Room of the White House, where more than 25,000 mourners 
came to pay their respects. Black cloth draped the room, and two dozen Union soldiers formed 
an honor guard. Following the funeral, a parade to the Capitol was held in Washington, D.C. 
Thousands of free blacks escorted Lincoln to the Rotunda, where he lay in state for another day. 
The body of the deceased president then embarked on a national train tour to his burial site in 
Springfield, Illinois, allowing Americans across the country an opportunity to grieve.

Today, one of the first things a president does upon leaving office is to consider funeral plans. 
The military has a 138-page book devoted to the kind of ceremony and traditions so evident in the 
Reagan funeral: a horse-drawn caisson, a riderless horse with boots hung backward in the stir-
rups to indicate that the deceased will ride no more, a twenty-one-gun salute, and a flyover by 
military aircraft. Each president’s family, however, has personalized their private, yet also public,  

The 
Presidency

7

Trace the  
development of 
the presidency 
and the provisions 
for choosing and 
replacing  
presidents, p. 192.

Identify and 
describe the  
constitutional 
powers of the 
president,  
p. 197.

Evaluate the 
development and 
expansion of  
presidential 
power, p. 202.

Outline the  
structure of the 
presidential  
establishment and 
the functions of 
each of its  
components,  
p. 206.

Explain the  
concept of  
presidential  
leadership and 
analyze the  
importance of 
public opinion,  
p. 210.

Assess the  
president’s role  
as policy maker,  
p. 213.

7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6

W
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Presidential funerals are occasions for national mourning Above, the nation mourns President Abraham 
Lincoln, the first American president to be assassinated. Below, former presidents and vice presidents and their wives attend a 
funeral service for President Ronald Reagan in the National Cathedral in Washington, D.C., prior to his interment in California.
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7.1
opportunity to mourn. The Reagan family, for example, filed a 300-page plan for the funeral 
in 1989 and updated it regularly. President Gerald R. Ford filed a plan that was implemented 
after his death in 2006. Presidents Jimmy Carter and George Bush have also filed formal 
plans; Bill Clinton and George W. Bush have yet to do so.

The Reagan funeral also created a national time-out from the news of war, and even presi-
dential campaigns halted in respect for the deceased president. One historian commented 
that the event gave Americans the opportunity to “rediscover . . . what holds us together 
instead of what pulls us apart.”2 This is often the role of presidents—in life or in death.

• • •

The authority granted to the president by the U.S. Constitution and through subsequent 
congressional legislation makes it a position with awesome power and responsibility. Not only 
did the Framers not envision such a powerful role for the president, but they also could not 
have foreseen the skepticism with which the modern media greet many presidential actions.

The modern media, used by successful presidents to help advance their agendas, have 
brought us closer to our presidents and made them seem more human, a mixed blessing 
for those trying to lead. Only two photographs exist of President Franklin D. Roosevelt in a 
wheelchair, his paralysis kept a closely guarded secret. Seven decades later, presidential 
candidate Mitt Romney was asked on national TV what he wore to bed.

Public opinion and confidence greatly affect a president’s ability to get his programs adopted 
and his vision of the nation implemented. As one political scientist has noted, the president’s 
power often rests on the power to persuade.3 To persuade, he must have the capacity to forge 
links with members of Congress as well as gain the support of the American people and the 
respect of foreign leaders. The tension between public expectations about the presidency and 
the formal powers of the president permeates our discussion of how the office has evolved 
from its humble origins in Article II of the Constitution to its current stature.

Roots of the Office of President  
of the United States

he earliest example of executive power in the colonies was the position of 
royal governor. The king of England appointed a royal governor to each 
British colony and normally entrusted them with the “powers of appoint-
ment, military command, expenditure, and—within limitations—pardon, 

as well as with large powers in connection with the powers of law making.”4 Royal 
governors often found themselves at odds with the colonists and especially with elected 
colonial legislatures. The people, many of whom had fled from Great Britain to escape 
royal domination, distrusted and disdained the governors as representatives of the 
crown. Other colonists, generations removed from England, no longer felt strong ties 
to the king and his power over them.

When the colonists declared their independence from Great Britain in 1776, their 
distrust of a strong chief executive remained. Most state constitutions reduced the 
once-powerful office of governor to a symbolic post elected annually by the legislature. 
However, some states did entrust wider powers to their chief executives. In New York, 
the people directly elected the governor. Perhaps because the people could then hold 
him accountable, they gave him the power to pardon, the duty to faithfully execute the 
laws, and the power to act as commander in chief of the state militia.

Under the Articles of Confederation, no executive branch of government existed;  
the eighteen different men who served as the president of the Continental Congress of the 
United States of America were president in name only—they held no actual authority or 
power in the new nation. When the delegates to the Constitutional Convention met in 
Philadelphia to fashion a new government, the need for an executive branch to implement 

T

Trace the development of the presidency and the provisions for choosing and replacing 
presidents.

7.1
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the laws made by Congress created little dissent. Although some delegates suggested that 
multiple executives would be preferable, the Framers eventually agreed that executive 
authority should be vested in one person. This agreement was relatively easy because the 
Framers felt certain that George Washington—whom they had trusted with their lives 
during the Revolutionary War—would become the first president of the new nation.

The Framers also concurred on a title for the new office. Borrowing from the title used 
at several American colleges and universities, the Framers called the new chief executive 
“the president.” How the president was to be chosen and by whom created a major stum-
bling block. James Wilson of Philadelphia suggested that the people should elect the 
president, who should remain “independent of the legislature.” Wilson also suggested giv-
ing the executive an absolute veto over the acts of Congress. “Without such a defense,” he 
wrote, “the legislature can at any moment sink it [the executive] into non-existence.”5

The manner of the president’s election troubled the Framers for some time. Their 
solution to the dilemma was the creation of the Electoral College. We leave the resolu-
tion of that issue aside for now and turn instead to details of the issues the Framers 
resolved quickly.

  Presidential Qualifications and terms of office
The Constitution requires the president (and the vice president, whose major function 
is to succeed the president in the event of his death or disability) to be a natural-born 
citizen of the United States, at least thirty-five years old, and a resident of the United 
States for fourteen years or longer. In the 1700s, those engaged in international diplo-
macy often traveled out of the country for substantial periods of time, and the Framers 
wanted to make sure that prospective presidents spent significant time on this coun-
try’s shores before running for its highest elective office. While the Constitution does 
not bar a woman or member of a minority group from seeking the presidency, Barack 
Obama is the only nonwhite male thus far to win election to this office (see Table 7.1).

Although only two of the last six presidents failed to win a second term, at one 
time the length of a president’s term created controversy. Various delegates to the 
Constitutional Convention suggested four-, seven-, and eleven-year terms with no eli-
gibility for reelection. The Framers ultimately reached agreement on a four-year term 
with eligibility for reelection.

WhO hAS SERVED AS pRESIDEnT Of ThE UnITED STATES?
Before Barack Obama, all of the people who served as president were white men. Here, four former 
presidents—George W. Bush, Bill Clinton, Jimmy Carter, and George Bush—gather to celebrate the opening 
of the Clinton Presidential Library in 2004.
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7.1 table 7.1 WhO WERE ThE U.S. pRESIDEnTS?

President
Place of 
Birth

Higher 
Education

Occupation
Years in 
Congress

Years as 
Governor

Years as Vice 
President

Age at  
Becoming 
President

George Washington VA William & Mary Military/surveyor 2 0 0 57

John Adams MA Harvard Farmer/lawyer 5 0 4 61

Thomas Jefferson VA William & Mary Farmer/lawyer 5 3 4 58

James Madison VA Princeton Farmer 15 0 0 58

James Monroe VA William & Mary Farmer/lawyer 7 4 0 59

John Quincy Adams MA Harvard Lawyer 0a 0 0 58

Andrew Jackson SC None Military/Lawyer 4 0 0 62

Martin Van Buren NY None Lawyer 8 0 4 55

William H. Harrison VA Hampden-Sydney Military 0 0 0 68

John Tyler VA William & Mary Lawyer 12 2 0 51

James K. Polk NC North Carolina Lawyer 14 3 0 50

Zachary Taylor VA None Military 0 0 0 65

Millard Fillmore NY None Lawyer 8 0 1 50

Franklin Pierce NH Bowdoin Lawyer 9 0 0 48

James Buchanan PA Dickinson Lawyer 20 0 0 65

Abraham Lincoln KY None Lawyer 2 0 0 52

Andrew Johnson NC None Tailor 14 4 0 57

Ulysses S. Grant OH West Point Military 0 0 0 47

Rutherford B. Hayes OH Kenyon Lawyer 3 6 0 55

James A. Garfield OH Williams Educator/lawyer 18 0 0 50

Chester A. Arthur VT Union Lawyer 0 0 1 51

Grover Cleveland NJ None Lawyer 0 2 0 48

Benjamin Harrison OH Miami (Ohio) Lawyer 6 0 0 56

Grover Cleveland NJ None Lawyer 0 2 0 53

William McKinley OH Allegheny Lawyer 14 4 0 54

Theodore Roosevelt NY Harvard Lawyer/author 0 2 1 43

William H. Taft OH Yale Lawyer 0 0 0 52

Woodrow Wilson VA Princeton Educator 0 2 0 56

Warren G. Harding OH Ohio Central Newspaper editor 6 0 0 56

Calvin Coolidge VT Amherst Lawyer 0 2 3 51

Herbert Hoover IA Stanford Engineer 0 0 0 55

Franklin D. Roosevelt NY Harvard/Columbia Lawyer 0 4 0 49

Harry S Truman MO None Clerk/store owner 10 0 0 61

Dwight D. Eisenhower TX West Point Military 0 0 0 63

John F. Kennedy MA Harvard Writer 14 0 0 43

Lyndon B. Johnson TX Texas State Educator 24 0 3 55

Richard M. Nixon CA Whittier/Duke Lawyer 6 0 8 56

Gerald R. Ford NE Michigan/Yale Lawyer 25 0 2 61

Jimmy Carter GA Naval Academy Farmer/business 
owner 0 4 0 52

Ronald Reagan IL Eureka Actor 0 8 0 69

George Bush MA Yale Business owner 4 0 8 64

Bill Clinton AR Georgetown/Yale Lawyer, law professor 0 12 0 46

George W. Bush CT Yale/Harvard Business owner 0 6 0 54

Barack Obama HI Columbia/Harvard Community organizer, 
law professor 3 0 0 48

aAdams served in the U.S. House for six years after leaving the presidency.

source: Adapted from Presidential Elections Since 1789, 4th ed. (Washington, DC: CQ Press, 1987), 4; Norman 
Thomas, Joseph Pika, and Richard Watson, The Politics of the Presidency, 3rd ed. (Washington, DC: CQ Press, 
1993), 490; Harold W. Stanley and Richard G. Niemi, eds., Vital Statistics on American Politics 2001–2002 
(Washington, DC: CQ Press, 2001). Updated by the authors.
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The first president, George Washington (1789–1797), sought reelection only once, 

and a two-term limit for presidents became traditional. Although Ulysses S. Grant 
unsuccessfully sought a third term, the two terms established by Washington remained 
the standard for 150 years, avoiding the Framers’ much-feared “constitutional mon-
arch,” a perpetually reelected tyrant. In the 1930s and 1940s, however, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt ran successfully in four elections as Americans fought first the Great 
Depression and then World War II. Despite Roosevelt’s popularity, negative reaction 
to his long tenure in office led to passage (and ratification in 1951) of the Twenty-
Second Amendment. It limits presidents to two four-year terms. A vice president who 
succeeds a president due to death, resignation, or impeachment is eligible for a maxi-
mum of ten years in office: two years of a president’s remaining term and two elected 
terms, or more than two years of a president’s term followed by one elected term.

The Framers paid little attention to the office of vice president beyond the need to 
have an immediate official stand-in for the president. Initially, for example, the vice 
president’s only function was to assume the office of president in the case of the presi-
dent’s death or some other emergency. After further debate, the delegates made the 
vice president the presiding officer of the Senate (except in cases of presidential 
impeachment). They feared that if the Senate’s presiding officer were chosen from the 
Senate itself, one state would be short a representative. The delegates gave the vice 
president authority to vote in that body only in the event of a tie. These are his only 
constitutional powers.

During the Constitutional Convention, Benjamin Franklin staunchly supported 
inclusion of a provision allowing for impeachment, the first step in a formal process to 
remove a specified official from office. He noted that “historically, the lack of power to 
impeach had necessitated recourse to assassination.”6 Not surprisingly, then, Franklin 
urged the rest of the delegates to formulate a legal mechanism to remove the president 
and vice president. Impeachment is that mechanism.

Each house of Congress was given a role in the impeachment process to ensure 
that the chief executive could be removed only for “Treason, Bribery, or other high 
Crimes and Misdemeanors.”  The Framers empowered the House to impeach the pres-
ident by a simple majority vote. The Senate then acts as a court of law and tries the 
president for the charged offenses, with the chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court 
presiding. A two-thirds majority vote in the Senate on any count contained in the 
articles of impeachment is necessary to remove the president from office. The House of 
Representatives has impeached only two presidents, Andrew Johnson and Bill Clinton. 
The Senate removed neither man, however, from office.

In 1974, President Richard M. Nixon resigned from office rather than face the 
certainty of impeachment, trial, and removal from office for his role in covering up 
details about a break-in at the Democratic Party’s national headquarters in the Watergate 
office complex. What came to be known simply as Watergate also produced a major 
decision from the Supreme Court on the scope of what is termed executive privilege. 
In U.S. v. Nixon (1974), the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that no overriding exec-
utive privilege sanctioned the president’s refusal to comply with a court order to produce 
information for use in the trial of the Watergate defendants. Since then, presidents have 
varied widely in their claim to executive privilege. President Bill Clinton asserted it 
several times, especially during the impeachment proceedings against him. President 
George W. Bush made such claims less frequently, instead often arguing that he and the 
vice president had what he called “constitutional prerogatives.”7

  rules of succession
Through 2014, eight presidents have died in office from illness or assassination. William H. 
Harrison was the first president to die in office—he caught a cold at his inauguration in 
1841 and died one month later. John Tyler thus became the first vice president to succeed 
to the presidency. In 1865, Abraham Lincoln became the first assassinated president.

Knowing that a system of orderly transfer of power was necessary, the Framers 
created the office of the vice president. To further clarify presidential succession, in 

Twenty-Second Amendment
Adopted in 1951; prevents a president 
from serving more than two terms, or 
more than ten years if he came to 
office via the death, resignation, or 
impeachment of his predecessor.

impeachment
The power delegated to the House of 
Representatives in the Constitution to 
charge the president, vice president, or 
other “civil officers,” including federal 
judges, with “Treason, Bribery, or other 
high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” This 
is the first step in the constitutional pro-
cess of removing government officials 
from office.

executive privilege
An implied presidential power that 
allows the president to refuse to dis-
close information regarding confiden-
tial conversations or national security 
to Congress or the judiciary.

U.S. v. Nixon (1974)
Supreme Court ruling on power of the 
president, holding that no absolute 
constitutional executive privilege allows 
a president to refuse to comply with a 
court order to produce information 
needed in a criminal trial.
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1947, Congress passed the Presidential Succession Act, which lists—in order—those 
in line to succeed the president (see Table 7.2).

The Succession Act has never been used because a vice president has always been avail-
able to take over when a president died in office. To ensure this will continue to be the case, 
the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, in fact, became part of the Constitution in 1967 as a 
response to the death of President John F. Kennedy. Should a vacancy occur in the office of 
the vice president, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment directs the president to appoint a new 
vice president, subject to the approval (by a simple majority) of both houses of Congress.

The Twenty-Fifth Amendment also contains a section that allows the vice pres-
ident and a majority of the Cabinet (or some other body determined by Congress) 
to deem a president unable to fulfill his duties. It sets up a procedure to permit the 
vice president to become acting president if the president is incapacitated. The 

This clause of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment allows a 
president to fill a vacancy in the office of vice presi-

dent with the consent of a simple majority of both 
Houses of Congress. The purpose of this amendment, 
which also deals with vacancies in the office of the 
president, was to remedy some structural flaws in 
Article II. When this amendment to the Constitution 
was proposed in 1965 (it was ratified in 1967), seven 
vice presidents had died in office and one had resigned. 
For over 20 percent of the nation’s history, no vice presi-
dent had been available to assume the office of the 
president in case of his death or infirmity. When John F. 
Kennedy was assassinated, Vice President Lyndon B. 
Johnson became president and the office of vice presi-
dent was vacant. Since Johnson had suffered a heart 
attack as vice president, members of Congress were 
anxious to remedy the problems that might occur 
should no vice president be able to step in.

Richard M. Nixon followed Johnson as president, 
and during Nixon’s presidency, the office of the vice pres-
ident became empty twice. First, Vice President Spiro T. 
Agnew was forced to resign in the wake of charges of 

bribe taking, corruption, and income-tax evasion while an 
elected official in Maryland. His replacement was popu-
lar House Minority Leader Gerald R. Ford (R–MI), who 
had no trouble gaining a majority vote in both houses of 
Congress to confirm his nomination. When Nixon 
resigned rather than face certain impeachment, Ford 
became president and selected the former governor of 
New York, Nelson A. Rockefeller, to be his vice president. 
This chain of events set up for the first time in U.S. his-
tory a situation in which neither the president nor the 
vice president had been elected to those positions.

critical thinking Questions
1. Why wasn‘t the Twenty-Fifth Amendment 

proposed until 1965? Why might a vice president 
be more necessary today than in the past?

2. Is it appropriate in a representative democracy 
to ever have a situation in which both the 
president and the vice president have not been 
popularly elected?

Whenever there is a vacancy in the office of the Vice President, the President shall nominate a Vice 

President who shall take office upon confirmation by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress.  
—TWenTy-FIFTh AmendmenT,  SecTIon 2

The Living Constitution

Twenty-Fifth Amendment
Adopted in 1967 to establish proce-
dures for filling vacancies in the office 
of president and vice president as well 
as providing for procedures to deal 
with the disability of a president.

table 7.2 WhAT IS ThE pRESIDEnTIAl lInE Of SUccESSIOn?

 1. Vice President  10. Secretary of Commerce

 2. Speaker of the House  11. Secretary of Labor

 3. President Pro Tempore of the Senate  12. Secretary of Health and Human Services

 4. Secretary of State  13. Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

 5. Secretary of the Treasury  14. Secretary of Transportation

 6. Secretary of Defense  15. Secretary of Energy

 7. Attorney General  16. Secretary of Education

 8. Secretary of the Interior  17. Secretary of Veterans Affairs

 9. Secretary of Agriculture  18. Secretary of Homeland Security
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n contrast to Article I’s laundry list of enumerated powers for the Congress, 
Article II details few specific presidential powers. Perhaps the most important 
section of Article II is its first sentence: “The executive Power shall be vested 
in a President of the United States of America.” Nonetheless, the president’s 

combined powers, discussed below, make him a major player in the policy process.

  the appointment Power
To help the president enforce laws passed by Congress, the Constitution authorizes him 
to appoint, with the advice and consent of the Senate, “Ambassadors, other public 
Ministers and Consuls, judges of the supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United 
States, whose Appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be 
established by Law.” Although this section of the Constitution deals only with appoint-
ments, behind that language lies a powerful policy-making tool. The president has the 
authority to make nearly 3,500 appointments to his administration (of which about 
1,125 require Senate confirmation).8 He also holds the power to remove many of his 
appointees at will. In addition, he technically appoints all military personnel. Many of 
these appointees are in positions to wield substantial authority over the course and 
direction of public policy. And, especially in the context of his ability to make appoint-
ments to the federal courts, his influence can last far past his term of office.

It is not surprising, then, that the president has, as one of his most important tasks, 
the selection of the right people. Presidents look for a blend of loyalty, competence, and 
integrity. Identifying these qualities in people constitutes a major challenge that every 
new president faces. Recent presidents have made an effort to create staffs that are 
more diverse, or, in President Bill Clinton’s words, look “more like America.”

In the past, when a president forwarded nominations to the Senate for its approval, the 
Senate traditionally gave his selections great respect—especially those for the Cabinet, an 
advisory group chosen by the president to help him make decisions and execute laws. In 
fact, until the Clinton administration, the Senate confirmed the vast majority of all presi-
dential nominations.9 This is no longer the case, as investigations into nominees’ pasts and 
political wrangling in the Senate can delay the approval of nominees for months.

Delay or rejection of nominees can have a major impact on the course of an admin-
istration. Rejections leave a president without first choices, affect a president’s relation-
ship with the Senate, and influence how the public perceives the president. One tool 
presidents have to accelerate congressional inaction is to make temporary appoint-
ments while Congress is in recess (thus, without congressional approval). In 2014, 
however, the Supreme Court ruled that the president only has the constitutional 
authority to use this tool when the Senate is in formal recess for at least ten days.

  the Power to convene congress
The Constitution requires the president to inform the Congress periodically of “the 
State of the Union” and authorizes the president to convene either one or both houses 
of Congress on “extraordinary Occasions.” In Federalist No. 77, Hamilton justified the 
latter by noting that because the Senate and the chief executive enjoy concurrent 

I

Identify and describe the constitutional powers of the president.7.2

president also can voluntarily relinquish his power. Twice, for example, President 
George W. Bush made Vice President Dick Cheney acting president while he under-
went colonoscopies.

The Constitutional Powers 
of the President

WhO hElpS ThE pRESIDEnT cOnDUcT 
fOREIgn AffAIRS?
The president has a large number of aides 
who help him craft foreign policy. These 
aides are often held accountable for a 
president’s policy-making failures. Here, 
President George W. Bush quite literally 
shows Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld the door following Republican 
losses in the 2006 midterm elections. 
These defeats were at least in part 
attributable to Rumsfeld’s failures in the 
conduct of wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Cabinet
The formal body of presidential advis-
ers who head the fifteen executive 
departments. Presidents often add 
others to this body of formal advisers.
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powers to make treaties, “It might often be necessary to call it together with a view to 
this object, when it would be unnecessary and improper to convene the House of 
Representatives.” The power to convene Congress had more importance when Congress 
did not sit in nearly year-round sessions, although it may still be significant in times of 
national crisis.

  the Power to make treaties
The president’s power to make treaties with foreign nations is checked by the 
Constitution’s stipulation that at least two-thirds of the members of the Senate must 
approve all treaties. The chief executive can also “receive ambassadors,” wording that 
has been interpreted to allow the president to recognize the existence of other nations.

Historically, the Senate ratifies about 90 percent of the treaties submitted by the presi-
dent.10 Perhaps the most notable example of a rejected treaty was the Senate’s defeat of the 
Treaty of Versailles submitted by President Woodrow Wilson in 1919. The treaty was an 
agreement among the major nations to end World War I. At Wilson’s insistence, it also 
called for the creation of the League of Nations—a precursor of the United Nations—to 
foster continued peace and international disarmament. In struggling to gain international 
acceptance for the League, Wilson had taken American support for granted. This was a 
dramatic miscalculation. Isolationists, led by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge (R–MA), 
opposed U.S. participation in the League on the grounds that the League would place the 
United States in the center of every major international conflict. Proponents countered 
that, League or no League, the United States had emerged from World War I as a world 
power and that membership in the League of Nations would enhance its new role. The 
vote in the Senate for ratification was very close, but the isolationists prevailed—the United 
States stayed out of the League, and Wilson was devastated.

The Senate also may require substantial amendment of a treaty prior to its approval. 
When President Jimmy Carter proposed the controversial Panama Canal Treaty in 
1977 to turn the canal over to Panama, for example, the Senate demanded settlement 
of several conditions before approving the canal’s return.

Presidents may also “unsign” treaties, a practice often met with dismay from other 
signatories. For example, the George W. Bush administration formally withdrew its 
support for the International Criminal Court (ICC), the first permanent court to pros-
ecute war crimes, genocide, and other crimes against humanity. Critics of this action 
now charge that President Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney should face prosecu-
tion for the treatment of detainees held by the United States.11

When trade agreements are at issue, presidents often must consider the wishes of 
both houses of Congress. Congressional “fast track” authority protects a president’s abil-
ity to negotiate trade agreements with confidence that Congress will not alter the accords. 
Trade agreements submitted to Congress under fast track procedures bar amendments 
and require an up or down vote in Congress within ninety days of introduction.

Presidents also often use executive agreements to try sidestepping the constitu-
tional “advice and consent” of the Senate requirement for ratification of treaties and the 
congressional approval requirement for trade agreements. Executive agreements allow 
the president to form secret and highly sensitive arrangements with foreign nations, 
without Senate approval. Presidents have used these agreements since the days of 
George Washington, and the courts have upheld their use. Although executive agree-
ments are not binding on subsequent administrations, since 1900, many presidents 
have favored them over treaties. President Barack Obama, for example, concluded 
almost 200 such agreements during his first six years. In contrast, he negotiated only 
seven treaties.

  the Veto Power
Presidents can affect the policy process through veto power, the authority to reject bills 
passed by both houses of Congress. The threat of a presidential veto often prompts mem-
bers of Congress to fashion legislation they know will receive presidential acquiescence, 

executive agreements
Formal international agreements 
entered into by the president that do 
not require the advice and consent of 
the U.S. Senate.

veto
The formal, constitutional authority 
of the president to reject bills passed 
by both houses of Congress, thus pre-
venting them from becoming law 
without further congressional action.
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Take a Closer Look
The president of the United States is asked to wear many hats. A good number of these roles extend from the 
powers the Framers enumerated in Article II of the U.S. Constitution. Others have evolved out of necessity over 
time. As a result, the modern president fulfills at least six different professional roles: chief law enforcer, leader 
of the party, commander in chief, shaper of public policy, key player in the legislative process, and chief of state. 
Examine the examples, shown below, of recent presidents as they fulfilled these roles.

critical thinking Questions

1. Which of these presidential roles is most important? Why?

2. How are these roles derived from the enumerated powers of the presidency? 
How are they enhanced by the president’s inherent powers?

3. How has the balance of power between these roles changed over time? Which 
roles have become more and less important, and why?

ShApER Of pUblIc pOlIcy:
President Richard M. Nixon cheers on the 
efforts of Apollo 11 astronauts as he 
celebrates U.S. space policy.

KEy plAyER In ThE lEgISlATIVE pROcESS:
President Bill Clinton celebrates newly 
passed legislation at a bill-signing ceremony.

chIEf Of STATE:
President John F. Kennedy and his wife 
Jacqueline pose for cameras with the president 
of France and his wife during the Kennedys’ 
widely publicized 1961 trip to that nation. 

chIEf lAW EnfORcER:
Troops sent by President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower enforce a federal court decision 
ordering the integration of public schools in 
Little Rock, Arkansas.

cOmmAnDER In chIEf:
President Barack Obama meets with 
members of the armed forces.

lEADER Of ThE pARTy:
President Ronald Reagan mobilizes 
conservatives at the Republican National 
Convention, changing the nature of the party. 
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if not support. Thus, simply threatening to veto legislation often gives a president another 
way to influence law-making.

During the Constitutional Convention, proponents of a strong executive argued 
that the president should have an absolute and final veto over acts of Congress. 
Opponents of this idea, including Benjamin Franklin, countered that in their home 
states, the executive veto “was constantly made use of to extort money” from legislators. 
James Madison made the most compelling argument for a compromise on the issue:

Experience has proven a tendency in our governments to throw all power into the 
legislative vortex. The Executives of the States are in general little more than 
Ciphers, the legislatures omnipotent. If no effectual check be devised for restrain-
ing the instability and encroachments of the latter, a revolution of some kind or 
other would be inevitable.12

In keeping with the system of checks and balances, then, the Framers gave the presi-
dent veto power, but only as a “qualified negative.” Although the president had the authority 
to veto any act of Congress (with the exception of joint resolutions that propose constitu-
tional amendments), the Framers gave Congress the authority to override an executive veto 
by a two-thirds vote in each house. Congress, however, cannot usually muster enough votes 
to override a veto. Thus, of the approximately 2,500 presidential vetoes that have occurred 
in over 200 years, Congress has overridden only about a hundred (see Table 7.3).

As early as 1873, in his State of the Union message, President Ulysses S. Grant 
proposed a constitutional amendment to give presidents a line-item veto, the power to 
disapprove of individual items within a spending bill rather than the bill in its entirety. 
Many governors have this authority. Over the years, 150 resolutions calling for a line-
item veto were introduced in Congress. Finally, in 1996, Congress enacted legislation 
that gave the president this authority. The city of New York soon challenged the line-
item veto law when President Bill Clinton used it to stop payment of some congres-
sionally authorized funds to the city. In Clinton v. City of New York (1998), the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled that the line-item veto was unconstitutional because it gave pow-
ers to the president denied him by the U.S. Constitution. Significant alterations of 
executive–congressional powers, said the Court, require constitutional amendment.13

   the Power to Preside over the military as  
commander in chief

One of the most important executive powers is that over the military. Article II states 
that the president is “Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United 
States.” While the Constitution specifically grants Congress the authority to declare 
war, presidents since Abraham Lincoln have used the commander in chief clause in 
conjunction with the chief executive’s duty to “take Care that the Laws be faithfully 
executed” to wage war (and to broaden various powers).

Modern presidents continually clash with Congress over the ability to declare war. 
The Vietnam War, in which 58,000 American soldiers were killed and 300,000 were 
wounded, was conducted (at a cost of $150 billion) without a congressional declaration 
of war. In fact, acknowledging President Lyndon B. Johnson’s claim to war-making 
authority, in 1964 Congress passed—with only two dissenting votes—the Gulf of Tonkin 
Resolution, which authorized a massive commitment of U.S. forces in South Vietnam.

During that highly controversial war, Presidents Johnson and Richard M. Nixon 
routinely assured members of Congress that victory was near. In 1971, however, publi-
cation of what were called The Pentagon Papers revealed what many people had sus-
pected all along: the Johnson administration had systematically altered casualty figures 
and distorted key facts to place the progress of the war in a more positive light. Angered 
that this misinformation had led Congress to defer to the executive in the conduct of 
the Vietnam War, in 1973, Congress passed the War Powers Resolution to limit the 
president’s authority to introduce American troops into hostile foreign lands without 
congressional approval. President Nixon vetoed the resolution, but both houses of 
Congress overrode it by a two-thirds majority.

line-item veto
The authority of a chief executive to 
delete part of a bill passed by the leg-
islature that involves taxing or spend-
ing. Ruled unconstitutional by the 
U.S. Supreme Court.

War Powers Resolution
Passed by Congress in 1973; requires 
the authorization of Congress to 
deploy troops overseas and limits the 
time of their deployment.
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table 7.3 hOW mAny pRESIDEnTIAl VETOES hAVE ThERE bEEn?

President
Regular 
Vetoes

Pocket Vetoes Total Vetoes
Vetoes 
Overridden

Washington 2 ..... 2 .....

J. Adams ..... ..... ..... .....

Jefferson ..... ..... ..... .....

Madison 5 2 7 .....

Monroe 1 ..... 1 .....

J. Q. Adams ..... ..... ..... .....

Jackson 5 7 12 .....

Van Buren ..... 1 1 .....

W. H. Harrison ..... ..... ..... .....

Tyler 6 4 10 1

Polk 2 1 3 .....

Taylor ..... ..... ..... .....

Fillmore ..... ..... ..... .....

Pierce 9 ..... 9 5

Buchanan 4 3 7 .....

Lincoln 2 5 7 .....

A. Johnson 21 8 29 15

Grant 45 48 93 4

Hayes 12 1 13 1

Garfield ..... ..... ..... .....

Arthur 4 8 12 1

Cleveland 304 110 414 2

B. Harrison 19 25 44 1

Cleveland 42 128 170 5

McKinley 6 36 42 .....

T. Roosevelt 42 40 82 1

Taft 30 9 39 1

Wilson 33 11 44 6

Harding 5 1 6 .....

Coolidge 20 30 50 4

Hoover 21 16 37 3

F. Roosevelt 372 263 635 9

Truman 180 70 250 12

Eisenhower 73 108 181 2

Kennedy 12 9 21 .....

L. Johnson 16 14 30 .....

Nixon 26 17 43 7

Ford 48 18 66 12

Carter 13 18 31 2

Reagan 39 39 78 9

Busha 29 15 44 1

Clinton 36 1 37 2

G. W. Bush 10 ..... 10 3

Obamab 2 ..... 2 .....

Total 1,496 1,066 2,563 109

aPresident George Bush attempted to pocket veto two bills during intrasession recess periods. Congress 
considered the two bills enacted into law because of the president’s failure to return the legislation. The bills are 
not counted as pocket vetoes in this table.
bAs of July 2014.

source: Clerk of the House, http://artandhistory.house.gov/house_history/vetoes.aspx.
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Presidents since Nixon have continued to insist that the War Powers Resolution is 
an unconstitutional infringement on their executive power. Still, in 2001, President 
George W. Bush complied with the resolution when he sought, and both houses of 
Congress approved, a joint resolution authorizing the use of force against “those 
responsible for the recent [September 11] attacks launched against the United States.” 
This resolution actually gave the president more open-ended authority to wage war 
than President Johnson had received from the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution in 1964. In 
October 2002, after President Bush declared Iraq to be a “grave threat to peace,” the 
House (296–133) and Senate (77–23) also voted overwhelmingly to allow the presi-
dent to use force in Iraq “as he determines to be necessary and appropriate,” thereby 
conferring tremendous authority on Bush and future presidents to wage war.

  the Pardoning Power
Presidents can exercise a check on judicial power through their constitutional authority to 
grant reprieves or pardons. A pardon is an executive grant releasing an individual from the 
punishment or legal consequences of a crime before or after conviction, and restores all 
rights and privileges of citizenship. Presidents exercise complete pardoning power for fed-
eral offenses except in cases of impeachment, which cannot be pardoned. President Gerald 
R. Ford gave the most famous presidential pardon of all to former President Richard M. 
Nixon—who had not been formally charged with any crime—“for any offenses against the 
United States, which he, Richard Nixon, has committed or may have committed while in 
office.” This unilateral, absolute pardon unleashed a torrent of public criticism against Ford 
and raised questions about whether Nixon had discussed the pardon with Ford before 
resigning. Many analysts attribute Ford’s defeat in the 1976 election to that pardon.

Even though pardons generally apply to a specific individual, presidents have also 
used them to offer general amnesties. Presidents George Washington, John Adams, James 
Madison, Abraham Lincoln, Andrew Johnson, Theodore Roosevelt, Harry S Truman, and 
Jimmy Carter used general pardons to grant amnesty to large classes of individuals for 
illegal acts. Carter, for example, incurred the wrath of many veterans’ groups when he made 
an offer of unconditional amnesty to approximately 10,000 men who had fled the United 
States or gone into hiding to avoid the draft for military service in the Vietnam War.

The Development and Expansion 
of Presidential Power

pardon
An executive grant providing restoration 
of all rights and privileges of citizenship 
to a specific individual charged or con-
victed of a crime.

E

Evaluate the development and expansion of presidential power.7.3

very president brings to the position not only a vision of America but also 
expectations about how to use presidential authority. But, most presidents 
find accomplishing their goals much more difficult than they envisioned. 
As he was leaving office, for example, President Harry S Truman mused 

about what surprises awaited his successor, Dwight D. Eisenhower, a former general: 
“He’ll sit here and he’ll say, ‘Do this! Do that!’ And nothing will happen. Poor Ike—it 
won’t be a bit like the army. He’ll find it very frustrating.”14

The formal powers enumerated in Article II of the Constitution and the Supreme 
Court’s interpretation of those constitutional provisions limit a president’s authority. 
The times in which the president serves, his confidantes and advisers, and his personal-
ity and leadership abilities all affect how he wields these powers. The 1950s postwar Era 
of Good Feelings and economic prosperity presided over by the grandfatherly 
Eisenhower, for instance, called for a very different leader from the one needed by the 
Civil War–torn nation governed by Abraham Lincoln. Furthermore, not only do differ-
ent times call for different kinds of leaders, they also often provide limits or, conversely, 
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wide opportunities for whomever serves as president at the time. Crises, in particular, 
trigger expansions of presidential power. The danger to the union posed by the Civil 
War in the 1860s required a strong leader to take up the reins of government. Because 
of his leadership during this crisis, Lincoln was ranked the best president in a survey of 
historians from across the political spectrum (see Table 7.4).

  establishing Presidential authority: the first Presidents
When President George Washington was sworn in on a cold, blustery day in New York 
City on April 30, 1789, he took over an office and a government yet to be created. Eventu-
ally, the government hired a few hundred postal workers and Washington appointed a  
small group of Cabinet advisers and clerks. During Washington’s two terms, the entire fed- 
eral budget was only about $40 million, or approximately $10 for every citizen in America. 
In contrast, in 2012, the federal budget was $3.55 trillion, or $11,500 for every person.

George Washington set several important precedents for future presidents:
• He took every opportunity to establish the primacy of the national government. In 

1794, for example, Washington used the militia of four states to put down the 
Whiskey Rebellion, an uprising of 3,000 western Pennsylvania farmers opposed to a 
federal excise tax on liquor. To emphasize the significance of the action, Washington, 
along with Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton, led the 15,000 troops into 
battle himself. Washington’s action helped establish the idea of federal supremacy 
and the authority of the executive branch to collect taxes levied by Congress.

• He began the practice of regular meetings with his advisers, thus establishing the 
Cabinet system.

• He asserted the chief executive’s prominent role in the conduct of foreign affairs. 
He sent envoys to negotiate the Jay Treaty to end continued hostilities with Great 
Britain. Then, over senatorial objection, he continued to wield his authority first to 
negotiate treaties and then simply to submit them to the Senate for approval. 
Washington made it clear that the Senate’s function was limited to approval of 
treaties and did not include negotiation with foreign powers.

• He claimed the powers of the presidency as the basis for establishing a policy of 
strict neutrality when the British and French were at war. Although the Constitu-
tion is silent about a president’s authority to declare neutrality, Washington’s sup-
porters argued that the Constitution granted the president inherent powers—that 
is, powers belonging to the president because they can be inferred from the 
Constitution, such as that authorizing him to conduct diplomatic relations.

Like Washington, the next two presidents, John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, acted 
in ways critical to the development of the presidency as well as to the president’s role in 
the political system. Adams’s poor leadership skills, for example, heightened the divisions 

inherent powers
Powers that belong to the president 
because they can be inferred from the 
Constitution.

table 7.4 WhO WERE ThE bEST U.S. pRESIDEnTS?

According to Historians … According to American People …
 1. Lincoln  1. Reagan

 2. Washington  2. Lincoln

 3. F. Roosevelt  3. Clinton

 4. T. Roosevelt  4. Kennedy

 5. Truman  5. Washington

 6. Kennedy  6. F. Roosevelt

 7. Jefferson  7. Obama

 8. Eisenhower  8. No opinion

 9. Wilson  9. G. W. Bush (tie)

 10. Reagan  9. Jefferson (tie)

source:.C-SPAN 2009 Historians Survey of Presidential Leadership; Gallup Poll, February 2–5, 2011.
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between Federalists and Anti-Federalists and probably hastened the development of 
political parties. Jefferson took critical steps to expand the role of the president in the 
legislative process. Like Washington, he claimed that certain presidential powers were 
inherent and used such powers to justify his expansion of the size of the nation through 
the Louisiana Purchase in 1803.

  incremental expansion of Presidential Powers: 1809–1933
Although the first three presidents made enormous contributions to the office of the 
chief executive, the way government functioned in its formative years caused the bal-
ance of power to be heavily weighted in favor of a strong Congress. Americans routinely 
had close contacts with their representatives in Congress, while to most citizens the 
president seemed a remote figure. By the end of Jefferson’s first term, it was clear that 
the Framers’ initial fear of an all-powerful, monarchical president was unfounded. The 
strength of Congress and the relatively weak presidents who came after Jefferson 
allowed Congress quickly to assert itself as the most powerful branch of government.

President Andrew Jackson was the first strong national leader who represented 
more than just a landed, propertied elite. By the time Jackson ran for president in 1828, 
eleven new states had been added to the union, and the number of white males eligible 
to vote had increased dramatically, as nearly all states had removed property require-
ments for voting. The election of Jackson from Tennessee, as the seventh president, 
signaled the end of an era: he was the first president to be neither a Virginian nor an 
Adams. Jackson personified the western, frontier, egalitarian spirit, and his election 
launched the beginning of Jacksonian democracy. The masses loved him, and legends 
arose around his down-to-earth image. Jackson, for example, once was asked to give 
a position to a soldier who had lost his leg on the battlefield and needed the job to 
support his family. When told that the man hadn’t voted for him, Jackson responded:  
“If he lost his leg fighting for his country, that is vote enough for me.”15

hOW DID AbRAhAm lIncOln ExpAnD pRESIDEnTIAl pOWERS?
During the Civil War, Lincoln assumed inherent powers that no president before him had claimed. He argued 
that these actions were necessary for the preservation of the union. After the war, the president’s powers 
never returned to their previous levels. Here, Lincoln is shown meeting with military leaders following the 
battle of Antietam, one of the bloodiest battles of the Civil War.
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Jackson used his image and personal power to buttress the developing party system 
by rewarding loyal followers of his Democratic Party with presidential appointments. 
Frequently at odds with Congress, he made use of the veto power against twelve bills, 
surpassing the combined total of ten vetoes used by his six predecessors. Jackson also 
reasserted the supremacy of the national government (and the presidency) by facing 
down South Carolina’s nullification of a federal tariff law.

Abraham Lincoln’s approach to the presidency was similar to Jackson’s. To combat 
the unprecedented emergency of the Civil War, Lincoln assumed powers that no presi-
dent before him had claimed. Because Lincoln believed he needed to act quickly for 
the very survival of the nation, he frequently took action without first obtaining the 
approval of Congress. Among many of Lincoln’s legally questionable acts were:

• He suspended the writ of habeas corpus, which allows those in prison to petition for 
release, citing the need to jail persons suspected of disloyal practices.

• He expanded the size of the U.S. Army above congressionally mandated ceilings.
• He ordered a blockade of southern ports without the approval of Congress.
• He closed the U.S. mail to treasonable correspondence.

Lincoln argued that the inherent powers of his office allowed him to circumvent the 
Constitution in a time of war or national crisis. Since the Constitution conferred on the 
president the duty to make sure that the laws of the United States are faithfully executed, 
reasoned Lincoln, these acts were constitutional. He simply refused to allow the nation to 
crumble because of what he viewed as technical requirements of the Constitution.

  creating the modern Presidency
Since the 1930s, the general trend has been for presidential—as opposed to congressional—
decision making to assume greater importance. The start of this trend can be traced to the 
four-term presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR), who led the nation through several 
crises. Many commentators now criticize this growth of presidential power, as well as that 
of the federal government and its programs. To understand the basis for a large number of 
today’s calls for reform of the political system, it is critical to learn how the government and 
the role of the president grew.16

FDR took office in 1933 in the midst of the Great Depression, a major economic 
crisis in which a substantial portion of the U.S. workforce was unemployed. Noting the 
sorry state of the national economy in his inaugural address, FDR concluded: “This 
nation asks for action and action now.”  To jump-start the American economy, FDR 
asked Congress for and was given “broad executive powers to wage a war against the 
emergency, as great as the power that would be given to me if we were in fact invaded 
by a foreign foe.”17

Just as Abraham Lincoln had taken bold steps upon his inauguration, Roosevelt 
also acted quickly. He immediately fashioned a plan for national recovery called the 
New Deal, a package of bold and controversial programs designed to invigorate the 
failing American economy.

Roosevelt served an unprecedented twelve years in office; he was elected to four terms 
but died shortly after the beginning of the fourth. During his years in office, the nation 
went from the economic war of the Great Depression to the real international conflict of 
World War II. The institution of the presidency changed profoundly and permanently 
with the creation of new federal agencies to implement the New Deal, a package of bold 
and controversial programs designed to invigorate the failing American economy.

FDR also personalized the presidency by establishing a new relationship between 
the president and the people. In his radio addresses, or fireside chats, as he called them, 
he spoke directly to the public in a relaxed and informal manner about serious issues.

To his successors, FDR left the modern presidency. This included a burgeoning 
federal bureaucracy, an active and usually leading role for the president in both domes-
tic and foreign policy and legislation, and a nationalized executive office that used 
technology—first radio, then TV, and now the Internet—to bring the president closer 
to the public than ever before.
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The Presidential Establishment

A

Outline the structure of the presidential establishment and the functions of each of its 
components.

7.4

s the responsibilities and scope of presidential authority grew over the 
years, so did the executive branch, including the number of people working 
directly for the president in the White House. The presidential establish-
ment includes the vice president and his staff, the Cabinet, the first lady 

and her staff, the Executive Office of the President, and the White House staff. All help 
the president fulfill his duties as chief executive.

  the Vice President
For many years, political observers considered the vice presidency a sure place for a 
public official to disappear into obscurity. When John Adams wrote to his wife, Abigail, 
about his position as America’s first vice president, he said it was “the most insignifi-
cant office that was the invention of man . . . or his imagination conceived.”18

Historically, presidents have selected their vice presidents largely to balance—
politically, geographically, or otherwise—the presidential ticket, with little thought 
given to the possibility that the vice president could become president. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, for example, a liberal New Yorker, selected John Nance Garner, a conserva-
tive Texan, to be his running mate in 1932. After serving two terms, Garner—who 
openly disagreed with Roosevelt over many policies, including Roosevelt’s decision to 
seek a third term—unsuccessfully sought the 1940 presidential nomination himself.

In 2008, President Barack Obama, accused of lacking foreign policy experience, 
chose Senator Joe Biden (D–DE) to balance the Democratic ticket. Obama and Biden 
ran for reelection in 2012. They were challenged by former Governor Mitt Romney 
and Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI). One of the main reasons Romney selected 
Ryan as his running mate was to energize social conservatives who had not been firmly 
behind Romney. Ryan, as chair of the House Budget Committee, also provided the 
Republican ticket with expertise in federal financial matters.

How much power a vice president has depends on how much the president is willing 
to give. Jimmy Carter was the first president to grant his vice president, Walter Mondale, 
more than ceremonial duties. In fact, Mondale was the first vice president to have an 
office in the White House. More recent vice presidents, including Joe Biden, have 
attained significant powers and access to the president, elevating the office to new heights.

  the cabinet
The Cabinet, which has no official basis in the Constitution but implied by Article II, 
section 2, is an informal institution based on practice and precedent whose membership 
is determined by tradition and presidential discretion. By custom, this advisory group 
selected by the president includes the heads of major executive departments. Presidents 
today also include their vice presidents in Cabinet meetings, as well as any other agency 
heads or officials to whom they would like to accord Cabinet-level status.

As a body, the Cabinet’s major function is to help the president execute the laws 
and assist him in making decisions. Although the Framers discussed the idea of some 
form of national executive council, they did not include a provision for one in the 
Constitution. They did recognize, however, the need for departments of government 
and departmental heads.

Over the years, the Cabinet has grown alongside the responsibilities of the national 
government. As interest groups, in particular, pressured Congress and the president to 
recognize their demands for services and governmental action, they often were 
rewarded by the creation of an executive department. Since a secretary heading an 
executive department automatically became a member of the president’s Cabinet, 
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powerful clientele groups, including farmers (Agriculture), business people (Commerce), 
workers (Labor), and teachers (Education), saw the creation of a department as a way 
to expand their access to the national government.

While the size of the president’s Cabinet has increased over the years, the reliance 
of most presidents on their Cabinet secretaries has decreased. Some individual mem-
bers of a president’s Cabinet, however, may be very influential.

  the first lady
From the time of Martha Washington, first ladies (a term coined in 1849) have assisted 
presidents as informal advisers while making other, more public, and significant contri-
butions to American society. Abigail Adams, for example, was a constant sounding 
board for her husband, John. An early feminist, in 1776 she cautioned him “to 
Remember the Ladies” in any new code of laws.

Edith Bolling Galt Wilson was probably the most powerful first lady. When 
President Woodrow Wilson collapsed and was left partly paralyzed in 1919, she 
became his surrogate and decided whom and what the stricken president saw. Her 
detractors dubbed her “Acting First Man.”

Eleanor Roosevelt also played a powerful and much criticized role in national 
affairs. Not only did she write a nationally syndicated daily newspaper column, but also 
she traveled and lectured widely, worked tirelessly on countless Democratic Party mat-
ters, and raised six children. After FDR’s death, she shone in her own right as U.S. 

WhAT DO fIRST lADIES DO?
First ladies often take on important policy initiatives and charitable causes. First Lady Michelle Obama, for 
example, has prioritized childhood health and fitness. She has been active in the “Let’s Move!” campaign, 
even challenging late night television host Jimmy Fallon to a series of physical fitness tests in the White 
House. She is shown here helping students harvest the White House vegetable garden.
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delegate to the United Nations, where she headed the commission that drafted the 
covenant on human rights. Later, she headed President John F. Kennedy’s Commission 
on the Status of Women.

More recently, First Lady Michelle Obama, a lawyer who was an administrator at 
the University of Chicago Medical Center, has prioritized health and physical fitness. 
From planting an organic White House vegetable garden to visiting schools around 
the country, she has stressed the importance of healthy lunches and fresh food and 
encouraged children to make nutritious choices, viewing childhood obesity and child-
hood diabetes as a serious problem and policy priority.

  the executive office of the President (eoP)
In 1939, FDR established the Executive Office of the President (EOP) to oversee his 
New Deal programs. Its purpose was to provide the president with a general staff to 
help him direct the diverse activities of the executive branch. In fact, it is a mini-
bureaucracy of advisers, many of whom are located in the ornate Eisenhower Executive 
Office Building next to the White House on Pennsylvania Avenue, as well as in the 
White House itself.

The EOP has expanded to include several advisory and policy-making agencies 
and task forces. Over time, the units of the EOP have become the prime policy makers 
in their fields of expertise, as they play key roles in advancing the president’s policy 
preferences. Among the EOP’s most important members are the National Security 
Council, the Council of Economic Advisers, the Office of Management and Budget, 
the Office of the Vice President, and the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative.

The National Security Council (NSC) was established in 1947 to advise the presi-
dent on American military affairs and foreign policy. The NSC comprises the presi-
dent; the vice president; and the secretaries of state, defense, and treasury. The chair of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the director of the Central Intelligence Agency also par-
ticipate. Others, such as the White House chief of staff and the general counsel, may 
attend. The national security adviser runs the staff of the NSC, coordinates information 
and options, and advises the president.

Although the president appoints the members of each of these bodies, they must 
perform their tasks in accordance with congressional legislation. As with the Cabinet, 
depending on who serves in pivotal positions, these mini-agencies may not be truly 
responsible or responsive to the president.

Presidents can clearly indicate their policy preferences by the kinds of offices 
they include in the EOP. President Barack Obama’s addition of an Economic 
Recovery Advisory Board to the EOP showed his concern about the economy and a 
desire to find ways to bring the country out of recession. President Obama has also 
appointed an unprecedented number of “czars,” administrators given authority by the 
president over important policy priorities. The rise in the number of czars can be 
partially explained by the ever-growing number of organizations and groups now 
managed by the government, including those involving health, energy, and technol-
ogy issues. Examples of Obama administration czars include the “California Water 
Czar” and the “Ebola Czar.” These two men, as well as the other czars, report directly 
to the president with updates concerning their target areas. This delegation of author-
ity allows the president to oversee special interests while spending his time on the 
pressing issues of state.

  the White house staff
Often more directly responsible to the president are the several hundred members of 
the White House staff: the personal assistants to the president, including senior aides, 
their deputies, assistants with professional duties, and clerical and administrative 
aides. As personal assistants, these advisers are not subject to Senate confirmation, 
nor do they have divided loyalties. Their power derives from their personal relation-
ship with the president, and they have no independent legal authority.

Executive Office of the President 
(EOP)
A mini-bureaucracy created in 1939 
to help the president oversee the exec-
utive branch bureaucracy.
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The White House, also known as the “President’s Palace” or “Executive Mansion,” is both a national 
symbol and a unique private residence. The West Wing of the White House also serves as of� ce 
space for some of the president’s closest advisors. It was added to the White House in 1902 and has 
been redesigned several times since then to serve the needs of the president. Most recently, for 
example, the White House swimming pool, added at the behest of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
was converted into the press room. Examine the diagram of the West Wing and consider how its 
layout re� ects individuals’ power and the president’s policy priorities.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS
1. Whose of� ces are closest to the president? 

What statement does this make about 
these individuals’ power and authority?

2. Whose of� ces are notably missing from the 
West Wing? Where are their of� ces located, 
and what statement does this make about 
these individuals’ power and authority?

3. How might the allocation of  West Wing 
of� ce space vary from one administra-
tion to the next? Why might these 
variations occur?
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Although presidents organize the White House staff in different ways, they typi-
cally have a chief of staff whose job is to facilitate the smooth running of the executive 
branch of government. Successful chiefs of staff also have protected the president from 
mistakes and helped implement policies to obtain the maximum political advantage for 
the president. Other important White House aides include domestic, foreign, and eco-
nomic policy strategists; the communications staff; the White House counsel; and a 
liaison between the president and Congress.

As presidents have tried to consolidate power in the White House, and as public 
demands on the president have grown, the size of the White House staff has increased—
from fifty-one in 1943, to 247 in 1953, to a high of 583 in 1972. Since that time, staffs 
have been trimmed, generally running around 500. The Obama White House has 
approximately 490 staffers.

Presidential Leadership and the 
Importance of Public Opinion

A

Explain the concept of presidential leadership and analyze the importance of public 
opinion.

7.5

president’s success in having his programs adopted or implemented 
depends on many factors, including his leadership capabilities, his person-
ality and powers of persuasion, his ability to mobilize public opinion in 
support of his actions, the public’s perception of his performance, and 

Congress’s perception of his public support.

  Presidential leadership and Personality
Leadership is not easy to exercise, and it remains an elusive concept for scholars to 
identify and measure, but it is important to all presidents seeking support for their 
programs and policies. Frequently, the difference between great and mediocre presi-
dents centers on their ability to grasp the importance of leadership style. Truly great 
presidents, such as Lincoln and FDR, understood that the White House was a seat of 
power from which decisions could flow to shape the national destiny. They recognized 
that their day-to-day activities and how they went about them should be designed to 
bolster support for their policies and to secure congressional and popular backing that 
could translate their intuitive judgment into meaningful action. Mediocre presidents, 
on the other hand, have tended to regard the White House as “a stage for the presenta-
tion of performances to the public” or a fitting honor to cap a career.19

Political scientist Richard E. Neustadt calls the president’s ability to influence 
members of Congress and the public “the power to persuade.” Neustadt believes this 
power is crucial to presidential leadership because it enables presidents to get their 
policy goals enacted and win support for their policies in the electorate.20 Persuasion 
may come from a variety of sources, including a president’s natural charisma or ability 
to make people do things they would not ordinarily do.

At least one prominent psychologist has suggested that a president’s personality 
may influence his success in the White House. Specifically, this scholar proposes that 
presidents with mood disorders may be best suited to lead when crises arise. Mania, for 
example, may lend itself to creative solutions in trying times. Similarly, political scien-
tists and historians have long discussed Lincoln’s melancholy and how it affected his 
ability to keep the nation together.21

President Barack Obama is generally credited with having a charismatic leadership 
style. This was particularly evident in his early emphasis on cross-cultural governing, a 
deviation from presidential norms. While most presidents tend to stay at home during 
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the early days of their term, during his first six months in office, President Obama trav-
eled abroad more than any other president. His goal was to rebuild the international 
reputation of the United States. Both he and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton went 
out of their way to embrace international values, especially in the Middle East. This 
leadership left many Americans feeling sour, and believing that the president had 
neglected the many domestic problems facing the United States, including jobs, the 
economy, and health care reform.

  going Public
Even before radio, TV, and the Internet, presidents tried to reach out to the public to 
gain support for their programs through what President Theodore Roosevelt called 
the bully pulpit. The development of commercial air travel, radio, TV, computers, cell 
phones, and social media has made direct communication to larger numbers of voters 
easier. Presidents, first ladies, and other presidential advisers travel the world over to 
publicize their views and to build support on a personal level as well for administra-
tion programs.

Direct presidential appeals to the electorate, such as those often made by recent 
presidents, are referred to as “going public.”22 Going public means that a president 
bypasses the heads of members of Congress to gain support from the people, who can 
then place pressure on their elected officials in Washington.

President Bill Clinton, for example, was keenly aware of the importance of main-
taining his connection with the public. At a black-tie dinner honoring radio and TV 
correspondents, Clinton responded to criticisms leveled against him for not holding 
traditional press conferences by pointing out how clever he was to ignore the tradi-
tional press. “You know why I can stiff you on the press conferences? Because Larry 
King liberated me from you by giving me to the American people directly.”23

WhAT ROlE DO pRESIDEnTIAl SpEEchES SERVE?
Presidents carefully chose favorable audiences that enable them to mobilize support for key initiatives. Here, 
President Barack Obama speaks to students and faculty at the University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill, 
encouraging them to lobby members of Congress against raising student loan interest rates.
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Barack Obama continued the tradition of going directly to the people, becoming 
the first sitting president to appear on The Late Show with David Letterman and later 
on The View. He also chose favorable audiences for his speeches. For example, in May 
2012, Obama visited several college campuses urging students to pressure lawmakers 
not to increase interest rates on student loans. “Tweet them!” the president said, “Urge 
your parents to Tweet!”24

  the President and Public opinion
Presidents and other public figures often use approval ratings as tacit measures of their 
political capital: their ability to enact public policy simply because of their name and 
their office. People assume that presidents who have high approval ratings—as 
President George W. Bush did in the immediate aftermath of the September 11, 2001, 
terrorist attacks—are more powerful leaders with a mandate for action that comes 
largely by virtue of high levels of public support. These presidents are often able to use 
their clout to push controversial legislation, through Congress. A public appearance 
from a popular president can even deliver a hotly contested congressional seat or guber-
natorial contest to the president’s party.

In sharp contrast, low approval ratings often cripple presidents in the policy arena. 
Their low ratings can actually prevent favored policies from being enacted on Capitol 
Hill, even when their party controls the legislature, as many of their partisans locked in 
close elections shy away from being seen or affiliated with an unpopular president.

Presidential popularity, though, generally follows a cyclical pattern. These cycles 
have been recorded since 1938, when pollsters first began to track presidential popular-
ity. Typically, presidents enjoy their highest level of public approval at the beginning of 
their terms and try to take advantage of this honeymoon period to get their programs 
passed by Congress as soon as possible (see Figure 7.1). Each action a president takes, 
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f igure 7 .1  hOW DO pRESIDEnTIAl AppROVAl RATIngS VARy OVER TImE?
Examine the line graph, which shows the percentage of the American public approving of the president’s 
performance from 1981 through 2013. When is the president’s approval the highest? The lowest? How does 
the president’s approval rating change over his term? Based on partisanship?

source: http://www.gallup.com/poll/124922/presidential-approval-center.aspx
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however, is divisive—some people will approve, and others will disapprove. Disapproval 
tends to have a negative cumulative effect on a president’s approval rating. Since 
Lyndon B. Johnson’s presidency, only four presidents have left office with approval rat-
ings of more than 50 percent. Many people attribute this trend to events such as 
Vietnam, the Iraq War, and economic recessions that have made the public increasingly 
skeptical of presidential performance.

However, recent presidents have experienced a surge in their approval ratings dur-
ing the course of their presidencies. Popularity surges usually allow presidents to achieve 
some policy goals they believe will benefit the nation, even though the policies are 
unpopular with the public. Often coming on the heels of a domestic or international 
crisis such as the 1991 Persian Gulf War or the 9/11 terrorist attacks, these increased 
approval ratings generally do not last long, as the cumulative effects of governing once 
again catch up with the president.

Toward Reform: The President  
as Policy Maker

W

Assess the president’s role as policy maker.7.6

hen President Franklin D. Roosevelt sent his first legislative package to 
Congress, he broke the traditional model of law-making.25 As envisioned 
by the Framers, the responsibility of making laws fell to Congress. Now 
FDR was claiming a leadership role for the president in the legislative 

process. Said the president of this new relationship: “It is the duty of the President to 
propose and it is the privilege of the Congress to dispose.”26 With those words and 
the actions that followed, FDR shifted the presidency into a law- and policy-making 
role. Now the president and the executive branch not only executed the laws but gen-
erally suggested them and proposed budgets to Congress to fund those proposals.

   the President's role in Proposing and  
facilitating legislation

Modern presidents play a major role in setting the legislative agenda, especially in an 
era when the House and Senate are narrowly divided along partisan lines. Without 
working majorities, “merely placing a program before Congress is not enough,” as 
President Lyndon B. Johnson once explained. “Without constant attention from the 
administration, most legislation moves through the congressional process at the speed 
of a glacier.”27

However, presidents have a hard time persuading Congress to pass their pro-
grams. Recent research by political scientists shows that presidents are much more 
likely to win on bills central to their announced agendas, such as President Barack 
Obama’s victory on health care reform, than to secure passage of legislation proposed 
by others.28

Because presidents generally experience declining support for policies they 
advocate throughout their terms, it is important for a president to propose key 
plans early in his administration. Even President Lyndon B. Johnson, who was able 
to push nearly 60 percent of his programs through Congress, noted: “You’ve got to 
give it all you can, that first year . . . before they start worrying about themselves. . . . 
You can’t put anything through when half the Congress is thinking how to beat 
you.”29

A president can also bolster support for his legislative package by calling on his 
political party. As the informal leader of his party, he should build coalitions in 
Congress, where party loyalty is very important. This strategy works best when the 
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Explore Your World
Executive mansions and palaces are often among the most ornate homes in the world. These homes 
exemplify the importance and prominence of the head of government. They may represent the state’s 
culture or values. Their structure and functions may also vary, depending on whether the state has a 
presidential or a parliamentary system. Examine the structures shown below, with an eye toward these 
themes.

critical thinking Questions

1. How does each of these structures reflect the history and governmental system 
of the state it represents?

2. In states with parliamentary systems, how would you expect the residence of the 
head of government, the prime minister, to compare to the residence of the head 
of state, who is often a monarch? How does the combination of these roles affect 
the structure and functions of presidential residences?

3. Should presidents and prime ministers be provided an official residence at the 
citizens’ expense? Why or why not?

Though the White House, home of the American president, may appear 
modest on the outside, the residence area of the White House alone boasts 
132 rooms, thirty-five bathrooms, and twenty-eight fireplaces.

Christiansborg Palace in Copenhagen, Denmark, is the only building in the 
world that houses all three branches of a state’s government. It is home to 
the prime minister, the Danish Supreme Court, and the Folketing, the 
Danish legislature. 

Until 2002, the prime minister of Japan lived in the small brick residence, 
shown in the back right hand side of this photo.  However, the prime 
minister’s residence has recently been upgraded to the larger glass 
building in the foreground
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president has carried members of his party into office on his coattails as well as when 
his party has a majority in the legislature.

   the budgetary Process and legislative  
implementation

Closely associated with a president’s ability to have legislation passed is his capacity to 
secure funding for new and existing programs. A president sets national policy and pri-
orities through his budget proposals and his continued insistence on their congressional 
passage. The budget proposal not only outlines the programs he wants but also indicates 
the importance of each program by the amount of funding requested for each and for its 
associated agency or department.

Because the Framers gave Congress the power of the purse, Congress had pri-
mary responsibility for the budgetary process until 1930. The economic disaster set 
off by the stock market crash of 1929, however, gave FDR the opportunity to 
involve himself in the congressional budget process, just as he inserted himself into 
the legislative process. In 1939, the Bureau of the Budget, which had been created 
in 1921 to help the president inform Congress of the amount of money needed to 
run the executive branch of government, was made part of the newly created 
Executive Office of the President. In 1970, President Nixon changed its name to 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to clarify its function in the exec-
utive branch.

The OMB works exclusively for the president and employs hundreds of budget 
and policy experts. Major OMB responsibilities include preparing the president’s 
annual budget proposal; assessing the costs of the president’s proposals; and reviewing 
the progress, budget, and program proposals of the executive department agencies. It 
also supplies economic forecasts to the president and conducts detailed analyses of 
proposed bills and agency rules. OMB reports allow the president to attach price tags 
to his legislative proposals and defend his budget.

Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB)
The office that prepares the president’s 
annual budget proposal, reviews the 
budget and programs of the executive 
departments, supplies economic fore-
casts, and conducts detailed analyses of 
proposed bills and agency rules.

hOW ImpORTAnT IS A bAlAncED bUDgET?
President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore celebrate the first balanced budget in years, a 
feat not likely to be repeated soon.
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  Tools of Presidential Power
Proposing legislation and using the budget to advance policy priorities are not the only 
ways that presidents can affect the policy process, especially in times of highly divided 
government when the policies of the president and Congress may differ. Presidents 
may make major policy changes by issuing executive orders, rules or regulations set 
forth by the president that have the effect of law without congressional approval. 
Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S Truman used executive orders to seize 
mills, mines, and factories whose production was crucial to World War II and Korean 
War efforts. Roosevelt and Truman argued that these actions were necessary to pre-
serve national security. The Supreme Court, however, eventually disagreed with the 
Truman administration in Youngstown Sheet and Tube v. Sawyer (1952). In that case, the 
Court unequivocally stated that Truman had overstepped the boundaries of his office 
as provided by the Constitution.30

While many executive orders help clarify or implement legislation enacted by 
Congress, others have the effect of making new policy. President Truman also used an 
executive order to end segregation in the military, and affirmative action was institu-
tionalized as national policy through Executive Order 11246, issued by Lyndon B. 
Johnson in 1966. And, President Barack Obama has repeatedly used executive orders 
to circumvent a recalcitrant Congress and attempt to make public policy.

Presidents may also issue two other types of public pronouncements. Presidential 
directives are executive orders issued by a president with the advice and consent of the 
National Security Council. They state the president’s national security policy, so they 
are often classified. Signing statements are occasional written comments attached to a 
bill, when signing legislation. Often these written statements merely comment on the 
bill signed, but they sometimes include controversial claims by the president that some 
part of the legislation is unconstitutional and that he intends to disregard it or to imple-
ment it in other ways. For example, President George W. Bush used signing statements 
to express his belief that portions of more than 1,200 laws were unconstitutional. 
“Among the laws Bush said he [could] ignore [were] military rules and regulations, 
affirmative action provisions, requirements that Congress be told about immigration 
services problems, ‘whistle-blower’ protections for nuclear regulator officials, and  
safeguards against political interference in federally funded research.”31

After taking office, President Barack Obama sent out a memorandum instruct-
ing agencies not to follow directives from previous administrations without first 
seeking the approval of the Department of Justice.32 And yet, much like Bush, 
Obama has issued several signing statements raising constitutional concerns about 
bills he signed into law.33 In 2014, for example, President Obama came under fire for 
issuing a signing statement that allowed him to authorize the release of prisoners of 
war held in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, without the approval of Congress. This state-
ment became relevant when the president chose to exchange five Guantanamo 
detainees for U.S. prisoner of war Bowe Berghdal.

Signing statements, thus, have become another way for the president to use his 
informal powers to make and influence public policy. These statements invite liti-
gation and may delay policy implementation. Because signing statements happen 
at the end of the legislative process, they also represent a largely unchecked way for 
the president to assert himself in the ongoing power struggle with Congress.

executive orders
Rules or regulations issued by the 
president that have the effect of law. 
All executive orders must be published 
in the Federal Register.

signing statements
Occasional written comments attached 
to a bill signed by the president.
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To keep any one president from becoming too powerful, the 
Framers created an executive office with limited powers. 
They mandated that a president be at least thirty-five years 
old, a natural-born citizen, and a resident of the United 
States for fourteen years or more, and they opted not to limit 
the president’s term of office. To further guard against tyr-
anny, they made provisions for the removal of the president.

Trace the development of the presidency and the provi-
sions for choosing and replacing presidents, p. 192.

Roots of the Office of President  
of the United States

7.1

Review the Chapter

The Framers gave the president a variety of specific constitu-
tional powers in Article II, including the powers to appoint, to 
convene Congress, and to make treaties. The Constitution also 
gives the president the capacity to grant pardons and to veto acts 
of Congress. In addition, the president derives considerable 
power from being commander in chief of the military.

The Constitutional Powers  
of the President

Identify and describe the constitutional powers of the 
president, p. 197.

7.2

The development of presidential power has depended on the 
personal force of those who have held the office. George 
Washington, in particular, took several actions to establish 
the primacy of the president in national affairs and as chief 
executive of a strong national government. With only a few 
exceptions, subsequent presidents often let Congress domi-
nate in national affairs. Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR), how-
ever, took more power for the office of the president, and 
made more decisions in national and foreign affairs.

The Development and Expansion  
of Presidential Power

Evaluate the development and expansion of presidential 
power, p. 202.

7.3

As the responsibilities of the president have grown, so has 
the executive branch of government. FDR established the 
Executive Office of the President to help him govern. 
Perhaps the most important policy advisers are those closest 
to the president: the vice president, the White House staff, 
some members of the Executive Office of the President, and 
the first lady.

The Presidential Establishment

Outline the structure of the presidential establishment 
and the functions of each of its components, p. 206.

7.4

The president’s leadership and personal style, which are 
affected by his character and his ability to persuade, determine 
how he goes about winning support. Since the 1970s, however, 
the American public has been increasingly skeptical of presi-
dential actions, and few presidents have enjoyed the extended 
periods of popularity needed to help win support for program-
matic change.

Presidential Leadership and the 
Importance of Public Opinion

Explain the concept of presidential leadership and ana-
lyze the importance of public opinion, p. 210.

7.5

Since FDR, the public has looked to the president to pro-
pose legislation to Congress. Through proposing legisla-
tion, advancing budgets, involvement in the regulatory 
process, and executive orders and agreements, presidents 
make policy.

Toward Reform: The President as 
Policy Maker

Assess the president’s role as policy maker, p. 213.7.6
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1. Which of the following is a requirement to become 
president of the United States?
 a. Be at least 35 years old
 b. No prior criminal record
 c. Have a valid U.S. passport
 d. Be a resident of the United States for at least thirty 

years
 e. Have previous government experience

2. Which of the following is a constitutional duty of the 
vice president?
 a. In the event of an emergency, the vice president must 

stand in for the president.
 b. The vice president is the director of foreign policy, often 

meeting with delegates from other nations and 
addressing international crises.

 c. The vice president functions as the head of the 
Supreme Court, voting in the event of a tie.

 d. The vice president is the president’s official legislative 
liaison.

 e. All of the above

3. Which of the following is NOT a role fulfilled by the 
modern president?
 a. Chief of state
 b. Commander in chief
 c. Chief of party
 d. Chief legislator
 e. Chief of education

4. When creating treaties, the president must:
 a. make binding treaties only with permission from the 

Supreme Court.
 b. seek the approval of the Senate.
 c. host delegates and ambassadors, but only with Senate 

approval.
 d. rely only on the House of Representatives to negotiate 

all treaties related to international commerce.
 e. operate only within the framework established by the 

United Nations.

5. The president’s authority is defined by:
 a. Supreme Court interpretation of international law.
 b. the powers granted to the president by the Senate and 

the House of Representatives.
 c. the implied and inherent powers extending from Article 

II of the Constitution.
 d. the powers enumerated in the Bill of Rights.
 e. the powers given to the president by Congress upon his 

appointment to office.

6. Which of the following is NOT selected by the 
president?
 a. The Speaker of the House
 b. The Cabinet
 c. The vice president
 d. The first lady
 e. The national security advisor

7. Cabinet secretaries
 a. may also serve simultaneously in Congress.
 b. are elected by the American people.
 c. have decreased in number and importance in the 

American political system.
 d. may not identify with a particular political party.
 e. have become less important presidential advisors over 

time.

8. How, according to political scientists, can American 
presidents best demonstrate their ability to lead?
 a. By spending time abroad with foreign leaders
 b. By increasing public attention to particular issues
 c. By attending all sessions of Congress
 d. By maintaining a wholesome family life
 e. By visiting low-income constituencies across the 

country

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Learn the Terms

Cabinet, p. 197
executive agreements, p. 198
Executive Office of the President 

(EOP), p. 208
executive orders, p. 216
executive privilege, p. 195

impeachment, p. 195
inherent powers, p. 203
line-item veto, p. 200
Office of Management and Budget 

(OMB), p. 215
pardon, p. 202

signing statements, p. 216
Twenty-Fifth Amendment, p. 196
Twenty-Second Amendment, p. 195
U.S. v. Nixon (1974), p. 195
veto, p. 198
War Powers Resolution, p. 200

Study and Review the Flashcards
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9. What is the typical trend of a president’s approval rat-
ings throughout his tenure in office?
 a. The rating usually remains consistent, regardless of the 

decisions made.
 b. The rating is higher when entering office than the 

rating when leaving office.
 c. The rating is lower when entering office than the rating 

when leaving office.
 d. The rating is sporadic, based on the decisions made, and 

no pattern can be found.
 e. Each president has had a unique rating pattern, and no 

systematic patterns can be observed.

10. Which of the following is NOT a method that the 
president can use to make and influence public policy?
 a. Signing statements to comment on bills
 b. Suggesting changes to legislation
 c. Using the budget to advance policy priorities
 d. Issuing an executive order
 e. Amending the Constitution
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The Executive 
Branch and 
the Federal 
Bureaucracy

8

Trace the growth 
and development 
of the federal 
bureaucracy,  
p. 222.

Describe modern 
bureaucrats,  
and outline the  
structure of  
the modern 
bureaucracy,  
p. 227.

Determine how 
the bureaucracy 
makes policy,  
p. 234.

Evaluate controls 
designed to make 
agencies more 
accountable,  
p. 238.

8.1 8.2 8.3 8.4

O
n the afternoon of May 2, 2011, United States Navy SEAL Team Six performed 
the most significant counterterrorism assassination in the history of United 
States. Two helicopters flew from Afghanistan to al-Qaeda founder Osama bin 
Laden’s compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan. Despite difficulties with the first heli-
copter, the SEAL Team successfully landed and entered the compound. Several 

gunmen, including bin Laden’s son, Khalid, confronted them immediately; the SEALs rebuffed the 
gunmen’s attack. Reaching the third floor of the house, one member of the SEAL Team saw an 
armed man look outside a door. The SEAL fired on the male assailant, injuring him with the first 
shot; additional shots were fired, and the assailant was soon dead. When prompted, a child identi-
fied the man on the floor by name: Osama bin Laden.

The SEAL Team immediately relayed their victorious message to their commander in chief, 
President Barack Obama, and his Cabinet. In military language, they stated: “For God and country, 
I pass Geronimo, Geronimo, E.K.I.A.” which meant, “Osama bin Laden, Enemy Killed In Action.”

Although the SEAL Team carried out the on-the-ground attack that ultimately took bin Laden’s 
life, their actions were supported by years of research and data collection by intelligence analysts 
in a variety of government agencies. Perhaps no bureaucrat was more dedicated to the cause 
than a Central Intelligence Agency employee known only as Miss One-Hundred Percent. In the
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BUREAUCRATS PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE AS ADVISORS TO THE PRESIDENT Above, President John F. Kennedy meets 
with his national security team in the wake of the Cuban Missile Crisis. Below, President Barack Obama and his national security 
team watch live coverage of the capture of Osama bin Laden.
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federal bureaucracy
The thousands of federal government 
agencies and institutions that imple-
ment and administer federal laws and 
programs.

The federal bureaucracy, or the thousands of federal government agencies and institu-
tions that implement and administer federal laws and programs, is frequently called the 
“fourth branch of government.” Critics often charge that the bureaucracy is too large, too 
powerful, and too unaccountable to the people or even to elected officials. Many politicians, 
elected officials, and voters complain that the federal bureaucracy is too wasteful. However, 
few critics discuss the fact that state and local bureaucracies and bureaucrats, whose num-
bers are far larger, also implement laws and policies and are often less accountable than 
those working for the federal government.

Many Americans—as evidenced by the success of the Tea Party movement—are 
uncomfortable with the prominent role of the federal government in their lives. Nevertheless, 
recent studies show that most users of federal agencies rate quite favorably the agencies 
and services they receive. Most of those polled drew sharp distinctions between particular 
agencies and the government as a whole. For example, only 20 percent of Americans in 
one poll expressed positive views toward federal agencies, whereas 61 percent of respon-
dents voiced satisfaction with the agencies with which they have dealt.2

Harold D. Lasswell once defined political science as the “study of who gets what, 
when, and how.”3 Those questions of “what, when, and how” can perhaps best be 
answered by examining what the bureaucracy is, how it works, and how it is controlled—
the topics in this chapter.

Roots of the Federal Bureaucracy

n 1789, three executive departments existed under the Articles of 
Confederation: Foreign Affairs, War, and Treasury, which President 
George Washington inherited as his Cabinet. A secretary headed each 
department, and the Department of State almost immediately became the 

new name for Foreign Affairs. To provide the president with legal advice, Congress also 
created the office of attorney general. From the beginning, individuals appointed as 
Cabinet secretaries (as well as the attorney general) were subject to approval by the U.S. 
Senate, but the president alone could remove them from office. Even the first Congress 
realized how important it was for a president to be surrounded by those in whom he 
had complete confidence and trust.

I

Trace the growth and development of the federal bureaucracy.8.1

days leading up to the attack, Miss One-Hundred Percent briefed the SEAL Team. During 
these meetings, she shared information about bin Laden’s compound, the location of the 
target within the compound, and the amount of time they would have to execute their 
orders. Once they returned to their base in Afghanistan, Miss One-Hundred Percent not 
only debriefed the SEALs, but she also identified bin Laden’s body on behalf of the U.S. 
government, shedding tears for the success of her career’s greatest mission. 

Without the cooperation of Miss One-Hundred Percent and others like her at the Central 
Intelligence Agency, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Department of Defense, and National 
Security Agency, just to name a few, the mission to capture and ultimately kill bin Laden 
would have been impossible. Employing this type of cooperation to solve large-scale 
national problems is the hallmark of the federal bureaucracy. The diverse programs and 
agencies that comprise the bureaucracy also enable government officials to work efficiently 
on many issues at once. In so doing, the executive branch can carry out orders handed 
down from officials in each of the three branches of government. For example, the mission 
to capture bin Laden, officially called Operation Neptune Spear, was confirmed and ordered 
by the president of the United States, acting as commander in chief of the armed forces. 
Funds appropriated by Congress were essential to its completion, and the U.S. Supreme 
Court could have reviewed its constitutionality.1

• • • 
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spoils system
The firing of public-office holders of a 
defeated political party to replace them 
with loyalists of the newly elected party.

patronage
Jobs, grants, or other special favors that 
are given as rewards to friends and 
political allies for their support.

merit system
A system of employment based on 
qualifications, test scores, and ability, 
rather than party loyalty.

Pendleton Act
Reform measure that established the 
principle of federal employment on the 
basis of open, competitive exams and 
created the Civil Service Commission.

civil service system
The merit system by which many fed-
eral bureaucrats are selected.

From 1816 to 1861, the size of the federal executive branch and the bureaucracy 
grew as existing departments faced increased demands and new departments were cre-
ated. The Post Office, for example, which Article I constitutionally authorized Congress 
to create, had to enlarge to meet the needs of a growing and westward-expanding 
population. President Andrew Jackson removed the Post Office from the jurisdiction 
of the Department of the Treasury in 1829 and promoted the postmaster general to 
Cabinet rank.

The Post Office quickly became a major source of jobs President Jackson could fill 
by presidential appointment, as every small town and village in the United States had 
its own postmaster. In commenting on Jackson’s wide use of political positions to 
reward friends and loyalists, one fellow Jacksonian Democrat commented: “to the vic-
tors belong the spoils.” From that statement came the term spoils system, which 
describes an executive’s ability to fire public-office holders of the defeated political 
party and replace them with party loyalists. The spoils system was a form of patron-
age—jobs, grants, or other special favors given as rewards to friends and political allies 
for their support.

  The Civil War and the Growth of Government
The Civil War (1861–1865) permanently changed the nature of the federal bureau-
cracy. As the nation geared up for war, President Abraham Lincoln authorized the 
addition of thousands of new employees to existing departments. The Civil War 
also spawned the need for new government agencies in response to a series of poor 
harvests and distribution problems. President Lincoln (who understood that well-
fed troops are necessary to conduct a war) created the Department of Agriculture 
in 1862, although it was not given full Cabinet-level status until more than twenty 
years later.

Congress also created the Pension Office in 1866 to pay benefits to the thousands 
of Union veterans who had fought in the war (more than 127,000 veterans initially 
were eligible for benefits). Justice, headed by the attorney general, became a Cabinet 
department in 1870, and Congress and the president added other departments through 
1900. Agriculture became a full-fledged department in 1889 and began to play an 
important part in informing farmers about the latest developments in soil conserva-
tion, livestock breeding, and planting.

  From the Spoils System to the Merit System
By the time James A. Garfield, a former distinguished Civil War officer, was elected 
president in 1880, many reformers were calling for changes in the patronage system. 
Garfield’s immediate predecessor, Rutherford B. Hayes, had favored the idea of replac-
ing the spoils system with a merit system, a system of employment based on qualifica-
tions, test scores, and ability, rather than loyalty. Congress, however, failed to pass the 
legislation he proposed. Possibly because potential job seekers wanted to secure posi-
tions before Congress had the opportunity to act on an overhauled civil service system, 
thousands pressed Garfield for positions. This siege prompted Garfield to record in his 
diary: “My day is frittered away with the personal seeking of people when it ought to 
be given to the great problems which concern the whole country.”4 Garfield resolved 
to reform the civil service, but his life was cut short by the bullets of an assassin who, 
ironically, was a frustrated job seeker.

Public reaction to Garfield’s death and increasing criticism of the spoils system 
prompted Congress to pass the Civil Service Reform Act in 1883, more commonly 
known as the Pendleton Act. It established a merit system of federal employment 
on the basis of open, competitive exams and created a bipartisan three-member 
Civil Service Commission, which operated until 1978. Initially, the law covered 
only about 10 percent of positions in the federal civil service system, but later laws 
and executive orders extended coverage of the act to over 90 percent of all federal 
employees.
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  Regulating Commerce
As the nation grew, so did the bureaucracy (see Figure 8.1). In the wake of the tremendous 
growth of big business (especially railroads), widespread price fixing, and other unfair busi-
ness practices that occurred after the Civil War, Congress created the Interstate Commerce 
Commission (ICC) in 1887. In doing so, Congress was reacting to public outcries over 
exorbitant rates charged by railroad companies for hauling freight. It became the first inde-
pendent regulatory commission, an entity outside a major executive department. Congress 
creates independent regulatory commissions such as the ICC, which generally focus on 
particular aspects of the economy. Commission members are appointed by the president 
and hold their jobs for fixed terms, but the president cannot remove them unless they fail 
to uphold their oaths of office. The creation of the ICC also marked a shift in the focus of 
the bureaucracy from service to regulation, giving the government—in the shape of the 
bureaucracy—vast powers over individual and property rights.

Theodore Roosevelt, a progressive Republican, became president in 1901, and he 
strengthened the movement toward governmental regulation of the economic sphere. 
When he asked Congress, and it agreed, to establish and oversee employer-employee 
relations, the size of the bureaucracy grew further. At the turn of the twentieth century, 
many workers toiled long hours for low wages in substandard conditions. Many employ-
ers refused to recognize the rights of workers to join unions, and many businesses had 
grown so large and powerful they could force workers to accept substandard conditions 
and wages. Progressives wanted new government regulations to cure some of the ills suf-
fered by workers and to control the power of increasingly monopolistic corporations.

Which U.S. prESiDEnT popUlarizED ThE SpoilS SySTEm?
Here, political cartoonist Thomas Nast depicts how President Andrew Jackson might have been immortalized 
for his unprecedented use of the spoils system. Note that President Jackson is shown riding a pig, rather 
than a horse. Words written below the animal include “fraud,” “bribery,” and “plunder.”

independent regulatory 
commission
An entity created by Congress outside 
a major executive department.
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In 1913, when it became clear that one agency could not represent the interests of 
both employers and employees, President Woodrow Wilson divided the Department 
of Commerce and Labor, creating two separate departments. One year later, Congress 
created the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to protect small businesses and the 
public from unfair competition, especially from big business.

The ratification of the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution in 1913 also 
affected the size and growth potential of government. It gave Congress the authority 
to implement a federal income tax to supplement the national treasury and provided 
a huge infusion of funds to support new federal agencies, services, and programs.

  The World Wars and the Growth of Government
The economy appeared to boom as U.S. involvement in World War I caused an increase 
in manufacturing, but ominous events loomed just over the horizon. Farmers were in 
trouble after a series of bad harvests, the nation experienced a severe slump in agricul-
tural prices, the construction industry went into decline, and, throughout the 1920s, 
bank failures became common. After stock prices crashed in 1929, the nation plunged 
into the Great Depression. To combat the resultant high unemployment and weak 
financial markets, President Franklin D. Roosevelt (who was first elected in 1932) cre-
ated hundreds of new government agencies to regulate business practices and various 
aspects of the national economy. Roosevelt believed that a national economic depres-
sion called for national intervention. Thus, the president proposed, and the Congress 
enacted, far-ranging economic legislation. The desperate mood of the nation supported 
these moves, as most Americans began to reconsider their ideas about the proper role 
of government and the provision of governmental services. Formerly, most Americans 
had believed in a hands-off approach; now they considered it the federal government’s 
job to get the economy going and get Americans back to work.
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LBJ’s Great Society program 
attempts to combat poverty 
and discrimination.

World War II

FDR’s New Deal programs 
give the federal government 
an ongoing role in promoting 
economic well-being.

World War I

First federal departments inherited:
State, Treasury, and War.

F IGURE 8 .1  hoW many EmployEES Work in ThE fEDEral ExEcUTivE branch?
The size of the federal executive branch has fluctuated with the needs of the nation. The line graph above 
tracks these changes from the country’s creation to the twenty-first century. Notice the overall growth 
marked by periods of decline. 

SOURCE: Office of Personnel Management, http://www.opm.gov/feddata/historicaltables/totalgovernmentsince1962.asp.
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As the nation struggled to recover from the Great Depression, the Japanese attack 

on U.S. ships at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on December 7, 1941, forced the United States 
into World War II. The war immediately affected the economy: healthy, eligible men 
went to war, and women went to work at factories or in other jobs to replace the men. 
Factories operated around the clock to produce the armaments, material, and clothes 
necessary to equip, shelter, and dress an army.

During World War II, the federal government also continued to grow tremendously to 
meet the needs of a nation at war. Tax rates were increased to support the war, and they 
never again fell to prewar levels. After the war, this infusion of new monies and veterans’ 
demands for services led to a variety of new programs and a much bigger government. The 
G.I. (Government Issue) Bill, for example, provided college loans for returning veterans 
and reduced mortgage rates to enable them to buy homes. The national government’s 
involvement in these programs not only affected more people but also led to its greater 
involvement in more regulation. Homes bought with Veterans Housing Authority loans, 
for example, had to meet certain specifications. With these programs, Americans became 
increasingly accustomed to the national government’s role in entirely new areas, such as 
affordable middle-class housing and scholarships that allowed lower- and middle-class 
men who fought in World War II their first opportunities for higher education.

Within two decades after World War II, the civil rights movement and President 
Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great Society program produced additional growth in the bureau-
cracy. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 brought about creation of the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in 1965. Congress also created the Departments 

hoW DiD WorlD War ii changE govErnmEnT?
During World War II, the size of the federal government grew dramatically. Men went off to war, and the U.S. 
government launched a media campaign encouraging women to work in factories at home to help the war effort, 
as exemplified by this famous poster of Rosie the Riveter. When the war ended, veterans returned to their jobs.
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Describe modern bureaucrats, and outline the structure of the modern bureaucracy.8.2

he national government differs from private business in numerous ways. 
Governments exist for the public good, not to make money. Businesses are 
driven by a profit motive; government leaders, but not bureaucrats, are 
driven by reelection. Businesses earn their money from customers; the 

national government raises revenue from taxpayers. Bureaucracies also differ from 
businesses because it is difficult to determine to whom bureaucracies are responsible. Is 
it the president? Congress? The people?

The different natures of government and business have a tremendous impact on the 
way the bureaucracy operates. Because all of the incentive in government “is in the 
direction of not making mistakes,” public employees view risks and rewards very differ-
ently from their private-sector counterparts.5 Government employees have little reason 
to take risks or go beyond their assigned job tasks. In contrast, private employers are far 
more likely to reward ambition. One key to understanding the modern bureaucracy is 
to learn who bureaucrats are, how the bureaucracy is organized, how organization and 
personnel affect each other, and how bureaucrats act within the political process. It also 
is important to recognize that government cannot be run entirely like a business. An 
understanding of these facts and factors can help in the search for ways to motivate 
positive change in the bureaucracy.

  Who Are Bureaucrats?
Federal bureaucrats are career government employees who work in Cabinet-level depart-
ments and independent agencies that comprise more than 2,000 bureaus, divisions, 
branches, offices, services, and other subunits of the federal government. Federal workers 
number about 3 million. Over one-quarter of all civilian employees work in the U.S. 
Postal Service, making it the nation’s second largest employer behind Walmart. Small 
percentages work as legislative and judicial staff. The remaining federal civilian workers 
are spread out among the various executive departments and agencies throughout the 
United States. Most of these federal employees are paid according to what is called the 
“General Schedule” (GS). They advance within fifteen GS grades (as well as steps within 
those grades), moving into higher GS levels and salaries as their careers progress.

At the lower levels of the U.S. Civil Service, competitive examinations are used to fill 
most positions. These usually involve a written test. Mid-level to upper ranges of federal 
positions do not normally require tests; instead, applicants submit résumés online. 
Personnel departments then evaluate potential candidates and rank them according to 
how well they fit a particular job opening. The personnel department then forwards to the 
agency filling the vacancy only the names of those deemed “qualified.” This can be a time-
consuming process; it often takes six to nine months to fill a position in this manner.

Persons not covered by the civil service system make up the remaining 10 percent 
of the federal workforce. Their positions generally fall into three categories:

 1. Appointive policy-making positions. Nearly 3,500 people are presidential appointees. 
About 1,200 of these, including Cabinet secretaries and under- and assistant sec-
retaries, are subject to Senate confirmation. These appointees, in turn, are responsi-
ble for appointing high-level policy-making assistants who form the top of the 
bureaucratic hierarchy. These are called “Schedule C” political appointees.6

The Modern Bureaucracy

of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and Transportation in 1965 and 1966, 
respectively. These expansions of the bureaucracy corresponded to increases in the pres-
ident’s power and his ability to persuade Congress that new commissions and depart-
ments would prove an effective way to solve pressing social problems.
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 2. Independent regulatory commissioners. Although each president has the authority 
to appoint as many as one hundred commissioners, they become independent of 
his direct political influence once they take office.

 3. Low-level, nonpolicy patronage positions. These types of positions generally con-
cern administrative assistants to policy makers.

More than 15,000 job skills are represented in the federal government. Government 
employees, whose average age is approximately fifty years, have a length of service 
averaging between fifteen and twenty years. They include forest rangers, FBI agents, 
foreign service officers, computer programmers, security guards, librarians, administra-
tors, engineers, plumbers, lawyers, doctors, postal carriers, and zoologists, among oth-
ers. The diversity of jobs in the government mirrors that in the private sector. The fed-
eral workforce, itself, is also diverse but underrepresents Hispanics, in particular, and 
the overall employment of women lags behind that of men. Women make up 64 per-
cent of the lowest GS levels but only 34 percent of the highest GS levels.7

About 303,000 federal workers are found in the nation’s capital; the rest are located in 
regional, state, and local offices scattered throughout the country. To enhance efficiency, the 
United States is divided into ten regions, with most agencies having regional offices in at 
least one city in that region (see Figure 8.2). The decentralization of the bureaucracy facili-
tates accessibility to the public. The Social Security Administration, for example, has numer-
ous offices so that its clients can have a place nearby to take their paperwork, questions, and 
problems. Decentralization also helps distribute jobs and incomes across the country.

A major concern about the federal workforce is the high rate of turnover in many 
of the most important positions. This turnover rate has become especially true in the 
Department of Homeland Security. Many employees of its Transportation Security 
Administration, for example, leave after only a short time on the job for more lucrative 
careers outside government. At the Department of State, which once boasted many of the 
most highly coveted jobs in the federal bureaucracy, the dangers associated with postings in 
Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as elsewhere in the Middle East, are making it harder to find 
well-qualified people to staff critical positions.8 Consequently, the military has enlisted pri-
vate contractors at unprecedented rates to fill many bureaucratic positions in these poten-
tially dangerous sites. Many of these private contractors are former government employees 
who can make almost twice the amount of money working for private companies. While 

F IGURE 8 .2  WhaT arE ThE fEDEral agEncy rEgionS, anD WhErE arE ThEir hEaDqUarTErS 
locaTED?
To bring the federal bureaucracy closer to citizens and increase the efficiency of providing government 
services, the federal agencies maintain offices in Washington, D.C. and in regional locations across the 
country. The regional headquarters are shown on the map above.

SOURCE: Department of Health and Human Services, www.hhs.gov/images/regions.gif.
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RACE / ETHNICITY

56.1% 43.9%

GENDER TOTAL

35.8%    64.2%
GS 1-4

(lowest pay grade)

36.9%       63.1%
GS 5-8

54.0%                       46.0%
GS 9-12

65.4%       34.6%
GS 13-15

(highest pay grade)

GENDER BY GS GRADE* 

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

O 25 50
Percentage

Hispanic 7.5%

American Indian 2.1% 
Asian and Paci�c
Island American 5.9%

African American
17.2%

White 67.9%

Disabled 6.8%

*GS stands for “General Schedule” and indicates the pay scale for U.S. civil service employees

SOURCES: Of�ce of Personnel Management, www.opm.gov; and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
http://www1.eeoc.gov/eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/release/3-21-12.cfm

Veteran 21.0%

College Educated 43.0%

Who Are Federal Workers?
the federal government employs over 3 million people in a diverse range of jobs, from administrative 
assistant to scientist. But bureaucrats do not necessarily match the demographics of America. older 
Americans and men are overrepresented at the highest levels of the federal workforce, while other 
groups, such as Hispanics and African Americans, are underrepresented. examine the demographics of 
the federal workforce in greater detail in the infographic below.

CRITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS
1.  Compare the male to female ratio at 

each GS level. How do the percent-
ages change as the GS levels 
increase? What does this suggest 
about gender equity in the federal 
workforce?

 2.  Which race and ethnicity 
categories appear to be over and 
underrepresented in the federal 
workforce? Does the federal 
government appear to be an 
equal opportunity employer?

 3.  Why are so many federal workers 
college educated and veterans? 
How might these demographic 
characteristics affect policy 
outcomes?
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the exact number of private contractors is unknown, it is estimated that $536 billion of the 
federal budget was spent on government contractors in one recent year. More than $177 
billion was spent in Iraq and Afghanistan alone.9

The graying of the federal workforce is another concern. More than two-thirds of those 
in the highest nonpolitical positions, as well as a large number of mid-level managers, are 
eligible to retire.10 Many in government hope that the Presidential Management Fellows 
Program, which began in 1977 to hire and train future managers and executives, will be 
enhanced to make up for the shortfall in experienced managers that the federal government 
now faces. Agencies even are contemplating ways to pay the college loans of prospective 
recruits, while at the same time trying to improve benefits to attract older workers.11

  Formal Organization
At least 1,150 civilian agencies are in existence. But, even experts cannot agree on the exact 
number of separate governmental agencies, commissions, and departments that make up 
the federal bureaucracy.12 A distinctive feature of the executive bureaucracy is its traditional 
division into areas of specialization. For example, the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) handles occupational safety, and the Department of State spe-
cializes in foreign affairs. It is normal, however, for more than one agency to be involved in 
a particular issue or for one agency to be involved in many issues. The largest department, 
the Department of Homeland Security, with its vast authority and range of activities, is 
probably the best example of this phenomenon. In fact, numerous agencies often have 
authority in the same issue areas, making administration even more difficult.

Agencies fall into four general categories: (1) Cabinet departments; (2) govern-
ment corporations; (3) independent executive agencies; and, (4) independent regula-
tory commissions.

CABINET DEPARTMENTS The fifteen Cabinet departments are major administrative 
units that have responsibility for conducting broad areas of government operations (see 
Figure 8.3). Cabinet departments account for about 60 percent of the federal workforce. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

Cabinet

Department
of State

Department
of the Treasury

Department
of Defense

Department
of Justice

Department of
the Interior

Department
of Commerce

Department
of Labor

Department
of Agriculture

Department of
Transportation

Department
of Energy

Department
of Homeland

Security

Department
of Education

Department of
Health and

Human Services

Department of
Housing and

Urban
Development

Department of 
Veterans Affairs

F IGURE 8 .3  WhaT arE ThE cabinET DEparTmEnTS?
Cabinet departments reflect the government’s permanent interest in a particular issue area. The modern Cabinet 
includes fifteen agencies focusing on issues ranging from commerce and foreign affairs to education and health.

departments
Major administrative units with 
responsibility for a broad area of gov-
ernment operations. Departmental 
status usually indicates a permanent 
national interest in a particular gov-
ernmental function, such as defense, 
commerce, or agriculture.
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The vice president, the heads of all the departments, as well as the U.S. Ambassador to the 
United Nations, the U.S. Trade Representative, the president’s chief of staff, and the heads 
of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB), and the Council of Economic Advisors make up the formal Cabinet.

Cabinet members called secretaries head the executive branch departments (except 
the Department of Justice, which the attorney general leads). A secretary is responsible 
for establishing his or her department’s general policy and overseeing its operations. 
Cabinet secretaries are directly responsible to the president but are often viewed as hav-
ing two masters—the president and citizens affected by the business of their depart-
ments. Cabinet secretaries also are tied to Congress through the appropriations, or bud-
getary, process and their role in implementing legislation and making rules and policy.

One or more undersecretaries or deputies assist the secretary by taking part of 
the administrative burden off his or her shoulders, and several assistant secretaries 
lend support by directing major programs within the department. In addition, each 
secretary has numerous assistants who help with planning, budgeting, personnel, 
legal services, public relations, and key staff functions. Some of these individuals are 
political appointees while others are career civil servants.

Most departments are subdivided into bureaus, divisions, sections, or other smaller 
units, and the real work of each agency is done at this level. Subdivision usually takes place 
along functional lines, but the basis for division may be geography, work processes (for 
example, the Transportation Security Administration is housed in the Department of 
Homeland Security), or clientele (such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department 
of the Interior). Clientele agencies representing clearly defined interests are particularly 
subject to outside lobbying. These organized interests are also active at the regional level, 
where the agencies conduct most of their program implementation.

This clause, along with additional language designat-
ing that the president shall be the commander in 

chief, notes that the heads of departments are to serve 
as advisers to the president. The Constitution does not 
directly mention a Cabinet.

This meager language is all that remains of the 
Framers’ initial efforts to create a council to guide the 
president. Those in attendance at the Constitutional 
Convention largely favored the idea of a council but 
could not agree on who should be part of that body. 
Some actually wanted to follow the British parliamen-
tary model and create the Cabinet from members of the 
House and Senate, who would rotate into the bureau-
cracy; most, however, appeared to support the idea of 
the heads of departments along with the chief justice, 
who would preside when the president was unavailable. 
The resulting language above depicts a one-sided 
arrangement whereby the heads of executive depart-
ments must simply answer in writing any questions put 
to them by the president.

The Cabinet of today differs totally from the struc-
ture envisioned by the Framers. George Washington 

was the first to convene a meeting of what he called his 
Cabinet. Some presidents have used their Cabinets as 
trusted advisers; others have used them as a demon-
stration of their commitment to political, racial, ethnic, 
or gender diversity, and have relied more on White 
House aides than particular Cabinet members. Who is 
included in the Cabinet, as well as how it is used, is 
solely up to the discretion of the sitting president, with 
the approval of the U.S. Senate, although both houses 
of Congress must approve the creation or abolishment 
of executive departments.

CRITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS

1. What issues arise from requiring senatorial 
approval for Cabinet positions, and how does 
the Constitution remedy these issues?

2. Can you think of any new constituencies or 
issues that are sufficiently important to be 
elevated to Cabinet-level status?

The President . . . may require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the executive 

Departments, upon any subject relating to the Duties of their respective Office. —ArtiCle ii, SeCtion 2, 

ClAuSe 1

TheLiving Constitution
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INDEPENDENT ExECUTIVE AGENCIES Independent executive agencies closely 
resemble Cabinet departments but have narrower areas of responsibility. Generally 
speaking, independent agencies perform services rather than regulatory functions. The 
president appoints the heads of these agencies, and they serve, like Cabinet secretaries, 
at his pleasure.

Independent agencies exist apart from executive departments for practical or symbolic 
reasons. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), for example, could 
have been placed within the Department of Defense. Such positioning, however, might 
have conjured up thoughts of a space program dedicated solely to military purposes, rather 
than to civilian satellite communication or scientific exploration. Similarly, the Department 
of the Interior could have been home to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); 
instead, Congress created the EPA as an independent agency in 1970 to administer federal 
programs aimed at controlling pollution and protecting the nation’s environment. As an 
independent agency, the EPA is less indebted to the president on a day-to-day basis than if 
it were within a Cabinet department, although the president still has the power to appoint 
its director and often intervenes in high-profile environmental issues and decisions. Most 
presidents have also given the EPA director informal Cabinet-level status.

INDEPENDENT REGULATORY COMMISSIONS As noted earlier, independent regula-
tory commissions are agencies created by Congress to exist outside the major departments 
and regulate a specific economic activity or interest. Because of the complexity of modern 
economic issues, Congress sought to create commissions that could develop expertise and 
provide continuity of policy with respect to economic issues because neither Congress nor 
the courts have the time or specific talents to do so. Examples include the National Labor 
Relations Board (NLRB), the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC), and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).13

Older boards and commissions, such as the SEC and the Federal Reserve Board, gener-
ally are charged with overseeing a certain industry. Most were created specifically to be free 
from partisan political pressure. Each has five to seven members (always an odd number, to 
avoid tie votes) selected by the president, and confirmed by the Senate, for fixed, staggered 
terms to increase the chances of a bipartisan board. Unlike the case of executive department 

independent executive agencies
Governmental units that closely 
resemble a Cabinet department but 
have narrower areas of responsibility 
and perform services rather than regu-
latory functions.

WhaT Do govErnmEnT corporaTionS Do?
Amtrak provides train service across the United States. Its most profitable line runs through the Northeast 
Corridor from Boston to Washington, D.C. Thousands of travelers use these train lines to navigate the 
important business centers and congested airspace of the Northeast. Vice President Joe Biden is among 
these commuters; he frequently takes the train from the nation’s capital to his home in Wilmington, Delaware.
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heads, the president cannot easily remove them. In 1935, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that 
in creating independent commissions, Congress had intended them to be independent pan-
els of experts sequestered, as far as possible, from immediate political pressures.14

Regulatory boards established since the 1960s concern themselves with how the 
business sector relates to public health and safety. The Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA), for example, promotes job safety. These boards and commis-
sions often lack autonomy and freedom from political pressures; they are generally 
headed by a single administrator who is subject to removal by the president. Thus, they 
are far more susceptible to the political wishes of the president who appoints them.15

GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS Government corporations are the most recent 
addition to the bureaucracy. Dating from the early 1930s, they are businesses estab-
lished by Congress to perform functions that private businesses could provide. Some 
of the better known government corporations include the United States Postal Service, 
Amtrak, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). Unlike other gov-
ernmental agencies, government corporations charge a fee for their services. The 
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), for example, provides electricity at reduced rates 
to millions of Americans in Appalachia.

The government often forms corporations when the financial incentives for private 
industry to provide services are minimal. The area served by the TVA demonstrates this 
point; it was a poor region of Appalachia that had failed to attract private companies. 
In other cases, Congress intervenes to salvage valuable public assets. For example, when 
passenger rail service in the United States became unprofitable, Congress stepped in to 
create Amtrak, nationalizing the passenger-train industry to keep passenger trains run-
ning, especially along the Northeast Corridor.

  Government Workers and Political Involvement
As the number of federal employees and agencies grew during the 1930s, many 
Americans began to fear that members of the civil service would play major roles not 
only in implementing public policy but also in electing members of Congress and even 
the president. Consequently, Congress enacted the Political Activities Act of 1939, 
commonly known as the Hatch Act. It prohibited federal employees from becoming 
directly involved in working for political candidates. Although this act allayed many 
critics’ fears, other people argued that the Hatch Act was too extreme.

Hatch Act
The 1939 act to prohibit civil servants 
from taking activist roles in partisan 
campaigns. This act prohibited federal 
employees from making political con-
tributions, working for a particular 
party, or campaigning for a particular 
candidate.

TABLE 8.1 WhaT DoES ThE libEralizED haTch acT STipUlaTE?

Federal Employees May Federal Employees May Not
Be candidates for public office in nonpartisan elections Use their official authority or influence to interfere with an election

Assist in voter registration drives
Collect political contributions unless both individuals are members of the 
same federal labor organization or employee organization and the one solic-
ited is not a subordinate employee

Express opinions about candidates and issues Knowingly solicit or discourage the political activity of any person who has 
business before the agency

Contribute money to political organizations Engage in political activity while on duty

Attend political fund-raising functions Engage in political activity in any government office

Attend and be active at political rallies and meetings Engage in political activity while wearing an official uniform

Join and be active members of a political party or club Engage in political activity while using a government vehicle

Sign nominating petitions Solicit political contributions from the general public

Campaign for or against referendum questions, constitutional amend-
ments, and municipal ordinances Be candidates for public office in partisan elections

Campaign for or against candidates in partisan elections

Make campaign speeches for candidates in partisan elections

Distribute campaign literature in partisan elections

Hold office in political clubs or parties

SOURCE: U.S. Special Counsel’s Office.

government corporations
Businesses established by Congress to 
perform functions that private busi-
nesses could provide.
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Determine how the bureaucracy makes policy.8.3

erman sociologist Max Weber believed bureaucracies were a rational way 
for complex societies to organize themselves. Model bureaucracies, said 
Weber, exhibit certain features, including:

 1. A chain of command in which authority flows from top to bottom.
 2. A division of labor whereby work is apportioned among specialized workers to 

increase productivity.
 3. Clear lines of authority among workers and their superiors.
 4. A goal orientation that determines structure, authority, and rules.
 5. Impersonality, whereby all employees are treated fairly based on merit and all  

clients are served equally, without discrimination, according to established rules.
 6. Productivity, whereby all work and actions are evaluated according to established 

rules.17

Clearly, this Weberian idea is somewhat idealistic, and even the best run government 
agencies do not always work this way, but most try to do so.

When Congress creates any kind of department, agency, or commission, it is actu-
ally delegating some of its powers listed in Article I, section 8, of the U.S. Constitution. 
Therefore, the laws creating departments, agencies, corporations, or commissions care-
fully describe their purpose and give them the authority to make numerous policy 
decisions, which have the effect of law. Congress recognizes that it does not have the 
time, expertise, or ability to involve itself in every detail of every program; therefore, it 
sets general guidelines for agency action and then allows the agency to work out the 
details. How agencies execute congressional wishes is called implementation, the pro-
cess by which a law or policy is put into operation.

Historically, in attempting to study how the bureaucracy made policy, political 
scientists investigated what they termed iron triangles, the relatively ironclad relation-
ships and patterns of interaction that occur among federal workers in agencies or 
departments, interest groups, and relevant congressional committees and subcommit-
tees. Today, iron triangles no longer dominate most policy processes. Some do persist, 
however, such as the relationships between the Department of Veterans Affairs, the 
House Committee on Veterans Affairs, and the American Legion and the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars, the two largest veterans groups (see Figure 8.4).

Many political scientists who examine external influences on the modern bureau-
cracy prefer to study issue networks. In general, issue networks, like iron triangles, 
include agency officials, members of Congress (and committee staffers), and interest 
group lobbyists. But, they also include lawyers, consultants, academics, public relations 
specialists, and sometimes even the courts. Unlike iron triangles, issue networks con-
stantly are changing as members with technical expertise or newly interested parties 
become involved in issue areas and others phase out.

In 1993, the Hatch Act was liberalized to allow employees to run for public office in 
nonpartisan elections, contribute money to political organizations, and campaign for or 
against candidates in partisan elections. Federal employees still, however, are prohibited from 
engaging in political activity while on duty, soliciting contributions from the general public, 
and running for office in partisan elections (see Table 8.1). The act, however, has proved dif-
ficult to enforce. For example, government employees are not allowed to display photos of 
themselves with elected officials, unless it is an official photo. However, even if it is an official 
photo, it must be in its original, unaltered state, with no modifications such as horns or halos.16

How the Bureaucracy Works

implementation
The process by which a law or policy 
is put into operation.

iron triangles
The relatively ironclad relationships and 
patterns of interaction that occur among 
agencies, interest groups, and congres-
sional committees or subcommittees.

issue networks
The loose and informal relationships 
that exist among a large number of 
actors who work in broad policy areas.
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As a result of the increasing complexity of many policy domains, a number of 
alliances have also arisen within the bureaucracy. One such example is interagency 
councils, working groups established to facilitate the coordination of policy mak-
ing and implementation across a host of agencies. Depending on the amount of 
funding these councils receive, they can be the prime movers of administration 
policy in any area where an interagency council exists. The U.S. Interagency 
Council on Homelessness, for example, works to coordinate the activities of the 
more than fifty governmental agencies and programs that work to alleviate 
homelessness.

In areas marked by extraordinarily complex policy problems, recent presiden-
tial administrations have set up policy coordinating committees (PCCs) to facil-
itate interaction among agencies and departments at the subcabinet level. For 
example, the Homeland Security Council PCC (the HSC-PCC) is composed of 
representatives from various executive departments as well as the FBI, CIA, 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and the vice president’s 
office, among others. It oversees multiple agencies and executive departments to 
ensure the creation and implementation of consistent, effective homeland secu-
rity policies.

  Making Policy
The main purpose of all of these decision-making bodies is policy making. Policy 
making and implementation take place on both informal and formal levels. From a 
practical standpoint, many decisions are left to individual government employees on 
a day-to-day basis. Department of Justice lawyers, for example, make daily decisions 
about whether or not to prosecute suspects. Similarly, street-level Internal Revenue 
Service agents make many decisions during personal audits. These street-level 
bureaucrats make policy on two levels. First, they exercise broad judgment in deci-
sions concerning citizens with whom they interact. Second, taken together, their 
individual actions add up to agency behavior.18 Thus, how bureaucrats interpret and 
how they apply (or choose not to apply) various policies are equally important parts 
of the policy-making process.

F IGURE 8 .4  WhaT conSTiTUTES an iron TrianglE?
Iron triangles are the relatively stable relationships formed between bureaucratic agencies, congressional 
committees, and interest groups. Cooperation between these three policy actors may make policy making 
in some issue areas, such as veterans’ affairs, an insular process confined to a small clientele.

Congressional
committees,

subcommittees,
staff

Interest groups,
lobbyists, large

corporations

Bureaucratic
agency

interagency councils
Working groups created to facilitate 
coordination of policy making and 
implementation across a host of gov-
ernmental agencies.

policy coordinating committees
Subcabinet-level committees created 
to facilitate interactions between 
agencies and departments to handle 
complex policy problems.
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Take a Closer Look
Interagency councils are working groups established to facilitate the coordination of policy making and 
implementation across a number of agencies. One such group is the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness, 
which was formed in 1987 as a partnership between nearly all of the Cabinet departments and a number of other 
executive branch agencies, including the Executive Office of the President. The diagram below, taken from the 
group’s “Federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and End Homelessness,” shows the interagency scope of the causes 
and solutions to homelessness in the United States.

CRITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS

1. How do the causes, goals, and solutions illustrated in the diagram show the need 
for interagency cooperation to solve the problem of homelessness?

2. How does this diagram reveal some of the challenges of interagency cooperation?

3. How might similar cooperation help to solve other policy problems facing the 
United States today? What agencies would you need to bring together to address 
these problems?

SOURCE: Input from the New York Stakeholders’ Meeting is captured in a graphic format by Art of Hosting volunteer Drew Dernavich, http://www.usich.gov/PDF/
OpeningDoors_2010_FSPPreventEndHomeless.pdf. 

The problem-solving process illustrated in this diagram is typical of policy 
making in the United States.

The scope and causes, as well as goals and strategies, illustrated in this 
diagram show the need for multiple agency involvement in addressing the 
problem of homelessness.

The potential solutions to the problem of homelessness involve pooling 
resources from multiple federal agencies and programs, as well as 
cooperation from state and local governments.
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FIGURE 8 .5  hoW iS a rEgUlaTion maDE?
The 1946 Administrative Procedures Act spells out a specific process for rule making in the federal 
bureaucracy. Similar to the process of making legislation, a proposed rule has many opportunities to fail to be 
implemented. Affected citizens also have a number of opportunities to offer their opinions of a proposed rule.

Disapproval

Approval

New rules drafted for preliminary
consideration

Interest Group or
Individual Petition

Media
Pressure

Judicial
Decision

New
Legislation

Advance notice of proposed rule-making issue

Draft of rule circulated to industry, affected
groups; hearings held if necessary

Proposed regulations published in the Federal Register;
30–60 days allowed for comments from interested parties

Comments evaluated; final draft written

Office of Management and Budget reviews
final version

New regulation published in the
Federal Register

Disapproval

Approval (with or without modifications)

Disapproval

Executive Branch
Decision

Approval (with or without modifications)

Office of Management and Budget reviews
objectives and evaluates costs

STOP

STOP

STOP

Administrative discretion, the ability of bureaucrats to make choices concerning 
the best way to implement congressional or executive intentions, also allows decision 
makers (whether they are in a Cabinet-level position or at the lowest GS levels) a tre-
mendous amount of leeway. Bureaucrats exercise administrative discretion through two 
formal procedures: rule making and administrative adjudication.

RULE MAkING Rule making is a quasi-legislative process resulting in regulations 
that have the characteristics of a legislative act. Regulations are the rules that govern 
the operation of all government programs and have the force of law. In essence, then, 
bureaucratic rule makers often act as lawmakers as well as law enforcers when they 
make rules or draft regulations to implement various congressional statutes. Some 
political scientists say that rule making “is the single most important function per-
formed by agencies of government” (see Figure 8.5).19

Because regulations often involve political conflict, the 1946 Administrative 
Procedures Act established rule-making procedures to give everyone the chance to 
participate in the process. The act requires that: (1) public notice of the time, place, and 
nature of the rule-making proceedings be provided in the Federal Register; (2) inter-
ested parties be given the opportunity to submit written arguments and facts relevant 
to the rule; and, (3) the statutory purpose and basis of the rule be stated. After rules are 
published, thirty days generally must elapse before they take effect.

Sometimes the law requires an agency to conduct a formal hearing before issuing 
rules. A committee helps staffers collect evidence and calls interested parties and 

administrative discretion
The ability of bureaucrats to make 
choices concerning the best way to 
implement congressional or executive 
intentions.

rule making
A quasi-legislative process resulting in 
regulations that have the characteris-
tics of a legislative act.

regulations
Rules governing the operation of all 
government programs that have the 
force of law.
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interest groups to testify on the issue. The process can take weeks, months, or even 
years, at the end of which agency administrators must review the entire record and then 
justify the new rules. Although cumbersome, the process has reduced criticism of some 
rules and bolstered the deference given by the courts to agency decisions. 

Many Americans are unaware of their opportunity to influence government 
through the rule-making process. All private citizens with interest in potential rules 
have the right to submit comments. Recent presidents have taken efforts to make com-
menting easier for citizens by using the government’s regulations.gov portal. As a 
result, the average rule receives about eighty comments, but some rules may receive 
thousands of comments from citizens (see Table 8.2).

ADMINISTRATIVE ADjUDICATION Agencies regularly find that persons or busi-
nesses are not in compliance with the federal laws the agencies are charged with 
enforcing, or that they are in violation of an agency rule or regulation. To force com-
pliance, some agencies resort to administrative adjudication, a quasi-judicial process 
in which a bureaucratic agency settles disputes between two parties in a manner simi-
lar to the way courts resolve disputes. Administrative adjudication is referred to as 
quasi-judicial, because adjudication by any body other than the judiciary would be a 
violation of the constitutional principle of separation of powers.

Several agencies and boards employ administrative law judges to conduct hearings. 
Although employed by the agencies, these judges are strictly independent and cannot 
be removed except for gross misconduct. Their actions, however, are reviewable in the 
federal courts, as are the findings of judges in agencies such as the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission and Social Security Administration.

TABLE 8.2 hoW many commEnTS Do agEnciES rEcEivE on propoSED rUlES?

Agency Subject Comments
Food and Nutrition Service Nutrition in school lunches 54,468

Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Hours of service for drivers 27,333

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Physical fee schedule 20,280

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency Annual fish catch limits 14,681

Environmental Protection Agency Greenhouse gas emissions 5,028

SOURCE: Gregory Korte, “Comments Slow Down Rules Process.” USA Today (May 25, 2011): A5; and  
www.regulations.gov.

administrative adjudication
A quasi-judicial process in which a 
bureaucratic agency settles disputes 
between two parties in a manner simi-
lar to the way courts resolve disputes.

Toward Reform: Making the 
Bureaucracy Accountable

A

Evaluate controls designed to make agencies more accountable.8.4

lthough many critics of the bureaucracy argue that federal employees should 
be responsive to the public interest, the public interest is difficult to define. 
As it turns out, several factors control the power of the bureaucracy, and to 
some degree, the same kinds of checks and balances that operate among the 

three branches of government serve to rein in the bureaucracy (see Table 8.3).
Many political scientists argue that the president should take charge of the bureau-

cracy because it is his responsibility to see that popular ideas and expectations are trans-
lated into administrative action. But, under our constitutional system, the president is 
not the only actor in the policy process. Congress creates the agencies, funds them, and 
establishes the broad rules of their operation. Moreover, Congress continually reviews 
the various agencies through oversight committee investigations, hearings, and its 
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power of the purse. And, the federal judiciary, as in most other matters, has the ultimate 
authority to review administrative actions.

  Executive Control
As the size and scope of the American national government, in general, and of the 
executive branch and bureaucracy, in particular, have grown, presidents have delegated 
more and more power to bureaucrats. But, most presidents have continued to try to 
exercise some control over the bureaucracy. They have often found that task more dif-
ficult than first envisioned. President John F. Kennedy, for example, once lamented that 
to give anyone at the Department of State an instruction was comparable to putting 
your request in a dead-letter box.20 No response would ever be forthcoming.

Recognizing these potential problems, presidents try to appoint the best possible 
people to carry out their wishes and policy preferences. Presidents make hundreds of 
appointments to the executive branch; in doing so, they have the opportunity to appoint 
individuals who share their views on a range of policies. Although presidential appoint-
ments account for a very small proportion of all federal jobs, presidents or the Cabinet 
secretaries usually appoint most top policy-making positions. Executive control over 
these positions can be severely hampered when Congress refuses to approve nominees. 
At one point during the administration of President George W. Bush, for example, 138 
of 575 top positions were vacant.21

With the approval of Congress, presidents can reorganize the bureaucracy. They 
also can make changes in an agency’s annual budget requests and ignore legislative 
initiatives originating within the bureaucracy. Several presidents have made a priority 
of trying to tame the bureaucracy to increase its accountability. Thomas Jefferson, the 
first president to address the issue of accountability, attempted to cut waste and bring 
about a “wise and frugal government.” The government began to seriously consider 
calls for reform during the Progressive era (1890–1920). Later, President Calvin 
Coolidge urged spending cuts and other reforms. His Correspondence Club aimed to 
reduce bureaucratic letter writing by 30 percent.22

Presidents also can shape policy and provide direction to bureaucrats by issuing 
executive orders.23 Executive orders are rules or regulations issued by the president that 
have the effect of law; the Federal Register must publish all executive orders. A president 
can direct an agency to act, but it may take some time to carry out the order. Given 
their many jobs, few presidents can ensure that the government will implement all 
their orders or will like all the rules that have been made, For example, even before 
Congress acted to protect women from discrimination by the federal government, the 
National Organization for Women convinced President Lyndon B. Johnson to sign a 
1967 executive order that added the category of “gender” to an earlier order prohibiting 
discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, or national origin in the awarding of 
federal contracts. Although the president signed the order, the Office of Federal 

TABLE 8.3 hoW arE agEnciES maDE accoUnTablE?

The President Has the 
Authority to:

The Congress Has the 
Authority to:

The Judiciary Has the 
Authority to:

Appoint and remove agency heads and other top 
bureaucrats.

Pass legislation that alters the bureaucracy’s 
activities.

Rule on whether bureaucrats have acted within 
the law and require policy changes to comply 
with the law.

Reorganize the bureaucracy (with congressional 
approval). Abolish existing programs and agencies. Force agencies to respect the rights of individu-

als through hearings and other proceedings.

Make changes in an agency’s annual budget 
proposals.

Refuse to appropriate funds for certain 
programs.

Rule on the constitutionality of all challenged 
rules and regulations.

Ignore legislative initiatives originating within the 
bureaucracy.

Investigate agency activities and compel bureau-
crats to testify about them.

Initiate or adjust policies that would, if enacted 
by Congress, alter the bureaucracy’s activities.

Influence presidential appointments of agency 
heads and other top bureaucratic officials.

Issue executive orders. Write legislation to limit bureaucratic discretion.
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Explore Your World
A key function of the bureaucracy is to represent the U.S. government to foreign states. One way the Department 
of State accomplishes this goal is by sending diplomats and bureaucrats to other countries to establish 
relationships with foreign leaders. Diplomatic offices are of two types: consulates and embassies. Consulates are 
smaller and are found in large cities that attract tourists; they help U.S. citizens with visas, international law, and 
identification. Embassies are large, usually located in a foreign capital, and work directly with foreign governments. 
The structure and functions of an embassy may be telling about the quality of U.S. relations with a particular 
country. Examine the U.S. embassies shown below and consider the variations in their appearance.

CRITICAL THINkING QUESTIONS

1. What do these buildings say about the importance of a U.S. embassy in these states?

2. Consider our relationship with each of these governments. Do we maintain strong 
relationships with these countries, or are we struggling in our efforts to remain 
friendly? How is the role of an American embassy in an “ally” country different from 
that of an embassy in a nation where we are constantly in conflict?

3. How do the security and location of embassies vary across states? How might this 
reflect the quality of a country’s relationship with the United States?

U.S. embassies and consulates are occasionally targets for anti-American 
sentiment. On September 11, 2012, and for several days thereafter, U.S. 
diplomatic missions throughout the Muslim world were attacked in a 
series of protests. This photo shows the embassy in Tunis, Tunisia after 
these acts of violence. In total, at least 75 people, including the U.S. 
ambassador to Libya, were killed and hundreds of others were injured.

The U.S. Embassy in Paris, France, is the U.S.’s first diplomatic mission. It 
is located near the Champs-Élysées in the heart of the capital city.

The U.S. Embassy in Iraq was constructed in the past several years. It is 
the largest, most fortified embassy in the world. It is located in the 
International (or “Green”) Zone of Baghdad. 
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Contract Compliance, part of the Department of Labor’s Employment Standards 
Administration, failed to draft appropriate guidelines for implementation of the order 
until several years later.24

  Congressional Control
Congress can confirm (or reject) nominees to top bureaucratic positions and has also 
played an important role in checking the power of the bureaucracy. Constitutionally, it 
possesses the authority to create or abolish departments and agencies. It may also 
transfer agency functions, and expand or contract bureaucratic discretion.

Congress can also use its investigatory powers to conduct program evaluations or 
hold oversight hearings. It is not at all unusual for a congressional committee or sub-
committee to conduct hearings on a particular problem and then direct the relevant 
agency to study the problem or find ways to remedy it. Representatives of the agencies 
also appear before these committees on a regular basis to inform members about agency 
activities, ongoing investigations, and budget requests.

Political scientists distinguish between two different forms of congressional oversight. 
One is proactive and allows Congress to set its own agenda for programs or agencies to 
review. For example, bureaucrats appear before congressional committees on a regular basis 
to inform members about agency activities, ongoing investigations, and budget requests. A 
second kind of oversight is reactive and generally involves a congressional response to a 
complaint filed by a constituent, a politically significant actor, or the media. For example, in 
the aftermath of an oil rig explosion and ensuing oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, a 
host of congressional committees held hearings to investigate the cause of what has been 
called the worst environmental disaster in U.S. history. Members of Congress from both 
houses grilled executives from British Petroleum (BP), the oil drilling company Transocean, 
the service contractor Halliburton, and others to determine not only who was responsible 
for the accident but also what efforts were being made to contain it.25

Congress also has the power of the purse. To control the bureaucracy, it can use its 
abilities to authorize spending and appropriate funds for an agency’s activities. Money 
can be a powerful tool to coerce bureaucrats into making particular policies.

hoW DoES govErnmEnT ovErSEE EnvironmEnTal DiSaSTErS?
Congressional oversight hearings examined the causes of a massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. 
The results of these hearings helped the U.S. Coast Guard, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, and numerous other agencies to design ways to minimize the effects of this spill and craft 
strategies to prevent future disasters.
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The first step in the funding process is authorization. Budget authorization origi-
nates in the various legislative committees that oversee particular agencies (such as 
Agriculture, Veterans Affairs, Education, and Labor) and sets the maximum amounts 
that agencies can spend on particular programs. While some authorizations, such as 
those for Social Security, are permanent, others, including Departments of State and 
Defense procurements, are watched closely and are subject to annual authorizations.

Once Congress authorizes programs, it requires specific allocation, or appropria-
tion, of funds before they can be spent. Such appropriations originate with the House 
Appropriations Committee, not the specialized legislative committees. Thus, the House 
Appropriations Committee routinely holds hearings to allow agency heads to justify 
their budget requests.

To help Congress oversee the bureaucracy’s financial affairs, in 1921 Congress cre-
ated the General Accounting Office, now called the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO). The GAO is Congress’s watchdog over executive branch spending. At 
the same time, the Office of the Budget, now the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB), was set up in the executive branch to help with creating the president’s budget. 
The GAO, the Congressional Research Service (CRS), and the Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO) provide Congress with its own bureaucracy to research and monitor 
what the executive branch and bureaucracy are doing. Today, the GAO not only tracks 
how money is spent by the executive branch but also monitors how policies are imple-
mented. If the GAO uncovers problems with an agency’s work, it notifies Congress 
immediately.

Legislators also augment their formal oversight of the executive branch by allow-
ing citizens to appeal adverse bureaucratic decisions to agencies, Congress, and even 
the courts. Congressional review, by which joint resolutions of legislative disapproval 
can nullify agency regulations, is another method of exercising congressional oversight. 
This form of oversight is discussed in greater detail in our discussion of Congress.

  judicial Control
Whereas the president and Congress have direct ongoing control over the actions of 
the bureaucracy, the judiciary’s oversight function is less apparent, but equally impor-
tant. Still, federal judges, for example, can issue injunctions or orders to an executive 
agency even before a rule is publicized, giving the federal judiciary a potent check on 
the bureaucracy.

The courts also have ruled that agencies must give all affected individuals their due 
process rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. The Social Security Administration 
cannot stop a recipient’s checks, for example, unless that individual receives reasonable 
notice and an opportunity for a hearing. These types of cases make up the largest pro-
portion of cases filed in federal district courts.

On a more informal, indirect level, litigation, or even the threat of litigation, often 
exerts a strong influence on bureaucrats. Injured parties can bring suit against agencies 
for their failure to enforce a law and can challenge agency interpretations of any law. In 
general, however, the courts give great weight to the opinions of bureaucrats and usu-
ally defer to their expertise.26

The development of specialized courts, however, has altered the relationship of 
some agencies with the federal courts, apparently resulting in less judicial deference to 
agency rulings. Research by political scientists reveals that specialized courts such as 
the Court of International Trade, because of its jurists’ expertise, defer less to agency 
decisions than do more generalized federal courts. Conversely, reversal of decisions 
from executive agencies is more likely than reversal of decisions from more specialized 
independent regulatory commissions.27
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The federal bureaucracy has changed dramatically since 
President George Washington’s time, when the executive 
branch had only three departments—State, War, and 
Treasury. The size of the federal bureaucracy increased sig-
nificantly following the Civil War. As employment opportu-
nities within the federal government expanded, a civil service 
system was created to ensure that more and more jobs were 
filled according to merit and not by patronage. By the late 
1800s, reform efforts led to further growth of the bureau-
cracy, as independent regulatory commissions came into 
existence. In the wake of the Great Depression, President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal created many new agen-
cies to get the national economy back on course.

Trace the growth and development of the federal 
bureaucracy, p. 222.

Roots of the Federal Bureaucracy

8.1

The modern bureaucracy has more than 3 million civilian 
workers from all walks of life. In general, bureaucratic agen-
cies fall into four categories: departments, independent agen-
cies, independent regulatory commissions, and government 
corporations. The Hatch Act regulates the political activity 
of employees in the federal government.

The Modern Bureaucracy

Describe modern bureaucrats, and outline the structure 
of the modern bureaucracy, p. 227.

8.2

Review the Chapter

The bureaucracy is responsible for implementing many laws 
passed by Congress. A variety of formal and informal mech-
anisms, such as rule making and administrative adjudication, 
help bureaucrats make policy.

How the Bureaucracy Works

Determine how the bureaucracy makes policy, p. 234.8.3

Agencies enjoy considerable discretion, but they are also sub-
ject to many formal controls that help make them more 
accountable. The president, Congress, and the judiciary all 
exercise various degrees of control over the bureaucracy 
through oversight, funding, or litigation.

Toward Reform: Making the 
Bureaucracy Accountable

Evaluate controls designed to make agencies more 
accountable, p. 238.

8.4

Learn the Terms

administrative adjudication, p. 238
administrative discretion, p. 237
civil service system, p. 223
departments, p. 230
federal bureaucracy, p. 222
government corporations, p. 233
Hatch Act, p. 233
implementation, p. 234

independent executive  
agencies, p. 232

independent regulatory  
commission, p. 224

interagency councils, p. 235
iron triangles, p. 234
issue networks, p. 234
merit system, p. 223

patronage, p. 223 
Pendleton Act, p. 223
policy coordinating  

committees, p. 235
regulations, p. 237
rule making, p. 237
spoils system, p. 223

Study and Review the Flashcards
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1. What was the primary goal of the spoils system?
 a. To reward political allies for their support
 b. To increase pay for certain workers
 c. To increase loyalty among members of the opposition 

party
 d. To give soldiers additional food rations
 e. To hire federal workers on the basis of their previous 

experience and credentials

2. Which act of Congress established a merit system of 
federal employment?
 a. Federal Employees Act
 b. Pendleton Act
 c. Dawes Act
 d. Hatch Act
 e. Political Activities Act

3. Bureaucratic agencies representing areas of permanent 
national interest whose heads are appointed directly by the 
president are known as:
 a. government corporations.
 b. independent regulatory commissions.
 c. independent executive agencies.
 d. policy coordinating committees.
 e. Cabinet departments.

4. Why did Congress initially create independent regula-
tory commissions such as the Interstate Commerce 
Commission?
 a. To better address foreign affairs issues
 b. To maintain checks and balances in the government
 c. To serve the Cabinet departments
 d. To regulate specific economic interests
 e. To perform functions that could be provided by private 

businesses

5. The Hatch Act regulates:
 a. the creation of federal regulatory commissions.
 b. job safety.
 c. the use of government contractors.
 d. the political activity of government employees.
 e. hiring and firing government employees for poor 

performance.

6. Iron triangles are made up of:
 a. the president, Congress, and bureaucrats.
 b. interest groups, lobbyists, and bureaucrats.
 c. bureaucratic agencies, interest groups, and congressional 

committees.
 d. the vice president, Supreme Court, and Congress.
 e. bureaucratic agencies, congressional committees, and 

the president.

7. Why were interagency councils created?
 a. To develop nonpartisan solutions to partisan problems
 b. To decrease government spending
 c. To give interest groups greater access to the policy-

making process
 d. To improve relations between the executive and 

legislative branches
 e. To facilitate policy making in complex issue areas

8. Which of the following does the 1946 Administrative 
Procedures Act NOT require?
 a. Giving everyone a chance to participate in the rule-

making process
 b. Providing public notice of the time, place, and nature of 

the rule-making proceedings in the Federal Register
 c. The Office of Management and Budget must review 

proposed rules.
 d. Proposed rules must state the statutory purpose and 

basis of the provision.
 e. The president must sign a rule for it to become law.

9. Which of the following must be published in the 
Federal Register in order to become law?
 a. Executive orders
 b. Regulations
 c. Administrative adjudications
 d. Supreme Court decisions
 e. Proposed bills

10. The president can check the power of the 
 bureaucracy by:
 a. amending the Constitution.
 b. issuing executive orders.
 c. confirming or rejecting nominees.
 d. holding oversight hearings.
 e. issuing injunctions before rules are published.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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The Judiciary

9

Trace the  
development  
of the federal  
judiciary and the 
origins of judicial 
review, p. 248.

Explain the  
organization of  
the federal court 
system, p. 252.

Outline the criteria 
and process used 
to select federal 
court judges, 
p. 257.

Evaluate the 
Supreme Court’s 
process for 
accepting,  
hearing, and 
deciding cases, 
p. 263.

Analyze the  
factors that  
influence judicial 
decision making, 
p. 271.

Assess the role  
of the Supreme  
Court in the  
policy-making  
process, p. 273.

9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6

I
n the summer of 2005, President George W. Bush was given an opportunity to 
shape the future of the U.S. Supreme Court. The death of Chief Justice William 
H. Rehnquist, who had presided over the Court for over twenty-five years, left an 
important vacancy on the high Court. To fill Chief Justice Rehnquist’s seat, 
President Bush nominated an appeals court judge named John Roberts. Roberts’s 

record in the lower courts had been conservative, and observers expected that his ideology would 
deviate little from that of his predecessor. Less clear was the new chief justice’s ability to lead his 
fellow justices in a similar direction.

Ten years after his nomination, the legacy of the Roberts Court is taking shape. Despite the 
more recent additions of Justices Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan—both of whom are moderate-
to-liberal females appointed by a Democratic president—the Roberts Court is building a reputation 
as a conservative body dedicated to expanding the institutional power of the Supreme Court. 

This legal strategy with an eye toward judicial power has prompted many Court-watchers to 
draw comparisons between Chief Justice Roberts and one of the Court’s most legendary leaders, 
Chief Justice John Marshall. Chief Justice Marshall, who served on the Court in the early 1800s, 
is said to have done more for the power and the legacy of the Court and the federal government 
than any other justice before or since his tenure.

Only time will tell whether the Roberts Court is able to continue on its current trajectory. The 
personalities and politics of the eight other justices, who are appointed by the president and serve 
for life terms with good behavior, certainly, will play significant roles. But, if recent decisions on 
health care, criminal rights, and campaign finance, just to name a few, are any indication, the 
Roberts Court is forming its own identity, one that is quite separate from that of the chief justices 
who have immediately preceded him.
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IDEOLOGY ISN’T THE ONLY THING THAT HAS CHANGED Above, members of the liberal Warren Court (1953–1969), which 
decided a host of civil rights and liberties cases. Below, members of the modern, conservative Roberts Court, which has been 
especially active in economic and criminal procedure cases.
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9.1 In 1787, when writing The Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton urged support for the 
U.S. Constitution. He firmly believed that the judiciary would prove to be “the least danger-
ous” branch of government. The judicial branch seemed so inconsequential that when the 
young national government made its move to the District of Columbia in 1800, Congress 
actually forgot to include any space to house the justices of the Supreme Court! Last-
minute conferences with Capitol architects led to the allocation of a small area in the base-
ment of the Senate wing of the Capitol building for a courtroom. Noted one commentator, 
“A stranger might traverse the dark avenues of the Capitol for a week, without finding the 
remote corner in which justice is administered to the American Republic.”1

Today, the role of the courts, particularly the Supreme Court of the United States, differs 
significantly from what the Framers envisioned. The “least dangerous branch” now is per-
ceived by many people as having too much power.

Historically, Americans have remained unaware of the political power held by the courts. 
As part of their upbringing, they learned to regard the federal courts as above the fray of 
politics. That, however, has never been the case. Elected presidents nominate judges to the 
federal courts and justices to the Supreme Court, and elected senators ultimately confirm 
(or decline to confirm) presidential nominees to the federal bench. The process by which 
cases ultimately get heard—if they are heard at all—by the Supreme Court often is political 
as well. Interest groups routinely seek out good test cases to advance their policy positions. 
Even the U.S. government, generally through the Department of Justice and the U.S. solici-
tor general (a political appointee in that department), seeks to advance its position in court. 
Interest groups then often line up on opposing sides to advance their positions, much in the 
same way lobbyists do in Congress.

We offer a note on terminology: in referring to the “Supreme Court,” the “Court,” or the 
“high Court” here, we always mean the U.S. Supreme Court, which sits at the pinnacle of 
the federal and state court systems. The Supreme Court is referred to by the name of the 
chief justice who presided over it during a particular period. For example, the Marshall Court 
is the Court presided over by John Marshall from 1801 to 1835, and the Roberts Court is the 
current Court that began in 2005. When we use the term “courts,” we refer to all federal or 
state courts unless otherwise noted.

• • •

he detailed notes James Madison took at the Constitutional Convention in 
Philadelphia make it clear that the Framers devoted little time to writing 
Article III, which created the judicial branch of government. The Framers 
believed that a federal judiciary posed little threat of tyranny. One scholar 

has even suggested that, for at least some delegates to the Constitutional Convention, 
“provision for a national judiciary was a matter of theoretical necessity . . . more in 
deference to the maxim of separation [of powers] than in response to clearly formu-
lated ideas about the role of a national judicial system and its indispensability.”2

The Framers also debated the need for any federal courts below the Supreme 
Court. Some argued in favor of deciding all cases in state courts, with only appeals 
going before the Supreme Court. Others argued for a system of federal courts. A com-
promise left the final choice to Congress, and Article III, section 1, begins simply by 
vesting “The judicial Power of the United States . . . in one supreme Court, and in such 
inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish.”

Article III, section 2, specifies the judicial power of the Supreme Court. It also 
discusses the types of cases the Court can hear, or its jurisdiction (see Table 9.1). 
Courts have two types of jurisdiction: original and appellate. Original jurisdiction 

T

Trace the development of the federal judiciary and the origins of judicial review.9.1

Roots of the Federal Judiciary

jurisdiction
Authority vested in a particular court 
to hear and decide the issues in a par-
ticular case.

original jurisdiction
The jurisdiction of courts that hear a 
case first, usually in a trial. These 
courts determine the facts of a case.
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refers to a court’s authority to hear disputes as a trial court; these courts determine the 
facts of a case. The Supreme Court has original jurisdiction in cases involving the state 
governments or public officials. Appellate jurisdiction refers to a court’s ability to 
review and/or revise cases already decided by a trial court. The Supreme Court has 
appellate jurisdiction in all other cases. This section also specifies that all federal crimes, 
except those involving impeachment, shall be tried by jury in the state in which the 
crime was committed. The third section of the article defines treason and mandates 
that at least two witnesses appear in such cases.

Had the Framers viewed the Supreme Court as the potential policy maker it is today, 
they most likely would not have provided for life tenure with “good behavior” for all fed-
eral judges in Article III. The Framers agreed on this feature because they did not want 
the justices (or any federal judges) subject to the whims of politics, the public, or politi-
cians. Moreover, Alexander Hamilton argued in Federalist No. 78 that the “independence 
of judges” was needed “to guard the Constitution and the rights of individuals.”

The Constitution nonetheless did include some checks on the power of the judi-
ciary. One such check gives Congress the authority to alter the Court’s ability to hear 
certain kinds of cases. Congress can also propose constitutional amendments that, if 
ratified, can effectively reverse judicial decisions, and it can impeach and remove federal 
judges. In one further check, it is the president who, with the “advice and consent” of 
the Senate, appoints all federal judges.

The Court can, in turn, check the presidency by presiding over presidential 
impeachment. Article I, section 3, notes in discussing impeachment, “When the 
President of the United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside.”

appellate jurisdiction
The power vested in particular courts 
to review and/or revise the decision of 
a lower court.

TAbLE 9.1 WhAT KindS Of CASES dOES ThE U.S. SUprEmE COUrT hEAr?

Judiciary Act of 1789
Legislative act that established the 
basic three-tiered structure of the fed-
eral court system.

   The Judiciary Act of 1789 and the Creation of the 
Federal Judicial System

In spite of the Framers’ intentions, the pervasive role of politics in the judicial branch quickly 
became evident with the passage of the Judiciary Act of 1789. Congress spent nearly the 
entire second half of its first session deliberating the various provisions of the act to give 
form and substance to the federal judiciary. As one early observer noted, “The convention 
has only crayoned in the outlines. It left it to Congress to fill up and colour the canvas.”3

The Judiciary Act of 1789 established the basic three-tiered structure of the federal 
court system. At the bottom were the federal district courts—at least one in each state. 
If people participating in a lawsuit (called litigants) were unhappy with the district 
court’s verdict, they could appeal their case to the circuit courts, constituting the second 
tier. Each circuit court, initially created to function as a trial court for important cases, 
originally comprised one district court judge and two Supreme Court justices who met 
as a circuit court twice a year. Not until 1891 did circuit courts (or, as we know them 
today, courts of appeals) take on their exclusively appellate function and begin to focus 
solely on reviewing the findings of lower courts. The third tier of the federal judicial 
system defined by the Judiciary Act of 1789 was the Supreme Court of the United 

The following are the types of cases the Supreme Court was given the jurisdiction to hear as initially 
specified in Article III, section 2, of the Constitution:

All cases arising under the Constitution and laws or treaties of the United States

All cases of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction

Cases in which the United States is a party

Controversies between a state and citizens of another state (later modified by the Eleventh Amendment)

Controversies between two or more states

Controversies between citizens of different states

Controversies between citizens of the same state claiming lands under grants in different states

Controversies between a state, or the citizens thereof, and foreign states or citizens thereof

All cases affecting ambassadors or other public ministers
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This section of Article III guarantees that the salaries 
of all federal judges will not be reduced during their 

service on the bench. At the Constitutional Convention, 
considerable debate raged over how to treat the pay-
ment of federal judges. Some believed that Congress 
should have an extra check on the judiciary by being 
able to reduce their salaries. This provision was a com-
promise after James Madison suggested that Congress 
have the authority to bar increases as well as decreases 
in the salaries of these unelected jurists. The delegates 
recognized that decreases, as well as no opportunity for 
raises, could negatively affect the perks associated with 
life tenure.

This clause of the Constitution has not elicited 
much controversy. When the federal income tax was 
first enacted, some judges unsuccessfully challenged 
it as a diminution of their salaries. Much more recently, 
Chief Justices William H. Rehnquist and John Roberts 
repeatedly urged Congress to increase salaries for 
federal judges. As early as 1989, Rehnquist noted that 
“judicial salaries are the single greatest problem fac-
ing the federal judiciary today.” Roberts, in his first 
state of the judiciary message, pointed out that the 

comparatively low salaries earned by federal judges 
drive away many well-qualified and diverse lawyers, 
compromising the independence of the American 
judiciary.

Increasing numbers of federal judges are leaving 
the bench for more lucrative private practice. While a 
salary of $255,500 (for the chief justice) or $244,400 
(for the other justices) may sound like a lot to most peo-
ple, lawyers in large urban practices routinely earn more 
than double and triple that amount annually. Supreme 
Court clerks, moreover, now regularly receive $250,000 
signing bonuses (in addition to large salaries) from law 
firms anxious to pay for their expertise.

CrITICAL THINkING QuESTIONS

1. How does prohibiting Congress from 
diminishing the salaries of judges reduce 
political influences on the judiciary?

2. How do justices’ salaries compare to the average 
income of a worker in your area? Do you agree 
with Chief Justice Roberts’s contention that 
judges are underpaid? Why or why not?

The Judges both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall . . . receive for their services, a compensation, 

which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office. —ARtiCle i i i ,  SeCtion 1

TheLiving Constitution

States. Although the Constitution mentions “the supreme Court,” it did not designate 
its size. In the Judiciary Act, Congress set the size of the Supreme Court at six—the 
chief justice plus five associate justices. After being reduced to five members in 1801, 
Congress expanded and contracted the Court’s size until it was fixed at nine in 1869.

When the justices met in their first public session in New York City in 1790, they 
were garbed magnificently in black and scarlet robes in the English fashion. The ele-
gance of their attire, however, could not compensate for the relative ineffectiveness of 
the Court. Its first session—presided over by John Jay, who was appointed chief justice 
of the United States by President George Washington—initially had to be adjourned 
when fewer than half the justices attended. Later, once a sufficient number of justices 
assembled, the Court decided only one major case. Moreover, as an indication of its 
lowly status, one associate justice left the Court to become chief justice of the South 
Carolina Supreme Court. (Although today we might consider such a move as a step 
down, keep in mind that in the early years of the United States, many people viewed 
the states, and thus their courts, as more important than the national government.)

Hampered by frequent changes in personnel, limited space for its operations, no 
clerical support, and no system of reporting its decisions, the early Court did not impress 
many people. From the beginning, the circuit court duties of the Supreme Court justices 
presented problems for the prestige of the Court. Few good lawyers were willing to 
accept nominations to the high Court because circuit court duties entailed a substantial 
amount of travel—most of it on horseback over poorly maintained roads. Southern jus-
tices often rode as many as 10,000 miles a year on horseback. President George 
Washington tried to prevail on several friends and supporters to fill vacancies on the 
Court, but most refused the “honor.” John Adams, the second president of the United 
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States, ran into similar problems. When Adams asked John Jay to resume the position of 
chief justice after Jay resigned to become governor of New York, Jay declined the offer.

In spite of these problems, in its first decade, the Court took several actions to 
mold the new nation. First, by declining to give George Washington advice on the 
legality of some of his actions, the justices attempted to establish the Supreme Court 
as an independent, nonpolitical branch of government. Although John Jay frequently 
gave the president private advice, the Court refused to answer questions Washington 
posed to it concerning the construction of international laws and treaties.

The early Court also tried to advance principles of nationalism and to maintain the 
national government’s supremacy over the states. As circuit court jurists, the justices 
rendered numerous decisions on such matters as national suppression of the Whiskey 
Rebellion, which occurred in 1794 after imposition of a national excise tax on whiskey, 
and the constitutionality of the Alien and Sedition Acts, which made it a crime to criti-
cize national governmental officials or their actions.

During the ratification debates, Anti-Federalists had warned that Article III 
extended federal judicial power to controversies “between a State and Citizens of 
another State”—meaning that a citizen of one state could sue any other state in federal 
court, a prospect unthinkable to defenders of state sovereignty. Although Federalists, 
including Alexander Hamilton and James Madison, had scoffed at the idea, the nation-
alist Supreme Court quickly proved them wrong in Chisholm v. Georgia (1793). In 
Chisholm, the justices interpreted the Court’s jurisdiction under Article III, section 2, 
to include the right to hear suits brought by a citizen against a state in which he did not 
reside. Writing in Chisholm, Justice James Wilson denounced the “haughty notions of 
state independence, state sovereignty, and state supremacy.”4 The states’ reaction to this 
perceived attack on their authority led to passage and ratification in 1798 of the 
Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution, which specifically limited judicial power by 
stipulating that the authority of the federal courts could not “extend to any suit . . . com-
menced or prosecuted against one of the United States by citizens of another State.”

   The Marshall Court: Marbury v. Madison (1803) and 
Judicial review

John Marshall, who headed the Court from 1801 to 1835, brought much-needed 
respect and prestige to the Court. President John Adams appointed Marshall chief 
justice in 1800, three years after he declined to accept a nomination as associate justice. 
An ardent Federalist, Marshall is considered the most important justice to serve on the 
high Court. Part of his reputation results from the duration of his service and the his-
torical significance of this period in our nation’s history.

As chief justice, Marshall helped to establish the role and power of the Court. The 
Marshall Court, for example, discontinued the practice of seriatim (Latin for “in a 
series”) opinions, which was the custom of the King’s Bench in Great Britain. Prior to 
the Marshall Court, the justices delivered their individual opinions in order of senior-
ity. For the Court to take its place as an equal branch of government, Marshall believed, 
the justices needed to speak as a Court and not as six individuals. In fact, during 
Marshall’s first four years in office, the Court routinely spoke as one, and the chief 
justice wrote twenty-four of its twenty-six opinions.

The Marshall Court also established the authority of the Supreme Court over the 
judiciaries of the various states.5 In addition, the Court established the supremacy of 
the federal government and Congress over state governments through a broad inter-
pretation of the necessary and proper clause in McCulloch v. Maryland (1819).6

Finally, the Marshall Court claimed the right of judicial review, the power of the 
courts to review acts of other branches of government and of the states. The Supreme 
Court derives much of its day-to-day power and impact on the policy process from this 
right. This claim established the Court as the final arbiter of constitutional questions, 
with the right to declare congressional acts void.7

Alexander Hamilton first publicly endorsed the idea of judicial review in Federalist 
No. 78, noting, “Whenever a particular statute contravenes the Constitution, it will be 

Why iS JOhn mArShAll impOrTAnT 
TO ThE dEvElOpmEnT Of JUdiCiAl 
AUThOriTy?
A single person can make a major 
difference in the development of an 
institution. Such was the case with John 
Marshall (1755–1835), who dominated 
the Supreme Court during his thirty-four 
years as chief justice. More of a politician 
than a lawyer, Marshall served as a 
delegate to the Virginia legislature and 
played an instrumental role in Virginia’s 
ratification of the U.S. Constitution in 
1787. He became secretary of state in 
1800 under John Adams. When Oliver 
Ellsworth resigned as chief justice of the 
United States in 1800, Adams nominated 
Marshall. Marshall served on the Court 
until the day he died, participating in 
more than 1,000 decisions and authoring 
more than 500 opinions.

judicial review
Power of the courts to review acts of 
other branches of government and the 
states.
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the duty of the judicial tribunals to adhere to the latter and disregard the former.” 
Nonetheless, because the U.S. Constitution does not mention judicial review, the actual 
authority of the Supreme Court to review the constitutionality of acts of Congress was 
an unsettled question. But, in Marbury v. Madison (1803), Chief Justice John Marshall 
claimed this sweeping authority for the Court by asserting that the Constitution’s 
supremacy clause implies the right of judicial review.8

Marbury v. Madison arose amid a sea of political controversy. In the final hours of 
his administration, John Adams appointed William Marbury as the justice of the peace 
for the District of Columbia. But, in the confusion of winding up matters, Adams’s 
secretary of state failed to deliver Marbury’s commission. Marbury then asked James 
Madison, Thomas Jefferson’s secretary of state, for the commission. Under direct orders 
from Jefferson, who was irate over the Adams administration’s last-minute appoint-
ment of several Federalist judges (quickly confirmed by the Federalist Senate), Madison 
refused to turn over the commission. Marbury and three other Adams appointees who 
were in the same situation then filed a writ of mandamus (a legal motion) asking the 
Supreme Court to order Madison to deliver their commissions.

Political tensions ran high as the Court met to hear the case. Jefferson threatened 
to ignore any order of the Court. Marshall realized that a refusal of the executive 
branch to comply with the decision could devastate both him and the prestige of the 
Court. Responding to this challenge, in a brilliant opinion that in many sections reads 
more like a lecture to Jefferson than a discussion of the merits of Marbury’s claim, 
Marshall concluded that although Marbury and the others were entitled to their com-
missions, the Court lacked the power to issue the writ sought by Marbury. In Marbury 
v. Madison, Marshall further ruled that those parts of the Judiciary Act of 1789 that 
extended the original jurisdiction of the Court to allow it to issue writs of mandamus 
were inconsistent with the Constitution and therefore unconstitutional.

Although the immediate effect of the decision was to deny power to the Court, its 
long-term effect was to establish the implied power of judicial review. Said Marshall, 
writing for the Court, “it is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial depart-
ment to say what the law is.” Since Marbury, the Court has routinely exercised the 
power of judicial review to determine the constitutionality of acts of Congress, the 
executive branch, and the states.

The Federal Court System

Marbury v. Madison (1803)
Case in which the Supreme Court first 
asserted the power of judicial review 
by finding that the congressional stat-
ute extending the Court ’s original 
jurisdiction was unconstitutional.

he judicial system in the United States can best be described as a dual sys-
tem consisting of the federal court system and the judicial systems of the 
fifty states. Cases may arise in either system. Both systems are basically 
three-tiered. At the bottom of the system are trial courts, where litigation 

begins. In the middle are appellate courts; these courts generally review only findings 
of law made by trial courts. At the top of both the federal and state court systems sits 
a court of last resort (see Figure 9.1). In the federal court system, trial courts are called 
district courts, appellate courts are termed courts of appeals, and the Supreme Court is 
the court of last resort.

The federal district courts, courts of appeals, and the Supreme Court are called 
constitutional (or Article III) courts because Article III of the Constitution either 
established them or authorized Congress to establish them. The president nominates 
(with the advice and consent of the Senate) judges who preside over these courts, and 
they serve lifetime terms, as long as they engage in “good behavior.”

In addition to constitutional courts, legislative courts are set up by Congress, 
under its implied powers, generally for special purposes. The U.S. territorial courts 
(which hear federal cases in the territories) and the U.S. Court of Appeals for Veterans 

T

Explain the organization of the federal court system.9.2

trial court
Court of original jurisdiction where 
cases begin.

appellate court
Court that generally reviews only 
findings of law made by lower courts.

constitutional courts
Federal courts specifically created by 
the U.S. Constitution or by Congress 
pursuant to its authority in Article III.

legislative courts
Courts established by Congress for 
specialized purposes, such as the 
Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims.
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Claims are examples of legislative courts, or what some call Article I courts. The presi-
dent appoints (subject to Senate confirmation) the judges who preside over these fed-
eral courts; they serve fixed, fifteen-year renewable terms.

  The District Courts
As we have seen, Congress created U.S. district courts when it enacted the Judiciary 
Act of 1789. District courts are federal trial courts. Currently, the federal district courts 
number ninety-four. No district court cuts across state lines. Every state has at least one 
federal district court, and the most populous states—California, Texas, and New 
York—each have four (see Figure 9.2).9

Federal district courts, in which the bulk of the judicial work takes place in the 
federal system, have original jurisdiction over only specific types of cases. Although 

Highest State Courts
(52 courts handling 95,000 cases 

per year)

State Intermediate Appellate Courts
(found in 39 states;

handling 300,000 cases per year)

State Trial Courts
(100 million filings per year)

FEDERAL COURT SYSTEM STATE COURT SYSTEM

U.S. Supreme Court
(hears 75–80 cases per term)

Original Jurisdiction Appellate Jurisdiction

The Supreme Court rarely exercises 
its original jurisdiction (1–3 percent of 
cases heard). Cases are heard by the 
Supreme Court first when they 
involve:
• Two or more states
• The United States and a state
• Foreign ambassadors and other
  diplomats 
• A state and a citizen of another state
  (if the action is begun by the state) 

Most cases heard by the Supreme 
Court are under its appellate 
jurisdiction (97–99 percent of cases 
heard). The Supreme Court can
agree to hear cases involving 
appeals from:
• U.S. courts of appeals
• Highest state courts (only in cases  
  involving federal questions)
• Court of Military Appeals

U.S. Courts of Appeals
(13 courts handling 60,000 cases per year)

No original jurisdiction Hear appeals of cases from:
• Lower federal courts
• U.S. regulatory commissions
• Legislative courts, including the 
  U.S. Court of Federal Claims and 
  U.S. Court of Veterans Claims

U.S. District Courts
(94 courts handling 350,000 cases per year)

Cases are heard in U.S. district 
courts when they involve:
• The federal government as a party
• Civil suits under federal law
• Civil suits between citizens of 
  different states if the amount 
  at issue is more than $75,000 
• Admiralty or maritime disputes 
• Bankruptcy 
• Other matters assigned to them 
  by Congress

No appellate jurisdiction

F IGurE 9 .1  hOW iS ThE AmEriCAn JUdiCiAl SySTEm STrUCTUrEd?
The American judicial system is a dual system consisting of the federal court system and the judicial 
systems of the fifty states. In both the federal court system and the judiciaries of most states, there are 
both trial and appellate courts. The U.S. Supreme Court sits at the top of both court systems and has the 
power to hear appeals from both federal and state courts as long as they involve a federal question.
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rules governing district court jurisdiction can be complex, cases, which are heard in 
federal district courts by a single judge (with or without a jury), generally fall into one 
of three categories:

 1. They involve the federal government as a party.
 2. They present a federal question based on a claim under the U.S. Constitution, a 

treaty with another nation, or a federal statute. This is called federal question 
jurisdiction and it can involve criminal or civil law.

 3. They involve civil suits in which citizens are from different states, and the 
amount of money at issue is more than $75,000.10

Each federal judicial district has a U.S. attorney, nominated by the president 
and confirmed by the Senate. The U.S. attorney in each district is that district’s chief 
law enforcement officer. U.S. attorneys have a considerable amount of discretion 
regarding whether they pursue criminal or civil investigations or file charges against 
individuals or corporations. They also have several assistants to help them in their 
work. The number of assistant U.S. attorneys in each district depends on the amount 
of litigation.

  The Courts of Appeals
The losing party in a case heard and decided in a federal district court can appeal the 
decision to the appropriate court of appeals. The U.S. courts of appeals (known as the 
circuit courts of appeals prior to 1948) are the intermediate appellate courts in the 
federal system and were established in 1789 to hear appeals from federal district courts. 
Currently, eleven numbered courts of appeals exist. A twelfth, the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the D.C. Circuit, handles most appeals involving federal regulatory commissions 

F IGurE 9 .2  WhAT ArE ThE bOUndAriES Of fEdErAl diSTriCT COUrTS And COUrTS Of AppEAlS?
This map shows the location of each U.S. court of appeals and the boundaries of the federal district courts 
in states with more than one district. Note that there are eleven numbered and two unnumbered courts of 
appeals. The unnumbered courts of appeals serve Washington, D.C. and the federal circuit; the latter court 
has national jurisdiction. There are also ninety-four district courts. States are divided into between one and 
four districts; no district court crosses state lines.
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and agencies including the National Labor Relations Board and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. The thirteenth federal appeals court is the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit, which deals with patents and contract and financial 
claims against the federal government.

The number of judges within each court of appeals varies—depending on the 
workload and the complexity of the cases—and ranges from six to nearly thirty. 
Supervising each court is a chief judge, the most senior judge in terms of service below 
the age of sixty-five, who can serve no more than seven years. In deciding cases, judges 
are divided into rotating three-judge panels, made up of the active judges within the 
court of appeals, visiting judges (primarily district judges from the same court), and 
retired judges. In rare cases, all the judges in a court of appeals may choose to sit 
together (en banc) to decide a case of special importance by majority vote.

The courts of appeals have no original jurisdiction. Rather, Congress has 
granted these courts appellate jurisdiction over two general categories of cases: 
appeals from criminal and civil cases from the district courts, and appeals from 
administrative agencies. Criminal and civil case appeals constitute about 90 percent 
of the workload of the courts of appeals; those from administrative agencies con-
stitute about 10 percent.

Once a federal court of appeals makes a decision, a litigant no longer has an 
automatic right to an appeal. The losing party may submit a petition to the U.S. 
Supreme Court to hear the case, but the Court grants few of these requests. The 
courts of appeals, then, are the courts of last resort for almost all federal litigation. 
Keep in mind, however, that most cases, if they actually go to trial, go no further than 
the district court level.

In general, courts of appeals try to correct errors of law and procedure that have 
occurred in lower courts or administrative agencies. Courts of appeals hear no new 
testimony; instead, lawyers submit written arguments in what is called a brief (also 
submitted in trial courts), and they then appear to present and argue the case orally to 
the court. Decisions of any court of appeals are binding on only the courts within its 
geographic confines.

  The Supreme Court
The U.S. Supreme Court is often at the center of highly controversial issues that the 
political process has yet to resolve successfully. It reviews cases from the U.S. courts of 
appeals and state supreme courts (as well as other courts of last resort) and acts as the 
final interpreter of the U.S. Constitution.

Since 1869, the U.S. Supreme Court has consisted of eight associate justices and one 
chief justice, whom the president nominates specifically for that position. The number 
nine holds no special significance, and the Constitution does not specify the size of the 
Court. Between 1789 and 1869, Congress periodically altered the size of the Court. The 
lowest number of justices on the Court was six; the most, ten. Through December 2014, 
only 112 justices had served on the Court, with only seventeen chief justices.

Compared with the president or Congress, the Supreme Court operates with few 
support staff. Along with the four clerks each justice employs, the Supreme Court has 
only about 400 staff members.

Decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, however, are binding throughout the nation 
and establish national precedents, or rules for settling subsequent cases of similar 
nature. This reliance on past decisions or precedents to formulate decisions in new 
cases is called stare decisis (a Latin phrase meaning “let the decision stand”). The prin-
ciple of stare decisis allows for continuity and predictability in our judicial system. 
Although stare decisis can be helpful in predicting decisions, at times judges carve out 
new ground and ignore, decline to follow, or even overrule precedents to reach a dif-
ferent conclusion in a case involving similar circumstances. This is a major reason why 
so much litigation exists in America today. Parties to a suit know that the outcome of 
a case is not always predictable; if such prediction were possible, there would be little 
reason to go to court.

brief
A document containing the legal 
written arguments in a case filed with 
a court by a party prior to a hearing or 
trial.

precedent
A prior judicial decision that serves as 
a rule for settling subsequent cases of 
a similar nature.

stare decisis
In court rulings, a reliance on past 
decisions or precedents to formulate 
decisions in new cases.
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Explore Your World
Judiciaries enjoy a unique role in the political systems of many states. They are the ultimate arbiters of 
the law and the Constitution, and wield significant power in determining innocence, guilt, and liability. 
Judges also play an important role in maintaining the rule of law and enforcing appropriate punishments 
for crimes committed. It is only appropriate, then, that judicial officers around the world are outfitted in a 
way that conveys the honor and responsibility of the position they hold. Most judicial robes are red or 
black. This tradition may have its roots in the mourning robes worn to pay respect during medieval times.

CrITICAL THINkING QuESTIONS

1. How does each of these modes of dress reflect the culture and traditions of the countries they represent?

2. How might you expect judges in other countries—for example, Australia or Italy—to dress? What 
influences your expectation?

3. Does requiring a particular “uniform” accord judges additional power and respect? Should other political 
leaders, such as members of the legislature, wear uniform dress?

American Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist, seen here presiding over the 
1999 impeachment trial of President Bill Clinton, added embellishments to 
his traditional black robe in the form of four gold stripes on each sleeve.

Judicial dress is a contentious issue in Pakistan. Some Pakistani judges, 
such as the one shown at right in this photo, dress in the English tradition 
and wear robes with wigs. Others, especially Muslim judges, choose to 
wear more traditional Nehru-style jackets with hats.

Red robes are traditional on the German Federal Constitutional Court. 
These robes are based on those worn by Italian judges during the 
Renaissance. Though the hat is officially part of the uniform, it has largely 
been eliminated in recent years. 
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Outline the criteria and process used to select federal court judges.9.3

he selection of federal judges is often a highly political process with impor-
tant political ramifications because the president must nominate judges 
and the U.S. Senate must confirm them. Presidents, in general, try to select 
well-qualified men and women for the bench. But, these appointments also 

provide a president with the opportunity to put his philosophical stamp on the federal 
courts (see Table 9.2).

In selecting his nominees, the president may look for guidance from members of 
Congress, advisers, confidantes, or other high-ranking party officials.11 The U.S. 
Constitution, for example, mandates that presidents receive advice and consent from the 
Senate. Historically, presidents have screened their nominees through a process known 
as senatorial courtesy. This is the process by which presidents generally allow senators 
from the state in which a judicial vacancy occurs to block a nomination by simply regis-
tering their objection. One way senators may voice their opposition is through an infor-
mal process known as the “blue slip.” When a judicial nomination is forwarded to the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, senators from the state in which a vacancy occurs are sent 
a letter, usually printed on light blue paper, asking them to register their support or 
opposition to a nominee. How seriously senators take the blue slips varies from one 
Congress to the next.12

  Who Are Federal Judges?
Typically, federal district court judges have held other political offices, such as state 
court judge or prosecutor. Most have been involved in politics, which is what usually 
brings them into consideration for a position on the federal bench. Griffin Bell, a for-
mer federal court of appeals judge (who later became U.S. attorney general in the 
Carter administration), once remarked, “For me, becoming a federal judge wasn’t very 
difficult. I managed John F. Kennedy’s presidential campaign in Georgia.”13

senatorial courtesy
A process by which presidents gener-
ally allow senators from the state in 
which a judicial vacancy occurs to 
block a nomination by simply regis-
tering their objection.

TAbLE 9.2 hOW dOES A prESidEnT AffECT ThE fEdErAl JUdiCiAry?

President

Appointed 
to Supreme 
Court

Appointed 
to Courts of 
Appeals

Appointed 
to District 
Courtsa

Total 
Appointed

Total  
Number of 
Judgeshipsb

Percentage of 
Judgeships 
Filled by 
President

Carter  
(1977–1981) 0 56 203 259 657 39

Reagan 
(1981–1989) 3 83 290 376 740 50

Bush (1989–1993) 2 42 148 192 825 22

Clinton 
(1993–2001) 2 66 305 373 841 44

G.W. Bush 
(2001–2009) 2 62 261 325 866 37

Obama (2009–)c 2 53 223 278 874 32
aIncludes district courts in the territories.
bTotal judgeships authorized in president's last year in office.
cBarack Obama data through October 2014.

SOurCE: “Imprints on the Bench,” CQ Weekly Report (January 19, 2001): 173. Reprinted by permission of Copyright 
Clearance Center on behalf of Congressional Quarterly, Inc. Updated by authors. Obama data from Federal Judicial 
Center, http://www.fjc.gov/history/home.nsf/page/research_categories.html.

How Federal Court Judges Are 
Selected
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Most recent nominees have had prior judicial experience. White males continue to 
dominate the federal courts, but since the 1970s, most presidents have pledged (with 
varying degrees of success) to do their best to appoint more African Americans, 
Hispanics, women, and other underrepresented groups to the federal bench.

  Nomination Criteria
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor once remarked that “You have to be lucky” to be appointed 
to the judiciary.14 Although luck certainly factors in, over the years a variety of reasons have 
accounted for nominations to the bench. Depending on the timing of a vacancy, a president 
may or may not have a list of possible candidates or even a specific individual in mind. Until 
recently, presidents often looked within their circle of friends or their administration to fill 
a vacancy. Nevertheless, whether the nominee is a friend or someone known to the presi-
dent only by reputation, at least six criteria are especially important: experience, ideology or 
policy preferences, rewards, pursuit of political support, religion, and race and gender.

ExpErIENCE Most nominees have had at least some judicial, legal, or governmental 
experience. For example, John Jay, the first chief justice, was one of the authors of The 
Federalist Papers and was active in New York politics. In 2014, all nine sitting Supreme 
Court justices but one—former Solicitor General Elena Kagan—had prior judicial 
experience (see Table 9.3). Many of the sitting justices also served as law professors; 
notably, Justice Kagan was dean of the Harvard Law School.

IDEOLOGY Or pOLICY prEFErENCES Most presidents also seek to appoint indi-
viduals who share their policy preferences, and almost all have political goals in mind 
when they appoint a judge or justice. To optimize these goals, most presidents select 
judges and justices of their own party affiliation and/or who have been active in party 
politics. Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice Samuel Alito, for example, both 
Republicans, worked in the Department of Justice during the Reagan and George Bush 
administrations. Roberts also served as associate White House counsel under Reagan.

TAbLE 9.3 WhO ArE ThE JUSTiCES Of ThE SUprEmE COUrT in 2014?

Justice Year of 
Birth

Year 
Appointed

Political 
Party

Law 
School

Appointing 
President Religion

Prior 
Judicial 
Experience

Prior 
Government 
Experience

John Roberts 1955 2005 R Harvard G. W. Bush Roman 
Catholic

U.S. Court  
of Appeals

Dept. of Justice, 
associate White 
House counsel

Antonin Scalia 1936 1986 R Harvard Reagan Roman 
Catholic

U.S. Court  
of Appeals

Assistant attorney 
general, Office of 
Legal Counsel

Anthony 
Kennedy 1936 1988 R Harvard Reagan Roman 

Catholic
U.S. Court  
of Appeals None

Clarence 
Thomas 1948 1991 R Yale Bush Roman 

Catholic
U.S. Court  
of Appeals

Chair, Equal 
Employment 
Opportunity 
Commission

Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg 1933 1993 D Columbia/

Harvard Clinton Jewish U.S. Court  
of Appeals None

Stephen 
Breyer 1938 1994 D Harvard Clinton Jewish U.S. Court  

of Appeals

Chief counsel, 
Senate Judiciary 
Committee

Samuel Alito 1950 2006 R Yale G. W. Bush Roman 
Catholic

U.S. Court  
of Appeals

Dept. of Justice, 
U.S. attorney

Sonia 
Sotomayor 1954 2009 D Yale Obama Roman 

Catholic
U.S. Court  
of Appeals

Assistant attorney 
general, City of 
New York

Elena Kagan 1960 2010 D Harvard Obama Jewish None
U.S. solicitor general, 
associate White 
House counsel
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Who Are Federal Judges?
Judicial appointments provide presidents with an opportunity to make a lasting impact on public policy. Recent 
presidents, including Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack obama, have also used them as an opportunity to 
increase the diversity of individuals serving at the highest levels of the U.S. government and to curry favor with tra-
ditionally underrepresented groups. though a diverse federal judiciary has a defi nite symbolic effect on American 
politics, its policy impact is less clear.

CrITICAL THINkING QuESTIONS
1. Which groups are over and underrepre-

sented in the federal judiciary?
2. What differences, if any, exist between 

judges nominated by Republican presi-
dents and those appointed by Democratic 
presidents?

3. Should gender, race, and ethnicity matter 
in the federal courts? Why or why not?
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rEWArDS Historically, many of those appointed to the judiciary have been personal 
friends of presidents. Lyndon B. Johnson, for example, appointed his longtime friend 
Abe Fortas to the bench.

purSuIT OF pOLITICAL SuppOrT During Ronald Reagan’s successful campaign 
for the presidency in 1980, some of his advisers feared that the gender gap would 
hurt him. Polls repeatedly showed that he was far less popular with female voters 
than with men. To gain support from women, Reagan announced during his cam-
paign that should he win, he would appoint a woman to fill the first vacancy on the 
Supreme Court. When Justice Potter Stewart, a moderate, announced his retirement 
from the bench, under pressure from women’s rights groups, President Reagan nom-
inated Sandra Day O’Connor of the Arizona Court of Appeals to fill the vacancy.

rELIGION Through late 2014, of the more than one hundred justices who have 
served on the Court, almost all have been members of traditional Protestant faiths. 
Fewer than fifteen have been Roman Catholic, and fewer than ten have been Jewish.15 
Today, more Catholics—Roberts, Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, Alito, and Sotomayor—
serve on the Court than at any other point in history. Three Jewish justices—Breyer, 
Ginsburg, and Kagan—round out the Court. At one time, no one could have imagined 
that Catholics would someday make up a majority of the Court, or that no members of 
any Protestant faiths would serve.

rACE, ETHNICITY, AND GENDEr Through 2014, only two African Americans and 
four women had served on the Court. Race was undoubtedly a critical issue in the 
appointment of Clarence Thomas to replace Thurgood Marshall, the first African 
American justice. But, President George Bush refused to acknowledge his wish to 
retain a black seat on the Court. Instead, he announced that he was “picking the best 
man for the job on the merits,” a claim that was met with considerable skepticism by 
many observers.

As the ethnic diversity of the United States increased, presidents also faced greater 
pressure to nominate a Hispanic justice to the Supreme Court. Early in his presidency, 
President Barack Obama fulfilled these expectations by nominating Sonia Sotomayor. 
A Puerto Rican and self-proclaimed “wise Latina woman” who grew up in the Bronx, 
New York, Sotomayor became the first Hispanic Supreme Court justice at the height 
of a fierce immigration debate.

As the number of women in the legal profession grew, presidents also made con-
scious efforts to appoint more women to the federal bench. These efforts began in the 
late 1970s with President Jimmy Carter, and have only increased over time. Today, 
more women—three—serve on the Supreme Court than at any other time in history. 
There are also significant percentages of female judges in the lower federal courts.

  The Confirmation process
The Constitution gives the Senate the authority to approve all nominees to the federal 
bench. Ordinarily, nominations are referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee. This 
committee investigates the nominees, holds hearings, and votes on its recommendation 
for Senate action. At this stage, the committee may reject a nominee or send the nomi-
nation to the full Senate for a vote. The full Senate then deliberates on the nominee 
before voting. A simple majority vote is required for confirmation.

INvESTIGATION As a president proceeds to narrow the list of possible nominees for 
a judicial vacancy, White House staff begin an investigation into their personal and 
professional backgrounds. The Federal Bureau of Investigation also receives names of 
potential nominees for background checks. In addition, the names are forwarded to the 
American Bar Association (ABA), the politically powerful organization that represents 
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the interests of the legal profession. Republican President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
started this practice, believing it helped “insulate the process from political pressure.”17 
After its own investigation, the ABA rates each nominee, based on his or her qualifica-
tions, as Well-Qualified (previously “Highly Qualified”), Qualified, or Not Qualified.

After a formal nomination is made and sent to the Senate, the Senate Judiciary 
Committee embarks on its own investigation. To start, the Senate Judiciary Committee 
asks each nominee to complete a lengthy questionnaire detailing previous work (dating 
as far back as high school summer jobs), judicial opinions written, judicial philosophy, 
speeches, and even all interviews ever given to members of the press. Committee staff-
ers also contact potential witnesses who might offer testimony concerning the nomi-
nee’s fitness for office.

LObbYING bY INTErEST GrOupS Many organized interests show keen interest 
in the nomination process. Interest groups are particularly active in Supreme Court 
nominations. In 1987, for example, the nomination of Judge Robert H. Bork to the 
Supreme Court led liberal groups to launch an extensive radio, TV, and print media 
campaign against the nominee. These interest groups decried Bork’s actions as solici-
tor general, especially his firing of the Watergate special prosecutor at the request of 
President Richard M. Nixon, as well as his political beliefs. As a result of this outcry, 
the Senate rejected Bork’s nomination by a 42–58 vote (see Table 9.4).

More and more, interest groups are also involving themselves in district court and 
court of appeals nominations. They recognize that these appointments increasingly 
pave the way for future nominees to the Supreme Court. For example, a coalition of 
conservative evangelical Christian organizations, including Focus on the Family and 
the Family Research Council, have held a series of “Justice Sunday” events featuring 
televangelists and politicians promoting the confirmation of judges with politically 
conservative and religious records.

THE SENATE COMMITTEE HEArINGS AND SENATE vOTE Not all nominees 
inspire the kind of intense reaction that kept Bork from the Court and almost blocked 
the confirmation of Clarence Thomas. Until 1929, all but one Senate Judiciary 
Committee hearing on a Supreme Court nominee were conducted in executive ses-
sion—that is, closed to the public. The 1916 hearings on Louis Brandeis, the first 
Jewish justice, took place in public and lasted nineteen days, although Brandeis 

TAbLE 9.4  hOW mAny inTErEST GrOUpS SUbmiT TESTimOny TO ThE SEnATE 
JUdiCiAry COmmiTTEE?

Nominee Year Support Oppose ABA Rating Senate Vote
O’Connor 1981 7 4 Well-Q 99–0

Scalia 1986 10 14 Well-Q 98–0

Bork 1987 21 17 Well-Qa 42–58

Kennedy 1987 10 14 Well-Q 98–0

Souter 1990 20 17 Well-Q 90–9

Thomas 1991 21 32 Qb 52–48

Ginsburg 1993 4 6 Well-Q 96–3

Breyer 1994 3 3 Well-Q 87–9

Roberts 2005 19 50 Well-Q 78–22

Alito 2005 6 66 Well-Q 58–42

Sotomayor 2009 210 8 Well-Q 68–31

Kagan 2010 48 8 Well-Q 63-37
aFour ABA committee members evaluated him as Not Qualified.
bTwo ABA committee members evaluated him as Not Qualified.

SOurCE: Amy Harder and Charlie Szymanski, “Sotomayor in Context: Unprecedented Input from Interest Groups,” 
National Journal (August 5, 2009), ninthjustice.nationaljournal.com/2009/08/sotomayor-in-context-recordbre.php. 
Updated by the authors.
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himself never was called to testify. In 1925, Harlan Fiske Stone became the first nomi-
nee to testify before the committee.

Since the 1980s, it has become standard for senators to ask the nominees probing 
questions. Most nominees have declined to answer many of these questions on the 
grounds that the issues raised ultimately might come before the courts.

After the conclusion of hearings, the Senate Judiciary Committee usually makes a 
recommendation to the full Senate. Any rejections of presidential nominees to the 
Supreme Court generally occur only after the Senate Judiciary Committee has recom-
mended against a nominee’s appointment. Few recent confirmations have been close, 
although current Supreme Court Justices Clarence Thomas and Samuel Alito were 
confirmed by margins of less than ten votes.

  Appointments to the u.S. Supreme Court
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes once remarked that a justice should be a “combina-
tion of Justinian, Jesus Christ and John Marshall.”18 However, as with other federal 
court judges, the president must nominate and the Senate must confirm the justices 
of the Supreme Court. Presidents always have realized the importance of Supreme 

WhAT rOlE dOES ThE SEnATE JUdiCiAry COmmiTTEE plAy in ThE JUdiCiAl nOminATiOn prOCESS?
The Senate Judiciary Committee plays an important role in the process of advice and consent on 
presidential nominees to the judiciary. As part of this process, they hold confirmation hearings where 
potential justices appear before the committee. Here, Clarence Thomas testifies before the committee 
following his nomination in 1991. He was subsequently confirmed to serve on the Supreme Court.
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Court appointments to their ability to achieve all or many of their policy objectives. 
But, even though most presidents have tried to appoint jurists with particular political 
or ideological philosophies, they often have erred in their assumptions about their 
appointees. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, a moderate conservative, for example, 
was appalled by the liberal opinions written by his appointee to chief justice, Earl 
Warren, concerning criminal defendants’ rights.

Historically, because of the critical role the Supreme Court enjoys in our constitu-
tional system, its nominees have encountered more opposition than have district court 
or court of appeals nominees. As the role of the Court has expanded over time, so, too, 
has the amount of attention given to nominees. With this increased attention has come 
greater opposition, especially to nominees with controversial views.

The Supreme Court Today

G

Evaluate the Supreme Court’s process for accepting, hearing, and deciding cases.9.4

TAbLE 9.5 CAn AmEriCAnS nAmE ThE JUSTiCES Of ThE SUprEmE COUrT?

Supreme Court Justice Percentage Who Could Name
John Roberts 20

Clarence Thomas 16

Antonin Scalia 16

Ruth Bader Ginsburg 13

Sonia Sotomayor 13

Anthony Kennedy 10

Samuel Alito 5

Elena Kagan 4

Stephen Breyer 3

SOurCE: © 2012 Findlaw & Thomson Reuters business.

iven the judicial system’s vast size and substantial, although often indirect, 
power over so many aspects of our lives, it is surprising that so many 
Americans know very little about the judicial system in general and the 
U.S. Supreme Court in particular.

Even after the attention the Court received surrounding many of its recent contro-
versial decisions, two-thirds of those Americans surveyed in 2012 could not name one 
member of the Court. Virtually no one could name all nine members of the Court. As 
revealed in Table 9.5, Chief Justice John Roberts was the best-known justice. Still, only 
about 20 percent of those polled could name him.

While the American public’s lack of interest can take the blame for much of this 
ignorance, the Court has also taken great pains to ensure its privacy and sense of deco-
rum. The Court’s rites and rituals contribute to its mystique and encourage a “cult of 
the robe.”19 Consider, for example, the way the Supreme Court conducts its proceed-
ings. Oral arguments are not televised, and utmost secrecy surrounds deliberations 
concerning the outcome of cases. In contrast, C-SPAN brings us daily coverage of 
various congressional hearings and floor debate on bills and important national issues, 
and CNN and sometimes other networks provide extensive coverage of many impor-
tant state court trials. The Supreme Court, however, remains adamant in its refusal to 
televise its proceedings—including public oral arguments, although it now allows the 
release of same-day audio recordings of oral arguments.
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  Deciding to Hear a Case
More than 7,000 cases are filed at the Supreme Court each term; approximately 
80 cases are orally argued and decided. In contrast, from 1790 to 1801, the Court 
received only 87 total cases under its appellate jurisdiction. In the Court’s early years, 
most of the justices’ workload involved their circuit-riding duties.20 As recently as the 
1940s, fewer than 1,000 cases were filed annually. Filings increased at a dramatic rate 
until the mid-1990s, shot up again in the late 1990s, and generally have now leveled 
off (see Figure 9.3).

The content of the Court’s docket is every bit as significant as its size. During the 
1930s, cases requiring the interpretation of constitutional law began to account for a 
growing portion of the Court’s workload, leading the Court to assume a more impor-
tant role in the policy-making process. At that time, only 5 percent of the Court’s cases 
involved questions concerning the Bill of Rights. By the late 1950s, one-third of filed 
cases involved such questions; by the 1960s, half did.21

Justices can also exercise a significant role in policy making and politics by opting 
not to hear a case. In early 2012, for example, the Supreme Court refused to revisit a 
case concerning prayer in school. The “Doe” family sued the Indian River School 
Board for including Christian prayer during the school day, at graduation, and during 
meetings. When the school board attempted to return to the Court, the justices 
refused, allowing the prior ruling to continue to govern precedent regarding prayer in 
school.22

WrITS OF Certiorari AND THE ruLE OF FOur Since 1988, nearly all appellate 
cases that have gone to the Supreme Court arrived there on a petition for a writ of 
certiorari (from the Latin “to be informed”), which is a request for the Supreme 
Court—at its discretion—to order up the records of the lower courts for purposes of 
review (see Figure 9.4).

writ of certiorari
A request for the Supreme Court to 
order up the records from a lower 
court to review the case.

F IGurE 9 .3  hOW mAny CASES dOES ThE SUprEmE COUrT hAndlE?
The modern Supreme Court is asked to hear over 7,000 cases per year (represented by orange bars); of 
these cases, it reaches a final decision in about 1 percent, or 77 cases (represented by red bars). This is 
about half of the total number of decisions the Court handed down twenty years ago.

SOurCE: Administrative Office of the Courts; Supreme Court Public Information Office.
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The Supreme Court controls its own caseload through the certiorari process, decid-
ing which cases it wants to hear and rejecting most cases that come to it. All petitions, 
or writs of certiorari, must meet two criteria:

 1. The case must come from a U.S. court of appeals, a court of military appeals,  
district court, or a state court of last resort.

 2. The case must involve a federal question. Thus, the case must present questions 
of federal constitutional law or involve a federal statute, action, or treaty. The rea-
sons that the Court should accept the case for review and legal argument sup-
porting that position are set out in the petitioner’s writ of certiorari.

The clerk of the Court transmits petitions for writs of certiorari first to the chief jus-
tice’s office, where his clerks review the petitions, and then to the individual justices’ 
offices. On the Roberts Court, all of the justices except Justice Samuel Alito (who 
allows his clerks great individual authority in selecting the cases for him to review) 
participate in what is called the cert pool. Pool participants review their assigned frac-
tion of petitions and share their notes with each other. Those cases deemed noteworthy 
by the justices then make it onto what is called the discuss list prepared by the chief 

United States Supreme Court docket
(Generally about 33% come from state courts,

66% from federal courts) 

Briefs submitted by both sides; 
amicus curiae briefs �led

Oral argument (79 cases in 2011–2012)

Opinions drafted and circulated for comment

Final opinion released (75 in 2013–2014)

Supreme Court justices’ conference
– Cases discussed
– Votes taken
– Opinion writing assigned

Original jurisdiction
(0 cases in 2011–2012)

Cert pool (Clerks help justices select only most important cases for the discuss list)

Applications for Supreme Court review by appeal or writ of certiorari �led by 
lawyers (7,259 cases in 2011–2012)

Federal courts State courts

Justices decide in conference which cases on discuss list to hear (Rule of Four)

Over 100 million cases initially �led in U.S. state and federal trial courts

F IGurE 9 .4  hOW dOES A CASE GET TO ThE SUprEmE COUrT?
This figure illustrates both how cases get on the Court’s docket and what happens after a case is accepted 
for review. A case may take several years to wind its way through the federal judiciary and another year or 
two to be heard and decided by the Supreme Court, if the justices decide to grant certiorari.
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justice’s clerks and are circulated to the chambers of the other justices. All other peti-
tions are dead listed and go no further. Only about 30 percent of submitted petitions 
make it to the discuss list. During one of their weekly conference meetings, the justices 
review the cases on the discuss list. The chief justice speaks first, then the rest of the 
justices, according to seniority. The decision process ends when the justices vote, and by 
custom, certiorari is granted according to the Rule of Four—when at least four justices 
vote to hear a case.

The cases the Court chooses to hear—or not to hear—make a powerful statement 
about the justices’ policy priorities. Cases the Court decides to hear may establish new 
national policy standards or clarify the decisions of lower courts. When the Court 
chooses not to hear a case, it allows the decision of the lower court to stand, effectively 
making another type of statement on public policy.

THE rOLE OF CLErkS As early as 1850, the justices of the Supreme Court 
beseeched Congress to approve the hiring of a clerk to assist each justice. Congress 
denied the request, so when Justice Horace Gray hired the first law clerk in 1882, he 
paid the clerk himself. Justice Gray’s clerk was a top graduate of Harvard Law School 
whose duties included cutting Justice Gray’s hair and running personal errands. 
Finally, in 1886, Congress authorized each justice to hire a stenographer clerk for 
$1,600 a year.

Clerks typically are selected from candidates at the top of the graduating classes of 
prestigious law schools. They perform a variety of tasks, ranging from searching arcane 
facts to playing tennis or taking walks with the justices. Clerks spend most of their time 
researching material, reading and summarizing cases, and helping justices write opin-
ions. Clerks also make the first pass through the petitions that come to the Court, 
undoubtedly influencing which cases get a second look. They often help draft opinions 
and serve as informal conduits for communication between the justices’ chambers. Just 
how much assistance they provide in the writing of opinions is unknown.23 However, 

Rule of Four
At least four justices of the Supreme 
Court must vote to consider a case 
before it can be heard.

Why ArE SUprEmE COUrT ClErKShipS impOrTAnT?
Supreme Court clerkships are awarded to a small number of elite law school graduates each year. In addition 
to providing valuable experience at the Court, clerkships can open doors to opportunities in government and 
private practice. Justice Elena Kagan (right, seated with former Justice Sandra Day O’Connor) served as a 
law clerk to Justice Thurgood Marshall. She later went on to serve as White House counsel, Harvard Law 
School dean, solicitor general, and, ultimately, Supreme Court justice.
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it is noteworthy that as the number of clerks has grown, so has the length of the Court’s 
written opinions.24

  How Does a Case Survive the process?
It can be difficult to determine why the Court decides to hear a particular case. The 
Court does not offer reasons, and “the standards by which the justices decide to 
grant or deny review are highly personalized and necessarily discretionary,” noted 
former Chief Justice Earl Warren.25 Political scientists nonetheless have attempted 
to determine the characteristics of the cases the Court accepts. Among the cues are 
the following:

• The federal government is the party asking for review.
• The case involves conflict among the courts of appeals.
• The case presents a civil rights or civil liberties question.
• The case involves the ideological or policy preferences of the justices.
• The case has significant social or political interest, as evidenced by the presence of 

interest group amicus curiae briefs.

FEDErAL GOvErNMENT One of the most important cues for predicting whether 
the Court will hear a case is the solicitor general’s position. The solicitor general, 
appointed by the president, is the fourth-ranking member of the Department of 
Justice and is responsible for handling nearly all appeals on behalf of the U.S. govern-
ment to the Supreme Court. The solicitor’s staff resembles a small, specialized law 
firm within the Department of Justice. But, because this office has such a special rela-
tionship with the Supreme Court, even having a suite of offices within the Supreme 
Court building, the solicitor general often is called the Court’s “ninth and a half mem-
ber.”26 Moreover, the office of the solicitor general, on behalf of the U.S. government, 
appears as a party or as an amicus curiae, or friend of the court, in more than 50 per-
cent of the cases heard by the Court each term.

This special relationship helps to explain the overwhelming success the solici-
tor general’s office enjoys before the Supreme Court. The Court generally accepts 
70 to 80 percent of cases in which the U.S. government is the petitioning party, 
compared with about 5 percent of all others.27 But, because of this special relation-
ship, the solicitor general often ends up playing two conflicting roles: representing 
in Court both the president’s policy interests and the broader interests of the 
United States. At times, solicitors may find these two roles difficult to reconcile. 
Former Solicitor General Rex E. Lee (1981–1985), for example, noted that on 
more than one occasion he refused to make arguments in Court that had been 
advanced by the Reagan administration (a stand that ultimately forced him to 
resign from his position).28

CONFLICT AMONG THE COurTS OF AppEALS Conflict among the lower courts 
is another reason justices take cases. When interpretations of constitutional or federal 
law are involved, justices seem to want consistency throughout the federal court sys-
tem. Often these conflicts occur when important civil rights or civil liberties questions 
arise. Political scientists have noted that justices’ ideological leanings play a role.29 It is 
not uncommon to see conservative justices voting to hear cases to overrule liberal 
lower court decisions, or vice versa. Justices also take cases when several circuit courts 
disagree over a main issue.

INTErEST GrOup pArTICIpATION A quick way for justices to gauge the ideo-
logical ramifications of a particular civil rights or liberties case is by the nature and 
amount of interest group participation. Richard C. Cortner has noted that “Cases do 
not arrive on the doorstep of the Supreme Court like orphans in the night.”30 Instead, 

solicitor general
The fourth-ranking member of the 
Department of Justice; responsible for 
handling nearly all appeals on behalf 
of  the U.S. government to the 
Supreme Court.

amicus curiae
“Friend of the court”; amici may file 
briefs or even appear to argue their 
interests orally before the court.
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most cases heard by the Supreme Court involve interest group participation. This par-
ticipation may come in a number of forms.

Well-funded liberal groups, such as the American Civil Liberties Union, People 
for the American Way, or the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, and 
conservative groups, including the Washington Legal Foundation, Concerned Women 
for America, and the American Center for Law and Justice, routinely sponsor cases 
before the Supreme Court. Sponsorship implies that a group has helped to devise the 
legal strategy, pay the costs of litigation, and shepherd the case through the court sys-
tem. It can be very costly and time-consuming.

Other groups participate as amicus curiae, or a friend of the Court. Amicus par-
ticipation has increased dramatically since the 1970s. Because litigation is so expen-
sive, few individuals have the money, time, or interest to sponsor a case all the way to 
the U.S. Supreme Court. All sorts of interest groups, then, find that joining ongoing 
cases through amicus briefs is a useful way to advance their policy preferences. Major 
cases addressing issues of great national importance, such as campaign finance, health 
care, or affirmative action attract large numbers of amicus briefs as part of interest 
groups’ efforts to lobby the judiciary and bring about desired political objectives (see 
Table 9.6).31

The amicus curiae briefs filed by interested parties, especially interest groups or 
other parties potentially affected by the outcome of the case, often echo or expand the 
positions of both parties in a case and often provide justices with additional informa-
tion about the potential consequences of a case. Research by political scientists has 
found that “not only does [an amicus] brief in favor of certiorari significantly improve 
the chances of a case being accepted, but two, three, and four briefs improve the chances 
even more.”32 Clearly, it’s the more the merrier, whether the briefs are filed for or 
against granting review.

TAbLE 9.6  WhiCh GrOUpS pArTiCipATEd AS Amicus curiAe in citizens united v. Fec (2010)?

For the Petitioner (Committee for Truth in Politics)
Alliance Defense Fund Cato Institute Michigan Chamber of Commerce

American Civil Liberties Union Center for Competitive Politics National Rifle Association

American Civil Rights Union Center for Constitutional Jurisprudence Pacific Legal Foundation

AFL-CIO Fidelis Center Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press

American Justice Partnership Former FEC Commissioners Senator Mitch McConnell

  Seven Former Chairmen and One Former 
California Broadcasters Association Free Speech Defense & Education Fund Commissioner of the Federal Election 
  Commission 

California First Amendment Coalition Institute for Justice U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Campaign Finance Scholars Judicial Watch Wyoming Liberty Group et al.

For the Respondent (Center for Political Accountability et al.)

American Independent Business Alliance Justice at Stake Norman Ornstein

Campaign Legal Center et al. League of Women Voters Rep. Chris Van Hollen et al.

Center for Independent Media et al. Program on Corporations, Law & Democracy et al. Senator John McCain et al.

Committee for Economic Development Public Good The Sunlight Foundation

Democratic National Committee

For Neither Party

Former Officials of the American Civil  
Liberties Union Independent Sector Montana et al.

Hachette Book Group, Inc., and  
HarperCollins Publishers L.L.C. 

Finally, interest groups also support litigants’ efforts by holding practice oral argu-
ments during mock court sessions. In these sessions, the lawyer who will argue the case 
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before the justices participates in several complete rehearsals, with prominent lawyers 
and law professors role playing the various justices.

  Hearing and Deciding the Case
Once the Court accepts a case for review, a flurry of activity begins. Lawyers on both 
sides of the case prepare their written arguments for submission to the Court. In these 
briefs, lawyers cite prior case law and make arguments regarding why the Court should 
find in favor of their client.

OrAL ArGuMENTS After the Court accepts a case and each side has submitted briefs 
and amicus briefs, oral argument takes place. The Supreme Court’s annual term begins 
the first Monday in October, as it has since the late 1800s, and generally runs through 
mid-June. Justices hear oral arguments from the beginning of the term until early April. 
Special cases, such as U.S. v. Nixon (1974)—which involved President Richard M. 
Nixon’s refusal to turn over tapes of Oval Office conversations to a special prosecutor 
investigating a break-in at the Democratic Party headquarters in the Watergate com-
plex—have been heard even later in the year.33 During the term, “sittings,” periods of 
about two weeks in which cases are heard, alternate with “recesses,” also about two weeks 
long. Justices usually hear oral arguments Monday through Wednesday.

Generally, only the immediate parties in the case take part in oral argument, 
although it is not uncommon for the U.S. solicitor general or one of his or her deputies 
to make an appearance to argue orally as an amicus curiae. Oral argument at the Court 
is fraught with time-honored tradition and ceremony. At precisely ten o’clock every 
morning when the Court is in session, the Court marshal, dressed in a formal morning 
coat, emerges to intone “Oyez! Oyez! Oyez!” as the nine justices emerge from behind 
a reddish-purple velvet curtain to take their places on the raised and slightly angled 
bench. The chief justice sits in the middle. The remaining justices sit to the left and 
right, alternating in seniority.

Almost all attorneys are allotted one half-hour to present their cases, including the 
time required to answer questions from the bench. As a lawyer approaches the mahog-
any lectern, a green light goes on, indicating that the attorney’s time has begun. A 
white light flashes when five minutes remain. When a red light goes on, Court practice 
mandates that counsel stop immediately. One famous piece of Court lore told to all 
attorneys concerns a counsel who continued talking and reading from his prepared 
argument after the red light went on. When he looked up, he found an empty bench—
the justices had risen quietly and departed while he continued to talk. On another 
occasion, Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes stopped a leader of the New York Bar 
in the middle of the word “if.”

Although many Court watchers have tried to figure out how a particular justice 
will vote based on the questioning at oral argument, most researchers find that the 
nature and number of questions asked do not help much in predicting the outcome of 
a case. Nevertheless, oral argument has several important functions. First, it is the only 
opportunity for even a small portion of the public (who may attend the hearings) and 
the press to observe the workings of the Court. Second, it assures lawyers that the jus-
tices have heard the parties’ arguments, and it forces lawyers to focus on arguments 
believed important by the justices. Third, it provides the Court with additional infor-
mation, especially concerning the Court’s broader political role, an issue not usually 
addressed in written briefs. For example, the justices can ask how many people might 
be affected by its decision or where the Court (and country) would be heading if a case 
were decided in a particular way. Finally, Justice Stephen Breyer also notes that oral 
arguments are a good way for the justices to try to highlight certain issues for other 
justices.

THE CONFErENCE AND THE vOTE The justices meet in closed conference twice a 
week when the Court is hearing oral arguments. Since the ascendancy of Chief Justice 
Roger B. Taney to the Court in 1836, the justices have begun each conference session 
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Take a Closer Look
The Supreme Court hears oral argument in most cases in which it reaches a final decision. Scholars have found 
that oral argument serves a number of important functions. For example, it provides an opportunity for the 
justices to highlight important case themes and to ask questions about the impact of a case that go beyond what 
is detailed in the party or amicus curiae briefs. Review the illustration of arguments before the Supreme Court 
during one of the 2012 cases that decided the constitutionality of the health care reform bill.

CritiCal thinking Questions

1. Why do oral arguments remain important to the Court? How might a discussion 
between the justices and the parties’ attorneys advance and improve judges’ 
decision making?

2. How might the attorney representing a party in a case affect the case’s outcome?

3. Should the Supreme Court allow cameras and video recordings in the courtroom? 
Why or why not?

No cameras are allowed in the Supreme Court during oral arguments. 
Thus, we have only illustrations of what oral arguments look like in our 
nation’s highest court.

The justices are seated on a curved bench at the front of the courtroom in 
order of seniority. The chief justice sits in the center, with the most senior 
associate justice at his right hand side. The second most senior associate 
justice sits on the chief’s left hand side, and so on. 

Lawyers are typically allowed to present thirty minutes of oral argument 
before the Court. However, this time is usually more like a question-and-
answer session with the justices than a prepared speech.
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with a round of handshaking. Once the door to the conference room closes, no others 
are allowed to enter. The justice with the least seniority acts as the doorkeeper for the 
other eight, communicating with those waiting outside to fill requests for documents, 
water, and any other necessities.

Conferences highlight the importance and power of the chief justice, who pre-
sides over them and makes the initial presentation of each case. Each individual 
justice then discusses the case in order of his or her seniority on the Court, with the 
most senior justice speaking next. Most accounts of the decision-making process 
reveal that at this point some justices try to change the minds of others, but that most 
enter the conference room with a clear idea of how they will vote on each case.

During the Rehnquist Court, the justices generally voted at the same time they 
discussed each case, with each justice speaking only once. Initial conference votes were 
not final, and justices were allowed to change their minds before final votes were taken 
later. The Roberts Court is much more informal than the Rehnquist Court. The justices’ 
regular conferences now last longer and, unlike the conferences headed by Rehnquist, 
Roberts encourages discussion.34

WrITING OpINIONS After the Court has reached a decision in conference, the jus-
tices must formulate a formal opinion of the Court. If the chief justice is in the major-
ity, he selects the justice who will write the opinion. This privilege enables him to 
wield tremendous power and is a very important strategic decision; the author of the 
decision may determine the tone and content of the Court’s opinion. If the chief jus-
tice is in the minority, the assignment falls to the most senior justice in the majority.

The opinion of the Court can take several different forms. Most decisions are 
reached by a majority opinion written by one member of the Court to reflect the views 
of at least five justices. This opinion usually sets out the legal reasoning justifying the 
decision, and this legal reasoning becomes a precedent for deciding future cases. The 
reasoning behind any decision is often as important as the outcome. Under the system 
of stare decisis, both are likely to be relied on as precedent later by lower courts con-
fronted with cases involving similar issues.

In the process of creating the final opinion of the Court, informal caucusing and 
negotiation often take place, as justices may hold out for word changes or other modi-
fications as a condition of their continued support of the majority opinion. This nego-
tiation process can lead to divisions in the Court’s majority. When this occurs, the 
Court may be forced to decide cases by plurality opinions, which attract the support of 
three or four justices. While these decisions do not have the precedential value of 
majority opinions, they nonetheless have been used by the Court to decide many major 
cases. Justices who agree with the outcome of the case, but not with the legal rationale 
for the decision, may file concurring opinions to express their differing approach.

Justices who do not agree with the outcome of a case file dissenting opinions. 
Although these opinions have little direct legal value, they can be an important indica-
tor of legal thought on the Court and are an excellent platform for justices to note their 
personal and legal disagreements with other members of the Court.

ustices do not make decisions in a vacuum. Principles of stare decisis dictate 
that the justices follow the law of previous cases in deciding cases at hand. 
But, a variety of legal and extra-legal factors have also been found to affect 
Supreme Court decision making.

J

Analyze the factors that influence judicial decision making.9.5

Judicial Philosophy and 
Decision Making
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judicial activism
A philosophy of judicial decision 
making that posits judges should use 
their power broadly to further justice.

strict constructionist
An approach to constitutional inter-
pretation that emphasizes interpreting 
the Constitution as it was originally 
written and intended by the Framers.

judicial restraint
A philosophy of judicial decision 
making that posits courts should allow 
the decisions of other branches of 
government to stand, even when they 
offend a judge’s own principles.

  Judicial philosophy, Original Intent, and Ideology
One of the primary issues concerning judicial decision making focuses on judicial 
philosophy, particularly what is called the activism/restraint debate. Advocates of 
judicial restraint argue that courts should allow the decisions of other branches to 
stand, even when they offend a judge’s own principles. Restraintists defend their 
position by asserting that unelected judges make up the federal courts, which ren-
ders the judicial branch the least democratic branch of government. Consequently, 
the courts should defer policy making to other branches of government as much as 
possible.

Restraintists refer to Roe v. Wade (1973), the case that liberalized abortion laws, as a 
classic example of judicial activism run amok. They maintain that the Court should 
have deferred policy making on this sensitive issue to the states or to the elected branches 
of the federal government.

Advocates of judicial restraint generally agree that judges should be strict con-
structionists; that is, they should interpret the Constitution as the Framers wrote and 
originally intended it. They argue that in determining the constitutionality of a statute 
or policy, the Court should rely on the explicit meanings of the clauses in the docu-
ment, which can be clarified by looking at founding documents.

Advocates of judicial activism contend that judges should use their power broadly 
to further justice. Activists argue that it is appropriate for courts to correct injustices 
committed by other branches of government. Implicit in this argument is the notion 
that courts need to protect oppressed minorities.35

Although judicial activists are often considered politically liberal and restraintists 
politically conservative, in recent years a new brand of conservative judicial activism 
has become prevalent. Liberal activist decisions often expanded the rights of political 
and legal minorities. But, conservative activist judges view their positions as an oppor-
tunity to issue broad rulings that impose their own political beliefs and policies on the 
country at large.

  public Opinion
Many political scientists have examined the role of public opinion in Supreme Court 
decision making. Not only do the justices read legal briefs and hear oral arguments, but 
they also read newspapers, watch TV, and have some knowledge of public opinion—
especially on controversial issues.

Whether or not public opinion actually influences justices (see Table 9.7), it can 
act as a check on the power of the courts. Activist periods on the Supreme Court gen-
erally have corresponded to periods of social or economic crisis. For example, in the 
early, crisis-ridden years of the republic, the Marshall Court supported a strong national 

TAbLE 9.7 dO SUprEmE COUrT dECiSiOnS AliGn WiTh ThE viEWS Of ThE AmEriCAn pUbliC?

Issues Case
Court  

Decision
Public Opinion  
Before Decision

Is the death penalty constitutional? Gregg v. Georgia (1976) Yes Yes (72% favor)

Should homosexual relations between consent-
ing adults be legal? Lawrence v. Texas (2003) Yes Maybe (50% favor)

Should state and local governments be able to 
pass laws that ban the possession or sale of 
handguns?

McDonald v. City of 
Chicago (2010) No Maybe (50% oppose)

Is donating money a form of free speech  
protected by the First Amendment?

Citizens United v. FEC 
(2010) Yes Yes (62% favor)

Is the Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
Act constitutional?

National Federation of 
Independent Businesses 
v. Sebelius (2012)

Yes No (48% oppose)

SOurCE: Lexis-Nexis RPOLL.

9.5
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government, much to the chagrin of a series of pro-states’ rights Democratic-Republican 
presidents. Similarly, the Court capitulated to political pressures and public opinion 
when, after 1936, it reversed many of its earlier decisions that had blocked President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs.

The courts, especially the Supreme Court, also can be the direct target of public 
opinion. When Webster v. Reproductive Health Services (1989) was about to come 
before the Supreme Court, unprecedented lobbying of the Court took place as 
groups and individuals on both sides of the abortion issue marched and sent appeals 
to the Court. Mail at the Court, which usually averaged about 1,000 pieces a day, 
rose to an astronomical 46,000 pieces per day, virtually paralyzing normal lines of 
communication.

The Supreme Court also appears to affect public opinion. Political scientists 
have found that the Court’s initial rulings on controversial issues such as abortion 
or capital punishment positively influence public opinion in the direction of the 
Court’s opinion. However, this research also finds that subsequent decisions have 
little effect.36

The Court also is dependent on the public for its prestige as well as for compliance 
with its decisions. In times of war and other emergencies, for example, the Court fre-
quently has decided cases in ways that commentators have attributed to the sway of 
public opinion and political exigencies. In Korematsu v. U.S. (1944), for example, the 
high court upheld the obviously unconstitutional internment of Japanese, Italian, and 
German American citizens during World War II.37 Moreover, Chief Justice William 
H. Rehnquist once suggested that the Court’s restriction on presidential authority in 
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer (1952), which invalidated President Harry S 
Truman’s seizure of the nation’s steel mills, was largely attributable to Truman’s unpop-
ularity in light of the Korean War.38

Public confidence in the Court, as with other institutions of government, has 
ebbed and flowed. Public support for the Court was highest after the Court issued U.S. 
v. Nixon (1974).39 At a time when Americans lost faith in the presidency because of the 
Watergate scandal, they could at least look to the Supreme Court to do the right thing. 
Although the percentage of Americans with confidence in the courts has fluctuated 
over time, in 2014, an all-time low of 44 percent of Americans approved of the way the 
Supreme Court was doing its job.40

ll judges, whether they recognize it or not, make policy. The decisions of the 
Supreme Court, in particular, have a tremendous impact on American 
politics and policy. Over the past 250 years, the justices have helped to 
codify many of the major rights and liberties guaranteed to the citizens of 

the United States. Although justices need the cooperation of the executive and legisla-
tive branches to implement and enforce a good number of their decisions, it is safe to 
say that many policies we take for granted in the United States would not have come 
to fruition without support of the Supreme Court.41 These include the right to privacy 
and equal rights for African Americans, women, Hispanics, gays and lesbians, and 
other minority groups.

Several Courts have played particularly notable roles in the development of the 
judiciary’s policy-making role. As discussed earlier in the chapter, the Marshall Court 

A

Assess the role of the Supreme Court in the policy-making process.9.6

Toward Reform: Power, Policy 
Making, and the Court
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played an important role in establishing the role and power of the Supreme Court, 
including the power of judicial review in Marbury v. Madison (1803). The Warren 
Court decided a number of civil rights cases that broadly expanded civil and political 
rights. These decisions drew a great deal of criticism but played a major role in broad-
ening public understanding of the Court as a policy maker. The Rehnquist Court made 
numerous decisions related to federalism, which caused observers to take note of the 
Court’s ability to referee conflicts between the federal government and the states. And, 
the Roberts Court reversed the general trend of the Court’s agreement with executive 
actions during times of war by finding in 2008 that the Bush administration’s denial of 
habeas corpus rights to prisoners being held at Guantanamo Bay was an unconstitu-
tional exercise of presidential power.42

  policy Making
One measure of the power of the courts and their ability to make policy is that more 
than one hundred federal laws have been declared unconstitutional. Although many of 
these laws have not been particularly significant, others have. In 2012, for example, the 
Roberts Court struck down portions of an Arizona state law regulating immigration 
on the grounds that it violated the Constitution’s supremacy clause.43

dO UnpOpUlAr SUprEmE COUrT rUlinGS ThrEATEn ThE nATiOn?
The Warren Court’s broad expansions of civil and political rights led to a great deal of criticism, including a 
movement to impeach the chief justice. Here, two California billboards present contrasting views of 
Warren’s performance.
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judicial implementation
How and whether judicial decisions 
are translated into actual public poli-
cies affecting more than the immedi-
ate parties to a lawsuit.

Another measure of the policy-making power of the Supreme Court is its abil-
ity to overrule itself. Although the Court generally abides by the informal rule of 
stare decisis, by one count, it has overruled itself in more than 200 cases.44 Brown v. 
Board of Education (1954), for example, overruled Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), thereby 
reversing years of constitutional interpretation concluding that racial segregation 
was not a violation of the Constitution. Moreover, in the past few years, the Court 
repeatedly has reversed earlier decisions in the areas of criminal defendants’ rights, 
reproductive rights, and free speech, revealing its powerful role in determining 
national policy.

A measure of the growing power of the federal courts is the degree to which 
they now handle issues that had been considered political questions more appro-
priately settled by the other branches of government. Prior to 1962, for example, 
the Court refused to hear cases questioning the size (and population) of congres-
sional districts, no matter how unequal they were.45 The boundary of a legislative 
district was considered a political question. Then, in Baker v. Carr (1962), Justice 
William Brennan, writing for the Court, concluded that simply because a case 
involved a political issue, it did not necessarily involve a political question. This 
opened the floodgates to cases involving a variety of issues that the Court formerly 
had declined to address.46

  Implementing Court Decisions
President Andrew Jackson, annoyed about a particular decision handed down by the 
Marshall Court, is alleged to have said, “John Marshall has made his decision; now let 
him enforce it.” Jackson’s statement raises a question: how do Supreme Court rulings 
translate into public policy? In fact, although judicial decisions carry legal and even 
moral authority, all courts must rely on other units of government to carry out their 
directives. If the president or members of Congress, for example, do not like a particu-
lar Supreme Court ruling, they can underfund programs needed to implement a deci-
sion or seek only lax enforcement. Judicial implementation refers to how and whether 
judicial decisions are translated into actual public policies affecting more than the 
immediate parties to the lawsuit.

How well a decision is implemented often depends on how well crafted or popular 
it is. Hostile reaction in the South to Brown v. Board of Education (1954) and the 
absence of precise guidelines to implement the decision meant that the ruling went 
largely unenforced for years. The Brown experience also highlights how much the 
Supreme Court needs the support of both federal and state courts as well as other 
governmental agencies to carry out its judgments. For example, you probably graduated 
from high school after 1992, when the Supreme Court ruled that public middle school 
and high school graduations could not include a prayer, yet your own commencement 
ceremony may have included one.47

The implementation of judicial decisions involves what political scientists call an 
implementing population and a consumer population.48 The implementing population 
consists of those people responsible for carrying out a decision. Depending on the 
policy and issues in question, the implementing population can include lawyers, judges, 
public officials, police officers and police departments, hospital administrators, govern-
ment agencies, and corporations. In the case of school prayer, the implementing popu-
lation could include teachers, school administrators, or school boards. The consumer 
population consists of those people who might be directly affected by a decision—in 
this case, students and parents.

For effective implementation of a judicial decision, the first requirement is for 
members of the implementing population to show they understand the original 
decision. For example, the Supreme Court ruled in Reynolds v. Sims (1964) that 
every person should have an equally weighted vote in electing governmental repre-
sentatives.49 This “one person, one vote” rule might seem simple enough at first 
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glance, but in practice it can be very difficult to understand. The implementing 
population in this case consists chiefly of state legislatures and local governments, 
which determine voting districts for federal, state, and local offices. If a state legis-
lature draws districts in such a way that African American or Hispanic voters are 
spread thinly across a number of separate constituencies, the chances are slim that 
any particular district will elect a representative who is especially sensitive to 
minority concerns. Does that violate “equal representation”? (In practice, courts 
and the Department of Justice have intervened in many cases to ensure that elected 
officials would include minority representation, only ultimately to be overruled by 
the Supreme Court.)

The second requirement is that the implementing population actually must follow 
Court policy. Thus, when the Court ruled that men could not be denied admission to a 
state-sponsored nursing school, the implementing population—in this case, university 
administrators and the state board of regents governing the nursing school—had to 
enroll qualified male students.50

Implementation of judicial decisions is most likely to be smooth if a few highly 
visible public officials, such as the president or a governor, shoulder the responsibility 
of seeing to the task. By the same token, these officials also can thwart or impede 
judicial intentions. Recall, for example, the effect of Governor Orval Faubus’s initial 
refusal to allow black children to attend all-white public schools in Little Rock, 
Arkansas.

The third requirement for implementation is for the consumer population to be 
aware of the rights that a decision grants or denies them. Teenagers seeking an abor-
tion, for example, are consumers of the Supreme Court’s decisions on abortion and 
contraception. They need to know that most states require them to inform their par-
ents of their intention to have an abortion or to get parental permission to do so. 
Similarly, criminal defendants and their lawyers are consumers of Court decisions and 
need to know, for instance, the implications of recent Court decisions for evidence 
presented at trial, sentencing guidelines, and prison reform.

9.6
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Many Framers viewed the judicial branch of government as 
little more than a minor check on the other two branches, 
ignoring Anti-Federalist concerns about an unelected judici-
ary and its potential for tyranny. The Judiciary Act of 1789 
established the basic federal court system we have today. It 
was the Marshall Court (1801–1835), however, that inter-
preted the Constitution to include the Court’s major power, 
that of judicial review.

Trace the development of the federal judiciary and the 
origins of judicial review, p. 248.

Roots of the Federal Judiciary

9.1

The federal court system is made up of constitutional and 
legislative courts. Federal district courts, courts of appeals, 
and the Supreme Court are constitutional courts.

The Federal Court System

Explain the organization of the federal court system, 
p. 252.

9.2

Review the Chapter

District court, court of appeals, and Supreme Court justices 
are nominated by the president and must also win Senate 
confirmation. Important criteria for selection include com-
petence, ideology, rewards, pursuit of political support, reli-
gion, race, ethnicity, and gender.

How Federal Court Judges Are 
Selected

Outline the criteria and process used to select federal 
court judges, p. 257.

9.3

Several factors influence the Court’s decision to hear a case. 
Not only must the Court have jurisdiction, but at least four 
justices must vote to hear the case. Cases with certain charac-
teristics are most likely to be heard. Once a case is set for 
review, briefs and amicus curiae briefs are filed and oral argu-
ment is scheduled. The justices meet in conference after oral 
argument to discuss the case; votes are taken; and opinions 
are written, circulated, and then announced.

The Supreme Court Today

Evaluate the Supreme Court’s process for accepting, 
hearing, and deciding cases, p. 263.

9.4

Judges do not make decisions in a vacuum. In addition to 
following the law of previous cases, other factors, including 
personal philosophy and ideology, have an extraordinary 
impact on how judges decide cases. Public opinion may also 
play a role in some cases.

Judicial Philosophy and Decision 
Making

Analyze the factors that influence judicial decision  
making, p. 271.

9.5

The Supreme Court is an important participant in the policy-
making process. The power to interpret laws gives the Court 
a tremendous policy-making power never envisioned by the 
Framers. However, if the president or members of Congress 
oppose a particular Supreme Court ruling, they can under-
fund programs needed to implement a decision or seek only 
lax enforcement.

Toward Reform: Power, Policy 
Making, and the Court

Assess the role of the Supreme Court in the policy-making 
process, p. 273.

9.6

Learn the Terms

amicus curiae, p. 267
appellate court, p. 252
appellate jurisdiction, p. 249
brief, p. 255
constitutional courts, p. 252
judicial activism, p. 272
judicial implementation, p. 275
judicial restraint, p. 272

judicial review, p. 251
Judiciary Act of 1789, p. 249
jurisdiction, p. 248
legislative courts, p. 252
Marbury v. Madison (1803), p. 252
original jurisdiction, p. 248
precedent, p. 255
Rule of Four, p. 266

senatorial courtesy, p. 257
solicitor general, p. 267
stare decisis, p. 255
strict constructionist, p. 272
trial court, p. 252
writ of certiorari, p. 264

Study and Review the Flashcards
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1. Which of the following is NOT one of Congress’s  
constitutional powers over the judiciary?
 a. Authority to alter the Court’s jurisdiction
 b. Impeach and remove federal judges
 c. Veto a Supreme Court decision
 d. Offer advice and consent on presidential appointments
 e. Propose constitutional amendments

2. Which of the following paved the way for the courts to 
become a co-equal branch?
 a. Writ of certiorari
 b. McCulloch v. Maryland (1819)
 c. The Judiciary Act of 1789
 d. Judicial review
 e. Federalist No. 78

3. Courts of original jurisdiction are most often  
known as:
 a. appellate courts.
 b. courts of appeals.
 c. trial courts.
 d. legislative courts.
 e. constitutional courts.

4. Which of the following types of courts handles the 
bulk of the caseload in the federal system?
 a. District courts
 b. Courts of appeals
 c. Special purpose courts
 d. Legislative courts
 e. Supreme Court

5. Which of the following is NOT true of the courts of 
appeals?
 a. Cases may be heard by multiple judges.
 b. Judges try to correct errors in law.
 c. They are the highest courts in the federal system.
 d. Judges hear no new testimony.
 e. Their decisions are binding only within their 

geographic confines.

6. According to the Constitution, who must offer advice 
and consent on a presidential appointment to the Supreme 
Court?
 a. Current justices
 b. Constituents
 c. President
 d. Senate
 e. House of Representatives

7. All of the following are criteria that would help get a 
case heard by the Supreme Court EXCEPT:
 a. The case presents a civil rights question.
 b. The federal government is the party asking for review.
 c. The case involves a conflict among the courts of appeals.
 d. The case has significant social or political issues.
 e. The case presents a lack of evidence.

8. What does it mean if the Court grants a petition for a 
writ of certiorari?
 a. They have decided to review a lower court’s decision.
 b. They are throwing out a case.
 c. They have decided that a case is unconstitutional.
 d. They have reached a unanimous decision.
 e. The court cannot come to a clear decision.

9. Which of the following does NOT appear to affect 
Supreme Court justices’ decisions?
 a. Stare decisis
 b. Political circumstances
 c. Judicial philosophy
 d. Public opinion
 e. Economic impact

10. Which of the following is the best way to measure 
the power of the courts in policy making?
 a. The number of cases heard
 b. How many days the court is in session
 c. How long justices serve on the court
 d. The number of laws declared unconstitutional
 e. Popularity of judicial decisions

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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10
Public Opinion 
and Political 
Socialization

Trace the  
development of 
modern public 
opinion research, 
p. 282.

Describe the 
methods for  
conducting  
and analyzing 
different types  
of public opinion 
polls, p. 285.

Assess the 
potential  
shortcomings  
of polling, p. 291.

Analyze the  
process by 
which people 
form political 
opinions, p. 293.

Evaluate the 
effects of  
public opinion  
on politics,  
p. 299.

10.1 10.2 10.3 10.4 10.5

I
n 1863, Abraham Lincoln proudly summarized American government as one  
“of the people, by the people, and for the people.” Though this sentiment has 
always been true to some degree, our modern political landscape has given this 
old idea new perspective.

Today, we know more about what “the people” want from their govern-
ment than ever before. Much of this knowledge comes from our increasing ability to collect 
representative data on aggregate public opinion. The tools available to pollsters, including the 
Internet, robocalls, and computer programs, make data collection, analysis, and dissemination 
easier than ever.

However, there can be dangerous consequences to having so much data. Just about any-
thing can be proven—or disproven—with a public opinion poll. Moreover, the volume of polls 
conducted and information available about these studies makes them an attractive topic for 
news coverage. This phenomenon is especially prevalent during election season. And, while 
on one hand, it may be interesting to examine the relationship between events and citizens’ 
evaluations of political leaders, on the other hand, constant reports of the results of the latest 
poll only serve to intensify the horse-race atmosphere of the campaign. More importantly, it 
may also distract from the true issues of the election and obscure citizens’ understanding of 
the political process.

Consider, for example, a three-week period in September 2012. On August 31, 2012, a Gallup 
tracking poll reported that 48 percent of registered voters intended to vote for President Barack 
Obama; 45 percent supported the Republican candidate, Governor Mitt Romney. About a week 
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PUBLIC OPINION PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS Above, a Gallup Poll worker 
conducts face-to-face interviews during the 1968 presidential election. Below, pollsters use Google search results to 
track interest in the 2012 presidential candidates, Governor Mitt Romney and President Barack Obama.
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later, on the heels of a successful Democratic Convention, President Obama’s support rose 
to 50 percent of registered voters. Obama’s boost was short-lived. On September 12, fol-
lowing the murders of U.S. Ambassador Christopher Stevens and two others at the U.S. 
Consulate in Libya, only 47 percent of registered voters said they would support President 
Obama in November.

In a close election such as 2012, these small shifts are often portrayed by the media as 
dramatic sea changes in the tides of public opinion. And indeed, if these changes were real 
alterations of the entire population’s beliefs, they could have been the difference between 
an Obama victory and a Romney victory. However, public opinion polls are based on a 
sample of the American public, and have a margin of error of plus or minus 4 percent. Thus, 
although the media made much of these shifting values, it is actually possible that public 
opinion did not change at all during this period. On Election Day, the final popular vote 
reflected a similarly small margin of victory. Although President Obama won a near land-
slide in the Electoral College, he won the popular vote by just 3 percent, securing 51 per-
cent of the vote compared to Romney’s 48 percent.

• • •

In 1787, John Jay wrote glowingly of the sameness of the American people. He and the 
other authors of The Federalist Papers believed that Americans had more in common than 
not. Wrote Jay in Federalist No. 2, we are “one united people—a people descended from 
the same ancestors, speaking the same language, professing the same religion, attached 
to the same principles of government, very similar in manners and customs.” Many of 
those who could vote in Jay’s time were of English heritage; almost all were Christian. 
Moreover, most believed that certain rights—such as freedom of speech, association, and 
religion—were rights that could not be revoked. Jay also spoke of shared public opinion and 
of the need for a national government that reflected American ideals.

Today, however, Americans are more diverse, and the growth of modern public opinion 
research has helped us to better understand Americans’ views on political issues and how 
our varying experiences, values, and heritage shape them. In part, this is attributable to the 
pervasiveness of polls. Not a week goes by that major cable news networks, major news-
papers, foundations, or colleges and universities do not poll Americans on something—
from views on political issues, such as the environment, race, and health care, to their 
emotions, including happiness and stress. Polling is so common now that the public needs 
the ability to interpret often-conflicting poll results. In this chapter, we explore how polls are 
conducted and analyzed, as well as how Americans’ demographic and cultural experiences 
define public opinion.

Roots of Public Opinion Research

t first glance, public opinion seems to be a straightforward concept: it is 
what the public thinks about a particular issue or set of issues at any point 
in time. In government and politics, for example, researchers measure 
citizens’ views on candidates, political institutions, and policy proposals. 

Since the 1930s, governmental decision makers have relied heavily on public opin-
ion polls—interviews with samples of citizens that estimate the feelings and beliefs 
of larger populations, such as all Americans or all women. According to George 
Gallup (1901–1983), an Iowan who is considered the founder of modern-day poll-
ing, polls have played a key role in defining issues of concern to the public, shaping 
administrative decisions, and helping “speed up the process of democracy” in the 
United States.1

Gallup further contended that leaders must constantly take public opinion—
no matter how short-lived—into account. This practice does not mean that leaders 

A

Trace the development of modern public opinion research.10.1

public opinion
What the public thinks about a par-
ticular issue or set of issues at any 
point in time.

public opinion polls
Interviews or surveys with samples of 
citizens that are used to estimate the 
feelings and beliefs of the entire 
population.
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straw poll
Unscientific survey used to gauge 
public opinion on a variety of issues 
and policies.

sample
A subset of the whole population 
selected to be questioned for the pur-
poses of prediction or gauging opinion.

must follow the public’s view slavishly; it does mean, however, that they should 
have an available appraisal of public opinion and consider it in reaching their deci-
sions. Politicians may find this process challenging when public opinion appears 
split on an issue or is in opposition to their views.

Even though Gallup, as a pollster, undoubtedly had a vested interest in foster-
ing reliance on public opinion polls, his sentiments accurately reflect the views of 
many political thinkers concerning the role of public opinion in governance. Some 
commentators argue that the government should do what a majority of the public 
wants done. Others argue that the public as a whole doesn’t have consistent day-to-
day opinions on issues but that subgroups within the public often hold strong views 
on some issues. These pluralists believe that the government must allow for the 
expression of minority opinions and that democracy works best when different 
voices are allowed to fight it out in the public arena, echoing James Madison in 
Federalist No. 10.

  The Earliest Public Opinion Research
As early as 1824, one Pennsylvania newspaper tried to predict the winner of that 
year’s presidential contest, showing Andrew Jackson leading over John Quincy 
Adams. In 1883, the Boston Globe sent reporters to selected election precincts to poll 
voters as they exited voting booths, in an effort to predict the results of key contests. 
Public opinion polling as we know it today really began to develop in the 1930s. 
Walter Lippmann’s seminal work, Public Opinion (1922), prompted much of this 
growth. Lippmann observed that research on public opinion was far too limited, 
especially in light of its importance. Researchers in a variety of disciplines, including 
political science, heeded Lippmann’s call to learn more about public opinion. Some 
tried to use scientific methods to measure political thought through the use of sur-
veys or polls. As methods for gathering and interpreting data improved, survey data 
began to play an increasingly significant role in all walks of life, from politics to 
retailing.

Literary Digest, a popular magazine that first began national presidential poll-
ing in 1916, was a pioneer in the use of the straw poll, an unscientific survey used 
to gauge public opinion, to predict the popular vote, which it did, for Woodrow 
Wilson. Its polling methods were hailed widely as “amazingly right” and “uncannily 
accurate.”2 In 1936, however, its luck ran out. Literary Digest predicted that 
Republican Alfred M. Landon would beat incumbent President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt by a margin of 57 percent to 43 percent of the popular vote. Roosevelt, 
however, won in a landslide election, receiving 62.5 percent of the popular vote and 
carrying all but two states.

Literary Digest’s 1936 straw poll had three fatal errors. First, it drew its sample, 
a subset of the whole population selected to be questioned for the purposes of predic-
tion or gauging opinion, from telephone directories and lists of automobile owners. 
This technique oversampled the upper middle class and the wealthy, groups heavily 
Republican in political orientation. Moreover, in 1936, voting polarized along class 
lines. Thus, the oversampling of wealthy Republicans was particularly problematic 
because it severely underestimated working class Democratic voters, who had neither 
cars nor telephones.

Literary Digest’s second problem was timing. The magazine mailed its question-
naires in early September. This did not allow the Digest to measure the changes in 
public sentiment that occurred as the election drew closer.

Its third error occurred because of a problem we now call self-selection. Only 
highly motivated individuals sent back the cards—a mere 22 percent of those surveyed 
responded. Those who answer mail surveys (or today, online surveys) are quite different 
from the general electorate; they often are wealthier and better educated and care more 
fervently about issues. Literary Digest, then, failed to observe one of the now well-
known cardinal rules of survey sampling: “One cannot allow the respondents to select 
themselves into the sample.”3
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  The Gallup Organization
At least one pollster, however, correctly predicted the results of the 1936 election: 
George Gallup. Gallup had written his dissertation in psychology at the University 
of Iowa on how to measure the readership of newspapers. He then expanded his 
research to study public opinion about politics. He was so confident about his meth-
ods that he gave all of his newspaper clients a money-back guarantee: if his poll 
predictions weren’t closer to the actual election outcome than those of the highly 
acclaimed Literary Digest, he would refund their money. Although Gallup under-
predicted Roosevelt’s victory by nearly 7 percent, the fact that he got the winner 
right was what everyone remembered, especially given Literary Digest’s dramatic 
miscalculation.

Through the late 1940s, polling techniques increased in sophistication. The num-
ber of polling firms also dramatically rose, as businesses and politicians began to rely 
on polling information to market products and candidates. But, in 1948, the polling 
industry suffered a severe, although fleeting, setback when Gallup and many other 
pollsters incorrectly predicted that Thomas E. Dewey would defeat President Harry 
S Truman.

Nevertheless, as revealed in Figure 10.1, the Gallup Organization continues to 
make remarkably accurate predictions about the outcome of presidential elections. In 
2012, the Gallup Poll predicted a virtual dead heat between Mitt Romney and Barack 
Obama; President Obama won 51 percent of the popular vote.

  The American National Election Studies
Recent efforts to measure public opinion also have benefited from social science surveys 
such as the American National Election Studies (ANES). The ANES have been con-
ducted by researchers at the University of Michigan and Stanford University since 1952. 
Since 1977, they have been funded largely by the national government through the 

Is PollIng AlwAys AccurATE?
Not only did advance polls in 1948 predict that Republican nominee Thomas E. Dewey would defeat 
Democratic incumbent President Harry S Truman, but on the basis of early and incomplete vote tallies, 
some newspapers’ early editions published the day after the election declared Dewey the winner. Here a 
triumphant Truman holds aloft the Chicago Daily Tribune.
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Figure 10 .1  How SucceSSful HaS THe Gallup poll Been?
As seen here, Gallup’s final predictions have been remarkably accurate. Furthermore, in each of the years in 
which a significant discrepancy exists between Gallup’s prediction and the election’s outcome, a prominent 
third candidate factored in. In 1948, Strom Thurmond ran on the Dixiecrat ticket; in 1980, John Anderson ran 
as the American Independent Party candidate; in 1992, Ross Perot ran as an independent.

SourceS: Marty Baumann, “How One Polling Firm Stacks Up,” USA Today (October 27, 1992): 13A; 1996 data from Mike 
Mokrzycki, “Pre-election Polls’ Accuracy Varied,” Atlanta Journal and Constitution (November 8, 1996): A12; 2000 data from 
Gallup Organization, “Poll Releases,” November 7, 2000; 2004, 2008, and 2012 data from USA Today and CNN/Gallup Tracking 
Poll, www.usatoday.com.
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he polling process most often begins when someone says, “Let’s find out 
about X and Y.” Potential candidates for local office may want to know 
how many people have heard of them (the device used to find out is called 
a “name recognition survey”). Better-known candidates contemplating a 

run for higher office might wish to discover how they might fare against an incumbent. 
Polls also can help gauge how effective particular ads are or how well (or negatively) the 
public perceives a candidate. Political scientists have found that public opinion polls are 
critical to successful presidents and their staffs, who use polls to “create favorable legis-
lative environment(s) to pass the presidential agenda, to win reelection, and to be 
judged favorably by history.”4

T

Describe the methods for conducting and analyzing different types of public opinion polls.10.2

National Science Foundation. Focusing on the political attitudes and behavior of the 
electorate, ANES surveys include questions about how respondents voted, their party 
affiliation, and their opinions of major political parties and candidates. In addition, 
ANES surveys contain questions about interest in politics and political participation.

Researchers conduct ANES surveys before and after mid-term and presidential 
elections, often including many of the same questions. This format enables researchers 
to compile long-term studies of the electorate and facilitates political scientists’ under-
standing of how and why people vote and participate in politics.

Conducting and Analyzing Public 
Opinion Polls
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Explore Your World
Public opinion polls have become an increasingly common tool for gauging public 
opinion not only in the United States but also around the world. These global public 
opinion surveys help us to understand the commonalities and differences across 
international contexts, and also reflect the social, cultural, and political variations of 
different states. To think more deeply about these trends, examine the results of four 
questions from the 2012 Pew Global Attitudes Survey that assess the attitudes 
toward global powers held by citizens in a sample of countries.

CRITICAL ThINkING QUESTIONS

1. How do citizens’ ratings in these surveys reflect—and not reflect—political and 
geographic alliances?

2. Which countries’ citizens are most and least positive across the board? Why do 
you think this is the case?

3. What might be some of the challenges in measuring and comparing cross-national 
public opinion?
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Russia, the European Union, China, and the United States are four 
significant global powers. Each has significant influence in international 
politics and world affairs. They also have unique allies and enemies.

Citizens from Russia, China, and the United States are most positive
toward their respective states. Citizens from states with long-standing 
rivalries with each of these countries are the least positive.

Many of the countries whose citizens have the 
most positive views toward the European Union are 
member states in good standing. 
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push polls
Polls taken for the purpose of provid-
ing information on an opponent that 
would lead respondents to vote against 
that candidate.

  Designing the Survey and Sample
No matter the type of poll, serious pollsters or polling firms must make several deci-
sions before undertaking the process. These include determining the content and 
phrasing of the questions, selecting the sample from the public, and deciding how to 
go about contacting respondents.

DETERMINING ThE CONTENT AND PhRASING ThE QUESTIONS The first 
matter candidates, political groups, or news organizations must consider when deciding 
to use a poll concerns what questions they want answered. Determining the content of 
a survey is critical to obtaining the desired results, and for that reason, candidates, com-
panies, and news organizations generally rely on pollsters. Polls may ask, for example, 
about job performance, demographics, and specific issue areas.

Special care must be taken in constructing the questions. For example, if your 
professor asked you, “Do you think my grading procedures are fair?” rather than 
asking, “In general, how fair do you think the grading is in your American Politics 
course?” you might give a slightly different answer. The wording of the first ques-
tion tends to put you on the spot and personalize the grading style; the second 
question is more neutral. Even more obvious differences appear in the real world of 
polling. Responses to highly emotional issues, such as abortion, same-sex marriage, 
and affirmative action, often are skewed depending on the phrasing of a particular 
question. Even in unbiased polls, how a question is worded can unintentionally 
skew results.

During a political campaign, strategists will often ask questions that help can-
didates judge their own strengths and weaknesses as well as those of their oppo-
nents. They might, for example, ask if you would be more likely to vote for candi-
date X if you knew he or she was a strong environmentalist. These kinds of questions 
are accepted as an essential part of any poll, but concerns arise over where to draw 
the line. Questions that cross the line are called push polls and often result from 
ulterior motives.5 The intent of push polls is to give respondents some negative or 
even untruthful information about a candidate’s opponent so that they will move 
away from that candidate and toward the one paying for the poll. A typical push 
poll might ask a question such as “If you knew Candidate X beat his wife, would 
you vote for him?” Push poll takers do not even bother to record the responses 
because they are irrelevant; the questions themselves are meant to push away as 
many voters from a candidate as possible. Although campaign organizations gener-
ally deny conducting push polls, research shows that this type of polling has tar-
geted more than three-quarters of political candidates.

SELECTING ThE SAMPLE After deciding to conduct a poll, pollsters must deter-
mine the population, or the entire group of people whose attitudes a researcher wishes 
to measure. This universe could be all Americans, all voters, all city residents, all 
Hispanics, or all Republicans. In a perfect world, the poll would ask every individual 
to give an opinion, but such comprehensive polling is not practical. Consequently, 
pollsters take a sample of the population that interests them. One way to obtain this 
sample is by random sampling. This method of selection gives each potential voter or 
adult approximately the same chance of being selected.

Simple random samples, however, are not very useful for predicting voting 
because they may undersample or oversample key populations not likely to vote. To 
avoid such problems, reputable polling organizations use stratified sampling (the 
most rigorous sampling technique) based on U.S. Census data that provide the num-
ber of residences in an area and their location. Researchers divide the population into 
several sampling regions. They then randomly select subgroups to sample in propor-
tion to the total national population. These selected primary sampling units often are 
used for many years, because it is cheaper for polling companies to train interviewers 
to work in fixed areas.

population
The entire group of people whose atti-
tudes a researcher wishes to measure.

random sampling
A method of poll selection that gives 
each person in a group the same 
chance of being selected.

stratified sampling
A variation of random sampling; the 
population is divided into subgroups 
and weighted based on demographic 
character i s t ics  of  the  nat ional 
population.
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The pollsters choose about twenty respondents from each primary sampling unit 
for interviewing; the total is 600 to 1,000 respondents. Large, sophisticated surveys 
such as the American National Election Studies and the University of Chicago’s 
General Social Survey attempt to sample from lists of persons living in each house-
hold in a sampling unit. A key to the success of the stratified sampling method is not 
to let people volunteer to be interviewed—volunteers often have different opinions 
from those who do not volunteer.

  Contacting Respondents
After selecting the poll’s methodology, the next decision is how to contact those to be 
surveyed. Political polling today takes a variety of forms, including telephone polls, 
in-person interviews, and Internet polls.

TELEPhONE POLLS Telephone polls are the most frequently used mechanism by 
which to gauge the mood of the electorate. The most common form of telephone 
polls is the random-digit dialing survey, in which a computer randomly selects tele-
phone numbers for dialing. In spite of some problems (such as the fact that many 
people do not want to be bothered or do not have landline phones), most polls done 
for newspapers and news magazines operate in this way. Pollsters are exempt from 
federal and state do-not-call lists because poll taking is a form of constitutionally 
protected speech.

How ArE Polls conDucTED?
The most common method of conducting a public opinion poll is via telephone. These polls are often 
administered by survey researchers working at large phone banks, such as the one shown here.
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Take a Closer Look
The emergence of a growing number of public opinion research firms means that 
citizens, the media, and political leaders know more than ever before about how 
voters perceive political issues and candidates. This information may be useful for 
promoting a more democratic and representative government. But, it may also be 
notoriously mercurial, marked by dramatic fluctuations from week to week or even 
day to day, as illustrated in the political cartoon below.

CRITICAL ThINkING QUESTIONS

1. Why do so many agencies and organizations want to collect public opinion data? 
How do the data help them advocate for their cause?

2. How might frequent fluctuations in the results of public opinion polls both help 
and hurt candidates?

3. Is there too much public opinion data in modern politics? Why or why not?
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Public opinion polls may fluctuate dramatically from 
day to day.  Especially during the election season, 
tracking these fluctuations is a form of political sport.

The seesaw metaphor is a useful comparison 
when thinking about how the media, in 
particular, discusses the political horse race.

A record number of 
polling firms tracked 
the results of the 
2012 presidential 
election.
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tracking polls
Continuous surveys that enable a cam-
paign or news organization to chart a 
candidate’s daily rise or fall in support.
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F IGURE 10 .2  wHAT DoEs A DAIly TrAckIng Poll look lIkE?
Day-to-day fluctuations in public opinion on electoral contests are often shown through tracking polls. This 
figure shows the ups and downs of the 2012 presidential election. President Barack Obama led for much of 
the race among registered voters, although the polling data generally remained within the margin of error. 
Note, particularly, Mitt Romney’s gains after the first presidential debate in early October.

SOURCE: USA Today and CNN/Gallup Poll results, http://www.gallup.com/poll/154559/US-Presidential-Election-Center.
aspx?ref=interactive.

exit polls
Polls conducted as voters leave selected 
polling places on Election Day.

During the 1992 presidential elections, the introduction of tracking polls, 
which were taken on a daily basis via phone by some news organizations, allowed 
presidential candidates to monitor short-term campaign developments and the 
effects of their campaign strategies. Today, tracking polls involve small samples 
(usually of registered voters contacted at certain times of the day) and take place 
every twenty-four hours. Pollsters then combine the results into moving three- to 
five-day averages (see Figure 10.2).

IN-PERSON INTERvIEwS Some polls, such as the American National Election 
Studies, continue to perform individual, person-to-person interviews. In-person 
surveys allow surveyors to monitor respondents’ body language and to interact on 
a more personal basis; thus, they may yield higher rates of completion. However, 
the unintended influence of the questioner or pollster may lead to interviewer 
bias. How the pollster dresses, relates to the person being interviewed, and asks 
the questions can affect responses.

Exit polls, a special form of in-person poll, are conducted as voters leave selected 
polling places on Election Day. Generally, large news organizations send pollsters to 
selected precincts to sample every tenth voter as he or she emerges from the polling 
site. The results of these polls help the media predict the outcome of key races, often 
just a few minutes after the polls close in a particular state and generally before vot-
ers in other areas—sometimes in a later time zone—have cast their ballots. By ask-
ing a series of demographic and issue questions, these polls also provide an indepen-
dent assessment of why voters supported particular candidates.

INTERNET POLLS Well-established pollster John Zogby was among the first to use 
a scientific Internet survey. Zogby regularly queries over 3,000 representative volun-
teers (selected using the sampling techniques discussed later in this chapter) on a host 
of issues. Zogby, Harris Interactive, and other Internet pollsters using scientific sam-
pling strategies have established relatively effective records in predicting election 
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margin of error
A measure of the accuracy of a public 
opinion poll.

nformation derived from public opinion polls has become an important 
part of governance. When the results of a poll are accurate, they express 
the attitudes of the electorate and help guide policy makers. However, 
when the results of a poll are inaccurate, disastrous consequences can 

result. For example, during the 2000 presidential election, Voter News Service (VNS), 
the conglomerate organization that provided the major networks with their exit poll 
data, made a host of errors in estimating the results of the presidential vote in Florida, 
which led news organizations to call the election for Al Gore. Not only did VNS fail 
to estimate the number of voters accurately, but it also used an inaccurate exit poll 
model and incorrectly estimated the number of African American and Cuban voters 
in Florida. Polls may be inaccurate for a number of reasons. These include survey 
error, limited respondent options, lack of information, difficulty measuring intensity, 
and lack of interest.

  Survey Error
All polls contain errors. They may come about from natural errors in statistical mea-
surement that arise from using a sample to extrapolate the opinions of the general 
public, known as the margin of error. They may also result from drawing an improper 
sample, known as sampling error.

MARGIN OF ERROR Typically, the margin of error in a sample of 1,000 will be about 
4 percent. If you ask 1,000 people, “Do you like ice cream?” and 52 percent say yes and 
48 percent say no, the results are too close to tell whether more people like ice cream 
than not. Why? Because the margin of error implies that somewhere between 56 per-
cent (52 + 4) and 48 percent (52 – 4) of the people like ice cream, while between 52 
percent (48 + 4) and 44 percent (48 – 4) do not. The margin of error in a close election 
makes predictions very difficult.

I

Assess the potential shortcomings of polling.10.3

outcomes and gauging opinions on numerous issues of importance to the American 
public. Political scientists, too, use online polling to collect survey research data. The 
biannual Cooperative Congressional Election Study conducted by political scientists  
is one example of this kind of research.

Contrasting sharply with scientific Internet surveys are unscientific Web polls that 
allow anyone to weigh in on a topic. Such polls are common on many Web sites, such 
as CNN.com and ESPN.com. These polls resemble a straw poll in terms of sampling 
and thus produce results that are largely inconclusive and of interest only to a limited 
number of people.

  Analyzing the Data
Analyzing the collected data is a critical step in the polling process. Analysis reveals the 
implications of the data for public policy and political campaigns. Data are entered into 
a computer program, where answers to questions are recorded and analyzed. Often, 
analysts pay special attention to subgroups within the data, such as Democrats versus 
Republicans, men versus women, age groups, or political ideology, among others. 
Reporting the results of this analysis can happen in a variety of ways, such as by news 
organizations or campaigns.

Shortcomings of Polling
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SAMPLING ERROR Errors may also result from the size or the quality of the sample. 
Small samples, if properly drawn, can be very accurate if each unit in the universe has 
an equal opportunity to be sampled. If a pollster, for example, fails to sample certain 
populations, his or her results may reflect that shortcoming. Often polls underrepre-
sent the opinions of the poor and homeless because pollsters give insufficient atten-
tion to representatively sampling these groups.

  Limited Respondent Options
Famed political scientist V.O. Key Jr. was among the first social scientists to note the 
problem of limited respondent options. He cautioned students of public opinion to 
be certain their questions adequately allowed respondents the appropriate range in 
which they could register their opinions. Simple yes-no (or approve-disapprove) 
questions may not be sufficient to “take the temperature” of the public. For example, 
if someone asks you, “How do you like this class?” and then gives only like or dislike 
options, your full sentiments may not be tapped if you like the class very much or feel 
only so-so about it.

Thus, most polling agencies ask citizens to rank their opinion on five- or seven-
point scales that can better gauge variations in public opinion. Other surveys use  “feel-
ing thermometer” questions, wherein respondents provide a response from 0 to 100 
measuring how they “feel” about a particular issue. These types of questions, however, 
are too lengthy and unwieldy for polling organizations that seek quick answers.

  Lack of Information
Public opinion polls may also be inaccurate when they attempt to gauge attitudes 
toward issues about which the public has little information. Most academic public 
opinion research organizations use some kind of filter question that first asks 
respondents whether or not they have thought about the question. These screening 
procedures generally allow survey researchers to exclude as many as 20 percent of 

cAn Polls MEAsurE InTEnsITy of oPInIon?
One of the greatest shortcomings of most public opinion polls is that they measure direction of public 
opinion, but not intensity. Here, members of Westboro Baptist Church demonstrate intense opposition to 
homosexuality by protesting outside the Supreme Court.
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their respondents, especially on complex issues such as the federal budget. Questions 
on more personal issues, such as moral values, drugs, contraceptives, crime, race, and 
women’s role in society, receive far fewer “no opinion” or “don’t know” responses.

  Difficulty Measuring Intensity
Another shortcoming of polls concerns their inability to measure intensity of feeling 
about particular issues. Whereas a respondent might answer affirmatively to any ques-
tion, it is likely that his or her feelings about issues such as big government, the death 
penalty, or support for the war on terrorism are much more intense than are those 
about the Electoral College or absentee ballot laws.

  Lack of Interest in Political Issues
When we face policies that do not affect us personally and do not involve moral issues, 
we often have difficulty forming an opinion. This phenomenon is especially true with 
regard to foreign policy. Most Americans often know little of the world around them. 
Unless major issues of national importance take center stage, American public opinion 
on foreign affairs is likely to be volatile in the wake of any new information. In contrast, 
most Americans are more interested in domestic policy issues, such as health care and 
employment which have a greater impact on their daily lives.

Forming Political Opinions

P

Analyze the process by which people form political opinions.10.4

olitical scientists believe that many of our attitudes about issues are grounded 
in our political values. The process through which individuals acquire their 
beliefs is known as political socialization.6 Demographic characteristics, 
family, school, peers, the mass media, and political leaders often act as 

important influences or agents of political socialization.

  Demographic Characteristics
Individuals have little control over most demographic characteristics. But, at birth, 
these characteristics begin to affect you and your political values. Some of the major 
demographic characteristics that pollsters routinely expect will affect political opinions 
include gender, race and ethnicity, age, and religion.

GENDER From the time of the earliest public opinion polls, women have held more 
liberal attitudes than men about social issues, such as education, poverty, capital 
punishment, and the environment. Public opinion polls have also found that wom-
en’s views about war and military intervention are more negative than men’s. Some 
analysts suggest that women’s more nurturing nature and their role as mothers 
influence their more liberal attitudes on issues affecting the family or children. 
Research by political scientists, however, finds no support for a maternal explanation 
(see Table 10.1).7

RACE AND EThNICITY Another reliable predictor of people’s political attitudes is 
their race or ethnicity. Differences in political socialization appear at a very early age. 
Young African American children, for example, generally show very positive feelings 
about American society and political processes, but this attachment lessens considera-
bly over time. Historically, black children have had less positive views of the president 
and other public officials than have white children.8

political socialization
The process through which individu-
als acquire their political beliefs and 
values.
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Race and ethnicity are exceptionally important factors in the study of public 
opinion. The direction and intensity of African American and Hispanic opinions on a 
variety of issues often are quite different from those of whites. For example, blacks and 
Hispanics are more likely than whites to support laws and regulations protecting the 
environment. Minorities are also more likely to favor government-sponsored health 
insurance. And, Hispanics are also more likely than other groups to support liberal-
ized immigration policies.9

AGE Age seems to have a decided effect on political socialization. Our view of the 
proper role of government, for example, often depends on the era in which we were 
born and our individual experiences with a variety of social, political, and economic 
forces. Older people, for example, continue to be affected by having lived through the 
hard economic times of the Great Depression and World War II.

Age also affects how citizens view governmental programs.10 Young people, for 
example, resist higher taxes to fund Medicare, while the elderly resist all efforts to 
limit Medicare or Social Security. In states such as Florida, to which many north-
ern retirees have flocked, seeking relief from cold winters and high taxes, the elderly 
have voted as a bloc to defeat income taxes and school tax increases and to pass tax 
breaks for themselves.

RELIGION Political scientists have found significant evidence that religion affects the 
political beliefs and behaviors of the American citizenry. Many American ideals, 
including hard work and personal responsibility, are rooted in our nation’s Protestant 
heritage. These ideals have affected the public policies adopted by government; they 
may be one reason why the United States has a less developed welfare state than many 
other industrialized democracies.

Religious beliefs also shape individual attitudes toward political issues. Evangelical 
Christians and Roman Catholics, for example, may support programs that provide aid 
to parochial schools, even if it comes at the expense of lowering the wall of separation 
between church and state. Similarly, Jewish Americans are more likely to favor aid to 
Israel—a policy at odds with Muslim Americans’ support for a Palestinian state. How 
strictly we practice and follow religious doctrine may affect political beliefs, as well. 
For example, strict Roman Catholics, Orthodox Jews, Mormons, and evangelical 
Christians believe that abortion should be illegal in all cases; they also believe in more 
traditional roles for women.

  Family, Peers, and School
The influence of the family on political socialization can be traced to two factors: 
communication and receptivity. Children, especially during their preschool years, 
spend tremendous amounts of time with their parents; early on, they learn their 

TABLE 10.1 Do MEn AnD woMEn THInk DIffErEnTly ABouT PolITIcAl IssuEs?

  Men (%) Women (%)
Labor unions are necessary to protect the working person 59 68

Best way to ensure peace is through military strength 57 50

School boards ought to have the right to fire teachers who are 
known homosexuals 24 19

Women get fewer opportunities than men for good jobs 45 52

We should restrict and control people coming to our country 
more than we do now 69 68

Voted for Barack Obama in 2012 45a 55a

aCNN Exit Polls, November 6, 2012.

SOURCE: Pew Research Center, 2012 American Values Survey, www.people-press.org/values-questions.
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How Do You EncouragE Young womEn To THink abouT carEErs in PoliTics?
Researchers find that women are more reluctant than similarly qualified men to think about running for 
office. In an attempt to change this norm, the Girl Scouts of the USA offers badges emphasizing patriotism 
and social action. Farheen Hakeem, shown right, leads a Girl Scout troop in Minneapolis.

parents’ political values, even though these concepts may be vague. One study of 
first graders, for example, found that they already had developed political orienta-
tions consistent with those of their parents.11 And, by the age of ten or eleven, 
children become more selective in their perceptions of the president. By this age, 
children raised in Democratic households are much more likely to cast a critical 
eye on a Republican president than are those raised in Republican households, and 
vice versa.

A child’s peers—that is, children about the same age—also seem to have an impor-
tant effect on the socialization process. While parental influences are greatest from 
birth to age five, beyond that point a child’s peer group becomes increasingly impor-
tant, especially as he or she enters middle school or high school. Groups such as the 
Girl Scouts of the USA recognize the effect of peer pressure and are trying to influence 
more young women to participate in, and have a positive view of, politics. The Girl 
Scouts’ Wave the Flag, United We Stand, and American Patriotism patches encourage 
girls as young as five to learn about government and social action.

Researchers report mixed findings concerning the role of schools in the political 
socialization process. There is no question that, in elementary school, children are 
taught respect for their nation and its symbols. Most school days begin with the Pledge 
of Allegiance, and patriotism and respect for country are important components of 
most school curricula. Support for flag and country creates a foundation for national 
allegiance that prevails despite the negative views about politicians and government 
institutions that many Americans develop later in life.

For decades, the Weekly Reader, read by elementary school students nationwide, 
attempted to foster political awareness and a sense of civic duty among young people. 
In presidential election years, students had the opportunity to vote for actual presiden-
tial candidates in the nationwide Weekly Reader election. These elections were remark-
ably accurate in predicting the winner. Weekly Reader was wrong only once, in the 1992 
election of Bill Clinton. These returns were skewed by children’s support for prominent 
independent candidate Ross Perot. Weekly Reader was folded into Scholastic News in 
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How Do Demographic 
Characteristics Affect 
Public Opinion?
Demographic characteristics, as discussed in the text, have a powerful impact on the way citizens view government, 
political leaders, and public policies. These gaps may be the result of gender, race, age, party, and religion, among 
other factors. They endure as a result of cultural norms, socialization, and differing value systems. Examine the varia-
tions in the attitudes of each of these groups on the questions asked below.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS
1. Which gaps are largest? Smallest? Why 

do you think these differences exist?
2. Why do you think Republicans are more 

likely than Democrats and Independents 
to believe that government controls too 
much of our daily lives?

3. How might citizens’ views on these 
questions differ as a result of other 
demographic characteristics, such as 
income and education?
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FIGURE 10 .3  wHAT ArE THE IDEologIcAl sElf-IDEnTIfIcATIons of fIrsT-yEAr collEgE 
sTuDEnTs?
Nearly a majority of first-year college students describe themselves as middle of the road. The percentage 
of students identifying as conservative or liberal has remained relatively consistent since the 1990s. Liberal 
and far left students make up slightly higher proportions of first-year students than do conservatives.

SOURCES: Cooperative Institutional Research Program at UCLA, http://www.heri.ucla.edu/monographs/
TheAmericanFreshman2013.pdf. 
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2012; in a poll designed by Zogby International, students predicted that President 
Barack Obama would win reelection.

High schools also can be important agents of political socialization. They 
continue the elementary school tradition of building good citizens and often rein-
force textbook learning with trips to the state or national capital. They also offer 
courses on current U.S. affairs. Many high schools impose a compulsory service-
learning requirement, which some studies report positively affects later political 
participation.12

At the college level, teaching style often changes. Many college courses and texts 
like this one are designed in part to provide the information necessary for thinking 
critically about issues of major political consequence. It is common in college for 
students to be called on to question the appropriateness of certain political actions or 
to discuss underlying reasons for certain political or policy decisions. Therefore, most 
researchers believe that college has a liberalizing effect on students. Since the 1920s, 
studies have shown that students become more liberal each year they are in college 
(see Figure 10.3).

  The Mass Media
Over the years, more and more Americans have turned away from traditional news 
sources, such as nightly news broadcasts on the major networks and daily newspa-
pers, in favor of different outlets. TV talk shows, talk radio, online magazines, and 
blogs are important sources of political news for many people. Cable news, the 
Internet, and social media are almost omnipresent in the lives of modern Americans. 
American teenagers, for example, consume almost eleven hours of media content 
each day.13

Cable and Internet news sources are often skewed. Consuming slanted views 
may affect the way citizens process political information, form opinions on public 
policy, obtain political knowledge, and receive new ideas. One recent study, for 
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TABLE 10.2 wHAT Is THE ExTEnT of AMErIcAns’ PolITIcAl knowlEDgE?

Can You Identify the Following? Percentage Unable to Identify
Majority party in the House of Representatives 57

Speaker of the House 56

British prime minister 62

Photo of Justice Sonia Sotomayor 35

Israel on a map 43

SOURCES: Pew Research Center, “What the Public Knows,” (November 7, 2011) www.people-press.org/2011/11/07/
what-the-public-knows-in-words-and-pictures/?src=iq-quiz.

example, revealed that Americans who get most of their news from cable news 
outlets such as Fox News and MSNBC are even less knowledgeable about politi-
cal issues than citizens who consume no political news. Individuals who rely on 
alternative sources such as The Daily Show and The Colbert Report, as well as 
Sunday morning talk shows and National Public Radio, are generally more 
knowledgeable.14

  Cues from Leaders or Opinion Makers
Given the visibility of political leaders and their access to the media, it is easy to see the 
important role they play in influencing opinion formation. Political leaders, members 
of the news media, and a host of other experts have regular opportunities to affect 
public opinion because of the lack of deep conviction with which most Americans hold 
many of their political beliefs.

The president, especially, is often in a position to mold public opinion through 
effective use of the bully pulpit. The president derives this power from the majesty of 
his office and his singular position as head of state. Thus, presidents often take to TV 
in an effort to drum up support for their programs.15 President Barack Obama, for 
example, presented his plan for containing the spread of the ebola virus directly to the 
public, urging citizens to support his efforts.

  Political knowledge
Political knowledge and political participation have a reciprocal effect on one 
another—an increase in one will increase the other. Knowledge about the political 
system is essential to successful political involvement, which, in turn, teaches citizens 
about politics and expands their interest in public affairs. And, although few citizens 
know everything about all of the candidates and issues in a particular election, they 
can, and often do, know enough to impose their views and values on the general 
direction the nation should take.

This observation is true despite the fact that most Americans’ level of knowledge 
about history and politics is quite low. According to the U.S. Department of 
Education, today’s college graduates have less civic knowledge than high school 
graduates did fifty years ago. Americans also do not appear to know much about 
foreign policy; some critics even argue that many Americans are geographically illit-
erate (see Table 10.2).16

Gender differences in political knowledge are also significant. On many tradi-
tional measures of political knowledge, women lag behind their male counterparts. 
However, on issues of interest to women—such as representation in the legislature—
women do as well or better than their male counterparts.17 The gender gap in politi-
cal knowledge also appears to be affected by education, age, number of children, and 
marital status.18
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10.5The Framers of the Constitution were skeptical of 
the influence public opinion might have on politics. 

This is one of the reasons that they crafted such a delib-
erate system of government with both separation of 
powers and checks and balances. It was also the pri-
mary motivating factor behind the creation of the 
Electoral College to select the president.

One additional way the Framers tried to temper 
the influence of public opinion on politics was by plac-
ing the selection of senators in the hands of state leg-
islators, as stipulated in Article I, section 3, clause 1 of 
the Constitution. Legislators, the Framers believed, 
would be more experienced in political activity and 
less subject to the effects of campaigning and the 
whims of the citizenry; thus, they would be more 
deliberate in their selection of qualified individuals to 
serve in the Senate.

But, experience proved that this was not always 
the case. Senators often were chosen on the basis of 
partisanship and other political alliances. In the early 
1900s, Progressive reformers lobbied for an amend-
ment to the Constitution that would remove the selec-
tion of senators from the state legislatures and place it 
in the hands of the citizens. This reform was eventually 
enacted as the Seventeenth Amendment.

Today, members of both the House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate are elected (and reelected) 

directly by the people. As a result, members of 
Congress closely monitor their constituents’ opinions 
on a range of political issues. They use phone calls, 
letters, and e-mails from citizens, as well as the 
results of public opinion polls conducted nationally 
and within their states and districts to help them 
accomplish this task.

Despite this attention to public opinion, representa-
tives and senators continue to fulfill the deliberate role 
envisioned by the Framers. They do not always enact 
the policies that public opinion seems to favor. For 
example, majorities of Americans oppose U.S. engage-
ment abroad. Yet, complete withdrawal of all peace-
keeping and ground troops remains a distant possibility. 
Similarly, majorities favor insurance coverage for contra-
ceptives and equal pay for women, yet Congress can-
not agree on these issues.

CRITICAL ThINkING QUESTIONS

1. How closely should members of Congress 
monitor public opinion? How much weight 
should these opinions have on their voting 
behavior?

2. Should public opinion matter more in some 
issue areas than others? If so, on which issues 
should it matter more? Less?

The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, chosen by the 

Legislature thereof, for six Years; and each Senator shall have one Vote. —ARTICLE I,  SECTION 3, CLAUSE 1

The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, elected by the 

people thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall have one vote. —SEVENTEENTH AMENDMENT

TheLiving Constitution
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A

Evaluate the effects of public opinion on politics.10.5

s early as the founding period, the authors of The Federalist Papers 
noted that “all government rests on public opinion,” and as a result, 
public opinion inevitably influences the actions of politicians and pub-
lic officials. In many swing states, the public’s view of who could best 

handle the economy, for example, was the driving force behind the victory of 
Barack Obama in the 2012 presidential campaign.

Andrew Kohut, founding director of the Pew Research Center, argues that the 
public has become a more critical player in national and international politics in the 

Toward Reform: The Effects of 
Public Opinion on Politics
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past three decades for a variety of reasons. Key among them is the rise in the number 
of polls regularly conducted and reported upon.

According to Kohut, it is impossible to find any major policy proposal for which 
polling has not “played a significant, even critical role.”19 Another observer of public 
opinion polls says, “Polls have become more important and necessary in news writing and 
presentation, to the point that their significance overwhelms the phenomena they are 
supposed to be measuring or supplementing.”20 Policy makers thus respond intently to 
the often mercurial changes in citizens’ opinion. These opinions also influence the way 
that political campaigns are run. For example, during the 2012 presidential election, 
President Barack Obama deemphasized his work on health care reform, in part due to 
the deep divisions in public opinion on the issue. 

Intensity of public opinion or the perception of a threat can also spur leaders into 
action. For example, after Americans expressed growing levels of concern about ISIS and 
the spread of the ebola virus in late 2014, Republican leaders called for policy change on 
these issues. Examples such as these show how the public’s views, registered through 
public opinion polls, can affect policy.
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Politicians often use knowledge of the public’s views on 
issues to tailor campaigns or to drive policy decisions.

Toward Reform: The Effects  
of Public Opinion on Politics

Evaluate the effects of public opinion on politics, p. 299.10.5

Polls may have several shortcomings that create inaccuracies. 
These include survey errors, not having enough respondent 
options to reflect public opinion on an issue, polling those 
who lack the information necessary to accurately respond, 
inability to measure the intensity of public opinion on an 
issue, and the public’s lack of interest in political issues.

Shortcomings of Polling

Assess the potential shortcomings of polling, p. 291.10.3

The first step in forming opinions occurs through a process 
known as political socialization. Demographic characteristics—
including gender, race, ethnicity, age, and religion—as well as 
family, school, and peers all affect how we view political events 
and issues. The views of other people, the media, and cues from 
leaders and opinion makers also influence our ultimate opin-
ions about political matters.

Forming Political Opinions

Analyze the process by which people form political  
opinions, p. 293.

10.4

Public opinion is what the public thinks about an issue or a 
particular set of issues. Polls are used to estimate public opin-
ion. Almost since the beginning of the United States, various 
attempts have been made to influence public opinion about 
particular issues or to sway elections. Literary Digest first 
began national presidential polling in 1916, using unscien-
tific straw polls. Modern-day polling did not begin until the 
1930s. George Gallup was the first to use scientific polling 
methods to determine public opinion.

Trace the development of modern public opinion 
research, p. 282.

Roots of Public Opinion Research

10.1

Those who conduct polls must first determine what ques-
tions they want answered and how to phrase those questions. 
Then they must determine the sample, or subset, of the 
group whose attitudes they wish to measure, and finally they 
must determine the method for contacting respondents. The 
different types of polls include telephone polls, in-person 
interviews, and Internet polls. Once the poll results are in, 
they must undergo analysis.

Conducting and Analyzing Public 
Opinion Polls

Describe the methods for conducting and analyzing  
different types of public opinion polls, p. 285.

10.2

Review the Chapter

Learn the Terms

exit polls, p. 290
margin of error, p. 291
political socialization, p. 293
population, p. 287

public opinion, p. 282
public opinion polls, p. 282
push polls, p. 287
random sampling, p. 287

sample, p. 283
stratified sampling, p. 287
straw polls, p. 283
tracking polls, p. 290

Study and Review the Flashcards
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1. What was one of the three fatal errors of Literary 
Digest’s 1936 straw poll?
 a. Questionnaires were mailed too late.
 b. The sample was biased toward blue collar workers.
 c. The response rate was low.
 d. The margin of error was too large.
 e. The citizens surveyed were not interested in politics.

2. What is the correct term for an unscientific survey used 
to gauge public opinion on a variety of issues and policies?
 a. Exit poll
 b. Gallup poll
 c. Straw poll
 d. Tracking poll
 e. Internet poll

3. The in-person interviews conducted every two years 
and used by political scientists to conduct empirical analysis 
are known as the
 a. Literary Digest Poll.
 b. Gallup Poll.
 c. Harris Interactive Poll.
 d. American National Election Studies.
 e. Tracking Poll.

4. Which of the following is NOT a traditional poll used 
by reputable polling organizations?
 a. Telephone poll
 b. In-person interviews
 c. Push poll
 d. Tracking poll
 e. Exit poll

5. Which of the following is NOT a benefit of stratified 
sampling?
 a. It gives each potential voter or adult approximately the 

same chance of being selected.
 b. It avoids undersampling or oversampling key populations.
 c. It is relatively inexpensive.
 d. It can be conducted at a polling place on Election Day.
 e. It allows for a broad, random sample of participants.

6. Which of the following is a shortcoming of polling 
discussed in your text?
 a. Too many respondent options
 b. Limited interviewer knowledge
 c. Oversampling
 d. Inaccurate results
 e. Margin of error

7. One measure of the accuracy of a public opinion poll is 
referred to as the
 a. margin of error.
 b. tracking error.
 c. voting error.
 d. information gap.
 e. stratified sampling.

8. Which of the following is an accurate description of 
the different political views of men and women?
 a. Women are more conservative on education.
 b. Men are more liberal on capital punishment.
 c. Men are more supportive of wars and military 

intervention.
 d. Men are more liberal on health care.
 e. Women are more conservative on family and children’s 

issues.

9. Which political leader has the greatest influence on 
public policy?
 a. Member of Congress from your district
 b. President
 c. Supreme Court
 d. Governor
 e. Attorney general

10. The number of public opinion polls conducted has
 a. decreased in recent years.
 b. stayed about the same.
 c. increased in campaigns, but decreased in government.
 d. increased overall.
 e. grown in the 1990s, but decreased recently.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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11
Political 
Parties

Trace the  
evolution of the 
two-party system 
in the United 
States, p. 306.

Outline the  
structure of 
American  
political parties  
at the national, 
state, and local 
levels, p. 310.

Identify the  
functions  
performed by 
American political 
parties, p. 314.

Analyze how  
political  
socialization  
and group  
affiliations  
shape party  
identification,  
p. 320.

Evaluate the role 
of minor parties  
in the American 
two-party system, 
p. 323.

Assess party 
polarization in  
the modern era,  
p. 326.

11.1 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.5 11.6

I
n August 2012, at their quadrennial national convention in Tampa, the Republican 
Party nominated Governor Mitt Romney as its candidate for president of the United 
States. He was joined on the ticket by Representative Paul Ryan, the Republican 
Party’s nominee for vice president. A week later, in Charlotte, the Democratic Party 
formally renominated President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden as 

the standard bearers for their ticket.
In many ways, the Republican and Democratic conventions were a study in the dramatic dif-

ferences that exist between two major parties. For example, the keynote speakers who appeared 
at each of the conventions were designed to appeal to the each party’s base of supporters. Actor 
Clint Eastwood and former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice spoke at the Republican National 
Convention, while former President Bill Clinton and First Lady Michelle Obama were featured at 
the Democratic National Convention. 

The issue positions taken by the parties’ platforms similarly reflected the often-opposing iden-
tities of the Democrats and the Republicans. The Democratic Party’s platform, for example, advo-
cated for a woman’s right to choose if she wishes to have an abortion. It also supported the 
legalization of same-sex marriage and cutting the defense budget. The Republican Party’s plat-
form, in contrast, took a pro-life stance on abortion, advocated for a constitutional amendment to 
ban same-sex marriage, and called for maintaining federal spending on national defense.

Despite these differences in content and emphasis, the essential purposes of the Republican 
and Democratic conventions were quite similar. First, the conventions served as a venue to for-
mally nominate the parties’ candidates for president of the United States. Second, the gatherings 
were designed to engage the party faithful and energize them for the general election campaign. 
And finally, the conventions were an attempt to increase voters’ interest in the upcoming contest. 
The parties’ decision to hold their conventions in the swing states of Florida and North Carolina 
clearly reflected this goal. 
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CONVENTIONS ARE PEP RALLIES FOR THE PARTY FAITHFUL Above, delegates celebrate 
the nomination of Wendell Willkie at the Republican Party convention in Philadelphia in 1940. 
Below, Michigan delegates show their support for Mitt Romney in 2012.
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11.1

• • •

At the most basic level, a political party is an organized effort by office holders, candi-
dates, activists, and voters to pursue their common interests by gaining and exercising 
power through the electoral process. The goal, of course, is to win office in order to influ-
ence public policy. Nominating candidates to run under the party label is, notably, the key 
differentiating factor between political parties and interest groups. However, as we will 
discuss later in this text, political parties and interest groups now work together so closely 
that it may be difficult to tell where one stops and the other begins.

Political scientists sometimes describe political parties as consisting of three sepa-
rate but related entities: (1) the office holders who organize themselves and pursue 
policy objectives under a party label (the governmental party); (2) the workers and activ-
ists who make up the party’s formal organization structure (the organizational party); and, 
(3) the voters who consider themselves allied or associated with the party (the party in 
the electorate).1

In this chapter, we will address contemporary party politics from each of these vantage 
points. We will trace parties from their roots in the late 1700s to today and will cover reforms 
to party politics that have been sought throughout American history. A discussion of the 
increasing polarization of American political parties will conclude the chapter.

political party
An organized group with shared goals 
and ideals that joins together to run 
candidates for office and exercise 
political and electoral power.

merican political parties have been inclusive and pragmatic since the 
founding of the republic. By tracing the history and development of politi-
cal parties, we will see that even as dramatic shifts in party coalitions and 
reforms have taken place to democratize the electoral process, the com-

petitive two-party system has always featured prominently in the United States.

  The Development of Political Parties, 1800–1824
Though the Framers warned against a government ruled by permanent political alli-
ances, these alliances actually had their roots in the creation of the U.S. Constitution. 
Those who supported the stronger central government fashioned in the new 
Constitution identified with what eventually became the Federalist Party, while the 
future Democratic-Republicans favored a system of greater state authority similar 
to that created by the Articles of Confederation. These alliances, however did not 
codify into permanent groups until President George Washington stepped off the 
national stage. To win the presidency in 1796, his vice president, John Adams, nar-
rowly defeated archrival Thomas Jefferson. According to the Constitution, Jefferson 
became vice president. Over the course of Adams’s single term, the Federalists and 
Democratic-Republicans became increasingly organized around these clashing men 
and their principles. In the presidential election of 1800, the Federalists supported 
Adams’s bid for a second term, but this time the Democratic-Republicans prevailed 
with their nominee, Jefferson, who became the first U.S. president elected as the 
nominee of a political party.

Jefferson was deeply committed to the ideas of his party but not nearly as devoted 
to the idea of a party system. He regarded his party as a temporary measure necessary 
to defeat Adams, not a long-term political tool or an essential element of democracy. 
As a result, Jefferson’s party never achieved widespread loyalty among the nation; rather, 
it drew most of its support from the agrarian South. The Federalists, too, remained a 
regional party, drawing their support from the commercial New England states. No 
broad-based national party organizations existed to mobilize popular support.2 Just as 
the nation was in its infancy, so, too, was the party system.

A

Trace the evolution of the two-party system in the United States.11.1

Roots of the Two-Party System

WhErE DID ThE PArTy SymbOlS 
OrIgInATE?
In 1874, the cartoonist Thomas Nast 
published a cartoon depicting the 
upcoming election at the Central Park 
Zoo. The elephant was labeled “The 
Republican Vote” running away from the 
donkey, which was the symbol chosen by 
Andrew Jackson for his campaign, after 
being known as “the jackass.”
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F IgURE 11 .1  hOW hAS ThE TWO-
PArTy SySTEm DEvElOPED?
The United States has had two political 
parties for much of its existence. Though 
the names of these parties have changed 
over time, the central controversies over 
the role of government in citizens’ lives 
have remained constant. The two parties 
we know today, the Democrats and 
Republicans, have existed since 1856.

SOURCE: Based on Harold W. Stanley and 
Richard G. Niemi, Vital Statistics on American 
Politics, 2007–2008 (Washington, DC: CQ 
Press, 2007). Updated by the authors.

  Jacksonian Democracy, 1824–1860
After the spirited confrontations of the republic’s early years, political parties faded 
somewhat in importance for a quarter of a century. By 1820, the Federalist Party 
dissolved. James Monroe’s presidency from 1817 to 1825 produced the so-called 
Era of Good Feelings, when party competition was nearly nonexistent at the 
national level (see Figure 11.1).

Party organizations, however, continued to develop at the state level, fueled in part 
by the enormous growth in the electorate that took place between 1820 and 1840. 
During this twenty-year period, the United States expanded westward and most states 
abolished property requirements as a condition of white male suffrage. The number of 
votes cast in presidential contests rose from 300,000 to more than 2 million.

Party membership broadened along with the electorate. Formed around President 
Andrew Jackson’s popularity, the Democratic Party, which succeeded the old Jeffersonian 
Democratic-Republicans, attracted most of the newly enfranchised voters, who were 
drawn to Jackson’s charismatic style. Jackson’s strong personality polarized many peo-
ple, and opposition to the president coalesced into the Whig Party. Among the Whig 
Party’s early leaders was Henry Clay, Speaker of the House from 1811 to 1820.

The incumbent Jackson, having won a first term as president in 1828, defeated 
Clay in the 1832 presidential contest. This election was the first in which the party’s 
nominee was chosen at a large party convention rather than the small undemocratic 
caucuses popular until that time. Thus, Jackson was the first chief executive to win the 
White House as the nominee of a truly national, popularly based political party.

The Whigs and the Democrats continued to strengthen after 1832. Their compe-
tition usually proved fierce and closely matched, and they brought the United States 
the first broadly supported two-party system in the Western world.3 Unfortunately 
for the Whigs, the issue of slavery sharpened the many divisive tensions within the 
party, which led to its gradual dissolution and replacement by the new Republican 
Party. Formed in 1854 by anti-slavery activists, the Republican Party set its sights on 
the abolition (or at least containment) of slavery. After a losing presidential effort for 
John C. Frémont in 1856, the party was able to assemble enough support primarily 
from former Whigs and anti-slavery northern Democrats to win the presidency for 
Abraham Lincoln in a fragmented 1860 vote. From the presidential election of 1860 
to this day, the same two major parties, the Republicans and the Democrats, have 
dominated elections in the United States, and control of an electoral majority has 
seesawed between them.

  The golden Age, 1860–1932
Party stability, the dominance of party organizations in local and state govern-
ments, and the impact of those organizations on the lives of millions of voters were 
the central traits of the era called the “Golden Age” of political parties. This era, 
from the end of post–Civil War Reconstruction until the reforms of the Progressive 
Era, featured remarkable stability in the identity of both the Republican and 
Democratic Parties. Such stability has been exceptionally rare in democratic repub-
lics around the world.

Political machines, organizations that use tangible incentives such as jobs and 
favors to win loyalty among voters, were a central element of life for millions of people 
in the United States during the Golden Age. In fact, for city-dwellers, and particularly 
immigrants from European countries such as Ireland, Italy, and Germany, party and 
government were virtually interchangeable during this time. In addition to providing 
housing, employment, and even food to many voters, parties in most major cities 
offered entertainment by organizing torchlight parades, weekend picnics, socials, and 
other community events. Many citizens—even those who were not particularly “politi-
cal”—attended, thereby forming some allegiance to one party or the other.

The parties also gave citizens the opportunity for upward social mobility as they 
rose in the organization. As a result, parties generated intense loyalty and devotion 

political machine
A party organization that recruits 
voter loyalty with tangible incentives 
and is characterized by a high degree 
of control over member activity.
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among their supporters and office holders, which helped to produce startlingly high 
levels of voter turnout—75 percent or better in all presidential elections from 1876 to 
1900—compared with today’s 50–60 percent.4

  The Modern Era
Between 1900 and the 1930s, the government gradually took over a number of impor-
tant functions previously performed by the parties, such as printing ballots, conducting 
elections, and providing social welfare services. These changes had a major impact on 
party loyalty and strength. Beginning in the 1930s with Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New 
Deal, social services began to be regarded as a right of citizenship rather than as a privi-
lege extended in exchange for a person’s support of a party. The flow of immigrants also 
slowed dramatically in the 1920s, causing party machines to lose even greater power in 
many places.

In the post–World War II era, extensive social changes continued to contribute to 
the move away from strong parties. A weakening of the party system gave rise to 
candidate-centered politics, which focus on candidates, their particular issues, and 
character, rather than party affiliation. Parties’ diminished control over issues and cam-
paigns also has given candidates considerable power in how they conduct themselves 
during election season and how they seek resources. Interest groups and lobbyists have 
stepped into the void that weaker parties have left behind. Candidates today compete 
for endorsements and contributions from a variety of multi-issue as well as single-issue 
organizations.

The population shift from urban to suburban locales has also weakened parties. 
During the post–World War II era, millions of people moved from the cities to the 
suburbs, where a sense of privacy and detachment can deter even the most energetic 
party organizers. In addition, population growth in the last half-century has created 
legislative districts with far more people, making it less feasible to knock on every door 
or shake every hand.

candidate-centered politics
Politics that focus on the candidates, 
their particular issues, and character 
rather than party affiliation.

Nowhere in the Constitution do we find a provision 
establishing political parties. Some might point out 

that the First Amendment sets forth the right to assem-
ble as a constitutional right, and this right certainly 
helps to preserve and protect parties from governmen-
tal oppression during rallies and conventions. However, 
the right to assemble is not the same as permission for 
two organizations to mediate elections. Furthermore, 
James Madison, in Federalist No. 10, feared that a 
majority tyranny created by the domination of a single 
faction fighting for one set of interests posed one of 
the greatest dangers to the new American republic. For 
that reason, he hoped that extending the sphere of rep-
resentation among many members of Congress would 
prevent a majority of representatives from coming 
together to vote as a bloc.

How well the modern Democratic and Republican 
Parties embody Madison’s ideal is an open question. On 
one hand, the members of Congress who represent 

each of the parties are not monolithic blocs. Regional, 
religious, and ethnic variations, to name a few, charac-
terize these individuals. On the other hand, we have 
heard growing cries in Washington, D.C., in recent years 
regarding the difficulties of being a political moderate; 
longtime Senator Olympia Snowe (R–ME), for example, 
cited the growing partisanship of Congress as a key rea-
son behind her decision not to seek reelection in 2012. 
The growing polarization of the parties in government is 
discussed throughout this chapter.

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS

1. How could the Constitution be amended to 
officially establish political parties as an 
institution of government? Would this be a good 
idea? Why or why not?

2. Are modern political parties inclusive enough of 
varied citizen interests? Why or why not?

It is difficult to imagine modern American politics without political parties, but where in the text of 

the Constitution do we find the provision to establish them?

TheLiving Constitution
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F IgURE 11 .2  WhAT DOES A rEAlIgnmEnT lOOk lIkE?
The map on the left shows the Electoral College results of the 1928 election, won by Republican Herbert 
Hoover. The map on the right shows the results of the 1932 election, won by Democrat Franklin D. 
Roosevelt. The numbers in the maps represent the number of Electoral College votes allocated to each 
state. Note the obvious increase in the number and percentage of “blue states.”

  Citizen Support and Party Realignment
Periodically, voters make dramatic shifts in partisan preference that drastically alter the 
political landscape. During these party realignments, existing party affiliations are 
subject to upheaval: many voters may change parties, and the youngest age group of 
voters may permanently adopt the label of the newly dominant party.5

Preceding a major realignment are one or more critical elections, which may 
polarize voters around new issues and personalities in reaction to crucial develop-
ments, such as a war or an economic depression. Three tumultuous eras in particular 
have produced significant critical elections. First, Thomas Jefferson, in reaction 
against the Federalist Party’s agenda of a strong, centralized federal government, 
formed the Democratic-Republican Party, which won the presidency and Congress 
in 1800. Second, in reaction to the growing crisis over slavery, the Whig Party gradu-
ally dissolved and the Republican Party gained strength and ultimately won the 
presidency in 1860. Third, the Great Depression caused large numbers of voters to 
repudiate Republican Party policies and embrace the Democratic Party in 1932 (see 
Figure 11.2). Each of these cases resulted in fundamental and enduring alterations in 
the party’s base of supporters. During the New Deal realignment, for example, blue-
collar workers, labor union members, African Americans, and the poor gravitated 
toward the Democratic Party.

A critical election is not the only occasion when changes in partisan affiliation are 
accommodated. More gradual shifts in party coalitions, called secular realignments, 
may also change voters’ loyalties.6 This piecemeal process depends not on convulsive 
shocks to the political system but on slow, barely discernible demographic shifts—the 
shrinking of one party’s base of support and the enlargement of the other’s, for exam-
ple—or simple generational replacement (that is, the dying off of the older generation 
and the maturing of the younger generation).

party realignment
Dramatic shifts in partisan prefer-
ences that drastically alter the political 
landscape.

critical election
An election that signals a party rea-
lignment through voter polarization 
around new issues and personalities.

secular realignment
The gradual rearrangement of party 
coalitions, based more on demo-
graphic shifts than on shocks to the 
political system.
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The most significant recent example of this phenomenon occurred during the late 
1980s and early 1990s, when the southern states, traditionally Democratic stalwarts 
since the Civil War, shifted dramatically toward the Republican Party. Many factors 
contributed to this gradual regional shift in party allegiance. Southern Democrats were 
the most conservative of the New Deal coalition, favoring the social status quo and 
opposing civil rights reform and affirmative action. As the Democratic Party turned 
toward more liberal social causes, such as civil rights and social spending, many south-
ern voters and politicians shifted their allegiance toward the Republicans.7

The Organization of American 
Political Parties

D

Outline the structure of American political parties at the national, state, and local levels.11.2

espite significant changes in their structure and functions, the two major 
parties remain fairly well organized. Parties organize conflict and represent 
citizens’ interests in Washington, D.C., state capitals, and local govern-
ments throughout the nation (see Figure 11.3). They also engage in many 

of the fund-raising activities necessary to run candidates for political office and provide 
the manpower and electoral expertise to deliver voters on Election Day. Examining the 
national, state, and local parties separately should not lead us to overlook the increasing 
integration of these party units, however.

F IgURE 11 .3  hOW ArE POlITIcAl PArTIES OrgAnIzED?
American political parties are national in scope, but their real roots—and power—lie in state and local party 
organizations. Thus, the organization of political parties in America is often presented as a pyramid, with 
identifiers and voters as the “base” and the national chair as the “pinnacle.”

National
chair

National
committee

National
convention

State central committees and
state conventions

Congressional district committees

City and county committees

Precinct and ward committees

Activists and volunteers

Identifiers and voters

NATIONAL

STATE

LOCAL
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  The National Party
The national party organization sits at the pinnacle of the party system in the United 
States. Its primary function is to establish a cohesive vision for partisan identifiers 
nationwide and to disseminate that vision to party members and voters. A chairperson, 
who serves as the head of the national committee, leads the national party. Every four 
years, the national committee organizes a convention designed to reevaluate policies 
and nominate a candidate for the presidency.

THE NATIONAL CHAIRPERSON The key national party official is the chair of the 
national committee. The chair is usually selected by the sitting president or newly 
nominated presidential candidate, who is accorded the right to name the individual 
for at least the duration of his or her campaign. The national committee may also 
choose the chair when the election has ended and the party has been defeated.

The chair is the primary spokesperson and arbitrator for the party during the four 
years between elections. He or she has the responsibility of damping down factional-
ism, negotiating candidate disputes, and preparing the machinery for the next presi-
dential election. Perhaps most critically, the chair is called upon to raise funds and keep 
the party financially strong. Balancing the interests of all potential party candidates is 
a particularly difficult job, and strict neutrality is normally expected from the chair. In 
2012, the chair of the Republican National Committee was Reince Priebus. His 
Democratic counterpart was Representative Debbie Wasserman-Schultz (D-FL).

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE The first national party committees were skeletal 
and formed some years after the first presidential nominating conventions in the 
1830s. First the Democrats in 1848 and then the Republicans in 1856 established 
national governing bodies—the Democratic National Committee, or DNC, and the 
Republican National Committee, or RNC—to make arrangements for the national 
conventions and to coordinate the subsequent presidential campaigns.

Each party has also formed party committees in both chambers of Congress that are 
loosely allied with the DNC and RNC. The Democratic committees are called the Democratic 
Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) and the Democratic Senatorial Campaign 
Committee (DSCC). The Republican committees are called the National Republican 
Campaign Committee (NRCC) and the National Republican Senatorial Committee 
(NRSC). These organizations raise and distribute campaign funds for House and Senate seats, 
develop campaign strategies, recruit candidates, and conduct on-the-ground campaigns.

Ratification of the Seventeenth Amendment to the Constitution in 1913 initiated the 
popular election of U.S. senators causing both parties to organize separate Senate cam-
paign committees. This three-part arrangement of national party committee, House party 
committee, and Senate party committee has persisted in both parties to the present day, 
and each party’s three committees are located in Washington, D.C. An informal division 
of labor, however, does exist among the national committees. Whereas the DNC and RNC 
focus primarily on aiding presidential campaigns and conducting general party-building 
activities, the congressional campaign committees work primarily to maximize the number 
of seats held by their respective parties in Congress. In the past two decades, all six national 
committees have become major players in American campaigns and elections.8

  The National Convention
Every four years, each party holds a national convention to nominate its presidential and 
vice presidential candidates. Because the party’s chosen candidate is now usually known 
before the event, organizers of modern party conventions can script the event to mobilize 
supporters and engage more casual observers. The convention also fulfills its function as 
the ultimate governing body for the party. The rules adopted and the party platform that 
is passed serve as durable guidelines to steer the party until the next convention. In addi-
tion, party rules play a role in determining the relative influence of factions within the 
party and can increase or decrease the party’s chances for electoral success.

national convention
A party meeting held in the presiden-
tial election year for the purposes of 
nominating a presidential and vice 
presidential ticket and adopting a 
platform.
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Delegates, or representatives to the party conventions, do much of the work at these 
events. Delegates are no longer selected by party leaders, but by citizens participating in 
primary elections and grassroots caucuses. The apportionment of delegates to presidential 
candidates varies by party. A Democratic Party rule decrees that a state’s delegates be 
apportioned in proportion to the votes cast in support of each candidate in the state pri-
mary or caucus (so that, for example, a candidate who receives 30 percent of the vote gains 
about 30 percent of the convention delegates). In contrast, the Republican Party allows 
states to choose between this proportional system or a winner-take-all system.

Who the delegates are, a topic of less importance today than when delegates enjoyed 
more power in the selection process, still reveals interesting differences between political 
parties. Both parties draw their delegates from an elite group whose income and educa-
tional levels are far above the average American’s. About 40 percent of delegates at the 2012 
Democratic convention were minorities, and half were women. Only 13 percent of the 
delegates to the 2012 Republican convention were racial and ethnic minorities. Although 
this number may seem small when compared to the Democrats, it represents an increase in 
minority representation from 2008, when 7 percent of the delegates were minorities.

The Democratic Party also allows party officials to serve as superdelegates. 
Superdelegates are not pledged to a candidate and thus may support whichever candi-
date they choose. Superdelegates allow the party to maintain some level of control over 
the selection process, while still allowing most delegates to be pledged by the people.

  State and Local Parties
Although national committee activities attract most of the media attention, the roots 
of the party lie not in Washington, D.C., but in the states and localities. Virtually all 
government regulation of political parties falls to the states. Most importantly, the vast 
majority of party leadership positions are filled at subnational levels.

The arrangement of party committees provides for a broad base of support. The 
smallest voting unit, the precinct, usually takes in a few adjacent neighborhoods and is 
the fundamental building block of the party. The United States has more than 100,000 
precincts. The precinct committee members are the foot soldiers of any party, and their 
efforts are supplemented by party committees above them in the wards, cities, counties, 
towns, villages, and congressional districts.

The state governing body supervising this collection of local party organizations is 
usually called the state central (or executive) committee. Its members come from all 
major geographic units, as determined by and selected under state law. Generally, state 
parties are free to act within the limits set by their state legislatures without interfer-
ence from the national party. One key exception is the selection and seating of presi-
dential convention delegates. Here, the national committee may establish quotas or 
mandates regarding type, number, or manner of electing delegates.

Increased fund-raising, campaign events, registration drives, publicity, and dis-
tribution of campaign literature have also enabled parties to become more effective 
political actors over the past three decades.9

  Informal groups
Numerous official and semi-official groups also attempt to affect the formal party 
organizations. Both the DNC and RNC have affiliated organizations of state and local 
party women (the National Federation of Democratic Women and the National 
Federation of Republican Women), as well as numerous college campus organizations, 
including the College Democrats of America and the College Republican National 
Committee. The youth divisions (the Young Democrats of America and the Young 
Republican National Federation) have a generous definition of “young,” up to and 
including age thirty-five. State governors in each party have their own party associa-
tions, too (the Democratic Governors Association and the Republican Governors 
Association). Each of these organizations provides loyal and energetic foot soldiers for 
campaigns and voter mobilization.

delegate
Representative to the party convention.

superdelegate
Delegate to the Democratic Party’s 
national convention whose vote at the 
convention is unpledged to a candidate; 
this position is reserved for a party 
official.
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Explore Your World
Political parties are the building blocks of governmental systems across the globe. They are a 
fundamental representation of the values and ideals of the people, and are essential for the long-term 
development of emerging democracies. Countries use party systems to shape and maintain their 
chosen system of government, with varying degrees of effectiveness. While the United States has only 
two major parties, other states may have as few as one or more than fifty political parties. Review the 
table below for information on parties in the legislatures of several other countries.

The twelve political parties shown in this table 
are only a subset of the political parties 
represented in the Brazilian legislature. Some 
parties are represented by only one or two 
members. This diversity of parties is common in 
countries like Brazil and India, which are large and 
have significant social and political variations.

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS

1. What geographic and political factors do you think contribute to the number of political 
parties in each state?

2. How are common words such as “democratic” used differently across political 
systems? Why do you think these variations exist?

3. Do you feel that your views can be adequately represented by the two-party system in 
the United States? Do you completely agree with the views of one party, or do you 
find yourself more moderate in your opinions?

  Left Wing Centrist Right Wing

 United States Democratic   Republican

 
Brazil Worker’s

Socialist
Democratic Labour
Communist
Socialist People’s

Brazilian Democratic
 Movement
Republic
Brazil Republican
Brazilian Social  
 Democracy
Democrats
Brazilian Labour

Social Christian

 
Canada New Democratic Liberal Conservative

 
China Chinese Communist    

 
Israel Israeli Labour Kadima

Independence
Likud
Yisrael Beietenu
Shas
United Torah  
 Judaism

 
Nigeria Action Congress of  

 Nigeria
People’s Democratic  
 Party

All Nigeria  
 People’s Party

 United Kingdom Labour
Sinn Fein

Liberal Democrats
Democratic Unionist
Scottish National

Conservative

NOTES: Parties are listed only if five or more members in the legislature represented them in 
2012. Within ideological labels, parties are arranged from top to bottom based on number of 
seats held.

Many states, like the United Kingdom, have 
significant nationalist or regional parties 
represented in their legislatures. Sinn Fein, the 
Democratic Unionist, and the Scottish National 
Parties all represent this ideal in the United 
Kingdom.

In some states, such as China, only one political party is allowed to exist 
upon order of the government. The Chinese Communist Party is the world’s 
largest political party, claiming over 80 million members.
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Just outside the party orbit are the supportive interest groups and associations that 
often provide money, labor, or other forms of assistance to the parties. Labor unions, 
progressive groups, teachers, African American and women’s groups, and Americans 
for Democratic Action are some of the Democratic Party’s most important supporters. 
Businesses, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, evangelical Christian organizations, and 
some pro-life groups work closely with the Republicans.

Each U.S. party also has several institutionalized sources of policy ideas. Though 
unconnected to the parties in any official sense, these think tanks, or institutional col-
lections of policy-oriented researchers and academics who are sources of policy ideas, 
influence party positions and platforms. Republicans have dominated the world of think 
tanks, with prominent conservative groups including the Hudson Institute, American 
Enterprise Institute, and Heritage Foundation. And, the libertarian Cato Institute is 
closely aligned with the Republican Party. While generally fewer in number, prominent 
think tanks that generally align with the Democratic Party include the Center for 
American Progress, Center for National Policy, and Open Society Foundations.

Activities of American Political 
Parties

think tank
Institutional collection of policy- 
oriented researchers and academics 
who are sources of policy ideas.

F

Identify the functions performed by American political parties.11.3

or over 200 years, the two-party system has served as the mechanism 
American society uses to organize and resolve social and political conflict. 
Political parties often are the chief agents of change in our political system. 
They provide vital services to society, and it would be difficult to envision 

political life without them. They are mainly involved in running candidates for office, 
getting out the vote, facilitating electoral choice, providing leadership in policy formu-
lation, and organizing institutions of government, such as congressional committees.

HOW DO COLLEGE STUDENTS HELP POLITICAL PARTIES?

College students can be important volunteers for political parties and candidates. Here, students volunteer 
to make phone calls on behalf of 2012 Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney.
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FIgURE 11 .4  hOW mUch mOnEy DO PArTIES rAISE?
Changes in political campaigns and campaign finance laws have allowed both political parties to raise 
increasing amounts of money over the past twenty years. Historically, the Republican Party’s fund-raising 
dwarfed that of their Democratic counterparts, but beginning in 2008, the Democratic Party has come much 
closer to and even surpassed Republicans’ fund-raising.

SOURCES: 2000–2014 from Center for Responsive Politics, www.opensecrets.org/parties, and earlier years from Harold W. 
Stanley and Richard Niemi, Vital Statistics on American Politics, 2003–2004 (Washington, DC: CQ Press, 2004).
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  Running Candidates for Office
Recruiting candidates for local, state, and national office is one of the most important 
tasks of the parties. Party leaders identify strong candidates and interest them in run-
ning for the thousands of open or vulnerable state, local, and congressional seats each 
year. However, it has become increasingly difficult to find and persuade attractive can-
didates to run for office, particularly in an era when candidates know they will be 
intensely scrutinized by the press and public.

RAISINg MONEY Although candidates must raise substantial funds on their own (a 
candidate for a House seat must raise between $500,000 and $1 million; and a candi-
date for a Senate seat must raise several million dollars), political parties, particularly 
during mid-term and presidential election years, spend a great deal of time raising and 
disseminating money for candidates. Historically, Republicans enjoyed greater fund-
raising success than Democrats, due in large part to a significant number of wealthy 
identifiers and donors. However, in recent years, Democrats have caught up, even out-
raising Republicans during the 2008 presidential election (see Figure 11.4).

The parties can raise so much money because they have developed networks of 
donors accessed by a variety of methods. Republican efforts to reach donors through 
the mail date back to the early 1960s and accelerated in the mid-1970s, when postage 
and production costs were relatively low. Nowadays, both parties have highly successful 
mail, phone, and e-mail solicitation lists. They also use Internet sites, online advertise-
ments, and social media such as Facebook and Twitter to help reach supporters and 
raise money for their candidates’ electoral pursuits.

MObILIzINg SUPPORT AND gETTINg OUT THE VOTE The parties take a num-
ber of steps to broaden citizens’ knowledge of candidates and campaigns in the days 
leading up to the election. Parties, for example, spend millions of dollars for national, 
state, and local public opinion surveys. In important contests, the parties also commis-
sion tracking polls to chart the daily rise or fall of public support for a candidate. The 
information provided in these polls is invaluable to developing campaign strategy in 
the tense concluding days of an election.
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Both parties also operate sophisticated media divisions that specialize in the design 
and production of TV advertisements for party nominees at all levels. And, both par-
ties train the armies of political volunteers and paid operatives who run the candidates’ 
campaigns. Early in each election cycle, the national parties also help prepare volumi-
nous research reports on opponents, analyzing their public statements, votes, and 
attendance records.

In addition, the parties, along with civic organizations, register and mobilize large 
numbers of people to vote. Both parties greatly emphasize their duty to “get out the 
vote” (GOTV) on Election Day. One tactic used by modern parties is “micro-targeting,” 
a practice derived from the field of consumer behavior. With data obtained from a 
growing volume of government census records and marketing firms, parties use advanced 
computer models to identify potential voters based on consumer preferences, personal 
habits, and past voting behavior. Once identified, these voters’ names are stored in a 
database—Republicans call theirs the Voter Vault—and shared with individual cam-
paigns, whose volunteers contact voters by phone and personal visits. The detailed infor-
mation accessed from these databases allows campaigns to carefully tailor their mes-
sages to individual voters. The voter turnout drive culminates during the final seventy-two 
hours of the campaign, when party operatives personally contact voters and remind 
them to vote. During the 2012 election, Democrats attributed much of their victory in 
the presidential election to their  successful GOTV efforts—or ground game—which 
led to Democrats out-voting Republicans by significant margins in most states.

  Formulating and Promoting Policy
The national party platform is the most visible instrument that parties use to formu-
late, convey, and promote public policy. Every four years, each party writes a lengthy 
platform explaining its positions on key issues. In a two-party system, a party’s plat-
form argues why its preferences are superior to those of the rival party. This is particu-
larly true for contentious social issues that have little room for compromise and that 
divide the electorate, such as abortion and same-sex marriage.

Scholarship suggests that about two-thirds of the promises in the victorious par-
ty’s presidential platform are completely or mostly implemented. Moreover, about one-
half or more of the pledges of the losing party also tend to find their way into public 
policy, a trend no doubt reflecting the effort of both parties to support broad policy 
positions that enjoy widespread support in the general public.10 For example, in 2012, 
both party platforms supported budget reform, an issue that Democrats and 
Republicans in Congress vowed to quickly address (see Table 11.1).

national party platform
A statement of the general and spe-
cific philosophy and policy goals of a 
political party, usually promulgated at 
the national convention.

TAbLE 11.1 WhAT DO PArTy PlATfOrmS SAy?

Issue Democratic Platform Republican Platform

Abortion Strongly supports Roe v. Wade (1973) 
and a woman’s right to choose.

Upholds the “sanctity of human life”; 
believes unborn children have “individual 
right to life.”

Defense Supports reductions in federal defense 
spending.

Believes that cuts in defense spending 
would be “disaster” for national 
security.

Medicare Opposes any movement toward privati-
zation of or vouchers for Medicare.

Believes in “premium-support” model 
for Medicare.

Public-Employee 
Unions

Opposes attacks on collective bargaining 
undertaken by some Republican 
governors.

Supports Republican governors’ efforts 
to reform laws governing unions.

Same-Sex  
Marriage

Supports marriage equality and equal 
treatment under law for same-sex 
couples.

Supports constitutional amendment 
defining marriage as between one man 
and one woman.

SOURCES: “Moving America Forward: 2012 Democratic National Platform,” http://www.democrats.org/democratic-
national-platform; and http://www.gop.com/2012-republican-platform_home.
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  Organizing government
Political parties are able to implement their policy agendas in part because they play 
such a significant role in organizing the operations of government and providing 
structure for political conflict within and between the branches. Here, we consider 
the role of parties in the legislative, executive, and judicial branches at the federal and 
state levels.

PARTIES IN CONgRESS Nowhere is the party more visible or vital than in the 
Congress. In this century, political parties have dramatically increased the sophistica-
tion and impact of their internal congressional organizations. Prior to the beginning 
of every session, the parties in both houses of Congress gather (or “caucus”) separately 
to select party leaders and to arrange for the assignment of members of each cham-
ber’s committees. In effect, then, the parties organize and operate Congress.

Congressional party leaders enforce discipline among party members in various 
ways. These leaders can, for example, award committee assignments and chairs to the 
loyal, or withhold them from the rebellious, regardless of seniority. Pork-barrel proj-
ects—government projects yielding rich patronage benefits that sustain many legisla-
tors’ electoral survival—may be included or deleted during the appropriations process. 
Small favors and perquisites (such as the allocation of desirable office space or the 
scheduling of floor votes for the convenience of a member) can also be useful levers.

Perhaps as a response to these increased incentives, party labels have become the 
most powerful predictor of congressional voting. In the past few years, party-line vot-
ing has increased noticeably, as reflected in the upward trend in both Democrats’ and 
Republicans’ party unity, shown in Figure 11.5. Although not invariably predictive, a 
member’s party affiliation proved to be the best indicator of his or her votes. In 2011, 
party unity among both parties in the House and Senate topped 85 percent. The House 
Republicans and the Senate Democrats—who controlled their houses of Congress—
set records for party unity at 91 and 92 percent, respectively.11

THE PRESIDENTIAL PARTY The president carries the mantle of leader of his party 
and he is often the public face of his party’s agenda. Some presidents have taken their 
party responsibilities more seriously than others. Woodrow Wison and Franklin D. 
Roosevelt dedicated themselves to building their party in both the electorate and in 
government. Republicans Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush also exemplified the 
“pro-party” presidency.

With few exceptions, presidents appoint members of their own party to key execu-
tive departmental offices and other positions. The president and White House also 
work closely with congressional party leaders to pass legislation. Because the president 
cannot introduce legislation on his own, he must rely on party members to propose and 
support White House–backed initiatives in Congress. Presidents reciprocate the sup-
port they receive from members of Congress by appointing many activists to office, 
recruiting candidates, raising money for the party treasury, and campaigning exten-
sively for party nominees during election seasons.

The electoral fortunes of the parties rise and fall with the success of the president. 
Even when the president is not on the ballot during mid-term elections, voters still 
hold the president’s party accountable for current problems.

PARTIES IN THE FEDERAL COURTS Although federal judges do not run for office 
under a party label, judges are creatures of the political process, and their posts are consid-
ered patronage plums. Judges are often chosen not only for their abilities but also as rep-
resentatives of a certain philosophy or approach to government. Most recent presidents 
have appointed judges overwhelmingly from their own party. Democratic executives tend 
to select more liberal judges who are friendly to social programs or labor interests. 
Republican executives generally lean toward conservatives, hoping they will be tough on 
criminal defendants, opposed to abortion, and supportive of business interests. These 
opposing ideals may lead to conflict between the president and the Senate. President 
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Barack Obama, for example, has seen many of his judicial appointments blocked by 
Senate Republicans, who refused to allow a vote on the nominations. This tactic is an 
attempt to forestall ideological changes that can last far beyond the next election cycle.

PARTIES IN STATE gOVERNMENT Most of the conclusions discussed about the 
parties’ relationships to the national legislative, executive, and judicial branches apply to 
those branches at the state level as well. State legislators, however, depend on their state 
and local parties for election assistance much more than do their congressional coun-
terparts. Whereas members of Congress have significant support from interest groups 
and large government-provided staffs to assist (directly or indirectly) their reelection 
efforts, state legislative candidates need party workers and, increasingly, the party’s 
financial support and technological resources at election time.

Governors in many states hold greater influence over their parties’ organizations 
and legislators than do presidents. Many governors have more patronage positions at 
their command than the president, and these material rewards and incentives give 
governors added clout with party activists and office holders. In addition, tradition in 
some states permits the governor to play a part in selecting the legislature’s committee 
chairs and party floor leaders, and some state executives even attend and help direct the 
party legislative caucuses, activities no president would ever undertake.

HOW HAS PARTY UNITY  AFFECTED POLIT ICS?
Although she rose to prominence in New Hampshire as a moderate and pragmatic Democratic governor who 
was willing to work with a Republican-controlled legislature, Senator Jeanne Shaheen’s solidly Democratic voting 
record—97 percent with her party between January 2013 and March 2014—was a central issue in her  
reelection bid. Her voting record underscores the increasingly partisan nature of the Senate in which both parties 
pressure their members to remain loyal, but few bills become law. Shaheen is pictured here with Senator Kelly 
Ayotte (R-N.H.), both of whom joined a small bipartisan group that pushed for an end to the government 
shutdown in 2013.
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The influence of party organizations in state judiciaries varies tremendously. Some 
states have taken dramatic actions to ensure that their Supreme Court judges can make 
independent decisions. Many of these states use a selection system called the Missouri 
Plan, which relies on a nonpartisan judicial nominating commission, to choose 
appointed state court judges. But, in other states (and in many local judicial elections), 
Supreme Court judges run as party candidates. These partisan elections have received 
a great deal of criticism in recent years, as they have become more costly and personal. 
Many commentators argue that they are contrary to the ideal of blind justice.

  Furthering Unity, Linkage, and Accountability
Parties, finally, are the glue that holds together the disparate elements of the U.S. gov-
ernmental and political apparatus. The Framers designed a system that divides and 
subdivides power, making it possible to preserve individual liberty but difficult to coor-
dinate and initiate action in a timely fashion. Parties help compensate for this draw-
back by linking the branches of government. Although rivalry between the branches is 
inevitable, the partisan and ideological affiliations of the leaders of each branch consti-
tute a common basis for cooperation, as the president and his fellow party members in 
Congress usually demonstrate daily. Not surprisingly, presidential candidates and pres-
idents are also inclined to push policies similar to those advocated by their party’s 
congressional leaders.

Even within each branch, party affiliation helps bring together members of the 
House of Representatives and the Senate, or the president and the department heads 
in the bureaucracy. Similarly, the division of national, state, and local governments, 
while always an invitation to struggle, is made more workable by the intersecting party 
relationships that exist among office holders at all levels. Party affiliation, in other 
words, provides a basis for mediation and negotiation laterally among the branches of 
government and vertically among national, state, and local layers.

WhAT DOES A nOnPArTISAn PrESIDEnT lOOk lIkE?
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, a former military general and World War II hero, is as close to a 
nonpartisan president as modern America has ever had. Though he was very popular personally, his 
moderate agenda and unwillingness to work with party leaders translated into little support for the 
Republican Party.
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The party’s linkage function does not end there. Party identification and orga-
nization foster communication between the voter and the candidate, as well as 
between the voter and the office holder. The party connection represents one means 
of increasing accountability in election campaigns and in government. Candidates 
on the campaign trail and elected party leaders are required from time to time to 
account for their performance at party-sponsored forums, nominating primaries, 
and on Election Day.

Party Identification in the Electorate

T

Analyze how political socialization and group affiliations shape party identification.11.4

he party in the electorate—the mass of potential voters who identify with 
a party label—is a crucial element of the political party. But, in some 
respects, it is the weakest component of the U.S. political party system. 
Although party identification, or a citizen’s attachment to a political 

party, tends to be a reliable indicator of likely voting choices, the trend is for fewer vot-
ers to declare loyalty to a party; 29 percent of voters called themselves independents on 
Election Day in 2012.

For those Americans who do firmly adopt a party label, their attachment is likely 
to persist and become a central political reference symbol and perceptual screen. Strong 
party identifiers are more likely than other Americans to turn out on Election Day. 
Party activists who not only vote but also contribute time, energy, efforts, and financial 
support to the party are drawn from the ranks of the strong identifiers.

  Political Socialization
Not surprisingly, parents are the single greatest influence in establishing a person’s first 
party identification. Parents who are politically active and share the same party identifi-
cation raise children who will be strong party identifiers, whereas parents without party 
affiliations or with mixed affiliations produce offspring more likely to be independents.

Early socialization is hardly the last step in an individual’s acquisition and main-
tenance of a party identity; marriage, economic status, and other aspects of adult life 
can change one’s loyalty. Charismatic political personalities, particularly at the national 
level (such as Franklin D. Roosevelt and Ronald Reagan), can influence party identifi-
cation, as can cataclysmic events (the Civil War and the Great Depression are the best 
examples). Hot-button social issues (for instance, abortion and same-sex marriage), 
sectionalism, and candidate-oriented politics may also influence party ties.

  group Affiliations
Just as individuals vary in the strength of their partisan choice, so do groups vary in the 
degree to which they identify with the Democratic Party or the Republican Party. 
Variations in party identification are particularly noticeable when geography, gender, 
race and ethnicity, age, social and economic status, religion, and marital status are 
examined (see Table 11.2). It is important to note, however, that all of the general party 
identifications discussed below are broad tendencies that reflect and reinforce the issue 
and policy positions the two parties take.

gEOgRAPHY Many modern states, particularly in the Mid-Atlantic, Rust Belt, and 
Southwest, are rather closely contested between the parties; these states are often 
referred to as “swing states” in electoral politics. Democrats, however, dominate in 
the Northeast and California, while Republicans are strongest in the South and 
Midwest. In 2012, the most Democratic states were Hawaii, Maryland, Rhode Island 

party identification
A citizen’s personal affinity for a polit-
ical party, usually expressed by a ten-
dency to vote for the candidates of 
that party.
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TAbLE 11.2 WhO IDEnTIfIES AS A DEmOcrAT? A rEPUblIcAn?

    Democratic 
Identifiers Independents Republican 

Identifiers
Gender Male 29 38 29

  Female 40 29 27

Race Black 69 22 5

  Hispanic 32 46 11

  White 26 38 32

Age 18–29 36 38 23

  30–49 32 38 27

  50–64 36 31 29

  65 and over 36 31 29

Income <20,000 42 34 20

  20,000–29,999 40 34 23

  30,000–49,999 35 34 29

  50,000–74,999 33 33 31

  75,000+ 30 40 31

Education
High School or 
Less 38 40 23

  Some College 33 33 30

 
College 
Graduate 32 36 29

 
Postgraduate 
Degree 39 35 25

Religion
White 
Evangelical 17 27 52

 
White Mainline 
Protestant 28 35 34

  Jewish 49 28 19

Ideology Conservative 18 28 51

  Moderate 36 42 18

  Liberal 64 29 5

NOTE: Percentages do not add to 100 because the category “Other/don’t know” is omitted. In this survey, this 
category was always 2–5 percent of respondents.

SOURCE: Pew Research Center, A Closer Look at the Parties in 2012, August 23, 2012, http://www.people-press.
org/2012/08/23/a-closer-look-at-the-parties-in-2012/.

and New York. In contrast, the most Republican states were Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, 
and North Dakota.13

gENDER Some political scientists argue that the difference in the way men and 
women vote first emerged in 1920, when newly enfranchised women registered over-
whelmingly as Republicans. Not until the 1980 presidential election, however, did 
scholars observe a noticeable and possibly significant gender gap in party identifica-
tion. This pattern continues to play an important role in politics. Today, 40 percent of 
women identify as Democrats, and 27 percent as Republicans.

Most researchers, however, now explain the gender gap by focusing not on the 
Republican Party’s difficulties in attracting female voters, but rather on the 
Democratic Party’s inability to attract the votes of men. As one study notes, the 
gender gap exists because of the lack of support for the Democratic Party among 
men and the corresponding male preference for the Republican Party. These differ-
ences stem largely from divergences of opinions about social welfare and military 
issues.14

RACE AND ETHNICITY Race is a significant indicator of party identification. African 
Americans, for example, provide approximately 25 percent of the Democratic Party’s 
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support in presidential elections. The advantage they offer the Democrats in party affili-
ation dwarfs the edge given to either party by any other significant segment of the elec-
torate, and their proportion of strong Democrats is three times that of whites.

Hispanics supplement African Americans as Democratic stalwarts; by more than 
two-thirds, Hispanics prefer the Democratic Party. Some divisions do exist by country of 
origin. Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Central Americans have historically 
aligned with the Democratic Party. Although Cuban Americans have historically identi-
fied as Republican, during the last five years they have shifted toward the Democratic 
Party. Asian Americans also tend to be divided based on country of origin, but higher-
income Asian Americans tend to identify as Republican.

As the Hispanic population has increased rapidly in recent years and now exceeds 
that of African Americans, Republicans have fought to make inroads with Hispanic 
voters. During the 2012 Republican National Convention, for example, the party 
showcased a number of visible Hispanic leaders, including Senator Marco Rubio (FL) 
and Governor Susana Martinez (NM). Still, debates and proposals regarding immigra-
tion and the DREAM Act continue to reveal how difficult it is for Republicans to 
appeal to a potentially supportive new voting bloc while also satisfying their conserva-
tive base with immigration restrictions and increased enforcement.

AgE Individuals in the same age range are likely to have experienced similar events 
during the period in which they formed their party loyalties. Today, middle-aged vot-
ers disproportionately favor the Republican Party. These voters, often at the height of 
their career and, consequently, their earning potential, tend to favor the low taxes 
championed by Republicans.15 In contrast, the Democratic Party’s more liberal posi-
tions on social issues tend to resonate with today’s moderate but socially progressive 
young adults. The nation’s oldest voters, who were alive during the Great Depression, 
also tend to favor the Democratic Party and its support for social insurance programs.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS Occupation, income, and education are closely 
related, so many of the same partisan patterns appear in all three classifications. 

WhIch POlITIcAl PArTy DO hISPAnIcS SUPPOrT?
Hispanic voters increasingly support Democratic candidates, although this may vary with an individual’s 
country of origin. Here, a Hispanic delegate to the Democratic National Convention shows her support for 
President Barack Obama.
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Higher-income Americans are more likely to affiliate with Republicans, and lower-income 
Americans are more likely to identify with Democrats. The same pattern is generally evident 
with regard to education, although those with advanced degrees tend to be Democrats.16 
The GOP remains predominant among executives, professionals, and white-collar workers, 
whereas the Democrats lead substantially among trial lawyers, educators, and blue-collar 
workers. Labor union members are also Democrats by nearly two to one. Women who do 
not work outside the home tend to be conservative and favor the Republicans.

RELIgION Religion can be evaluated based on both denomination and religiosity, or 
how frequently an individual engages in activities such as prayer and church attendance. 
With respect to religious denomination, Catholic and, even more so, Jewish voters tend 
to favor the Democratic Party, while Mormons and white Protestants—especially 
Methodists, Presbyterians, and Episcopalians—align with the Republicans. The 
Republican Party has also made gains among the most religious identifiers of all sects; 
between 2008 and 2011, the Pew Research Center observed a 9 percent increase in sup-
port for the GOP among both practicing Catholics and Jews. These increases may 
reflect the party’s visible support for socially conservative viewpoints, including opposi-
tion to abortion and contraception.17

MARITAL STATUS Even marital status reveals something about partisan affilia-
tion. People who are married tend to favor the Republican Party, while single people 
who have never married tend to identify with the Democratic Party. Taken as a 
group, the widowed lean toward the Democrats, probably because these voters are 
older and there are many more widows than widowers; here, the age and gender gaps 
are again expressing themselves. The divorced and the separated, who may be experi-
encing economic hardship, appear to be more liberal than the married population.18

Minor Parties in the American 
Two-Party System

T

Evaluate the role of minor parties in the American two-party system.11.5

o this point, our discussion has focused largely on the activities of the two 
major political parties, the Democrats and the Republicans. This is not an 
entirely complete picture of the political system. Although minor parties 
face a challenge in surviving and thriving in the American political system, 

these parties continue to make important contributions to the political process, reveal-
ing sectional and political divides and bringing to light new issues and ideas.

  The Formation and Role of Minor Parties
The decision to form a political party can be a difficult one. Most parties are rooted in 
social movements made up of activists and groups whose primary goal is to influence 
public policy. Parties aim to accomplish the same goal, but they also run candidates for 
elective office. Making this transition requires a substantial investment of financial and 
human resources, as well as a broad base of political support to compete in elections. 
Throughout history, therefore, very few social movements have evolved into parties. 
Those that have succeeded in this mission have had the support of political elites and 
uninhibited access to the ballot.

For example, during the 1840s and 1850s, the Liberty and Free Soil Parties formed 
around the abolition issue. The parties’ leaders were well-educated Northerners who 
accounted for a significant proportion of the electorate at the time. In contrast, when civil 
rights issues emerged on the agenda again in the early twentieth century, it was through a 
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Take a Closer Look
Although minor parties have enjoyed only limited electoral success in the United States, they have been 
successful in bringing to the table many new issues ripe for consideration. In recent elections, the Libertarian 
Party, the United States’ third largest and fastest growing party, has enjoyed this type of success. Though its 
candidates have won few electoral victories, the party’s emphases on small government, laissez-faire 
economics, and personal liberty have received increasing attention from supporters of the Tea Party movement. 
Republican presidential candidate and Representative Ron Paul also advocated for many of these positions.

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS

1. How are the Libertarian Party’s ideas similar to and different from those of the 
Republican and Democratic Parties?

2. Why do so few Americans know about and understand the positions of minor 
parties such as the Libertarian Party?

3. Can the Libertarian Party become a major party in the United States? What 
changes would be necessary to the U.S. electoral system in order for this to 
happen?

The Libertarian Party’s platform seeks an ”America at peace with the 
world” and supports an end to ”the current U.S. government policy of 
foreign intervention, including military and economic aid.”

The Libertarian Party advocates for personal liberty in all aspects of life. 
The platform states that ”individuals should be free to make choices for 
themselves and to accept responsibility for the consequences of the 
choices they make.”

The Libertarian Party’s platform argues that all individuals should enjoy 
their natural rights. It further argues that ”sexual orientation, preference, 
gender, or gender identity should have no impact on the government’s 
treatment of individuals.”
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TAbLE 11.3 WhAT ArE SOmE Of AmErIcA’S mInOr PArTIES?

Minor Party Year Founded Primary Purpose
Liberty/Free-Soil 1840 Abolition of slavery

Prohibition 1880 Prohibition of alcohol sale and consumption

Progressive/Bull 
Moose 1912 Factionalism in Republican Party; gave Theodore 

Roosevelt the platform to run for the presidency

American Independent 1968 States’ rights; opposition to desegregation

Libertarian 1971 Opposition to governmental intervention in  
economic and social policy

Reform 1996 Economic issues; tax reform, national debt,  
federal deficit

Green 2000 Environmentalism and social justice

social movement led by activists in groups such as the NAACP. One reason why this social 
movement did not become a party was the fact that black voters in areas where segregation 
had the most significant impact were largely denied the franchise and thus could not have 
voted for potential party candidates. The ability of the current Tea Party movement to develop 
into a full-fledged third party will hinge on many of these same variables. To date, it appears 
the group has become a faction—albeit highly vocal—within the larger Republican Party. It 
has, however, had success in controlling the party’s agenda and demanding budget cuts.

Minor parties based on causes neglected by the major parties have significantly 
affected American politics (see Table 11.3). These parties find their roots in sectional-
ism (as did the Southern states’ rights Dixiecrats, who broke away from the Democrats 
in 1948); in economic protest (such as the agrarian revolt that fueled the Populists, an 
1892 prairie-states party); in specific issues (such as the Green Party’s support of the 
environment); in ideology (the Socialist, Communist, and Libertarian Parties are 
examples); and in appealing, charismatic personalities (Theodore Roosevelt’s affiliation 
with the Bull Moose Party in 1912 is perhaps the best example).

Minor parties achieve their greatest successes when they incorporate new ideas or 
alienated groups or nominate attractive candidates as their standard-bearers. They also 
thrive when declining trust in the two major political parties plagues the electorate. 

  barriers to Minor-Party Success
The ability of the two major parties to evolve and co-opt politically popular issues of minor 
parties is one explanation for the short duration of third parties. When Democratic or 
Republican candidates adopt the issues that gave rise to a third party, they are able to secure 
the allegiance of the minority candidate’s supporters. For example, the Republicans of the 
1970s absorbed many of the states’ rights planks of George Wallace’s 1968 presidential bid. 
More recently, both major parties have also attempted to attract independent voters by 
sponsoring reforms to the governmental process.

Scholars have pointed out that third parties also are hampered by the single- 
member-district plurality election system in the United States. Many other countries 
use proportional representation, a voting system that apportions legislative seats accord-
ing to the percentage of votes a political party receives. However, the United States has 
a single-member, plurality electoral system, often referred to as a winner-take-all sys-
tem, or a system in which the party that receives at least one more vote than any other 
party wins the election. To paraphrase the legendary football coach Vince Lombardi, 
finishing first is not everything, it is the only thing in U.S. politics; placing second, even 
by one vote, doesn’t count. The winner-take-all system encourages the grouping of 
 interests into as few parties as possible (the democratic minimum being two).

The Electoral College system and the rules of public financing for American presi-
dential elections also make it difficult for minor parties to seriously complete. Not only 
must a candidate win popular votes, but the candidate also must win majorities in 
states that allow him or her to gain a total of 270 electoral votes.

proportional representation
A voting system that apportions legis-
lative seats according to the percent-
age of the vote won by a particular 
political party.

winner-take-all system
An electoral system in which the party 
that receives at least one more vote 
than any other party wins the election.
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polarization
The presence of increasingly conflicting 
and divided viewpoints between the 
Democratic and Republican Parties.

Toward Reform: United or  
Divided?

I

Assess party polarization in the modern era.11.6

n recent years, the existence, consequences, and causes of partisan polar-
ization, or the increasingly conflicting and divided viewpoints of the 
Democratic and Republican Parties, has incited much debate. In this 
section, we detail each of these factors, making a careful distinction 

between elite polarization, or divergence among members of the party in government 
and the most engaged citizens, and mass polarization, or division among members of 
the general public.19

  Causes of Polarization
Scholars have noted increasing partisan divisions between members of Congress over 
the past two decades. As northern liberal Republicans, and particularly, southern 
conservative Democrats have become increasingly rare, the parties have retreated in 
two separate directions, with the Republican caucus appearing to move rightward 
and their Democratic counterparts appearing to shift to the left. These changes have 
created a Congress with a bimodal distribution of members’ ideologies, and few 
members left in the center. It is, however, important to note that the parties are not 
equally polarized—Republicans in Congress are further right and more homoge-
neous than their Democratic counterparts. It is also worth noting that partisan ran-
cor is not just a current phenomenon; some scholars argue that every major transfor-
mation in American politics, beginning with the contest between Hamilton’s 
Federalists and Jefferson’s Republicans, has included intense partisanship.

What is less clear is whether the American people are also polarized. Some schol-
ars assert that bipartisanship remains elusive, not because of politicians in the Capitol, 
but because of the American public and its fixation on party membership and loy-
alty.20 Other scholars argue that the complex realignment of parties along different 
issues, the decline of civic responsibility and good citizenship, and the segregation of 
citizens into “lifestyle enclaves” where they no longer live around people who share 
differing views are sources of polarization. Still others take a more middle-of-the-road 
approach, asserting that polarization has electoral roots, but also that the reactions to 
members of Congress have amplified the effect of polarization in the electoral 
environment.

Most Americans still identify as politically moderate. However, the issue positions 
of the most politically active citizens seem to suggest a growing division among this 
segment of the electorate. Some scholars contend that this is not polarization—a term 
carrying a negative connotation—but, rather, party sorting, which means that parties 
develop clear issue positions that more efficiently and effectively cue the electorate to 
identify with a particular label.

To some degree, a major cause of our belief that we live in a polarized nation is our 
own perception. This perception is fed by the 24-hour and Internet news cycles, which 
constantly need to sell a story to fill the voluminous airtime and attract viewers in a 
market-driven media environment. The idea that we might live in a world of “red states” 
and “blue states” is one such story that has provided the media with much fodder for 
discussion. The perception of deep division not only in Congress but in the mass elec-
torate also has its roots in changing political campaigns. As parties have increasingly 
used microtargeting to identify partisans, we have created stereotypes of party identi-
fiers in our heads.
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Are American Political 
Parties Polarized?
In the past ten years, scholars have hotly debated the question of whether American political parties 
are polarized. As we have argued in the text, the answer to this question appears to vary based on 
our defi nition of the political party. The ideological distribution of the party in government and the 
party in the electorate varies dramatically, as shown below. These differences may have conse-
quences for how Americans view the political parties.

CRITICAL THINkINg QUESTIONS
1. How does the party in government 

compare to the party in the electorate? 
Why do you think these differences exist?

2. How does polarization affect the way that 
citizens view the Democratic and 
Republican Parties? What are the conse-
quences of these views?

3. Will growing polarization in Congress 
eventually translate into greater polariza-
tion in the electorate? Why or why not?

Majority Rules in Congress People Want Compromise

Neutral
27%

Compromise
62%

Compromise
36%

Stick to Beliefs
37%

Stick to Beliefs
20%

Stick to Beliefs
28%

Neutral
19%

Neutral
21%

100

50

0
House

Republicans
Senate

Democrats

88.5%
72.5%

Compromise
51%

The parties in Congress are 
polarized, with members 
clustered on the left and 
right and few members in 
the middle.

In contrast, the American 
people largely identify as 
independent or politically 
moderate.

The citizens’ desire for 
compromise is in stark 
contrast to the way business 
is done in Congress.

The polarization in 
Congress is evident in the 
percentage of time the 
majority party won votes in 
Congress.

Republicans DemocratsAll Americans

Party in Government

Party in the Electorate

SOURCE: Data from Gallup, www.gallup.com, and CQ Roll Call, media.cq.com.
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Finally, polarization between the parties may be rooted in the clearer articula-
tion of party positions on a range of issues, from national defense and foreign 
policy to economic affairs to so-called cultural “wedge issues.” These cultural 
issues—summarized by some commentators as “guns, God, and gays”—include 
such matters as religious freedom, same-sex marriage, and abortion and contracep-
tion, on which the parties have taken increasingly opposing viewpoints in recent 
years. Today, for example, being pro-choice on abortion is a litmus test for 
Democratic candidates in most areas of the country.

  Consequences of Polarization
Perhaps just as critical as understanding the sources of partisan rancor is understand-
ing its implications for democratic governance. The consequences of the growing divi-
sion between the two parties in government have been on clear display in recent 
Congresses. These Congresses have been among the least productive in history. The 
lack of moderate members, lower incentives to compromise and cross party lines, and 
the close margins by which the parties have held both the House and the Senate have 
made it nearly impossible to enact important policy proposals. Furthermore, as some 
scholars have noted, polarization might also undermine the integrity of governmental 
institutions and contribute to a decline in unbiased information.

The consequences of potential polarization in the electorate, however, are less 
obvious. Some scholars have suggested that forcing the generally moderate American 
people to choose between two clearly divided political parties will lead to increased 
political apathy, less trust in government, and lower rates of participation and engage-
ment in politics and government. Other scholars charge that polarization has positive 
outcomes, including more meaningful choices for the electorate between the parties, 
parties that are more attentive to their bases, higher voter turnout in elections, and 
greater engagement in campaign activism. Empirical evidence to date has been mixed. 
But, as Congress grows increasingly divided, monitoring the electorate for changes in 
partisan identification, issue positions, and political activity becomes significant for the 
health of American democracy.
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Minor parties have often significantly affected American 
politics. Ideas of minor parties that become popular with the 
electorate are often co-opted by one of the two major parties 
eager to secure supporters. Minor parties make progress 
when the two major parties fail to incorporate new ideas or 
alienated groups or if they do not nominate attractive candi-
dates for office. However, many of the institutional features 
of American politics, including the winner-take-all system 
and the Electoral College, encourage the grouping of inter-
ests into as few parties as possible.

Minor Parties in the American  
Two-Party System

Evaluate the role of minor parties in the American two-
party system, p. 323.

11.5

In recent years, scholars have debated the presence and ori-
gins of growing polarization between the two political par-
ties. Though the cause of these growing divisions can in part 
be attributed to our own perceptions of polarization and the 
24-hour news cycle, clear differences also exist between the 
parties’ positions both in government and in the most active 
segments of the electorate. The divide between the two par-
ties can make it difficult to create policy in American politi-
cal institutions.

Toward Reform: United or  
Divided?

Assess party polarization in the modern era, p. 326.11.6

Most American voters have a personal affinity for a politi-
cal party, which summarizes their political views and pref-
erences and is expressed by a tendency to vote for the 
candidates of that party. This party identification begins 
with political socialization; parents are the single greatest 
influence on a person’s political leanings. However, differ-
ent group affiliations, including geographic region, gen-
der, race and ethnicity, age, social and economic factors, 
religion, and marital status, also affect individuals’ loyal-
ties to political parties, and these may change over the 
course of a lifetime.

Party Identification in the Electorate

Analyze how political socialization and group affiliations 
shape party identification, p. 320.

11.4

Political parties have been a presence in American politics 
since the nation’s infancy. The Federalists and the 
Democratic-Republicans were the first two parties to emerge 
in the late 1700s. In 1832, the Democratic Party (which suc-
ceeded the Democratic-Republicans) held the first national 
presidential nomination convention, and the Whig Party 
formed around opposition to President Andrew Jackson. The 
Democratic and Whig Parties strengthened for several years 
until the issue of slavery led to the Whig Party’s gradual dis-
solution and replacement by the Republican Party (formed 
by anti-slavery activists to push for the containment of slav-
ery). From 1860 to this day, the same two political parties, 
Democratic and Republican, have dominated elections in the 
United States.

Trace the evolution of the two-party system in the United 
States, p. 306.

Roots of the Two-Party System

11.1

Review the Chapter

The national party organization sits at the top of the party 
system. A chairperson leads the national party, and every four 
years the national committee of each party organizes a 
national convention to nominate a candidate for the presi-
dency. The state and local parties are the heart of party activ-
ism, as virtually all government regulation of political parties 
falls to the states. The state governing body, generally called 
the state central or executive committee, supervises the col-
lection of local party organizations.

The Organization of American 
Political Parties

Outline the structure of American political parties at the 
national, state, and local levels, p. 310.

11.2

For over 200 years, the two-party system has served as the 
mechanism by which American society organizes and 
resolves social and political conflict. The two major par-
ties provide vital services to society, including running 
candidates for office, proposing and formulating policy, 
organizing government, and furthering unity, linkage, and 
accountability.

Activities of American Political 
Parties

Identify the functions performed by American political 
parties, p. 314.

11.3
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1. Who was the first president to win election as the 
nominee of a truly national, popularly based political party?
 a. Thomas Jefferson
 b. Andrew Jackson
 c. John Adams
 d. James Monroe
 e. Andrew Johnson

2. Which of the following was true of the Golden Age of 
political parties?
 a. Parties were unstable.
 b. There was very little political activity in local 

communities.
 c. Very few candidates ran for office.
 d. Party organizations dominated local and state 

governments.
 e. Citizens were dissatisfied with national party 

organizations.

3. Which of the following is NOT a way that the chair of 
the national committee comes to the position?
 a. Selected by the sitting president
 b. Chosen by the national committee when the election 

has ended and the party has been defeated
 c. Picked by the newly nominated presidential candidate
 d. Nominated by the vice president with presidential 

approval
 e. None of the above

4. What is/are the ultimate governing body/bodies for 
political parties?
 a. The national chair
 b. Identifiers and voters
 c. The national committee
 d. Congressional and district committees
 e. State central committees and state conventions

5. Which of the following is NOT a function performed 
by modern American political parties?
 a. Organizing Congress
 b. Job creation
 c. Running candidates for office
 d. Furthering unity, linkage, and accountability
 e. Formulating policy

6. What is the most powerful predictor of congressional 
call voting?
 a. Tenure in office
 b. Age
 c. Gender
 d. Party affiliation
 e. Race/ethnicity

7. What is party identification?

 a. A citizen’s affinity for a political party
 b. A rule that requires a citizen to vote for their party’s 

candidates after they have registered as a member of 
that party

 c. The number of times a person has voted for a particular 
party

 d. The chance an independent will choose to vote for a 
certain party in a presidential election

 e. How often a citizen votes in his or her party’s primary 
elections

8. Which of the following groups of people tend to favor 
the Republican Party?
 a. Catholics
 b. Women
 c. Young people
 d. Cuban Americans
 e. Northerners

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Learn the Terms

candidate-centered politics, p. 308
critical election, p. 309
delegate, p. 312
national convention, p. 311
national party platform, p. 316

party identification, p. 320
party realignment, p. 309
polarization, p. 326
political machine, p. 307
political party, p. 306

proportional representation, p. 325
secular realignment, p. 309
superdelegate, p. 312
think tank, p. 314
winner-take-all system, p. 325

Study and Review the Flashcards
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9. Why do some observers say minor parties benefit the 
American political system?
 a. Minor parties often win election to office and lead to 

greater diversity in politics.
 b. Minor parties increase voter turnout.
 c. Minor parties promote change in electoral rules.
 d. Minor parties can bring attention to new issue areas.
 e. Minor parties lead to compromise between the 

Democrats and the Republicans.

10. Where are American political parties most 
polarized?
 a. Electorate
 b. Supreme Court
 c. Local party organizations
 d. Executive branch
 e. Legislative branch
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Elections and 
Voting

12

Trace the roots  
of American  
elections, and  
distinguish among 
the four different 
types of elections, 
p. 334.

Outline the  
electoral  
procedures  
for presidential 
and general  
elections, p. 337.

Compare and  
contrast  
congressional  
and presidential 
elections, and 
explain the  
incumbency 
advantage,  
p. 343.

Identify seven  
factors that  
influence voter 
choice, p. 347.

Identify six factors 
that affect voter 
turnout, p. 350.

Explain why voter 
turnout is low, and 
evaluate methods 
for improving 
voter turnout,  
p. 354.

12.1 12.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.6

I
n the sixth year of an eight-year presidency, the voting public generally tends to 
punish the party in control of the White House, and 2014 was no exception. 
Ahead of the election, President Barack Obama’s popularity hovered near the 
40 percent level and many viewed the election outcome as an expression of dis-
content of the president and his policies. But a number of factors that relate to 

key concepts explored in this chapter contributed to the results of the 2014 midterm election in 
which the Republican Party gained control of the Senate, increased its House majority to the high-
est total since the one it held after the 1928 election, and maintained its edge on governorships.

The Republican Party was advantaged in significant ways. Although the Democrats didn’t trail 
far behind, the Republicans raised and spent more money. For the 2014 election, an estimated 
$1.75 billion was spent by and on behalf of Republicans, $1.64 billion by and on behalf of 
Democrats. While both parties received plenty of support, Republican and conservative outside 
groups outpaced the spending of Democratic and liberal ones.

The Senate map for 2014 featured the best lineup for the Republicans since 1980. Owing to 
the Red nature of the states, the fifteen Republican Senate seats at stake were considered by 
many to be “in the bag” and Republicans were able to capitalize on the map they were handed. 
By contrast, many of the twenty-one Democratic seats were located in Red or Purple states. But 
Republicans also had some impressive victories by strong candidates, including Joni Ernst in Iowa 
and Cory Gardner in Colorado, both in two states that twice voted for President Obama.

Compared to presidential election years, midterm turnout usually, though not always, favors 
Republicans, as it did in 2014. Democratic-leaning constituencies, such as minorities and the 
young tend to show poorly, whereas Republican-leaning constituencies, including whites and 
those over age 60 turn out in decent numbers.
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ELECTIONS ALLOW CITIZENS TO CHOOSE THEIR LEADERS In order to be elected to Congress, candidates must convince voters 
to turn out on Election Day.  Above, Representative Vito Marcantonio (Labor–NY) campaigns for office in the 1940s. Below, Senator 
Joni Ernst (R-IA) appeals to voters as a down-to-earth farm girl in 2014.
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• • •

Every year, on the Tuesday following the first Monday in November, a plurality of vot-
ers, simply by casting ballots peacefully across a continent-sized nation, reelects or 
replaces politicians at all levels of government—from the president of the United States 
to members of the U.S. Congress to state legislators. Americans tend to take this pro-
cess for granted, but in truth it is a marvel. Many other countries do not enjoy the benefit 
of competitive elections and the peaceful transition of political power made possible 
through the electoral process.

Americans hold frequent elections at all levels of government for more offices than any 
other nation on earth. And, the number of citizens eligible to participate in these elections 
has grown steadily over time. Despite increased access to the ballot box, however, voter 
participation remains historically low. After all the blood spilled and energy expended to 
expand voting rights, only about half of eligible voters bother to go to the polls.

This chapter focuses on elections and voting in the United States. We will explore 
both presidential and congressional contests, and examine the range of factors that 
affect vote choice and voter turnout. We will also assess the shortcomings of the demo-
cratic process in the United States, including low rates of participation in American 
elections.

Roots of American Elections

E

Trace the roots of American elections, and distinguish among the four different types of 
elections.

12.1

lections are responsible for most political changes in the United States. 
Regular free elections guarantee mass political action and enable citizens 
to influence the actions of their government. Societies that cannot vote 
their leaders out of office are left with little choice other than to force them 

out by means of strikes, riots, or coups d’état.

  Purposes of Elections
Popular election confers on government a legitimacy that it can achieve no other way. 
Elections confirm the concept of popular sovereignty, the idea that legitimate political 
power derives from the consent of the governed, and they serve as the bedrock for 
democratic governance. At fixed intervals, the electorate—citizens eligible to vote—is 
called on to judge those in power. Even though the majority of office holders in the 
United States win reelection, some inevitably lose power, and all candidates are 
accountable to the voters. The threat of elections keeps policy makers focused on public 
opinion and promotes ethical behavior.

electorate
The citizens eligible to vote.

However, discontent over partisan rancor and in gridlock Washington contributed to an 
overall dismal voter turnout of only 36.4 percent, the lowest overall turnout in seventy years. 
Partisan redistricting reduced the number of truly competitive House districts in a general 
election to an absolute minimum, in turn reducing interest and excitement in the electorate. 
Finally, the Senate class of seats at stake in the 2014 election involved only about half of the 
nation’s voters, in contrast to the roughly three-quarters engaged in the seats to fill the 2006 
and 2010 Senate classes.

With the Republican gains in Congress, the gridlock that has defined Washington is 
likely to deepen in the short term. Yet, partisan rancor stands in contrast to the sentiments 
of most Americans who believe their representatives in government should compromise. 
The disconnect between Washington and the American public highlights the need for more 
ideologically moderate candidates who can engage voters in the middle and get them more 
active in every stage of the political process.
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In addition, elections are the primary means to fill public offices and to organize and 

staff the government. Because candidates advocate certain policies, elections also provide 
a choice of direction on a wide range of issues, from abortion to civil rights to national 
defense to the environment. If current office holders are reelected, they may continue their 
policies with renewed resolve. Should office holders be defeated and their challengers 
elected, a change in policies will likely result. Either way, the winners will claim a mandate 
(literally, a command) from the people to carry out a party platform or policy agenda.

  Types of Elections
The United States is almost unrivaled in the variety and number of elections it holds. 
Under the Constitution, the states hold much of the administrative power over elec-
tions, even when national office holders are being elected. Thus, as we will see, states 
have great latitude to set the date and type of elections, determine the eligibility 
requirements for candidates and voters, and tabulate the results.

The electoral process has two stages: primary and general elections. In most juris-
dictions, candidates for state and national office must compete in both of these races. 
Some states (but not the national government) also use the electoral process to make 
public policy and remove office holders. These processes are known as the initiative, 
referendum, and recall.

PRImARy ELECTIONS In primary elections, voters decide which candidates within 
a party will represent the party in the general elections. Primary elections take on a 
number of different forms, depending on who is allowed to participate. Closed pri-
maries allow only a party’s registered voters to cast a ballot. In open primaries, how-
ever, independents and sometimes members of the other party are allowed to 
participate. Closed primaries are considered healthier for the party system because 
they prevent members of one party from influencing the primaries of the opposition 
party. Studies of open primaries indicate that crossover voting—participation in the 
primary of a party with which the voter is not affiliated—occurs frequently.2 
Nevertheless, research suggests that these crossover votes are usually individual deci-
sions; little evidence exists for organized attempts by voters of one party to influence 
the primary results of the other party.3

In eleven states, when none of the candidates in the initial primary secures a major-
ity of the votes, there is a runoff primary, a contest between the two candidates with 
the greatest number of votes.4 Louisiana has a novel twist on the primary system. 
There, all candidates for office appear on the ballot on the day of the national general 
election. If one candidate receives over 50 percent of the vote, the candidate wins and 
no further action is necessary. If no candidate wins a majority of the vote, the top two 
candidates, even if they belong to the same party, face each other in a runoff election. 
Such a system blurs the lines between primary and general elections.

GENERAL ELECTIONS Once the parties have selected their candidates for various 
offices, each state holds its general election. In the general election, voters decide 
which candidates will actually fill elective public offices. These elections take place at 
many levels, including municipal, county, state, and national. Whereas primaries are 
contests between the candidates within each party, general elections are contests 
between the candidates of opposing parties.

INITIATIvE AND REfERENDum Taken together, the initiative and referendum pro-
cesses are collectively known as ballot measures; both allow voters to enact public policy. 
They are used by some state and local governments, but not by the national government.

An initiative is a process that allows citizens to propose legislation or state consti-
tutional amendments by submitting them to the electorate for popular vote, provided 
the initiative supporters receive a certain number of signatures on petitions supporting 
the placement of the proposal on the ballot. Twenty-four states and the District of 

mandate
A command, indicated by an elector-
ate’s votes, for the elected officials to 
carry out a party platform or policy 
agenda.

closed primary
A primary election in which only a 
party’s registered voters are eligible to 
cast a ballot.

primary election
Election in which voters decide which 
of the candidates within a party will 
represent the party in the general 
election.

open primary
A primary election in which party 
members, independents, and some-
times members of the other party are 
allowed to participate.

crossover voting
Participation in the primary election 
of a party with which the voter is not 
affiliated.

runoff primary
A second primary election between 
the two candidates receiving the 
greatest number of votes in the first 
primary.

general election
Election in which voters decide which 
candidates will actually fill elective 
public offices.

initiative
An election that allows citizens to pro-
pose legislation or state constitutional 
amendments by submitting them to 
the electorate for popular vote.
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Columbia use the initiative process. In a legislative referendum, the state legislature 
submits proposed legislation or state constitutional amendments to the voters for 
approval. A popular referendum is a measure to approve or repeal an act of the legisla-
ture that appears on the ballot as a result of a voter petition drive.

Ballot measures have been the subject of heated debate in the past decades. Critics 
charge that ballot measures—intended to give citizens more direct control over policy 
making—are now unduly influenced by interest groups and “the initiative industry—
law firms that draft legislation, petition management firms that guarantee ballot 
access, direct-mail firms, and campaign consultants who specialize in initiative con-
tests.”5 Critics also question the ability of voters to deal with the numerous complex 
issues that appear on a ballot. In addition, the wording of a ballot measure can have 
an enormous impact on the outcome. In some cases, a “yes” vote will bring about a 
policy change; in other cases, a “no” vote will cause a change.6 Moreover, ballot initia-
tives are not subject to the same campaign contribution limits applied to donations in 
candidate campaigns. Consequently, a single wealthy individual can bankroll a ballot 

referendum
An election whereby the state legisla-
ture submits proposed legislation or 
state constitutional amendments to the 
voters for approval.

HOw ARE BAllOT MEAsuREs usED?
Citizens and state legislators use ballot measures to make public policy on a wide range of controversial 
issues. Here, a sign expresses opposition to Amendment One, a 2012 North Carolina ballot measure that 
prohibited same-sex marriage in that state. 
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o U.S. election can compare to the presidential contest. This quadrennial 
spectacle brings together all the elements of politics and attracts the most 
ambitious and energetic politicians to the national stage. Voters in a series 
of state contests that run through the winter and spring of the election year 

select delegates who will attend each party’s national convention. Following the 
national convention for each party, held in late summer, a final set of fifty separate state 
elections to select the president are held on the Tuesday after the first Monday in 
November. This lengthy process exhausts candidates and voters alike, but it allows the 
diversity of the United States to be displayed in ways a shorter, more homogeneous 
presidential election process could not.

  Primaries and Caucuses
The state party organizations use several types of methods to elect the national conven-
tion delegates who will ultimately select the candidates running against each other in 
the general election:

 1. Winner-take-all primary. Under this system the candidate who wins the most 
votes in a state secures all of that state’s delegates. While Democrats no longer 
permit its use because they view it as less representative than a proportional sys-
tem, Republicans generally prefer this process, as it enables a candidate to amass 
a majority of delegates quickly and shortens the divisive primary season.

 2. Proportional representation primary. Under this system, candidates who secure a 
threshold percentage of votes are awarded delegates in proportion to the number 

N

Outline the electoral procedures for presidential and general elections.12.2

measure and influence public policy in a manner that is not available to the individual 
through the normal policy process.

Supporters of ballot measures argue that critics have overstated their case, and that 
the process has historically been used to champion popular issues that were resisted at 
the state level by entrenched political interests. Citizens have used initiatives, for exam-
ple, in popular progressive causes such as banning child labor, promoting environmental 
laws, expanding suffrage to women, establishing same-sex marriage, and passing cam-
paign finance reform. The process has also been instrumental in passing popular conser-
vative proposals such as tax relief and banning gay marriages.7 Furthermore, supporters 
point out that ballot measures can heighten public interest in elections and can increase 
voter participation.

RECALL Recall elections—or deelections—allow voters to remove an incumbent 
from office prior to the next scheduled election. Recall elections are historically very 
rare, and sometimes they are thwarted by an official’s resignation or impeachment 
prior to the vote. In recent years, however, recall has become a more popular technique 
to challenge officials at the state and local levels. In fact, 65 percent of all recalls of 
state legislators have taken place in the past 30 years. In 2011, alone, voters attempted 
to recall the mayors of Miami and Omaha, sixteen Wisconsin state senators, and the 
entire Bell, California, city council. And, in 2013, in the first recall election of state 
lawmakers in Colorado’s history, voters removed two Democratic state senators who 
provided crucial support for a package of gun laws. Observers attribute this growing 
use of recall to the development of new technologies, such as the Internet, that make 
fund-raising and signature gathering easier. Online news sources, too, may turn local 
recall elections into national news.8

Presidential Elections

recall
An election in which voters can remove 
an incumbent from office prior to the 
next scheduled election.
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Speeches
Representatives 
for each of the 
candidates give 
short speeches 
asking for 
support.

Party Business Discussion of 
other issues 
related to the 
party platform 
and organization.

SOURCE: Des Moines Register, “How the Iowa Caucuses Work,” http://caucuses.desmoinesregister.com/how-to-caucus/.

Call to Order

A party official 
calls the caucus 
into session.

Ballots
Caucus 
participants 
cast their 
ballots for 
their preferred 
candidate.

Tallies
Officials 
tally the 
participants' 
votes and 
declare a 
winner.

Delegate Section
Attendees 
choose who 
will represent 
them at the 
district 
caucus.

District CaucusState ConventionNational Convention

...Which is Repeated at the District, State, and National Levels.

The Precinct Caucus Is the First Step of the Process...

4 1

3 2

How Does the Iowa Caucus 
Work?
Caucuses are the oldest and most traditional method of choosing a party’s nominee for political 
offi ce.  rates of participation in caucuses, however, may be lower than in primary elections because 
of the investment of time required by this method of choosing a nominee, as well as citizens’ lack 
of familiarity with the process of caucusing. Examine the infographic below to learn more about 
how caucuses are conducted in the fi rst caucus state, iowa, as well as many other states.

CRITICAL THINkING QuESTIONS
1. How does the caucus process enable 

citizens to learn more about the candi-
dates before they cast their ballot? What 
are the advantages and disadvantages of 
such a system?

2. What types of voters are most likely to 
participate in caucuses? How does this 
affect the ultimate selection of a party’s 
candidate for offi ce?

3. What would a diagram of a primary 
election look like? What are the similarities 
and differences between these two 
methods of delegate selection?
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of popular votes won. Democrats now use this system in many state primaries, 
where they award delegates to anyone who wins more than 15 percent of the vote 
in any congressional district. Although proportional representation is probably the 
fairest way of allocating delegates to candidates, its downside is that it renders 
majorities of delegates more difficult to accumulate and thus can lengthen the 
presidential nomination contest.

 3. Caucus. The caucus is the oldest, most party-oriented method of choosing  
delegates to the national conventions. Traditionally, the caucus was a closed 
meeting of party activists in each state who selected the party’s choice for presi-
dential candidate. Today, caucuses (in Iowa, for example) are more open and 
attract a wider range of the party’s membership. Indeed, new participatory cau-
cuses more closely resemble primary elections than they do the old, exclusive 
party caucuses.9 At a caucus, participants spend several hours learning about pol-
itics and the party. They listen to speeches by candidates or their representatives 
and receive advice from party leaders and elected officials, then cast a well-
informed vote.

SELECTING A SySTEm The mix of preconvention contests has changed over the 
years, with the most pronounced trend being the shift from caucuses to primary elec-
tions. Only seventeen states held presidential primaries in 1968; in 2012, thirty-seven 
states chose this method. In recent years, the vast majority of delegates to each party’s 
national convention have been selected through the primary system.

Many people support the increase in number of primaries because they believe 
that primaries are more democratic than caucuses. Primaries are accessible not only to 
party activists but also to most of those registered to vote. Thus, although both prima-
ries and caucuses attract the most ideologically extreme voters in each party, primaries 
nominate more moderate and appealing candidates—those that primary voters believe 
can win in the general election. Primaries are also more similar to the general election 
and thus constitute a rigorous test for the candidates and a chance to display, under 
pressure, some of the skills needed to be a successful president.

Critics contend that the qualities tested by the primary system are by no means a 
complete list of those needed by a successful president. For instance, skill at handling 
national and local media representatives is by itself no guarantee of an effective presi-
dency. The exhausting primary schedule may be a better test of a candidate’s stamina 
than of his or her brain power. In addition, critics argue that although primaries may 
attract more participants than do caucuses, this quantity does not substitute for the 
quality of information held by caucus participants.

fRONT-LOADING The role of primaries and caucuses in the presidential election 
has been altered by front-loading, the tendency of states to choose an early date on 
the nomination calendar (see Figure 12.1). This trend is hardly surprising, given the 
added press emphasis on the first contests and the voters’ desire to cast their ballots 
before the competition is decided. Front-loading has important effects on the nomi-
nation process. First, a front-loaded schedule generally benefits the front-runner, since 
opponents have little time to turn the contest around once they fall behind. Second, 
front-loading gives an advantage to the candidate who wins the “invisible primary,” 
that is, the one who can raise the bulk of the money before the nomination season 
begins. Once primaries and caucuses begin, less opportunity is available to raise money 
to finance campaign efforts simultaneously in many states.

However, Internet fund-raising has emerged as a means to soften the advantage 
of a large campaign fund going into a primary battle, since it allows candidates to raise 
large sums from many small donors nationwide virtually overnight. All of the major 
2012 presidential candidates relied on online donations to finance their campaigns. 
President Obama’s technology team received such acclaim for their innovative fund-
raising efforts that, in a twist of irony, they found themselves headlining fundraisers 
attracting other campaign strategists who wanted to learn from their record-breaking 
fund-raising efforts.10

front-loading
The tendency of states to choose an 
early date on the nomination calendar.
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  Selecting a President: The Electoral College
Given the enormous amount of energy, money, and time expended to nominate two 
major-party presidential contenders, it is difficult to believe that the general elec-
tion could be more arduous than the nominating contests, but it usually is. The 
process of campaigning for the presidency (and other offices) is described in another 
chapter, but the object of the exercise is clear: winning a majority of the Electoral 
College. This uniquely American institution consists of representatives of each 
state who cast the final ballots that actually elect a president. The total number of 
electors—the members of the Electoral College—for each state is equivalent to the 
number of senators and representatives that state has in the U.S. Congress. The 
District of Columbia is accorded three electoral votes, making 538 the total number 
of votes cast in the Electoral College. Thus, the magic number for winning the 
presidency is 270 votes.

Keep in mind that through reapportionment, representation in the House of 
Representatives and consequently in the Electoral College is altered every ten years to 
reflect population shifts. Reapportionment is simply the reallocation of the number of 
seats in the House of Representatives that takes place after each decennial census. After 
the 2010 Census, for example, the Electoral College map was redrawn to reflect a size-
able population shift from the Midwest and the Democratic-dominated Northeast to 
the South and West, where Republicans are much stronger (see Figure 12.2). Texas, for 
example, gained four congressional districts, and therefore four additional seats in the 
House of Representatives and four additional votes in the Electoral College. Florida 
gained two seats and two votes, while six other states gained one. New York and Ohio 
both lost two seats and two votes, and eight states lost a single seat and electoral vote.

HISTORICAL CHALLENGES The Electoral College resulted from a compromise 
between those Framers who argued for selection of the president by the Congress and 
those who favored selection by direct popular election. Three points are essential to 
understanding the Framers’ design of the Electoral College. The system was con-
structed to: (1) work without political parties; (2) cover both the nominating and 
electing phases of presidential selection; and (3) produce a nonpartisan president. 
Most of the challenges faced by the Electoral College are the result of changes in 
presidential elections that have occurred over time.

f IGuRE 12 .1  wHEn DO sTATEs CHOOsE THEIR nOMInEE fOR PREsIDEnT?
These pie graphs show when Republican Party caucuses and primary elections were held in 1976 and 2012. 
The trend toward front-loading is evident. In 2012, for example, most states held their primaries and 
caucuses in March; in comparison, in 1976, most states held their nominating contests in May.

SOuRCE: Joshua T. Putnam, frontloading.blogspot.com.
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Electoral College
Representatives of each state who cast 
the final ballots that actually elect a 
president.

elector
Member of the Electoral College.

reapportionment
The reallocation of the number of 
seats in the House of Representatives 
after each decennial census.
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For example, because the Framers expected partisanship to have little influence, they 
originally designed the Electoral College to elect the president and vice president from 
the same pool of candidates; the one who received the most votes would become presi-
dent and the runner-up would become vice president. To accommodate this system, each 
elector was given two votes. Following the development of the first party system, the 
republic’s fourth presidential election soon revealed a flaw in this plan. In 1800, Thomas 
Jefferson and Aaron Burr were, respectively, the presidential and vice presidential candi-
dates advanced by the Democratic-Republican Party, whose supporters controlled a 
majority of the Electoral College. Accordingly, each Democratic-Republican elector cast 
one of his two votes for Jefferson and the other one for Burr. Since there was no way 
under the constitutional arrangements for electors to earmark their votes separately for 
president and vice president, the presidential election resulted in a tie between Jefferson 
and Burr. Even though most understood Jefferson to be the actual choice for president, 
the Constitution mandated that a tie be decided by the House of Representatives, which 
the Federalists controlled. The controversy was settled in Jefferson’s favor, but only after 
much energy was expended to persuade Federalists not to give Burr the presidency.

The Twelfth Amendment, ratified in 1804 and still the constitutional foundation 
for presidential elections today, attempted to remedy the confusion between the selec-
tion of vice presidents and presidents that beset the election of 1800 by providing for 
separate elections for each office. In the event of a tie or when no candidate received a 
majority of the total number of electors, the election still went to the House of 

f IGuRE 12 .2  HOw Is VOTIng POwER APPORTIOnED In THE ElECTORAl COllEgE?
This map visually represents the respective electoral weights of the fifty states in the 2012 presidential 
election. For each state, the gain or loss of Electoral College votes based on the 2010 Census is indicated in 
parentheses. Note the loss of seats in the Northeast and the gains in the South and West.

SOuRCE: CNN, http://www.cnn.com/election/2012/results/race/president.
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HOw wAs THE 1876 PREsIDEnTIAl 
ElECTIOn REsOlVED?
This cartoon from the 1876 presidential 
contest between Republican Rutherford 
B. Hayes and Democrat Samuel J. Tilden 
describes the frustration of many 
Americans with interpreting the 
constitutional procedures for resolving 
Electoral College disputes. An electoral 
commission formed by Congress to 
decide the matter awarded all disputed 
electors to Hayes, giving him the victory 
even though he had lost the popular vote 
by a 51–48 percent margin.
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Representatives; now, however, each state delegation would have one vote to cast for 
one of the three candidates who had received the greatest number of electoral votes.

The Electoral College modified by the Twelfth Amendment has fared better than 
the College as originally designed, but it has not been problem free. On three occasions 
during the nineteenth century, the electoral process resulted in the selection of a presi-
dent who received fewer votes than his opponent. In 1824, neither John Quincy Adams 
nor Andrew Jackson secured a majority of electoral votes, throwing the election into the 
House. Although Jackson had more electoral and popular votes than Adams, the House 
selected the latter as president. In the 1876 contest between Republican Rutherford B. 
Hayes and Democrat Samuel J. Tilden, no candidate received a majority of electoral 
votes; an electoral commission decided the election in Hayes’s favor even though he had 
250,000 fewer popular votes than Tilden. In the election of 1888, President Grover 
Cleveland secured about 100,000 more popular votes than did Benjamin Harrison, yet 
Harrison won a majority of the Electoral College vote, and with it the presidency.

No further Electoral College crises have occurred. However, the 2000 presidential 
election once again brought the Electoral College to the forefront of voters’ minds. 
Throughout the 2000 presidential campaign, many analysts foresaw that the election would 
likely be the closest since the 1960 race between John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon. 
Few observers realized, however, that the election would be so close that the winner would 
not be officially declared for more than five weeks after Election Day. And, no one could 
have predicted that the Electoral College winner, George W. Bush, would lose the popular 

This clause of the Constitution creates what is called 
the Electoral College, the representative body of 

citizens formally responsible for choosing the president 
of the United States. This body was created as a com-
promise between some Framers who favored allowing 
citizens to directly choose their president and other 
Framers who feared that directly electing a president 
could lead to tyranny. As stipulated in the Constitution, 
each state has a number of votes in the Electoral 
College that is equivalent to the number of senators 
and representatives that state has in the U.S. Congress.

Since the ratification of the Twelfth Amendment to 
the Constitution in 1824, the Electoral College has 
remained relatively unchanged, save for the addition of 
electors as the size of the House of Representatives and 
Senate grew. However, one major change in the Electoral 
College occurred when Congress enacted and the states 
ratified the Twenty-Third Amendment to the Constitution. 
This amendment gave the District of Columbia, which 
had evolved from a dismal swampland to a growing met-
ropolitan area, representation in the Electoral College. 
The amendment set the number of electors represent-
ing the District as equal to the number of electors repre-
senting the smallest state, regardless of the District’s 

population. Today, the District has three electors, making 
it equal with small-population states such as Delaware 
and Wyoming.

This provision could become problematic if the 
population of the District grows from its present level of 
618,000. Then, if the District were to have voting power 
in the Electoral College equal to its population, it would 
require at least one additional elector. Republicans in 
Congress, however, have resisted modifying this provi-
sion, as well as giving the District a voting member (or 
members) of Congress, in part because the District is 
one of the most heavily Democratic areas of the nation. 
In 2012, for example, more than 91 percent of the 
District’s residents voted for Barack Obama.

CRITICAL THINkING QuESTIONS

1. Should the Electoral College continue to play a 
role in the selection of the president? Why or 
why not?

2. Should the District of Columbia have 
representation in the Electoral College equal to 
its population? Why or why not?

Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, 

equal to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the 

Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the 

United States, shall be appointed an Elector. —ArtiClE i i ,  SECtion 1 ,  ClAuSE 2

TheLiving Constitution
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vote and become president after the Supreme Court’s controversial decision in Bush v. Gore 
(2000) stopped a recount of votes cast in Florida. With the margin of the Electoral College 
results so small (271 for Bush, 267 for Gore), a Gore victory in any number of closely con-
tested states could have given him a majority in the Electoral College.

SHOuLD THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE BE REfORmED? Following the 2000 elec-
tion, many political observers suggested that the system of electing a president needed 
reform. Two major proposals were put forward and are discussed in this section. To 
date, however, no changes have been made, and it will likely take another major elec-
toral crisis to reopen the debate.

First, and perhaps most simply, some observers have suggested using the national 
popular vote to choose the president. While this is the most democratic reform, it is by far 
the least likely to be enacted, given that the U.S. Constitution would have to be amended 
to abolish the Electoral College. Even assuming that the House of Representatives could 
muster the two-thirds majority necessary to pass an amendment, the proposal would 
almost certainly never pass the Senate. Small states have the same representation in the 
Senate as populous ones, and the Senate thus serves as a bastion of equal representation 
for all states, regardless of population—a principle generally reinforced by the existing 
configuration of the Electoral College, which ensures disproportionate electoral influence 
for the smallest states.

Another proposed reform is known as the congressional district plan. This plan would 
retain the Electoral College but give each candidate one electoral vote for each congres-
sional district that he or she wins in a state, and the winner of the overall popular vote in 
each state would receive two bonus votes (one for each senator) for that state. Two states 
currently use the congressional district plan: Maine and Nebraska. 

One advantage of the congressional district plan is that it can be adopted without 
constitutional amendment. Any state that wants to split its Electoral College votes 
need only pass a law to this effect. It may also promote more diffuse political cam-
paigns; instead of campaigning only in states that are “in play” in the Electoral College, 
candidates might also have to campaign in competitive districts in otherwise safe states.

But, the congressional district plan also has some unintended consequences. First, 
the winner of the popular vote might still lose the presidency. Under this plan, Richard 
M. Nixon would have won the 1960 election instead of John F. Kennedy. Second, this 
reform would further politicize the congressional redistricting process. If electoral 
votes were at stake, parties would seek to maximize the number of safe electoral dis-
tricts for their presidential nominee while minimizing the number of competitive dis-
tricts. Finally, although candidates would not ignore entire states, they would quickly 
learn to focus their campaigning on competitive districts while ignoring secure dis-
tricts, thereby eliminating some of the democratizing effect of such a change.

Another proposal to reform the Electoral College was the National Popular Vote 
Interstate Compact, which at the time of this writing had been signed by ten states and 
Washington, D.C. The signatories vowed that they would pledge their electoral votes to 
the presidential candidate who received the most popular votes in all fifty states and the 
District of Columbia, regardless of the state’s winner. This compact will take effect when 
jurisdictions with 270 electoral votes—a majority—agree to support its provisions.

Congressional Elections

C

Compare and contrast congressional and presidential elections and explain the incum-
bency advantage.

12.3

ompared with presidential elections, congressional elections receive scant 
national attention. Unlike major-party presidential contenders, most candi-
dates for Congress labor in relative obscurity. Some nominees for Congress 
are celebrities—television stars, sports heroes, and even local TV news 
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wHAT ARE sOME Of THE ADVAnTAgEs Of InCuMBEnCy?
Incumbent office holders enjoy many advantages in their reelection bids because they have greater 
visibility and recognition. Here, Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY) appears with Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) and 
his wife, former Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao, during a rally for his successful 2014 reelection bid to a 
sixth term.  Senator McConnell spent more than $25 million in campaign expenditures, compared to some 
$15 million spent by his Democratic opponent, Alison Lundergan Grimes. In addition, outside spending on 
behalf of Senator McConnell reached $20.4 million, more than twice as much spent on behalf of his 
opponent.

incumbency
Already holding an office.

anchors. The vast majority of party nominees for Congress, however, are little-known 
state legislators and local office holders who receive remarkably limited coverage in 
many states and communities. For them, just establishing name identification in the 
electorate is the biggest battle.

  The Incumbency Advantage
The current system enhances the advantages of incumbency, or already holding an 
office. Those people in office tend to remain in office. In a “bad” year such as the 
Republican wave of 2010, “only” 87 percent of House incumbents won reelection. 
Senatorial reelection rates can be much more mercurial. In 2006, only 79 percent of 
senators seeking reelection were victorious. In 2012, 90 percent of House members and 
91 percent of senators were reelected. To the political novice, these reelection rates 
might seem surprising, as public trust in government and satisfaction with Congress 
has remained remarkably low during the very period that reelection rates have been on 
the rise. To understand the nature of the incumbency advantage, it is necessary to 
explore its primary causes: staff support, visibility, and the “scare-off ” effect.

STAff SuPPORT Members of the U.S. House of Representatives are permitted to 
hire eighteen permanent and four nonpermanent aides to work in their Washington 
and district offices. Senators typically enjoy far larger staffs, with the actual size deter-
mined by the number of people in the state they represent. Both House and Senate 
members also enjoy the additional benefits provided by the scores of unpaid interns 
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who assist with office duties. Many activities of staff members directly or indirectly 
promote the legislator through constituency services, the wide array of assistance pro-
vided by members of Congress to voters in need. Constituent service may include 
tracking a lost Social Security check, helping a veteran receive disputed benefits, or 
finding a summer internship for a college student. Research has shown that if a House 
incumbent’s staff helped to solve a problem for a constituent, that constituent rated 
the incumbent more favorably than constituents who were not assisted by the incum-
bent,11 therefore providing the incumbent a great advantage over any challenger.

vISIBILITy Most incumbents are highly visible in their districts. They have easy 
access to local media, cut ribbons galore, attend important local funerals, and speak 
frequently at meetings and community events. Moreover, convenient schedules and 
generous travel allowances increase the local availability of incumbents. Nearly a 
fourth of the people in an average congressional district claim to have met their repre-
sentative, and about half recognize their legislator’s name without prompting. This 
visibility has an electoral payoff, as research shows district attentiveness is at least 
partly responsible for incumbents’ electoral safety.12

THE “SCARE-Off” EffECT Research also identifies an indirect advantage of incum-
bency: the ability of the office holder to fend off challenges from quality challengers, 
something scholars refer to as the “scare-off ” effect.13 Incumbents have the ability to 
scare off these opponents because of the institutional advantages of office, such as 
high name recognition, large war chests, free constituent mailings, staffs attached to 
legislative offices, and overall experience in running a successful campaign. Potential 
strong challengers facing this initial uphill battle will often wait until the incumbent 
retires rather than challenge him or her.14

  Why Incumbents Lose
While most incumbents win reelection, in every election cycle some members of 
Congress lose their positions to challengers. Members lose their reelection bids for four 
major reasons: redistricting, scandals, presidential coattails, and mid-term elections.

REDISTRICTING At least every ten years, state legislators redraw congressional dis-
trict lines to reflect population shifts, both in the state and in the nation at large. This 
political process itself may be used to secure incumbency advantage by creating “safe” 
seats for members of the majority party in the state legislature. But, it can also be used 
to punish incumbents in the out-of-power party. Some incumbents can be put in the 
same districts as other incumbents, or other representatives’ base of political support 
can be weakened by adding territory favorable to the opposition party. The number of 
incumbents who actually lose their reelection bids because of redistricting is lessened 
by the strategic behavior of redistricted members—who often choose to retire rather 
than wage an expensive reelection battle.15

SCANDALS Modern scandals come in many varieties. The old standby of financial 
impropriety has been supplemented by other forms of career-ending incidents, such as 
sexual improprieties. Incumbents implicated in scandals typically do not lose reelec-
tions—because they simply choose to retire rather than face defeat.16 Representative 
Trey Radel (R–FL), for example, resigned from office in 2014 after he was caught  
buying cocaine from a federal law enforcement agent.

PRESIDENTIAL COATTAILS The defeat of a congressional incumbent can also 
occur as a result of presidential coattails. Successful presidential candidates usually 
carry into office congressional candidates of the same party in the year of their elec-
tion. The strength of the coattail effect has, however, declined in modern times, as 
party identification has weakened and the powers and perks of incumbency have 
grown. Whereas Harry S Truman’s party gained seventy-six House seats and nine 
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additional Senate seats in 1948, Barack Obama’s party gained only twenty-one House 
members and eight senators in 2008. The gains can be minimal even in presidential 
landslide reelection years, such as 1972 (Nixon) and 1984 (Reagan) (see Table 12.1).

mID-TERm ELECTIONS Elections in the middle of presidential terms, called mid-
term elections, present a threat to incumbents of the president’s party. Just as the pres-
idential party usually gains seats in presidential election years, it usually loses seats in 
off years. The problems and tribulations of governing normally cost a president some 
popularity, alienate key groups, or cause the public to want to send the president a mes-
sage of one sort or another. An economic downturn or presidential scandal can under-
score and expand this circumstance.

Also apparent is the tendency of voters to punish the president’s party more 
severely in the sixth year of an eight-year presidency. After six years, voters are often 
restless for change. For example, in what many saw as a repudiation of President 
Obama’s policies, the Republican Party increased its majority in the House of 
Representatives in the 2014 mid-term election to its highest total since the one it 
held after the 1928 election, netting at least a dozen additional House seats (as of 
November 11, 2014).

Senate elections are less inclined to follow these off-year patterns than are House 
elections. The idiosyncratic nature of Senate contests is due to their intermittent sched-
uling (only one-third of the seats come up for election every two years) and the existence 
of well-funded, well-known candidates who can sometimes swim against whatever 
political tide is rising. When you consider all the sixth year mid-term elections of two-
term presidencies since World War II, the president’s party has lost an average of five 
seats. However, in the 2014 mid-term election, President Obama’s party lost more than 
the average, about eight or nine seats (two races undecided as of November 11), making 
the election look a lot like the sixth year of Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush.

mid-term election
An election that takes place in the 
middle of a presidential term.

TABLE 12.1 HOw DOEs THE PREsIDEnT AffECT COngREssIOnAl ElECTIOns?

  Gain (+) or Loss (–) for President’s Party
Presidential  

Election Years
Mid-Term  

Election Years

President/Year House Senate Year House Senate

Truman (D): 1948 +76 +9 1950 −28 −5

Eisenhower (R): 1952 +24 +2 1954 −18 −1

Eisenhower (R): 1956 −2 0 1958 −47 −13

Kennedy (D): 1960 −20 −2 1962 −2 +4

L. Johnson (D): 1964 +38 +2 1966 −47 −3

Nixon (R): 1968 +7 +5 1970 −12 +1

Nixon (R): 1972 +13 −2 Ford (R): 
1974 −48 −3

Carter (D): 1976 +2 0 1978 −15 −3

Reagan (R): 1980 +33 +12 1982 −26 −1

Reagan (R): 1984 +15 −2 1986 −5 −8

Bush (R): 1988 −3 −1 1990 −10 −1

Clinton (D): 1992 −10 0 1994 −52 −9a

Clinton (D): 1996 +10 −2 1998 +3 0

G. W. Bush (R): 2000 −2 −4 2002 +8 +2

G. W. Bush (R): 2004 +3 +4 2006 −30 −6

Obama (D): 2008 +21 +8 2010 −63 −6

Obama (D): 2012 +5 +2 2014b −8 or −9 −12
aIncludes the switch from Democrat to Republican of Alabama U.S. Senator Richard Shelby one day after the 
election.
bData as of November 11, 2014.

SOuRCE: Congressional Quarterly Guide to U.S. Elections, 6th ed. Washington, DC: CQ Press: 2010. Updated by the 
authors.
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fIGuRE 12 .3  HOw DO DEMOgRAPHIC CHARACTERIsTICs AffECT VOTERs’ CHOICEs?
Demographic characteristics can be powerful predictors of citizens’ choices at the voting booth. Partisanship 
is the most significant predictor of these decisions. In 2012, for example, 92 percent of Democrats voted for 
President Barack Obama and 93 percent of Republicans voted for Mitt Romney.

SOuRCE: http://www.cnn.com/election/2012/results/race/president#exit-polls.
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Identify seven factors that influence voter choice.12.4

he act of voting is the most common form of conventional political partici-
pation, or activism that attempts to influence the political process through 
commonly accepted forms of persuasion. Other examples of conventional 
political participation include writing letters and making campaign contri-

butions. Citizens may also engage in unconventional political participation, or activism 
that attempts to influence the political process through unusual or extreme measures. 
Examples include participating in protests, boycotts, and picketing.

A number of factors affect citizens’ choices about which candidate to support. 
Party affiliation and ideology stand at the forefront of these predictors. Other impor-
tant factors are income and education, race and ethnicity, gender, religion, and politi-
cal issues (see Figure 12.3).

  Party Identification
Party identification remains the most powerful predictor of vote choice. Stated simply, 
self-described Democrats tend to vote for Democratic candidates and self-described 
Republicans tend to vote for Republican candidates. This trend is particularly obvious 

Patterns in Vote Choice conventional political 
participation
Activism that attempts to influence 
the political process through com-
monly accepted forms of persuasion 
such as voting or letter writing.

unconventional political 
participation
Activism that attempts to influence 
the political process through unusual 
or extreme measures, such as protests, 
boycotts, and picketing.
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in less-visible elections, where voters may not know anything about the candidates and 
need a cue to help them cast their ballot. However, even in presidential elections, a high 
correlation exists between vote choice and party affiliation. In 2012, for example, 92 
percent of self-identified Democrats voted for President Barack Obama, and 93 per-
cent of self-identified Republicans voted for Mitt Romney.

In recent years, observers have noted higher levels of ticket-splitting, voting for 
candidates of different parties for various offices in the same election.17 Scholars have 
posited several potential explanations for ticket-splitting. One is that voters split their 
tickets, consciously or not, because they trust neither party to govern. Under this inter-
pretation, ticket-splitters are aware of the differences between the two parties and split 
their tickets to augment the checks and balances already present in the U.S. 
Constitution.18 Alternatively, voters split their tickets possibly because the growth of 
issue- and candidate-centered politics has made party less important as a voting cue.19

  Ideology
Ideology represents one of the most significant divisions in contemporary American poli-
tics. Liberals, generally speaking, favor government involvement in social programs and 
are committed to the ideals of tolerance and social justice. Conservatives, on the other 
hand, are dedicated to the ideals of individualism and market-based competition, and they 
tend to view government as a necessary evil rather than an agent of social improvement. 
Moderates lie somewhere between liberals and conservatives on the ideological spectrum; 
they favor conservative positions on some issues and liberal positions on others.

Not surprisingly, ideology is very closely related to vote choice. Liberals tend to 
vote for Democrats, and conservatives tend to vote for Republicans. In 2012, 86 per-
cent of self-described liberals voted for President Obama, whereas only 11 percent 
voted for Romney. Conservatives, on the other hand, voted for Romney over Obama at 
a rate of 82 to 17 percent.20

  Income and Education
Over the years, income has been a remarkably stable correlate of vote choice. The 
poor vote more Democratic; the well-to-do vote heavily Republican.21 The 2012 
election was, to some extent, consistent with these trends. Sizeable majorities of 
those making less than $50,000 annually supported Obama, with 60 percent of those 
making less than $50,000 annually leading the way. All other income classes were a 
virtual toss-up, with Obama and Romney each carrying between 40 and 50 percent 
of the electorate. It can be said, however, that Romney, as the Republican candidate, 
performed better with voters in middle-class and high-income brackets than he did 
with poorer voters.

Since income and education are highly correlated—more educated people tend to 
make more money—it should be no surprise that education follows a somewhat simi-
lar pattern. The most educated and the least educated citizens are more inclined to vote 
Democratic, and those in the middle—for example, with a bachelor’s degree—tend to 
vote Republican.

  Race and Ethnicity
Racial and ethnic groups also are likely to vote in distinct patterns. While whites have 
shown an increasing tendency to vote Republican, African American voters remain over-
whelmingly Democratic in their voting decisions. Despite the best efforts of the Republican 
Party to garner African American support, this pattern shows no signs of waning. In 2012, 
Obama’s candidacy accentuated this trend, and 93 percent of African Americans voted for 
him. Romney received a mere 6 percent of the African American vote.22

Hispanics also are likely to identify with and vote for Democrats, although not as 
monolithically as African Americans. In 2012, for example, Obama received 71 percent 
of the votes cast by Hispanics; Romney received only 27 percent.

ticket-splitting
Voting for candidates of different par-
ties for various offices in the same 
election.
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Asian and Pacific Island Americans are more variable in their voting than either the 
Hispanic or the African American community. The considerable political diversity within 
this group is worth noting: Chinese Americans tend to prefer Democratic candidates, but 
Vietnamese Americans, with strong anti-communist leanings, tend to support Republicans. 
A typical voting split for the Asian and Pacific Island American community runs about 60 
percent Democratic and 40 percent Republican, though it can reach the extreme of a 50–50 
split, depending on the election.23 In the 2012 election, 73 percent of Asian American vot-
ers supported Obama and 26 percent of Asian American voters supported Romney.

  Gender
Since 1980, the gender gap—the difference between the voting choices of men and 
women—has become a staple of American politics. In general, women are more likely 
to support Democratic candidates and men are more likely to support Republicans. 
The gender gap varies considerably from election to election, though normally it is 
between 5 and 7 percentage points. That is, women support the average Democrat 5 to 
7 percent more than men. In 2012, Obama won 55 percent of the female vote, but only 
45 percent of the male vote.24

A gender gap in vote choice is confined not only to contests between Democrats 
and Republicans but is frequently apparent in intraparty contests as well. In the 2012 
Republican primaries and caucuses, Republican women were more likely than Republican 
men to support Mitt Romney. In the Arizona primary, for example, women supported 
Romney over his competitor, Rick Santorum, by a nearly two to one margin.25

  Religion
Religious groups also have tended to vote in distinct patterns, but some of these tradi-
tional differences have declined considerably in recent years. The most cohesive of reli-
gious groups has been Jewish voters, a majority of whom have voted for every 
Democratic presidential candidate since the New Deal realignment. In 2012, 69 per-
cent of Jewish voters supported Obama.

HOw DOEs gEnDER InfluEnCE ElECTORAl OuTCOMEs?
The gender gap is one of the most powerful and consistent patterns in American elections. Women are 
significantly more likely to support Democratic candidates than their male counterparts. Thus, as reflected in 
this t-shirt, which declares, “Women will decide the election for Obama,” female voters received much of 
the credit for Democrats’ victories in 2012.
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retrospective judgment
A voter’s evaluation of a candidate 
based on past performance on a par-
ticular issue.

prospective judgment
A voter’s evaluation of a candidate 
based on what he or she pledges to do 
about an issue if elected.

T

Identify six factors that affect voter turnout.12.5

urnout refers to the proportion of the voting-age public that casts a ballot. 
In general, all citizens who are age eighteen or older are eligible to vote. 
States add a number of different regulations to limit the pool of eligible 
voters, such as restricting felons’ participation and requiring voter identifi-

cation (see Table 12.2).
Although about 58 percent of eligible voters turned out in 2012, average voter 

turnout in general elections in the United States is much lower than in other industri-
alized democracies: approximately 40 percent. An additional 25 percent are occasional 
voters, and 35 percent rarely or never vote. Some factors known to influence voter 
turnout include income and education, race and ethnicity, gender, age, civic engage-
ment, and interest in politics.

  Income and Education
A considerably higher percentage of citizens with annual incomes over $65,000 vote 
than do citizens with incomes under $35,000. Wealthy citizens are more likely than 
poor ones to think that the system works for them and that their votes make a difference. 

turnout
The proportion of the voting-age 
public that casts a ballot.

In contrast, Protestants are increasingly Republican in their vote choice. This 
increased support owes largely to the rise of social conservatives, as well as the 
Republican emphasis on personal responsibility.26 In 2012, 57 percent of Protestants 
supported Romney. Republican support is even stronger among evangelical Protestants. 
Among those voters who self-identified as “born again,” 78 percent supported Romney.

Catholic voters are a much more divided group. Historically, Catholic voters tended 
to identify with the Democratic Party and its support of social justice issues and anti-
poverty programs. But, since the 1970s and the rise of the abortion issue, Catholic vot-
ers have cast their votes for Republican candidates in larger numbers. In the past several 
presidential elections, the Catholic vote has consistently aligned with the winning party. 
In 2004, 52 percent of Catholic voters supported Republican President George W. 
Bush. In 2012, 50 percent of Catholic voters supported Democratic President Obama.

  Issues
In addition to the underlying influences on vote choice discussed above, individual 
issues can have important effects in any given election year. One of the most important 
driving forces is the state of the economy.27 Voters tend to reward the party in govern-
ment, usually the president’s party, during good economic times and punish that party 
during periods of economic downturn. When this occurs, the electorate is exercising 
retrospective judgment; that is, voters are rendering judgment on the party in power 
based on past performance on particular issues, in this case the economy. At other 
times, voters might use prospective judgment; that is, they vote based on what a can-
didate pledges to do about an issue if elected.

The 2012 election provides an example of how both retrospective and prospective 
judgments helped voters reach their ballot decisions. Voters in key swing states such as 
Ohio used retrospective judgment to credit President Barack Obama with bailing out 
automotive companies and saving American manufacturing jobs. Similarly, many vot-
ers, especially women, used prospective judgment to bolster their support for Obama, 
expressing concern about the future of their access to contraception and other repro-
ductive medicine under a Romney administration. This combination, along with other 
major issues in the election, helped to deliver a second victory for the president.

Voter Turnout
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TABLE 12.2 HOw DO sTATEs REgulATE VOTER ElIgIBIlITy?

Restrict felons’ ability to vote after completion of their sentence 12 states

Allow incarcerated felons to vote from prison 2 states

Require all voters to show some form of identification to vote 30 states

Require all voters to show photo identification to vote 12 states

Require no voter registration 1 state

Allow Election Day registration 10 states and DC

Require voters to register to vote at least 30 days prior to an election 14 states and DC

Allow no-excuse absentee balloting 27 states and DC

Allow early voting 32 states and DC

SOuRCES: Pew Center on the States, www.pewcenteronthestates.org, National Council on State Legislatures, 
www.ncsl.org, and CIRCLE, www.civicyouth.org.

People with higher incomes are also more likely to recognize their direct financial stake 
in the decisions of the government, thus spurring them into action.28 In contrast, lower-
income citizens often feel alienated from politics, possibly believing that conditions will 
remain the same no matter who holds office. As a result, these people are less likely to 
believe that their vote will make a difference and are more reluctant to expend the effort 
to turn out and vote.

As with vote choice, income and education are highly correlated; a higher income 
is often the result of greater educational attainment. Thus, all other things being equal, 
college graduates are much more likely to vote than those with less education, and 
people with advanced degrees are the most likely to vote. People with more education 
tend to learn more about politics, are less hindered by registration requirements, and 
are more self-confident about their ability to affect public life.29

  Race and Ethnicity
Despite substantial gains in voting rates among minority groups, race remains an 
important factor in voter participation. Whites still tend to vote more regularly 
than do African Americans, Hispanics, and other minority groups (see Figure 12.4). 

f IGuRE 12 .4  HOw HAs THE RACIAl AnD ETHnIC COMPOsITIOn Of VOTERs CHAngED?
Although white Americans continue to constitute a majority of the U.S. electorate, black, Hispanic, and 
Asian voters have accounted for significant percentages of the electorate during recent campaigns. This 
diversity alters both the voices heard from the voting booth and the demands placed on government.

SOuRCE: Data from Pew Research Center, “Dissecting the 2008 Electorate: Most Diverse in U.S. History,” April 30, 2009.  
www.pewresearch.org; and http://www.census.gov/prod/2013pubs/p20-568.pdf.
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Take a Closer Look
Political scientists have observed a number of discernible patterns in voter turnout and 
vote choice. Many of these patterns are affected by individuals’ demographic 
characteristics. Examine the voters waiting in line to cast their ballot in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, and consider what we might predict about how each of these people will vote 
based on what we can observe from this photo.

CritiCal thinking Questions

1. How might you predict that other individuals shown in this photo would vote 
based on their demographic characteristics?

2. What other demographic characteristics might help you to better understand the 
voter turnout and vote choices of the people shown in this photo?

3. How do voter turnout and vote choices affect the policy priorities of American 
political institutions? How might altering the composition of the voting population 
alter the government’s agenda?

Politically engaged individuals, such as those who volunteer on behalf of 
candidates, are more likely than other citizens to turn out to vote.

Women, particularly married ones, are more likely to turn out to vote than 
men. Although women in general favor Democratic candidates, married 
women are more likely than their single counterparts to vote for 
Republicans.

Young people, both male and female, have historically been less likely to 
turn out to vote. More young people vote for Democrats than Republicans.

African Americans and other minority groups vote at lower rates than their 
white counterparts. African Americans overwhelmingly support 
Democratic candidates.
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Several factors help to explain these persistent differences. One reason is the rela-
tive income and educational levels of the two racial groups. Many racial and ethnic 
minorities tend to be poorer and to have less formal education than whites; as 
mentioned earlier, both of these factors affect voter turnout. Significantly, though, 
highly educated and wealthier African Americans are more likely to vote than 
whites of similar background.30

Another explanation focuses on the long-term consequences of the voting barri-
ers that African Americans historically faced in the United States, especially in areas 
of the Deep South. In the wake of Reconstruction, the southern states made voter 
registration extremely difficult for African Americans, and only a small percentage of 
the eligible African American population was registered throughout the South until 
the 1960s. The Voting Rights Act (VRA) of 1965 helped change this situation by 
prohibiting racial discrimination in voting. The act bans any voting device or proce-
dure that interferes with a minority citizen’s right to vote, such as literacy tests and 
similar devices that were historically used to disenfranchise racial minorities. It also 
prohibits any state or local government from imposing any voting law that results in 
discrimination against racial or language minorities. As a result of the VRA and 
other civil rights reforms, turnout among African Americans has increased 
dramatically.

The Hispanic community in the United States is now slightly larger than the 
African American community; thus, Hispanics have the potential to wield enor-
mous political power. In California, Texas, Florida, Illinois, and New York, five key 
electoral states, Hispanic voters have emerged as powerful allies for candidates 
seeking office. Moreover, their increasing presence in New Mexico, Arizona, 
Colorado, and Nevada,—the latter two of which were key battleground states in 
the 2012 presidential election, has forced candidates of both parties to place more 
emphasis on issues that affect Hispanics. However, turnout among Hispanics is 
much lower than that among whites and African Americans. In 2012, Hispanics 
accounted for almost 12 percent of the U.S. population but 10 percent of those who 
turned out to vote.

  Gender
With passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920, women gained the right to 
vote in the United States. While early polling numbers are not reliable enough to shed 
light on the voting rate among women in the period immediately following ratifica-
tion of the Nineteenth Amendment, it is generally accepted that women voted at a 
lower rate than men. Recent polls suggest that today women vote at a slightly higher 
rate than their male counterparts. Since women constitute slightly more than 50 per-
cent of the U.S. population, they now account for a majority of the American 
electorate.

  Age
A strong correlation exists between age and voter turnout. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment 
to the Constitution, ratified in 1971, lowered the voting age to eighteen. While this 
amendment obviously increased the number of eligible voters, it did so by enfranchising 
the group that is least likely to vote. A much higher percentage of citizens age thirty and 
older vote than do citizens younger than thirty, although voter turnout decreases over 
the age of seventy, primarily due to the difficulties some older voters experience in get-
ting to their polling locations. Regrettably, only about 50 percent of eligible eighteen- to 
twenty-nine-year-olds are even registered to vote.31 The most plausible reason is that 
younger people are more mobile; they have not put down roots in a community. Because 
voter registration is not automatic, people who relocate have to make an effort to regis-
ter. As young people marry, have children, and settle down in a community, the likeli-
hood that they will vote increases.32
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  Civic Engagement
Individuals who are members of civic organizations, trade and professional organiza-
tions, and labor unions are more likely to vote and participate in politics than those 
who are not members of these or similar types of groups. People who more frequently 
attend church or other religious services, moreover, also are more inclined to vote than 
people who rarely attend or do not belong to religious institutions.

Many of these organizations emphasize community involvement, which often 
encourages voting and exposes members to requests for support from political parties 
and candidates. These groups also encourage participation by providing opportunities 
for members to develop organizational and communication skills relevant to political 
activity. Union membership is particularly likely to increase voting turnout among 
people who, on the basis of their education or income, are less likely to vote.33

  Interest in Politics
People who are highly interested in politics constitute only a small minority of the U.S. 
population. The most politically active Americans—party and issue-group activists—
make up less than 5 percent of the country’s more than 313 million people. Those who 
contribute time or money to a party or a candidate during a campaign make up only 
about 10 percent of the total adult population. Although these percentages appear low, 
they translate into millions of Americans who are reliable voters and also contribute 
more than just votes to the system.

Toward Reform: Problems with 
Voter Turnout

nspiring citizens to turn out to vote is particularly important in the 
United States because of the winner-take-all electoral system. In the-
ory, in such a system, any one vote could decide the outcome of the 
election. Although the importance of individual votes has been show-

cased in close elections such as the 2008 Minnesota race for the U.S. Senate, which 
was decided by only 312 votes, voter turnout in the United States remains quite 
low. In mid-term elections, only 40 to 45 percent of the eligible electorate turns out 
to vote; that amount rises to 50 or 60 percent in presidential elections. The follow-
ing sections discuss the causes of, and potential remedies for, low voter turnout in 
the United States.

  Why Don’t Americans Turn Out?
People may choose not to participate in elections for many reasons. Nonparticipation 
may be rooted in something as complicated as an individual’s political philosophy or 
something as simple as the weather—voter turnout tends to be lower on rainy Election 
Days. Here, we discuss some of the most common reasons for nonvoting: other com-
mitments, difficulty of registration, difficulty of voting, the number of elections, voter 
attitudes, and the weakened influence of political parties (see Figure 12.5).

OTHER COmmITmENTS According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 17.5 percent of 
registered nonvoters reported in 2008 that they did not vote because they were too 
busy or had conflicting work or school schedules. Another 14.9 percent said they did 
not vote because they were ill or disabled, or had a family emergency. While these 

I

Explain why voter turnout is low, and evaluate methods for improving voter turnout.12.6
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reasons account for a large portion of the people surveyed, they also reflect the 
respondents’ desire not to seem uneducated about the candidates and issues or apa-
thetic about the political process. Although some would-be voters are undoubtedly 
busy, infirm, or otherwise unable to make it to the polls, it is likely that many of these 
nonvoters are offering an easy excuse and have another reason for failing to vote.

DIffICuLTy Of REGISTRATION A major reason for lack of participation in the 
United States remains the relatively low percentage of the adult population that is 
registered to vote. Requiring citizens to take the initiative to register is an American 
invention; nearly every other democratic country places the burden of registration 
on the government rather than on the individual. Thus, the cost (in terms of time 
and effort) of registering to vote is higher in the United States than in other indus-
trialized democracies.

The National Voter Registration Act of 1993, commonly known as the Motor 
Voter Act, was a significant national attempt to ease the bureaucratic hurdles associated 
with registering to vote. The law requires states to provide the opportunity to register 
through driver’s license agencies, public assistance agencies, and the mail. Researchers 
estimate that this law has increased voter registration by 5 to 9 percent, and some schol-
ars hypothesize that the law is at least partially responsible for the increases in voter 
participation experienced in recent elections.

Eleven states now also allow online voter registration. Although some critics have 
expressed concerns about the security of this process, it has proved an effective way to 
increase registration. In Arizona, the first state to implement the online option in 2003, 
voter registration increased by almost 10 percent as a result of the law.34

DIffICuLTy Of vOTING Stringent ballot access laws are another factor affecting 
voter turnout in the United States. Voters in thirty states, for example, must provide 
some form of identification to cast a ballot. In twelve of these states, that identifica-
tion must include a photo. Though supporters charge that voter identification laws are 
simply intended to prevent voter fraud, opponents argue that this legislation may dis-
proportionately limit the ballot access of a number of groups, including women, racial 
and ethnic minorities, the poor, the elderly, and the disabled.35 As a result of concerns 

f IGuRE 12 .5  wHy DOn’T PEOPlE VOTE?
During November of each federal election year, the U.S. Census Bureau conducts a Current Population 
Survey that asks a series of questions related to voting and registration. In the November 2008 survey, 
respondents were asked whether they voted in the 2008 election and, if not, what their reasons were for 
not voting. The most common reason for not voting was being too busy.

SOuRCE: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, November 2008.
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about the constitutionality of these laws, courts in some states, including Pennsylvania, 
stopped enforcement of the provisions for the 2012 election. Similar laws in other 
states, particularly the South, continue to be reviewed by the courts.

Citizens who plan to be out of state on Election Day or who are physically unable 
to go to the polls may also face challenges in casting an absentee ballot. Many states, 
for instance, require citizens to apply in person for absentee ballots, a burdensome 
requirement given that a person’s inability to be present in his or her home state is often 
the reason for absentee balloting in the first place. Recent literature in political science 
links liberalized absentee voting rules and higher turnout.36

NumBER Of ELECTIONS Another explanation for low voter turnout in the United 
States is the sheer number and frequency of elections. According to a study by the 
International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, the United States 
typically holds twice as many national elections as other Western democracies, a con-
sequence of the relatively short two-year term of office for members of the House of 
Representatives.37 American federalism, with its separate elections at the local, state, 
and national levels, and its use of primary elections for the selection of candidates, also 
contributes to the number of elections in which Americans are called on to partici-
pate. With so many elections, even the most active political participants may skip part 
of the electoral process from time to time.

vOTER ATTITuDES Voter attitudes also affect the low rates of voter turnout 
observed in the United States. Some voters are alienated, and others are just plain 

HOw DO CITIZEns VOTE By ABsEnTEE BAllOT?
Citizens who will be unable to make it to the polls on Election Day may file an application to vote by 
absentee ballot. Local Boards of Elections mail ballots to these individuals; citizens fill out the ballot and 
return them by mail. Here, election officials sort and organize completed absentee ballots.
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apathetic, possibly because of a lack of pressing issues in a particular year, satisfaction 
with the status quo, or uncompetitive elections. Furthermore, many citizens may be 
turned off by the quality of campaigns in a time when petty issues and personal mud-
slinging are more prevalent than ever. In 2008, 12.4 percent of registered nonvoters 
reported they were not interested in the election. Another 12.9 percent said they did 
not like the issues or candidates.

WEAkENED INfLuENCE Of POLITICAL PARTIES Political parties today are not 
as effective as they once were in mobilizing voters, ensuring they are registered, and 
getting them to the polls. The parties at one time were grassroots organizations that 
forged strong party–group links with their supporters. Today, candidate- and issue-
centered campaigns and the growth of expansive party bureaucracies have resulted in 
somewhat more distant parties with which fewer people identify very strongly. While 
efforts have been made in recent elections to bolster the influence of parties—in par-
ticular, through sophisticated get-out-the-vote efforts—the parties’ modern grassroots 
activities still pale in comparison to their earlier efforts.

  Improving voter Turnout
Reformers have proposed many ideas to increase voter turnout in the United States. 
Always on the list is raising the political awareness of young citizens, a reform that inevi-
tably must involve our nation’s schools. The rise in formal education levels among 
Americans has had a significant effect on voter turnout.38 No less important, and per-
haps simpler to achieve, are institutional reforms such as making Election Day a holiday, 
easing constraints on voter registration, allowing mail and online voting, modernizing 
the ballot, and strengthening political parties.

mAkE ELECTION DAy A HOLIDAy Since elections traditionally are held on 
Tuesdays, the busy workday is an obstacle for many would-be voters. Some reformers 
have, therefore, proposed that Election Day should be a national holiday. This strategy 
could backfire if people used the day off to extend vacations or long weekends. The 
tradition of Tuesday elections, however, should reduce this risk.

ENABLE EARLy vOTING In an attempt to make voting more convenient for citi-
zens who may have other commitments on Election Day, thirty-two states (largely in 
the West, Midwest, and South) currently allow voters to engage in a practice known as 
early voting. Several additional states allow voters with a valid excuse to cast a ballot 
early. Early voting allows citizens to cast their ballot up to a month before the elec-
tion—the time frame varies by state—either by mail or at a designated polling loca-
tion. Many citizens have found early voting to be a preferable way to cast their ballot; 
during the 2012 election, approximately 25 percent of eligible voters took advantage of 
early voting.

Critics of early voting, however, charge that the method decreases the importance 
of the campaign. They also fear that voters who cast early ballots may later come to 
regret their choices. It is possible, for example, that a voter could change his or her mind 
after hearing new information about candidates just prior to Election Day, or that a 
voter could cast a ballot for a candidate who subsequently withdraws from the race.

PERmIT mAIL AND ONLINE vOTING Reformers have also proposed several ways 
that citizens could vote from their own homes. For example, citizens of Oregon, 
Washington, and some California counties vote almost entirely by mail-in ballots. These 
systems have been credited with increasing voter turnout rates in those states. But, voting 
by mail has its downside: concerns about decreased ballot security and increased poten-
tial for fraud with mail-in elections. Another problem is that it may delay election results 
as the Board of Elections waits to receive all ballots.

Internet voting may be a more instantaneous way to tally votes. Some states, 
including Arizona and Michigan, have already experimented with using this 
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Explore Your World
The act of casting a secret ballot to choose a political leader is something that many Americans take for 
granted. However, many people around the world have never experienced the privilege of expressing their 
views on who should govern. Even citizens who have won the right to vote may cast their ballots in ways 
that are fundamentally different from those we use in the United States.

CRITICAL THINkING QuESTIONS

1. How might the type of ballot used in an election affect voters who turn out to cast 
a ballot? The results of the election?

2. Should all voters be allowed to cast a secret ballot? Why or why not?

3. What steps should be taken to ensure that all citizens have access to the ballot?

All voters in the United States are given the opportunity to cast a secret 
ballot and vote for the candidate of their choice without threat or 
intimidation. The method of voting varies, though an increasing number of 
jurisdictions use computers to tabulate the results of each election.

Afghanistan held its first presidential elections in 2004; allowing women 
to vote in these elections marked a sea change for the largely Islamic 
nation. Voters cast secret ballots that were hand tabulated by election 
officials.

In some states, or cantons, in Switzerland, citizens still vote in person in 
town meetings. Other Swiss citizens vote by mail, at traditional polling 
locations, or online.
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method to cast ballots in primary elections. In addition, military members and 
their families from thirty-two states and Washington, D.C., used Internet voting 
to cast absentee ballots in the 2012 elections.39 However, Internet voting booths 
have been slow to catch on with the general public because many voters are wary 
of the security of this method and worry about online hackers and an inability to 
prevent voter fraud. Other observers fear that an all-online system could uninten-
tionally disenfranchise poor voters, who may be less likely to have access to an 
Internet connection.

mAkE REGISTRATION EASIER Registration laws vary by state, but in most 
states, people must register prior to Election Day. Among the eleven states that 
permit Election Day registration, turnout is generally higher. Five of the ten states 
with the highest turnout in 2012 (Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, New Hampshire, and 
Wisconsin) have some form of Election Day registration. In 2012, voter turnout in 
states with Election Day registration was 12 points higher than in those without 
that option, a turnout advantage that has been consistent over the last six national 
elections, supporting the long-held claim by reformers that voter turnout could be 
increased if registering to vote were made simpler for citizens.40 Better yet, all U.S. 
citizens could be registered automatically at the age of eighteen. Critics, however, 
argue that such automatic registration could breed even greater voter apathy and 
complacency.

Increasing voter registration drives in areas where many citizens are not registered 
to vote may also increase voter turnout. One recent study of college students, for exam-
ple, demonstrated that students who registered to vote in on-campus voter registration 
drives were much more likely to turn out to vote than other Americans age eighteen to 
twenty-four.41

mODERNIZE THE BALLOT Following the 2000 election, when the outcome of the 
presidential election in Florida, and by extension the nation, hinged on “hanging 
chads”—punch-card ballots that had not been fully separated—legislators and other 
observers called for reforms to modernize the ballot. The federal government even 
enacted the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) to aid states in upgrading voting equip-
ment. Reformers hoped that these changes would make the process of voting easier, 
more approachable, and more reliable.

States and localities have made significant upgrades to the types of ballots they use 
as a result of the HAVA. Traditional, hand-counted, paper ballots are now used in 
fewer than 10 percent of jurisdictions. In thirty-two states, citizens mark paper ballots, 
but their votes are computer tabulated. In another eleven states, and large percentages 
of other states, voting is entirely electronic, often done on touch-screen voting 
machines.42 States have also experimented with other new technologies for casting 
ballots. In Oregon, for example, disabled residents were able to vote with iPads; several 
other states are exploring expanded use of this technology.43

Supporters of electronic voting believe that training poll workers, administra-
tors, and voters on how to effectively use the new equipment is vital. Critics main-
tain that lack of a paper trail leaves electronic machines vulnerable to fraud and 
worry that the machines could crash during an election. Still other critics cite the 
expense of the machines. All, however, agree that updating election equipment and 
ensuring fair elections across the country should be a legislative priority. As Charles 
M. Vest, the president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, noted, “A 
nation that can send a man to the moon, that can put a reliable ATM machine on 
every corner, has no excuse not to deploy a reliable, affordable, easy-to-use voting 
system.”44

STRENGTHEN PARTIES Reformers have long argued that strengthening political 
parties would increase voter turnout, because parties have historically been the most 
successful at mobilizing citizens to vote in the United States. During the late 1800s 
and early 1900s, the country’s “Golden Age” of powerful political parties, one of their 
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primary activities was getting out the vote on Election Day. Even today, the parties’ 
Election Day get-out-the-vote drives increase voter turnout by several million people 
in national contests. The challenge is how to go about enacting reforms that strengthen 
parties. One way would be to allow political parties to raise and spend greater sums of 
money during the campaign process. Such a reform, however, raises ethical questions 
about the role and influence of money in politics. Another potential change would be 
to enact broader systemic reforms that allow for a multiparty system and facilitate 
greater party competition. But, these reforms would be very difficult to pass into law.

Ultimately, the solution to ensuring greater voter turnout may lie in encouraging the 
parties to enhance their get-out-the-vote efforts. Additional voter education programs, 
too, may show voters what is at stake in elections and thereby inspire higher turnout in 
future elections.
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Elections are responsible for most political changes in the 
United States. Regular elections guarantee mass political 
action, create governmental accountability, and confer legiti-
macy on regimes. Elections in the United States are of four 
major types: primary elections, general elections, initiatives 
and referenda, and recall elections.

Trace the roots of American elections, and distinguish 
among the four different types of elections, p. 334.

Roots of American Elections

12.1

Review the Chapter

No U.S. election can compare to the presidential contest, 
held every four years. The parties select presidential candi-
dates through either primary elections or caucuses, with the 
primary process culminating in each party’s national conven-
tion, after which the general election campaign begins. The 
American political system uses indirect electoral representa-
tion in the form of the Electoral College.

Presidential Elections

Outline the electoral procedures for presidential and 
general elections, p. 337.

12.2

In congressional elections, incumbents have a strong advan-
tage over their challengers because of staff support, the vis-
ibility they get from being in office, and the “scare-off ” 
effect. Redistricting, scandals, presidential coattails, and 
mid-term elections serve as countervailing forces to the 
incumbency advantage and are the main sources of turnover 
in Congress.

Congressional Elections

Compare and contrast congressional and presidential 
elections, and explain the incumbency advantage, p. 343.

12.3

Voter turnout in the United States is much lower than in 
other industrialized democracies. It is higher, however, 
among citizens who are white, older, more educated, have 
higher incomes, belong to civic organizations, and attend 
religious services more frequently. Whether they are casting 
ballots in congressional or presidential elections, partisan 
identification is the most powerful predictor of voter choice.

Voter Turnout

Identify six factors that affect voter turnout, p. 350.12.5

Americans do not vote for several reasons, including other 
commitments, difficulty registering to vote, difficulty voting, 
the number of elections, voter attitudes, and the weakened 
influence of political parties. Suggestions for improving voter 
turnout include making Election Day a holiday, enabling 
early voting, allowing for mail and online voting, making the 
registration process easier, modernizing the ballot, and 
strengthening political parties. Each of these suggested 
reforms has both pros and cons associated with it.

Toward Reform: Problems with 
Voter Turnout

Explain why voter turnout is low, and evaluate methods 
for improving voter turnout, p. 354.

12.6

Seven factors that affect vote choice are party identification, 
ideology, income and education, race and ethnicity, gender, 
religion, and issues. Democrats, liberals, those who are poor 
or uneducated, African Americans, women, younger 
Americans, and Jews tend to vote Democratic. Republicans, 
conservatives, those who are wealthy and moderately edu-
cated, whites, men, older Americans, and Protestants tend to 
vote Republican.

Patterns in Vote Choice

Identify seven factors that influence voter choice, p. 347.12.4
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1. In what type of election do candidates run against 
members of their own party?
 a. General
 b. Initiative
 c. Referendum
 d. Primary
 e. Mid-term

2. Which of the following is true of primary elections?
 a. Primaries nominate more moderate candidates than do 

caucuses.
 b. Political parties have historically preferred primary 

elections to caucuses.
 c. Primary election voters usually know more about the 

candidates than do caucus participants.
 d. Primary elections involve a greater time commitment 

on behalf of voters than do caucuses.
 e. Scheduling an early primary lessens a state’s impact on 

the process of selecting a presidential nominee.

3. Abolishing the Electoral College
 a. has been ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.
 b. would require a constitutional amendment.
 c. is supported by the Republican Party.
 d. would be likely to pass the Senate but not the House.
 e. receives significant support from smaller states.

4. Which of the following is NOT a reason for why many 
incumbents lose reelection?
 a. Redistricting
 b. Scandals
 c. Partisanship
 d. Presidential coattails
 e. Mid-term elections

5. Which of the following is true of mid-term elections?
 a. Mid-term elections have higher voter turnout than 

presidential elections.
 b. The president’s party usually loses seats in a mid-term 

election year.
 c. Issues rarely affect the outcome of mid-term elections.
 d. Senate elections are more affected by mid-term election 

forces than are House elections.
 e. Campaign spending is higher in mid-term elections 

than presidential elections.

6. The most powerful predictor of vote choice is:
 a. age.
 b. party identification.
 c. gender.
 d. race.
 e. ethnicity.

7. Which of the following is NOT a major predictor of a 
person’s vote choice?
 a. Gender
 b. Income
 c. Education
 d. Type of ballot
 e. Party

8. In general, voter turnout is higher among those  
who are
 a. older and wealthier.
 b. less educated with a moderate income.
 c. male.
 d. African American.
 e. age eighteen to twenty-four.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Learn the Terms

closed primary, p. 335
conventional political participation,  

p. 347
crossover voting, p. 335
elector, p. 340
Electoral College, p. 340
electorate, p. 334
front-loading, p. 339
general election, p. 335

incumbency, p. 344
initiative, p. 335
mandate, p. 335
mid-term election, p. 346
open primary, p. 335
primary election, p. 335
prospective judgment, p. 350
reapportionment, p. 340
recall, p. 337

referendum, p. 336
retrospective judgment, p. 350
runoff primary, p. 335
ticket-splitting, p. 348
turnout, p. 350
unconventional political  

participation, p. 347

Study and Review the Flashcards
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9. The most common reason why people don’t vote is:
 a. they were not contacted by a political party.
 b. they experienced difficulties with absentee voting.
 c. they are too busy.
 d. they are uninterested.
 e. they are disabled or ill.

10. Which of the following is NOT a way to improve 
voter turnout?
 a. Make Election Day a holiday
 b. Enable early voting
 c. Permit online voting
 d. Make registration easier
 e. Weaken political parties
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13
The Campaign 
Process

Trace the  
evolution of  
political  
campaigns  
in the United 
States, p. 366.

Assess the role  
of candidates  
and their staff  
in the campaign 
process, p. 369.

Evaluate the ways 
campaigns raise 
money, p. 373.

Identify the ways 
campaigns use 
the media to reach 
potential voters,  
p. 378.

Analyze the 2012 
presidential  
campaign, p. 382.

13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5

P
resident Barack Obama faced no internal challenges for the Democratic nomina-
tion for president in 2012. This gave President Obama an immediate advantage in 
the presidential election because he did not have to focus his efforts on competi-
tion within the party. As a result, he was able to build on the successful infra-
structure he had created in 2008 and focus his efforts on fundraising and building 

an on-the-ground game, particularly in swing states. 
On the Republican side, more than ten candidates engaged in a several month-long primary 

battle. At various points, former Senator Rick Santorum, former Speaker of the House Newt 
Gingrich, and a range of other candidates, including Herman Cain and Michele Bachmann were 
the frontrunners for the nomination. In April 2012, at long last, the GOP chose former 
Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney. If there was residual angst in the Republican Party over 
Governor Romney’s selection to fill the top spot on the GOP ticket, it seemed to fade after the 
selection of Representative Paul Ryan as Romney’s running mate. Following the party’s con-
vention, Republicans appeared to unite in their efforts to hold President Obama to a single term 
as president. 

With the economy as the dominant issue, both candidates emphasized experience as the key 
to being successful over the next four years. The President claimed his leadership was responsi-
ble for getting the nation’s economy back on track, while Mitt Romney argued that there had been 
little improvement and touted his experience as a successful businessman as key selling points 
with voters. 

The election, ultimately, would turn on the question of whether the American people believed 
conditions were getting better or worse. Would they blame the sitting president for the nation’s 
problems and turn him out of office in favor of a candidate with business experience, or would 
they trust that the president was delivering and moving forward, albeit slowly, on his promise of 
“Change” four years earlier? 
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Presidential camPaigns leave indelible marks on the nation Above, Theodore Roosevelt gives a 
campaign speech from the back of a train in 1912. Below, President Barack Obama celebrates his 2012 reelection with his 
wife, Michelle, and daughters, Sasha and Malia. 
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Both campaigns vigorously pursued electors in all key battleground states, and both 

campaigns included grassroots organizing in all fifty states, relying on extensive use of 
technology and social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and emails. Romney’s 
campaign banked on a strategy that would require him to win back many of the states that 
Obama took in 2008 but that George W. Bush had carried in 2004. These included states 
like Indiana, as well as key swing states such as Virginia, Ohio, Colorado, Nevada, New 
Hampshire and North Carolina. 

Obama’s campaign believed that if they could convince voters to turn out and sup-
port them as they had in 2008, the path to reelection would be smooth. This strategy 
proved successful when, on Election Day, the Obama campaign held together a coalition 
of women, African Americans, Hispanics, and young voters to secure a second term for 
the president.

With the exception of Indiana and North Carolina, which supported Mitt Romney, 
Obama carried every other state he had won in 2008. Shortly before midnight, networks 
projected Ohio for the Democrats and Obama secured the necessary 270 Electoral College 
votes to be declared the winner of the 2012 presidential election. 

Ultimately, after securing victory in Florida on the Saturday after the election, President 
Obama won a total of 332 votes in the Electoral College to Romney’s 206. Although many 
Democrats claimed this significant victory in the Electoral College gave the president a 
mandate for his second term in office, Republicans pointed to Obama’s comparatively 
smaller margin of victory—3 percent—in the popular vote and asserted that Americans 
were more divided than the Electoral College results indicated.

• • •

Modern political campaigns have become high-stakes, high-priced extravaganzas, 
but the basic purpose of modern electioneering remains intact: one person asking 
another for support. The art of modern campaigning involves the management of a large 
budget and staff, the planning of sophisticated voter outreach efforts, and the creation 
of high-tech Internet and social media sites that provide continuous communication 
updates and organize voter and donor support. Campaigning also involves the diplo-
matic skill of unifying disparate individuals and groups to achieve a fragile electoral 
majority. How candidates perform these exquisitely difficult tasks is the subject of this 
chapter.

Roots of Modern Political 
Campaigns

C

Trace the evolution of political campaigns in the United States.13.1

ampaigns are dynamic, unpredictable, and exciting. No two political cam-
paigns are the same. Despite the unique qualities of each race, however, 
most electoral contests are similar in structure, consisting of a nomination 
campaign and a general election campaign.

  the nomination campaign
The nomination campaign, the phase of a political campaign aimed at winning a pri-
mary election, begins as soon as the candidate has decided to run for office. This may 
be years prior to the actual election. During the nomination campaign, the candidates 
target party leaders and interest groups. They test out themes, slogans, and strategies, 
and learn to adjust to the pressure of being in the spotlight day in and day out. This is 
the time for candidates to learn that a single careless phrase could end the campaign or 
guarantee a defeat. The press and public take much less notice of gaffes at this time 
than they will later, in the general election campaign.

nomination campaign
Phase of a political campaign aimed at 
winning a primary election.
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A danger not always heeded by candidates during the nomination campaign is 

that, in the quest to win the party’s nomination, a candidate can move too far to the 
right or left and appear too extreme to the electorate in November. Party activists are 
generally more ideologically extreme than party-identified voters in the general elec-
torate, and activists participate in primaries and caucuses at a relatively high rate. If a 
candidate tries too hard to appeal to the interests of party elites, he or she jeopardizes 
the ultimate goal of winning the election. Conservative Barry Goldwater, the 1964 
Republican nominee for president, and liberal George McGovern, the 1972 Democratic 
nominee for president, both fell victim to this phenomenon in seeking their party’s 
nomination—Goldwater going too far right, and McGovern going too far left—and 
they were handily defeated in the general elections by Presidents Lyndon B. Johnson 
and Richard M. Nixon, respectively.

  the general election campaign
After earning the party’s nomination, candidates embark on the general election cam-
paign, or the phase of a political campaign aimed at winning election to office. Unlike 
the nomination campaign, in which candidates must run against members of their own 
political party, during the general election campaign, candidates in partisan elections 

general election campaign
Phase of a political campaign aimed at 
winning election to office.

Why ArE polITIcAl cAmpAIgnS ImporTAnT?
Political campaigns help voters to make informed choices on Election Day. They do this through a complex 
set of political tools, including media signs and slogans. Here, a sign encourages voters to endorse Dwight 
D. Eisenhower and Richard M. Nixon for president and vice president, respectively, in 1952.
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13.1 Explore Your World
Political candidates ultimately become lawmakers and policy makers. As a result, many states around the world 
have identified a need to make their candidate pools more representative of the country’s population at large. 
One way of achieving this goal is by adopting quotas that mandate a certain percentage of candidates come 
from traditionally underrepresented groups, such as women or ethnic or religious minorities. Examine the chart 
below to consider whether candidate quotas translate into greater representation in government; this example 
focuses on women as candidates and members of the lower house of each country’s legislature.

critical thinking Questions

1. Does there appear to be a relationship between quota laws and percentages of 
women in government?

2. How might quota laws improve the representation of women’s issues in 
government and politics? In what ways might they be ineffective?

3. Should the United States adopt a law requiring that a certain percentage of 
political candidates be women? Why or why not?

Egypt
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Women played an active role in writing the Rwandan constitution adopted 
after the late 1990s genocide. They demanded that seats be reserved for 
women in the legislature; today Rwanda has the highest percentage of 
female lawmakers in the world.

The global average for 
percentage of women in the 
lower house of the 
legislature is 19 percent. The 
United States lags below 
this figure. 

Egypt, where fewer than  
2 percent of legislators are 
women, passed a quota law in 
May 2012.

Japanese women lag behind their male counterparts in both public and 
private leadership positions. The government has recently considered 
adopting quota laws to narrow these gaps.

SOURCE: “Focus: Women in Parliament,” The Economist (May 9, 2012): http://www 
.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2012/05/focus-1; The Quota Project, www 
.quotaproject.org. Data as of March 31, 2012. 
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andidates are the center of political campaigns. While a candidate may not 
make all of the decisions, or even have the expertise or knowledge to han-
dle the wide variety of issues and concerns that affect the campaign, it is 
ultimately the candidate’s name that appears on the ballot. And, on Election 

Day, voters hold only the candidate truly accountable.
Candidates employ a wide variety of people to help them run an effective cam-

paign. Most candidates for higher offices hire a campaign manager, finance chair, and 
communications staff. They may also contract the assistance of a variety of political 
consultants. In addition, candidates rely on networks of grassroots volunteers to spread 
the campaign’s message and to get out the vote.

  the candidate
Before there can be a campaign, there must be a candidate. Candidates run for office 
for any number of reasons, including personal ambition, the desire to promote ideo-
logical objectives or pursue specific public policies, or simply because they think they 
can do a better job than their opponents.1 In any case, to be successful, candidates must 
spend a considerable amount of time and energy in pursuit of their desired office, and 
all candidates must be prepared to expose themselves and often their families to public 
scrutiny and the chance of rejection by the voters.

In an effort to show voters they are hardworking, thoughtful, and worthy of the 
office they seek, candidates try to meet as many citizens as possible in the course of a 
campaign. To some degree, such efforts are symbolic, especially for presidential candi-
dates, since it is possible to have direct contact with only a small fraction of the millions 
of people who are likely to vote in a presidential contest. But, one should not discount 
the value of visiting numerous localities both to increase media coverage and to moti-
vate local activists who are working for the candidate’s campaign.

Thus, a typical candidate maintains an exhausting schedule. The day may begin 
at 5:00 a.m. at the entrance gate to an auto plant with an hour or two of handshak-
ing, followed by similar glad-handing at subway stops until 9:00 a.m. Strategy ses-
sions with key advisers and preparation for upcoming presentations and forums may 
fill the rest of the morning. A luncheon talk, afternoon fundraisers, and a series of 
media interviews crowd the afternoon agenda. Cocktail parties are followed by a 
dinner speech, perhaps telephone or neighborhood canvassing of voters, and a civic 

C

Assess the role of candidates and their staff in the campaign process.13.2

run against nominees from other political parties. All eligible voters, regardless of 
political party, have the opportunity to vote in these elections. For this reason, most 
political scientists suggest that candidates running in general elections have an incen-
tive to move their positions on political issues toward the ideological center. These 
scholars argue that candidates representing the two major parties are unlikely to lose 
the votes of party loyalists. The citizens whose votes are “up for grabs” are often political 
moderates, and choosing middle-of-the-road positions on controversial issues may 
help to attract the votes of these individuals.

The length of the general election campaign varies widely from state to state, 
depending on the date of the primary elections. In states that hold primary elections 
in January, the general election campaign can be quite long. However, in states that 
hold primary elections in September, the general election campaign is quite short. 
The length of this campaign season affects how candidates structure their cam-
paigns, how they raise money, whom they meet along the campaign trail, and even 
their advertising strategies.

Assembling a Campaign Staff
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forum or two. Meetings with advisers and planning for the next day’s events can 
easily take a candidate past midnight. After only a few hours of sleep, the candidate 
starts all over again.

The hectic pace of campaigning can strain the candidate’s family life and leaves 
little time for reflection and long-range planning. After months of this grueling 
pace, candidates may be functioning on automatic pilot and often commit gaffes, 
from referring to the wrong city’s sports team to fumbling an oft-repeated stump 
speech. Candidates also are much more prone to lose their tempers, responding 
sharply to criticism from opponents and even the media when they believe they 
have been characterized unfairly. These frustrations and the sheer exhaustion only 
get worse when a candidate believes he or she is on the verge of defeat and the end 
of the campaign is near.

  the campaign staff
Paid staff, political consultants, and dedicated volunteers work behind the scenes to 
support the candidate. Collectively, they plan general strategy, conduct polls, write 
speeches, craft the campaign’s message, and design a communications plan to dissemi-
nate that message in the form of TV advertisements, radio spots, Web sites, and direct 
mail pieces. Others are responsible for organizing fund-raising events, campaign rallies, 
and direct voter contacts.

It is important to note that the campaign staff varies significantly in size and 
nature, depending on the type of race. Presidential, senatorial, and gubernatorial races 
employ large professional staffs and a number of different consultants and pollsters. In 
contrast, races for state legislatures will likely have only a paid campaign manager and 
rely heavily on volunteer workers (see Figure 13.1).

camPaign manager A campaign manager runs nearly every campaign at the 
state and national level. The campaign manager travels with the candidate and coordi-
nates the campaign. He or she is the person closest to the candidate who makes the 
essential day-to-day decisions, such as whom to hire and when to air TV and radio 

campaign manager
The individual who travels with the 
candidate  and coordinates  the 
campaign.

WhAT rolE Do cAmpAIgn STAFF plAy?
Staff assist the candidate with much of the day-to-day work of running a political campaign. Here,  
2012 presidential candidate Mitt Romney holds a meeting on his campaign bus with senior advisors  
Stuart Stevens and Eric Ferhnstrom and campaign manager Beth Myers.
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Figure 13 .1  hoW IS A cAmpAIgn STAFF orgAnIzED?
Presidential candidates have large staffs that help them run the day-to-day operations of their lengthy 
campaigns to be the chief executive of the United States. Among these officers are the campaign manager, 
finance chair, communications director, and a large number of professional political consultants. The diagram 
above shows the staff of the 2012 Barack Obama campaign.

source: Updated with data from http://www.p2012.org/candidates/obamaorg.html.

President Barack Obama’s Campaign Organization
Obama for America

Senior Campaign Staff
Campaign Manager: Jim Messina
Consultant: David Axelrod
Senior Advisors: Robert Gibbs, Jim Margolis
Director of Opinion Research: David Simas
Deputy Campaign Managers: Jen Dillon 

O'Malley, Juliana Smoot, Stephanie Cutter, 
Steve Hildebrand

 Operations
Chief Operating Of�cer: Ann Marie 

Habershaw
Director of State Operations: David Levine
Chief Financial Of�cer: Mary Beth Schulz
General Counsel: Bob Bauer

 Internet and Information Technology
Chief Technology Of�cer: James Harper 

Reed
Digital Director: Teddy Goff
Online Organizer: Betsy Hoover
Social Media Content Manager: Jessi 

Langsen
Video: Stephen Muller
E-mail: Caitlin Mitchell
Internet Advertising: Andrew Bleeker

 Field
Field Director: Jeremy Bird
Battleground States Director: Mitch 

Stewart

 Michelle Obama Staff
Senior Advisor and Chief of Staff: 

Allyson Laackman
Communications Director: Olivia Alair

 Finance
Finance Director: Rufus Gifford
Deputy Finance Director: Elizabeth 

Lowery
Director of Grassroots Fundraising: 

Yolanda Magallanes
National Finance Chair: Matthew Barzun

 Policy
Policy Director: James Kvaal
Senior Policy Strategist: Joel Benenson
Healthcare Policy Director: Christen Linke 

Young
National Security Coordinator: Marie Harf

 Communications
Senior Communications Advisor: David 

Axelrod
Communications Director: Brent Colburn
National Press Secretary: Ben LaBolt
Traveling Press Secretary: Jen Psaki
Scheduling and Advance: Lisa Kohnke
Director of Rapid Response: Lis Smith
Director of Speechwriting: Stephen Krupin

 Political
Political Director: Katherine Archuleta
Deputy National Political Director: 

Yohannes Abraham
Youth Vote Director: Valeisha 

Butter�eld-Jones

 Research and Polling
Research Director: Elizabeth Jarvis-Shean
Lead Pollster/Senior Strategist: Joel 

Benenson

 Joseph R. Biden Staff
Chief of Staff: Sheila Nix
Deputy Chief of Staff: Scott Mulhauser
Communications Director: Sam B. King
Press Secretary: Amy Dudley

advertisements. The campaign manager also helps to determine the campaign’s overall 
strategy and works to keep the campaign on message throughout the race. He or she 
works directly for the campaign; therefore, campaign managers can usually run only 
one campaign during a given election cycle. In some cases, the campaign manager may 
be the only full-time employee of the campaign.

Finance chair The major role of the finance chair is to coordinate the financial 
efforts of the campaign. This job includes raising money, keeping records of funds 

finance chair
The individual who coordinates the 
financial business of the campaign.
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received and spent, and filing the required paperwork with the Federal Election 
Commission, the bureaucratic agency in charge of monitoring campaign activity. As 
the cost of campaigns has risen and fund-raising has become more important, the 
finance chair has also grown in prestige and significance. Although a volunteer 
accountant may fill the role of finance chair in state and local elections, candidates for 
most federal offices hire someone to fill this position.

communications staFF A communications director, who develops the over-
all media strategy for the campaign, heads the communications staff. It is the com-
munications director’s job to stay apprised of newspaper, TV, radio, and Internet 
coverage, as well as supervise media consultants who craft campaign advertisements. 
Coordinating these many media sources can be challenging, as we will discuss later 
in this chapter.

In many campaigns, the communications director works closely with the press 
secretary, who interacts and communicates with journalists on a daily basis and acts as 
the spokesperson for the campaign. It is the press secretary’s job to be quoted in news 
coverage, to explain the candidate’s issue positions, and to react to the actions of oppos-
ing candidates. He or she also has the job of delivering bad news and responding to 
attacks from opponents or interest groups. (It is better not to have the candidate doing 
the dirty work of the campaign.)

An increasingly significant part of the campaign’s communications staff is the 
Internet team, which manages the campaign’s online communications, outreach, and 
fund-raising. Members of the Internet team post on blogs advocating for the candidate 
and create candidate profiles on social networking sites. They may organize Web chats 
or real-world meet-ups and grassroots events. They also act as important liaisons with 
the campaign’s volunteers.

camPaign consultants Campaign consultants are the private-sector profes-
sionals and firms who sell the technologies, services, and strategies many candidates 
need to get elected. The number of consultants has grown exponentially since they 
first appeared in the 1930s, and their specialties and responsibilities have increased 
accordingly, to the point that campaign consultants are now an important part of 
many campaigns at the state and national level.2

Candidates generally hire specialized consultants who focus on only one or two 
areas, such as fund-raising, polling, media relations, Internet outreach, and speech writ-
ing. Media consultants, for example, design advertisements for distribution on TV, the 
Internet, radio, billboards, and flyers. They work with the communications director to 
craft the campaign’s message and spin key issues.

Pollsters, on the other hand, are campaign consultants who conduct public opin-
ion surveys. These studies gather opinions from a candidate’s potential constituents. 
They are useful because they can tell a candidate where he or she stands relative to 
opponents, or can provide useful information about the issues and positions important 
to voters. Pollsters may also work with the media staff to gauge the potential impact of 
proposed radio or TV advertisements.

volunteers Volunteers are the lifeblood of every national, state, and local cam-
paign. Volunteers answer phone calls, staff candidate booths at festivals and county 
fairs, copy and distribute campaign literature, and serve as the public face of the 
campaign. They go door to door to solicit votes, or use computerized telephone 
banks to call targeted voters with scripted messages, two basic methods of voter 
canvass. Most canvassing, or direct solicitation of support, takes place in the month 
before the election, when voters are most likely to be paying attention. Closer to 
Election Day, volunteers begin vital get-out-the-vote (GOTV ) efforts, contacting 
supporters to encourage them to vote and arranging for their transportation to the 
polls if necessary. In recent years, the Internet and social networking sites such as 
Facebook and Twitter have been important tools used by volunteers to get out the 
vote and energize supporters.

campaign consultant
A private-sector professional who sells 
to a candidate the technologies, ser-
vices, and strategies required to get 
that candidate elected.

pollster
A campaign consultant who conducts 
public opinion surveys.

voter canvass
The process by which a campaign 
reaches individual voters, either by door-
to-door solicitation or by telephone.

get-out-the-vote (GOTV)
A push at the end of a political cam-
paign to encourage supporters to go to 
the polls.

communications director
The person who develops the overall 
media strategy for the candidate.

press secretary
The individual charged with interact-
ing and communicating with journal-
ists on a daily basis.
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Raising Money

S

Evaluate the ways campaigns raise money.13.3

uccessful campaigns require a great deal of money. In 2012, for example, 
nearly $2 billion was raised by the Democratic and Republican Parties. 
Presidential candidates raised nearly $1 billion in additional support for 
their campaigns. And, candidates for the Senate raised $644 million. 

Candidates for the House, in contrast, raised over $1 billion. Recall, however, that there 
are more candidates for House than Senate.3

Efforts to regulate this type of campaign spending are nothing new. They are also 
far from settled. As spending from individuals, political parties, political action com-
mittees (PACs), and other sources continues to rise, it is likely that calls for reform will 
also continue. The sections that follow detail the current regulations and their implica-
tions for candidates running for political office.

  regulating campaign Finance
The United States has struggled to regulate campaign spending for well over one hun-
dred years. One early attempt to regulate the way candidates raise campaign resources 
was enacted in 1883, when Congress passed civil service reform legislation that prohib-
ited solicitation of political funds from federal workers, attempting to halt a corrupt 
and long-held practice. In 1907, the Tillman Act prohibited corporations from making 
direct contributions to candidates for federal office. The Corrupt Practices Acts (1910, 
1911, and 1925), Hatch Act (1939), and Taft-Hartley Act (1947) all attempted to 
regulate the manner in which federal candidates finance their campaigns and, to some 
extent, limit the corrupting influence of campaign spending.

Congress did not enact serious, broad campaign finance regulation, however, until 
the 1970s, in the wake of the Watergate scandal. The Federal Election Campaign Act 
(FECA) and its amendments established disclosure requirements; the Presidential 
Public Funding Program provided partial public funding for presidential candidates 
who meet certain criteria; and the Federal Election Commission (FEC), an independent 
federal agency, was created to enforce the nation’s election laws. Although these provi-
sions altered the campaign landscape, by 2002, it became clear that they were insufficient 
to regulate ever-increasing campaign expenditures in the United States. Under the lead-
ership of Senators John McCain (R–AZ) and Russell Feingold (D–WI), Congress 
enacted and President George W. Bush signed into law a new set of campaign finance 
regulations known as the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA) (see Table 13.1).

BCRA regulates political advertising and funding. The act, as it was originally 
passed, limited the broadcast of issue advocacy ads within thirty days of a primary elec-
tion and sixty days of a general election, and set hard limits on campaign contributions 
from a number of sources, including individuals, political parties, political action com-
mittees, and members of Congress. Opponents of BCRA, including Senator Mitch 

table 13.1 WhAT ArE ThE InDIVIDUAl conTrIBUTIon lImITS UnDEr BcrA?

  Contribution Limit
To candidate, per election $2,600a

To national party committee, per year $32,400a

To state/local party committee, per year $10,000 (combined limit)

To other political committee, per year $5,000

Total contributions, per 2-year cycle No limit per McCutcheon v. FEC (2014)

source: Federal Election Commission, www.fec.gov.

a These limits are for 2013–2014. BCRA limits are adjusted in odd-numbered years to account for inflation.
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McConnell (R–KY) and the National Rifle Association, wasted little time in challeng-
ing its limits as an infringement on their right to free speech. In a 2003 decision, the 
Supreme Court maintained that the government’s interest in preventing corruption 
overrides the free speech rights and upheld restrictions on individual expenditures.4

The Supreme Court has, however, declared other sections of BCRA unconstitu-
tional. In 2007, for example, the Court held that the thirty- and sixty-day limits placed 
on issue advocacy ads were unconstitutional, thus opening the door to these electioneer-
ing communications throughout the election cycle.5 And, in 2008, the Court overturned 
another provision of the act that had attempted to limit the amount of a candidate’s own 
money that could be spent on running for office.6 More recently, in 2010, the Court 
handed down a decision in Citizens United v. FEC that declared unconstitutional 
BCRA’s ban on electioneering communications made by corporations and unions.7 This 
decision struck a significant blow to BCRA’s provisions and has had a dramatic effect on 
the power of interest groups and corporations in campaigns and elections. As a result of 
these rulings, campaign spending surpassed all recent records, spending approximately 
$6 billion on the 2012 election. In McCutcheon v. FEC (2014), the Supreme Court struck 
down the aggregate limits on the amount of money individuals may contribute to all 
federal candidates, parties, and political action committees combined. Although the rul-
ing maintained the federal campaign limits that restrict how much a donor can give to 
any one candidate or to any one party committee, it paved the way for increased influ-
ence of individual donors in campaigns and elections.

The cumulative result of these decisions, and the Supreme Court’s willingness to 
equate money with speech, has been to effectively gut campaign finance law in the 
United States erected to prevent corruption and limit the influence of special interests 
on American politics. To date, efforts to advance further campaign finance reforms 
have met with little success in Congress.

  sources of campaign Funding
As mentioned previously, the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act regulates campaign 
contributions from a number of sources, including individuals, political parties, mem-
bers of Congress, personal savings, and political action committees. The Federal 
Election Commission regulates, records, and discloses these expenditures. The FEC 
also monitors infractions of campaign finance rules and acts as a quasi-judicial arbiter 
of conflicts.

BCRA and more recent judicial interpretations of the law have also opened the 
door to a number of other actors in political campaigns. Immediately following enact-
ment of the law, 527 political committees became active in the campaign process. 
Following the Supreme Court’s 2007 actions to lift the limits on issue advocacy ads, 
501(c) groups increased their role in electoral politics. Since the Citizens United deci-
sion, Super PACs have become important players in elections.

individuals Individual contributions are donations from independent citizens. 
The maximum allowable contribution under federal law for congressional and presi-
dential elections was $2,600 per election to each candidate in 2013–2014, with primary 
and general elections considered separately. These limits rise at the rate of inflation 
each election cycle. As previously noted, following the 2014 Supreme Court decision in 
McCutcheon v. FEC, individuals are no longer limited in the total amount they can 
donate to all candidates, political action committees, and parties combined per two-
year election cycle. However, individuals still may not write unlimited checks to their 
favorite candidate. Most candidates receive a majority of all funds directly from indi-
viduals, and most individual gifts are well below the maximum level. In one recent elec-
tion, researchers found that individual donors accounted for 60 percent of contributions 
to candidates for the House of Representatives, 75 percent of contributions to candi-
dates for the Senate, and 85 percent of contributions to presidential candidates.8 In 
2012, the vast majority of Barack Obama’s $700 million fund-raising effort came from 
individuals. Of those donations, some 32 percent came from small money donors.9
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Political Parties Candidates receive substantial donations from the national 
and state committees of the Democratic and Republican Parties. Under the current 
rules, national parties can give up to $5,000 per election to a House candidate and 
$45,400 to a Senate candidate. In 2012, the Republican and Democratic Parties raised 
nearly $2 billion. In competitive races, the parties may provide almost 20 percent of 
their candidates’ total campaign funds.

Personal savings The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Buckley v. Valeo (1976) that 
no limit could be placed on the amount of money candidates can spend from their 
own families’ resources, since such spending is considered a First Amendment right of 
free speech.10 For wealthy politicians, this allowance may mean personal spending in 
the millions. For example, in 2012, former WWE chief executive officer Linda 
McMahon spent $40 million of her own money to run unsuccessfully for the Senate 
in Connecticut. Other self-financed candidates also ran for the House and Senate. 
Interestingly, in 2012, most of these self-financed candidates did not win their bids for 
office. While self-financed candidates often garner a great deal of attention, most can-
didates commit much less than $100,000 in family resources to their election bids.

Political action committees (Pacs) Political action committees (PACs) 
are officially recognized fund-raising organizations allowed by federal law to make 
contributions directly to candidates’ campaigns. A wide variety of groups, including 
labor unions, corporations, trade unions, ideological issue groups, and even members 
of Congress seeking to build their party’s membership in Congress, may create them. 
Under current rules, a multicandidate PAC can give no more than $5,000 per candi-
date per election, and $15,000 each year to each of the national party committees.

Although a good number of PACs of all persuasions existed prior to the 1970s, it 
was during the 1970s—the decade of campaign finance reform—that the modern 
PAC era began. PACs grew in number from 113 in 1972 to a peak of 4,268 in 1988. 
Today, approximately 4,000 PACs are registered with the FEC. These political com-
mittees have historically played a major role, particularly in congressional elections. 
However, in the 2012 election, the role of PACs significantly declined at the expense 
of other forms of outside spending. PACs spent only $32 million on the 2012 elections. 
Approximately 61 percent of those funds went to Republican candidates, while 39 
percent of these funds went to Democratic candidates (see Figure 13.2).11

PACs remain one of the most controversial parts of the campaign financing pro-
cess. Some observers claim that PACs are the embodiment of corrupt special interests 
that use campaign donations to buy the votes of legislators. Studies, in fact, have con-
firmed this suspicion. PACs effectively use contributions to punish legislators and 

political action committees 
(PACs)
Officially recognized fund-raising 
organizations that represent interest 
groups and are allowed by federal law 
to make contributions directly to can-
didates’ campaigns.

F igure 13 .2  hoW Do pAcS AllocATE ThEIr cAmpAIgn conTrIBUTIonS?
Political action committees are major players in American elections. Most PAC money goes to incumbent 
candidates running for the House of Representatives or the Senate. 

source: Center for Responsive Politics, www.opensecrets.org/lobby, 2008.

Congressional candidates
Presidential candidates Open seat candidates

Challengers

Incumbents

98.9%

8.6%

86.1%

1.1%
5.3%
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Super PACs
Political action committees established 
to make independent expenditures.

independent expenditures
Spending for campaign activity that is 
not coordinated with a candidate’s 
campaign.

public funds
Donations from general tax revenues 
to the campaigns of qualifying presi-
dential candidates.

matching funds
Donations to presidential campaigns 
whereby every dollar raised from indi-
viduals in amounts less than $251 is 
matched by the federal treasury.

affect policy, at least in the short run.12 Legislators who vote contrary to the wishes of 
a PAC see their donations withheld, but those who are successful in legislating as the 
PAC wishes gain the reward of even greater donations.13

527 Political committees Named for the section of the tax code under which 
they are established, 527 political committees are organizations created with the pri-
mary purpose of influencing electoral outcomes. Although 527s technically include 
candidate campaign committees and party committees, the term is typically applied 
only to freestanding interest groups that do not explicitly advocate for the election of 
a candidate. Many unions and partisan organizations such as the College Republican 
National Committee have formed 527s.

527s are subject to very limited government regulation. The Federal Election 
Commission monitors the contributions given to these groups. However, no limits 
are set on how much an individual or other organization may contribute or on how 
much a group may spend on electoral activities. Thus, 527 groups spent approxi-
mately $343 million during the 2012 election and nearly $171 million during the 
2014 midterm election. These expenditures narrowly favored Democratic candidates. 
Notable 527s participating in both elections included ActBlue and EMILY’s List 
on the Democratic side of the aisle and Citizens United on the Republican side.14

501(c) grouPs 501(c) groups are interest groups whose primary purpose is not 
electoral politics. Federal rules, in fact, mandate that no more than half of a 501(c) 
group’s budget be spent on campaign politics. Like 527s, they take their name from 
the section of the tax code under which they are established. These groups first became 
significantly involved in electoral politics after the Supreme Court lifted BCRA’s ban 
on issue advocacy. Thus, most of their electoral activity focuses on raising awareness of 
candidates’ positions on issues of interest to the group.

These groups are not required to disclose the source of their donations. However, 
they spend significant sums of money on campaigns. In the 2012 election cycle, 501(c) 
groups spent roughly as much as did 527s. Unlike 527s, however, most of these contri-
butions favored Republican candidates. Examples of notable 501(c) groups include 
American Values Action and the Alliance for America’s Future, both of which lean 
toward Republican in their contributions, and many state chapters of Planned 
Parenthood, which tend to lean toward Democratic in their contributions.15

suPer Pacs The fastest-growing and arguably most significant external actor in 
elections, Super PACs are a special kind of political action committee established to 
make independent expenditures, or spending for campaign activity that is not coor-
dinated with a candidate’s campaign. Unlike traditional PACs, they may not give 
money directly to candidates or party committees. However, they may advocate on 
behalf of candidates.

Though Super PACs must disclose the sources of their contributions to the FEC, 
they may take money from any person or organization interested in influencing the polit-
ical process. They also are not subject to contribution or expenditure limits. Super PACs 
spent more than $600 million on the 2012 presidential election, with a larger percentage 
going to Republican Mitt Romney than President Barack Obama. They also played an 
important role in the 2014 midterm election, spending close to $340 million, with a 
larger percentage going to liberal candidates than conservatives.

  Public Funds
Public funds are donations from general tax revenues to the campaigns of qualifying 
candidates. On the federal level, only presidential candidates are eligible to receive 
public funds, although in recent years, few candidates have chosen to accept them. 
Some states also offer public funds to qualifying individuals running for particular 
offices, especially within the judiciary.

527 political committee
Organizations created with the pri-
mary purpose of influencing electoral 
outcomes; the term is typically applied 
only to freestanding interest groups 
that do not explicitly advocate for the 
election of a candidate.

501(c) group
Interest groups whose primary pur-
pose is not electoral politics.
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groups? How do Democrats raise and 
spend money for campaigns?

3. 
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outside spending has on campaigns 
and elections? 
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Reform Act (BCRA) in 2002, some expenditures traditionally used in political campaigns were outlawed.  But the BCRA, 
and subsequent interpretations of the act by the Supreme Court, opened the door for other forms of money to play 
greater roles in the political process. The rise of Super PACs has been one such change. These political action

Campaign �nancing has changed dramatically in the last ten years.  Following the passage of the Bipartisan Campaign

committees came under a great deal of �re during the 2012 election because of the unlimited sums of money
they raised and spent from wealthy donors, potentially silencing the voices of average citizens.
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he media play a large role in determining what voters actually see and hear 
about the candidate. Media can take a number of different forms; among 
these are traditional media, new media, and campaign advertisements.

Traditional media coverage of a political campaign includes content 
appearing in newspapers and magazines as well as on radio and TV. New media cover-
age includes content that appears on the Internet, in blogs, and on social media sites. 
Both traditional and new media can be very difficult for a campaign to control. 
Campaigns, however, have a great deal of control over the content they include in their 
campaign advertisements.

  traditional media
During campaign season, the news media constantly report political news. What they 
report is largely based on news editors’ decisions of what is newsworthy or “fit to print.” 
The press often reports what candidates are doing, such as giving speeches, holding 
fundraisers, or meeting with party leaders. Reporters may also investigate rumors of a 
candidate’s misdeeds or unflattering personal history, such as run-ins with the law, 
alleged use of drugs, or alleged sexual improprieties.

Although this free media attention may help candidates increase their name recog-
nition, it may prove frustrating for campaigns, which do not control the content of the 
coverage. For example, studies have shown that reporters are obsessed with the horse-
race aspect of politics—who is ahead, who is behind, and who is gaining—to the detri-
ment of the candidates’ issues and ideas. Public opinion polls, especially tracking polls, 
many of them taken by news outlets, dominate coverage on network TV in particular. 
This horse-race coverage can have an effect on how the public views the candidates. 
Using poll data, journalists often predict the margins by which they expect contenders to 

T

Identify the ways campaigns use the media to reach potential voters.13.4

A candidate for president can become eligible to receive public funds during the 
nomination campaign by raising at least $5,000 in individual contributions of $250 or 
less in each of twenty states. The candidate can then apply for federal matching funds, 
whereby every dollar raised from individuals in amounts less than $251 is matched by 
the federal treasury on a dollar-for-dollar basis. Of course, this assumes the Presidential 
Election Campaign Fund has enough money to do so. Taxpayers who designate $3 of 
their taxes for this purpose each year when they send in their federal tax returns pro-
vide the money for the fund. (Only about 20 percent of taxpayers check off the appro-
priate box, even though participation does not increase their tax burden.)

During the general election campaign, the two major-party presidential nominees 
can accept a $91.2 million lump-sum payment from the federal government after the 
candidate accepts his or her nomination. If the candidate accepts the money, it becomes 
the sole source for financing the campaign. A candidate may refuse the money and be 
free from the spending cap the government attaches to it. In 2008, Barack Obama was 
the first presidential candidate to opt out of the public financing system. In 2012, both 
major-party candidates chose not to accept the public funding in favor of raising unre-
stricted amounts of private donations. This trend will likely continue into the future.

A third-party candidate receives a smaller amount of public funds proportionate to his 
or her November vote total, if that candidate gains a minimum of 5 percent of the vote. 
Note that in such a case, the money goes to third-party campaigns only after the election is 
over; no money is given in advance of the general election. Only two third-party candidates 
have qualified for public campaign funding: John Anderson in 1980, after gaining 7 percent 
of the vote, and Texas billionaire Ross Perot in 1992, after gaining 19 percent of the vote.

Reaching Voters
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win or lose. A projected margin of victory of 5 percentage points can be judged a setback 
if the candidate had been expected to win by 12 or 15 points. The tone of the media 
coverage, that a candidate is either gaining or losing support in polls, can also affect 
whether people decide to give money and other types of support to a candidate.16

strategies to control media coverage Candidates and their media con-
sultants use various strategies in an effort to obtain favorable press coverage. First, 
campaign staff members often seek to isolate the candidate from the press, thus reduc-
ing the chances that reporters will bait a candidate into saying something that might 
damage his or her cause. Naturally, journalists are frustrated by such a tactic, and they 
demand open access to candidates.

Second, the campaign stages media events: activities designed to include brief, 
clever quotes called sound bites and staged with appealing backdrops so that they will 
be covered on the TV news and in the newspaper. In this fashion, the candidate’s staff 
can successfully fill the news hole reserved for campaign coverage.

Third, campaign staff and consultants have cultivated a technique termed spin—
they put forward the most favorable possible interpretation for their candidate (and the 
most negative for their opponent) on any circumstance occurring in the campaign. 
They also work the press to sell their point of view or at least to ensure it is included in 
the reporters’ stories.

Fourth, candidates and their representatives have found ways to circumvent tradi-
tional reporters by appearing on talk shows such as The View, Ellen, and The Five, in 
which they have an opportunity to present their views and answer questions. They also 
make regular appearances on comedy shows, such as Saturday Night Live, Late Night 
with Jimmy Fallon, The Daily Show, and The Colbert Report.

candidate debates The first face-to-face presidential debate in U.S. history did 
not occur until 1960, and debates did not become a regular part of presidential cam-
paigns until the 1980s. However, they are now an established feature of presidential 
campaigns as well as races for governor, U.S. senator, and many other offices.

Candidates and their staffs recognize the importance of debates as a tool not only 
for consolidating their voter base but also for correcting misperceptions about the can-
didate’s suitability for office. However, while candidates have complete control over 
what they say in debates, they cannot control what the news media will highlight and 
focus on after the debates. Therefore, even though candidates prepare themselves by 
rehearsing their responses, they cannot avoid the perils of spontaneity. Errors or slips 

hoW hAVE ThE rUlES AnD FormAT For prESIDEnTIAl DEBATES chAngED SIncE ThE FIrST 
TElEVISED DEBATES?
Presidential debates have come a long way since an ill-at-ease Richard M. Nixon was visually bested by 
John F. Kennedy in the first set of televised debates. In 2012, President Barack Obama sparred with 
Governor Mitt Romney in a series of three debates, including one focusing on domestic policy, shown here.
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of the tongue in a debate can affect election outcomes. President Gerald R. Ford’s 
erroneous insistence during an October 1976 debate with Jimmy Carter that Poland 
was not under Soviet domination (when in fact it was) may have cost him a close elec-
tion. George Bush’s bored expression and repeated glances at his watch during his 1992 
debate with Bill Clinton certainly did not help Bush’s electoral hopes. In most cases, 
however, debates do not alter the results of an election, but rather increase knowledge 
about the candidates and their respective personalities and issue positions, especially 
among voters who had not previously paid attention to the campaign.

  new media
Contemporary campaigns have an impressive new array of weapons at their disposal: 
faster printing technologies, reliable databases, instantaneous Internet publishing and 
mass e-mail, social media sites, autodialed pre-recorded messages, and enhanced tele-
communications and teleconferencing. As a result, candidates can gather and dissemi-
nate information more quickly and effectively than ever.

One outcome of these changes is the ability of candidates to employ “rapid-
response” techniques: the formulation of prompt and informed responses to changing 
events on the campaign trail. In response to breaking news of a scandal or issue, for 
example, candidates can conduct background research, implement an opinion poll and 
tabulate the results, devise a containment strategy and appropriate spin, and deliver a 
reply. This capability contrasts strongly with techniques used in earlier campaigns, 
which took much longer to prepare and had little of the flexibility enjoyed by the con-
temporary e-campaign.17

The use of new media takes a number of forms. The most widely used tool is, of 
course, the Internet. The first use of the Internet in national campaigning came in 1992, 
when the Democratic presidential ticket of Bill Clinton and Al Gore maintained a Web 
site that stored electronic versions of their biographical summaries, speeches, press 
releases, and position papers. The Internet remained something of a virtual brochure until 
the 2000 elections, when candidates began using e-mail and their Web sites as vehicles 
for fund-raising, recruiting volunteers, and communicating with supporters. By 2006, 
most campaign Web sites featured downloadable and streaming video and were inte-
grated into the candidate’s overall communication and mobilization strategy. In 2012, all 
of the major candidates running for president and over 90 percent of Democratic and 
Republican congressional candidates maintained a campaign Web site.

The growth of online social media sites, such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, 
has also helped candidates to disseminate their message to citizens. In August 2012, for 
example, President Barack Obama participated in Reddit.com’s Ask Me Anything 
chat series. He received more than 10,000 questions from citizens and answered ten, 
including those focusing on the challenges of being president and the role of money in 
politics. Although these sites have been effective in reaching the politically engaged, 
early evidence suggests that they do not inspire new demographic groups to become 
engaged in electoral politics.18 

Many candidates also use new media to target specific constituencies. One way 
campaigns may do this is through recorded phone messages, or robo-calling. These 
calls may both raise money and rally supporters for the candidate and spread negative 
(and sometimes false) information about an opponent. Robo-calls are remarkably 
efficient; campaign consultants can reach up to 2,500 telephones per minute at only 
pennies per call.

During the 2012 election, candidates also experimented with using smartphone 
technology to advertise to particular groups of people. Smartphones use GPS tech-
nology to determine users’ locations and provide them with appropriate advertise-
ments when they surf the Internet on their mobile browsers. Potential advertisers 
may buy ad space in targeted locations; candidates are no exception. Tech-savvy 
campaign consultants thus used this strategy to purchase mobile Internet advertise-
ments centered on ballparks, fairs, voting locations, or other places where they might 
find particularly sympathetic or engaged constituencies.19
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Take a Closer Look
A clear and classic example of negative campaign advertising aired during the 1964 
presidential campaign. In an attempt to reinforce the view that his Republican 
challenger, Senator Barry Goldwater, held extreme views and would be reckless in 
office, President Lyndon B. Johnson’s campaign produced a television ad called 
“Peace Little Girl” that was considered so shocking and unfair, it was pulled after only 
one broadcast. Considerable discussion of the ad in the media, however, ensured 
that its point was made repeatedly to the electorate. Review the stills of the ad 
below to consider its impact on politics.

critical thinking Questions

1. What was this ad trying to imply?

2. Why do you think this ad was considered so shocking and unfair?

3. What types of ads would generate similar controversy today? Explain your answer.

The ad began with a serene scene depicting a young girl counting the 
petals she was picking off a daisy.

Once the girl said the number nine, a voice-over started counting down a 
missile launch that ended in images of a nuclear explosion and a 
mushroom cloud. The viewer then heard the president’s voice saying, 
“These are the stakes.” 
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Advertising that attempts to counter-
act an anticipated attack from the 
opposition before the attack is 
launched.

Analyze the 2012 presidential campaign.13.5

  campaign advertisements
Candidates and their media consultants may choose to buy airtime in the form of 
campaign advertisements. These ads may take a number of different forms. Positive 
ads stress the candidate’s qualifications, family, and issue positions with no direct 
reference to the opponent. The incumbent candidate usually favors positive ads. 
Negative ads attack the opponent’s character or platform. And, with the exception of 
the candidate’s brief, legally required statement that he or she approved the ad, a 
negative ad may not even mention the candidate who is paying for the airing. Contrast 
ads compare the records and proposals of the candidates, with a bias toward the can-
didate sponsoring the ad.

Although the number of negative advertisements has increased dramatically 
during the past two decades, negative advertisements have been a part of American 
campaigns almost since the nation’s founding. In 1796, Federalists portrayed losing 
presidential candidate Thomas Jefferson as an atheist and a coward. In Jefferson’s 
second bid for the presidency in 1800, Federalists again attacked him, this time 
spreading a rumor that he was dead. The effects of negative advertising are well 
documented. Rather than voting for a candidate, voters frequently vote against a 
candidate by voting for the opponent, and negative ads can provide the critical 
justification for such a decision.

Before the 1980s, well-known incumbents usually ignored negative attacks from 
their challengers, believing that the proper stance was to rise above the fray. But, after 
some well-publicized defeats of incumbents in the early 1980s in which negative TV 
advertising played a prominent role,20 incumbents began attacking their challengers in 
earnest. The new rule of politics became “An attack unanswered is an attack agreed to.” 
In a further attempt to stave off criticisms from challengers, incumbents began antici-
pating the substance of their opponents’ attacks and airing inoculation ads early in the 
campaign to protect themselves in advance from the other side’s spots. Inoculation 
advertising attempts to counteract an anticipated attack from the opposition before 
such an attack is launched. For example, a senator who fears a broadside about her vot-
ing record on veterans’ issues might air advertisements that feature veterans or their 
families in praise of her support.

Although paid advertising remains the most controllable aspect of a campaign’s 
strategy, the news media are increasingly having an impact on it. Major newspapers 
throughout the country have taken to analyzing the accuracy of TV advertisements 
aired during campaigns—a welcome and useful addition to journalists’ scrutiny of 
politicians.

Toward Reform: The 2012 
Presidential Campaign

positive ad
Advertising on behalf of a candidate 
that stresses the candidate’s qualifica-
tions, family, and issue positions, with 
no direct reference to the opponent.

negative ad
Advertising on behalf of a candidate 
that attacks the opponent’s character 
or platform.

contrast ad
Ad that compares the records and pro-
posals of the candidates, with a bias 
toward the candidate sponsoring the ad.

I
n the American political system, any election that includes an incumbent 
president inevitably becomes a referendum on the previous four years. If 
the American electorate is satisfied with his policies, the road to reelection 
can be relatively assured. However, if voters are uncertain or dissatisfied 

with a president’s first term in office, they may select a new occupant for the White 
House–regardless of whether or not the incumbent was directly responsible for their 
dissatisfaction. That was the primary question that confronted voters in the 2012 presi-
dential race between the Democratic incumbent President Barack Obama and the 
Republican nominee, Mitt Romney, a former governor of the commonwealth of 
Massachusetts.
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  the nomination campaign
Unlike 2008, Barack Obama did not face any opposition for the Democratic nomina-
tion. It was a different story for Republicans. Selection of the Republican nominee 
proved to be a long and contentious process featuring some of the same candidates 
who had sought the nomination four years earlier. The contest began in 2011 with a 
wide field of candidates, including Romney, who had been preparing to run again for 
president since his unsuccessful bid in 2008. Also seeking the nomination were former 
Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty, Representative Michele Bachmann (MN), 
Georgia entrepreneur Herman Cain, former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich 
(GA), former Utah Governor Jon Huntsman, Texas Governor Rick Perry, former U.S. 
Senator Rick Santorum (PA), and Representative Ron Paul (TX). In total, 2,286 del-
egates were at stake and the winning candidate would need the support of 1,144 of 
them to become the Republican nominee.

the democratic race With no opponent, President Barack Obama avoided the 
entire primary campaign trail and spent much of the spring and summer of 2012 rais-
ing money for his campaign as the Republicans battled one another for their party’s 
nomination. 

the rePublican race Few observers expected the 2012 Republican contest to 
be as long and dramatic as it was. Through twenty debates over the course of a year, 
each candidate sought to portray himself or herself as the conservative best able to win 
an election in an economic climate that historically would have favored the ouster of 
an incumbent president (see Figure 13.3).

Many observers assumed that Mitt Romney would be an early favorite among 
Republicans. However, as in 2008, there was no widespread movement toward Romney 
among social conservatives, with many expressing concerns over his record as a moder-
ate former governor of Massachusetts. They and others also expressed concern with 
Romney’s Mormon faith. 

Prior to the start of the Republican primaries and caucuses, several contenders 
showed early promise in polls. When the official contests began in the late winter and 
early spring of 2012, the first three states with primaries and caucuses delivered three 
different winners. Rick Santorum narrowly defeated Romney in the Iowa caucuses. 
Mitt Romney carried New Hampshire, a neighboring state to his home in Massachusetts, 
and Newt Gingrich carried South Carolina less than two weeks later. 

Following his victory in Iowa, Santorum went on to win three more states before 
Super Tuesday, March 6, 2012, on which ten states voted. Of the Super Tuesday con-
tests, Romney carried six states to Santorum’s three, and Newt Gingrich won his home 
state of Georgia. As twelve other states and territories held primaries and caucuses later 
in March, Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum emerged as the only remaining viable 
candidates. After Santorum won in Kansas, he also took three southern states—
Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee. Yet, despite Santorum’s handful of victories, Mitt 
Romney carried the majority of the March contests, and by early April it became 
apparent that he had enough votes to win the Republican nomination for president. 
One week after Governor Romney won primaries in Wisconsin, Maryland, and 
Washington, D.C., he became the presumptive Republican nominee. Rick Santorum 
officially suspended his campaign on April 10th, and the other remaining candidates 
followed soon after.

  the interim Period
A gap of almost two months separated the end of the primary season and the opening 
of the Republican and Democratic National Conventions. Both campaigns were rela-
tively quiet during the interim period, choosing instead to prepare for the general elec-
tion. Several notable events that influenced the general election, however, did occur 
during the summer months.
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President Obama received encouraging news in June 2012 when the U.S. Supreme 
Court upheld a legal challenge to the signature legislative accomplishment of his first 
term, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which Republicans had labeled 
“Obamacare.” The Obama campaign viewed the ruling as an important legal and polit-
ical victory, even as the Romney campaign vowed to use the issue against the president 
in the general election. Another moment troubled Obama for the duration of the cam-
paign came in mid-July when the President told a large crowd in Roanoke, Virginia, “ 
if you’ve got a business, you didn’t build that; somebody else made that happen.” The 
remark was carried in national news and received heated criticism from conservative 
commentators. The comments would be featured in several national television ads 
against the president in the fall.

Governor Romney faced his own political challenges during that summer when 
he made several verbal gaffes during an overseas trip to Europe and the Middle East 
prior to the opening of the 2012 Summer Olympics in London. Romney, who had 
chaired the 2002 Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City, Utah, angered many in 
London when he questioned whether the city was prepared for the start of the 
games. Later on that same trip, he also upset Palestinians by making remarks sug-
gesting that Israelis are economically more successful than Palestinians because of 
cultural differences.

National polls at the start of August showed President Obama generally leading 
his Republican opponent. On Saturday, August 11, the Romney campaign, sensing the 
need to make headlines prior to the start of the Republican convention at the end of 
the month, announced the selection of 42-year-old Representative Paul Ryan of 
Wisconsin as Romney’s running mate.

Romney’s announcement generated great excitement among the Republican base. 
The six-term member of Congress and chair of the House Budget Committee hailed 
from what was expected to be a battleground state in the general election. Ryan had 
gained considerable respect among the Republican base after he and other House 
Republicans challenged Democrats and the Obama White House with several high-
profile legislative proposals aimed at fiscal responsibility and reducing the nation’s debt. 
Romney’s selection of Ryan as his running mate was widely viewed as an attempt to 

F igure 13 .3  hoW DID ThE FronTrUnnEr chAngE ThroUghoUT ThE 2012 rEpUBlIcAn prImAry?
Reflecting the diversity of the Republican field, many candidates appeared to be the “flavor of the week” 
during the nomination campaign. From November 2011 to April 2012, however, three candidates separated 
themselves from the field—Mitt Romney, Newt Gingrich, and Rick Santorum. This figure tracks the rise and 
fall of each candidate’s popularity, as well as that of several other Republican candidates.

source: Data from http://www.gallup.com/poll/154337/2012-republican-presidential-nomination-race.aspx.
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shore up any remaining skepticism about his conservative credentials among the 
Republican base, and as a strategic effort to make Wisconsin a more competitive in the 
November election. 

hoW DoES A prESIDEnTIAl cAnDIDATE chooSE A rUnnIng mATE?
Governor Mitt Romney chose Representative Paul Ryan, chair of the House Budget Committee, because he 
believed Ryan would help to shore up support with the conservative base. He also hoped that Ryan would 
help to deliver votes in his home state of Wisconsin, which many commentators viewed as a swing state.

  the Party conventions
The Republican National Convention was held August 27-30 in Tampa, Florida. Due 
to the threat of Hurricane Isaac, which loomed just off Florida’s West Coast, the order 
of the convention was changed and most official activity on the opening day of the con-
vention was suspended, with the exception of the unveiling of a debt clock that displayed 
and updated in real time, the nation’s rising national debt. Tuesday, August 28 marked 
the start of the convention featuring speeches by New Jersey Governor Chris Christie 
and a primetime address by Ann Romney, wife of the presidential nominee. Her speech 
was designed as a personal address to the nation aimed specifically at appealing to 
women voters and presenting her husband as relatable and likeable person. On 
Wednesday, vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan accepted his nomination and delivered 
a rousing speech to the convention delegates that was highly critical of the Obama 
administration, but was widely challenged by the media for numerous factual errors. 

One of the most bizarre moments of the 2012 Republican Convention came on the 
final day, when actor Clint Eastwood took to the stage in primetime with an empty chair 
meant to represent President Obama. The unscripted presentation of Eastwood speak-
ing to the empty chair was received well within the convention hall, but met mixed 
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reviews among the viewing public and the media. The next day, in an unexpected move 
on Twitter, President Obama responded to Eastwood’s skit by posting a picture of him-
self sitting in a chair marked “The President” with the message: “This seat’s taken.” 

The Republican Convention concluded with Mitt Romney’s acceptance speech, 
viewed by an estimated 30.3 million people. The speech mixed personal stories with his 
assessment of the state of the American economy, his plans to build economic growth, 
move the country toward greater energy independence, and a promise to the American 
people that if elected President, he would “help you and your family.” 

The 2012 Democratic National Convention followed less than a week later on 
September 4-6 in Charlotte, North Carolina. Controversy erupted on the opening day 
of the convention when it was reported that the 2012 Democratic Party Platform 
omitted multiple references to God, and that language affirming Jerusalem as the capi-
tal of Israel had been removed. The following day, amendments reinserting the stricken 
language were offered and adopted, but only after three attempts by the Convention 
Chair to gauge whether the voice-vote by the convention delegates met the necessary 
two-thirds support for passage under convention rules. 

First Lady Michelle Obama delivered the convention’s opening night primetime 
address. Like Ann Romney’s speech at the Republican convention, the first lady’s 
remarks were laced with passionate and personal stories of how she and President 
Obama met and raised a family. The speech was well-received by viewers and produced 
a standing ovation among the tightly packed delegates in the convention hall. 

One of the most highly anticipated speeches came on the second night of the 
convention, when former President Bill Clinton officially nominated President Obama 
for reelection. Clinton electrified the convention delegates with a message that the 
Obama administration was on the right track toward economic recovery and prosper-
ity. Clinton’s speech received high praise from the media for making complex eco-
nomic problems sound simple without talking down to the American people.

The following night, President Obama’s acceptance of the nomination was 
originally scheduled to occur in a 72,000-seat football stadium, similar to a setting 
that had worked well for at the Democratic convention in Denver in 2008. However, 
rain and the threat of severe weather led party officials to move the finale back to 
the convention hall with additional seating to accommodate an audience of approx-
imately 20,000. Many felt that Clinton’s remarks the night before would be a tough 
act for the president to follow, and it was made all the more challenging by news of 
the venue change. 

Vice President Joe Biden spoke first, touting his middle-class upbringing and chal-
lenging Republican assertions about the direction of the previous four years. Then, 
President Obama delivered a rousing acceptance speech viewed by 35.7 million people. In 
his comments, he offered a forceful argument that it was his administration that rescued 
the American economy from catastrophe and set the country on a path to recovery. 

  the general election campaign
After the party conventions, the general election campaign kicked off in full force. As 
the candidates entered the home stretch, the key issue driving both campaigns was the 
state of the American economy and which candidate would achieve sustained recovery. 
As the incumbent president, Obama continued to receive considerable blame for the 
slow, at times stagnant, growth of the American economy over the previous four years. 
Further complicating their choice, voters received mixed messages about the state of 
the economy: the stock market and other measures of recovery from the Great 
Recession showed modest improvement, yet unemployment remained stubbornly high 
at around 8 percent for most of 2012. 

On the eleventh anniversary of the September 11 attacks on the Pentagon and the 
World Trade Center, national security and international affairs came into focus. 
Terrorists again attacked representatives of the United States overseas, killing 
Ambassador Christopher Stevens and three others at the U.S. consulate in Benghazi, 
Libya. Criticism after the incident led the Obama administration to apologize for 
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certain aspects of the administration’s handling of the crisis. Governor Romney was 
also criticized by some for appearing to try to use the crisis to advance his candidacy. 

A week later, Romney faced his own scandal when a surreptitious video from a 
private Republican fundraiser in May was released publicly. In it, Governor Romney 
was seen suggesting to supporters that “47 percent” of the American people are depen-
dent on government assistance, labeling them as “victims” who “will vote for the presi-
dent no matter what.” As news of the leaked video broke, Governor Romney initially 
refused to apologize for the remarks, but later stated on national news that his remarks 
in the video were wrong. The video resurfaced in numerous anti-Romney campaign ads. 

Both candidates, as well as their vice presidential running mates, spent the final 
months of the election traveling across the country, attempting to speak to voters and 
influence their vote on Election Day. One of the best opportunities for both candidates 
to speak to the voters about the issues was the series of presidential debates sponsored 
by the Commission on Presidential Debates. 

candidate debates The first presidential debate occurred on Wednesday, 
October 3, at the University of Denver and focused on domestic policy, especially job 
creation and the American economy. The week before the debate, most national polls 
showed Obama holding a small lead over Romney. Both campaigns attempted to 
downplay expectations of their respective candidate’s likely performance during the 
debates while also suggesting that the other side would perform much better. 

The format of the first debate featured questions posed by moderator Jim Lehrer 
of PBS, with responses and rebuttals by the candidates. While neither candidate broke 
new ground on the issues, Romney repeatedly challenged Obama over the cost of the 
president’s signature healthcare reform legislation, which at one point Romney referred 
to as “Obamacare.” It was the first time Romney or any other Republican had spoken 
the term—which Republicans used a derisive way—in front of the president. Romney 
turned to the President and apologized, saying he used the word “with all respect.” The 
President responded simply with, “I like it.” 

But the first debate would be remembered for Obama’s lackluster performance, 
which would haunt him in the days ahead and redefine the race moving forward. The 
president was widely criticized for seeming disinterested, distracted, unengaged, and 
even bored. Romney’s performance, on the other hand, helped establish credibility for 
his candidacy and counter images that he did not understand or wasn’t sympathetic to 
the problems facing the American people. The television audience for the first debate 
was estimated at more than 67 million viewers and nearly every opinion poll in the 
following days found that viewers believed Romney was the clear winner. 

As a result, President Obama’s poll numbers fell after the debate, leaving him tied 
or even trailing Romney in most national surveys. On the day of the first debate, an 
average of national presidential tracking polls showed Obama was the choice of 49.1 
percent of likely voters, while Romney was the choice of 46 percent. By Monday of the 
following week the Obama-Biden ticket’s national average had dropped to 47.9 while 
Romney-Ryan rose to 47.4. Almost overnight, the race for the White House had 
become a real contest.

The only vice presidential debate was held on Thursday, October 11 at Centre 
College in Danville, Kentucky. Fifty-one million viewers watched the faceoff between 
Vice President Biden and Representative Ryan, far short of the 73 million who had 
tuned in during 2008 when Biden took on former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin.

The second presidential debate was held on Tuesday, October 16 at Hofstra 
University in Hempstead, New York. The town hall format focused primarily on 
domestic affairs, but unlike the first debate, this second conversation included some 
discussion of foreign policy. Moderator Candy Crowley of CNN asked questions pre-
pared by eighty-two undecided voters from the New York area selected to attend the 
debate. The stakes were high for both candidates, but especially for Obama, who needed 
to reclaim lost ground. 

With a TV viewing audience of nearly 66 million people, this time the president 
was significantly more aggressive toward Governor Romney. Among the most notable 
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quotes by the candidates during the second debate was an oddly phrased statement by 
Romney that as governor of Massachusetts he has requested and received “binders full 
of women” qualified to serve in his administration. The phrase was perceived by some 
as insensitive to women and became widely parodied on the Internet. The general con-
sensus following the second debate was that President Obama’s performance was sub-
stantially better than in the first debate; most polls agreed. 

The final presidential debate was held at Lynn University in Boca Raton, 
Florida on Monday, October 22. Of the three debates, it was the least watched, with 
a television viewing audience estimated at 59.2 million. The candidates sat together 
at a table and veteran CBS correspondent Bob Schieffer moderated the debate. It 
was planned that the last debate would focus exclusively on foreign policy—and 
while the candidates did spend much of the time discussing foreign policy issues 
such as the attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi, Libya, the Arab Spring, the 
Syrian civil war, and Iran’s nuclear program—both candidates also used the setting 
to raise various points about their domestic economic plans on job creation, educa-
tion, and the national deficit. 

This provision of Article II is referred to as the presi-
dential eligibility clause. It requires that the presi-

dent be a natural-born citizen, at least thirty-five years 
old, and a resident of the United States for at least four-
teen years. The Framers believed that each of these 
requirements was necessary to have a reasoned, 
respected chief executive who was loyal to the United 
States and familiar with its internal politics. In the 
1700s, for example, it was not uncommon for a diplo-
mat to spend years outside the country; without air 
travel and instantaneous communication, it was easy to 
become detached from politics at home.

In recent years, however, much of the controversy 
swirling around this section of the Constitution has cen-
tered on the natural-born citizen clause. Successful poli-
ticians from both sides of the aisle have been born 
outside the United States and are thus ineligible to 
serve as president, even if they have become natural-
ized citizens.

The natural-born citizen clause was also the subject 
of much controversy during and following the 2008 pres-
idential election. Some observers questioned the cir-
cumstances surrounding the birth of President Barack 
Obama and wondered if this made him ineligible to 
serve as president of the United States. Obama was 
born in Hawaii to an American mother and a Kenyan 
father. Some critics claimed that his father’s British 

lineage (Kenya was a colony of Great Britain at the time 
of Obama’s birth) governed his citizenship and therefore 
that he should be ineligible to serve as president. Other 
critics argued that Obama’s birth certificate was inau-
thentic, even though his official birth certificate filed with 
the Hawaii Department of Health had been validated.

Even after Obama had spent two years as presi-
dent, in mid-2010, 27 percent of Americans and 41 per-
cent of Republicans said they did not believe the 
president was “born in the United States.”a To attempt 
to silence the cries of these so-called “birthers,” in April 
2011, President Obama released to the media a certi-
fied copy of his certificate of live birth. However, some 
Americans still rejected the validity of this birth certifi-
cate; the state of Arizona, for example, required that the 
birth certificate be validated again before the president’s 
name could appear on that state’s ballot during the 2012 
presidential election.

critical thinking Questions

1. Are the Framers’ concerns about birth and 
residency as relevant today as they were  
200 years ago? Why or why not?

2. What documents, if any, should a potential 
presidential candidate have to present to prove 
age and citizenship?

No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the time of the Adoption 

of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of President; neither shall any Person be eligible to 

that Office who shall not have attained to the Age of thirty five Years, and been fourteen Years a 

Resident within the United States. —ARTICLE I I ,  SECTION 1 ,  CLAUSE 4

TheLiving Constitution

aCNN Poll, August 4, 2010, http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2010/08/04/cnn-poll-quarter-doubt-president-was-born-in-u-s/.
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As in the second debate, the president was more aggressive, and polls following the 
debate again suggested that President Obama had outperformed Governor Romney. 
The Obama campaign, however, appeared to have made only marginal progress in 
recovering from his disastrous showing in the first debate. Neither candidate showed 
any significant signs of momentum heading into the final weeks of the campaign, 
though both sides proclaimed publicly that they were headed to victory. Polls reflected 
that the race was within the margin of error, with Romney recording a slight lead of 
47.9 percent to Obama’s 47 percent three days after their final joint appearance on 
national television.

the Final days Heading into the final push, key swing states such as Colorado, 
Virginia, New Hampshire, Ohio, Florida, and Wisconsin remained too evenly split for 
most national polls and news organizations to predict a clear advantage for either can-
didate, but a natural disaster lingering on the horizon would make a profound differ-
ence. Hurricane Sandy had been churning off the Eastern Seaboard of the United 
States for nearly a week. With landfall imminent, both campaigns were forced to can-
cel events in Virginia, North Carolina, and the Washington, D.C. area to avoid the 
appearance of campaigning while a storm lingered, and also to ensure that campaign 
events did not cause law enforcement and other first responders to be diverted from 
storm preparation efforts. 

hoW Do cAnDIDATES rEAch oUT To VoTErS For SUpporT? 
Candidates hold large speeches, rallies and events in an attempt to energize potential supporters. Here, 
President Obama speaks to a gathering in Madison, Wisconsin, in the weeks before the election.

One week before Election Day, the megastorm slammed into Atlantic City, New 
Jersey and the Delmarva Peninsula on Monday, October 29.  In terms of size, Hurricane 
Sandy was one of the largest to strike the United States in modern recorded history. At 
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the time of impact, it stretched over 900 miles, an area twice the size of Texas, creating 
torrential downpours and severe flooding in New York, New Jersey, Virginia, Maryland, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Pennsylvania, Vermont, North Carolina, and Rhode 
Island, along with blizzard conditions and more than two feet of snow in parts of West 
Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee. The full economic impact of the storm would not 
be realized for months, but most estimates placed the damages well over $50 billion. 

The aftermath of the storm created political odd couples just six days before the 
election, as President Obama toured flood-ravaged areas of the New Jersey coast with 
that state’s Republican Governor Chris Christie, who had advocated against the presi-
dent’s reelection during the Republican convention and throughout the general elec-
tion campaign. But in the aftermath of the storm, the Republican governor greeted the 
Democratic president with open arms, welcoming him to the Garden State to assess 
the damages, and praising the president’s efforts to cut through government bureau-
cracy to deliver timely assistance to the people of New Jersey. 

The national spotlight was on President Obama throughout the closing days of the 
campaign as he traveled from one area to another, examining the damage of the storm. 
Meanwhile, there was virtually nothing the Romney campaign could do to gain similar 
attention. Both campaigns suspended partisan campaign events for days after the 
storm struck, converting what would have been political rallies into “storm relief events” 
with Romney joining his supporters to collect and pack supplies for delivery to the 
American Red Cross. Eventually, but with just days remaining until Americans went 
to the polls, the focus of the national media returned to politics. 

  election results and analysis
On election night, even as the first returns and exit polls were announced from states in 
Eastern and Central time zones, it was not immediately clear which candidate would 
win. Early in the evening, Romney received welcome news when networks projected 
him as the winner in Indiana, a state that Barack Obama had carried in 2008. Romney’s 
Electoral College totals remained ahead of Obama’s for more than two hours after most 
polling stations closed on the East Coast, but many of the early battleground states 
there remained too close to call based on early precinct reporting (see Figure 13.4).

The first sign of trouble for the Republicans came just after 9:00 pm Eastern when 
major news networks projected that Romney would lose in Michigan. Romney had 
campaigned hard against the Obama bailout of the automobile industry, and few 
expected him to carry Michigan, despite the fact that he had once lived in the state and 
his father had served as the state’s 43rd governor. Still the results in Michigan were 
seen as a likely indicator of how Romney might be received in other auto-industry 
states such as Wisconsin and Ohio.

Fifteen minutes later, Pennsylvania, where Romney had made an eleventh-hour 
push for support, was projected for Obama. That was quickly followed by declarations 
that Wisconsin and New Hampshire would also go to the president. As the hours 
passed, the 2012 map began to look very similar to 2008, as Obama won victories in 
each of the key battleground states with two exceptions—Indiana and North Carolina—
which were called for Romney just after 11:00 pm Eastern. But, the race effectively 
ended when Ohio was placed in the Democratic column; Obama was projected to have 
accumulated enough Electoral College votes to win reelection as president of the 
United States.

Governor Romney held off on conceding the election until after midnight. By 
then the major networks were projecting that Obama would also take the electoral 
votes in Colorado, Nevada, and Virginia. Only Florida remained uncalled, and it would 
be days before official results would be tabulated due to polling glitches and the pro-
longed process of counting of absentee and provisional ballots primarily in Miami-
Dade County—the same county that had encountered problems during the 2000 
presidential election. Unlike 2000, however, the final outcome did not hinge on results 
from the Sunshine State. The only question that remained unanswered on election 
night was Obama’s margin of victory. Romney delivered a gracious concession speech 
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in front of supporters in Boston. President Obama, whose campaign slogan had been 
“Forward” followed with his victory speech in Chicago promising supporters, “the best 
is yet to come.”

When polls in the remaining states closed and all the final tallies were in, Obama’s 
victory in the Electoral College was 332 to Romney’s 206. It stood as a substantial 
win—largely due to the support of women, minority, and young voters—though 
smaller than his landslide victory in 2008.

In the end, it was a slight, unexpected lift provided by Hurricane Sandy that 
pushed President Obama to victory in the 2012 election. President Obama won the 
key swing states of Ohio, Colorado, Iowa, Nevada, New Hampshire, Florida, and 
Virginia, and kept Wisconsin in the Democratic column despite Romney’s selection of 
Representative Paul Ryan as his running mate. Though President Obama received 
some 8 million fewer votes in 2012 than in 2008 and his Electoral College victory was 
smaller, the Romney campaign won back only two of the states that voted for Barack 
Obama in 2008.

The 2012 campaign was a roller-coaster ride for both the candidates and public, 
especially after Governor Romney dramatically outshone President Obama in the first 
debate in Denver on October 3. Yet for a challenger to defeat an incumbent, the chal-
lenger must deliver game-changing performances again and again, and no challenger 
has a bully pulpit like that of a sitting president. Ten days before the election, no one 
could have imagined that a late-season hurricane would play such a dramatic role in 
the presidential election, or that it would act as a circuit breaker for the Republicans’ 

F igure 13 .4   WhIch STATES WErE ThE FocUS oF ThE 2012 prESIDEnTIAl cAmpAIgn?
The majority of candidate visits were concentrated on a small number of swing states that were viewed as 
up for grabs in the 2012 presidential election. During the campaign, President Obama visited the above ten 
battleground states 131 times and Mitt Romney visited them 179 times. The remaining 40 states received 
Obama 81 times and Romney 106 times.

source: Data from http://www.cnn.com/election/2012/campaign-tracker/.
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momentum. Not only did the storm cause unprecedented damage along the East Coast 
and throughout much of New England, but it also pushed Romney off center stage in 
the last critical days of the campaign, enabling President Obama to dominate as presi-
dential comforter-in-chief, assisted by his new bipartisan friend, Republican Governor 
Chris Christie.

Adding to the president’s good fortune was a final jobs report the Friday before 
the election that proved helpful only because it wasn’t disastrously bad. It showed the 
unemployment rate failed to jump back above the psychologically damaging level of 
8 percent. Had the number been higher, Governor Romney could have used that 
number to build a crescendo for change. Instead, the final potential obstacle to 
Obama’s reelection passed by as a one-day story. While Governor Romney surged 
after the first debate, he never quite closed the deal in enough of the key swing states 
and simply ran out of time.
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In modern campaigns, there is a predictable pathway toward 
office that involves nomination and general election campaign 
strategy. At the nomination phase, it is essential for candi-
dates to secure the support of party identifiers, interest groups, 
and political activists. In the general election, the candidates 
must focus on the voters and defining their candidacy in 
terms acceptable to a majority of voters in the district or state.

Trace the evolution of political campaigns in the United 
States, p. 366.

Roots of Modern Political 
Campaigns

13.1

The candidate makes appearances, meets voters, raises funds, 
holds press conferences, gives speeches, and is ultimately 
responsible for conveying the campaign message and for the 
success of the campaign. The candidate relies on a campaign 
manager, professional staff, and political consultants to coor-
dinate the strategy and message of his or her campaign. 
Volunteer support is also particularly important for mobiliz-
ing citizens and getting out the vote.

Assembling a Campaign Staff

Assess the role of candidates and their staff in the  
campaign process, p. 369.

13.2

Review the Chapter

Since the 1970s, campaign financing has been governed by 
the terms of the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA). 
This act was amended in 2002 by the Bipartisan Campaign 
Reform Act (BCRA). BCRA regulates political advertising 
and funding from a number of sources from which cam-
paigns raise money. Recently, the Supreme Court has begun 
to chip away at some of the key tenets of the act. In 2010, the 
Court in Citizens United v. FEC declared unconstitutional 
BCRA’s ban on electioneering communications made by 
corporations and unions, opening the way for an increase in 
the power of interest groups and corporations in campaigns 
and elections.

Raising Money

Evaluate the ways campaigns raise money, p. 373.13.3

Candidates and campaigns rely on three main strategies for 
reaching voters: traditional media coverage (newspapers, 
magazines, TV, and radio), new media coverage (Internet, 
blogs, and social media sites), and paid campaign advertise-
ments. Traditional media coverage is the most difficult for 
candidates to control.

Reaching Voters

Identify the ways campaigns use the media to reach 
potential voters, p. 378.

13.4

Toward Reform: The 2012 
Presidential Campaign

Analyze the 2012 presidential campaign, p. 382. 13.5

Incumbent President Barack Obama was unchallenged for 
the 2012 Democratic nomination for president, while Mitt 
Romney emerged as the winner of a contentious Republican 
primary process. Nevertheless, polls indicated that the race 
for the presidency was consistently within the margin of 
error. But, the week before Election Day, a disastrous hur-
ricane struck the Eastern Seaboard, putting the president on 
center stage. With the exception of Indiana and North 
Carolina, President Obama won reelection with exactly the 
same states he won in 2008 and largely with the same coali-
tion he had assembled four years earlier.
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1. One of the primary dangers of the nomination  
campaign is that
 a. candidates can become overly cautious and not talk 

about issues.
 b. many candidates ignore their ideological base.
 c. candidates may raise too much money.
 d. candidates may attract too much media coverage.
 e. candidates can become too ideologically extreme.

2. How do candidates generally position themselves  
ideologically during a general election campaign?
 a. Moving to the extreme right or left of their party’s 

identified voters
 b. Gaining the support of niche groups to build a coalition
 c. Taking positions held by third-party candidates
 d. Becoming more ideologically moderate
 e. Crossing over to take a wide range of issues held by 

members of the other party

3. The head of a political campaign is usually called the
 a. campaign consultant.
 b. political manager.
 c. campaign manager.
 d. political strategist.
 e. political insider.

4. A campaign consultant responsible for assembling 
public opinion data is known as a
 a. finance chair.
 b. pollster.
 c. direct mail consultant.
 d. communications director.
 e. campaign manager.

5. Most candidates receive a majority of their campaign 
contributions from
 a. individuals.
 b. PACs.
 c. one of the political parties.
 d. a combination of parties and PACs.
 e. foreign corporations.

6. Which of the following are not limited by the FEC 
disclosure rules?
 a. Individual expenditures
 b. Political parties
 c. Independent expenditures
 d. PACs
 e. Member-to-member donations

7. One of the strategies that campaigns use to control the 
media is
 a. making the candidate more available to the press.
 b. staging media events.
 c. ignoring Internet attacks.
 d. appearing on the major networks’ nightly news shows.
 e. holding unrehearsed, spontaneous press conferences.

8. Ads that compare candidates’ positions to those of their 
opponents are known as
 a. negative ads.
 b. inoculation ads.
 c. free ads.
 d. contrast ads.
 e. positive ads.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Learn the Terms

501(c) group, p. 376
527 political committee, p. 376
campaign consultant, p. 372
campaign manager, p. 370
communications director, p. 372
contrast ad, p. 382
finance chair, p. 371

general election campaign, p. 367
get-out-the-vote (GOTV), p. 372
independent expenditures, p. 376
inoculation ad, p. 382
matching funds, p. 376
negative ad, p. 382
nomination campaign, p. 366

political action committee (PAC), p. 375
pollster, p. 372
positive ad, p. 382
press secretary, p. 372
public funds, p. 376
Super PACs, p. 376
voter canvass, p. 372

Study and Review the Flashcards
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9. During the 2012 presidential elections:
 a. The presumptive Republican nominee faced little 

opposition for the party’s nomination.
 b. Barack Obama held an early and sustained lead in the 

Republican primaries.
 c. Mitt Romney faced no opposition for the Democratic 

Party’s nomination in 2012. 
 d. Three different Republican candidates won the first 

three states in the primary contests.
 e. President Barack Obama won all three presidential 

debates against Mitt Romney.

10. In 2012, Barack Obama:
 a. Built a winning coalition of white men, evangelical 

Christians, and wealthy Americans.
 b. Carried all of the swing states on Election Day.
 c. Lost campaign momentum due to Hurricane Sandy.
 d. Asked Vice President Joe Biden to step aside as his 

running mate.
 e. Lost the support of only two states he had carried in 

2008.
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The News 
Media

14

Trace the  
historical  
development  
of the news  
media in the 
United States,  
p. 398.

Characterize four 
major trends in the 
news media today, 
p. 403.

Summarize  
the ethical  
standards  
and federal  
regulations that 
govern the news 
media, p. 409.

Assess how the 
news media cover 
politics, p. 412.

Evaluate the  
influence of the 
news media on 
public policy and 
the impact of 
media bias, p. 415.

14.1 14.2 14.3 14.4 14.5

C
ampaign fund-raising? There’s an app for that. Counting electoral votes? There’s 
an app for that. Aggregating, sharing, and organizing political news? There’s an 
app for that, too.

The Internet, smartphones, and social media have transformed many aspects 
of Americans’ lives, and politics is no exception. Gone are the days of the weekly, 

and even daily, news cycle. In the modern world, political news is happening—and being 
reported—almost instantaneously. No longer do newspaper publishers have to typeset every 
individual letter, as they did in the earliest days of the republic. No longer do journalists file daily 
reports to be aired on the nightly news, well after a campaign event has occurred. Instead, report-
ers can post live Twitter updates, complete with photos, tips, and even video, as a campaign 
event is occurring.

Even the way citizens consume their news has changed. The newspaper, once the lifeblood 
of American democracy, was supplanted by TV news in the 1960s. Today, TV is still the most popu-
lar news source for all Americans, but the Internet is gaining rapidly, even outpacing TV among the 
youngest Americans. Large percentages of Americans, moreover, report getting political news 
not only on their computers but also on smartphones and tablets. In an average day, one-quarter 
of Americans will access news on two or more digital devices.1

These changes in the production and consumption of news have affected the way that news-
makers organize their public relations strategies and staffs. Nearly all congressional candidates in 
2014 maintained Web sites; most include audio and video Web links. Political leaders maintain 
Facebook and Twitter sites to stay in touch with their constituents and monitor public opinion. 
And, with the advent of narrowcasting and infotainment, political leaders can choose to appear in 
a greater variety of venues than ever before.

While these changes result in many positives for American democracy, and may serve to 
engage traditionally underserved populations, they also can have negative consequences. As we 
will discuss throughout this chapter allowing citizens to become too close to their leaders may 
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THE MEDIA ACT AS AN INTERMEDIARY BETWEEN CITIZENS AND GOVERNMENT Above, newspaper reporters take pen and paper 
notes while interviewing President Gerald Ford in the Oval Office during the 1970s. Below, covering the campaign of President Barack Obama 
in 2012 was a multimedia experience; smartphones and tablet computers were essential tools for any member of the press corps.
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remove some of the filter that the Framers deliberately imposed on the political system. 
Giving average citizens a glimpse inside the process may strip away too much of the veneer 
from policy making, leading to disillusionment with government and leaders. And, moving 
from professional journalists publishing on clear deadlines to a world of citizen journalists 
and nearly constant updates may weaken the media’s traditional watchdog role and adher-
ence to journalistic standards.

• • •

The Framers agreed that a free press was necessary to monitor government and ensure 
the continuation of a democratic society, a tenet they codified in the First Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution. Throughout history, the press has fulfilled this watchdog role, acting as an 
intermediary between citizens and their government. The news media inform the public, 
giving citizens the information they need to choose their leaders and influence the direction 
of public policy. As this chapter will discuss, the way the media interact with and report on 
these political leaders can also significantly influence individuals’ views of political issues.

The news media’s impact on American politics is so important that it has often been 
called the “fourth estate,” a term harkening back to the British Parliament and implying an 
integral role for the press in government. This so-called fourth estate comprises a variety of 
entities, from traditional local news outlets to growing media corporations, and, increas-
ingly, average citizens. It is evident in all facets of American life, from morning newspapers 
to nightly comedy news shows.

Though the form of the news media has changed significantly since our nation’s found-
ing, the media’s informational and watchdog roles remain. This chapter traces the develop-
ment of the news media in the United States, explores recent developments affecting the 
media, and considers how these changes influence politics and government.

Roots of the News Media in the 
United States

T

Trace the historical development of the news media in the United States.14.1

he mass media—the entire array of organizations through which informa-
tion is collected and disseminated to the general public—have become a 
colossal enterprise in the United States. The mass media include print 
sources, movies, TV, radio, and Internet-based material. Collectively, the 

mass media use broadcast, cable, satellite, and broadband technologies to distribute 
information that reaches every corner of the United States and the world. A powerful 
tool for both entertaining and educating the public, they reflect American society but 
are also the primary lens through which citizens view American culture and politics. 
The news media, one component of the larger mass media, provide new information 
about subjects of public interest and play a vital role in the political process.2 Although 
often referred to as a large, impersonal whole, the media are made up of diverse person-
alities and institutions, and they form a spectrum of opinion. Through the various out-
lets composing the news media—from newspapers to social media sites—journalists 
inform the public, influence public opinion, and affect the direction of public policy in 
our democratic society.

Throughout American history, technological advances have had a major impact 
on the way in which Americans receive their news. High-speed presses and more 
cheaply produced paper made mass-circulation daily newspapers possible. The tele-
graph and then the telephone enabled easier and much faster newsgathering. When 
radio became widely available in the 1920s, millions of Americans could hear 
national politicians instead of merely reading about them. With TV—first intro-
duced in the late 1940s, and nearly a universal fixture in U.S. homes by the early 
1960s—citizens could see and hear political candidates and presidents. Now, with 

mass media
The entire array of organizations 
through which information is collected 
and disseminated to the general public.

news media
Media providing the public with new 
information about subjects of public 
interest.
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the rise of the Internet, access to information has once again changed form. Never 
before has information been more widely available, and never have the lines between 
news producer and consumer been less clear.

  Print Media
The first example of news media in America took the form of newspapers, which were 
published in the colonies as early as 1690. The number of newspapers grew throughout 
the 1700s, as colonists began to realize the value of a press free from government oversight 
and censorship. The battle between Federalists and Anti-Federalists over ratification of 
the Constitution played out in various partisan newspapers in the late eighteenth century. 
Thus, it came as no surprise that one of the Anti-Federalists’ demands was a constitutional 
amendment guaranteeing freedom of the press.

The partisan press eventually gave way to the penny press. In 1833, Benjamin Day 
founded the New York Sun, which cost a penny at the newsstand. Beyond its low price, the 
Sun sought to expand its audience by freeing itself from the grip of a single political party. 
Inexpensive and politically independent, the Sun was the forerunner of modern newspa-
pers, which relied on mass circulation and commercial advertising to produce profit. By 
1861, the penny press had so supplanted partisan papers that President Abraham Lincoln 
announced his administration would have no favored or sponsored newspaper.

Although the print media were becoming less partisan, they were not necessarily 
gaining in respectability. Mass-circulation dailies sought wide readership, attracting 
customers with the sensational and the scandalous. The sordid side of politics became 
the entertainment of the times. One of the best-known examples occurred in the 
presidential campaign of 1884, when the Buffalo Evening Telegraph headlined “A 
Terrible Tale” about Grover Cleveland, the Democratic nominee.3 The story alleged 
that Cleveland, an unmarried man, had fathered a child in 1871, while sheriff of 
Buffalo, New York. Even though paternity was indeterminate because the child’s 
mother had been seeing other men, Cleveland willingly accepted responsibility, since 
all the other men were married, and he dutifully paid child support for years. The 
strict Victorian moral code that dominated American values at the time made the 
story even more shocking than it would be today. Fortunately for Cleveland, another 
newspaper, the Democratic Sentinel, broke a story that helped offset this scandal: The 

DiD ThE PrACTiCE of YEllow JoUrnAliSm ConTribUTE To ThE riSE of obJECTivE JoUrnAliSm?
In this 1898 cartoon titled “Uncle Sam’s Next Campaign—the War Against the Yellow Press,” yellow 
journalism is attacked for its threats, insults, filth, grime, blood, death, slander, gore, and blackmail. The 
cartoon was published in the wake of the Spanish-American War, and the cartoonist suggests that, having 
won the war abroad, the government ought to attack yellow journalists at home.
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first child of Republican presidential nominee James G. Blaine and his wife had been 
born just three months after their wedding.

Throughout the nineteenth century, payoffs to the press were common. Andrew 
Jackson, for instance, gave one in ten of his early appointments to loyal reporters.4 
During the 1872 presidential campaign, the Republicans slipped cash to about 300 
newsmen.5 Wealthy industrialists also sometimes purchased investigative cease-fires 
for tens of thousands of dollars.

In the late 1800s and early 1900s, prominent publishers such as William Randolph 
Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer expanded the reach of newspapers in their control by prac-
ticing what became pejoratively known as yellow journalism, perhaps because both 
Hearst and Pulitzer published a popular cartoon of the era called “The Yellow Kid.” 
Yellow journalism featured pictures, comics, color, and sensationalized news coverage. 
These innovations were designed to increase readership and capture a share of the bur-
geoning immigrant population.

The Progressive movement gave rise to a new type of journalism in the early 
1920s. Muckraking journalists—so named by President Theodore Roosevelt after a 
special rake designed to collect manure—devoted themselves to exposing misconduct 
by government, business, and individual politicians.6 For Roosevelt, muckraking was 
a derogatory term used to describe reporters who focused on the carnal underbelly of 
politics rather than its more lofty pursuits. Nevertheless, much good came from these 
efforts. Muckrakers stimulated demands for anti-trust regulations—laws that prohibit 
companies, such as large steel companies, from controlling an entire industry—and 
exposed deplorable working conditions in factories, as well as outright exploitation of 
workers by business owners. An unfortunate side effect of this emphasis on crusades 
and investigations, however, was the frequent publication of gossip and rumor with-
out sufficient proof.

As the news business grew, so did the focus on increasing its profitability. Newspapers 
became more careful and less adversarial in their reporting, to avoid alienating the 
advertisers and readers who produced their revenues. Clearer standards were applied in 
evaluating the behavior of people in power. Journalism also changed during this period 
as the industry became more professionalized. Reporters learned to adhere to principles 
of objectivity and balance and to be motivated by a never-ending quest for the “truth.”7

More recently, faced by an onslaught of competing forms of media, including radio, 
TV, and the Internet, newspapers have struggled to maintain their circulation. Some 
print dailies have moved to online-print hybrids, eliminated less profitable publication 
days, or created subscription-only Web sites to monetize their content. For example, 
the New Orleans Times-Picayune has gone to a three-day-a-week model, and the Seattle 
Post-Intelligencer has adopted an online-only format. Other papers have failed to adapt 
to the changing news environment. Since 2007, almost twenty major daily newspapers 
have completely ended their operations. The consequences of these changes for citizens’ 
knowledge of politics and public affairs—particularly among older Americans least 
likely to use new technology—remain to be seen, but the laws governing political com-
munication in this country will likely need to be revisited.

  Radio News
The advent of radio in the early twentieth century was a media revolution and a rev-
elation to the average American, who rarely, if ever, had heard the voice of a president, 
governor, or senator. The radio became the center of most homes in the evening, when 
national networks broadcast the news as well as entertainment shows. Calvin 
Coolidge was the first president to speak on radio on a regular basis, but President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt made the radio broadcast a must-listen by presenting “fireside 
chats” to promote his New Deal.

News radio, which had begun to take a back seat to TV by the mid-1950s, regained 
popularity with the advent of AM talk radio in the mid-1980s. Controversial radio host 
Rush Limbaugh began the trend with his unabashedly conservative views, opening the 
door for other conservative commentators such as Laura Ingraham, Sean Hannity, and 

yellow journalism
A form of newspaper publishing in 
vogue in the late nineteenth century 
that featured pictures, comics, color, 
and sensationalized news coverage.

muckraking
A form of journalism, in vogue in the 
early twentieth century, devoted to 
exposing misconduct by government, 
business, and individual politicians.
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Glenn Beck. Statistics show that these conservative radio hosts resurrected the radio as 
a news medium by giving a strong ideological bent to the information they broadcast. 
Yet, most truly liberal political talk radio has struggled. Many liberals turn to National 
Public Radio (NPR), which receives government funding as well as private donations, 
and does not air solely political content. It also covers a variety of cultural and socially 
important issues. Studies of the overall political coverage of NPR, moreover, have failed 
to find any overt liberal bias.8

  TV News
TV was first demonstrated in the United States at the 1939 World’s Fair in New 
York, but it did not take off as a news source until after World War II. While most 
homes had TVs by the early 1960s, it took several years more for TV to replace print 
and radio as the nation’s chief news provider. In 1963, most networks provided just 
fifteen minutes of news per day; only two major networks devoted thirty minutes to 
news coverage. During this period, a substantial majority of Americans still received 
most of their news from newspapers. But, by 2011, most Americans received their 
news from TV or the Internet; this trend was particularly pronounced among young 
adults eighteen to twenty-four years old, who got the majority of their news from 
online sources.9 

An important distinction exists between network and cable news stations. Network 
news has lost viewers over time. Cable news, however, has increased in viewership, due 
in large part to the greater availability of cable and satellite services providing twenty-
four-hour news channels. Fox News is the most prominent of these channels, drawing 
an average of 1.1 million prime-time viewers in 2013, more than the next two largest 
competitors—CNN and MSNBC—combined.10

The Framers knew that democracy is not easy, that a 
republic requires a continuous battle for rights and 

responsibilities. One of those rights is freedom of the 
press, preserved in the First Amendment to the 
Constitution. The Framers’ view of the press, and its 
required freedom, however, was almost certainly less 
broad than our conception of press freedom today.

It is difficult to appreciate what a leap of faith it was 
for the Framers to grant freedom of the press when James 
Madison brought the Bill of Rights before Congress. 
Newspapers were largely run by disreputable people, 
since at the time editors and reporters were judged as pur-
veyors of rumor and scandal.

But, the printed word was one of the few modes of 
political communication in the young nation—it was critical 
for keeping Americans informed about issues. Therefore, 
the Framers hoped that giving the press freedom to print 
all content, although certain to generate sensational sto-
ries, would also produce high-quality, objective reporting.

Not much has changed since the Framers insti-
tuted the free press. We still have tabloids and parti-
san publications in which politicians attack each other, 
and we still rely on the press to give us important 
political information that we use to make voting deci-
sions. The simple, enduring protection the Framers 
created in the First Amendment continues to make 
possible the flow of ideas that a democratic society 
relies upon.

CRITICAl THINkING QuESTIONS

1. Should TV news, which relies on the spoken 
word, be afforded the same protections given to 
the written word? Why or why not?

2. How relevant to new media are the guarantees 
enshrined in the First Amendment? Do bloggers, 
for example, deserve the same constitutional 
protections as traditional journalists?

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 

thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 

assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances. —FIRST AMENDMENT

TheLiving Constitution
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Cable and satellite providers also give consumers access to a less glitzy and more 

unfiltered source of news, C-SPAN, a basic cable channel that offers gavel-to-gavel 
coverage of congressional proceedings, as well as major political events when Congress 
is not in session. It also produces some of its own programming, such as Washington 
Journal, which invites scholars and journalists to speak about topics pertaining to their 
areas of expertise. Because the content of C-SPAN can be erudite, technical, and some-
times downright tedious (such as the fixed camera shot of the Senate during a roll-call 
vote), audiences tend to be very small, but they are loyal and give C-SPAN its place as 
a truly content-driven news source.

  Online Media
Online media, including Internet news, blogs, and social networking sites, are trans-
forming the relationship between the media and citizens, even challenging our percep-
tions of what is defined as “media.” They also remove many of the traditional filters, 
such as editors and journalistic standards, which lend credibility to professional news 
outlets; moreover, they make media more low cost and widely accessible than ever 
before. The almost instantaneous availability of information through smartphones only 
enhances these changes.

THE INTERNET The Internet, which began as a Department of Defense project 
named Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) in the late 1960s, 
has grown into an unprecedented source of public information for people throughout 
the world. In 2013, for example, 50 percent of Americans claimed the Internet was 
their main news source. This percentage—and the diversity of ways that individuals can 
access information—is growing annually. Smartphone apps and Web sites such as 
YouTube and Hulu only serve to increase the number of ways individuals can consume 
news online.11

BlOGS Blogs provide an editorial and news outlet for citizens. Increasingly, they are 
also an opportunity for news organizations to offer updates on emerging news stories, 
such as the New York Times blog, “The Caucus,” which gives updates on politics and 
government. Though blogs often offer more commentary than traditional news 
sources, they are also important informational tools, linking people with common ide-
ological or issue-specific interests. Most political blogs, for example, are targeted to a 
sophisticated political elite that is already interested in and knowledgeable about public 
affairs.

While blogs and their user-generated content seem to offer people a more 
democratic means of engaging in public discussion, concern is growing that the 
blogosphere has become dominated by a small elite. Although over 173 million 
blogs can be found on the Web, only a very small number of sites have a sizeable 
audience and thus attract most of the advertising dollars available.12 Moreover, 
most of the best-known political bloggers are graduates of the nation’s top colleges, 
and many have postgraduate degrees. And, the linking practices common on many 
blogs and Web sites mean that content produced by the top political bloggers often 
rises to the top, homogenizing the message received by political sophisticates and 
policy makers.13

SOCIAl MEDIA Although not their primary purpose, social media sites, such as 
Facebook and Twitter, serve as a resource for political news and information, and 
for finding others who share the same political views. Furthermore, politicians and 
candidates have increasingly used social networking sites to reach citizens and 
engage them in the political process. During the 2012 election, for example, social 
networking sites became home for a great deal of political debate. Supporters of 
presidential candidate Barack Obama, especially, established fan pages with 
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millions of Facebook friends. These sites then became ways to organize activists, 
raise money, and energize young voters.

Similarly, many local and national political leaders have also turned to Twitter to 
reach out to supporters and raise money for political campaigns. President Barack 
Obama has his own Twitter feeds, @whitehouse and @barackobama, which he uses for 
presidential and campaign purposes, respectively. In 2011, he used his @whitehouse 
account to hold an online town hall meeting, something he had previously done using 
both Facebook and YouTube. During this virtual meeting, the president fielded ques-
tions on issues such as national security and the economy, answering citizens’ questions 
with responses that met Twitter’s 140-character limit.14

With the online service Chirpify, candidates can also use Twitter (like text mes-
saging) as a way to raise instantaneous money for their campaigns. All citizens have 
to do is set up a profile on Chirpify’s site, and then they can make political donations 
by simply tweeting “Donate $amount to @candidate for Election 2012.”15 The suc-
cess of the platform fundraising tool has led Chirpify to expand into other online 
venues, including allowing users to purchase items directly from candidates’ or friends’ 
Instagram sites.

Average citizens, too, have used Twitter to spread political news. Users have 
tweeted from political rallies, offered commentary on the president’s State of the Union 
Address, and used hashtags to mark political issues such as health care, jobs, and the 
economy as trending topics. Although many “tweeps” may not consider these actions 
political, they are, in fact, a part of politics.

Sites such as these fundamentally change the media. Politicians can interact 
directly with citizens, without using reporters and editors as intermediaries. Though 
this may seem more democratic, critics worry that a growing reliance on social net-
working sites will weaken the media’s role as a filter, educator, and watchdog. They also 
express increasing concerns that politicians may not engage in deliberative democracy, 
but may instead make policy decisions designed to placate the mobs of citizens that 
James Madison and the Framers feared would trouble their republican form of govern-
ment. One commentator, for example, has asked if there would have even been a 
Constitution if the Framers had tweeted the proceedings of the famously secret 
Philadelphia Convention.16

number of ongoing transformations define the news media today. Among 
these are the growth in corporate ownership and media consolidation; the 
targeting of programming at specific populations, known as narrowcasting; 
and infotainment. The people who deliver the news, too, have changed. 

Media news coverage today increasingly relies both on subject-matter experts and on 
average citizens.

Taken together, these changes create a news environment in which the bound-
aries between producers and consumers of news are increasingly blurred. Without 
the traditional lines of demarcation between news owners and objects of the news, 
and consumers and producers, the media’s informational and watchdog roles are at 
risk of compromise.

  Corporate Ownership and Media Consolidation
Private ownership of the media in the United States has proved to be a mixed blessing. 
While private ownership ensures media independence, something that cannot be said 

A

Characterize four major trends in the news media today.14.2

Current News Media Trends
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Who Owns the News Media?
Since passage of the 1996 Telecommunications Act, media ownership has consolidated. Today, 90 percent of media 
outlets are owned by just six companies—Comcast, News Corporation, Disney, Viacom, Time Warner, and CBS. In the 
fall of 2014, the Federal Communications Commission reviewed the proposed $45 billion acquisition of Time Warner 
by Comcast. If the merger is approved, Comcast will control about 40 percent of the U.S. wired broadband market 
and will expand its cable empire to serve 33 percent of all U.S. pay TV homes. Consolidation has had consequences 
for how reporters cover stories, which stories do or do not receive attention, and, by extension, which issues policy 
makers prioritize.

CRITICAl THINkING QuESTIONS
1. How might Comcast’s and General 

Electric’s ownership of the NBC family of 
networks alter the way that reporters 
with NBC news cover particular stories?

2. How would the further consolidation of 
these conglomerates affect access to and 
public consumption of the media?

3. Should the government take action to end 
media consolidation? Why or why not?

1983 2012
In 2012, that same 90% is controlled by 6 companies.In 1983, 90% of American media

was owned by 50 companies.

The Media Has Never Been
     More Consolidated

                              News Corp. owns 27 television
                              stations, the Fox Network and Fox
                              News Channel, FX, National
                              Geographic Channel, the Wall
Street Journal, TV Guide, the New York Post, DirecTV,
HarperCollins Publishers, Twentieth Century
Fox, and MySpace.

Time Warner owns HBO,
CNN, the Cartoon Network,
Warner Bros., Time Magazine,
Turner Broadcasting, and
DC Comics.

Comcast owns 15 television stations,
NBC, Telemundo, E! Entertainment,
NBC Sports, Hulu, and Universal Pictures.

Disney owns 10 television stations, 277 radio
stations, ABC, ESPN, A&E, the History Channel,
Lifetime, Discover Magazine, Bassmaster
Magazine, Hyperion Publishing, Touchstone
Pictures, Pixar Animation, and Miramax Film
Corporation.

Viacom owns 10 television stations such as
Comedy Central, BET, Nickelodeon,
TV Land, MTV, VH1, and Paramount Pictures.

CBS owns 30 TV stations, Smithsonian Channel,
Showtime, The Movie Channel, and Paramount
Network Television.

SOURCE: Data from Common Cause, www.commoncause.org.
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about state-controlled media in countries such as China, it also brings market pressures 
to journalism that do not exist in state-run systems. The news media in the United 
States are multi-billion-dollar, for-profit businesses that ultimately are driven by the 
bottom line. As with all free market enterprises, the pressure in privately owned media 
is to increasingly consolidate media ownership, to reap the benefits that come from 
larger market shares and fewer large-scale competitors.

Consequently, the top six media chains account for more than 90 percent of news 
media content. Large media conglomerates such as Gannett, Media News Group, and 
News Corporation own most daily newspapers; fewer than 300 of the approximately 
1,400 daily newspapers are independently owned. Only one of the three original TV 
networks—CBS—remains an independent entity: Comcast owns NBC, and Disney 
owns ABC. In radio, Cox Communications and Clear Channel far outpace their com-
petitors in terms of both stations and audience.

Unlike traditional industries, in which the primary concern associated with con-
solidation is price manipulation, consolidation of the media poses far greater potential 
risks. As the media have increasingly become dominated by a few mega-corporations, 
observers have grown fearful that these groups could limit the flow of information and 
ideas that define the essence of a free society and that make democracy possible. These 
profit-driven media chains, aimed at expanding market shares and pleasing advertisers, 
may overwhelmingly focus on sensational issues and avoid those that could alienate 
their audiences, anger executives, or compromise relationships with government regu-
lators. Former CBS Evening News anchor Dan Rather, for example, summarizes media 
consolidation’s threat to democracy by saying, “These large corporations, they have 
things they need from the power structure in Washington, whether it’s Republican or 
Democrat, and of course the people in Washington have things they want the news to 
report. To put it bluntly, very big business is in bed with very big government in 
Washington, and has more to do with what the average person sees, hears, and reads 
than most people know.”17

  Narrowcasting
In recent years, fierce competition to attract viewers and the availability of additional 
TV channels made possible by cable and satellite TV have led media outlets to move 
toward narrowcasting—targeting media programming at specific populations within 
society. Within the realm of cable news, MSNBC and Fox News are most notable for 
engaging in this form of niche journalism. The two stations divide audiences by ideol-
ogy. Fox News emphasizes a conservative viewpoint, and MSNBC stresses a more 
liberal perspective.

Audiences also divide along partisan lines over other news sources. Republicans, 
for example, are more likely than Democrats and Independents to listen to AM talk 
radio.18 And, while only a small disparity in newspaper reading exists between 
Republicans and Democrats, newspapers can be categorized by ideology; for instance, 
the Washington Times offers more conservative fare than its rival, the Washington Post 
(see Table 14.1). As a result, political scientists have found that simply knowing 
where someone gets his or her news can predict party affiliation.19

Other narrowcasting targets specific racial, ethnic, or religious groups. Examples 
include Spanish-language news programs on stations such as Univision and Telemundo, 
as well as news programming geared toward African American viewers on cable’s 
Black Entertainment Television (BET). For evangelical Christians, Pat Robertson’s 
Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN), with its flagship 700 Club, has been narrow-
casting news for over forty years. The rising use of smartphones and mobile apps, too, 
has helped narrowcasting to grow.

While narrowcasting can promote the interests specific to segments of the pop-
ulation, especially racial and ethnic minorities who may ordinarily be left out of 
mainstream media coverage, it comes with a social cost. Narrowcasting increases the 
chance that group members will rely on news that appeals to their preexisting views. 

narrowcasting
Targeting media programming at 
specific populations within society.
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By limiting one’s exposure to a broad range of information or competing views, nar-
rowcasting could result in further polarization of public opinion. The polarization 
made possible by narrowcasting is particularly problematic when it comes to pro-
grams that are narrowcasted in a specific ideological direction.20 These broadcasts 
may result in what has been called the “Fox effect” or the “CNN effect.” These effects 
result when a network chooses an ideologically favorable storyline—true or untrue—
to cover almost ad nauseam. In so doing, the network sets the agenda both for par-
tisans, who adopt the storyline being sold, and for other news networks, who feel 
compelled to address the issue.21

Narrowcasting also enables political leaders to avoid particularly hard-hitting news 
reporters. For example, a Republican candidate may avoid the historically tough ques-
tions asked by Sunday morning talk shows such as Meet the Press and Face the Nation, 
and choose instead to appear on Fox News, which features a more friendly audience 
and a comparatively easy-going moderator. This strategy may have electoral conse-
quences, as it limits the visibility of such candidates to people who were already likely 
supporters, but nonetheless is increasingly popular.22

  Infotainment
Infotainment—or TV programming that blends political news and information with 
entertainment—has exploded as a way for citizens to engage with the political process. 
Different forms of infotainment exist, including late night comedy shows, daytime talk 
shows, and comedy news shows.

Late night comedy shows, such as Saturday Night Live and those hosted by Jay 
Leno and David Letterman, have mocked politicians and the news for years. What is 

TABlE 14.1 how Do mEDiA oUTlETS rElATE To PArTY AffiliATion?

Regularly watch/
read/listen to...

Total 
%

Republican 
%

Democrat 
%

Independent 
%

Local TV news 50 51 54 48

Daily newspaper 40 45 41 38

Community papers 30 35 30 30

Network evening news 28 27 30 27

Fox News 23 40 15 20

Morning shows 20 18 26 17

CNN 18 12 25 17

Sunday morning shows 11 11 13 11

NPR 11 6 14 14

MSNBC 11 6 16 10

News blogs 9 10 10 9

News magazines 8 7 10 8

CNBC 8 6 11 6

The Daily Show 7 4 9 8

Glenn Beck Program 7 14 2 7

The Colbert Report 6 3 7 7

The New York Times 5 2 8 6

Rush Limbaugh Show 5 13 2 4

USA Today 4 6 4 4

Wall Street Journal 4 6 3 5

C-SPAN 4 3 5 3

The Rachel Maddow Show 3 1 4 3

SOURCE: Pew Research Center, “Americans Spend More Time Following News,” (September 12, 2010):  
http://www.people-press.org/2010/09/12/section-1-watching-reading-and-listening-to-the-news/.
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new, however, is that political leaders have embraced these programs as a way to con-
nect with citizens, both on the campaign trail and while in office. During the 2012 
presidential campaign, for example, Saturday Night Live sketches spoofed a wide vari-
ety of political themes, including the presidential debates, uninformed voters, and the 
government’s response to Hurricane Sandy. And, President Barack and First Lady 
Michelle Obama have appeared on a number of late night talk shows, including the 
Late Show with David Letterman and Late Night with Jimmy Fallon. On Fallon’s show, 
President Obama even slow-jammed the news, and the first lady challenged the host 
to an obstacle course race through the White House.

Daytime talk shows have also entered the political game. The president and first 
lady have been frequent guests on these programs, on which they have promoted policy 
initiatives such as the first lady’s “Let’s Move” campaign. President Obama also 
announced his 2008 run for the presidency on The Oprah Winfrey Show. Even cable 
news channels have attempted to create shows that follow the talk show format; Fox 
News’s The Five is an example of this phenomenon.

Political leaders see many advantages to appearing on late night and talk shows. 
These soft news programs give politicians an opportunity to reach much larger and 
more diverse audiences than do Sunday morning talk shows or cable news channels. In 
addition, the questions asked by hosts of Live! With Kelly and Michael or The Today 
Show are often less technical and hard-hitting than those asked by the traditional news 
media. And, for a charismatic official, such as President Obama or President Bill 
Clinton, infotainment programs may also provide a venue to humanize the politician 
and make viewers connect with him or her on a more personal level.

In addition, the emergence of comedy news shows such as Jon Stewart’s The Daily 
Show and Stephen Colbert’s The Colbert Report—which originated as a satire of Fox 
News’s The O’Reilly Factor—has also changed the way Americans receive their political 
news. These shows present news “freed from the media’s preoccupation with balance, the 
fixation with fairness. They have no obligation to deliver the day’s most important news, 
if that news is too depressing, too complicated or too boring. Their sole allegiance is to 
comedy.”23 As a result, many viewers find news presented by Stewart or Colbert to be 
more palatable, and more entertaining, than what they might view on a nightly network 
news show. The shows are especially popular news sources among younger Americans, 
who are often jaded by the conventions of traditional journalism and politics.

Infotainment, overall, makes political news and events more accessible to 
Americans. But, research has shown that the effects of infotainment may be clear-
est for highly attentive citizens. Watching soft news about politics makes sophisti-
cates’ political behavior more consistent. In essence, for these people, infotainment 
acts as an information shortcut that helps them to better remember facts and fig-
ures about the governmental process.24 The effects of infotainment on less sophis-
ticated audiences, however, are not as clear. Some less politically engaged citizens 
may also fail to find humor in shows like Saturday Night Live’s political coverage 
or The Daily Show because they lack the context in which to process the informa-
tion provided by the programming; these citizens, however, may connect with a 
show like The View.

  Increasing use of Experts
Most journalists know a little bit about many subjects but do not specialize in any one 
area and certainly do not possess enough knowledge to fill the hours of airtime made 
possible by cable TV’s twenty-four-hour news cycle. Therefore, especially on cable sta-
tions, the news media employ expert consultants from a number of different disciplines 
ranging from medical ethics to political campaigning. These experts, also referred to as 
pundits, or the more derogatory term “talking heads,” are hired to discuss the dominant 
issues of the day. For example, during the 2012 presidential campaign, one could not 
turn on the TV or read a newspaper without encountering a stable full of government 
officials, campaign consultants, former candidates, academics, and other experts giving 
their thoughts about the upcoming election.
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Experts have a significant impact on how we view political news stories. One study, 
for example, finds that “news from experts or research studies is estimated to have 
almost as great an impact” as anchorpersons, reporters in the field, or special commen-
tators. These “strong effects by commentators and experts are compatible with a picture 
of a public that engages in collective deliberation and takes expertise seriously.”25

However, two main concerns arise about the increasing use of experts in news report-
ing. First, it is unclear how objective these experts are. Many of the pundits on air during 
the presidential campaign, for example, had ties to one of the two major candidates. Others 
were political operatives closely connected to the Democratic and Republican parties and 
to members of Congress. Second, so-called experts may weaken democratic deliberation, 
even though they are not particularly accurate in their predictions. But, because many 
pundits have official-sounding titles such as “strategist” or “former administration official,” 
viewers assign privilege to experts’ beliefs and do not take time to form their own political 
opinions. In many cases, the educated evaluations of citizens would be as accurate as the 
“expert” opinions they hear on TV or read in newspapers.26

  Citizen Journalists
In the past, only professionals whose occupation was to cover current events filed news 
reports. Today, however, much of what we call “news” content is written and filmed by 
amateur citizen journalists, ordinary individuals who collect, report, and analyze news 
content.

Many citizen journalists use the Internet as a way to reach an interested news audi-
ence. Sites such as Associated Content may cover a broad range of issues. Other sites, 
such as local news and politics blogs, focus on niche issues and local events, such as 
town meetings, school closings, and recycling initiatives, that often are left out of larger 
publications. Uploading videos to YouTube may also allow citizens to showcase con-
tent not covered by traditional news outlets or provide a location to share common 

how Do EXPErTS inflUEnCE nEwS CovErAGE?
Pundits bring a sense of credibility and experience to their political commentary. However, the 
reliance on these experts may blur the lines between producers and consumers of news and 
weaken democratic deliberation. Here, Republican strategist Ed Gillespie and TV host Rachel 
Maddow appear on Meet the Press with David Gregory.

citizen journalists
Ordinary individuals who collect, report, 
and analyze news content.
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experiences, such as natural disasters. Citizens may also tweet narratives or opinions 
about newsworthy occurrences.

Many traditional news organizations have embraced the value of citizen jour-
nalism. In addition to bringing new perspectives—and perhaps new readers and 
viewers—into the fold, citizen journalists may reach the scene of important events 
before news crews. Citizen journalism also has financial benefits for traditional 
news outlets: using citizen coverage and footage is far cheaper than hiring reporters. 
This can be a way for news outlets to continue offering coverage of a broad range of 
issues in an era of decreasing budgets.

Media scholars have hotly debated the value of citizen journalism. On one hand, 
citizen journalism can act as a democratizing force, allowing more people to participate 
in setting agendas and framing issues. It can also give more instantaneous coverage 
than traditional media. On the other hand, citizen journalists are often not trained in 
the rules and standards of journalism. They may not treat their sources with the same 
respect or fact-check as thoroughly as professional reporters. Perhaps as a result, 
research has shown that consumers of citizen journalism score lower on political 
knowledge than those who rely on professional news organizations.27 Finally, and per-
haps most importantly, citizen journalists once again blur the line between producers 
and consumers of news, compromising the objectivity of news coverage.

P

Summarize the ethical standards and federal regulations that govern the news media.14.3

rofessional journalists may obtain and publish information in a number of 
ways. They are, however, subject to boundaries in this pursuit. Journalists 
are primarily limited by the ethical standards of their profession. In some 
cases, additional governmental regulations may apply.

  Journalistic Standards
The heaviest restrictions placed on reporters come from the industry’s own professional 
norms and each journalist’s level of integrity, as well as from oversight by editors who 
are ultimately responsible for the accuracy of the news they produce. To guide the ethi-
cal behavior of journalists, the Society of Professional Journalists publishes a detailed 
“Code of Ethics” that includes principles and standards governing issues such as avoid-
ing conflicts of interest and verifying the information being reported.

One dilemma faced by reporters is how to deal ethically with sources. Informants 
may speak to reporters in a number of ways. If a session is on the record, as in a 
formal press conference, every word an official utters can be printed. In contrast, a 
journalist may obtain information off the record, which means that nothing the 
official says may be printed. Reporters may also obtain information on background, 
meaning that none of the information can be attributed to the source by name. 
Whereas background talks can be euphemistically attributed to sources, such as 
“unnamed senior officials,” information on deep background must be completely 
unsourced, with the reporter giving the reader no hint about the origin. When 
reporters obtain information in any of these ways, they must take care to respect their 
source’s wishes. Otherwise, not only might that person refuse to talk to them in the 
future, but other potential sources may do the same.

Journalists also grapple with the competitive nature of the news business. The pres-
sure to get the story right is often weighed against the pressure to get the story first, or 
at the very least to get it finished before the next deadline. The twenty-four-hour news 

Rules Governing the News Media

on the record
Information provided to a journalist 
that can be released and attributed by 
name to the source.

off the record
Information provided to a journalist 
that will not be released to the public.

on background
Information provided to a journalist 
that will not be attributed to a named 
source.

deep background
Information provided to a journalist 
that will not be attributed to any source.
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cycle, brought to life by cable news stations and nourished by the expansion of online 
media, has heightened the pressure to produce interesting copy in a timely manner.

To ensure professional integrity, several major newspapers and magazines, includ-
ing the Washington Post and the New York Times, have hired internal media critics, or 
ombudsmen, who assess how well their newspaper and its reporters are performing 
their duties. Some nonprofits, such as the Project for Excellence in Journalism and the 
Pew Research Center for the People and the Press in Washington, D.C., conduct sci-
entific studies of the news and entertainment media. Other groups, including the con-
servative watchdog group Accuracy in Media (AIM) and its liberal counterpart 
Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR), critique news stories and attempt to set 
the record straight on important issues they believe have received biased coverage. All 
of these organizations have a role in making sure the media treat topics important to 
citizens in a fair and objective manner.

  Government Regulations
The U.S. government regulates media in a number of ways. Some regulations apply to 
all forms of media. Libel and slander, for example, are illegal in all cases. The Constitution 
also places a limit on prior restraint—that is, the government may not limit any speech 
or publications before they actually occur. This principle was clearly affirmed in New 
York Times Co. v. U.S. (1971).28 In this case, the Supreme Court ruled that the govern-
ment could not prevent publication by the New York Times of the Pentagon Papers, 
classified government documents about the Vietnam War that had been photocopied 
and sent to the Times and the Washington Post by Daniel Ellsberg, a government 
employee. “Only a free and unrestrained press can effectively expose deception in the 
government,” Justice Hugo Black wrote in a concurring opinion for the Court. “To find 
that the President has ‘inherent power’ to halt the publication of news by resort to the 
courts would wipe out the First Amendment.”

how Do JoUrnAliSTS USE informATion obTAinED on DEEP bACkGroUnD?
W. Mark Felt, former associate director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, shown here on Face the 
Nation, spoke to Washington Post reporters on deep background during the Watergate scandal. Known only 
as “Deep Throat,” Felt provided information crucial to linking the Richard M. Nixon administration to the 
break-in at the Watergate Hotel. His true identity was not revealed for more than thirty years, when he went 
public in 2005.
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Government can, however, regulate electronic media such as radio or TV more 
heavily than print content. Two reasons account for this unequal treatment. First, the 
airwaves used by the electronic media are considered public property and are leased by 
the federal government to private broadcasters. Second, those airwaves are in limited 
supply; without some regulation, the nation’s many radio and TV stations would inter-
fere with one another’s frequency signals. The scope of government regulation of the 
Internet remains unclear and has been debated hotly in recent years. Government 
regulations of electronic media apply in two major areas: ownership and content.

MEDIA OWNERSHIP In 1996, Congress passed the sweeping Telecommunications 
Act, deregulating whole segments of the electronic media. The Telecommunications 
Act sought to provide an optimal balance of competing corporate interests, tech-
nological innovations, and consumer needs. It appeared to offer limitless opportu-
nities for entrepreneurial companies to give consumers enhanced services. This 
deregulation, however, resulted in the sudden merger of previously distinct kinds 
of media in order to create a more “multimedia” approach to communicating 
information and entertainment. This merger paved the way for the formation of 
multimedia corporations such as Viacom, and Comcast and the media consolidation.

Since the initial passage of this act, the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) has continued to relax ownership standards, leading to even greater media con-
solidation. Today, a single company may own up to 45 percent of media in a given 
market. Whether a media conglomerate may own both a newspaper and a TV station 
in a single market, however, continues to be fiercely debated.

CONTENT The government also subjects the electronic media to substantial content 
regulations, or limitations on the substance of the mass media. To ensure that the 
airwaves “serve the public interest, convenience, and necessity,” the FCC has attempted 
to promote equity in broadcasting. For example, the equal time rule requires that 
broadcast stations sell air time equally to all candidates in a political campaign if they 
choose to sell it to any, which they are under no obligation to do. An exception to this 
rule is a political debate: stations may exclude from this event less well known and 
minor-party candidates.

The emergence of the Internet has posed new regulatory challenges. One of the 
foremost concerns has centered on protecting intellectual property and making the 
Internet a profitable means for distributing content. Preventing free distribution of 
copyrighted content, especially music and movies, has been the locus of concern.

Internet service providers (ISPs) attempted to limit users’ access to this content, 
slowing the network connections of those suspected of using illegal file-sharing pro-
grams. But, following more than a decade of controversy, the FCC ruled in November 
2011 that ISPs may not block or slow the transmission of legal content. This Open 
Internet, or “net neutrality” rule, was a victory for Web-based companies such as 
Google and Yahoo, which argued that any other ruling would infringe on users’ First 
Amendment rights.

Congressional actions to limit online piracy, however, have continued in earnest. In 
early 2012, controversy arose over two similar pieces of legislation—the Stop Online 
Piracy Act (SOPA) and the PROTECT IP Act (PIPA). These acts, which were sup-
ported by content producers such as the Recording Industry Association of America 
and the Motion Picture Association of America, would have given officials the power 
to shutter entire Internet domains if federal law enforcement officers suspected they 
were infringing on copyright laws. Opponents of the law, concerned that the govern-
ment could potentially have the power to shut down any Web site at will, feared the 
consequences of such a mandate. An Internet “blackout” led by online content provid-
ers such as Wikipedia and Google raised citizens’ awareness of these bills. During early 
January 2012, Google estimates that more than 7 million people petitioned Congress, 
asking members to vote against SOPA and PIPA, ultimately leading to the defeat of 
both pieces of legislation.29

content regulations
Limitations on the substance of the 
mass media.

equal time rule
The rule that requires broadcast stations 
to sell air time equally to all candidates 
in a political campaign if they choose to 
sell it to any.
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How the News Media  
Cover Politics

T

Assess how the news media cover politics.14.4

he news media focus an extraordinary amount of attention on politicians and 
the day-to-day operations of government. In 2012, more than 3,300 report-
ers were members of the House Radio-Television Correspondents Gallery, 
which serves as the newsroom for members of the media who cover the 

House of Representatives.30 The media have a visible presence at the White House as 
well; these reporters come from traditional and online media outlets and hail from 
across the country and, increasingly, around the world. Consequently, the media report, 
then intensively scrutinize and interpret, a politician’s every public utterance.

  How the Press and Public Figures Interact
Communication between elected officials or public figures and the media takes a num-
ber of different forms. A press release, also called a news release, is a written document 
offering an official comment or position on an issue or news event; it is usually faxed, 
e-mailed, or handed directly to reporters. A press briefing is a relatively restricted live 
engagement with the press, with the range of questions limited to one or two specific 
topics. In a press briefing, a press secretary or aide represents the elected official or 
public figure, who does not appear in person. In a full-blown press conference, an 
elected official appears in person to talk with the press at great length about an unre-
stricted range of topics. Press conferences provide a field on which reporters struggle to 
obtain the answers they need and public figures attempt to retain control of their mes-
sage and spin the news and issues in ways favorable to them.

Politicians and media interact in a variety of other ways as well. Politicians hire 
campaign consultants who use focus groups and polling in an attempt to gauge how to 
present the candidate to the media and to the public. In addition, politicians can 
attempt to bypass the national news media through paid advertising and by appearing 
on talk shows and local news programs. Politicians also use the media to attempt to 
retain a high level of name recognition and to build support for their ideological and 
policy ideas.

  Covering the Presidency
The three branches of the U.S. government—the executive, the legislative, and the 
judicial—are roughly equal in power and authority. But, in the world of media cover-
age, the president stands first among equals. The White House beat is one of the most 
prestigious posts a political reporter can hold. Many of the most famous network news 
anchors, including NBC’s Brian Williams, got their start covering the presidency.

The attention of the press to the White House enables a president to appear even 
on very short notice and to televise live, interrupting regular programming. The White 
House’s press briefing room is a familiar sight on the evening news, not just because 
presidents use it fairly often but also because the presidential press secretary has almost 
daily question and answer sessions there.

The post of press secretary to the president has existed only since Herbert 
Hoover’s administration (1929–1933). The power of this position, however, has grown 
tremendously over time. Presidents increasingly resist facing the media on their own 
and leave this task to their press secretary. As a result, press secretaries have a difficult 
job; they must convince the media of the importance of the president’s policy deci-
sions as well as defend any actions taken by the executive branch. In many ways, the 
prestige and power of the presidency depend on the “spin” of the press secretary and 

press release
A document offering an official 
comment or position.

press briefing
A relatively restricted session between 
a press secretary or aide and the press.

press conference
An unrestricted session between an 
elected official and the press.

   Take a Closer Look 
 The James S. Brady Press Briefing Room is a central part of the president’s media outreach efforts. Each day, the 
press secretary meets with members of the media in this room. Reporters have the opportunity to ask questions 
about presidential policies and activities, which they then report to their viewers, readers, and listeners. Seat 
assignments in the briefing room—which the White House Correspondents Association makes—have a significant 
impact on a news agency’s ability to be recognized by the press secretary and ask the hard-hitting questions.     

  CRITICAl THINkING QuESTIONS 

   1.   What news outlets are you surprised to see seated in the White House press 
room? What news outlets are missing?  

  2.   How does a daily press briefing help to keep citizens informed and the president 
accountable?  

  3.   Should the president have to face the media on a daily basis, rather than sending 
his press secretary? Why or why not?    

                       The front row, center seat, long reserved for UPI reporter 
Helen Thomas, is considered the “best seat in the house” 
because of its proximity to the press secretary. Today, the 
Associated Press takes this seat. 

   Occupying seats farther from the press secretary are 
foreign news outlets, such as the BBC, and comparatively 
small daily newspapers, such as the Dallas Morning News. 
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   The press secretary stands at a podium 
in the front of the room, facing reporters. 
Shown here is President Obama‘s 
second press secretary, Jay Carney. 
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   Take a Closer Look 
 The James S. Brady Press Briefing Room is a central part of the president’s media outreach efforts. Each day, the 
press secretary meets with members of the media in this room. Reporters have the opportunity to ask questions 
about presidential policies and activities, which they then report to their viewers, readers, and listeners. Seat 
assignments in the briefing room—which the White House Correspondents Association makes—have a significant 
impact on a news agency’s ability to be recognized by the press secretary and ask the hard-hitting questions.     

  CRITICAl THINkING QuESTIONS 

   1.   What news outlets are you surprised to see seated in the White House press 
room? What news outlets are missing?  

  2.   How does a daily press briefing help to keep citizens informed and the president 
accountable?  

  3.   Should the president have to face the media on a daily basis, rather than sending 
his press secretary? Why or why not?    

                       The front row, center seat, long reserved for UPI reporter 
Helen Thomas, is considered the “best seat in the house” 
because of its proximity to the press secretary. Today, the 
Associated Press takes this seat. 

   Occupying seats farther from the press secretary are 
foreign news outlets, such as the BBC, and comparatively 
small daily newspapers, such as the Dallas Morning News. 
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his or her ability to win over the media. Thus, many presidents choose close aides with 
whom they have worked previously and who are familiar with their thinking. For 
example, President Barack Obama’s second press secretary, Jay Carney, worked as 
Vice President Joe Biden’s director of communications before being appointed press 
secretary in 2011.

  Covering Congress
With 535 voting members representing distinct geographic areas, covering 
Congress poses a difficult challenge for the media. Most news organizations solve 
the size and decentralization problems by concentrating coverage on three groups 
of individuals. First, the leaders of both parties in both chambers receive the lion’s 
share of attention because only they can speak for a majority of their party’s mem-
bers. Usually, the majority and minority leaders in each house and the Speaker of 
the House are the preferred spokespersons, but the whips also receive a substantial 
share of air time and column inches. Second, key committee chairs command cen-
ter stage when subjects in their domain are newsworthy. Heads of the most promi-
nent committees (such as Appropriations or Judiciary) are guaranteed frequent 
coverage, but even the chairs and members of minor committees or subcommittees 
can achieve fame when the time and issue are right. For example, a sensational 
scandal may lead to congressional committee hearings that receive extensive media 
coverage. Third, local newspapers and broadcast stations normally devote some 

how DoES ThE mEDiA CovEr ThE SUPrEmE CoUrT? 
TV cameras are not allowed inside the Supreme Court. As a result, when the Court hands down an important 
opinion, such as its health care decision in 2012, it is not uncommon to see journalists sprinting from the 
courtroom with draft opinions in hand, hoping to be the first news agency to report the Court’s decision.
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Toward Reform: News Media 
Influence, News Media Bias, and 
Public Confidence

M

Evaluate the influence of the news media on public policy and the impact of media bias.14.5

any important questions pertain to the news media’s relationship with the 
public. For instance, how much influence do the media actually have on the 
public’s understanding of political issues? Do the media have a discernible 
ideological bent or bias, as some people suggest? Are people able to resist 

information that is inconsistent with their preexisting beliefs? And, how much confi-
dence does the public have in the news media?

  News Media Influence
Some political scientists argue that the content of news coverage accounts for a large 
portion of the volatility and changes in public opinion and voting preferences of 
Americans, when measured over relatively short periods of time.34 These changes are 
called media effects. These effects may be visible in a number of ways.

First, the media can influence the list of issues to be addressed by government 
through a process known as agenda setting. Significant media attention to an issue 
often increases the salience of that issue with average citizens. These citizens then pres-
sure the government to take action. For example, media coverage of an immigration 
law enacted by the state of Arizona in 2010 ignited citizens’ passions about the matter 
and made it a hot topic in many congressional campaigns.

media effects
The influence of news sources on public 
opinion.

agenda setting
The process of forming the list of issues 
to be addressed by government.

resources to covering local senators and representatives, even when these legislators 
are junior and relatively lacking in influence.

As with coverage of the president, media coverage of Congress is disproportion-
ately negative. A significant segment of media attention given to the House and Senate 
focuses on conflict among members. Some political scientists believe that such report-
ing is at least partially responsible for the public’s negative perceptions of Congress.31

  Covering the Supreme Court
While the president and Congress interact with the media on a regular basis, the 
Supreme Court remains a virtual media vacuum. TV cameras have never been permit-
ted to record Supreme Court proceedings. Print and broadcast reporters, however, are 
granted access to the Court. Still, fewer than a dozen full-time reporters cover the 
Supreme Court, and the amount of space dedicated to Court-related news has contin-
ued to shrink. Stories involving complex legal issues are not as easy to sell as well-
illustrated stories dealing with the Congress or president.32

The justices, citing the need to protect the public’s perception of the Supreme 
Court as a nonpolitical and autonomous entity, have given little evidence to suggest 
they are eager to become more media friendly. Many veteran reporters have criticized 
this decision. As longtime Court reporter Tony Mauro noted, “Of course we don’t want 
the Supreme Court playing to the crowd, ruling to please the majority. But that does 
not mean the [C]ourt should be invisible and unaccountable. Clarence Thomas on Face 
the Nation? John Roberts taking questions posted on YouTube? Sam Alito blogging? 
Why not? Really, why not?”33
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Explore Your World
The media act as a filter for citizens’ comprehension of political issues, helping them 
determine which issues are important and fashioning the frame for understanding. 
However, even the same political event may receive dramatically different coverage, 
depending on the country and context of the reporters shaping the story. Examine 
these front pages from around the world on the day after the U.S. military killed 
Osama bin Laden.

CRITICAl THINkING QuESTIONS

1. How are the front pages similar and different? Why do you think these similarities 
and differences exist?

2. How does each of these front pages affect the political and cultural viewpoints of 
the country in which they originated?

3. How do you think media in each of these countries affected public opinion and 
policy making in their countries?

The New York Daily News, a tabloid-style paper famous for its 
sometimes clever and often sensational headlines, declared simply,  
“Rot in Hell.”

A French-language newspaper in Dakar, Senegal featured a fake 
illustration of Osama bin Laden. Roughly translated, the headline 
declares that [President George W.] Bush looked for bin Laden, but 
[President Barack] Obama found him.

English language newspapers in Pakistan, the country where bin Laden 
was ultimately captured and killed, report the al Qaeda leader’s death 
with a local focus, noting that “Even in death, Osama haunts Pakistan.”
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Second, the media influence public opinion through framing—the process by 
which a news organization defines a political issue and consequently affects opinion 
about the issue. For example, an experiment conducted by one group of scholars found 
that if a news story about a Ku Klux Klan rally was framed as a civil rights story (i.e., 
a story about the right of a group to express its ideas, even if they are unpopular), 
viewers were generally tolerant of the rally. However, if the story was framed as a law 
and order issue (i.e., a story about how the actions of one group disrupted a commu-
nity and threatened public safety), public tolerance for the rally decreased. In either 
case, the media exert subtle influence over the way people respond to the same 
information.35

Third, the media have the power to indirectly influence the way the public views 
politicians and government. For example, voters’ choices in presidential elections 
often relate to their assessments of the economy. In general, a healthy economy moti-
vates voters to reelect the incumbent president, whereas a weak economy impels 
them to choose the challenger. Hence, if the media paint a consistently dismal pic-
ture of the economy, that picture may well hurt the incumbent president seeking 
reelection.

Fourth, reporting can sway the public opinion and votes of people who lack strong 
political beliefs. So, for example, the media have a greater influence on political inde-
pendents than on strong partisans.36 That said, the sort of politically unmotivated indi-
vidual who is subject to media effects may be less likely to engage in political affairs, in 
which case the media’s influence may be more limited.

Finally, the media likely have a greater impact on topics far removed from the lives 
and experiences of readers and viewers. News reports can probably shape public opin-
ion about events in foreign countries somewhat easily. Yet, what the media say about 
domestic issues, such as rising food or gas prices, neighborhood crime, or child rearing, 
may have relatively little effect, because most citizens have personal experience of, and 
well-formed ideas about, these subjects.

  News Media Bias
Are journalists biased? The answer is simple and unavoidable. Of course they are. 
Journalists, like all human beings, have values, preferences, and attitudes galore—some 
conscious, others subconscious, but all reflected at one time or another in the subjects 
covered or the portrayal of events or content communicated. Given that the press is 
biased, in what ways is it biased, and when and how are the biases shown?

Much of the debate over media bias in contemporary politics has centered on the 
ideological bias of the people who report the news. Historically, most journalists self-
identified as liberal Democrats.37 Today, however, the percentage of journalists who 
identify as Democrats is at an all-time low. The debate has now shifted to examining 
biases of the news business, as commentators increasingly ask whether media consoli-
dation has produced a news environment biased toward corporations and conservative 
politics. These scholars point to the elite background of the typical journalist, who 
tends to be white, male, highly educated, and relatively affluent. As a result, many of 
these journalists, in their reporting, may unconsciously ignore issues important to racial 
and ethnic minorities, the poor, and others who might be critical of government and 
big business.38 They may also look to different sources for expertise to enrich their 
reporting. One study of the 2012 election, for example, revealed that, even on issues of 
concern to women, male pundits were four to seven times more likely to be quoted by 
the news media than their female counterparts.39

At the end of the day, the deepest bias among political journalists is the desire to 
grab a good story. News people know that if they report news with spice and drama, 
they will increase their audience. The fear of missing a good story shapes how media 
outlets develop headlines and frame their stories.

In the absence of an intriguing story, news people may attempt to create a horse 
race where none exists. While the horse-race components of elections are intrinsically 

framing
The process by which a news organi-
zation defines a political issue and 
consequently affects opinion about the 
issue.
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interesting, the limited time that TV devotes to politics is disproportionately given to 
electoral competition, leaving less time for adequate discussion of public policy.40 
Looking at media coverage of the 2012 presidential primaries, one study found that 
only 9 percent of stories examined issue positions and candidate qualifications.41

One other source of bias, or at least of nonobjectivity, is the increasing celebrity 
status of many people who report the news. In an age of media stardom and blurring 
boundaries between entertainment and news, journalists in prominent media posi-
tions have unprecedented opportunities to attain fame and fortune. And, especially in 
the case of journalists with highly ideological perspectives, close involvement with 
wealthy or powerful special-interest groups can blur the line between reporting on 
policy issues and influencing them. Some journalists find work as political consul-
tants or members of government—which seems reasonable, given their prominence, 
abilities, and expertise, but which can become problematic when they attempt to 
straddle both spheres. A good example of this phenomenon is Representative Michele 
Bachmann (R–MN), who ran for president in 2012 but who also frequently appears 
as a guest on cable news channels.

  Public Confidence
Americans’ general assessment of the news media is considerably unfavorable and has 
trended downward since the 1980s. According to a 2011 survey by the Pew Research 
Center for the People and the Press, a majority of the public gives the media low rat-
ings on a number of indicators. Pew, for example, found 66 percent believed that the 
press was often inaccurate, 77 percent believed that stories favored one side, and 80 
percent believed that powerful people and organizations often influenced coverage. 
These figures reached their highest levels in two decades.42

Despite the increasing displeasure expressed by most Americans about these and 
other shortcomings, the media have managed to maintain higher approval ratings than 
other political institutions. Americans also continue to value the media’s watchdog role, 
with 58 percent believing that press scrutiny keeps political leaders from wrongdo-
ing.43 Thus, while public confidence in media organizations has declined and reforms 
are certainly warranted, Americans have not wavered in their support for a vigorous 
free press and for the role of the media in a democratic society.
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News media, a component of the larger mass media, pro-
vide the public with key information about subjects of pub-
lic interest and play a crucial role in the political process. 
The news media consist of print, broadcast, and new media. 
The nation’s first newspaper was published in 1690. Until 
the mid- to late- 1800s, when independent papers first 
appeared, newspapers were partisan; that is, they openly sup-
ported a particular party. In the twentieth century, first radio 
in the late 1920s and then TV in the late 1940s revolution-
ized the transmission of political information. The growth of 
online media, such as the Internet, blogs, and social media 
sites, continues to transform the relationship between media 
and citizens.

Trace the historical development of the news media in 
the United States, p.398.

Roots of the News Media in the 
United States

14.1

Review the Chapter

Five trends affecting the modern media are: (1) corporate own-
ership and increasing consolidation of media outlets; (2) nar-
rowcasting in order to capture particular segments of the 
population; (3) the growth of infotainment; (4) the increasing 
use of experts; and, (5) the rise of citizen journalists—ordinary 
individuals who collect, report, and analyze news content. These 
trends have all altered the news content citizens receive.

Current News Media Trends

Characterize four major trends in the news media today, 
p. 403.

14.2

Journalists are guided in ethical behavior by a detailed “Code 
of Ethics” published by the Society of Professional 
Journalists, which includes principles and standards concern-
ing issues such as avoiding conflicts of interest, verifying the 

Rules Governing the News Media

Summarize the ethical standards and federal regulations 
that govern the news media, p. 409.

14.3

The news media cover every aspect of the political process, 
including the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of 
government, though the bulk of attention focuses on the 
president. Congress, with its 535 members and complex 
committee system, poses a challenge to the modern media, as 
does the Supreme Court, with its legal rulings and aversion 
to media attention. Politicians have developed a symbiotic 
relationship with the media, both feeding the media a steady 
supply of news and occasionally being devoured by the latest 
media feeding frenzy.

How the News Media Cover Politics

Assess how the news media cover politics, p. 412.14.4

By controlling the flow of information, framing issues in a 
particular manner, and setting the agenda, the media have 
the potential to exert influence over the public, though gen-
erally they have far less effect than people believe. While the 
media do possess biases, a wide variety of news options are 
available in the United States, providing news consumers 
with an unprecedented amount of information from which 
to choose. Public opinion regarding the media is largely criti-
cal, although Americans continue to value the news media’s 
watchdog role.

Toward Reform: News Media 
Influence, News Media Bias, and 
Public Confidence

Evaluate the influence of the news media on public  
policy and the impact of media bias, p. 415.

14.5

information being reported, and dealing ethically with 
sources. In addition, the U.S. government regulates both 
media ownership and content. The Telecommunications Act 
of 1996 deregulated whole segments of the electronic media, 
paving the way for greater media consolidation. Content 
regulation such as network neutrality has also been a subject 
of significant government attention.
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agenda setting, p. 415
citizen journalists, p. 408
content regulations, p. 411
deep background, p. 409
equal time rule, p. 411
framing, p. 417

mass media, p. 398
media effects, p. 415
muckraking, p. 400
narrowcasting, p. 405
news media, p. 398
off the record, p. 409

on background, p. 409
on the record, p. 409
press briefing, p. 412
press conference, p. 412
press release, p. 412
yellow journalism, p. 400

Study and Review the Flashcards

1. What form of journalism stimulated demands for  
anti-trust regulations?
 a. Yellow journalism
 b. Penny press
 c. Muckraking
 d. TV news
 e. Radio news

2. Most people get their information about politics from
 a. the radio.
 b. newspapers.
 c. social media.
 d. the Internet.
 e. TV.

3. Media consolidation has
 a. led to fewer owners in the media sphere.
 b. not been allowed by the U.S. Supreme Court.
 c. led networks to refrain from any possible kind of bias.
 d. led to more news and less entertainment.
 e. led to a decline in narrowcasting.

4. The rise of citizen journalism has
 a. improved the accuracy of press coverage.
 b. democratized political news.
 c. polarized public opinion.
 d. decreased citizens’ reliance on technology.
 e. become an important part of infotainment.

5. TV and radio are regulated by the federal government 
because
 a. their content may be offensive to some people.
 b. TV and radio are considered dangerous to the spirit of 

democracy.
 c. the airwaves are public property.
 d. the Constitution allows it specifically.
 e. media profits are not legally allowed to exceed certain 

levels.

6. Which of these forms of media faces the least  
government regulation?
 a. TV
 b. Radio
 c. Internet
 d. Social media
 e. Newspapers

7. Much of the news media’s attention to government 
focuses on
 a. the president.
 b. Congress.
 c. the Supreme Court.
 d. the bureaucracy.
 e. interest groups.

8. The president’s official liaison to the media is known as the
 a. communications director.
 b. public information officer.
 c. press secretary.
 d. public relations coordinator.
 e. spokesperson.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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9. The process of forming and shaping the list of issues 
addressed by government is known as
 a. agenda setting.
 b. media bias.
 c. public opinion.
 d. socialization.
 e. framing.

10. When covering campaigns, most journalists’ deepest 
bias is
 a. a liberal bias.
 b. a conservative bias.
 c. a libertarian bias.
 d. a bias to get a good story.
 e. total objectivity.
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15.1 15.2 15.3 15.4 15.5

I
n early America, interest groups were largely ad hoc organizations formed in local 
communities. Following the advent of television, the first national political organi-
zations began to take shape. Today, smartphones and social networks have once 
again contributed to changes in the interest group system.
No longer does joining a group imply attending physical meetings or becoming a 

dues-paying or card-carrying member. Today, joining an interest group or participating in a social 
movement may be as simple as clicking a “like” button, signing an online petition, or signing up 
for an email listserv.

As a result, the way we understand interest groups and their role in American politics is also 
changing. Although some groups still hold in-person marches and protests, the numbers of peo-
ple attending these events pale in comparison to the number of virtual supporters groups have in 
cyberspace. Such was the case in 2011 with the Occupy Wall Street movement. Approximately 
2,000 protestors gathered in New York City at the height of the movement, but tens of thousands 
were inspired to hold similar protests across the country, and millions liked the movement on 
Facebook or followed it on Twitter.

Gone, too, are the days when interest groups’ primary roles in electoral politics were to knock 
on doors and make phone calls on behalf of candidates. Today, groups have found new responsi-
bilities, as decisions such as Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission (2010) have opened 
the door for greater involvement by political action committees (PACs) and SuperPACs.

Finally, interest groups are becoming more informal. Stalwart groups such as the Chamber of 
Commerce continue to play key roles in politics. But, so, too, do nebulous interests organized 
around race, ethnicity, or class. In 2014, for example, citizens on both sides of the issue responded 
intensely to the police shooting of Michael Brown, a young, unarmed African American man. 
Weeks of protests followed in Ferguson, Missouri, drawing new attention on federal, state, and 
local levels to civil rights policies in the United States.
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THE ROLE OF INTEREST GROUPS IN ELECTIONS HAS CHANGED Above, members of the NAACP plan a 
voter targeting campaign during the 1960 presidential election. Below, television host Stephen Colbert and 
members of Colbert Nation celebrate the creation of a Super PAC for the 2012 election cycle.
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15.1 The face of interest group politics in the United States is changing as quickly as laws, 
political consultants, and technology allow. Big business and trade groups are increasing 
their activities and engagement in the political system. At the same time, evidence con-
cerning whether ordinary citizens join political groups is conflicting. Political scientist Robert 
Putnam, for example, has argued that fewer Americans are joining groups, a phenomenon 
he labeled “bowling alone.”1 Others disagree, concluding that America is in the midst of an 
“explosion of voluntary groups, activities and charitable donations [that] is transforming our 
towns and cities.”2 Although bowling leagues, which were once a common means of bring-
ing people together, have withered, other organizations such as volunteer groups, soccer 
associations, health clubs, and environmental groups are flourishing. Older organizations, 
such as the Elks Club and the League of Women Voters, are attracting fewer new members, 
but this does not mean that people are not joining groups; they are simply joining different 
groups and online social networks.

Why is this debate so important? Political scientists believe that involvement in community 
groups and activities with others of like interests enhances the level of social capital, “the 
web of cooperative relationships between citizens that facilitates resolution of collective action 
problems.”3 The more social capital that exists in a given community, the more citizens are 
engaged in its governance and well-being, and the more likely they are to work for the collec-
tive good.4 This tendency to form small-scale associations for the public good, or civic virtue, 
as Putnam calls it, creates fertile ground within communities for improved political and eco-
nomic development.5 Thus, if Americans truly are joining fewer groups, overall citizen engage-
ment in government and the government’s provision of services may suffer. Newer groups, 
such as the Tea Party movement, place increased demands on government, even when the 
demands are for less government.

Interest groups are also important because they give the unrepresented or underrepre-
sented an opportunity to have their voices heard, thereby making the government and its 
policy-making process more representative of diverse populations and perspectives. In 
addition, interest groups offer powerful and wealthy interests even greater access to, or 
influence on, policy makers at all levels of government.

Roots of the American Interest 
Group System

social capital
Cooperative relationships that facilitate 
the resolution of collective problems.

civic virtue
The tendency to form small-scale 
associations for the public good.

I

Trace the roots of the American interest group system.15.1

nterest groups are organized collections of people or organizations that 
try to influence public policy; they have various names: special interests, 
pressure groups, organized interests, nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs), political groups, lobby groups, and public interest groups. Interest 

groups are differentiated from political parties largely by the fact that interest groups 
do not run candidates for office.

  Theories of Interest Group Formation
Interest groups may form in society for a variety of reasons. Political scientists have pos-
ited several theories to explain this phenomenon. Pluralist theory argues that political 
power is distributed among a wide range of diverse and competing interest groups. 
Pluralist theorists such as David B. Truman explain the formation of interest groups 
through disturbance theory. According to this approach, groups form as a result of 
changes in the political system. Moreover, one wave of groups will give way to another 
wave representing a contrary perspective (a countermovement). Thus, Truman would 
argue, all salient issues will be represented in government. The government, in turn, should 

interest group
A collection of people or organizations 
that tries to influence public policy.

pluralist theory
The theory that political power is dis-
tributed among a wide array of diverse 
and competing interest groups.

disturbance theory
The theory that interest groups form 
as a result of changes in the political 
system.

• • •
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provide a forum in which the competing demands of groups and the majority of the U.S. 
population can be heard and balanced.6

Transactions theory arose out of criticisms of the pluralist approach. Transactions 
theory argues that public policies are the result of narrowly defined exchanges or transac-
tions among political actors. Transactions theorists offer two main contentions: it is not 
rational for people to mobilize into groups, and therefore, the groups that do mobilize 
will represent elites. This idea arises from economist Mancur Olson’s The Logic of Collective 
Action.7 In this work, Olson assumes that individuals are rational and have perfect infor-
mation upon which to make informed decisions. He uses these assumptions to argue 
that, especially in the case of collective goods, or things of value that may not be with-
held from nonmembers, such as a better environment, it makes little sense for individu-
als to join a group if they can gain the benefits secured by others at no cost and become 
“free riders.” (The problem of free riders is discussed later in this chapter.)

The elite bias that transactionists expect in the interest group system is the result 
of differences in the relative cost of mobilization for elite and nonelite citizens. 
Individuals who have greater amounts of time or money available simply have lower 
transaction costs. Thus, according to one political scientist, “The flaw in the pluralist 
heaven is that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class bias.”8

  Kinds of Organized Interests
In this text, we use interest group as a generic term to describe the numerous organized 
groups that try to influence government policy. They take many forms, including public 
interest groups, business and economic groups, governmental units such as state and 
local governments, and political action committees (PACs) (see Table 15.1).

PUbLIC INTEREST GROUPS One political scientist defines public interest groups 
as organizations “that seek a collective good, the achievement of which will not selec-
tively and materially benefit the membership or activists of the organization.”9 For 
example, many Progressive era groups were created by upper- and middle-class women 
to solve the varied problems of new immigrants and the poor. Today, civil liberties 
groups, environmental groups, good government groups, peace groups, church groups, 
and groups that speak out for those who cannot (such as children, the mentally ill, or 
animals) are examples of public interest groups. Ironically, even though many of these 
groups are not well funded, they are highly visible and can actually wield more politi-
cal clout than other better-funded groups.

TAbLE 15.1 WhAT ArE ThE ChArACTErIsTICs of sElECTED InTErEsT Groups?

Name (Founded) Membership PAC? Fundraising—2014 
Election Cyclea

AARP (1958) 40 million N n/a

AFL-CIO (1886) 11.5 million Y $333,037

MoveOn.org (1998) 5 million Y $8,235,299

U.S. Chamber of Commerce (1912) 3 million businesses Y $300,278

Sierra Club (1892) 1.4 million Y $1,187,752

Human Rights Campaign (1980) 750,000 Y $1,322,612

Planned Parenthood Federation of 
America (1916) 700,000 Y $1,042,957

Christian Coalition (1989) 500,000 N n/a

National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) (1909)

500,000 N n/a

League of United Latin American 
Citizens (LULAC) (1929) 115,000 N n/a

Public Citizen, Inc. (1971) 80,000 N n/a

SOURCE: Center for Responsive Politics, www.opensecrets.org (accessed November 10, 2014).

aFundraising data based on money raised through October 15, 2014.

transactions theory
The theory that public policies are the 
result of narrowly defined exchanges 
or transactions among political actors.

collective good
Something of value that cannot be 
withheld from a nonmember of a group, 
for example, a tax write-off or a better 
environment.

public interest group
An organization that seeks a collective 
good that will not selectively and 
materially benefit group members.
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15.1 Take a Closer Look
Interest groups may be formed and sustained for any number of reasons. Among these are citizens seeking to 
represent the unique economic interests of a country or a particular region. The vast size and geopolitical variation of 
the United States lends itself well to tremendous variations in organized interests, as the cartoon below illustrates.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

1. How do other regions depicted on the map reflect the unique demands citizens 
place on their governments?

2. What national issues might interest citizens in all areas of the country?

3. How do these regional interests both undermine and enhance the fundamental 
tenets of American democracy?

The Rust Belt, a region in the upper Midwest and Northeast, is marked by 
the flight of industries, such as manufacturing, iron, and steel, which once 
dominated their economies. With the loss of traditional labor markets, 
citizens in these states frequently seek capital investments to revitalize 
communities, job creation programs, and other forms of economic 
development.

Many retirees have moved from their chilly homes in the Northeast, 
Midwest, and Mid-Atlantic to southern states, particularly Florida. These 
retirees demand lower property taxes, maintenance of veterans’ benefits, 
and the continuance of Social Security and Medicare.

The population of the American Southwest has increased dramatically 
over the past several decades. However, much of this area is dry, desert 
land, meaning that citizens here often lobby their governments to invent 
creative solutions to water shortages.
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ECONOmIC INTEREST GROUPS Most groups have some sort of economic agenda, 
even if it only involves acquiring enough money in donations to pay the telephone bill 
or to send out the next mailing. Economic interest groups are, however, groups whose 
primary purpose is to promote the financial interests of their members. Historically, 
the three largest categories of economic interest groups were business groups (includ-
ing trade and professional groups, such as the American Medical Association), labor 
organizations (such as the AFL-CIO), and organizations representing the interests of 
farmers. The influence of farmers and labor unions is on the decline, however, as big 
businesses such as General Electric and AT&T spend increasingly large amounts con-
tributing to campaigns and hiring lobbyists.

Groups that mobilize to protect particular economic interests generally are the 
most fully and effectively organized of all interest group types.10 They exist to make 
profits and to obtain financial benefits for their members. To achieve these goals, 
 however, they often find they must resort to political means rather than trust the opera-
tion of economic markets to produce favorable outcomes for their members.

GOvERNmENTAL UNITS State and local governments—as well as intergovernmental 
associations, such as the Council of Local Governments—are becoming strong orga-
nized interests as they lobby the federal government or even charitable foundations for 
money to cover a vast array of state and local programs. The big intergovernmental asso-
ciations as well as state and local governments want to make certain they get their fair 
share of federal dollars in the form of block grants or pork-barrel projects. Most states, 
large cities, and even public universities retain lobbyists in Washington, D.C., to advance 
their interests or to keep them informed about relevant legislation. States seek to influence 
the amount of money allotted to them in the federal budget for projects such as build-
ing roads and schools, enhancing parks or waterways, or other public works projects.

POLITICAL ACTION COmmITTEES In 1974, amendments to the Federal Election 
Campaign Act made it legal for businesses, labor unions, and interest groups to form 
what were termed political action committees (PACs), officially registered fund-
raising organizations that represent interest groups in the political process. Many 
elected officials also have leadership PACs to help raise money for themselves and 
other candidates. Unlike many other types of interest groups, PACs do not have for-
mal members; they simply have contributors who seek to influence public policy by 
electing legislators sympathetic to their aims.

The Development of American 
Interest Groups

P

Describe the historical development of American interest groups.15.2

revious experience led the Framers to tailor a governmental system of 
multiple pressure points to check and balance political factions. It was 
their belief that the division of power between national and state gov-
ernments and across the three branches would prevent any one indi-

vidual or group of individuals from becoming too influential. They also believed 
that decentralizing power would neutralize the effect of special interests, who would 
find it impossible to spread their efforts with any effectiveness throughout so many 
different levels of government. Thus, the “mischief of faction” feared by James 
Madison in Federalist No. 10 could be lessened. But, as farsighted as they were, the 
Framers could not have envisioned the vast sums of money or the technology that 
would be available to some interest groups as the nature of these groups evolved 
over time.

economic interest group
A group with the primary purpose of 
promoting the financial interests of its 
members.

political action committee (PAC)
Officially recognized fund-raising 
organizations that represent interest 
groups and are allowed by federal law 
to make contributions directly to can-
didates’ campaigns.
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  National Groups Emerge (1830–1889)
Although all kinds of local groups proliferated throughout the colonies and in the 
new states, the first national groups did not emerge until the 1830s when commu-
nication networks improved. Many were single-issue groups deeply rooted in the 
Christian religious revivalism sweeping the nation. Concern with humanitarian 
issues such as temperance, peace, education, slavery, and woman’s rights led to the 
founding of numerous associations dedicated to addressing these issues. Among the 
first of these groups was the American Anti-Slavery Society, founded in 1833 by 
William Lloyd Garrison.

After the Civil War, more groups were founded. For example, the Woman’s 
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) was created in 1874 with the goal of outlaw-
ing the sale of liquor. Its members, many of them quite religious, believed that alcohol 
consumption was an evil injurious to family life because many men drank away their 
paychecks, leaving no money to feed or clothe their families. The WCTU’s activities 
took conventional and unconventional forms, which included organizing prayer groups, 
lobbying for prohibition legislation, conducting peaceful marches, and engaging in 
more violent protests such as the destruction of saloons.

The Grange also was formed during the period after the Civil War. Created as an 
educational society for farmers, it taught them about the latest agricultural develop-
ments. Although its charter formally stated that the Grange was not to involve itself in 
politics, in 1876 it formulated a detailed plan to pressure Congress into enacting legis-
lation favorable to farmers.

WhAT WErE ThE fIrsT nATIonAl Groups To EmErGE folloWInG ThE CIvIl WAr?
One of the first truly national groups was The National Grange of the Order of Patrons of Husbandry or, 
more simply, the Grange, established in 1867 to educate and disseminate knowledge to farmers. The group 
also lobbied for farmers’ interests in other areas, such as trust-busting.
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Business interests also began to figure even more prominently in both state and 
national politics during the late 1800s. A popular saying of the day noted that the 
Standard Oil Company did everything to the Pennsylvania legislature except refine it. 
Increasingly large trusts, monopolies, business partnerships, and corporate conglom-
erations in the oil, steel, and sugar industries became sufficiently powerful to control 
the votes of many representatives in state and national legislatures.

Perhaps the most effective organized interest of the day was the railroad industry. In 
a move that could not take place today because of its clear impropriety, the Central 
Pacific Railroad sent its own lobbyist to Washington, D.C., in 1861, where he eventually 
became the clerk (staff administrator) of the committees of both houses of Congress that 
were charged with overseeing regulation of the railroad industry. Subsequently, Congress 
awarded the Central Pacific Railroad (later called the Southern Pacific) vast grants of 
lands along its route and large subsidized loans. The railroad company became so power-
ful that it later achieved nearly total political control of the California legislature.

  The Progressive Era (1890–1920)
By the 1890s, a profound change had occurred in the nation’s political and social out-
look. A host of problems, including crime, poverty, squalid and unsafe working condi-
tions, and widespread political corruption were created by rapid industrialization, an 
influx of immigrants, and monopolistic business practices. Many Americans began to 
believe that new measures would be necessary to impose order on this growing chaos 
and to curb some of the more glaring problems in society. The political and social 
movement that grew out of these concerns was called the Progressive movement.

Progressive era groups ranged from those rallying for public libraries and kinder-
gartens to those seeking better labor conditions for workers—especially for women and 
children. Other groups, including the NAACP, were dedicated to ending racial dis-
crimination. Groups seeking woman suffrage also were active during this time.

Not even the Progressives themselves could agree on what the term “progressive” 
actually meant, but their desire for reform led to an explosion of all types of interest 
groups, including single-issue, trade, labor, and the first public interest groups. 
Politically, the movement took the form of the Progressive Party, which sought on 
many fronts to limit or end the power of the industrialists’ near-total control of the 
steel, oil, railroad, and other key industries.

In response to the pressure applied by Progressive era groups, the national govern-
ment began to regulate business. Because businesses had a vested interest in keeping 
wages low and costs down, more business groups organized to consolidate their 
strength and to counter Progressive moves. Not only did governments have to mediate 
Progressive and business demands, but they also had to accommodate the role of orga-
nized labor, which often allied itself with Progressive groups against big business.

ORGANIzED LAbOR Until creation of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) in 
1886, no real national union activity had taken place. The AFL brought skilled workers 
from several trades together into one stronger national organization for the first time. As 
the AFL grew in power, many business owners began to press individually or collectively 
to quash the unions. As business interests pushed states for what are called open shop 
laws to outlaw unions in their factories, the AFL became increasingly political. It also 
was forced to react to the success of big businesses’ use of legal injunctions to prohibit 
union organization. In 1914, massive lobbying by the AFL and its members led to pas-
sage of the Clayton Act, which labor leader Samuel Gompers hailed as the Magna Carta 
of the labor movement. This law allowed unions to organize free from prosecution and 
also guaranteed their members’ right to strike, a powerful weapon against employers.

bUSINESS GROUPS AND TRADE ASSOCIATIONS The National Association of 
Manufacturers (NAM) was founded in 1895 by manufacturers who had suffered busi-
ness losses in the economic panic of 1893 and who believed they were being affected 
adversely by the growth of organized labor. NAM first became active politically in 1913 

lobbyist
Interest group representative who seeks 
to influence legislation that will benefit 
his or her organization or client through 
political and/or financial persuasion.
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when a major tariff bill was under congressional consideration. NAM’s tactics were “so 
insistent and abrasive” and its expenditures so lavish that President Woodrow Wilson 
was forced to denounce its lobbying tactics as an “unbearable situation.”11 Congress 
immediately called for an investigation of NAM’s activities but found no member of 
Congress willing to testify that he had ever even encountered a member of NAM (prob-
ably because many members of Congress had received illegal contributions and gifts).

The second major business organization, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, came 
into being in 1912, with the assistance of the federal government. NAM, the Chamber 
of Commerce, and other trade associations, groups representing specific industries, 
were effective spokespersons for their member companies. They were unable to defeat 
passage of the Clayton Act, but organized interests such as cotton manufacturers 
planned elaborate and successful campaigns to overturn key provisions of the act in the 
courts.12 Aside from the Clayton Act, innumerable pieces of pro-business legislation 
were passed by Congress, whose members continued to insist they had never been 
contacted by business groups.

  The Rise of the Interest Group State
During the 1960s and 1970s, the Progressive spirit reappeared in the rise of public 
interest groups. Generally, these groups devoted themselves to representing the inter-
ests of African Americans, women, the elderly, the poor, and consumers, or to work-
ing on behalf of the environment. Many of their leaders and members had been active 
in the civil rights and anti–Vietnam War movements of the 1960s. Other groups 
formed during the Progressive era, such as the American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU) and the NAACP, gained renewed vigor. Many of them had as their patron 
the liberal Ford Foundation, which helped to bankroll numerous groups, including 
the Women’s Rights Project of the ACLU, the Mexican American Legal Defense 
and Educational Fund, the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund (now 
called Latino Justice PRLDEF), and the Native American Rights Fund.13 The 
American Association of Retired Persons, now simply called AARP, also came to 
prominence in this era.

The civil rights and anti-war struggles left many Americans feeling cynical about 
a government that, in their eyes, failed to respond to the will of the majority. They also 
believed that if citizens banded together, they could make a difference. Thus, two major 
new public interest groups—Common Cause and Public Citizen—were founded dur-
ing this time. Common Cause, a good-government group that acts as a watchdog over 
the federal government, is similar to some of the early Progressive movement’s public 
interest groups. Public Citizen is a group that advocates for consumer safety and 
awareness.

CONSERvATIvE RESPONSE: RELIGIOUS AND IDEOLOGICAL GROUPS Conser- 
vatives, concerned by the activities of these liberal public interest groups founded dur-
ing the 1960s and 1970s, responded by forming religious and ideological groups that 
became a potent force in U.S. politics. In 1978, the Reverend Jerry Falwell founded 
the first major new religious group, the Moral Majority. The Moral Majority was 
widely credited with assisting in the election of Ronald Reagan as president in 1980.14 
Then, in 1990, a televangelist named Pat Robertson formed the Christian Coalition. 
Since then, it has grown in power and influence. Each election cycle, the group dis-
tributes tens of millions of voter guides in churches throughout the United States. 
Although these guides do not explicitly advocate for the selection of a particular can-
didate, they do highlight party nominees’ stances on a number of key issues ranging 
from abortion to taxation to health care.

The Christian Coalition is not the only conservative interest group to play an 
important role in the policy process as well as in elections at the state and national level. 
The National Rifle Association (NRA), an active opponent of gun control legislation, 

trade association
A group that represents a specific 
industry.
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remains an active player in the political process. And, groups such as the Young 
America’s Foundation have made special efforts to reach conservative high school and 
college students.

bUSINESS GROUPS, CORPORATIONS, AND ASSOCIATIONS Conservative busi- 
ness leaders, unsatisfied with the work of the National Association of Manufacturers 
and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, also decided during the 1970s to start new 
organizations to advance their political and financial interests in Washington, D.C. 
The Business Roundtable, for example, was created in 1972. The Roundtable is an 
association of chief executive officers of leading U.S. companies working to promote 
sound public policy and a thriving U.S. economy.15 It urges its members to engage in 
direct lobbying to influence the course of policy formation. In 2011, for example, 
members of the Business Roundtable cautioned the Obama administration against 
the economic harm that could result from enacting stricter environmental protection 
legislation related to preservation of the ozone layer.

Most large corporations, in addition to having their own governmental affairs 
departments, employ D.C.-based lobbyists to keep them apprised of legislation that 
may affect them, or to lobby bureaucrats for government contracts. Large corporations 
also channel significant sums of money to favored politicians or political candidates.

ORGANIzED LAbOR Membership in labor unions held steady throughout the early 
and mid-1900s and then skyrocketed toward the end of the Depression. By then, 

hoW Is ThE fACE of unIon mEmBErshIp ChAnGInG?
Historically, most union members were white, male, blue collar workers and female teachers. In more 
recent years, however, unions have become more female and more diverse. Part of this change is the result 
of broadening union membership to include service workers, such as those shown here protesting with the 
Service Employees International Union.
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Who Are Union Members? 
Labor unions have a rich history in the United States.  During the peak of union labor in the 1950s, almost 30 percent 
of working Americans were members of a union.  However, union membership, especially among private sector 
employees, has declined dramatically in recent years.  These numbers provide a stark comparison to other industri-
alized democracies, for example, Finland, where 70 percent of workers are members of a union.
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CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS
1. How can you explain the regional 

variations in union membership shown 
in the map above?

2. Why do you think there are varying rates 
of union membership between public and 
private employees and across differing 
professions?

3. What would be the positives and negatives 
of increasing (or decreasing) the number 
of unionized American workers?
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organized labor began to wield potent political power, as it was able to turn out its 
members in support of particular political candidates, many of whom were Democrats.

Labor became a stronger force in U.S. politics when the American Federation of 
Labor (AFL) merged with the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in 1955. 
Concentrating its efforts largely on the national level, the new AFL-CIO immediately 
channeled its energies into pressuring the government to protect concessions won from 
employers at the bargaining table and to other issues of concern to its members, including 
minimum wage laws, the environment, civil rights, medical insurance, and health care.

More recently, the political clout of organized labor has waned at the national level. 
Membership peaked at about 30 percent of the workforce in the late 1940s. Since that 
time, union membership has plummeted as the nation changed from a land of manufac-
turing workers and farmers to a nation of white-collar professionals and service workers.

Even worse for the future of the labor movement is the split that occurred at the 
AFL-CIO’s 2005 annual meeting, ironically the fiftieth anniversary of the joining of 
the two unions. Plagued by reduced union membership and disagreement over goals, 
seven member unions, including three of its largest, seceded from the AFL-CIO. The 
head of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) at that time, Andy Stern, 
said the AFL-CIO had grown “pale, male, and stale.”16

What Do Interest Groups Do?

N

Identify several strategies and tactics used by organized interests.15.3

ot all organized interests are political, but they may become politically 
active when their members believe that a government policy threatens or 
affects group goals. Interest groups also enhance political participation by 
motivating like-minded individuals to work toward a common purpose. 

Legislators often are much more likely to listen to or be concerned about the interests 
of a group as opposed to the interests of any one individual.

Just as members of Congress are assumed to represent the interests of their con-
stituents in Washington, D.C., interest groups are assumed to represent the interests of 
their members to policy makers at all levels of government. In the 1950s, for example, 
the NAACP was able to articulate the interests of African Americans to national deci-
sion makers, even though as a group they had little or no electoral clout, especially in 
the South. Without the efforts of civil rights groups, it is unlikely that either the courts 
or Congress would have acted as quickly to make discrimination illegal. By banding 
together with others who have similar interests at a particular time, all sorts of indi-
viduals—from railroad workers to women to physical therapists to concerned parents 
to homosexuals to mushroom growers—can advance their collective interests in 
Congress, statehouses, communities, and school districts. Gaining celebrity support or 
hiring a lobbyist to advocate those interests also increases the likelihood that issues of 
concern will be addressed and acted on favorably.

Interest groups, however, do have a downside. Because groups make claims on soci-
ety, they can increase the cost of public policies. The elderly can push for more costly 
health care and Social Security programs; people with disabilities, for improved access 
to public buildings; industry, for tax loopholes; and veterans, for improved benefits that 
may be costly to other Americans. Many Americans believe that interest groups exist 
simply to advance their own selfish interests, with little regard for the rights of other 
groups or, more importantly, of people not represented by any organized group.

Whether good or bad, interest groups play an important role in U.S. politics. In 
addition to enhancing the democratic process by providing increased representation and 
participation, they raise public awareness about important issues, help frame the public 
agenda, and often monitor programs to guarantee effective implementation. Most often, 
they accomplish these goals through some sort of lobbying or electoral activities.
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  Lobbying
Lobbying is at the top of most interest groups’ agendas. Lobbying is the activities of a 
group or organization that seek to persuade political leaders to support the group’s 
position. The exact origin of the term is disputed. In mid-seventeenth-century England, 
there was a room located near the floor of the House of Commons where members of 
Parliament would congregate and could be approached by their constituents and others 
who wanted to plead a particular cause. Similarly, in the United States, people often 
waited outside the chambers of the House and Senate to speak to members of Congress 
as they emerged. Because they waited in the lobbies to argue their cases, by the nine-
teenth century they were commonly referred to as lobbyists. An alternate piece of folk-
lore explains that when Ulysses S. Grant was president, he would frequently walk from 
the White House to the Willard Hotel on Pennsylvania Avenue just to relax in its 
comfortable and attractive lobby. Interest group representatives and those seeking 
favors from Grant would crowd into that lobby and try to press their claims. Soon they 
were nicknamed lobbyists (see Figure 15.1).

Most politically active groups use lobbying to make their interests heard and 
understood by those who are in a position to influence or change governmental poli-
cies. Depending on the type of group and on the role it aims to play, lobbying can take 
many forms. You probably have never thought of the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts as 
political. Yet, when Congress began debating the passage of legislation dealing with 
discrimination in private clubs, representatives of both organizations testified in the 
hope of persuading Congress to allow them to remain single-sex organizations.

Lobbyists and organizations can influence policy at the local, state, and national lev-
els in multiple legal ways. Almost all interest groups lobby by testifying at hearings and 
contacting legislators. Other groups also provide information that decision makers might 
not have the time, opportunity, or interest to gather on their own. Interest groups also file 
lawsuits or friend of the court briefs to lobby the courts. And, groups energize grassroots 
members to contact their representatives or engage in protests or demonstrations.

LObbyING CONGRESS A wide variety of lobbying activities target members of 
Congress: congressional testimony on behalf of a group, individual letters or e-mails from 

lobbying
The activities of a group or organiza-
tion that seek to persuade political 
leaders to support the group’s position.
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F IGURE 15 .1  hoW mAnY loBBYIsTs ArE ThErE? hoW muCh Do ThEY spEnD? 
Each year, more than 10,000 lobbyists attempt to influence public policy in Congress and the federal 
agencies. This large scale lobbying effort is an expensive industry, costing billions of dollars each year.

SOURCE: Center for Responsive Politics, http://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/index.php.
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interested constituents, campaign contributions, or the outright payment of money for 
votes. Of course, the last activity is illegal, but there exist numerous documented instances 
of money changing hands for votes.

Lobbying Congress and issue advocacy are skills that many people have developed 
over the years. In 1869, for example, women gathered in Washington, D.C., for the 
second annual meeting of the National Woman Suffrage Association and marched to 
Capitol Hill to hear one of their members (unsuccessfully) ask Congress to pass legis-
lation that would enfranchise women under the terms of the Fourteenth Amendment. 
Practices such as these floor speeches are no longer permitted.

Today, many effective lobbyists are former members of Congress, staff aides, or 
other Washington insiders. These connections help them develop close relationships 
with senators and House members in an effort to enhance their access to the policy-
making process. A symbiotic relationship between members of Congress, interest 
group representatives, and affected bureaucratic agencies often develops. In these iron 
triangles and issue networks, congressional representatives and their staff members, 
who face an exhausting workload and legislation they frequently know little about, 
often look to lobbyists for information. “Information is the currency on Capitol Hill, 
not dollars,” said one lobbyist.17 One aide reports: “My boss demands a speech and a 
statement for the Congressional Record for every bill we introduce or co-sponsor—and 
we have a lot of bills. I just can’t do it all myself. The better lobbyists, when they have a 
proposal they are pushing, bring it to me along with a couple of speeches, a Record 
insert, and a fact sheet.”18

Not surprisingly, lobbyists work most closely with representatives who share 
their interests.19 A lobbyist from the National Rifle Association (NRA), for exam-
ple, would be unlikely to try influencing a liberal representative who, on record, was 
strongly in favor of gun control. It is much more effective for a group such as the 
NRA to provide useful information for its supporters and to those who are unde-
cided. Good lobbyists also can encourage members to file amendments to bills 
favorable to their interests, as was evident in the recent health care debate. They 

WhAT rolE Do loBBYIsTs plAY In ConGrEss?
This cartoon presents one popular view of how legislation gets enacted on Capitol Hill. Political science 
research, however, reveals that interest groups do not directly “buy” members’ votes in a quid pro quo. 
They do, however, reward loyal supporters in Congress with campaign contributions and other incentives.
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also can urge their supporters in Congress to make speeches (often written by the 
group) and to pressure their colleagues in the chamber.

A lobbyist’s effectiveness depends largely on his or her reputation for fair play and 
provision of accurate information. No member of Congress wants to look uninformed. 
As one member noted: “It doesn’t take very long to figure out which lobbyists are 
straightforward, and which ones are trying to snow you. The good ones will give you 
the weak points as well as the strong points of their case. If anyone ever gives me false 
or misleading information, that’s it—I’ll never see him again.”20

LObbyING THE ExECUTIvE bRANCH As the executive branch has increasingly 
concerned itself with shaping legislation, lobbying efforts directed toward the presi-
dent and the bureaucracy have gained in frequency and importance. Groups often 
target one or more levels of the executive branch because so many potential access 
points exist, including the president, White House staff, and numerous levels of the 
executive branch bureaucracy. Groups try to work closely with the administration to 
influence policy decisions at their formulation and later implementation stages. As 
with congressional lobbying, the effectiveness of a group often depends on its ability 
to provide decision makers with important information and a sense of where the pub-
lic stands on the issue. The National Women’s Law Center, for example, has been 
instrumental in seeing that Title IX, which Congress passed to mandate educational 
equity for women and girls, is enforced fully by the Department of Education.

LObbyING THE COURTS The courts, too, have proved a useful target for interest 
groups.21 Although you might think that the courts decide cases affecting only the 
parties involved or that they should be immune from political pressures, interest groups 
for years have recognized the value of lobbying the courts, especially the U.S. Supreme 
Court, and many political scientists view it as a form of political participation.22

This section of the First Amendment prohibits the 
national government from enacting laws dealing 

with the right of individuals to join together to make 
their voices known about their positions on a range of 
political issues. Little debate on this clause took place in 
the U.S. House of Representatives, and none was 
recorded in the Senate.

Freedom of association, a key concept that allows 
Americans to organize and join a host of political groups, 
grew out of a series of cases decided by the Supreme 
Court in the 1950s and 1960s, when many southern 
states were trying to limit the activities of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP). From the right to assemble and petition the gov-
ernment, along with the freedom of speech, the Supreme 
Court construed the right of people to come together to 
support or to protest government actions. First, the Court 

ruled that states could not compel interest groups to pro-
vide their membership lists to state officials. Later, the 
Court ruled that Alabama could not prohibit the NAACP 
from urging its members and others to file lawsuits chal-
lenging state discriminatory practices. Many commenta-
tors have drawn parallels between these protests and 
those that recently occurred in Ferguson, Missouri, in the 
wake of a police shooting of a young, unarmed, black 
man, Michael Brown.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

1. What role has protest played in American 
history?

2. Does requiring a government permit infringe on 
the right to protest? Under what conditions 
could a government permit be declined?

Congress shall make no law respecting . . . the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 

petition the Government for a redress of grievances. —FIRST AMENDMENT

TheLiving Constitution
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Generally, interest group lobbying of the courts can take two forms: direct spon-
sorship or the filing of amicus curiae briefs. Sponsorship involves providing resources 
(financial, human, or otherwise) to shepherd a case through the judicial system, and the 
group may even become a named party, as in Los Angeles Flood District v. Natural 
Resources Defense Council  (2013). When a case that a group is interested in, but not 
actually sponsoring, comes before a court, the organization often will file an amicus 
brief—either alone or with other like-minded groups—to inform the justices of the 
group’s policy preferences, generally offered in the guise of legal arguments. Over the 
years, as the number of both liberal and conservative groups viewing litigation as a use-
ful tactic has increased, so has the number of briefs submitted to the courts. An interest 
group has sponsored or filed an amicus curiae brief in most of the major U.S. Supreme 
Court cases noted in this text.23 Interest groups also file amicus briefs in lower federal 
and state supreme courts, but in much lower numbers.

In addition to litigating, interest groups try to influence nominations to the fed-
eral courts. For example, they play an important part in judicial nominees’ Senate 
confirmation hearings. In 1991, for example, 112 groups testified or filed prepared 
statements for or against the controversial nomination of Clarence Thomas to the U.S. 
Supreme Court.24 In 2009, for example, 218 groups testified or prepared statements 
for or against the nomination of Sonia Sotomayor to the Supreme Court. The diversity 
of groups was astounding, from gun rights groups to pro-choice groups, women’s 
groups, and Hispanic advocacy organizations.25

It is also becoming more common for interest groups of all persuasions to pay for 
trips so that judges may attend “informational conferences” or simply to interact with 
judges by paying for club memberships and golf outings. In fact, many commentators 
criticized the absence of Justice Antonin Scalia from the swearing in of Chief Justice 
John Roberts because Scalia was on a golf outing in Colorado. This outing was part of 
a legal conference sponsored by the Federalist Society, a conservative group that was 
highly influential in judicial appointments during the Bush administration.26

GRASSROOTS LObbyING Interest groups regularly try to inspire their members to 
engage in grassroots lobbying, hoping that lawmakers will respond to those pressures 
and the attendant publicity.27 In essence, the goal of many organizations is to persuade 
ordinary voters to serve as their advocates. In the world of lobbying, few things are 
more useful than a list of committed supporters. Radio and TV talk-show hosts such 
as Rush Limbaugh and Rachel Maddow try to stir up their listeners by urging them to 
contact their representatives in Washington, D.C. Other interest groups use petition 
drives and carefully targeted and costly TV advertisements pitching one side of an 
argument. It is also routine for interest groups to e-mail or text message their mem-
bers and provide a direct Web link as well as suggested text that citizens can use to 
lobby their legislators.

PROTESTS AND RADICAL ACTIvISm An occasional, though highly visible, tactic 
used by some groups is protest activity. Although usually a group’s members opt for 
more conventional forms of lobbying or influence policy through the electoral process, 
when these forms of pressure group activities are unsuccessful, some groups (or indi-
viduals within groups) resort to more forceful measures to attract attention to their 
cause. Since the Revolutionary War, violent, illegal protest has been one tactic of 
organized interests. The Boston Tea Party, for example, involved breaking all sorts of 
laws, although no one was hurt physically. Other forms of protest, such as the Whiskey 
Rebellion, ended in tragedy for some participants.

Today, anti-war activists, animal rights activists, and some pro-life groups, such as 
Operation Rescue, at times rely on illegal protest activities. Members of the Animal 
Liberation Front, for example, stalked the wife of a pharmaceutical executive, broke 
into her car, stole her credit cards, and then made over $20,000 in unauthorized chari-
table donations.28 Members of this group also use circus bombings, the sabotage of 
restaurants, and property destruction to gain attention for their cause.29 Other radical 
groups also post on the Internet the names and addresses of those they believe to be 
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engaging in wrongful activity and urge members to take action against these people. 
Some groups have faced federal terrorism charges for these illegal actions.

  Election Activities
In addition to trying to achieve their goals (or at least draw attention to them) by lob-
bying, many interest groups also become involved more directly in the electoral process. 
The recent presidential and midterm elections, for example, were the targets of signifi-
cant fund-raising by organized interests. Interest groups also recruit and endorse can-
didates, aid in get-out-the-vote campaigns, and rate office holders.

CANDIDATE RECRUITmENT AND ENDORSEmENTS Some interest groups 
recruit, endorse, and/or provide financial or other forms of support to political candi-
dates. EMILY’s List (EMILY stands for “Early money is like yeast—it makes the 
dough rise”) was founded to support pro-choice Democratic women candidates, espe-
cially during party primary election contests. It now also recruits and trains candidates. 
In 2014, EMILY’s List spent almost $40 million in direct contributions to candidates, 
volunteer mobilization, hiring campaign consultants, and funding for some direct 
media.

Candidate endorsements also play a prominent role in focusing voters’ attention on 
candidates who advocate policies consistent with an interest group’s beliefs. In addi-
tion, endorsements may help mobilize group members. Many members of groups sup-
porting Barack Obama and Mitt Romney in 2012 provided much needed volunteers 
and enthusiasm.

GETTING OUT THE vOTE Many interest groups believe they can influence public 
policy by putting like-minded representatives in office. To that end, many groups 
across the ideological spectrum launch massive get-out-the-vote (GOTV) efforts. 
These include identifying prospective voters and transporting them to the polls. Well-
financed interest groups often cast a wider net, producing issue-oriented ads for news-
papers, radio, TV, and the Internet, designed to educate the public as well as increase 
voter interest in election outcomes.

RATING THE CANDIDATES OR OFFICE HOLDERS Many ideological groups rate 
candidates on a scale from 0 to 100 to help their members (and the general public) 
evaluate the voting records of members of Congress. They use these ratings to help 
their members and other voters make informed voting decisions. The American 
Conservative Union (conservative) and Americans for Democratic Action 
 (liberal)—two groups at ideological polar extremes—are just two examples of 
groups that routinely rate candidates and members of Congress based on their votes 
on key issues.

CAmPAIGN CONTRIbUTIONS Corporations, labor unions, and interest groups may 
give money to political candidates in a number of ways. Organized interests are 
allowed to form political action committees (PACs) to raise money for direct contri-
butions to political candidates in national elections. PAC money plays a significant 
role in the campaigns of many congressional incumbents, often averaging over half a 
House candidate’s total spending. PACs generally contribute to those who have helped 
them before and who serve on committees or subcommittees that routinely consider 
legislation of concern to that group. In 2012, the average Senate candidate received 
$2.2 million from PACs, and the average House candidate received $745,000 (see 
Figure 15.2).

Some organized interests may also prefer to make campaign expenditures 
through Super PACs, 527s, or 501(c) groups. Money raised by these groups may not 
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be given to or spent in coordination with a candidate’s campaign. However, it may be 
used for issue advocacy, which may help a group’s preferred candidate indirectly. 
These groups have been major players in recent elections, spending over $660 million 
in 2012.

A

Analyze the factors that make an interest group successful.15.4

ll of the groups discussed in this chapter have one characteristic in com-
mon: they all want to shape the public agenda, whether by helping to elect 
candidates, maintaining the status quo, or obtaining favorable legislation or 
judicial rulings from national, state, and local governments.30 For powerful 

groups, simply making sure that certain issues never get discussed may be the goal. In 
contrast, those attempting to bring attention to other issues, such as racial equality in 
the United States, succeed when the issue becomes front-page news and citizens place 
pressure on government leaders to address the issue.
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F IGURE 15 .2  hoW muCh monEY Do InTErEsT Groups GIvE To pArTIEs AnD CAnDIDATEs?
Political action committees play an important role in national elections. The amount of money they  
give to candidates and parties and how it is allocated between Democrats and Republicans varies widely 
over interest group sectors.

SOURCE: Center for Responsive Politics, http://www.opensecrets.org/industries/index.php (data through October 15, 2014).

What Makes Interest Groups 
Successful?
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Explore Your World
Interest groups—often called nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) beyond the 
boundaries of the United States—play a significant role in world politics. Most states, 
as well as the European Union, United Nations, and other intergovernmental 
organizations, face heavy lobbying from corporate interests and citizen activists. 
Some of these NGOs are specific to the challenges faced within one country. Others 
transcend national boundaries and work to increase the global standard of living and 
bring attention to the interconnected nature of our modern world.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

1. How can international NGOs have both positive and negative effects on the 
citizens they attempt to serve?

2. What lobbying tactics might these groups find most successful in raising attention 
to their causes? What governmental agencies should they lobby?

3. Can you think of other interest groups that are successful on an international or 
global scale? What are they, and why are they successful?

Oxfam was founded in 1942 in Great Britain as the Oxford 
Committee for Famine Relief. The goal of the organization at its 
inception was to distribute food to occupied nations during 
World War II. Today, the organization works to fight poverty 
and hunger around the world by providing disaster relief, 
lobbying governments, and increasing food security and water 
hygiene.

A Shell Oil executive established the Bangladesh Rural 
Advancement Committee (now known simply as BRAC) in 1972, 
soon after that country’s independence. Today, it is an important 
development organization, providing microcredit to individuals in 
Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean. The group also works to combat 
poverty and improve citizens’ standard of living in other ways.
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Groups succeed when they win legislation, court cases, or even elections individu-
ally or in coalition with other groups.31 They also are successful when their leaders 
become elected officials or policy makers in any of the three branches of the govern-
ment. For example, Representative Rosa DeLauro (D–CT) was a former political 
director of EMILY’s List. And, President Barack Obama worked as a grassroots com-
munity organizer for a variety of Chicago-based groups.

Political scientists have studied several phenomena that contribute in varying 
degrees—individually and collectively—to particular groups’ successes. These include 
leaders, funding and patrons, and a solid membership base.

  Leaders
Interest group theorists frequently acknowledge the key role of leaders in the forma-
tion, viability, and success of interest groups while noting that leaders often vary from 
rank-and-file members on various policies.32 Without the powerful pen of William 
Lloyd Garrison in the 1830s, who knows whether the abolition movement would have 
been as successful? Other notable leaders include Frances Willard of the WCTU; 
Marian Wright Edelman, who founded the Children’s Defense Fund; and Pat Robertson 
of the Christian Coalition.

The role of an interest-group leader is similar to that of an entrepreneur in the 
business world. Leaders of groups must find ways to attract members. As in the mar-
keting of a new product, an interest-group leader must offer something attractive to 
entice members to join. Potential members of the group must be convinced that the 
benefits of joining outweigh the costs. Union members, for example, must be per-
suaded that the union’s winning higher wages and concessions for them will offset the 
cost of their union dues.

  Funding and Patrons
Advertising, litigating, and lobbying are expensive. Without financiers, few public inter-
est groups could survive their initial start-up periods. To remain in business, many inter-
est groups rely on membership dues, direct-mail solicitations, special events, and patrons. 

Who ArE InTErEsT Group lEADErs?
As president of the Children’s Defense Fund, Marian Wright Edelman continues to fight against child poverty 
and for better health care. Since the group’s establishment in 1973, Edelman has been an active, public face 
for the cause she represents.
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Charismatic leaders often are especially effective fundraisers and recruiters of new mem-
bers. In addition, governments, foundations, and wealthy individuals can serve as 
patrons, providing crucial start-up funds for groups, especially public interest groups.33

  members
Organizations usually comprise three kinds of members. At the top are a relatively 
small number of leaders who devote most of their energies to the single group. The 
second tier of members generally is involved psychologically as well as organizationally. 
They are the workers of the group—they attend meetings, pay dues, and chair commit-
tees to see that things get done. In the bottom tier are the rank-and-file members who 
don’t actively participate. They pay their dues and call themselves group members, but 
they do little more. Most group members fall into this last category.

Survey data have consistently revealed that group membership is drawn primarily 
from people with higher income and education levels.34 Individuals who are wealthier 
can afford to belong to more organizations because they have more money and, often, 
more leisure time. Money and education also are associated with greater confidence 
that one’s actions will bring results, a further incentive to devote time to organizing or 
supporting interest groups. These elites also are often more involved in politics and 
hold stronger opinions on many political issues.

People who do belong to groups often join more than one. Overlapping member-
ships can affect the cohesiveness of a group. Imagine, for example, that you are an 
officer in the College Republicans. If you call a meeting, people may not attend because 
they have academic, athletic, or social obligations. Divided loyalties and multiple group 
memberships frequently affect the success of a group, especially if any one group has 
too many members who simply fall into the dues-paying category.

Groups vary tremendously in their ability to enroll what are called potential 
members. According to Mancur Olson, all groups provide a collective good.35 If one 
union member at a factory gets a raise, for example, all other workers at that factory 
will, too. Therefore, those who don’t join or work for the benefit of the group still 
reap the rewards of the group’s activity. The downside of this phenomenon is called 
the free rider problem. As Olson asserts, potential members may be unlikely to join 
a group because they realize that they will receive many of the benefits the group 
achieves, regardless of their participation. Not only is it irrational for free riders to 
join any group, but the bigger the group, the greater the free rider problem.

Groups attempt to overcome the free rider problem in numerous ways. One 
method used by many groups is providing a variety of material benefits to convince 
potential members to join. The American Automobile Association (better known as 
AAA), for example, offers roadside assistance and trip-planning services to its  members. 
Similarly, AARP offers a wide range of discount programs to its 37 million members 
over the age of fifty. Many of those members do not necessarily support all of the 
group’s positions but simply want to take advantage of its discounts.

Individuals may also choose to join groups when their rights are threatened. 
Membership in a group may be necessary to establish credibility in a field, as well. 
Many lawyers, for example, join local bar associations for this reason.

In addition, groups may form alliances with others to help overcome the free rider 
problem. These alliances have important implications.36 For example, farmers and 
farmers’ markets across the country join the Farmers’ Market Coalition to raise local 
and national awareness of the importance of sustainable agriculture.

Interest groups also carve out policy niches to differentiate themselves to potential 
members as well as policy makers. One study of gay and lesbian groups, for example, 
found that they avoided direct competition by developing different issue niches.37 
Some concentrate on litigation; others lobby for marriage law reform or open inclusion 
of gays in the military.

Small groups often have an organizational advantage because, for example, in a 
small group such as the National Governors Association, any individual’s share of the 
collective good may be great enough to make it rational for him or her to join. Patrons, 

patron
A person who finances a group or indi-
vidual activity.

free rider problem
Potential members fail to join a group 
because they can get the benefit, or 
collective good, sought by the group 
without contributing the effort.
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be they large foundations such as the Koch Family Foundations or individuals such as 
wealthy financier George Soros, often eliminate the free rider problem for public inter-
est groups.38 They make the costs of joining minimal because they contribute much of 
the group’s necessary financial support.39

Toward Reform: Regulating 
Interest Groups and Lobbyists

F

Explain reform efforts geared toward regulating interest groups and lobbyists.15.5

or the first 150 years of our nation’s history, federal lobbying practices 
went unregulated. While the courts remain largely free of lobbying 
regulations, reforms have altered the state of affairs in Congress and the 
executive branch.

  Regulating Congressional Lobbyists
In 1946, in an effort to limit the power of lobbyists, Congress passed the Federal 
Regulation of Lobbying Act, which required anyone hired to lobby any member of 
Congress to register and file quarterly financial reports. For years, few lobbyists actually 
filed these reports and numerous good-government groups continued to argue for the 
strengthening of lobbying laws.

By 1995, public opinion polls began to show that Americans believed the votes of 
members of Congress were available to the highest bidder. Thus, in late 1995, Congress 
passed the first effort to regulate lobbying since the 1946 act. The Lobbying Disclosure 
Act employed a strict definition of lobbyist (one who devotes at least 20 percent of a 
client’s or employer’s time to lobbying activities). It also required lobbyists to: (1) register 

hoW Do InTErEsT Groups ConvInCE poTEnTIAl mEmBErs To BEComE DuEs-pAYInG mEmBErs?
AARP has been particularly successful at motivating its pool of potential members to join, in large part 
because it offers a variety of material benefits. Here, AARP members in Michigan hold a rally advocating the 
importation of cheaper prescription drugs from Canada, just across the bridge shown in the background.
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with the clerk of the House and the secretary of the Senate; (2) report their clients and 
issues and the agency or house they lobbied; and (3) estimate the amount they are paid 
by each client. These reporting requirements made it easier for watchdog groups or the 
media to monitor lobbying activities. In fact, a comprehensive analysis by the Center for 
Responsive Politics revealed that by the end of 2013, 12,357 lobbyists were registered. 
Nearly $6 million was spent on lobbying for every member of Congress.40

After lobbyist Jack Abramoff pleaded guilty to extensive corruption charges in 
2006, Congress pledged to reexamine the role of lobbyists in the legislative process. 
After the Democrats took control of both houses of Congress in 2007 in the wake of a 
variety of lobbying scandals, Congress attempted to remedy this problem by passing 
the Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007. Among the act’s key 
provisions were a ban on gifts and honoraria to members of Congress and their staffs, 
tougher disclosure requirements, and longer time limits on moving from the federal 
government to the private lobbying sector. Many observers complained, however, that 
the law did not go far enough. In particular, many commentators were critical of the 
fact that the ban on gifts applied only to private lobbyists. Thus, state and local agencies 
and public universities, for example, are still free to offer tickets for football and basket-
ball games, as well as to provide meals and travel.41

  Regulating Executive branch Lobbyists
Formal lobbying of the executive branch is governed by some restrictions in the 1995 
Lobbying Disclosure Act as well as updates contained in the Honest Leadership and 
Open Government Act. Executive branch employees are also constrained by the 1978 
Ethics in Government Act. Enacted in the wake of the Watergate scandal, this legisla-
tion attempted to curtail questionable moves by barring members of the executive 
branch from representing any clients before their agency for two years after leaving 
governmental service. Thus, someone who worked in air pollution policy for the 
Environmental Protection Agency and then went to work for the Environmental 
Defense Fund would have to wait two years before lobbying his or her old agency.

More recently, the Obama administration has implemented reforms that bring 
congressional-style lobbying regulation to the executive branch. In regulations put into 
place on his first day on the job, Barack Obama limited aides leaving the White House 
from lobbying executive agencies within two years. He also banned members of the 
administration from accepting gifts from lobbyists.

  Regulating Judicial branch Lobbyists
There are few formal regulations on interest group participation before the Supreme Court. 
Though interested parties must ask the Court for permission to file an amicus curiae brief, 
in practice, the great majority of these petitions are granted. In recent years, activists have 
called for reform to the case sponsorship and oral advocacy processes before the Court, but 
to no avail. Similarly, a number of nonprofit and good government groups have suggested 
that there need to be additional restrictions on groups’ access to judges in “legal education” 
sessions—many of which are held at fancy resorts at little to no cost to the judges. Congress 
and the judiciary have also failed to put these regulations in place.

Honest Leadership and Open 
Government Act of 2007
Lobbying reform banning gifts to 
members of Congress and their staffs, 
toughening disclosure requirements, 
and increasing time limits on moving 
from the federal government to the 
private sector.
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Not until 1946 did Congress pass any laws regulating federal 
lobbying. Those laws were largely ineffective and were suc-
cessfully challenged as violations of the First Amendment. In 
1995, Congress passed the Lobbying Disclosure Act, which 
required lobbyists to register with both houses of Congress. 
By 2007, a rash of scandals resulted in sweeping reforms 
called the Honest Leadership and Open Government Act, 
which dramatically limited what lobbyists can do. The exec-
utive branch is regulated by the 1978 Ethics in Government 
Act. Lobbying the judiciary is largely unregulated.

Toward Reform: Regulating 
Interest Groups and Lobbyists

Explain reform efforts geared toward regulating interest 
groups and lobbyists, p. 443.

15.5

Interest group success can be measured in a variety of ways, 
including a group’s ability to get its issues on the public agenda, 
winning key pieces of legislation in Congress or executive 
branch or judicial rulings, or backing successful candidates. 
Several factors contribute to interest group success, including 
leaders and patrons, funding, and committed members.

What Makes Interest Groups 
Successful?

Analyze the factors that make an interest group  
successful, p. 439.

15.4

An organized interest is a collection of people or groups with 
shared attitudes who make claims on government. Political 
scientists approach the development of interest groups from 
a number of theoretical perspectives, including pluralist the-
ory and the transactions approach. Interest groups can be 
classified in a variety of ways, based on their functions and 
membership.

Trace the roots of the American interest group system, 
p. 424.

Roots of the American Interest 
Group System

15.1

Review the Chapter

Interest groups did not begin to emerge in the United 
States until the 1830s. From 1890 to 1920, the Progressive 
movement dominated. The 1960s saw the rise of a wide 
variety of liberal interest groups. During the 1970s and 
1980s, legions of conservatives formed new groups to coun-
teract those efforts. Business groups, corporations, and 
unions also established their presence in Washington, D.C., 
during this time.

The Development of American 
Interest Groups

Describe the historical development of American inter-
est groups, p. 427.

15.2

Interest groups often fill voids left by the major political 
parties and give Americans opportunities to make org- 
anized claims on government. The most common activity of 
interest groups is lobbying, which takes many forms. Groups 
routinely pressure members of Congress and their staffs, the 
president and the bureaucracy, and the courts; they use a 
variety of techniques to educate and stimulate the public to 

Identify several strategies and tactics used by organized 
interests, p. 433.

What Do Interest Groups Do?

15.3

pressure key governmental decision makers. Interest groups 
also attempt to influence the outcome of elections; some 
run their own candidates for office. Others rate elected offi-
cials to inform their members how particular legislators 
stand on issues of importance to them. Political action com-
mittees (PACs), a way for some groups to contribute money 
to candidates for office, are another means of gaining sup-
port from elected officials and ensuring that supportive 
officials stay in office.
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1. Which theory of group politics emphasizes the distribu-
tion of political power among a wide array of diffuse interests?
 a. Pluralist theory
 b. Transactions theory
 c. Social capital theory
 d. Elite theory
 e. Disturbance theory

2. Interest groups that are formed with the primary goal 
of engaging in campaigns and elections are known as
 a. citizen campaign associations.
 b. public interest groups.
 c. economic groups.
 d. political action committees.
 e. governmental organizations.

3. Many interest groups established in the 1830s shared a 
common tradition in the
 a. women’s rights movement.
 b. Christian revival.
 c. temperance movement.
 d. development of the economy.
 e. growth of political campaigns.

4. Many Progressive era groups placed pressure on the 
national government to begin
 a. regulating business.
 b. funding small businesses.
 c. lowering taxes.
 d. cutting budgets.
 e. increasing political patronage.

5. Interest groups may participate in the courts by:
 a. directly lobbying justices.
 b. giving campaign contributions to federal judges.
 c. filing friend of the court briefs.
 d. submitting formal comments on judicial decisions.
 e. writing proposed legislation.

6. Which of the following can a political action  
committee NOT do?
 a. Endorse candidates
 b. Produce advertisements for like-minded candidates
 c. Rate candidates or elected officials
 d. Make financial contributions to candidates
 e. Coordinate expenditures with a candidate’s campaign

7. Most interest group members fall into which of the  
following categories?
 a. Leaders
 b. Active participants
 c. Lobbyists
 d. Those who pay dues, but do not actively participate 

within the group
 e. Politically disengaged

8. What is the term for an individual who reaps the  
benefits of an interest group’s activity without actually  
having membership in the group?
 a. Patron
 b. Free rider
 c. Lobbyist
 d. Constituent
 e. Elite

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Learn the Terms

civic virtue, p. 424
collective good, p. 425
disturbance theory, p. 424
economic interest group, p. 427
free rider problem, p. 442
Honest Leadership and Open 

Government Act of 2007, p. 444

interest group, p. 424
lobbying, p. 434
lobbyist, p. 429
patron, p. 442
pluralist theory, p. 424
political action committee  

(PAC), p. 427

public interest group, p. 425
social capital, p. 424
trade association, p. 430
transactions theory, p. 425

Study and Review the Flashcards
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9. Which of the three branches of government still 
remain largely free of lobbying regulations?
 a. Executive
 b. Judicial
 c. Legislative
 d. Executive and legislative
 e. Executive and judicial

10. The 1978 Ethics in Government Act was passed as a 
result of
 a. U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War.
 b. the economic recession.
 c. the Watergate scandal.
 d. Great Society legislation.
 e. the Arab oil embargo.
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n the evening of April 20, 2010, an offshore drilling well, leased and run by British 
Petroleum (BP) and known as Deepwater Horizon, exploded off the coast of the 
state of Louisiana. The well released methane gas and ignited into flames, killing 
eleven workers and injuring seventeen others. Two days later, on April 22, the rig 
completely sank into the ocean, and workers observed an oil slick forming in the 

Gulf of Mexico. What followed became the greatest environmental disaster in American history, 
as BP repeatedly tried—and failed—to cap the leak or capture the oil leaking into the Gulf.

The company used a variety of tactics to try to stop the constant flow of oil. These included 
using unmanned underwater robots to close the open valves on the rig, installing containment 
domes, and attempting to divert the flow away from the fractured pipe. Nearly 2 million gallons of 
chemical dispersants were applied directly to the well one mile below the surface of the ocean in 
order to break the oil into tiny droplets. Finally, on July 15, almost three months after the leak had 
begun, engineers were able to cap the leaking well.

Three years after the spill, estimates of the environmental and economic impact of the BP 
spill remain imprecise. Although visible short-term damage can be measured, including more than 
a half million claims by businesses and individuals, over a thousand miles of oiled shoreline, and 
the deaths of thousands of birds, turtles, and sea mammals, the long-term impact is immeasur-
able. Large areas of the ocean floor remain covered in oil, and plumes of oil and natural gas have 
been detected in a ten mile radius, endangering the sensitive growth stages of the entire marine 
food chain. A total of 88,000 square miles of the Gulf remain closed, off limits to the fishing and 
oil industries. Scientists question whether the recent increase in the death of young bottlenose 
dolphins is linked to the spill; more than 150 washed ashore in the first few months of 2012.

It often takes a crisis of this magnitude to prompt changes in public policy, yet controversies about 
the responsible party, the economic impact of regulations, and scientific and technological uncertain-
ties impede decision making. Many Gulf state politicians initially called on the national government for 

Domestic 
Policy

16

Trace the  
stages of the  
policy-making  
process, p. 450.

Describe health 
policy in the 
United States,  
p. 462.

Outline education 
policy in the 
United States,  
p. 468.

Explain energy 
and environmental 
policy in the 
United States,  
p. 472.

Assess the  
ongoing  
challenges in  
U.S. domestic  
policy, p. 477.

16.1 16.2 16.3 16.4 16.5

O
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Drilling for oil has been a major inDustry in the uniteD states since the 1850s.  
Above, an oil well at Semitropic, California, in the late 1800s. Below, the Deepwater Horizon in the Gulf of 
Mexico following the 2010 disaster.
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Public policy is an intentional course of action or inaction followed by government in 
dealing with some problem or matter of concern.3 Public policies are thus governmental 
policies; they are authoritative and binding on people. Individuals, groups, and even govern-
ment agencies that do not comply with policies can face penalties of fines, loss of benefits, 
or even jail terms. The phrase “course of action” implies that policies develop or unfold over 
time. They involve more than a legislative decision to enact a law or a presidential decision 
to issue an executive order. Also important is how the law or executive order is carried out. 
The impact or meaning of a policy depends on whether it is vigorously enforced, enforced 
only in some instances, or not enforced at all. Government inaction, or the decision not to 
make policy, also defines public policy.

Domestic policy is a category of public policy that includes a broad and varied range of 
government programs affecting the lives of citizens within a country. Health care, welfare, edu-
cation, environment, energy, and public safety are all considered domestic policies, although 
most public policy today also has global implications. Domestic policies reflect a country’s his-
torical experiences, values, and attitudes toward social and economic conditions. This chapter 
provides in-depth analysis of three domestic policy areas: health care, education, and environ-
ment and energy. Each area highlights a different stage of the policy-making process and the 
conditions that create opportunities for and constraints on reform.

Roots of Domestic Policy in  
the United States

public policy
An intentional course of action or 
inaction followed by government in 
dealing with some problem or matter 
of concern.

T

Trace the stages of the policy-making process.16.1

he Framers of the Constitution created a decentralized policy-making pro-
cess with powers shared by Congress, the president, the courts, and the 
states. In addition, social forces, including attitudes toward the role and size 
of government, constrain the development of government policies. In the 

United States, policy making often begins at the state and local levels, where these “labo-
ratories for democracy” set the stage for federal governmental action. Some issues, how-
ever, instantly demand policy leadership at the federal level. Which level of government 
dominates can change over time as issues evolve. Historically, the federal government’s 
involvement in domestic policy making has shifted focus from the immediate economic 
and national security concerns facing the new nation, to improvement of social and 
working conditions created by industrialization, to an expanded focus on a broad range 
of domestic policies, including health care, welfare, education, environment, energy, and 
public safety.

support. Later, however, they criticized the efforts of the Army Corps of Engineers and the 
Coast Guard to limit the spill. In particular, Louisiana Republican Governor Bobby Jindal said, 
“We’ve been frustrated with the disjointed effort to date that has too often meant too little, too 
late for the oil hitting our coast. . . . It is clear we don’t have the resources we need to protect 
our coast . . . we need more boom, more skimmers, more vacuums, more jack-up barges . . .”1 
Despite U.S. military and administrative involvement in the cleanup efforts, President Barack 
Obama has claimed that the cost of cleansing affected areas should fall entirely on the shoul-
ders of BP. “We will fight this spill with everything we’ve got for as long as it takes. We will 
make BP pay for the damage their company has caused,” said President Obama.2 The oil com-
pany, to date, has paid over $6 billion in claims, with a tentative settlement agreement to pay 
an estimated $7.8 billion in “fairness” for the company’s liability. The real policy concern, how-
ever, is how to prevent such a disaster in the future. In the short term, President Barack Obama 
delayed plans for leasing new drilling sites off the coast of mid-Atlantic and southeastern states 
and in large areas of the eastern Gulf region pending further study.

• • •

domestic policy
A category of public policy that 
includes a broad and varied range of 
government programs affecting the 
lives of citizens within a country.
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As the federal government initially concentrated more on economic policy and national 

security, states took the lead in addressing poor living and working conditions for Americans. 
Progressivism called for reforms in response to the industrial revolution, starting at the 
grassroots level, working up to the states, and eventually capturing the federal government’s 
attention. In the area of child labor, for example, in 1836 Massachusetts required child fac-
tory workers under the age of 15 to spend at least three months in school. Other states 
followed with limits on the length of a child’s workday and minimum age laws. The National 
Child Labor Committee was formed in 1904, but when the first federal child labor law, the 
Keating-Owen Act, passed in 1916 it was struck down as unconstitutional.4 The law was 
revised, reintroduced, and subsequently struck down again. Similarly, states passed protec-
tive legislation to improve the working conditions of women. Oregon’s maximum hour law, 
which applied to women but not to men, was declared unconstitutional. When Congress 
passed a minimum wage law for women and children working in the District of Columbia, 
it was also struck down. Finally, the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act created a minimum 
wage for both women and men and prohibited the employment of minors. The l930s 
marked a clear change in the federal government’s role in domestic policy making, specifi-
cally in the President’s role in dominating that process. President Franklin Roosevelt’s New 
Deal created the modern welfare state and the first entitlement programs: Social Security 
and Aid to Families with Dependent Children. From that point, the federal government, 
under the direction of strong presidential advocates, continued to expand its role in domes-
tic policy.

  the evolution of health care Policy
In the health care field, the federal government’s involvement began in 1798 with the 
establishment of the National Marine Service (NMS) for “the relief of sick and dis-
abled seamen.” States and localities primarily were responsible for public health issues, 
including public sanitation, clean water programs, pasteurization of milk, immuniza-
tion programs, and other activities designed to reduce the incidence of infectious and 
communicable diseases. National health insurance first received serious consideration 
in the 1930s, when Congress was legislating a number of New Deal social programs. 
But, because of the strong opposition of the American Medical Association (AMA), 
universal health insurance was not adopted. The AMA and its allies distrusted govern-
ment intervention in their affairs and feared that regulations would limit their discre-
tion as well as their earnings. In particular, they worried that government intrusion into 
the health care field would limit physicians’ fees, restrict the amount of time approved 
for specific types of hospital visits, and constrain charges for prescription drugs.

As a result, government health insurance remained on the back burner for many 
years. It received some consideration during the 1960s, when Congress and the Johnson 
administration were working to establish Medicare and Medicaid. Health care attracted 
a great deal of attention in the early 1990s, during the first year of President Bill Clinton’s 
term. Clinton established a health care reform task force led by his wife, Hillary, and 
attempted to compel Congress to adopt legislation creating universal health coverage in 
the United States. Ultimately, however, these efforts failed. The phrase “socialized medi-
cine” and horror stories about long wait times for medically necessary services in countries 
with nationalized health care turned public opinion against Clinton and the Democrats.

Clinton’s failure at health care reform, as well as the extended period of Republican 
legislative control that began in 1995, kept national health insurance off the governmen-
tal agenda for the next fifteen years. During this time, health care costs and the number 
of uninsured Americans rose dramatically. By 2008, more than 45 million Americans 
had no health insurance coverage, and another 20 million were underinsured.

Thus, during the 2008 presidential election, Democratic candidate Barack Obama ran 
on a platform that promised to bring much-needed reform to the American health insur-
ance system. After taking office, Obama and the Democratic Congress set to work crafting 
legislation that accomplished their goal. More than a year later—and after a great deal of 
political wrangling—on March 23, 2010, President Obama signed into law the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act. This legislation represents a dramatic change in the 

Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act
2010 legislation aimed at reducing the 
number of uninsured individuals and 
decreasing health care costs.
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federal government’s role in health care policy. Immediately, states challenged the constitu-
tionality of the law, and in 2012 the Supreme Court voted 5–4 to uphold it.

  the evolution of education Policy
In the field of public education, the state level also historically took the lead. Following 
the Revolutionary War, reformers of that era, such as Benjamin Franklin, began to see 
education as a means of legitimizing democratic institutions in the minds of young 
people and of establishing social and political order in the United States. In 1787, the 
Northwest Ordinance specifically set aside land for the establishment of public schools. 
However, state and local governments controlled development of their education sys-
tems, curricula, and goals. In 1852, Massachusetts passed the first compulsory educa-
tion law, and by 1918 all states had similar laws.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, when immigration was at high 
levels, education again emerged on the governmental agenda. Many of the social, eco-
nomic, and political elites of the era came to view education as a tool for assimilating 
immigrants and for protecting social and political order. Policy making focused on 
curriculum development. Reforms came about largely through the work of John Dewey 
(1859–1952), a psychologist by training, who advocated experiential learning rather 
than relying on passive experience, whereby teachers would inform students of “facts,” 
and students would memorize them. By the mid-twentieth century, the Cold War 
between the United States and the Soviet Union sparked new curriculum reforms 
focused on enhancing math and science programs. After the Soviets launched the 
world’s first satellite, known as Sputnik I, into space on October 4, 1957, many American 
policy makers and citizens grew concerned about the capacity of American technology 
to meet the perceived threat of the Soviet Union and its allies.

At the same time, education policy making at the federal level shifted toward access 
and equality. The Supreme Court’s landmark decision in Brown v. Board of Education 
(1954) ruled that separate educational facilities for black and white students were inher-
ently unequal. Brown established both the road map for racial desegregation in American 
schools and a national standard for equality of educational opportunity. Under Johnson’s 
War on Poverty, Head Start was initiated in 1964 to provide preschool to at-risk low-
income children, and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 created 
Title I programs to improve educational opportunities for low-income K–12 students. 
These policies marked an important turning point in education policy. Enforcement of 
civil rights legislation—related to both race and gender, such as Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972—required the national government to increasingly involve itself 
in a policy area traditionally reserved for state and local governments.

The Department of Education was created as a Cabinet-level agency in 1979 
specifically to guide national education policy, establish education opportunity pro-
grams, and construct national examinations for administration in local schools. In 
1983, the department released A Nation at Risk, including sobering statistics about the 
quality of education in the United States. Among the report’s findings were the 
 following: 13% of all seventeen-year-olds were functionally illiterate; standardized test 
scores had declined; achievement in math and science had declined; students were 
spending an average of 6 hours per day for 180 days in school, compared with 8 hours 
per day for 220 days in other industrialized countries; and most students lacked 
“higher order” intellectual skills, such as the ability to draw inferences, write persuasive 
essays, or solve multistep math problems.

States responded with outcome-based education (OBE) reforms in the 1980s, 
focused on assessment of student learning, while the national government continued 
providing guidelines. In 1994, Congress passed the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, 
replacing OBE with standards-based education (SBE). States worked to develop their 
own standardized curriculums and assessment programs based on federal guidelines, 
paving the way for more comprehensive reform with the 2002 No Child Left Behind 
Act (NCLB). NCLB linked standards, testing, and accountability, further increasing 
the role of the federal government in education policy. While the new federal 

WHO WAS JOHN DEWEY?
John Dewey was an influential education 
reform advocate of the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. He 
advocated active and experiential 
learning. He also created the numeric 
Dewey Decimal system for organizing 
books uniformly throughout the United 
States.
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legislation did not require policy change, states had to comply with federal rules if they 
wanted to receive federal funding. Included in the legislation was a school choice 
option in the event a school fails to meet standards or make adequate yearly progress. 
The school choice movement, as well as strong arguments for privatization of elemen-
tary and secondary education, reflects the influence of Nobel Prize–winning economist 
Milton Friedman, who concluded that through private marketplace competition, 
schools would be forced to either improve student achievement outcomes or face the 
shuttering of their enterprise. More than a decade after passage of NCLB, states con-
tinued to struggle to meet standards. President Barack Obama created the Race to the 
Top initiative to encourage states to develop their own innovative education reforms. 
By 2011, math scores were the highest they had been since enactment of NCLB, 
although reading scores had not measurably improved.5

  the evolution of energy and environmental Policy
In the areas of environmental and energy policy, issues have successfully demanded 
national attention and federal government policy leadership until recently. Initial con-
cerns about the environment related to industrialization and laissez-faire attitudes about 
what individuals and businesses could do with their private property. President Theodore 
Roosevelt, a Progressive, embraced conservation as a federal government policy, creating 
the U.S. Forest Service, national parks, national forests, national monuments, and nature 
preserves. President Franklin D. Roosevelt continued this trend and, in 1937, Congress 
passed the Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid and Wildlife Restoration Act to protect 
endangered species and provide conservation funding for state programs.

By the late 1950s and early 1960s, America was in the midst of one of the most 
robust economic periods in national history. The nation prospered, with vibrant manu-
facturing and transportation sectors that were bolstered by access to cheap fossil fuels. 
With the nation’s abundant coal supplies and relatively unfettered access to oil, little 
need arose for government efforts in the area of energy policy. In essence, the issue of 
energy was largely absent from the government agenda because energy was not seen as 
a real problem for the United States.6 However, the effects of intensive energy use on 
the environment grew more obvious to the nation as a whole. From heavy smog in 
major cities to thick clouds of smoke in industrial towns, Americans had begun to take 
notice of deteriorating environmental conditions that related to its industrial might.

HOW DiD TiTlE ix cHANgE EDUcATiON?
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 greatly expanded educational and athletic opportunities for women. 
As a result of these gender equity requirements, women’s lacrosse is one of the fastest growing collegiate sports.
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In response, the government’s agenda shifted from conservation to environmental 

protection. The 1962 publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring increased the visibil-
ity of environmental damage due to toxic and hazardous waste. Americans’ growing 
concerns about environmental conditions led to the first Earth Day in 1970, when 
millions of citizens took part in marches and rallies demanding greater government 
action to protect the environment. This public pressure had tremendous impact on the 
national and state governments, ushering in the “environmental decade” of the 1970s. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was created in 1970 and the federal 
government passed major policies affecting water pollution, air pollution, endangered 
species, and hazardous waste.

At the same time, the United States grew increasingly dependent on oil from foreign 
sources. In particular, oil from Middle Eastern nations such as Saudi Arabia and Iran 
accounted for a growing share of the nation’s energy sources. While foreign oil remained 
cheap and abundant, the national government faced little demand to invest itself in major 
energy initiatives. But, in 1973, the need for action in the area of energy became all too 
obvious to the American public, and the energy problem abruptly found its way onto the 
government’s agenda. On October 17, 1973, the members of the Organization of Arab 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) announced an embargo of oil shipments to 
any nation that supported Israel during its war with Egypt and Syria; this included the 
United States.7 The embargo was compounded when the larger Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) decided to raise oil prices throughout the 
world.8 The cumulative impact of these actions was a dramatic increase in the cost of oil 
in the United States, with a gallon of gasoline rising from 38 cents to 55 cents between 
May 1973 and May 1974.9 Soaring prices and shrinking supplies led to the first rationing 
of gas in the United States since the end of World War II and thrust energy to the front 
of the government’s agenda.

The national government responded with a series of policies designed to reduce 
consumption of petroleum in the United States, including a national speed limit of 
55 miles per hour in order to increase fuel efficiency and an earlier date for the start 
of daylight savings time in an attempt to lower demand for electricity.10 It also initi-
ated Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency (CAFE) standards in 1975, which required 
automakers to meet average fuel efficiency standards for the fleet of cars they sold in 
the United States. For example, in 1978, General Motors was required to have its 
domestically sold automobiles average 18 miles per gallon (MPG). This meant GM 
could sell a large sedan that got 12 MPG if it also sold a smaller car that got 24 MPG.

Besides adopting energy conservation measures, the national government also 
turned its attention to increasing the availability of energy for the nation. To minimize 
the short-term impact of oil disruptions, Congress established the Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve in 1975 as part of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act. The Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve holds about two months of inventory that can be accessed under a 
presidential order.

With policy initiatives mounting and the complexity of energy policy growing, the 
Department of Energy (DOE) was established in 1977.11 In 1978, Congress expanded 
the reach of the DOE with passage of the National Energy Act of 1978 (NEA), a 
comprehensive law including a variety of components related to both energy conserva-
tion and the expansion of energy sources. A key component of the 1978 NEA was the 
Energy Tax Act, providing tax breaks to individuals and companies that used alterna-
tive energy sources, such as solar or geothermal power, and penalizing inefficient use of 
energy by establishing a “gas-guzzler tax” on cars that did not reach a minimum MPG 
threshold. Although the purpose of the gas-guzzler tax was to reduce the public 
demand for such vehicles, the law did not make the impact originally anticipated 
because it did not apply to vehicles over 6,000 pounds. What was originally considered 
an exemption for businesses that needed vans and trucks to do their work turned out 
to be a way around the gas-guzzler tax for business owners, who could purchase or lease 
sport utility vehicles (SUVs) to conduct everyday business activities.

In 1989, the oil tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground, spilling 11 million gallons of 
crude oil into the Prince Edward Sound off the coast of Alaska. The environmental crisis 
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that followed ultimately prompted congressional passage of the 1990 Oil Pollution Act, 
improving the EPA’s ability to prevent and respond to future oil spills. The law created 
an Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund to provide funding to clean up oil spills if the respon-
sible party is unable to do so. New rules required oil companies to submit oil spill con-
tingency plans and meet new standards for above-ground storage of oil. The Coast 
Guard also issued new rules requiring a double-hulled structure for oil tankers. These 
policies would later prove insufficient, as revealed by the BP incident of 2010, not just in 
containing an oil spill but in protecting the safety of oil spill cleanup workers, as well.

Global concern for climate change also escalated during the 1980s. Scientists 
warned that the burning of fossil fuels contributes to increased levels of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere, which in turn leads to higher global temperatures. These 
higher temperatures have a number of significant impacts on the planet, such as melt-
ing polar ice caps, increasing sea levels, prolonged droughts, more intense storms, major 
habitat destruction, and species extinction. These scientific concerns have spurred 
international action to manage the problem of global warming.

However, while most of the world’s industrial nations ratified the Kyoto Protocol in 
1997, which committed them to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the United States 
did not do so. President George W. Bush steadfastly refused to join other nations in sign-
ing the treaty, citing the damaging effects of the Protocol on the U.S. economy. In contrast, 
former Vice President Al Gore gained national attention as an advocate for awareness of 
climate change with the 2006 film An Inconvenient Truth, winning the Nobel Peace Prize 
in 2007 for his activism. Still, no comprehensive change in national policy took place. In 
the absence of major national activity to control global warming, state governments began 
taking the lead with climate change action plans, regional agreements, and legislation to 
reduce emissions, increase efficiency, and promote alternative fuel.

Domestic policy making in the United States has evolved over time, shifting respon-
sibility and leadership back and forth between the states and the federal government. The 
role of government in domestic policy making at all levels has expanded, increasing the 
number and types of domestic policies. Within each policy area, the nature of an issue 
often changes as well. Ultimately, the domestic policy-making process reflects the coun-
try’s historical experiences, values, and attitudes toward social and economic conditions.

  a model of the Policy-making Process
Political scientists and other social scientists have developed many theories and models to 
explain the formation of public policies. These theories include elite theory, bureaucratic 
theory, special-interest theory, and pluralist theory. According to elite theory, all societies 
are divided into elites and masses. The elites have power to make and implement policy, 
while the masses simply respond to the desires of the elites. Elite theorists believe that an 
unequal distribution of power in society is normal and inevitable.12 Elites, however, are 
not immune from public opinion, nor do they, by definition, oppress the masses.

Bureaucratic theory dictates that all institutions, governmental and nongovern-
mental, have fallen under the control of a large and ever-growing bureaucracy that 
carries out policy using standardized procedures. This growing complexity of modern 
organizations has empowered bureaucrats, who become dominant as a consequence of 
their expertise and competence. Eventually, the bureaucrats wrest power from others, 
especially elected officials.

In contrast, according to special-interest theory, narrow, specialized groups—not 
elites or bureaucrats—control the governmental process. Special-interest theorists 
believe that so many potential pressure points are in the three branches of the national 
government, as well as at the state level, that special-interest groups can step in on any 
number of competing sides. The government then becomes the equilibrium point in 
the system as it mediates among competing interests.13

Finally, many political scientists subscribe to the pluralist perspective. This theory 
argues that political resources in the United States are scattered so widely that no sin-
gle group could ever gain monopoly control over any substantial area of policy.14 
Participants in every political controversy have the ability to weigh in; thus, each has 

global warming
The increase in global temperatures 
due to carbon emissions from burning 
fossil fuels such as coal and oil.

greenhouse gases
Gases in the atmosphere that lead to 
higher global temperatures. 
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some impact on how political decisions are made. The downside is that, because gov-
ernments in the United States rarely say no to any well-organized interest, what is 
good for the public at large often tends to lose out in the American system.15

Which theory applies depends, in part, on the type of policy. Some policies are pro-
cedural in nature, incrementally changing existing policy, while others are substantive, 
involving bold revisions or innovation to change a policy outcome. Policy types can also 
be categorized as distributive, regulatory, or redistributive.16 Distributive policies pro-
vide benefits to individuals, groups, communities, or corporations. These policies are the 
most common and, typically, the least controversial form of federal action to solve public 
problems, providing tangible benefits to the recipient while costs are shared widely and 
not necessarily viewed as competitive. Examples include student loans, farm subsidies, 
and water projects. Regulatory policies limit choices in order to restrict unacceptable 
behavior. Land use regulations, for example, limit how property can be developed in 
order to protect the environment. These policies are typically more controversial because 
the costs are concentrated, in this case on developers, while the benefits are diffused, or 
shared by the larger community. Redistributive policy involves transferring resources 
from one group to assist another group. These policies such as health care reforms under 
the Obama administration have been perceived as redistributive in nature, fueling oppo-
sition to full implementation of the legislation.

Participants, both governmental and nongovernmental, enter and exit the policy-
making process at different stages. Although the policy-making process is often 
described in terms of stages or functional activities, the process is not necessarily 
sequential. One illustration of such a model is shown in Figure 16.1. This model can be 

f igure 16 .1  WHAT ArE THE STAgES Of THE pUblic pOlicY prOcESS?
One of the best ways to understand public policy is to examine the process by which policies are made. 
Although there are many unique characteristics of policy making at the various levels of government, certain 
commonalities define the process from which public policies emerge. In the figure, the public policy process 
is broken down into five steps. Each step has distinguishing features, but it is important to remember that 
the steps often merge into one another in a less distinct manner.

A �nding that 
the policy is
ineffective will
likely restart the
policy process.

1. Agenda Setting

Government recognition 
that a problem is worthy of 
consideration for governmental 
action.

2. Policy Formulation

Identi�cation of alternative 
approaches to addressing the 
problems placed on the 
government’s agenda.

3. Policy Adoption

The formal selection of public 
policies through legislative, 
executive, judicial, and 
bureaucratic means.

4. Policy Implementation

The actual administration or 
application of public policies 
to their targets.

5. Policy Evaluation

The determination of a policy’s 
accomplishments, consequences, 
or shortcomings.
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used to analyze any of the issues discussed in this book. Although models such as these 
can be useful, it is important to remember that they simplify the actual process. 
Moreover, models for analyzing the policy-making process do not always explain why 
public policies take the specific forms they do. Nor do models necessarily tell us who 
dominates or controls the formation of public policy.

Policy making typically can be regarded as a process of sequential steps:

 1. Agenda setting. Government recognition that a problem is worthy of considera-
tion for governmental intervention.

 2. Policy formulation. Identification of alternative approaches to addressing the 
problems placed on the government’s agenda.

 3. Policy adoption. The formal selection of public policies through legislative, execu-
tive, judicial, and bureaucratic means.

 4. Policy implementation. The actual funding and administration or application of 
public policies to their targets.

 5. Policy evaluation. The determination of a policy’s accomplishments, conse-
quences, or shortcomings. With this overview in mind, we examine the various 
stages of the policy process or cycle.

agenDa setting An agenda is a set of issues to be discussed or given attention. 
Every political community—national, state, and local—has a systemic agenda. The 
systemic agenda is essentially a discussion agenda; it consists of all issues viewed as 

HOW DOES gOvErNmENT iDENTifY pUblic pOlicY prOblEmS?
Public policy problems are circumstances that can be addressed by government action. One example is disaster 
relief. During and after Hurricane Katrina, the New Orleans Centre housed thousands of people displaced by the 
storm in appalling circumstances never before seen on such a massive basis in the United States.

agenda
A set of issues to be discussed or given 
attention.

systemic agenda
A discussion agenda; it consists of all 
public issues that are viewed as requir-
ing governmental attention.
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requiring public attention and as involving matters within the legitimate jurisdiction 
of governments.17 A governmental or institutional agenda, in contrast, is much nar-
rower. It includes only problems to which public officials feel obliged to devote active 
and serious attention. The movement of an issue from the systemic to the institutional 
agenda is known as agenda setting. John Kingdon describes this process as three 
streams—problems, policies, and politics—that must converge to create a policy win-
dow, or opportunity, for government action.18

First, a consensus must be reached that a societal condition is actually a problem. 
For a condition to become a problem, some criterion, a standard or value, must lead 
people to believe that the condition does not have to be accepted and, further, that it is 
something with which government can deal effectively and appropriately. For example, 
natural disasters such as hurricanes are unlikely to be identified as a policy problem 
because government can do little about them directly. The consequences of hurri-
canes—the human distress and property destruction they bring—are another matter. 
Usually, no single, agreed-on definition of a problem exists. Indeed, political struggle 
often occurs at this stage because how the problem is defined helps determine what 
sort of action is appropriate. Note that public policies themselves are frequently viewed 
as problems or the causes of other problems. Thus, for some people, gun control legisla-
tion is a solution to gun violence. To the National Rifle Association (NRA), however, 
any law that restricts gun ownership is a problem because the NRA views such laws as 
inappropriately infringing on an individual’s constitutional right to keep and bear 
arms. To social conservatives, legal access to abortion is a problem; for social liberals, 
laws restricting abortion access fall into the problem category.

Second, in the policies stream, possible solutions must be available to address the 
problem. Policy experts are prolific in measuring indicators of problems and debating 
the costs and benefits of various proposals. If the problem has no apparent solution, or 
no perceived “acceptable” solution, few will advocate moving the issue forward. 
Immigration policy has numerous possible reforms, for example, but no consensus on 
whether the solution is to build and secure more fencing, deport illegal immigrants, or 
provide pathways to citizenship. In part, the lack of consensus on policy solutions is 
related to debates over whether or not immigration represents an economic or security 
threat. This lack of consensus on both problem definition and policy solutions has effec-
tively kept comprehensive immigration reform off the national government’s agenda.

Third, in the politics stream, changes in the public mood, interest group campaigns, 
or electoral turnover can create opportunities for agenda setting. With each new presi-
dential administration, for example, the president enjoys a brief honeymoon period when 
he is more effective at launching policy initiatives. In his first days, for example, President 
Barack Obama issued nineteen executive orders, signed twelve bills into laws, and used 
his inaugural address to help focus the nation’s attention on a broad agenda covering 
health care, education, energy, economic recovery, and foreign policy. Presidents, mem-
bers of Congress, or interest group representatives can act as policy entrepreneurs, selling 
an issue to the point where the public demands a governmental response. Crises, or criti-
cal mobilizing events, can also create momentum for an issue. The attacks on the World 
Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, placed the issue of homeland 
security at the top of the policy agenda. The home mortgage crisis and continuing reces-
sion in 2010 received significant media attention and corresponding responses from 
Congress, remaining on the agenda through the 2012 election.

Very few problems ever reach the government’s agenda, however, and typically 
they do not stay there for long. Anthony Downs describes an issue attention cycle in 
which the intensity of the public’s concern over an issue fades with time, either because 
solutions are perceived as too costly, another issue has taken its place, or time has sim-
ply passed.19 In this early stage of the policy-making process, if the problems, policies, 
and politics streams converge, then a policy window opens temporarily and the issue 
can reach the institutional agenda.

Policy formulation Policy formulation is the crafting of proposed courses of 
action to resolve public problems. It has both political and technical components.20 

governmental (institutional) 
agenda
Problems to which public officials feel 
obliged to devote active and serious 
attention.

agenda setting
The process of forming the list of 
issues to be addressed by government.

policy formulation
The crafting of proposed courses of 
action to resolve public problems.
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The political aspect of policy formulation involves determining generally what should 
be done to address a problem. The technical facet involves correctly stating in specific 
language what one wants to authorize or accomplish, to adequately guide those who 
must implement policy and to prevent distortion of legislative intent.

Policy formulation may take many forms:

 1. Routine formulation is the process of altering existing policy proposals or creating 
new proposals within an issue area the government has previously addressed. For 
instance, the formulation of policy for veterans’ benefits is routine.

 2. Analogous formulation handles new problems by drawing on experience with sim-
ilar problems in the past or in other jurisdictions. What has been done in the past 
to cope with economic recession? How have other states dealt with child abuse or 
divorce law reform?

 3. Creative formulation involves attempts to develop new or unprecedented propos-
als that represent a departure from existing practices and that will better resolve a 
problem. For example, plans to develop an anti-missile defense system to shoot 
down incoming missiles represent a departure from previous defense strategies of 
mutual destruction.

Various players in the policy process may undertake policy formulation: the presi-
dent, presidential aides, agency officials, specially appointed task forces and commis-
sions, interest groups, private research organizations (or “think tanks”), and legislators 
and their staffs. The people engaged in formulation are usually looking ahead toward 
policy adoption. These individuals may include or exclude particular provisions of a 
proposal in an attempt to enhance its likelihood of adoption. To the extent that formu-
lators think in this strategic manner, the formulation and adoption stages of the policy 
process often overlap.

Article 1, section 1 of the Constitution vests the law-
making power in the hands of the legislative branch 

of government because the Framers believed that 
Congress, with its large and diverse membership, was 
a much lesser threat to tyranny than the executive 
branch. The judicial branch, the Framers thought, was lit-
tle more than a theoretical necessity and would be the 
“least dangerous branch.”

Today, Congress retains its law-making power and 
does a great deal of public policy formulation and adop-
tion. But, it is by no means the only source of public 
policy in the national government. The president, for 
example, has the power to make public policy by using 
executive orders. In such a way, President Barack 
Obama has made policy on subjects such as abortion, 
foreign policy, energy, and stem cell research.

The bureaucracy is also an important policy maker. 
Through a quasi-legislative process known as rule mak-
ing, executive branch agencies formulate and imple-
ment policies in nearly every imaginable issue area. 

Rules, in fact, are the largest source of policy decisions 
made by the national government.

Even the judicial branch, which the Framers thought 
would be essentially powerless, has evolved into an 
important source of policy decisions. In recent years, 
the Supreme Court has made policy prescriptions in 
each of the domestic policy issue areas, as well as in 
criminal justice, civil liberties, and civil rights.

critical thinking questions

1. Is the decentralized nature of the policy-making 
process an advantage or disadvantage in 
producing the best possible solutions to the 
country’s problems?

2. Choose two areas of domestic policy. Who do 
you think should ultimately decide policy in each 
area? Are your answers for each policy area the 
same or different? Why or why not?

All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall 

consist of a Senate and House of Representatives. —ARTICLE I ,  SECTION 1

TheLiving Constitution
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Policy aDoPtion Policy adoption is the approval of a policy proposal by the 
people with requisite authority, such as a legislature or chief executive. This approval 
gives the policy legal force. Because most public policies in the United States result 
from legislation, policy adoption frequently requires building a series of majority 
coalitions necessary to secure the enactment of legislation in Congress. To secure the 
needed votes, a bill may be watered down or modified at any point in the legislative 
process. Or, the bill may fail to win a majority at one of them and die, at least for the 
time being.

The tortuous nature of congressional policy adoption has some important conse-
quences. First, complex legislation may require substantial periods of time to pass. 
Second, the legislation passed is often incremental, making only limited or marginal 
changes in existing policy. Third, legislation is frequently written in general or 
ambiguous language, as in the Clean Air Act, which provided amorphous instruc-
tions to administrators in the Environmental Protection Agency to set air quality 
standards that would allow for an “adequate margin of safety” to protect the public 
health. Phrases such as “adequate margin” are highly subjective and open to a wide 
range of interpretations. Language such as this may provide considerable discretion 
to the people who implement the law and also leave them doubting its intended 
purposes.

Ideally, policies would be adopted on the basis of comprehensive rational deci-
sion making, in which policy makers would make decisions with complete infor-
mation and expertise about the nature of the problem and the costs and benefits  
of proposed solutions. In the real world, however, policy making is not always 
rational. Decision makers often lack the time, information, or expertise to analyze 
accurately the likely effectiveness of various policies. They may be biased by their 
own personal values or experiences. The decentralization of the legislative process 
also encourages bargaining and compromise. Finally, once a course of action has 
been chosen and funds committed, “sunk costs” have been established, making it 
easier to continue in the same policy direction, adjusting policies incrementally 
rather than comprehensively.

Policy imPlementation Policy implementation is the process of carrying out 
public policies, most of which are implemented by administrative agencies. Some poli-
cies, however, are enforced in other ways. Voluntary compliance by businesses and 
individuals is one such technique. When grocers take out-of-date products off their 
shelves or when consumers choose not to buy food products after their expiration 
dates, voluntary compliance is at work. Implementation also involves the courts when 
they are called on to interpret the meaning of legislation, review the legality of agency 
rules and actions, and determine whether institutions such as prisons and mental hos-
pitals conform to legal and constitutional standards.

Administrative agencies may be authorized to use a number of techniques to 
implement public policies within their jurisdictions. These techniques can be catego-
rized as authoritative, incentive, capacity, or hortatory, depending on the behavioral 
assumptions on which they are based.21

 1. Authoritative techniques for policy implementation rest on the notion that people’s 
actions must be directed or restrained by government in order to prevent or elim-
inate activities or products that are unsafe, unfair, evil, or immoral. For example, 
consumer products must meet certain safety regulations, and radio stations can 
be fined heavily or have their broadcasting licenses revoked if they broadcast 
obscenities.

 2. Incentive techniques for policy implementation encourage people to act in their 
own best interest by offering payoffs or financial inducements for compliance 
with public policies. Such policies may provide tax deductions to encourage char-
itable giving or the purchase of alternative fuel vehicles, such as hybrid automo-
biles. Farmers also receive subsidies to make their production (or nonproduction) 
of wheat, cotton, and other goods more profitable. Conversely, sanctions, such as 

policy adoption
The approval of a policy proposal by 
people with the requisite authority, 
such as a legislature.

policy implementation
The process of carrying out public 
policy.
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high taxes, may discourage the purchase and use of products such as tobacco and 
liquor, and pollution fees may reduce the discharge of pollutants by making this 
action more costly to businesses.

 3. Capacity techniques provide people with information, education, training, or 
resources that enable them to participate in desired activities. The assumption 
underlying these techniques is that people have incentive or desire to do what is 
right but lack the capacity to act accordingly. Job training may help able-bodied 
people find work, and accurate information on interest rates will enable people to 
protect themselves against interest-rate gouging.

 4. Hortatory techniques encourage people to comply with policy by appealing to their 
“better instincts” and thereby directing them to act in desired ways. In this 
instance, policy implementers assume that people decide how to act according to 
their personal values and beliefs. During the Reagan administration, First Lady 
Nancy Reagan implored young people to “Just say no” to drugs. Hortatory tech-
niques to discourage littering include the use of highway signs displaying slogans 
like “Don’t Be a Litterbug” and “Don’t Mess with Texas.”

Often government will turn to a combination of authoritative, incentive, capacity, 
and hortatory approaches to reach its goals. For example, public health officials use all 
of these tools in their efforts to reduce tobacco use. These techniques include laws pro-
hibiting smoking in public places, taxes on the sales of tobacco products, warning labels 
on packs of cigarettes, and anti-smoking commercials on TV. There is no easy formula 
that will guarantee successful policy implementation; in practice, many policies only 
partially achieve their goals.

Budgeting also influences policy implementation. When a policy is adopted, fund-
ing levels are recommended but must be finalized by another set of policy makers. 
Congress separates the authorizations of new policies from the appropriations of funds 
so that debates over new policies do not delay or derail the national budgetary process. 
Whether a policy is well funded, poorly funded, or funded at all has a significant effect 
on its scope, impact, and effectiveness. For example, as a result of limited funding, the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) can inspect annually only a 
small fraction of the workplaces within its jurisdiction. Similarly, the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development has funds sufficient to provide rent subsidies only to 
approximately 20 percent of eligible low-income families.

Policy evaluation Practitioners of policy evaluation seek to determine whether 
a course of action is achieving its intended goals. They may also try to determine 
whether a policy is being fairly or efficiently administered. Although policy evaluation 
has become more rigorous, systematic, and objective over the past few decades, policy 
makers still make judgments often on the basis of anecdotal and fragmentary evidence 
rather than on solid facts and thorough analyses. Sometimes a program is judged as a 
good program simply because it is politically popular or fits the ideological beliefs of 
an elected official.

Policy evaluation may be conducted by a variety of players, including congressional 
committees, presidential commissions, administrative agencies, the courts, university 
researchers, private research organizations, and the Government Accountability Office 
(GAO). The GAO, created in 1921, conducts hundreds of studies of government agen-
cies and programs each year, either at the request of members of Congress or on its own 
initiative. The titles of two of its 2012 evaluations convey a notion of the breadth of its 
work: “Homelessness: Fragmentation and Overlap in Programs Highlight the Need to 
Identify, Assess, and Reduce Inefficiencies” and “Unconventional Oil and Gas 
Production: Opportunities and Challenges of Oil Shale Development.”

Evaluation research and studies can stimulate attempts to modify or terminate 
policies and thus restart the policy process. Legislators and administrators may for-
mulate and advocate for amendments designed to correct problems or shortcomings 
in a policy. In 2006, for example, national legislation establishing the Medicare 
program was amended to create a prescription drug benefit for senior citizens, 

policy evaluation
The process of determining whether a 
course of action is achieving its 
intended goals.
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known as Medicare Part D. The evaluation process may also result in the termina-
tion of policies; for example, in 2011, Congress terminated subsidies for ethanol, 
ending the tax credit established in 1986. Congress took this action in response to 
research suggesting that increased use of ethanol had a minimal positive impact on 
the environment. Policies may also be terminated automatically through sunset pro-
visions, or “expiration dates” that Congress can add to legislation. Without reautho-
rization by Congress, a 1994 ban on civilian use of assault weapons, for example, 
expired in 2004 under a sunset provision. The 2001 USA PATRIOT Act initially 
was set to expire in 2005, but was evaluated, amended, and reauthorized. Most 
recently, in 2011, President Barack Obama signed a four-year extension of three 
components of the law: the government’s ability to search records, use roving wire-
taps, and conduct surveillance of terrorist suspects.

The budgetary process also gives the president and the Congress an opportu-
nity to review the government’s many policies and programs, to inquire into their 
administration, to appraise their value and effectiveness, and to exercise some influ-
ence on their conduct. In 2011, a national debate arose over government funding 
of Planned Parenthood. Critics unsuccessfully tried to end what they deemed pub-
lic funding of abortion, while supporters advocated the need to protect women’s 
health services, including cancer screening. Not all of the government’s thousands 
of programs undergo full examination every year. But, over a period of several years, 
most programs come under scrutiny. The demise of programs is relatively rare; 
more often, a troubled program is modified or allowed to limp along because it 
provides a popular service. For example, the nation’s passenger rail system, Amtrak, 
remains dependent on government funds. Although its northeastern lines are 
financially self-sufficient, many of Amtrak’s longer-distance routes are not able to 
operate without significant government subsidies. Nevertheless, the more rural 
routes remain popular with legislators in western states; thus Amtrak continues to 
receive governmental support.22

Health Policy Today

T

Describe health policy in the United States.16.2

he national government’s involvement in health policy extends to a num-
ber of other policy areas. Many millions of people receive medical care 
through the medical branches of the armed forces, the hospitals and medi-
cal programs of the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Indian Health 

Service. In the 1960s, the government began funding health programs for senior citi-
zens and the poor and disabled, known as Medicare and Medicaid, respectively. And, 
in 2010, the Democratic Congress passed, and President Barack Obama signed into 
law, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which expanded the federal gov-
ernment’s role in providing health insurance. The federal government estimated that it 
would spend $967 billion in the 2014 fiscal year for health and human services.23

  medicare
Medicare, which was created by Congress and Democratic President Lyndon B. 
Johnson in 1965, covers persons who are disabled or over age 65. It is administered by 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services in the Department of Health and 
Human Services. Medicare is financed by a payroll tax of 1.45 percent paid by both 
employees and employers on the total amount of one’s wages or salary. In 2014, this tax 
increased to 3.8 percent for Americans making more than $200,000 per year. Medicare 
coverage has four components: Parts A, B, C, and D. Benefits under Part A are granted 

Medicare
The federal program established dur-
ing the Lyndon B. Johnson adminis-
tration that provides medical care to 
elderly Social Security recipients.
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to all Americans automatically at age sixty-five, when they qualify for Social Security. It 
covers hospitalization, some skilled nursing care, and home health services.

Part B, which is optional, covers payment for physicians’ services, outpatient and 
diagnostic services, x-rays, and some other items not covered by Part A. Excluded 
from coverage are eyeglasses, hearing aids, and dentures. This portion of the Medicare 
program is financed partly by monthly payments from beneficiaries and partly by 
general tax revenues.

Medicare Part C programs are also known as Medicare Advantage programs. 
Administered by private insurance companies, they provide coverage that meets or 
exceeds the coverage of traditional Medicare programs. Medicare Advantage programs 
may also include additional services for a fee, such as prescription drug coverage and 
dental and vision insurance.

Medicare Part D is the optional prescription drug benefit that went into effect in 
2006. Participants pay a monthly premium that varies by plan: after an annual deduct-
ible, 75 percent of prescription costs are covered until the subscriber reaches a coverage 
gap, known as a “donut hole.” Participants are then responsible for 100% of prescrip-
tion costs until they reach their yearly maximum for out-of-pocket expenses, after 
which additional costs are covered at 90% to 95%. The 2010 Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act gradually phases out the coverage gap by 2020.

Today, Medicare provides health insurance coverage for more than 45 million 
Americans. Roughly 20 percent of these enrollees choose Medicare Advantage pro-
grams. More than half of Medicare enrollees also choose to take advantage of the 
Medicare prescription drug benefit. In 2010, the first wave of baby boomers reached 
retirement age. As the number of eligible beneficiaries continues to increase, the cost of 
Medicare is expected to grow at an annual rate of 6.3%, with projected budget short-
falls as soon as 2020. To address these budget issues, the Medicare tax will increase by 
0.9 percent starting in 2013 for individuals with incomes over $200,000 or married 
couples with incomes over $250,000. An additional 3.8% tax increase will be applied to 
unearned investment income.

  medicaid
Medicaid, a government program that subsidizes health insurance for the poor and 
disabled, was enacted in 1965, at the same time as Medicare. It provides health insur-
ance coverage for low-income Americans who meet a set of eligibility requirements. To 
receive Medicaid benefits, citizens must meet minimum-income thresholds, be dis-
abled, or be pregnant.

Unlike Medicare, which is financed and administered by the national government, 
Medicaid is a joint venture between the national and state governments. The national 
government provides between 50 and 75 percent of the funding necessary to adminis-
ter Medicaid programs (depending on state per capita income). This money is given to 
the states in the form of block grants. States then supplement the national funds with 
money from their own treasuries. They also are given the latitude to establish eligibility 
thresholds and the level of benefits available to citizens.

As a result, Medicaid programs vary widely from state to state. Most states provide 
coverage for all pregnant women and all children younger than one year. In a majority 
of states, the income requirement is set to provide coverage to citizens with incomes up 
to 185 percent of the federal poverty line. This is equivalent to an income of about 
$21,000 for an individual or $44,000 for a family of four. In some states, all low-income 
residents receive Medicaid assistance, whereas in other states, many of the needy are 
left unprotected. And, in some states “medically indigent” people—those who do not 
meet traditional income requirements but have large medical expenses—receive cover-
age, whereas in other states, these citizens must find their own funding.

In 2014, Medicaid provided coverage for almost 66 million Americans, making it 
the largest government health insurance program in the United States. This program 
comes with a substantial price tag: more than $400 billion in national and state funds. 
Medicaid is also one of the largest and fastest growing portions of state budgets. In 

Medicaid
A government program that subsi-
dizes medical care for the poor.
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recent years, it has accounted for roughly 17 percent of state general expenditures. 
Starting in 2014, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act expands Medicaid 
eligibility to include low-wage workers and their families (up to 133% of the poverty 
line). The state health insurance exchanges are also expected to facilitate increased 
enrollment of those currently eligible for Medicaid. These two factors combined will 
increase Medicaid coverage to an estimated 95 million Americans by 2022 at a cost of 
more than $840 billion per year.

  health insurance
One of the most significant issues that policy makers must confront in the area of 
health policy is the rising cost of care. As medical technology advances, citizens live 
longer. But, this increased lifespan comes with a price tag. Often, it comes in the form 
of long-term care, prescription drugs, and costly medical procedures that would have 
been unimaginable forty years ago. These rising costs place a significant burden on 
individuals and insurance companies, as well as the national and state government 
commitments to Medicare and Medicaid.

A quick review of the increase in health care costs over the past forty years helps 
to demonstrate the magnitude of the problem. In 1970, Americans spent about $356 
per capita on health care costs. By 2013, spending increased to an estimated $9,349 per 
person on health care costs—more than 26 times 1970 levels. These levels far exceed 
the rate of inflationary growth and are projected to continue to rise to more than 
$13,709 per capita by 2020.

In reality, of course, these expenditures are not evenly distributed across all 
Americans; 10 percent of citizens account for 63 percent of all health care costs. The 
majority of these expenditures pay for physician’s office visits and hospital care. 
However, prescription drug costs and nursing home expenditures constitute rapidly 
rising proportions of American health care costs.24 (To learn more about Americans’ 
health care expenditures, see Figure 16.2.)

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 marked the first major 
change in national health policy since the adoption of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965. 
Its primary purpose was to establish government-run health insurance exchanges to 
ensure that nearly all Americans would have access to health care coverage, including 
those living in poverty, who are eligible for special subsidies. These exchanges are financed 

NHE Total Expenditures: $2,593.6 billion

Other Health
Spending,

$407.6
(15.7%)

Physician/
Clinical

Services,
$515.5

(19.9%)

Other
Personal

Health Care,
$384.2

(14.8%)

Hospital Care,
$814.0

(31.4%)

Home Health
Care, $70.2

(2.7%)

Nursing Care Facilities &
Continuing Care Retirement

Communities, $143.1
(5.5%)

Prescription
Drugs, $259.1

(10.0%)

f igure 16 .2  WHErE DO AmEricAN HEAlTH cArE ExpENDiTUrES gO?
Physicians and hospital care constitute a majority of health care expenditures. However, prescription drug 
and nursing home costs are rapidly rising.

source: Kaiser Family Foundation, www.kff.org/insurance/upload/7692_02.pdf.
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Take a Closer Look
The year 2013 marks the twentieth anniversary of three strikes laws, or habitual 
offender laws, requiring states to impose a life sentence when a criminal is convicted 
of a third serious felony. First passed in Washington State and popular through the 
mid-1990s, currently twenty-four states retain three strikes legislation. Over time, 
these longer sentences have produced an aging inmate population with escalating 
health care needs, which states are required to meet. The Supreme Court ruled in 
Estelle v. Gamble (1976) that to deny prisoners access to professional medical 
diagnosis and treatment violates the Eighth Amendment’s protection against cruel 
and unusual punishment.

critical thinking questions

1. Why are inmates the only class of people constitutionally guaranteed the right to 
health care?

2. How will states fund the rising costs of prison health care?

3. Should the “three strikes, and you’re out” policy have an age limit?

The inmates are shown to be advancing in years, 
a reference to the fact that the inmate 
population—perhaps as a result of habitual 
offender laws—is aging and in need of continued 
and sustained health care.

The prisoner’s comment is a reference to the fact that he will be guaranteed 
health care—unlike Americans who are not incarcerated—for the duration 
of his life sentence.
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by a number of taxes and fees, most notably an increase in the Medicare tax for Americans 
earning more than $200,000 per year. Americans do not have to buy in to these 
exchanges; they have the option of retaining their private health insurance if they so 
choose. The bill also provides incentives for businesses to offer health insurance—a very 
costly proposition for many employers. And, importantly, it prevents health insurance 
companies from denying Americans coverage on the basis of preexisting conditions.

Reaction to the Affordable Care Act has been mixed. Large majorities of Americans 
believe that the legislation will lead to significant changes in the American health care 
system. However, support for the program was severely undermined in October 2013 
when, upon roll-out, the Healthcare.gov Web site was unable to process the sudden 
influx of applicants. Further complications have arisen in practice, such as narrow pro-
vider networks under the ACA.

The legislation has been especially unpopular with state governments. More than half 
of the states have already sued or announced that they will sue the national government 
to block implementation of the policy. These states believe that the act is an infringement 
on states’ reserved powers, which are granted to them under the Tenth Amendment of the 
U.S. Constitution. Although in July 2012, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutional-
ity of the new law, it seems likely that the ACA will continue to be highly contested at 
many levels of government and also within the “court of public opinion.”

  Public health
Government also plays a major role in managing the spread of, and increase in, infec-
tious and chronic disease, respectively. From AIDS to obesity, public policy makers have 
attempted to use government power to fight threats to the nation’s health. Among the 
government’s tools are immunizations, research, education, and regulations. For many 
contagious diseases such as polio, measles, and chickenpox, the government requires 
immunization of young children if they are enrolled in day care, preschool, or elemen-
tary school. Public health officials also use vaccines in the adult population to manage 
the spread of diseases such as influenza (the flu). While not requiring citizens to receive 
flu shots, the government recommends that high-risk groups (infants, senior citizens) 
receive immunizations and also subsidizes vaccines for low-income populations.

Debates over public health also can run into conflicts over social values. After the 
Food and Drug Administration approved a vaccine to prevent human papillomavirus 
(HPV) infection, a widespread sexually transmitted infection (STI) linked to cervical and 

table 16.1 WHAT DO AmEricANS THiNk AbOUT HEAlTH iNSUrANcE rEfOrm?

“In general, would you say that the 2010 health care law recently 
upheld by the Supreme Court will make things better or worse for 
each of the following?”

 

Make things 
better 

%

 Make things 
worse

%

Same/No 
difference (vol.)

%

No 
opinion

%

People who currently 
do not have health 
insurance

59 32 2 6

People who get sick 55 34 2 8

Hospitals 45 45 2 8

You, personally 38 42 13 7

Doctors 37 51 3 9

People who currently 
have health insurance 36 46 10 8

Businesses 33 57 3 8

Taxpayers 30 60 3 8

(vol.) = Volunteered response 
source: Data from Gallup, National adults, July 9–12, 2012.
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other cancers, a national advisory committee recommended universal vaccination for boys 
and girls. However, debate raged over whether states should require the vaccine, commonly 
known as Gardasil, or simply offer parents the option. The issue even arose in the 2012 
presidential election, with opponents arguing that mandating Gardasil vaccination would 
violate parents’ rights, be too expensive, and could increase promiscuity by giving a false 
sense of security concerning protection against STIs. Uncertainties about the long-term 
safety and immunity provided by the vaccine also have complicated the debate.

The national government also finances medical research, primarily through the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH). The National Cancer Institute, the National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases, and the other NIH institutes and centers spend more than $30 billion annu-
ally on biomedical research. Another leading agency is the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), which are tasked with prevention and management of infec-
tious disease, food-borne pathogens, environmental health, occupational safety, and 
health promotion. Most Americans accept and support extensive government spend-
ing on medical research.

Evidence supported by medical research has moved obesity onto the agenda as a 
public health issue. The policy debate has evolved from emphasizing individual 
responsibility to a comprehensive solution, including the food industry, schools, 
marketing, the workplace, and communities. First Lady Michelle Obama launched 
the “Let’s Move” campaign to fight childhood obesity in 2010. A year later, President 
Barack Obama proclaimed September as National Childhood Obesity Awareness 

HOW DOES THE gOvErNmENT prOmOTE pUblic HEAlTH?
A 2012 New York City proposal called for a ban on the sale of large sodas in city restaurants, theaters, and 
sporting venues. As part of Obama’s health care reform, restaurants with twenty or more locations now 
have to provide nutritional information on menus, including calories and calories from fat.
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Month. In 2012, the Institute of Medicine issued a report, “Accelerating Progress in 
Obesity Prevention: Solving the Weight of the Nation,” further capturing national 
attention with startling statistics on the prevalence of obesity in America. 
Approximately two-thirds of adults and one-third of children are overweight or 
obese, an epidemic that costs $190.2 billion per year.25 In 2012, as well, the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture issued new rules for federally subsidized school lunch 
programs, requiring that schools increase servings of fruits and vegetables while 
decreasing salt and fat. At the local level, in June 2012, New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg proposed a ban on large sugary soft drinks in city restaurants; 
this was followed by a discussion of a similar ban in Cambridge, Massachusetts. All 
three streams of the agenda-setting process—problems, policies, and politics—are at 
work pushing the issue of obesity onto the government’s agenda.

Education Policy Today

I

Outline education policy in the United States.16.3

n 2012, more than $1.5 trillion was spent on education at all levels of gov-
ernment. The federal government paid approximately 10% of the bill. In 
addition to aiding states for K–12 and higher education, the federal gov-
ernment offers two forms of indirect assistance to higher education: grants 

for low-income students and guaranteed student loans. Ultimately, states and localities 
dominate education funding and policy making, although national policies provide 
monetary incentives for compliance with standardized goals. The largest shift toward 
the federal government in educational policy making came with the 2002 bipartisan 
education reform bill supported by the late Democratic Senator Edward M. Kennedy 
(D–MA) and Republican President George W. Bush, commonly referred to as the No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). NCLB employs high standards and measurable 
goals as a method of improving American education across states, with states left to 
decide if the new requirements are worth complying with in exchange for limited fed-
eral funding. In the wake of this major reform, the policy debate has shifted from 
comprehensive solutions to perceived problems in education to incremental changes in 
the implementation of NCLB.

  the no child left behind act
Signed into law in January 2002, NCLB has four main pillars. First, results-oriented 
accountability plays a central role in NCLB. The legislation is designed to monitor 
student achievement in schools, paying special attention to disadvantaged student 
populations. Each year, students take a battery of standardized tests designed to 
measure whether they have met a set of educational goals. Test results are then tabu-
lated and broken down by race, ethnicity, and gender to better measure students’ 
progress. Schools and school districts also use these data to issue annual report cards 
on their achievement. Schools that do not meet their goals are encouraged to offer 
ancillary education services, such as tutoring, to improve their students’ educational 
achievement. If progress is still not made, schools or school districts may be forced 
to reorganize. 

Second, the design of NCLB encourages state and local flexibility in the use of 
national funds. Flexibility in funding is an effort to build a cooperative education 
enterprise between national, state, and local government by reducing commitment 
to “one size fits all” policy reforms. Thus, depending on their local needs, schools can 
use resources to enhance school technology, develop experimental programs intended 
to improve education outcomes, or invest in programs to upgrade teacher training 
and quality. Outcomes are viewed as more important than uniformity in process.

No Child Left Behind Act 
(NCLB)
Education reform passed in 2002 that 
employs high standards and measur-
able goals as a method of improving 
American education.
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critical thinking questions
1. Which states have the lowest ranking for 

overall quality of public schools?
2. Why do you think school quality rankings 

vary substantially from state to state?
3. How might policy makers use this data to 

improve educational equity in the United 
States?

This map shows state education report cards across the United States as of January 2010, as reported in Education 
Week. The report provides a comprehensive measure of policy and performance across six areas that include K–12 
achievement, teaching profession, and school fi nance.  Each state is assigned a “grade” in each category using a 
complex grading rubric.  The summary grades reported in the map below allow for comparisons across states and 
regions.  Overall, the nation scores a C.  For the third year in a row, Maryland has the highest score with a B+. States 
with a dotted fi ll are ones that do not allow collective bargaining rights for teachers. Some argue that collective 
bargaining rights prevent state fl exibility in reforming education. Critics, however, point to the positive impact that 
collective bargaining rights have on recruiting and retaining teachers. They also note that some of the top performing 
states allow collective bargaining rights. 

source:  Data from http://www.edweek.org/media/ew/qc/2011/QualityCounts2011_
PressRelease.pdf; http://voices.washingtonpost.com/answer-sheet/guest-bloggers/
how-states-with-no-teacher-uni.html
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The third pillar of NCLB envisions the national government as a purveyor of 
proven methods of achieving high-quality education outcomes. National policy analysts 
and curriculum experts create best practices in a range of subject areas ranging from 
reading to mathematics to science and share this information and curriculum with 
schools and school districts. For example, NCLB’s “Reading First” and “Early Reading 
First” programs are designed to produce high-quality readers. The programs have estab-
lished a track record for educational success.

At times, schools and districts are unable to meet educational goals despite all efforts. 
Thus, NCLB’s fourth pillar involves school choice. If a child is attending a failing school, 
students and their parents may have the option to enroll at an institution that is success-
fully meeting its educational achievement goals. In some cases, this may mean sending a 
child to another public school at no cost in the district or to a private school.

One way to implement a school choice policy is through the use of vouchers, or 
certificates issued by the government that may be applied toward the cost of attend-
ing private or other public schools. The monetary value of these certificates usually 
correlates with the cost of educating a student in his or her local public school. 
Supporters of vouchers essentially argue that money talks. They believe that if par-
ents remove their students from failing schools, these schools will quickly learn that 
they have to take steps to improve educational quality, or they will no longer have a 
reason to exist. Opponents, however, contend that allowing students to take money 
away from failing schools is counterintuitive and actually makes it harder for failing 
schools to improve.

Parents may also choose to send their children to charter schools. Charter schools 
are semipublic schools founded by universities, corporations, or concerned parents. They 
have open admission and receive some support from the government; they may also 
receive private donations to increase the quality of education. When the number of 
students interested in attending a school exceeds the openings available, students are 
usually selected by means of a random lottery. Charter schools are rapidly increasing in 
popularity in the United States. In some jurisdictions, such as New Orleans, charter 
schools are consistently among the highest performing institutions in the city. Critics, 
however, charge that it is difficult to ensure that charter schools are meeting educational 

vouchers
Certificates issued by the government 
that may be applied toward the cost of 
attending private or other public 
schools.

charter schools
Semipublic schools that have open 
admission but may also receive private 
donations to increase the quality of 
education.

WHAT ArE cHArTEr ScHOOlS?
Charter schools are semipublic institutions that are run by universities, nonprofits, or corporations. Many 
charter schools, such as Harlem Success Academy, seen here, have achieved outstanding results in 
traditionally underprivileged communities.
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standards, and that a system that cannot accommodate all students interested in attend-
ing is inherently flawed. Because they are semi-private they do not have the same con-
trols on curriculum—and the fact that there are not enough slots for all those who want 
to attend—creates inequality in access to good education.

Despite efforts to improve education quality and equality, implementation of the 
NCLB remains controversial across the political spectrum. Critics often claim that the 
reform places too much emphasis on standardized testing as a means of measuring 
student achievement. This, they argue, ignores many of the nonmeasurable but equally 
important aspects of student learning. It also encourages teachers to “teach to the test” 
rather than helping students learn analytical thinking skills. Finally, the requirements 
of NCLB may force schools and teachers to sacrifice education in subject areas that are 
untested, such as civics, art, or music. These sacrifices may produce less well-rounded 
students or fail to engage or prepare students for the professional world.

Other critics contend that the primary problem with NCLB is that it further 
nationalizes elementary and secondary education, which is best administered by state 
and local governments. These observers believe that state and local governments are 
better able to understand the unique social and economic challenges that face com-
munities and may affect educational policies and achievements. What is worse, these 
critics argue, is that NCLB contains a host of national mandates for state and local 
governments, but it contains little funding to help with policy implementation.

As a result of these criticisms, the National Education Association and its affili-
ates filed a lawsuit charging that the act was unconstitutional because it required 
state and local governments to spend their own funds to comply with national legis-
lation. The courts, however, disagreed. Legislative attempts to express opposition to 
the law have been more successful. The states of Utah, Vermont, and Hawaii, to name 
a few, have passed legislation or resolutions opting out of portions of the law they 
consider to be unfunded or underfunded.

Opponents of NCLB appeared to gain an ally in the White House with the elec-
tion of President Barack Obama in 2008. Obama’s Race to the Top initiative provided 
funding for education through competitive grant programs, rather than a formula 
based on student achievement on standardized tests.26 In response, states have begun 
to adopt a common core curriculum, implement new systems for performance-based 
teacher evaluations, and convert low-performance schools to charter schools, among 
numerous other reforms.

The Obama administration also took a number of other steps outside NCLB to 
advance education policy. Within one month of taking office, President Obama signed 
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The act, which became law in February 
2009, awarded $94.7 billion to education programming. Under the law, Head Start 
programs for low-income preschoolers received over $2 billion in supplemental fund-
ing. State departments of education, which were struggling with budget shortfalls and 
teacher furloughs and layoffs, were given nearly $45 billion in aid. Additional monies 
also were allocated for childcare programs and the low-interest college loans known as 
Pell Grants. Grant recipients reported that over 275,000 jobs in education were saved 
as a result of the additional funding provided by the law.

  federal aid to higher education
Federal governmental policies toward higher education provide indirect support 
through funding of research grants and financial assistance to students, representing 
about 15% of total spending by all levels of government in higher education. The fed-
eral government also funds the U.S. Military Academy, U.S. Naval Academy, U.S. Air 
Force Academy, U.S. Coast Guard Academy, and the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. 
Any school that receives federal funding (K–12 or higher education) must comply with 
Title IX of the Educational Amendment Acts of 1972, barring any discrimination on 
the basis of sex in admissions, student financial aid, or athletics.

Access to college, however, has been the most prominent higher education policy 
focus in recent years. Students graduate from college with an average debt of $23,000, 
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yet the federal government spends more than $140 billion each year in grants and 
loans. Grants, based on financial need, do not require repayment, including Federal Pell 
Grants, Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (FSEOG), Teacher 
Education Assistance for College and Higher Education (TEACH) Grants, and Iraq 
and Afghanistan Service Grants. The Federal Direct Student Loan Program allows 
students and families to borrow money to pay for college, with repayment (with inter-
est) deferred until a student graduates or leaves college. This program includes the 
Federal Perkins Loans, Federal Stafford Loan, PLUS Loan for Parents, PLUS Loan 
for Graduate and Professional Degree Students, and Consolidation Loans. College 
Work Study programs, providing part-time jobs to college students while enrolled in 
school, also rely on federal funding.

Changes to student aid that went into effect in the 2012–2013 school year 
under the College Cost Reduction and Access Act (2007) include requirements that 
a student graduate from high school or pass the GED in order to be eligible for 
federally funded college grants or loans. The federally subsidized Stafford loans have 
a fixed interest rate of 3.4%. Additional reforms take effect in 2013–2014 with the 
Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act, signed into law by President Barack 
Obama in 2010, increasing Pell Grants by more than $40 billion, allowing new bor-
rowers of student loans to cap their repayments at 10% of their income with the 
entire balance forgiven after 20 years, and providing $2 billion to community col-
leges to implement career training programs.

Energy and Environmental  
Policy Today

E

Explain energy and environmental policy in the United States.16.4

nergy and environmental policy are inextricably linked in today’s global 
economy. Environmental pollution is the by-product or consequence of 
development that imposes unwanted costs, or externalities, on society at 
large. Balancing the demand for inexpensive and abundant sources of 

energy, the costs of regulation, and the need to address issues of climate change creates 
controversy within this policy area, preventing comprehensive policy reform.

  energy Policy
In 2013, President Barack Obama’s budget included $27.2 billion for the 
Department of Energy to implement an “all-of-the-above” approach to energy pol-
icy. Highlights of the budget included increased funding for research and develop-
ment of clean technologies, incentives to create clean energy jobs, and increased 
measures to provide nuclear safety while maintaining nuclear deterrence. Obama 
also pledged to further reduce dependence on foreign oil by a third; in 2011, for the 
first time in thirteen years, the United States imported less than half of the crude 
oil it consumed. Still, the U.S. contains only 2% of the world’s oil reserves but con-
sumes 20% of the world’s oil (see Figure 16.3).

The budget reflects the energy priorities first established during the energy crisis of 
the 1970s and expanded incrementally through both Republican and Democratic 
administrations. The need for energy is constant, and just 6.8% of energy sources in the 
United States are renewable, or derived from natural resources that can be replenished, 
including solar, wind, biomass, rain, tide, and geothermal energy. Fossil fuels—oil, coal, 
and natural gas—are nonrenewable, and each has advantages and disadvantages in terms 
of efficiency, costs, and the environmental impact of production and consumption. 
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Extraction of natural gas, for example, has raised concerns about groundwater and 
drinking water contamination and about potential links to earthquakes induced by 
hydraulic fracturing, commonly known as fracking, in which fluids are pumped into a 
rock layer to create a wellbore to collect natural gas. In 2012, Vermont became the first 
state to ban fracking, and a growing number of states now require companies to disclose 
the chemicals used in the process. Although nuclear power is the cleanest source of 
energy, it is perhaps the most controversial, including concerns about the safety of 
nuclear power’s impact on health, the environment, and national security.

Republicans and Democrats have been divided over plans to increase drilling for oil 
in the United States, including the Alaska National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), and in 
offshore waters. Republicans have been more likely to support business opportunities 
for the oil and gas industry, while Democrats have been more supportive of developing 
alternatives energy sources and concerned about potential environmental damage. For 
example, the Obama administration has remained wary about the Keystone XL Pipeline 
proposal to link oil refineries in Canada to the Gulf of Mexico, citing concerns regard-
ing its environmental impact. With regard to offshore exploration for new fuel sources, 
the Obama administration in 2014 cleared the way for significant expansion of explora-
tion along the Atlantic Coast, but had not yet authorized actual drilling.

Energy policy addresses energy consumption in addition to energy production. 
The federal government has a long history of regulating the car manufacturing indus-
try, for example, to produce automobiles that maintain fuel efficiency standards. Current 
policy requires an average standard of 54.5 MPG for passenger vehicles by 2025. The 
fuel efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions of trucks have also been limited for mod-
els manufactured from 2014 to 2018. In addition, investments are being made in the 
development and production of enough batteries to support a million plug-in, electric, 
and hybrid vehicles by 2015. Moreover, the Department of Energy and the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development have joined forces to upgrade the efficiency of 
buildings, factories, and homes across the United States.

Incrementally, energy policy reforms have focused on issues of supply and 
demand while balancing costs, safety, and the environment. Addressing the envi-
ronmental impact of the production and consumption of energy, however, often 
requires regulations that increase costs for businesses and consumers, at the pump 
and in environmental degradation (see Figure 16.4).

15%
Mexico

19%
South

America

5%

Canada

17%
Europe

Asia

Middle
East

Australia

U.S

22%

22%
Africa

F igure 16 .3  Where do u.s. oil imports come from?
American oil imports come from sources around the globe. Although the largest percentages come from 
the Middle East and Africa, significant proportions also come from South America, Mexico, and Canada.

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Office of Senator Richard Lugar.
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  environmental Policy
In the United States in recent years, the need for economic recovery and the demand 
for reduced dependency on foreign oil have overshadowed the issue of environmental 
protection. The major federal government environmental policies in effect today were 
passed during the 1970s in efforts to address air and water pollution, endangered spe-
cies, and hazardous waste disposal.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 required the completion of 
environmental impact statements by bureaucratic agencies when the government pro-
posed a project. These impact statements are available to the public, opening up the policy-
making process to citizens, interest groups, and other levels of government. The intended 
result is to require agencies to consider the environmental consequences of their decision 
making. To help facilitate the oversight of NEPA and other environmental protection 
efforts, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was created in 1970. The EPA con-
solidated many national environmental programs under one independent executive 
branch agency, with the agency administrator reporting directly to the president.

Congress followed up its efforts with NEPA by passing the most significant piece 
of environmental legislation in American history. Under the Clean Air Act of 1970 
(CAA), Congress established national primary and secondary air quality standards for 
six air pollutants. The primary standards were for the protection of human health, and 
the secondary standards were to protect nonhealth values, such as crops, buildings, 
lakes, and forests. The CAA also established emissions standards for vehicles and regu-
lated fuels and toxic and hazardous sources of pollution.

In 1972, Congress followed up the Clean Air Act with the Clean Water Act 
(CWA). With nearly unanimous support among members of Congress, the law estab-
lished the goal of making all American surface water “swimmable and fishable by 1985.” 
The law gave states the authority to implement the policy within federal guidelines, 
including water quality standards and technological controls on discharges of pollutants. 
The law also provided funding for states to construct new wastewater treatment plants.

National policy initiatives grew throughout the 1970s, with the passage of legislation 
such as the Safe Drinking Water Act (1974), which established national standards for 
drinking water quality; the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (1976), which elim-
inated the existence of unsanitary town dumps; and the Comprehensive Environmental 

Clean Air Act of 1970
The law that established national pri-
mary and secondary standards for air 
quality in the United States. A revised 
version was passed in 1990.

Clean Water Act of 1972
The Act that created water quality 
standards to control pollution, including 
elimination of point source discharge of 
pollutants.

Coal
42.2%

Natural Gas
24.8%

Nuclear
19.2%

Hydro
7.8%

Oil (Petroleum)
and Other

1.3%

Renewables
4.7%

f igure 16 .4  HOW DOES THE UNiTED STATES gENErATE ElEcTriciTY?
Although the percentage of American power coming from alternative fuel sources has increased in recent 
years, coal is still the largest source of electrical power.

source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, www.eia.doe.gov.
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Explore Your World
Gas prices vary significantly both within the United States and around the globe, 
depending on the price of crude oil and levels of supply and demand. Within the 
United States, gas prices increase as distance from the source of crude oil increases. 
Regions that produce crude oil have lower gas prices than those that have to either 
transport crude oil across states or import oil internationally. However, these 
differences are minimal in comparison to gas prices in Europe, where governments 
have imposed high taxes on fuel to encourage conservation and fuel-efficient 
technologies.

critical thinking questions

1. What would be the financial impact of a significant tax increase on gas in the 
United States? How would this tax influence low-income versus moderate- to 
high-income families?

2. What long-term changes in behavior might result from increased taxes on gas in 
the United States? How might these behavioral changes affect environmental, 
transportation, and housing issues in the United States?

3. Is it possible to reduce American consumption of gasoline if prices remain low? 
Aside from increasing taxes, what policy changes might encourage people to buy 
more fuel-efficient cars or to make better use of public transportation?

FranceUK Germany US

Price per
Gallon in
US Dollars

Taxes in
US Dollars

Price of
Crude Oil

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

The tax rate in the United States is among the 
lowest at 11%. The United States has been 
reluctant to follow the European model, as both 
Republicans and Democrats have fought to 
maintain relatively inexpensive gas prices.

In Great Britain, Germany, and France, motorists 
pay up to 60% in taxes, with prices reaching 
nearly $10 per gallon in 2012.

source:  http://www.eia.gov/countries/prices/gasolinewithtax.cfm, accessed June 6, 2012.
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Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (Superfund), which was designed to clean up 
many of the nation’s hazardous waste sites.

As the 1970s ended, so did the prominent role held by energy and environmental 
policy on the national government’s agenda. With a few notable exceptions, such as the 
Clean Air Act of 1990 and a 2009 requirement for the EPA to regulate carbon dioxide, 
the national government has not aggressively tackled environmental issues with policy 
reforms as it had done in the 1970s.

  climate change
The need for comprehensive policy focusing on both energy and environmental issues 
became apparent as global climate change advanced to the forefront of environmental 
concerns. However, scientists cannot predict the absolute consequences of climate 
change, nor does the problem have an easy solution. President Barack Obama has been 
involved in international agreements on climate change, including the Copenhagen 
Accord in 2009 and the follow-up 2010 Cancun Agreement and 2011 Durban meet-
ing, reaching agreements to limit greenhouse gas emissions. Obama’s Climate Change 
Adaptation Task Force continues to make recommendations for policy changes at the 
national level.

Meanwhile, states have taken their own initiatives to address greenhouse gas emis-
sions. In 2002, the state of California passed a law aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions from automobiles by 30 percent before 2016. This law went far beyond the national 
standards for greenhouse gas emissions established by the Environmental Protection 
Agency. By 2012, thirteen other states adopted enforceable emissions standards, while 
twenty-three states created emissions goals or targets. States are also cooperating with 
each other to address climate change. Currently, five regional climate initiatives are in 
operation, including, for example, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), a cap 
and trade agreement between nine states to buy and sell permits for greenhouse emissions, 
creating financial incentives to reduce emissions.

By 2012, thirty state governments and the District of Columbia adopted manda-
tory Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS), which require set amounts of electricity to 
be generated from alternative sources. Another seven states have adopted voluntary 
standards. For example, California has mandated that the percentage of renewable 
energy sales reach at least 33 percent by the end of 2020. Nearly half of states also have 
“public benefit funds” to provide subsidies for energy-efficient appliances, weatheriza-
tion, and renewable technologies. Nearly all states have “net metering” and green pric-
ing, allowing individuals to sell electricity back to the grid or to pay a higher premium 
for renewable sources of energy. States are also adopting policies to limit power plant 
emissions, encourage energy efficiency, provide incentives for low-carbon fuels and 
vehicles, and promote biomass initiatives. For example, Maine offers its residents up to 
a $7,000 tax rebate on residential photovoltaic system (solar power) installations and 
$1,250 on solar thermal water heaters. Texas also offers tax incentives for individuals 
and corporations who use solar or wind power to generate energy. By 2012, more than 
two-thirds of states adopted comprehensive climate action plans. For its part, the 
national government offers tax incentives for energy-efficient construction and has also 
taken steps to encourage the usage of compact fluorescent light bulbs, which are more 
energy efficient and last longer than their incandescent counterparts.

State and local governments have taken a number of additional steps to encour-
age citizens to become more environmentally friendly, or “green,” in other areas of 
their lives. Many states and localities offer mandatory or optional recycling programs. 
The state of North Carolina, for example, recently passed legislation making it illegal 
to throw plastic bottles and aluminum cans in trash bins. Although the law has proved 
difficult to enforce, activists still argue that it is a step in the right direction and that 
it will have a significant environmental impact. And, in an attempt to reduce the 
waste generated from plastic bags, a number of cities, including San Francisco, have 
adopted legislation banning plastic bag use or charging consumers for plastic bags 
with their purchases. In Washington, D.C., shoppers who want a plastic bag must pay 
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an additional five cents per bag. In the city of Seattle, the fee is twenty cents per bag 
for paper or plastic to encourage shoppers to bring their own reusable cloth bags.

These public policies represent only a small sampling of the legislation enacted in 
recent years. They also say little about citizens’ and interest groups’ actions to put Earth-
friendliness on the systematic and governmental agendas. It is likely that these policy 
areas, along with the other domestic policy issues, will continue to have importance to 
Americans in years to come.

Toward Reform: Ongoing 
Challenges in Domestic Policy

HOW cAN gOvErNmENTS ENcOUrAgE AmEricANS TO gO grEEN?
One simple way governments have encouraged environmental consciousness is to provide citizens with 
incentives to purchase compact fluorescent light bulbs, shown here.

D

Assess the ongoing challenges in U.S. domestic policy.16.5

omestic policy legislation has a rich history in the United States. However, 
in each of the issue areas considered, public policy challenges are yet to be 
solved. Health care costs continue to rise, implementation of the No Child 
Left Behind Act has not met goals for standards and performance, and 

the need for a comprehensive policy to address energy and climate change continues. 
Innovative, bold solutions to problems, however, are difficult to achieve in a decentral-
ized policy-making process. Ultimately, which group dominates the process varies by 
issue. The elite theory, bureaucratic theory, special-interest theory, and pluralist theory 
are useful models for understanding the politics of domestic policy making. The pro-
cess also changes, depending on whether the proposed policy is routine or compre-
hensive in nature, and on how it is categorized—as distributive, redistributive, or regu-
latory policy. It is also important to understand that each stage of the policy-making 
process presents both opportunities and barriers to change.
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At the agenda-setting stage, rarely do all three streams—problems, policies, and 
politics—converge to open a policy window. In addressing climate change, for example, 
disagreement exists over the exact cause and extent of the problem. Without a clear 
definition of the problem, it is even more difficult to gain consensus on a solution, or 
capture the attention of elected officials and the public.

Policy often is formulated in the context of uncertainty. The risks of offshore drill-
ing were visibly apparent in the wake of the BP oil spill. How are these risks contained 
and prevented in a comprehensive energy policy that balances the need for energy with 
protection of the environment? Policy makers do not always have complete informa-
tion on the long-term costs and benefits of proposed policy solutions. As a result, 
incrementalism often describes the policy adoption stage. President Obama’s energy 
policy, for example, includes limited expansion of offshore drilling and exploration of 
additional sites, but no guarantee of future leases.

At the implementation stage, policies can change shape as they are carried out day 
to day by the bureaucracy. As teachers implemented No Child Left Behind, new stan-
dards and teaching to the test changed the content and delivery of information to 
K–12 students. Policies also are constantly subject to challenge, in routine evaluations 
and budget allocations, or in constitutional challenges in the courts. Challenges to the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act jeopardized full implementation of 
Obama’s health care initiative. As new policy concerns rise, the policy-making cycle 
starts over again. At the same time, this process has limits. Anthony Downs describes 
an issue attention cycle in which problems are easier to address when a crisis or critical 
mobilizing event captures the public’s attention. As the problem is addressed, or the 
shocking nature of the crisis fades, the public loses interest. Sometimes realization 
dawns that no easy solution is possible, or that the costs outweigh benefits. Incremental 
steps toward solving the problem, or just the perception that something is going to be 
done, can also shift the public’s attention to another issue. Once the intensity of public 
interest fades, comprehensive policy making is much more difficult to achieve.

478 
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As energy sources have become more limited and environ-
mental problems have magnified, government efforts in these 
policy fields have expanded. Before the 1970s, activity on the 
part of government to establish policies related to energy and 
environmental protection was very limited. Energy shortages 
and expanding pollution problems propelled these policy 
areas into the forefront of the government’s agenda in the 
1970s, but their prominence at the national level has fluctu-
ated greatly. During recent years, skyrocketing energy prices 
and increasing concerns about global warming and other 
aspects of climate change have placed these issues once again 
at the center of American politics, with states currently tak-
ing the lead in policy development.

Energy and Environmental  
Policy Today

Explain energy and environmental policy in the United 
States, p. 472.

16.4

Education policy in the United States has been a work in 
progress for over two centuries, and reform has focused on 
social and political order, individual liberty, and social and 
political equity. In 2002, President George W. Bush signed 
into law a bipartisan bill commonly referred to as No Child 
Left Behind. It set high standards and measurable goals as a 
method of improving American education. One of the act’s 
more controversial tenets involves the issue of school choice, 
whereby if a child is attending a failing school, parents have 
the option of sending the child to another public, private, or 
charter school that is subsidized through government vouch-
ers. President Barack Obama’s Race to the Top initiative 
encourages states to develop their own innovative education 
reforms to accelerate progress.

Education Policy Today

Outline education policy in the United States, p. 468.16.3

Policy making in the United States is a decentralized process 
that makes it difficult to pass comprehensive reform. Each of 
the domestic policy areas highlighted in this chapter—health 
care, education, and energy and the environment—illustrate 
the forces that create opportunities for and constraints on 
change. Each of the five stages of policy making—agenda set-
ting, policy formulation, policy adoption, implementation, 
and evaluation—presents an additional hurdle for policies to 
survive. Often it takes policy entrepreneurs or crises to elevate 
an issue to national attention and force governmental action. 
Still, most policy making takes place in a context of uncer-
tainty, related to science and technology, costs and benefits, or 
politics. The nature of problems also constantly evolves, and 
the policy cycle repeats itself continuously. The issue atten-
tion cycle suggests, however, that the country’s attention does 
not stay focused on any one problem for very long.

Toward Reform: Ongoing 
Challenges in Domestic Policy

Assess the ongoing challenges in U.S. domestic  
policy, p. 477.

16.5

Public policy is an intentional course of action or inaction 
followed by government in dealing with some problem or 
matter of concern. A popular model used to describe the 
policy-making process views it as a sequence of stages that 
include agenda setting, policy formulation, policy adop-
tion, policy implementation, and policy evaluation. 
Although this model can be useful, it is a simplification of 
the actual process, and it does not always explain why poli-
cies take the forms they do or who controls the formation 
of public policy.

Roots of Domestic Policy in the 
United States

Trace the stages of the policy-making process, p. 450.16.1

Review the Chapter

Governments in the United States have a long history of 
involvement in the health of Americans. Beginning in the 
1960s, the government began to fund health programs for sen-
ior citizens and the poor, known as Medicare and Medicaid, 
respectively. And in 2010, after several failed attempts by prior 
administrations, the Democratic Congress passed and President 
Barack Obama signed the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act, expanding the national government’s role in provid-
ing health insurance. The U.S. government also plays a promi-
nent role in public health through the use of immunizations, 
education, advertisements, research, and regulations.

Health Policy Today

Describe health policy in the United States, p. 462.16.2
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Study and Review the Flashcards

1. The intentional course of action followed by govern-
ment in dealing with problems or matters of concern is called
 a. policy formulation.
 b. social welfare policy.
 c. policy administration.
 d. public administration.
 e. public policy.

2. Domestic policy making in the United States is  
characterized by
 a. a highly centralized process.
 b. ideological consensus over policy goals.
 c. incrementalism.
 d. constant bold initiatives that transform policies.
 e. a very large range of issues.

3. Medicaid was designed to provide health care
 a. for the aged and ill.
 b. for the poor.
 c. for the working class.
 d. for children.
 e. for everyone.

4. Obama’s health care reform focused on
 a. decreasing physician costs by socializing the medical 

profession.
 b. government ownership of the pharmaceutical industry.
 c. community-based free clinics.
 d. affordable health insurance.
 e. privatization of all health care.

5. The earliest example of national government  
involvement in education policy is the
 a. Northwest Ordinance.
 b. creation of the League of Nations.
 c. Civil Rights Act.

 d. creation of the Department of Education.
 e. passage of the No Child Left Behind Act.

6. The No Child Left Behind Act sought to improve 
education by
 a. providing vouchers for parents to choose public or 

private school.
 b. assessing performance on standardized tests.
 c. improving enrichment programs in music and the arts.
 d. eliminating charter schools.
 e. privatizing elementary education.

7. The federal government’s response to global warming 
has been
 a. ratification of the Kyoto Protocol.
 b. generally absent.
 c. extensive, particularly since the Clean Air Act of 1990.
 d. mandating that all new homes built must be green.
 e. banning the sale of incandescent light bulbs.

8. States have responded to global climate change by
 a. decreasing emissions standards.
 b. increasing the use of coal.
 c. exploring offshore drilling opportunities.
 d. entering agreements with other states to “cap and trade” 

pollution.
 e. increasing gasoline taxes.

9. Health care costs
 a. are increasing at about the rate of inflation.
 b. are lower in the United States than in other 

industrialized nations.
 c. are affected by life expectancy.
 d. have declined as a result of the Medicare program.
 e. do not affect states’ public policy decisions.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests
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10. The issue attention cycle
 a. refers to the never-ending national focus on education, 

health care, and the environment.
 b. makes it difficult to sustain long-term policy progress as 

the visibility of an issue fades.

 c. rotates predictably through major policy areas.
 d. makes it easy to increase funding for policies once they 

are enacted.
 e. makes it easy to create new government programs.
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n 2012, lawmakers faced what economists described as “the fiscal cliff.” On its 
current trajectory, the economic policy of the United States government was 
deemed unsustainable. Revenues would continue to fall short of government 
spending, and the debt, increasingly owed to foreign countries, would grow expo-
nentially. Projected increases in the cost of health care for an aging population 

would compound the trend. No easy solution was apparent, or necessarily recommended by policy 
experts. On the table for discussion were the tax cuts enacted by the Bush administration, set to 
expire in 2013. The temporary reduction in income and payroll tax rates would also expire. Combined 
with spending cuts that would automatically go into effect in January 2013 under the Budget Act of 
2011, these policy changes were expected to increase federal government revenues by an esti-
mated $607 billion, or 4 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP). While these increased reve-
nues could reduce the deficit for 2012–2013 by $560 billion, the financial impact of higher taxes 
combined with spending cuts could devastate a weak economy still recovering from the worst 
recession since the Great Depression. The price tag for deficit reduction would be slower economic 
growth, higher unemployment, and lower wages in the short term. Alternatively, if lawmakers 
decided to postpone policy changes, the U.S. debt would continue to outpace the GDP, forcing 
more drastic austerity measures in the future.1 The dismal outlook for reining in the debt has already 
prompted Standard & Poor to downgrade the U.S. credit rating from AAA to AA+.2

Republicans, fueled by the Tea Party movement, fought to prevent any new tax increases and 
to make permanent the tax cuts enacted during the Bush administration, preferring to decrease 
debt solely through spending cuts. Democrats argued in favor of greater government spending to 
stimulate the economy and increasing tax revenue by closing loopholes and ending the Bush 
administration’s tax cuts favoring the wealthy. According to Gallup Poll data, 73 percent of the 
public attributes the deficit to too much spending, compared with 22 percent who blame insuffi-
cient taxes.3 While spending cuts are consistently more palatable than tax increases to reduce 
the deficit, most Americans recognize the need for a combined approach.4

Economic 
Policy
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The governmenT ofTen Takes a prominenT role in sTimulaTing The economy Above, 
John Maynard Keynes, the father of modern macroeconomic theory, which favors 
government spending to promote economic growth, speaks at a conference in the 1940s. 
Below, Congressional Budget Office Director Douglas Elmendorf testifies that projected 
tax hikes and spending cuts for 2013 could put the United States back into recession.
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The U.S. economic system is a mixed free-enterprise system characterized by private 
ownership of property, private enterprise, and marketplace competition. But, the national 
government has long played an important role in fostering economic development through 
its tariffs (taxes on imported goods), tax policies, use of public lands, and creation of a 
national bank. Today the federal government actively uses economic policy making to pro-
mote economic stability, as well as to recognize and respond to economic crises. The gov-
ernment also uses built-in “automatic stabilizers,” or income security policies—including 
welfare, unemployment insurance, and progressive income tax rates—to lessen the impact 
of economic crises, expanding the economy during recessions and contracting it during 
periods of expansion.

With this greater involvement comes debate over the proper role of government in the 
economic sector. Those favoring limited government participation are pitted against others 
who believe the government is responsible for managing the economy through policy. In 
this chapter, we will consider both viewpoints as we describe the policies of the govern-
ment in achieving its economic goals.

Roots of Economic Policy

T

Trace the evolution of economic policy in the United States.17.1

The fiscal policy cliff produced tough choices for economic policy makers. In the long run, 
debt reduction is an important goal in sustaining strong economic growth. Debt can be 
reduced by raising taxes, cutting spending, or both. In the short run, however, the need to 
stabilize the economy as it continues to emerge from recession warrants increased govern-
ment spending, rather than cuts, but at the risk of running even larger deficits into the future. 
Ultimately, economic policy making reflects an ongoing debate over the role and size of gov-
ernment. The perfect combination of increased or decreased taxing and spending to guaran-
tee economic stability does not exist; rather, ideological values dictate policy preferences.

• • •

he government’s role in regulating the economy has evolved over our nation’s 
history. During the nineteenth century, the national government defined its 
economic role narrowly, although it did collect tariffs, fund public improve-
ments, and encourage private development. The national government increased 

its involvement in economic regulation during the Progressive and New Deal eras. In 
more recent years, it has turned its attention to financial regulation and deregulation.

  The nineteenth century
For much of the nineteenth century, the national government subscribed to a laissez-
faire (literally “to allow to do” or “to leave alone”) economic philosophy. The laissez-faire 
economic system holds that active governmental involvement in the economy is wrong, 
and that the role of government should be limited to the maintenance of order and 
justice, the conduct of foreign affairs, and the provision of necessary public works. As a 
result, most national intervention in the economy during this time amounted to setting 
and adjusting tariffs and maintaining the liberty necessary to fuel economic fires.

But, the Civil War and the growing industrialization of the postwar economy 
changed the political landscape. Industrialization, for example, led to industrial acci-
dents and disease, labor–management conflicts, unemployment, and the emergence of 
huge corporations that could exploit workers and consumers. Industrialization also 
worsened the effects of natural business cycles, or fluctuations between periods of 
economic growth and recession (or periods of boom and bust).

The first major government effort to regulate business came about by growing 
concern over the power of the railroads. After nearly two decades of pressure from 

economic regulation
Government regulation of business 
practices, industry rates, routes, or 
areas serviced by particular industries.

laissez-faire
A French term meaning “to allow to 
do, to leave alone.” It holds that active 
governmental involvement in the 
economy is wrong.

business cycles
Fluctuations between periods of eco-
nomic growth and recession, or periods 
of boom and bust.
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As the national government’s role in economic regu-
lation grew larger in the late eighteenth century, its 

administrative costs began to grow. Congress sought to 
rectify this situation by enacting a law that levied a 
national income tax. However, in Pollock v. Farmers’ 
Loan & Trust Co. (1895), a divided Supreme Court held 
that levying such a tax by statute was unconstitutional.

Ratified on February 3, 1913, the Sixteenth 
Amendment addressed this shortcoming by modifying 
the Article I prohibition against levying a “direct tax” on 
individual property. The first income tax was levied con-
currently with adoption of the amendment. At that time, 
the national government required all Americans to give 
2 percent of their income as tax.

Although the U.S. government continues to levy an 
income tax today, much about the tax rate has changed. 
Today, national income taxes are progressive, meaning 
that the tax rate paid by citizens increases with income. 
If the Bush-era tax cuts are allowed to expire, the tax 
rate in 2013 for a single American making less than 
$8,750 in taxable income will be 15 percent. In contrast, 
those who make more than $390,050 will be required 
to pay 39.6 percent of their income in taxes.

The national income tax continues to be one of the 
most controversial federal policies. Few Americans truly 
enjoy paying taxes, and many citizens find the tax code 
to be complicated and full of loopholes. Reformers 
across the political spectrum have suggested ways to 
alter the tax code to make it fairer, or to ensure that it 
does not place too great a burden on low-income 

Americans. Proposals include simplifying the existing 
tax code to eliminate deductions. In 2011, Warren Buffet 
made national headlines by complaining that a wealthy 
man like himself paid a lower percentage of his income 
in taxes than his secretary paid. Obama proposed the 
“Buffet Rule,” which would require a minimum 30% tax 
rate for individuals earning in excess of one million dol-
lars. The income tax would remain progressive, and mar-
ginal tax rates for everyone would decrease. Opponents, 
however, perceive the elimination of tax loopholes as a 
tax increase on the wealthy. Conversely, a flat tax would 
create a single tax rate for all citizens regardless of 
income. While proponents of the flat tax perceive this 
proposal as “fair,” the tax is regressive if wealthy taxpay-
ers are still allowed to deduct large portions of their 
earnings. A more radical reform would create a con-
sumption-based tax system, such as Europe’s Value 
Added Tax. Critics contend that these taxes can be more 
regressive, but economists argue that they encourage 
more individual saving because taxes are paid only on 
the portion of income spent on goods and services.

criTical Thinking QuesTions

1. What type of proposed reform to the U.S. tax 
code seems fairest to all citizens and why?

2. What types of government programs or services 
would you be willing to pay more taxes for? 
Which ones would you be willing to give up to 
lower your taxes?

The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, 

without apportionment among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration. 
 —SIXTEENTH AMENDMENT

TheLiving Constitution

farmers, owners of small businesses, and reformers in the cities, Congress adopted the 
Interstate Commerce Act in 1887. Enforced by the new Interstate Commerce 
Commission (ICC), the act required railroad rates to be “just and reasonable.”5 The act 
also prohibited such practices as pooling (rate agreements), rate discrimination, and 
charging more for a short haul than for a long haul of goods.

Three years later, Congress dealt with the problem of trusts, the name given to 
large-scale, monopolistic businesses that dominated many industries, including oil, 
sugar, whiskey, salt, and meatpacking. The Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 prohibited 
all restraints of trade, including price fixing, bid-rigging, and market allocation agree-
ments. It also forbade all monopolization or attempts to monopolize, including domi-
nation of a market by one or a few companies.

  The progressive era
The Progressive movement drew much of its support from the middle class and sought 
to reform America’s political, economic, and social systems. Many desired to bring 
corporate power under the control of government and make it more responsive to 

trusts
Large-scale, monopolistic businesses 
that dominate an industry.
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democratic ends. Progressive administrations under Presidents Theodore Roosevelt 
and Woodrow Wilson established or strengthened regulatory programs to protect con-
sumers and to control railroads, business, and banking.

The Pure Food and Drug Act and the Meat Inspection Act, both enacted in 1906, 
marked the beginning of consumer protection as a major responsibility of the national 
government. These laws prohibited adulteration and mislabeling of food and drugs and 
set sanitary standards for the food industry.

To control banking and regulate business, Congress passed three acts. The Federal 
Reserve Act (1913) created the Federal Reserve System to regulate the national bank-
ing system and to provide for flexibility in the money supply in order to better meet 
commercial needs and combat financial panics. Passage of the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) Act and Clayton Act of 1914 strengthened anti-trust policy. These 
statutes, like the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, sought to prevent businesses from forming 
monopolies or trusts.

As the national government’s functions expanded in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, fiscal constraints forced public officials to focus on new ways to raise 
federal revenue. Congress attempted to enact an income tax, but in 1895, the Supreme 
Court held that such a tax was unconstitutional.6 Consequently, the Sixteenth Amendment 
to the Constitution was adopted in 1913. The Sixteenth Amendment authorized the 
national government “to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived” 
without being apportioned among the states. Personal and corporate income taxes have 
since become the national government’s major source of general revenues.

How DiD THE pRogRESSivE ERA cHAngE govERnmEnT REgUlATion oF THE Economy?
During this era, the national government began to pass workplace and product safety measures such as the 
Meat Inspection Act to prevent the public from eating tainted beef.
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  The great Depression and the new Deal

During the early 1920s, the economy grew at a rapid pace, and many Americans 
assumed that the resulting prosperity would last forever. But, “forever” came to an end 
in October 1929, when the stock market collapsed and the catastrophic worldwide 
economic decline known as the Great Depression set in. Although the Depression 
was worldwide in scope, it hit the United States especially hard. All sectors of the 
economy suffered, with no economic group or social class spared.

Initially, Herbert Hoover’s administration declared the economy fundamen-
tally sound, a claim few believed. Investors, businesspeople, and others lost confi-
dence in the economy. Prices dropped, production declined, and unemployment 
rose to staggering levels. According to Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates, about 
one-fourth of the civilian workforce was unemployed in 1933.7 Many other people 
worked only part-time or at jobs below their skill levels. The economic distress 
produced by the Great Depression, which lasted for a decade, was unparalleled 
before or since that time.

The Depression and President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal marked a 
major turning point in U.S. economic history. During the 1930s, the laissez-faire 
state was replaced with an interventionist state, in which the government took an 
active role in guiding and regulating the private economy. The New Deal, for exam-
ple, established reforms in almost every area, including finance, agriculture, labor, 
and industry.

financial reforms The New Deal first directed attention at reviving and 
reforming the nation’s financial system. Because of bad investments and poor manage-
ment, many banks failed in the early 1930s. To restore confidence in banks, Roosevelt 
declared a bank holiday the day after his inauguration, closing all of the nation’s banks. 
Emergency legislation passed by Congress permitted only financially sound banks to 
reopen. Many unsound banks were closed for good and their depositors paid off.

Major New Deal banking laws included the Glass-Steagall Act (1933). The 
Glass-Steagall Act required the separation of commercial and investment banking 
and set up the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) to insure bank 
deposits, originally for $5,000 per account. The act aimed to prevent the bank fail-
ures of the Great Depression by removing the conflicts of interest and excessive risk- 
taking associated with securities dealing from savings and loans. Congress also 
passed legislation to control abuses in the stock markets. The Securities Act (1933) 
required that prospective investors be given full and accurate information about the 
stocks or securities being offered. The Securities Exchange Act (1934) created the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), an independent regulatory commis-
sion. This legislation authorized the SEC to regulate the stock exchanges, enforce 
the Securities Act, and reduce the number of stocks bought on margin (that is, with 
borrowed money).

agriculTure American agriculture had struggled even during the prosperous 
1920s. The Great Depression only worsened this state of affairs. To protect this 
important industry, Congress and FDR adopted a number of public policies. The most 
notable was the second Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA), enacted in 1938, after 
the Supreme Court declared the first AAA unconstitutional.

The second AAA provided subsidies to farmers raising crops such as corn, cotton, 
and wheat who grew on no more than their allotted acreage. The government also 
made direct payments and commodity loans available to participating farmers. The 
Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the second AAA, finding it an appro-
priate exercise of Congress’s power to regulate interstate commerce.8

labor The fortunes of labor unions, which strongly supported the New Deal, 
improved significantly in 1935, when Congress passed the National Labor Relations 
Act. Better known as the Wagner Act after its sponsor, Senator Robert Wagner 

interventionist state
Alternative to the laissez-faire state; the 
government took an active role in guid-
ing and regulating the private economy.
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(D–NY), this statute guaranteed workers’ rights to organize and bargain collectively 
through unions of their own choosing. The act prohibited a series of “unfair labor 
practices,” such as discriminating against employees because of their union activities. 
The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) was created to carry out the act and to 
conduct elections to determine which union, if any, employees wanted to represent 
them. Unions prospered under the protection provided by the Wagner Act.

Another important piece of New Deal legislation designed to protect the rights of 
laborers was the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). The act set minimum wage and 
maximum hour requirements at 25¢ per hour and forty-four hours per week, respec-
tively. The act also banned child labor. The FLSA did not cover all employees, however; 
it exempted farm workers, domestic workers, and fishermen.

inDusTry regulaTions During the New Deal, Congress established new or 
expanded regulatory programs for several industries. The Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC), created in 1934 to replace the old Federal Radio Commission, 
attained extensive jurisdiction over the radio, telephone, and telegraph industries. The 
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) was instituted in 1938 to regulate the commercial 
aviation industry. The Motor Carrier Act of 1935 placed the trucking industry under 
the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). Like railroad regula-
tion, the regulation of industries such as trucking and commercial aviation extended to 
such matters as entry into the business, routes of service, and rates. To a substantial 
extent, government regulation, as a protector of the public interest, replaced competi-
tion in these industries. Supporters of these programs believed they were necessary to 
prevent destructive or excessive competition. Critics warned that limiting competition 
resulted in users’ having to pay more for services.

The legacy of The new Deal era Just as World War I brought down the cur-
tain on the Progressive era, the outbreak of World War II diverted Americans’ attention 
from domestic reform and brought an end to the New Deal era. Many New Deal pro-
grams, however, became permanent parts of the American public policy landscape. 
Moreover, the New Deal established the legitimacy and viability of national govern-
mental intervention in the economy. Activist government replaced passive government.

  Deregulation
In the mid-1970s, President Gerald R. Ford, viewing regulation as one cause of the 
high inflation that existed at the time, decided to make deregulation, a reduction in 
market controls in favor of market-based competition, a major objective of his 
administration. Deregulation was also a high priority for Ford’s successor, President 
Jimmy Carter, who supported deregulated commercial airlines, railroads, motor car-
riers, and financial institutions. All successive presidents have encouraged some 
degree of deregulation, though it has produced mixed effects, as illustrated by the 
airline and agricultural sectors.

The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, for example, completely eliminated eco-
nomic regulation of commercial airlines over several years. Although many new pas-
senger carriers flocked into the industry when barriers to entry were first removed, they 
could not compete successfully with the existing major airlines. Consequently, now 
fewer major carriers exist than was the case under the regulatory regime. Competition 
has lowered some passenger rates, but disagreement has arisen over the extent to which 
passengers have benefited. For example, since enactment of the Airline Deregulation 
Act, small communities across the United States have lost service as airlines make 
major cuts in their routes, despite government subsidies to help maintain service.9

In spite of this mixed record, economic deregulation and reregulation have contin-
ued to receive a great deal of attention from citizens and politicians. In the 1980s and 
1990s, agricultural price support programs came under increasing attack from conser-
vatives, who claimed that such government price supports promoted inefficiency. In 
1996, congressional Republicans passed a landmark agriculture bill with the aim of 

deregulation
A reduction in market controls (such 
as price fixing, subsidies, or controls 
on who can enter the field) in favor of 
market-based competition.
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phasing out crop subsidies and making prices more dependent upon the workings of 
the free market. But five years later, the 2002 farm bill actually increased agricultural 
subsidies by 70 percent as part of a ten-year, $180 billion package. The political pres-
sure coming from large-scale farms and agribusinesses was obvious. According to one 
analyst, “Nearly three-quarters of these funds will go to the wealthiest 10 percent of 
farmers—most of whom earn more than $250,000 per year.”10

In the banking industry, deregulation in the 1990s played a role in the subprime 
mortgage crisis that began in 2007, prompting new government policies to provide 
economic relief. The 1994 Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency 
Act removed restrictions on interstate banking, resulting in a concentration of large 
banks at the national level and the crowding out of small, locally owned banks. This 
became an important policy consequence when large financial institutions, deemed 
“too big to fail,” would later receive bailouts from the federal government to prevent 
serious ripple effects on the economy. In 1994, the Security Exchange Commission 
created the Consolidated Supervised Entities program, allowing international invest-
ment bank conglomerates to voluntarily comply with regulations on the amount of 
capital they must hold in reserve. In 1996, the Federal Reserve reinterpreted the Glass-
Steagall Act to allow bank holding companies to increase their investment portfolios, 
and then Congress repealed the act entirely with the 1999 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. 
This act allowed banks to consolidate traditional banking services (savings and loans) 
with riskier securities and insurance business. When large securities investments and 
trading brokerage firms, including Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch, 
Lehman Brothers, and Bear Stearns, suffered financially as the housing mortgage crises 
unfolded with the first wave of subprime mortgage defaults in 2007, their intercon-
nectedness worsened the fallout. The government institutions created to guarantee 
mortgages, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, were also implicated; they had raised their 
risk by securitizing subprime mortgages in their efforts to increase bank liquidity. 
Congress passed the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act, creating the Troubled 
Asset Relief Program, authorizing the U.S. Treasury to purchase mortgage-backed 
securities to provide some relief to the troubled banking system. Finding the right bal-
ance between too much and too little regulation is a constant struggle in economic 
policy making.

How Do AgRicUlTURE SUbSiDiES REgUlATE THE Economy?
Subsidies are government funds paid to farmers to grow—or not grow—particular crops. They have come 
under fire in recent years because they disproportionately benefit the wealthiest farmers.
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iscal policy is the deliberate use of the national government’s taxing and 
spending policies to maintain economic growth and stability. Government 
spending and taxes are the tools used to expand or contract the economy 
as needed. Deficits or surpluses are the outcomes of these policy deci-

sions. When government spending is not offset by tax revenue, the result is a deficit 
at the end of the fiscal year. If, however, tax revenue exceeds spending, the result is a 
government surplus. Economists argue that increased government spending stimu-
lates economic growth, which can help the economy rebound from a recession. 
However, it also means that government is likely to run a deficit. The continuation of 
deficits long term, especially after the economy has recovered, can have adverse 
effects, including inflation and increased national debt. The national debt is the total 
amount owed by the federal government to its creditors, both domestic and interna-
tional. Financing a large national debt reduces government savings and the amount 
of capital available for investment. As the debt grows, interest payments increase and 
must be offset by tax increases or spending cuts. If investor confidence in the govern-
ment’s ability to manage its finances weakens, lenders will charge the government 
higher interest rates. High debt also reduces the government’s ability to use taxes and 
spending to address fiscal crises in the future. The right combination of government 
spending and taxes is a constant source of debate, influenced by economic theory, 
history, politics, and public opinion.

  The foundations of fiscal policy
In the 1930s, British economist John Maynard Keynes revolutionized economic pol-
icy theory by arguing that governments could prevent the worst impacts of recession 
or depression by stimulating aggregate demand, even at the risk of running govern-
ment deficits. This view represented a departure from laissez-faire capitalism, which 
suggested that, if left alone, a free market would regulate itself. In contrast, Keynesian 
economists maintained that increasing demand would increase employment, stimu-
lating a cycle of economic growth much faster than a free market would accomplish 
on its own. The benefits of more immediate economic growth, they believed, out-
weighed the costs of government deficits in the short run. Governments could increase 
demand through increased government spending, tax cuts, or a combination of the 
two. Economists argued, however, that government spending would increase con-
sumption and demand more directly than tax cuts. This is the case because people do 
not always spend their tax cuts; they often save the money or use it to pay down exist-
ing debt. The precise mix of government spending and taxes, however, is often dictated 
more by politics than economics.

In the United States, the early 1960s saw the first significant contemporary appli-
cation of fiscal policy. President John F. Kennedy, a Democrat committed to getting the 
country moving again, brought economists to Washington, D.C., who believed that 
greater government spending, even at the expense of an increase in the budget deficit, 
was needed to achieve full employment. This thinking is consistent with Keynesian 
economics; however, many conservatives opposed budget deficits as bad public policy. 
To appease these critics, the president’s advisers decided that many Americans would 
find deficits less objectionable if they were achieved by cutting taxes rather than by 
increasing government spending.

This decision resulted in adoption of the Revenue Act of 1964, which President 
Lyndon B. Johnson signed into law. The act reduced personal and corporate income 
tax rates. The tax-cut stimulus contributed to the expansion of the economy 
throughout the remainder of the 1960s and reduced the unemployment rate to less 

F

Assess the impact of the budget process on fiscal policy.17.2

Fiscal Policy

budget deficit
The economic condition that occurs 
when expenditures exceed revenues.

fiscal policy
The deliberate use of the national gov-
ernment’s taxing and spending poli-
cies to maintain economic stability.
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than 4 percent, its lowest peacetime rate and what many people then considered to 
be full employment.11

In the short term, budget deficits may have positive economic benefits. However, 
in the long term, running deficits year after year can have negative consequences. A 
high national debt such as this can stifle economic growth and cause inflation, a rise 
in the general price levels of an economy. The national debt—as with personal debt in 
the form of credit cards and student loans—must also be paid back with interest. This 
repayment can be a costly proposition that diverts attention and money from other 
governmental programs for years to come.

While most states are required by constitution or by statute to have a balanced 
budget—revenues must meet or exceed expenditures—this is not the norm for the 
federal government. The Constitution does not limit debt at the national level and 
rarely does the federal budgetary process produce a balanced budget. During the 
1980s, President Ronald Reagan cut taxes, in part to stimulate the economy but also 
to shrink the size of the federal government. The Democratic-controlled Congress, 
however, refused to make the deep cuts in domestic spending that Reagan proposed. 
At the same time, defense spending increased in response to the Cold War. Deficits 
continued, and public intolerance of the escalating national debt pressured Congress 
to respond with the 1985 Balanced Budget and Emergency Reduction Act. When 
the new law fell short of deficit reduction goals, Congress passed the Budget 
Enforcement Act of 1990, setting overall limits on federal government spending. A 
federal balanced budget amendment was also proposed and debated, and in 1994 the 
federal government shut down twice when Congress and President Clinton could not 
agree on budget priorities. Ultimately, the economy expanded during the late 1990s, 
and the government ran surpluses from 1998 to 2001. This expansion shifted the 
political focus away from spending cuts and deficit reduction and back to tax cuts. In 
the context of a budget surplus, the newly elected President Bush and his administra-
tion ushered in a series of tax cuts in 2001 and 2003, lowering marginal tax rates. 
Although politically favorable, tax cuts are difficult to repeal, and economists warn 
that they reduce the government’s flexibility in handling future economic crises, as 
evident in the recession that started in 2007. Figure 17.1 illustrates the current budget 
priorities in terms of tax revenues and expenditures.

inflation
A rise in the general price levels of an 
economy.

f igure 17 .1  How DoES THE FEDERAl govERnmEnT RAiSE AnD SpEnD monEy?
The federal government budget outlines how taxpayer revenues are raised and spent, summarizing the 
priorities of federal government policy making.

source: United States Budget, Fiscal Year 2011, www.gpoaccess.gov.
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How Much Government Debt 
Is Too Much?
Around the globe countries have amassed large government debts.  The U.S. government debt is neither the highest 

choices of its citizens.  At what point, however, should the world �nancial markets worry about an individual country’s 

Monetary Union.  Within a country, the level of debt also takes on more signi�cance as the portion that is held by 
debt?  In 2012, for example, concerns over Greece’s inability to pay its debts threatened the stability of the European 

foreigners increases.  Paying interest on that portion of the debt transfers income from one country to another.  The 
graphic below shows the distribution of U.S. debt.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS
1. By borrowing money from the Social 

Security Trust Fund, the federal 
government has essentially loaned 
money to itself.  Should the federal 
government have to pay back this loan?

2. How much of the debt is owed to U.S. 
citizens vs. foreign nations?  Why do you 
think foreign nations want to own our 
debt?

3. What are some reasons that might justify 
having the government go into debt?  How 
much debt is too much?

nor the lowest as a percentage of GDP.  An individual country’s debt level re�ects the history, values, and political 
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  responding to recession
At the first signs of an economic slowdown in early 2008, the national government 
acted quickly to stimulate the economy and reinvigorate consumer spending through 
fiscal policy. The first government action was to fund a $168 billion stimulus package 
that included individual tax rebates for most people who had paid taxes for tax year 
2007. These payments were designed to encourage lower- and middle-income people 
to spend money. Most citizens who received a check got $600 if they filed individually 
or $1,200 if they filed jointly. There were increasing incentives for dependent children, 
and decreasing incentives for wealthy Americans.

But, in late September 2008, it became clear that, despite the government’s attempts 
to stimulate the economy through tax cuts, economic conditions had worsened. 
Approximately 2.6 million people had lost their jobs as large companies downsized and 
many smaller companies struggled to stay in business. Oil and other commodity prices 
began to rise rapidly—gasoline prices reached $4 and even $5 per gallon in some juris-
dictions. Collapse of the subprime mortgage industry had escalated into a full-blown 
financial crisis necessitating government action. To address this situation, the Bush 
administration proposed a $700 billion federal bailout package.

The first version of the bailout plan failed to garner enough votes in the House of 
Representatives, forcing frenzied rounds of House and Senate negotiation. Supporters 
increased efforts to make the plan more palatable to politicians up for reelection who 
were facing constituents overwhelmingly opposed to using taxpayer funds for bailing out 
Wall Street. President George W. Bush, members of his administration, and congressio-
nal leaders sought to present the financial bailout plan as an economic rescue plan. They 
emphasized the extent to which financial collapse on Wall Street and virtually frozen 
credit markets would affect the ability of those on Main Street to do business, refinance 
their homes, or buy a car. As a result of these efforts, Congress passed a modified version 
of the administration’s initial bailout plan known as the Emergency Economic 
Stabilization Act in October 2008. It provided enhanced oversight of the Department of 
the Treasury use of the $700 billion, an option to use the money to buy equity stakes in 
faltering banks, some protection to those in danger of losing their homes, and a variety of 
tax cuts and incentives. Congress intended the plan to reassure the financial markets by 
allowing the government to buy up the assets that had led to the crisis. This was known 
as the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP), and the monies were TARP funds 
(Figure 17.2 illustrates how the recovery funds were distributed).

f igure 17 .2  wHERE DiD THE Economic STimUlUS FUnDS go?
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act allocated almost $800 billion to aid in the economic recovery. 
The largest proportion of these funds—more than one-third—went to tax cuts.

source: U.S. Government, www.recovery.gov.
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Although TARP funds helped to stabilize American banks, individuals were still 
struggling with the economic downturn. After he took office in early 2009, President 
Barack Obama made it one of his first priorities to address this situation by working 
with Congress to pass an economic stimulus and recovery bill, the American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act. This legislation authorized the government to spend more 
than $787 billion on a variety of tax cuts and public works programs designed to 
stimulate the economy and to maintain and create jobs in transportation, education, 
health care, and other industries. Among the programs funded by the Recovery Act 
were road and bridge construction projects, scientific research, and the expansion of 
Internet access to underserved populations. The federal government also extended and 
expanded unemployment benefits.

The government’s response to the economy—increased government spending plus 
tax cuts—fits the Keynesian model, and labor market indicators did begin to improve. 
GDP started to grow steadily by the third quarter of 2009 and employment increased. 
By July of 2014, unemployment decreased to 6.2 percent from a peak of 10 percent in 
October 2009. The Recovery Act, however, was designed to be temporary, and the 
direct impact of these measures was offset in part by state government cuts. Initially, 
stimulus money was transferred to the states to help fill state budget gaps, but as the 
money ended, states had to slash their budgets. The public began to doubt the effective-
ness of government stimulus packages. Large deficits continued, increasing the national 
debt to unprecedented levels and ultimately sparking ideological warfare over the size 
and role of the federal government.

  The Debt ceiling
The extraordinary annual deficits of the past decade resulting from Bush administration 
tax cuts, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and spending on the bailout and recovery bills 
have increased the total amount of debt owed by the United States. The national govern-
ment debt exceeded $10 trillion for the first time in 2008, and reached a limit in 2011 at 
$14.2 trillion. The soaring debt forced Congress to debate the debt ceiling, or the limit on 
how much the United States government can borrow. Congress first created a debt ceil-
ing in 1917 with the Second Liberty Bond Act. The debt ceiling is like the credit limit on 
your credit card, except that Congress has to periodically raise the debt ceiling after it has 
committed to spending beyond the limit. The consequences of not raising a debt ceiling 
under such circumstances would be default, in which the government would be unable to 
pay all of its debt obligations.

President Barack Obama and congressional leaders have struggled to reach a com-
promise linking an increase in the debt ceiling to long-term spending cuts; twice in 2013, 
their standoff reached crisis levels. The first time was when Congress was unable to agree 
on budget reductions, thereby triggering a “sequestration” or across-the-board cutback on 
all government spending, even in such critical areas as national defense, air traffic control, 
and disease prevention and control. The second time was later that year when frustrated 
Republicans in the House refused to raise the debt ceiling (the amount that the United 
States can borrow to pay its bills), which risked a catastrophic default on the national 
debt that could have triggered a worldwide financial crisis. The refusal caused a two-week 
shutdown of the federal government, except for services deemed completely essential. 
Ultimately, Republicans agreed to raise the debt ceiling alongside a reduction in the 
Bush-era tax cuts, though not without major criticism from fiscal conservatives. By 2014, 
the national debt increased to $18.2 trillion, over 100 percent of GDP. The federal 
 government budget included a projected $744 billion deficit for fiscal year 2014.12

  fiscal policy in a global context
Advances in transportation, communication, and technology have strengthened the 
links between the United States and the rest of the world and expanded free trade. As 
a result, international affairs influence business decisions of American companies that 
wish to reduce labor costs as well as expand their markets. Globalization can be seen in 
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the greater movement of goods, services, and capital across borders. Offshore outsourc-
ing of production and services has increased. International trade as a percentage of the 
world GDP has also increased. While these trends have their critics, most economists 
agree that globalization increases the variety of goods available to consumers, lowers 
costs, and raises the standard of living in countries that have stable financial and politi-
cal institutions and policies in place. It is argued that this consumer “surplus” outweighs 
the job losses—particularly among unskilled labor—accompanied by globalization. 
International trade also promotes national competitiveness as each country specializes 
and improves efficiency in order to maintain a global competitive advantage. Increased 
globalization, though, has risks for fiscal policy, both in the United States and interna-
tionally. When creditors are connected internationally, a financial collapse in one coun-
try has the potential to trigger an economic crisis in another country. In 2012, world 
growth was projected to slow down as several Euro area economies entered mild reces-
sions.13 Financial crises were more critical in Greece and Spain.

One way to measure this increasing interdependence is to examine regional 
shares of the world gross domestic product (GDP), or the total market value of all 
goods and services produced in an area during a year. In 2012, the United States, the 
European Union, and Asia each represented between 25 and 27 percent of the 
world’s GDP. Latin America and the Middle East each held another 3 to 7 percent 
of the world’s GDP. This distribution represents much greater international equality 
than in other eras.14

Interdependence can also be measured by the transfer of financial capital across 
borders. This greater equity is at least in part attributable to emerging economies such 
as Brazil, Russia, India, and China, which are continuing to post robust growth rates, 
driven by strong domestic demand and fiscal solvency. Oil-rich countries are also post-
ing large surpluses. The United States, on the other hand, has been running persistent 
deficits. Foreigners held almost $4.5 trillion in U.S. securities in 2011. The confidence 
of international creditors in the safety of the United States as a credit investment has 
kept interest rates low, holding down the costs of borrowing money. Still, concerns have 
arisen regarding the interconnectedness of the financial markets and the global ripple 
effect that can occur when one market experiences economic crisis. Concerns over this 
development have increased support for capital controls, or limits on the amount of 
capital that can flow across borders.

gross domestic product (GDP)
The total market value of all goods 
and services produced in an area dur-
ing a year.

How HAS Economic inTERDEpEnDEncE AlTERED THE AmERicAn Economy?
The cheap cost of labor abroad has led many Americans to lose their jobs, particularly at manufacturing 
plants. Here, workers at a factory in Pakistan assemble soccer balls.
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conomic stability is also promoted through monetary policy, by regulating 
the nation’s supply of money and influencing interest rates. The Federal 
Reserve System (informally, “the Fed”), especially its Board of Governors, 
handles much of the day-to-day management of monetary policy. The Fed 

is given a number of tools to aid its efforts, including open market operations, manipu-
lation of the discount rate, and the ability to set reserve requirements.

  The federal reserve system
Created in 1913 to adjust the money supply to the needs of agriculture, commerce, 
and industry, the Federal Reserve System comprises the Federal Reserve Board, the 
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), the twelve Federal Reserve Banks in 
regions throughout the country, and other member banks.15 Today, the Federal 
Reserve operates under a dual mandate: to control inflation and limit unemploy-
ment. These two mandates can come into conflict, however, forcing the government 
to prioritize which goal is more important at any given time. Government stimula-
tion to increase employment levels, for example, can lead to inflation and higher 
prices for goods and services. American economist and Nobel Prize winner Milton 
Friedman first argued in the 1960s that government should avoid inflation. Instead, 
Friedman promoted “monetarism,” arguing that a constant gradual expansion of the 
money supply is the only government action needed to promote economic growth. 
The Federal Reserve has responded to economic crises, however, with active use of 
monetary policy tools to increase employment in the short run, only to have to deal 
with debt and inflation in the long run.

Typically, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, a seven-member 
board that makes most economic decisions regarding interest rates and the supply of 
money, dominates this process. The board is designed to be independent financially as 
well as politically.

The president appoints (subject to Senate confirmation) the seven members of the 
Board of Governors, who serve fourteen-year, overlapping terms. The president can 
remove a member for stated causes, but this has never occurred. The president designates 
one board member to serve as chair for a four-year term, which runs from the midpoint 
of one presidential term to the midpoint of the next to ensure economic stability during 
a change of administrations. It also prevents monetary policy from being influenced by 
political considerations. The current chair, Ben Bernanke, has served since 2006 and was 
initially appointed by President George W. Bush. He was reappointed by President 
Barack Obama for a second term beginning in 2010. Prior to this appointment, he served 
as chair of President George W. Bush’s Council of Economic Advisors (see Figure 17.3 
for the structural organization of the Federal Reserve).

  The Tools of monetary policy
The primary monetary policy tools used by the Fed are open market operations, con-
trol of the discount rate, and the setting of reserve requirements for member banks. 
Open market operations are the buying and selling of government securities, or debt, 
by the Federal Reserve Bank. The Federal Open Market Committee meets periodi-
cally to decide on purchases or sale of government securities to member banks. When 
member banks buy long-term government bonds, they make dollar payments to the 
Fed and reduce the amount of money available for loans. Fed purchases of securities 
from member banks in essence give the banks an added supply of money. This action 
increases the availability of loans and should decrease interest rates.

E

Analyze the effect of the Federal Reserve System on monetary policy.17.3

Monetary Policymonetary policy
A form of government regulation in 
which the nation’s money supply and 
interest rates are controlled.

Board of Governors
In the Federal Reserve System, a seven-
member board that makes most eco-
nomic decisions regarding interest rates 
and the supply of money.

open market operations
The buying and selling of government 
securities by the Federal Reserve Bank.
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Explore Your World
In the United States, the Federal Reserve has two mandates: control inflation and limit unemployment. In 
Europe, the European Central Bank prioritizes the prevention of inflation. In Japan, the main objective of the 
Bank of Japan is also to maintain price stability. The common focus on inflation is related to each country’s past 
negative experiences with inflation. Inflation occurs when the price of goods and services increases, reducing 
the purchasing power of consumers and the value of money. Economists advocate using monetary policy to 
regulate the supply of money to prevent severe inflation. The United States also prioritizes full employment, 
which is rooted in the idea of the American Dream. Promoting full employment, however, can increase inflation 
through increased government spending.

criTical Thinking QuesTions

1. Is it the government’s responsibility to minimize the 
economic impact of recessions, or to prevent 
depressions?

2. What should a government do when economic goals 
come into conflict? If, for example, combating inflation 
increases unemployment, which goal should be 
prioritized?

3. Should there be more global economic regulation?

The Federal Reserve was created in 1913 to prevent and contain economic 
crises. It consists of the Federal Reserve Board and its Chair in 
Washington, D.C., and twelve regional Federal Reserve Banks.

The European Central Bank was created in 1998 to promote stable prices 
and financial integration among member states of the European Union. Its 
currency, the euro, was introduced in eleven member states electronically 
in 1999 and in cash form in 2002. Today the bank has 27 member states.

The Bank of Japan was established in 1882 to regulate monetary policy, to 
control inflation, and to promote stable economic growth. Currently, the 
bank is controlled by a policy board, including a governor, deputy governor, 
and six executive directors. The bank has 32 branches plus an additional  
14 local offices.
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The Fed also influences interest rates through the discount rate, or the rate of inter-
est at which it lends money to member banks. Lowering the discount rate encourages 
member banks to increase their borrowing from the Fed and extend more loans at lower 
rates. This practice expands economic activity, since more people should be able to qual-
ify for car loans or mortgages if rates are lower. As a consequence of cheaper interest 
rates, more large durable goods (such as houses and cars) should be produced and sold.

Reserve requirements set by the Federal Reserve designate the portion of depos-
its that member banks must retain on hand. The reserves determine how much or how 
little banks can lend to businesses and consumers. For example, if the Fed changed the 
reserve requirements and allowed banks to keep $10 on hand rather than $15 for every 
$100 in deposits that it held, it would free up additional money for loans. This tool of 
monetary policy is rarely used, however. Increasing the percentage of deposits that a 
bank has to keep in reserve may force banks to call in loans. Decreasing reserve require-
ments, on the other hand, exposes banks to increased risk of failure.

In addition to these formal tools, the Fed can also use “moral suasion” to influence 
the actions of banks and other members of the financial community by suggestion, 
exhortation, and informal agreement. Because of its commanding position as a mone-
tary policy maker, the media, economists, and market observers pay attention to verbal 
signals sent by the Fed and its chair with regard to economic trends and conditions.

In recent years, the Fed has resorted to nontraditional tools when traditional ones 
failed to stabilize the banking industry in the wake of the recession that started in 2007. 
The Fed decreased the discount rate, for example, to nearly zero, and yet banks did not 
substantially increase lending. Moving away from traditional government bonds and 
securities, the Fed started buying riskier mortgage-backed securities, in an effort to 
remove guaranteed debt from banks so that more capital was free to lend again. The Fed’s 
purchase of private sector assets, or commercial paper, is referred to as “credit easing.” The 
goal is to relieve banks of enough debt to help their credit flow again. Quantitative easing 
occurs when the purchase of such debt is funded by the government’s creating new 

discount rate
The rate of interest at which the Federal 
Reserve Board lends money to member 
banks.

reserve requirements
Government requirements that a por-
tion of member banks’ deposits be 
retained as backing for their loans.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS FEDERAL OPEN
MARKET COMMITTEE

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANKS

MEMBER BANKS

7 members appointed 
by the president 
of the United States 
and confirmed by 
the Senate

7 members of the 
Board of Governors

5 of the 12 Federal
Reserve Bank presidents

Federal Advisory 
Council
(12 members)
1 from each district

12 banks operating
25 branches, and 
9 additional offices for 
processing checks

Each bank with 9 
directors

3 Class A banking
3 Class B public

3 Class C public

President

First vice president

Officers and employees

Directors at each
Federal Reserve Bank 

appoint
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APPOINTMENTS
AND SALARIES
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ADDRESS APPOINT
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Each size group selects 
one Class A and one 
Class B director in each 
Federal Reserve District

ELECT

CONTRIBUTE CAPITAL

f igure 17 .3  How DoES THE FEDERAl RESERvE SySTEm woRk?
In making appointments to the Federal Reserve Board, the president is required by law to provide balanced 
representation of geographic, financial, agricultural, industrial, and commercial interests.

source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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money. These policies are controversial because they can increase inflation dramatically if 
banks do not start to lend the additional reserves created by the Fed’s purchases.

One lesson learned in the recent financial crisis is the danger of allowing banks to 
become “too big to fail.” As the lender of last resort, the Fed was initially reluctant to bail 
out banks for their risky investment mistakes. In 2007, Bear Sterns went bankrupt; the 
government ultimately took over Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac as foreclosures escalated 
on the subprime mortgages they had bought and securitized. The Fed assisted JP 
Morgan Chase with $29 billion in 2008 to buy Bear Stearns. When Lehman Brothers 
failed next, the Fed chose instead to send a message that big banks would not be bailed 
out at taxpayer expense. The financial impact of the collapse of these mammoth institu-
tions, however, threatened to damage the entire financial system. The Fed acted quickly 
to rescue American International Group (AIG), despite growing public opposition to 
bailing out Wall Street. The Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Ben Bernanke, 
called for new regulations to strengthen capital requirements for banks to provide better 
cushions to protect against potential losses and for investigation of the linkages among 
financial companies to better identify potential channels of financial contagion.

After 18 months of debate, Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act in 2010, a 2,300-page reform of the financial industry. 
The new legislation created a ten-member Financial Stability Oversight Council to 
monitor individual financial institutions that pose a risk of economic crisis. Regulators 
then have authority, as a last resort, to dismantle troubled firms before damage is done. 
New rules about capital leverage, risk management, and liquidity make it more diffi-
cult for banks to grow excessively large. The legislation also created the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau to regulate mortgage lending, credit cards, and consumer 
loan practices, providing more information and protection for consumers.

How HAS THE govERnmEnT RESponDED To THE REcESSion? 
President Obama appointed Richard Cordray in 2012 to serve as Director of the new Consumer Finance 
Protection Bureau. The new agency is charged with assisting consumers in understanding financial products 
and services, including mortgages and credit cards.
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ncome security programs protect people against loss of income because 
of retirement, disability, unemployment, or death or absence of the 
family breadwinner. In 1780, for example, national legislation was 
passed to provide a pension to the widows of sailors. These programs, 

however, like many of the other issues, were not a priority for the federal govern-
ment during much of its first 150 years. Beginning with the passage of the Social 
Security Act as a part of the 1930s New Deal, the government began to pay greater 
attention to this policy area. Today, the federal government administers a range of 
income security programs. These policies fall into two major areas—non–means-tested 
programs (in which benefits are provided regardless of income) and means-tested pro-
grams (in which benefits are provided to those whose incomes fall below a designated 
level).

Economists refer to income security policies as “automatic stabilizers.” If the economy 
enters a recession, income security policies have the effect of expanding the economy auto-
matically, whether or not the federal government takes action to change fiscal or monetary 
policy. The money spent by the government to provide assistance to people in need is 
injected back into the economy through purchases of rent, food, health care, and other 
basic expenditures. When the economy recovers and fewer people need assistance, govern-
ment spending automatically decreases, preventing the inflation that could occur with 
deficit spending in periods of expansion. Income security policies also provide a safety net 
for times when the government delays recognition or response to economic crises.

  The foundations of income security policy
With the election of President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932, the federal government 
began to play a more active role in addressing the hardships and turmoil that grew out 
of the Great Depression. An immediate challenge facing the Roosevelt administration 
was massive unemployment, viewed as having a corrosive effect on the economic well-
being and moral character of American citizens. An array of programs to put people 
back to work would, in Roosevelt’s words, “eliminate the threat that enforced idleness 
brings to spiritual and moral stability.”16

To address unemployment, Roosevelt issued an executive order in November 1933 
that created the Civil Works Administration (CWA). The intent of the CWA was to 
put people to work as quickly as possible for the stated goal of building public works 
projects. Within a month of its start, CWA had hired 2.6 million people; at its peak in 
January 1934, it employed more than 4 million workers. But, critics quickly claimed 
that it was too political and rife with corruption. The CWA was disbanded in 1934.

In 1935, the Works Progress Administration (WPA) revived the idea of a federal 
work program. The WPA paid a wage of about $55 a month, which was sizeable for the 
time, but below what would be available in the private sector. Such a wage was designed 
to reward work, but not discourage individuals from seeking market-based employ-
ment. The WPA attained a number of concrete accomplishments. This program 
absorbed about 30 percent of the unemployed; the WPA also constructed or improved 
more than 20,000 playgrounds, schools, hospitals, and airfields.17 These jobs programs 
established the concept that, in extreme circumstances, the government might become 
the employer of last resort.

A more permanent legacy of the New Deal was the creation of the Social Security 
program. The intent of Social Security was to go beyond various “emergency” programs 
such as the WPA and provide at least a minimum of economic security for all Americans. 
Passage of the Social Security Act in 1935 thus represented the beginning of a permanent 
welfare state in America and a dedication to the ideal of greater equity. The act consisted 

I

Describe the evolution of income security policy in the United States.17.4

Income Security PolicySocial Security Act
A 1935 law that established old age 
insurance; assistance for the needy, aged, 
blind, and families with dependent chil-
dren; and unemployment insurance.
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of three major components: (1) old-age insurance (what we now call Social Security); (2) 
public assistance for the needy, aged, blind, and families with dependent children (known 
as SSI); and (3) unemployment insurance and compensation. Since that time, the program 
has expanded to include a much greater percentage of American workers. It has also 
become one of the most successful government programs. In the 1930s, poverty rates were 
highest among the elderly. Today, seniors age sixty-five or older have the lowest rate of 
poverty among any age group in the United States.

  income security programs Today
Modern income security programs help a wide variety of citizens to survive in cases of 
unintentional loss of income. They also help disabled, elderly, and low-income citizens 
to make ends meet and provide a minimally decent standard of living for themselves 
and their families. In 2012, the poverty threshold for a four-person family unit was 
$23,050. (To learn more about the number of Americans who benefit from income 
security programs, see Table 17.1.)

Many income security programs are entitlement programs, government ben-
efits that all citizens meeting eligibility criteria—such as age, income level, or unem-
ployment—are legally “entitled” to receive. Unlike programs such as public housing, 
military construction, and space exploration, spending for entitlement programs is 
mandatory and places a substantial ongoing financial burden on the national and 
state governments.

Income security programs fall into two general categories. Many social insurance 
programs are non–means-tested programs that provide cash assistance to qualified 
beneficiaries, regardless of income. These social insurance programs operate in a man-
ner somewhat similar to that of private automobile or life insurance. Contributions are 
made by or on behalf of the prospective beneficiaries, their employers, or both. When 
a person becomes eligible for benefits, he or she is paid as a matter of right, regardless 
of wealth or unearned income. Among these programs are old age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance (Social Security) and unemployment insurance.

In contrast, means-tested programs require people to have incomes below speci-
fied levels to be eligible for benefits. Benefits of means-tested programs may come 
either as cash or in-kind benefits, such as help with finding employment or child care. 
Included in the means-tested category are the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 
program and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, also known as 
food stamps). Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) is also means-tested, 
but the program is not an entitlement. States are given discretion to determine TANF 
eligibility and benefits.

olD age, survivors, anD DisabiliTy insurance The Social Security pro-
gram is a non–means-tested program that began as old-age insurance, providing benefits 

Table 17.1 How mAny AmERicAnS bEnEFiT FRom incomE SEcURiTy pRogRAmS?

Program Population
Number of 
Recipients (millions)

Percentage of 
U.S. Population

Non–means-tested    

Social Security (old-age, survivors, and  
disability insurance, or OASDI) 56.0 18

Unemployment insurance 4.6 1.5

Means-tested    

Supplemental Security Income 7.9 2.5

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families 4.4 1.4

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 45.8 14.6

sources: Social Security Administration, www.ssa.gov; Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, http://www.cbpp 
.org/; Department of Health and Human Services, www.acf.hhs.gov; Food Research Action Center, www.frac.org; 
Veterans’ Affairs, Bureau of Labor Statistics, www.bls.gov/cps.

entitlement programs
Government benefits that all citizens 
meeting eligibility criteria—such as 
age, income level, or unemployment—
are legally “entitled” to receive.

non–means-tested programs
Programs that provide cash assistance 
to qualified beneficiaries, regardless of 
income. Among these are Social Secu-
rity and unemployment insurance.

means-tested programs
Programs that require that beneficia- 
ries have incomes below specified levels 
to be eligible for benefits. Among these 
are SSI, TANF, and SNAP.
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only to retired workers. Its coverage was extended to survivors of covered workers in 1939 
and to the permanently disabled in 1956. Nearly all employees and most of the self-
employed are now covered by Social Security. Americans born before 1938 are eligible to 
receive full retirement benefits at age sixty-five. The full retirement age gradually rises 
until it reaches sixty-seven for persons born in 1960 or later. In 2012, the average monthly 
Social Security benefit for retired workers was $1,230, with the maximum monthly ben-
efit set at $2,513.

Social Security is not, as many people believe, a pension program that collects 
contributions from workers, invests them, and then returns them with interest to ben-
eficiaries. Instead, current workers pay employment taxes that go directly toward pro-
viding benefits for retirees. In 2012, for example, a tax of 4.2 percent was levied on the 
first $110,100 of an employee’s wages and placed into the Social Security Trust Fund. 
An additional 6.2 percent tax was levied on employers.

As a result of this system, in recent years, it has become increasingly apparent that 
the current Social Security system is on a collision course with itself. Americans are 
living longer and having fewer children. And, beginning in 2010, the Baby Boom gen-
eration (roughly speaking, those born in the two decades immediately following World 
War II) began to retire. These factors, taken together, skew the number of working 
Americans per retiree, and lead the Social Security system toward financial insolvency. 
The trustees of the Social Security Trust Fund have estimated that—barring major 
policy changes—by 2030, payments to beneficiaries will exceed revenues collected 
from employees.

A number of proposals have been made to address these shortcomings. Among 
them is raising the eligibility for beneficiaries, increasing the Social Security tax with-
held from employees, or gradually privatizing the system for younger workers. Both of 
these proposals have received criticism from citizens—seniors and those who will soon 
retire do not wish to see their benefits cut or limited, and workers do not want to pay 
additional taxes.

One reform proposal that received a great deal of attention in the 2000 presidential 
election and the years that followed was Social Security privatization. Essentially, this 
would amount to the federal government’s allowing citizens to work with private indus-
try to administer and invest monies in the Social Security Trust Fund. Some Americans 

SHoUlD SociAl SEcURiTy bE pRivATizED?
Social Security privatization has been a hot-button issue. Here, members of Congress speak at a rally 
opposing privatization.
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believe that such a system would increase the government’s return on investment and 
prolong the life of the existing Social Security system with few other changes. Others 
believe that a privatized Social Security system is risky and will leave behind those who 
need it the most. The volatility of the stock market during the economic recession has, 
at least temporarily, reduced enthusiasm for privatization.

unemploymenT insurance Unemployment insurance is a non–means-tested 
program financed by a payroll tax paid by employers. The program benefits full-time 
employees of companies of four or more people who become unemployed through no 
fault of their own. Unemployed workers who have been fired for personal faults or 
who have quit their jobs, or those who are unwilling to accept suitable employment, 
do not receive benefits.

State governments administer unemployment insurance programs. As a result, 
unemployment programs differ a great deal in levels of benefits, length of benefit pay-
ment, and eligibility for benefits. For example, in 2014, average weekly benefit payments 
ranged from less than $230 a month in Mississippi to just over $660 a month in Rhode 
Island. Benefits lasted for only fifty-nine weeks in Mississippi and for seventy-nine 
weeks in Rhode Island. In general, less generous programs exist in southern states, 
where labor unions are less powerful. Nationwide, only about half of people who are 
counted as unemployed at any given time are receiving benefits.

In April 2012, the national unemployment rate stood at 8.1 percent. But, differ-
ences were considerable across the country (as illustrated in Figure 17.4). In North 
Dakota the unemployment rate was 3 percent, while levels of unemployment in many 
southern and western states such as Florida and California were over 9 percent. Rhode 
Island and Nevada both experienced unemployment rates over 11 percent. Unemployment 
rates also varied quite a bit across races and by age. For example, levels of unemployment 
for African American men were nearly twice that of whites, with unemployment rates 
exceeding 40 percent or greater common among young African American men.

f igure 17 .4  How Do STATE UnEmploymEnT RATES vARy?
In July 2012, the national unemployment rate was 8.2 percent. However, this rate varied tremendously 
across the country, with the highest levels in the South and West, and the lowest levels in the Midwest.

source: United States Department of Labor, www.dol.gov.
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supplemenTal securiTy income The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 
program is a means-tested program that began under the Social Security Act as a gov-
ernment benefit for needy elderly or blind citizens. In 1950, Congress extended cover-
age to needy people who were permanently and totally disabled. The federal 
government, which provides primary funding for SSI, prescribes minimum national 
benefit levels. The states may also choose to supplement national benefits, and forty-
eight states take advantage of this option.

To be eligible for SSI, beneficiaries can have only limited income; the lower an 
individual’s income, the higher the SSI payment. SSI beneficiaries may also have only 
a limited number of possessions. The total of an individual’s personal resources, includ-
ing bank accounts, vehicles, and personal property, cannot exceed $2,000. In 2012, 
monthly payments to eligible beneficiaries were about $517 per person.

family anD chilD supporT The Aid to Dependent Children program is a 
means-tested program that was first established as part of the Social Security Act in 
1935. In 1950, it was broadened to include not only dependent children without fathers 
but also mothers or other adults with whom dependent children were living. At this 
time, it was retitled the Aid to Families and Dependent Children (AFDC) program. 
As a result of this change and changes in the American family (including a rise in the 
birthrate to unwed mothers and a rise in the divorce rate), the family and child support 
rolls expanded significantly in the latter part of the twentieth century.

By the 1990s, the growth of this program began to attract widespread criticism 
from many conservatives and moderates, including Democratic President Bill Clinton. 
Critics pointed to the rising number of recipients and claimed that the AFDC program 
encouraged promiscuity, out-of-wedlock births, and dependency that resulted in a per-
manent class of welfare families. To restrict the availability of aid, to ferret out fraud 
and abuse, and to hold down cost, public officials sought to reform the program.

In what was hailed as the biggest shift in income security policy since the Great 
Depression, a new family and child support bill, the Personal Responsibility and Work 
Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) of 1996, created the Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program to replace AFDC. The most funda-
mental change enacted in the new law was the switch in funding welfare from an open-
ended matching program to a block grant to the states. PRWORA also gave states 
more flexibility in reforming their welfare programs toward work-oriented goals.

Significant features of the TANF plan included: (1) a requirement that single 
mothers with a child over five years of age must find work within two years of receiving 
benefits; (2) a provision requiring unmarried mothers under the age of eighteen to live 
with an adult and attend school to receive welfare benefits; (3) a five-year lifetime limit 
for aid from block grants; (4) a requirement that mothers must provide information 
about a child’s father in order to receive full welfare payments; (5) cutting off food 
stamps and Supplemental Security Income for illegal immigrants; (6) cutting off cash 
benefits and food stamps for convicted drug felons; and, (7) limiting food stamps to 
three months in a three-year period for persons eighteen to fifty years old who are not 
raising children and not working.18

The success of the TANF program has been widely debated. The total number of 
Americans receiving benefits has fallen. The program is not an entitlement, and states 
use diversion payments, for example, to minimize the number of TANF recipients. 
Little evidence supports the success of the program in job training or as a means of 
reducing economic and social inequality. Despite these potential shortcomings, the act 
was reauthorized several times during the Bush administration. In 2010, it became the 
subject of significant political wrangling, and the Emergency Contingency Fund, 
which provided additional federal revenues to states, was cut.

supplemenTal nuTriTion assisTance program The first attempt at this 
means-tested program (1939–1943), which is more commonly known as food stamps, 
was primarily an effort to expand domestic markets for farm commodities. Food 
stamps provided the poor with the ability to purchase more food, thus increasing the 
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demand for American agricultural produce. Attempts to reestablish the program dur-
ing the Eisenhower administration failed, but in 1961, a $381,000 pilot program 
began under the Kennedy administration. It became permanent in 1964 and extended 
nationwide in 1974.

The method of delivering the food stamp benefit has changed dramatically over 
time. For much of the program’s history, the benefit was administered as actual paper 
coupons—quite literally, food “stamps”—given to citizens who were eligible for relief. 
Today, the program is administered entirely using an electronic debt program, much 
like an ATM card. This change in administration necessitated a formal name change 
for the program—from food stamps to the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program—in 2008. Still, this benefit continues to be an important means of ensuring 
income security. In 2012, more than 46 million Americans received SNAP aid. The 
average participant received $133.85 worth of assistance per month.

In addition to SNAP, the national government operates several other food pro-
grams for the needy. These programs include a special nutritional program for women, 
infants, and children, known as WIC; a school breakfast and lunch program; and an 
emergency food assistance program including cheese and cereal.

Toward Reform: Recession and 
Economic Recovery

B

Evaluate the role of fiscal, monetary, and income security policy in the economic reces-
sion and recovery.

17.5

y 2008, it became increasingly clear that the extended period of American 
economic stability—a situation characterized by economic growth, rising 
national income, high employment, and steadiness in the general level of 
prices—was quickly coming to an end. Growing unemployment and gov-

ernment expenditures, coupled with a collapsing mortgage industry, created a severe 
economic downturn. By the end of 2008, this downturn had become a full-blown 
recession, a decline in the economy that occurs as investment sags, production falls off, 
and unemployment increases.

The national government identified this crisis situation quickly and, using fiscal, 
monetary, and income security policies, took a number of actions in an attempt to 
restart economic growth and stimulate the economy. We consider the ways the govern-
ment used each of these policies in turn.

  fiscal policy
In February 2008, realizing the severity of the economic situation, the Bush admin-
istration, along with Congress, announced a $168 billion federal stimulus package to 
provide Americans with tax rebates and relief intended to help boost consumer 
demand and reduce economic hardship. But, these efforts were insufficient, and the 
financial meltdown worsened. The collapse of many financial institutions as a result 
of the subprime mortgage crisis in September 2008 led Congress to pass the 
Temporary Assets Relief Program (TARP), an approximately $700 billion bailout of 
the financial industry.

Although these efforts made great strides in preserving American savings and loan 
companies, they did little to help average citizens. To address these concerns, in 
February 2009, President Barack Obama signed the $787 billion American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act, designed to cut taxes and create jobs through deficit spending.

These fiscal policy choices did improve economic recovery. By 2010, GDP and 
employment both increased. The long-term consequence of deficit spending, however, is 
a national debt that, economists argue, is unsustainable. Ending Bush tax cuts combined 

economic stability
A situation in which there is economic 
growth, rising national income, high 
employment, and steadiness in the 
general level of prices.

recession
A decline in the economy that occurs 
as investment sags, production falls 
off, and unemployment increases.
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with budget cuts could reduce the deficit, but at the expense of slowing the rate of eco-
nomic recovery. Policy makers face tough choices as they continue to balance ideological 
preferences regarding the role and size of government.

  monetary policy
Monetary policy is often the preferred way to address an economic crisis, in part 
because it can be easily implemented and has fewer long-term financial consequences 
than the deficit spending typified by fiscal policy and the Recovery Act. In early 2008, 
the Federal Reserve Board responded quickly to the economic slowdown, taking 
extraordinary action to lower interest rates and engaging in large open market opera-
tions and discount rate reductions to increase liquidity in the markets. In March 2008, 
the Fed also injected about $200 billion into the U.S. banking system by offering banks 
low-interest, one-month loans to ease the tightening credit conditions. It later took 
action to adjust mortgage lending rules and expand the commodities that U.S. markets 
could borrow against in order to increase the money supply in the market.

Despite signs of an economic recovery in early 2010, the Fed has continued to keep 
interest rates low in the hope of attracting borrowers who will inject money into the 
market. In addition to these traditional tools of monetary policy, the Fed has taken 
extraordinary measures designed to stimulate bank lending, including the purchase of 
mortgage-backed securities, credit easing, and quantitative easing. New regulations on 
capital leverage, risk management, and liquidity passed in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2011 attempt to reduce the risks associated 
with the international interconnectedness of large financial institutions. Critics argue 
that the new regulations unfairly restrict banks, reducing their global competitive advan-
tage. Others suggest that recent reforms do not go far enough to prevent economic crises 
in the future. As business cycles increase in severity, finding the right balance of regula-
tion and deregulation is a constant challenge.

  income security policy
Income security policies automatically expand the economy during recessions by pro-
viding benefits to those affected by worsening economic conditions and rising unem-
ployment. These programs, however, have put pressure on federal and state governments, 
with severe consequences for state budgets and the national deficit and debt. Recall that 
states must have balanced budgets—the amount of revenues must be equal to or greater 
than expenditure levels. Thus, as the rolls for programs such as unemployment insurance 
and food stamps rise, state costs to administer these programs—and therefore, projected 
expenditures—rise rapidly. At the same time, however, state revenues in the form of 
income and sales taxes decline as a result of fewer workers and lower consumer spend-
ing. This combination has placed great pressure on state governments. Many states have 
had to find creative ways to raise revenue or make large budget cuts in other areas in 
order to make ends meet.

For its part, the national government has engaged in deficit spending in order to 
fund these and other programs, as well as to help states balance their budgets. The costs 
of these expenditures will not be fully realized for years, as the nation faces a growing 
national debt and the threat of economic instability from owing large sums of money 
to creditors. As the economy recovers, the federal government will also have to deal 
with the financial insolvency of Social Security and other programs.

  evaluating the government’s response
Signs of the economic downturn—and the ultimate collapse of financial institu-
tions—were severe enough that both Republicans and Democrats agreed on the need 
to act in forestalling long-term consequences, both for individuals and for the nation 
at large. It is, however, worth noting that both parties encouraged responses to the 
economic collapse that were consistent with their political and economic worldviews. 
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Take a Closer Look
In May 2012, the Group of Eight Summit was held at Camp David, Maryland, and included world leaders from 
the United States, Japan, Britain, Germany, France, Italy, Canada, and Russia. The main focus of the conference 
was how to prevent a growing fiscal crisis in the Euro area from harming the global economy.

criTical Thinking QuesTions

1. Should banks be rescued with government bailouts if their collapse threatens the 
economic stability of a country? Should they be rescued even if they have 
engaged in risky behavior?

2. Is government debt justified by the creation of jobs? What are the long-term 
consequences of increased government deficits? What are the long-term 
consequences of increased employment?

3. Should world leaders coordinate their economic policies to prevent global 
economic recessions? Who should decide what policies to pursue?

German Chancellor Angela Merkel firmly supports austerity measures to 
improve economic growth. She argues that reducing deficits is the most 
important goal in stabilizing the debt crisis faced by many Euro area 
economies.

French President François Hollande was elected in the spring of 2012  
on a platform that rejected the austerity measures advocated by Merkel. 
Hollande supports increased government spending to stimulate economic 
growth.

U.S. President Barack Obama supports the European Central Bank’s using 
monetary policy to rescue failing European banks from collapse.
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Seeing the signs of a downturn in early 2008, for example, President George W. Bush 
and the Republican Party urged the Fed to take action to increase the supply of money 
and lower interest rates. The Bush administration also worked with Congress to pass 
a tax rebate designed to put more money in citizens’ pockets. After taking office in 
2009, President Barack Obama, leading the Democrats, significantly increased gov-
ernment spending and provided additional tax relief in addition to the aggressive use 
of monetary policy tools by the Fed.

As the economy recovers, economists will debate which of these policy approaches 
was most effective. Not surprisingly, assessments generally break down along partisan 
lines. White House economists, for example, credit the Recovery Act for bringing 
about economic growth and increasing employment by late 2009. Conservative schol-
ars and former Republican governmental officials do not dispute this growth, but they 
argue that it has resulted from monetary policy and decisive bailout actions through 
the TARP program.19

In all likelihood, however, both fiscal policy and monetary policy, as well as the 
safety net provided by national and state income security programs, have helped 
improve the American economy. The government shoulders the responsibility of tak-
ing decisive action in all three areas—fiscal, monetary, and income security policy—to 
prevent or reduce the impact of future downturns in the business cycle.

508 
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Monetary policy is a form of government regulation in which 
the nation’s money supply and interest rates are controlled. In 
1913, the federal government created the Federal Reserve 
System (“the Fed”) to adjust the money supply to the needs 
of agriculture, commerce, and industry. Today, it handles 
much of the day-to-day management of monetary policy. It 
has a number of tools to aid its efforts, including open mar-
ket operations, which involve the buying and selling of gov-
ernment securities by the Federal Reserve Bank in the 
securities market; control of the discount rate, or the rate of 
interest at which the Federal Reserve Board lends money to 
member banks; and the ability to set reserve requirements, or 
government requirements that a portion of member banks’ 
deposits be retained as backing for their loans. The Fed has 
also used nontraditional tools, including the purchase of 
mortgage-backed securities, credit easing, and quantitative 
easing, to encourage banks to increase lending. 

Monetary Policy

Analyze the effect of the Federal Reserve System on 
monetary policy, p. 496.

17.3

Income security programs protect people against loss of 
income. These programs also serve as automatic stabilizers, 
increasing government spending during economic crises. 
Income security policy was not a priority for the federal gov-
ernment until the 1930s, when it passed the Social Security 
Act. Today, the federal government administers a range of 
income security programs that fall into two major areas: 
non–means-tested and means-tested programs. Non–means-
tested programs provide cash assistance to qualified benefi-
ciaries regardless of income; they include old age, survivors, 
and disability insurance, and unemployment insurance. 
Means-tested programs require that people have incomes 
below specified levels to be eligible for benefits; they include 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), family and child sup-
port and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(food stamps).

Income Security Policy

Describe the evolution of income security policy in the 
United States, p. 500.

17.4

The government ’s role in regulating the economy has 
evolved over the nation’s history. During the nineteenth 
century, the national government defined its economic role 
narrowly and subscribed to a laissez-faire economic philoso-
phy. By the 1890s, however, it became clear that the national 
government needed to take greater steps to regulate the 
economy, which it did by creating the Interstate Commerce 
Commission and passing anti-monopoly legislation. Later, 
to help bring the nation out of the Great Depression, 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal in the 1930s 
brought increased government intervention in a number of 
economic policy areas including financial markets, agricul-
ture, labor, and industry. In the 1960s and 1970s, the gov-
ernment expanded its role to include social regulations 
dealing with health, safety, and environmental protection. 
Finally, at the end of the twentieth century, a backlash 
occurred against regulation, and deregulation, or the reduc-
tion in market controls in favor of market-based competi-
tion, gained prominence. In the wake of the recent global 
economic recession, debate continues over the proper role of 
government in responding to economic conditions. 

Trace the evolution of economic policy in the United 
States, p. 484.

Roots of Economic Policy

17.1

Review the Chapter

Fiscal policy is the deliberate use of the national government’s 
taxing and spending policies to maintain economic stability. 
Many factors influence fiscal policy, including the global econ-
omy through increased international interdependence. 
Government spending and taxes are the tools of fiscal policy; 
they can be manipulated to stabilize the economy and to coun-
teract fluctuations in federal revenues. Except for a short period 
from 1998 to 2001, the federal government has generally run a 
budget deficit, which can have negative consequences for the 
economy over the long term. The government has responded to 
economic recession with different combinations of increased 
government spending and tax cuts. Congress raised the debt 
ceiling as the long-term continuation of annual deficits 
increased the national debt, prompting debates over the size 
and role of the federal government. In 2012, the United States 
faced what economists referred to as a fiscal cliff, as current pol-
icies were deemed unsustainable. Conflicting goals of stimulat-
ing a weak economy still recovering from recession and the 
necessity of reducing long-term debt and the risk of inflation 
created tough choices for policy makers.

Fiscal Policy

Assess the impact of the budget process on fiscal policy, 
p. 490.

17.2
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1. During the Progressive era, the federal government 
supported —— of the banking industry to help stabilize the 
money supply and prevent financial panics.
 a. regulation
 b. deregulation
 c. socialization
 d. monopolization
 e. privatization

2. Congressional termination of the Glass-Steagall Act in 
1999
 a. meant that large multinational banks could no longer 

merge with other banks.
 b. allowed banks to consolidate traditional savings and 

loans services with riskier securities investments.
 c. prohibited banks from borrowing money from the 

Federal Reserve.
 d. helped to prevent bank failures during the recession that 

began in 2007.
 e. reduced the competitiveness of multinational financial 

institutions.

3. The government makes fiscal policy by increasing or 
decreasing
 a. the supply of money.
 b. the interest rate.
 c. taxes and government spending.
 d. the capital reserve that banks must hold.
 e. the amount that banks are charged to borrow money.

4. Economist John Maynard Keynes argued that
 a. increasing government spending can stimulate a weak 

economy.
 b. increasing interest rates can decrease consumer 

spending.
 c. decreasing government taxes reduces the national debt.
 d. decreasing the supply of money can stimulate 

borrowing.
 e. increasing consumer spending destabilizes the economy.

Test Yourself Study and Review the Practice Tests

Key Terms

Board of Governors, p. 496
budget deficit, p. 490
business cycles, p. 484
deregulation, p. 488
discount rate, p. 498
economic regulation, p. 484
economic stability, p. 505

entitlement programs, p. 501
fiscal policy, p. 490
gross domestic product (GDP), p. 495
inflation, p. 491
interventionist state, p. 487
laissez-faire, p. 484
means-tested programs, p. 501

monetary policy, p. 496
non–means-tested programs, p. 501
open market operations, p. 496
recession, p. 505
reserve requirements, p. 498
Social Security Act, p. 500
trusts, p. 485

Study and Review the Flashcards

17.5

Toward Reform: Recession and 
Economic Recovery

Evaluate the role of fiscal, monetary, and income security 
policy in the economic recession and recovery, p. 505.

By the end of 2008, the nation was in a full-blown recession, a 
decline in the economy that occurs as investment sags, pro-
duction falls off, and unemployment increases. The national 
government identified the crisis situation quickly and took a 
number of actions to restart economic growth and stimulate 
the economy through the use of fiscal, monetary, and income 
security policy. In terms of fiscal policy, the Bush administra-
tion offered tax rebates and proposed a $700 billion federal 

bailout package for the banking industry, known as TARP. 
When President Barack Obama took office, he worked with 
Congress to pass the $787 billion American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act to help stimulate the economy and to main-
tain and create new jobs. In terms of monetary policy, the 
Federal Reserve Board responded to the crisis by cutting inter-
est rates and engaging in open market operations and discount 
rate reductions. The costs of income security programs during 
this economic downturn have put a strain on both national 
and state budgets. As the economy continues to move forward, 
policy makers will analyze the successes and failures of fiscal 
policy, monetary policy, and income security policies in 
responding to the worst economic crisis since the Great 
Depression.
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5. The portion of a bank’s deposits that the bank must 
retain as backing for its loans is known as the
 a. loan requirement.
 b. reserve requirement.
 c. financial backing proportion.
 d. earnest money.
 e. fiduciary responsibility.

6. The goals of the Federal Reserve include
 a. limiting consumption.
 b. increasing inflation.
 c. decreasing unemployment.
 d. decreasing consumer savings.
 e. increasing consumer debt.

7. Income security programs intended to assist  
persons whose income falls below a designated level are 
called
 a. security assistance laws.
 b. social insurance statutes.
 c. means-tested programs.
 d. non–means-tested programs.
 e. Medicare and Medicaid.

8. Social Security, an example of an income security policy,
 a. provides temporary income to workers who have lost 

their jobs.
 b. is paid for entirely by contributions from employers.
 c. is a means-tested entitlement.
 d. may be underfunded by 2030 if the system is not reformed.
 e. provides jobs to low-income elderly workers.

9. Much of the current economic downturn is attributable to
 a. the cost of the war in Iraq.
 b. automobile loans.
 c. the cost of No Child Left Behind.
 d. the cost of presidential campaigns.
 e. the subprime mortgage crisis.

10. In response to economic recession, the U.S. federal 
government
 a. enacted austerity measures.
 b. increased interest rates.
 c. abandoned Keynesian economic policies.
 d. stimulated economic growth with increased government 

spending.
 e. decreased government debt.
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he United States of America has a large foreign policy agenda on the world stage. It 
involves a broad range of issues, numerous actors, and all parts of the world. On any 
given day, U.S. foreign policy makers devote attention and resources to problems 
involving not only terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 
but also humanitarian intervention, democratization, trade, economic development, 

globalization, the environment, oil supplies, and the United Nations, to name but a few.
Since he became president in 2009, Barack Obama has sought a foreign policy that maintains 

continuity with the past but that also charts a path different from his predecessor, George W. 
Bush. Upon entering office, President Obama called for a “new era of engagement,” pledging to 
rebuild America’s image abroad and strengthen relations—especially in the Middle East—with 
countries that had become highly critical of U.S. foreign policy as a result of the war in Iraq. He 
also pledged to bring home American troops from Iraq and wind down the war in Afghanistan.

In Iraq, all American combat forces left the country by the end of 2011, and in Afghanistan, 
after deploying additional forces for a time to bolster the war effort, the president began with-
drawing troops, announcing that “by the end of 2014 the Afghans will be fully responsible for the 
security of their country.”1 At the same time, the president continued to pursue the war against 
terrorism, using pilotless drones to conduct attacks against terrorists and keeping the U.S. detain-
ment center at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba open (after pledging to close it). Likewise, civil war and 
chaos in Iraq and neighboring Syria—along with the emergence of a militant force called ISIS—
have prevented the Obama administration from making the clean break with earlier policies that 
it had initially intended.
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The PresidenT Plays a dominanT role in The develoPmenT of foreign and 
defense Policy. Above President Ronald Reagan speaks at the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, near the 
Berlin Wall, issuing a challenge to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev to “tear down this wall.” Below 
President Barack Obama in Cairo, Egypt, visiting a mosque after speaking at Cairo University, where he 
called for a new era of cooperation between the United States and Muslims around the world.
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Addressing these problems has been only part of Obama’s foreign policy. In Asia, he 

has pursued a “strategic pivot,” seeking to diminish the American focus on the Middle 
East while investing greater time and attention to the Asia-Pacific region, where economic 
and military power is rapidly growing, especially in China. This rebalancing of U.S. foreign 
policy has involved building on previous policy, such as strengthening ties with the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations and securing congressional approval of a U.S.-
South Korea free trade agreement, but it has also meant initiating new and expanded mili-
tary deployments in Australia and Singapore.

The United States has also sought to reduce the number of nuclear weapons and limit 
their spread to other countries—long-standing American foreign policy goals—with particu-
lar focus on Iran and North Korea. While the United States has been unable to achieve its 
goals with these two countries, President Obama did sign the New Strategic Arms 
Reductions Treaty (New START) with Russia, which reduces the number of deployed nuclear 
weapons in both countries. He also broke with previous U.S. policy by calling for the elimi-
nation of all nuclear weapons around the world, though he has pointed out that this is 
unlikely to happen anytime soon, even in his lifetime.

One highly visible element of U.S. foreign policy in recent years has been the pursuit of 
women’s rights and empowerment, a cause championed by former Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton, as well as by two of her predecessors as Secretary of State, Condoleezza 
Rice and Madeleine Albright. Stating that “the rights of women and girls is the unfinished 
business of the 21st century,” Secretary Clinton is continuing the work she has done for 
decades, combating the inequality by which “women are denied the right to go to school 
by their own fathers and brothers . . . forced into prostitution . . . barred from the bank lend-
ing offices and banned from the ballot box.”2

F

Trace the evolution of U.S. foreign and defense policy.18.1

• • •

Although popular and governmental opinions on the role of the United States in the 
world have changed dramatically in the past 225 years, many fundamental challenges remain 
the same. Should the United States, for example, isolate itself from other nations or become 
engaged in international conflicts? When do diplomatic solutions fall short, necessitating 
warfare? And, how do economic policies at home and abroad affect these relationships?

Evaluating the potential strengths and weaknesses of U.S. foreign policy today starts 
with acquiring a broad understanding of past foreign and defense policies and the political 
forces that have shaped them. We must also look closely at the key issues confronting the 
United States as it attempts to address emerging issues in foreign and defense policy.

Roots of U.S. Foreign and  
Defense Policy

oreign and defense policy are two separate areas of policy making. Foreign 
policy relates to how one country (referred to as a state by political scien-
tists) builds relationships with other countries to safeguard its national 
interests. Defense policy comprises the strategies a country uses to protect 

itself from its enemies. However, foreign policy and defense policy are interrelated. 
Countries use defense policy for many problems that are better addressed by well-
planned foreign policy, and a failure to make good foreign policy can require the use of 
defense policy.

Like domestic and economic policies, U.S. foreign and defense policies have 
evolved. Today, the United States is a powerful and influential presence on the world 
stage. It was not always this way. Upon its founding, the United States was a weak 
country on the margins of world affairs, with an uncertain future.

foreign policy
Area of policy making that encom-
passes how one country builds rela-
tionships with other countries in order 
to safeguard its national interest.

defense policy
Area of policy making that focuses on 
the strategies that a country uses to 
protect itself from its enemies.
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isolationism
The U.S. policy of avoiding entan-
gling alliances with European powers.

Farewell Address
When President George Washington 
left office, he wrote a letter, addressed 
to the People of the United States, 
warning people of the dangers to avoid 
in order to preserve the republic.

Monroe Doctrine
President James Monroe’s 1823 pledge 
that the United States would oppose 
attempts by European states to rees-
tablish their political control in the 
Western Hemisphere.

The historical roots of American foreign and defense policy are found in the period from 
the founding of the republic to the period leading up to World War II (1941–1945). The 
importance of these early experiences comes into clearer focus when we consider three dis-
tinct periods: (1) isolation in the early republic; (2) the United States as an emerging power; 
(3) World War I (1917–1918), and the interwar years (between World Wars I and II).

  isolationism in the early republic
Independence did not change the fundamental foreign policy problem faced by colo-
nial America: steering a safe course between Great Britain and France, the two feuding 
giants of world politics in the late 1700s. For some Framers, the best course of action 
was to maintain a close relationship with one of these two powers. Alexander Hamilton, 
for example, became a champion of a pro-British foreign policy, whereas Thomas 
Jefferson was an early supporter of a pro-French foreign policy.

For other early political leaders, the best course of action was one of neutrality and 
relative isolationism, a national policy that did not mean avoiding participation in 
foreign affairs but, instead, sidestepping “entangling alliances” with the major European 
powers. President George Washington articulated this neutrality position most force-
fully. In his Farewell Address, he called for a policy that would “steer clear of perma-
nent alliances with any portion of the foreign world.”

The dual goals of isolationism and neutrality, however, did not guarantee the ability 
of the United States to always stay out of international conflicts. The United States 
fought an undeclared naval war in the 1790s with France because France was seizing 
U.S. ships that were trading with its enemies. Shortly thereafter, the United States 
fought the Barbary Wars against North African Barbary States, which had captured 
ships and held sailors for ransom.

Nor was conflict with the British resolved after the American Revolution. In the 
early 1800s, the ongoing wars between France and Great Britain, British support for 
American Indian tribes opposing U.S. westward expansion, and the British naval prac-
tice of impressment (stopping U.S. ships to seize suspected deserters of the British 
Royal Navy, and sometimes seizing ships and cargo while forcing American sailors to 
serve on British ships) led to the War of 1812 between the U.S. and Great Britain.

After the 1815 defeat of French leader Napoleon Bonaparte at Waterloo, Europe was 
at peace for the first time in almost two decades. Europeans celebrated, but the United 
States feared that European powers would try to reestablish control in the Western 
Hemisphere. To prevent this, President James Monroe issued the Monroe Doctrine in 
1823. It warned European states that the United States would view “any attempt on their 
part to extend their system to any portion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace 
and safety.” It also promised to continue the American policy of noninterference in the 
internal concerns of European powers.

  The United states as an emerging Power
Throughout most of the nineteenth century, the United States gained territory, devel-
oped economically, and emerged as a world power. This process centered on four areas: 
(1) trade policy and commerce, (2) continental expansion and manifest destiny,  
(3) dominance over the Western Hemisphere, and (4) interests in Asia.

Trade Policy and commerce The policy of neutrality articulated in 
Washington’s Farewell Address made free trade a cornerstone of early American for-
eign policy. Reciprocity and most favored nation status were its guiding principles. 
Reciprocity meant that the U.S. government treated foreign traders in the same way 
that foreign countries treated American traders. Most favored nation status guaran-
teed that a country’s imports into the United States would be given the lowest possible 
tariffs, or taxes on imported goods.

Increased global trade and competition following the end of the Napoleonic Wars 
led the United States to abandon the policies of reciprocity and most favored nation 

tariffs
Taxes on imported goods.
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manifest destiny
Theory that the United States was 
divinely supported to expand across 
North America to the Pacific Ocean.

Roosevelt Corollary
Concept developed by President 
Theodore Roosevelt early in the twen-
tieth century declaring that it was the 
responsibility of the United States to 
ensure stability in Latin America and 
the Caribbean.

status. Beginning in 1816, Congress adopted the “American System” of trade protec-
tion by adding increasingly higher tariffs, sometimes as high as 100 percent of the value 
of the goods being imported.3 High protectionist tariffs remained the American norm 
well into the twentieth century.

conTinenTal exPansion and manifesT desTiny During the nineteenth 
century, the United States acquired immense quantities of land in various ways. It took 
land from American Indians in wars against the Creek, Seminole, Sioux, Comanche, 
Apache, and other tribes. It bought territory from the French (the Louisiana Territory), 
Spanish (Florida), and Russians (Alaska). It also fought the 1846 Mexican War, acquir-
ing a large expanse of Mexican territory in the American Southwest and California.

Manifest destiny is the summary phrase used to capture the logic behind American 
continental expansionism. According to this idea, the United States had a divinely sup-
ported obligation to expand across North America to the Pacific and “overspread the 
continent allotted by Providence for the free development of our multiplying millions.”4 
Manifest destiny was viewed as natural and inevitable, far different from the colonial 
expansion of European states.

dominance over The WesTern hemisPhere The twentieth century began 
with a revision of the Monroe Doctrine. In what came to be known as the Roosevelt 
Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, President Theodore Roosevelt asserted in 1904 
that it was the responsibility of the United States to ensure stability in Latin America 
and the Caribbean. In accordance with this role, the United States would intervene 
with military force to punish wrongdoing and establish order in these nations when 
their own governments were incapable of doing so.

Roosevelt was particularly concerned with the Dominican Republic. It was deeply 
in debt, plagued by growing domestic unrest, and faced the threat of hostile military 
action by France. Roosevelt blocked French action by taking over customs collection 
there in 1906. Later, the United States sent troops to other countries, including Cuba, 
Haiti, Nicaragua, Panama, and Mexico.

HOw DID THE ROOSEvElT COROllARy AffECT AmERICAn fOREIgn POlICy?
In this political cartoon, President Theodore Roosevelt is shown policing Panama, carrying the “big stick” of 
military intervention proposed by the Roosevelt Corollary.
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collective security
The idea that an attack on one coun-
try is an attack on all countries.

Although these exercises of military power were significant in establishing regional 
dominance, the signature event of this period for American foreign policy was the acquisi-
tion of the Panama Canal Zone. The United States wished to build a canal through Panama, 
which was then part of Colombia, but when the Colombian government refused to approve 
the necessary treaty, the Roosevelt administration supported a Panamanian independence 
movement. When this movement achieved success, the U.S. government quickly recog-
nized the independent state and signed an agreement granting the United States rights to a 
ten-mile strip of land connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Construction of the 
Panama Canal began in 1904 and was completed in 1914, providing a way for ships to avoid 
the long and dangerous trip around South America in reaching western U.S. territories.

Supporting Panamanian independence was not the only way the United States estab-
lished its influence in Central America and the Caribbean. Beginning with the William H. 
Taft administration, the United States also began to use its economic power through “dollar 
diplomacy.” Dollar diplomacy was designed to make the United States the banker of the 
region, and to open up countries throughout all of Latin America to American investment.

inTeresTs in asia The 1898 Spanish-American War, fought between the United 
States and Spain over Spanish policies and presence in Cuba, gave the United States 
control over Cuba, as well as other Spanish colonies such as Puerto Rico and the 
Philippines. As a result, the United States now had an overseas colony and a major 
stake in Asian affairs. The major problems confronting the United States in Asia were 
the disintegration of China and the rising power of Japan.

In 1898 and 1899, as European powers were extending their influence in China, 
the United States issued the Open Door Notes to Russia, Germany, France, and Great 
Britain, calling upon them not to discriminate against other investors in their spheres 
of influence. While the United States could not force other countries to agree, the logic 
behind this Open Door Policy was consistent with long-standing American support 
for opening up foreign markets to U.S. investment.

In sharp contrast to the unilateral action taken on China, President Theodore 
Roosevelt sought to contain Japan through a series of international agreements. The 
most notable of these was the Taft-Katsura Agreement of 1905. This act recognized 
Japanese preeminence over Korea in return for a Japanese agreement to respect 
American control over the Philippines and Hawaii.

  World War i and the interwar years
When World War I broke out in Europe in 1914, the United States remained neutral 
at first. It was a European war, and no U.S. interests were directly involved. In addition, 
the United States was largely a nation of European immigrants, and Americans were 
deeply divided about whom to support. As the war progressed, however, it became 
increasingly difficult to remain neutral. Under Germany’s policy of unrestricted subma-
rine warfare, German subs sank U.S. ships carrying cargo to Great Britain and France. 
Finally, declaring that the United States was fighting “to make the world safe for 
democracy,” President Woodrow Wilson led the nation into the war in 1917. Wilson 
also put forward a statement of American aims, the Fourteen Points. The Fourteenth 
Point was the creation of a League of Nations at the conclusion of the war.

At the Paris Peace Conference following the war, Wilson succeeded in getting the 
League of Nations established. Its guiding principle was collective security, the idea 
that an attack on one country is an attack on all countries. Wilson failed, however, to 
build support for the League of Nations at home, and so the United States never joined.

The period between the two world wars saw U.S. foreign policy dominated by two 
issues: (1) disarmament, and (2) isolationism. In 1920, isolationist Senator William 
Borah (R–ID) offered a resolution inviting Great Britain and Japan to an arms limitation 
conference. The result was the 1921 Washington Conference, which left a mixed legacy. 
Although the conference did not produce lasting security in the Far East or end arms 
races, it did mark a shift in the global balance of power, because two of the main players 
represented—the United States and Japan—were from outside Europe.
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UN Security Council
A principal part of the United Nations, 
charged with authorizing peacekeep-
ing operations, international sanctions, 
and military action in order to main-
tain global peace and security.

Support for disarmament also led to the signing of the Kellogg-Briand Pact. In 
this pact, the United States, Japan, and the European powers (including Great Britain, 
France, and Germany) agreed to renounce war “as an instrument of national policy” 
and to resolve their disputes “by pacific means.” This agreement, however, did not stop 
the United States from taking defensive actions, such as building new naval vessels.

Second, isolationist sentiment hardened within the United States. This sentiment led 
Congress to increase tariffs to protect U.S. industry from foreign competition. In 1930, 
Congress passed the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, and other countries responded by raising 
their tariffs. The higher tariffs, in conjunction with the Great Depression, had a dramatic 
impact on world trade. By 1932, trade dropped to about one-third its former level.5

Belief in isolationism also led to the passage of four neutrality acts in the 1930s. 
Among their core provisions were arms embargoes and a prohibition on loans to coun-
tries involved in international conflicts. After Great Britain and France declared war on 
Nazi Germany in the late 1930s, however, President Franklin D. Roosevelt was able to 
soften these bans to allow Great Britain to obtain American weapons in return for 
allowing the United States to lease British military bases (this was the beginning of 
what was called the “lend-lease” program during World War II).

The United States as a World Power

T

Explain U.S. foreign policy as the country rose to become a world power.18.2

he status of the United States as a world power was cemented by its entry 
into and subsequent victory in World War II. Between World War II and 
the new millennium, American political leaders guided the nation through 
two distinct periods: the Cold War and the post–Cold War period. Today, 

the Obama administration is working to guide the country through a changing world 
defined by globalization and the rise of emerging powers such as China.

  World War ii and its aftermath
The United States entered World War II with the December 7, 1941, Japanese bomb-
ing of Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. The war was fought on two fronts—in Europe against 
Nazi Germany and its Axis partners and in the Pacific against the militarist empire of 
Japan. It concluded in Europe first, in May 1945. It did not end in the Pacific until 
August of that same year, following the controversial U.S. decision to drop atomic 
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan.

World War II was a watershed in U.S. foreign policy. Prior to the war, isolationist 
sentiment dominated American thinking on world politics, but after it, international-
ism emerged triumphant. In contrast to its earlier rejection of the League of Nations, 
the United States enthusiastically led in the creation of the United Nations (UN), 
establishing itself as a permanent member of the UN Security Council, along with 
Great Britain, France, China, and the Soviet Union. It also entered into security alli-
ances with countries around the globe, with an understanding that America’s role was 
to be “the leader of the free world.”

President Franklin D. Roosevelt took an activist role in World War II diplomacy, 
holding or attending several major conferences until he died in April 1945. The most 
significant and consequential of these conferences was the Yalta Conference, held in 
the Soviet Union in February 1945, to decide the future of Germany and Eastern 
Europe, and to discuss the development of the UN. It allowed the Soviet Union to 
occupy the eastern half of Europe, bringing down what British Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill termed an “iron curtain” across the center of the continent.

In the belief that protectionist trade policies had led to the rise of dictators and the 
beginning of World War II, the United States moved to create a set of international 
economic organizations to encourage and manage global trade and finance. Collectively, 
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they came to be known as the Bretton Woods System, after the town in New Hampshire 
where negotiations were held in July 1944. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
was established to stabilize international currency transactions. In addition, the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, also called the World Bank, 
was set up to help the world recover from the destruction of World War II and to help 
poorer countries prosper by providing loans for large economic development projects.

Created in 1947, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which 
evolved into the World Trade Organization, had as its mission the facilitation of interna-
tional trade negotiations and promotion of free trade. This process occurred through nego-
tiating “rounds” or multiyear international conferences.

  The cold War and containment
The Cold War was the defining feature of the international system from the end of 
World War II in 1945 until the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the 
Soviet Union in the late 1980s and early 1990s. It was a period of competition, hostil-
ity, tension, and the near outbreak of direct conflict between the Western powers (the 
United States, Great Britain, and Western Europe) and the communist bloc states 
(Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union). Although it was frequently intense, the Cold 
War never escalated into direct and open warfare.

American foreign policy during the Cold War was organized around two key con-
cepts. The first was containment, which held that the “the main element of any United 
States policy toward the Soviet Union must be that of a long-term, patient but firm and 
vigilant containment of Russian expansionist tendencies.”6 This meant that the United 

HOw DID wORlD wAR II CHAngE U.S. fOREIgn POlICy?
World War II cemented America’s role as a world power. Here President Franklin D. Roosevelt meets with British 
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet Premier Josef Stalin at Yalta in 1945 to plan the postwar settlement.

Bretton Woods System
International financial system devised 
shortly before the end of World War II 
that created the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund.

International Monetary Fund 
(IMF)
International governmental organiza-
tion designed to stabilize international 
currency transactions.

World Bank
International governmental organiza-
tion created to provide loans for large 
economic development projects.

General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT)
Post–World War II economic develop-
ment treaty designed to help facilitate 
international trade negotiations and 
promote free trade.

containment
U.S. policy of opposing Soviet expan-
sion and communist revolutions around 
the world with military forces, economic 
assistance, and political influence.
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Truman Doctrine
U.S. anti-communist policy initiated in 
1947 that became the basis of U.S. for-
eign policy throughout the Cold War.

Marshall Plan
European collective recovery program, 
named after Secretary of State George 
C. Marshall, that provided extensive 
American aid to Western Europe after 
World War II.

North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO)
The first peacetime military treaty 
joined by the United States; NATO is a 
collective security pact that includes the 
United States, Canada, and Western 
Europe.

Berlin Wall
A barrier built by East Germany in 
1961 to cut off democratic West Berlin 
from communist East Berlin.

Cuban Missile Crisis
The 1962 confrontation over the 
deployment of ballistic missiles in Cuba 
that nearly escalated into nuclear war 
between the United States and the 
Soviet Union.

States would oppose Soviet expansion with military forces, economic assistance, and 
political influence. The second concept was nuclear deterrence. From the 1950s through 
the 1980s, the United States and the Soviet Union developed large nuclear arsenals. 
Having stockpiles of weapons of mass destruction on either side of the conflict ensured 
that both sides would prevent one another from actually using their nuclear weapons. 
This created a condition of mutually assured destruction (MAD).

Although the Cold War began in Europe, it quickly became a global conflict. In the 
1940s, the conflict spread to Greece and Turkey, leading to the Marshall Plan. It also 
spread to Latin America, especially Cuba, and to Asia. In 1949, for example, Mao 
Zedong won the Chinese Civil War and aligned China with the Soviet Union, a move 
that the United States viewed as significantly increasing Soviet power. This action also 
precipitated the Korean War of the 1950s and the Vietnam War of the 1960s and 1970s.

The cold War in eUroPe Among the first Cold War trouble spots were Greece 
and Turkey, both of which came under pressure from Communists. In February 1947, 
Great Britain informed the United States that it could no longer meet its traditional 
obligations to protect Greece and Turkey. Less than one month later, on March 12, 1947, 
President Harry S Truman addressed a joint session of Congress and requested economic 
and military aid for the two countries. The language Truman used as justification was as 
important as this request for aid. He argued that the United States “must support free 
peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pres-
sure.”7 Known as the Truman Doctrine, this policy led the United States to provide 
economic assistance and military aid to countries fighting against communist revolutions 
or political pressure, and remained the basis of U.S. policy throughout the Cold War.

Three months later, the United States took a major action consistent with this political 
worldview. Secretary of State George Marshall announced that the United States would 
help finance Europe’s economic recovery. All European states were invited to participate 
in the drafting of a European collective recovery plan known as the Marshall Plan. 
Importantly, the Soviet Union chose not to participate and prevented its Eastern European 
states (East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria) from 
participating as well. This effectively served to divide postwar Europe into two parts.

In 1949, the economic division of Europe was reinforced by its military partition 
with the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). This 
alliance, the first peacetime military treaty joined by the United States, was a collective 
security pact among the United States, Canada, and Western Europe. In retaliation, 
the Soviet Union organized its Eastern European allies into the Warsaw Pact. This 
division of Europe was further established by the Berlin Wall, built by East Germany 
in 1961 to cut off democratic West Berlin from communist East Berlin.

The cold War in laTin america Cold War competition between the United 
States and the Soviet Union moved to Latin America in the late 1950s and early 
1960s. The most intense confrontation involved Cuba, where Fidel Castro came to 
power in 1959. Following this revolution, President Dwight D. Eisenhower approved 
a plan to send a small group of Cuban exiles back to Cuba to conduct a guerrilla war-
fare campaign against the new leader. This plan evolved into the Bay of Pigs invasion, 
authorized by President John F. Kennedy in April of 1961. The results were disastrous. 
Some 1,400 Cuban exiles landed at the Bay of Pigs and quickly were surrounded and 
defeated by well-equipped and loyal Cuban soldiers.

The following year, in October 1962, the United States and Soviet Union confronted 
one another over the deployment of nuclear missiles in Cuba. Perhaps at no time was the 
world closer to a nuclear war than it was during this event, known as the Cuban Missile 
Crisis. In response, President Kennedy established a “quarantine” on Cuba, a naval block-
ade that prevented Soviet ships from landing in Cuba. The crisis ended after two weeks, 
when Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev agreed to remove the Soviet missiles.

The vieTnam War America’s involvement in Vietnam began in the 1950s. After 
the end of World War II, France unsuccessfully sought to reestablish its colonial rule 
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détente
The improvement in relations between 
the United States and the Soviet 
Union that occurred during the 1970s.

in Southeast Asia. After being defeated on the battlefield in 1954, France negotiated 
a withdrawal from Vietnam. The resultant Geneva Peace Accords temporarily 
divided Vietnam at the 17th parallel, with communist forces in control of the North 
and a noncommunist government in control of the South. A unification election 
scheduled for 1956 was never held, as South Vietnam, with the support of the United 
States, refused to participate. As a result, North Vietnam began a military campaign 
to unify the country.

The war became increasingly Americanized in the 1960s under President Lyndon B. 
Johnson. American forces carried out sustained and massive bombing campaigns against 
the North, and U.S. ground troops began fighting in the South. The war was a difficult 
one, fought in unfamiliar terrain with little chance of success. Casualties escalated quickly, 
and the American public soon turned against the war. The peace movement that emerged 
at this time in response to the war and the military draft significantly influenced public 
opinion, helping to bring about America’s withdrawal from Vietnam.

In the 1970s, President Richard M. Nixon set the stage for American withdrawal by 
implementing a policy of Vietnamization, under which the South Vietnamese army 
would do the bulk of the fighting. To prepare for this turnover, the United States invaded 
Cambodia to clean out North Vietnamese sanctuaries and increased bombing of North 
Vietnam. The American strategy failed, but in the absence of public support for the war 
effort, U.S. forces left South Vietnam in 1973 following the Paris Peace Agreement. 
South Vietnam fell to communism and was reunified with the North in April 1975.

déTenTe and hUman righTs When Richard M. Nixon became president in 
1969, he declared it was time to move from “an era of confrontation” to “an era of nego-
tiation” in relations with the Soviet Union.8 The improvement in U.S.–Soviet relations 
was called détente. At its core was a series of negotiations that aimed to use linked 
rewards and punishments (rather than military power) to contain the Soviet Union.

Another key element of détente was improved relations with China. Politicians at 
the time believed that this achievement would give the United States a potential ally 
against the Soviet Union. A prerequisite for playing the “China card” was diplomatic 
recognition of China. President Nixon took the first steps in that direction when, in 
1971, he announced to a stunned world that the United States would “seek the normal-
ization of relations.” He followed up with a visit to China in 1972.

The greatest success of détente was in the area of arms control, most notably with 
the signing of the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties (SALT I and SALT II), which 
limited the deployment of nuclear weapons. The greatest failure of détente, however, 
was an inability to establish agreed-upon rules to govern competition in the developing 
world. In Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the United States and Soviet Union each 
armed and supported competing sides in many civil wars. In Chile, Nixon used covert 
action to undermine the government of President Salvador Allende and reestablish a 
strong pro-American regime.

When Jimmy Carter became president in 1977, he changed the emphasis of 
American foreign policy from the management of the Cold War to the promotion of 
human rights, the protection of people’s basic freedoms and needs. Carter’s policies 
targeted the dictators that the United States had relied upon to contain communism. 
Among these was the shah of Iran, who had committed many human rights abuses 
against his own people. Popular unrest forced the shah into exile in 1979, but after his 
ouster, radical Iranians, with the support of Iran’s fundamentalist Islamic government, 
overran the U.S. Embassy in Tehran and held the embassy staff captive for 444 days. 
The nation watched and waited in dismay as negotiations and military efforts to free 
the hostages failed. They were not released until the day Carter left office in 1981, only 
minutes after Ronald Reagan was sworn in as president.

The end of The cold War Republican President Ronald Reagan replaced Carter 
in the White House in January 1981. Reagan promised to reestablish American credibil-
ity and restore American military strength. The Reagan administration’s commitment to 
combating communism by providing military assistance to anti-communist groups 

human rights
The protection of people’s basic free-
doms and needs.
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Reagan Doctrine
The Reagan administration’s com-
mitment to ending communism by 
providing military assistance to anti-
communist groups.

democratic enlargement
Policy implemented during the 
Clinton administration in which the 
United States would actively promote 
the expansion of democracy and free 
markets throughout the world.

became known as the Reagan Doctrine. Two prominent examples of the Reagan 
Doctrine include support for anti-communist forces in Nicaragua and Afghanistan.

In Nicaragua, forty years of pro-American dictatorial rule ended in July 1979. The new 
Sandinista government soon began assisting rebels in El Salvador who were trying to bring 
down another pro-U.S. right-wing government. To block this effort, Reagan authorized 
creation of the Contras, an armed guerilla organization that opposed the Sandinista gov-
ernment. A connection between the controversial creation and funding of this rebel group 
and the sale of unauthorized arms to Iranian militants later surfaced. This resulted in what 
is now known as the Iran-Contra Affair, which led to congressional oversight hearings, as 
well as the firing and conviction of several members of the Reagan administration.

American interest in Afghanistan resulted from the Soviet Union’s 1979 invasion of 
that country, which supported a pro-Soviet government in power. The Soviet occupation 
army grew to 110,000 soldiers but could never defeat the guerrilla forces, known as the 
mujahedeen. American military aid to the mujahedeen rose from $120 million in 1984 to 
$630 million in 1987, contributing to the Soviet defeat and its eventual withdrawal.

The Soviet retreat from Afghanistan was part of a larger change in Soviet policy, 
which resulted from the ascent of Mikhail Gorbachev. Gorbachev entered into nuclear 
arms control agreements with the United States, and reduced foreign aid to Soviet allies. 
He also implemented a series of political and economic reforms that were meant to 
strengthen communism, but instead they undermined it throughout the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe, leading in 1989 to the collapse of communist governments in Poland, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, and East Germany, where the Berlin Wall 
came down. Two years later the Soviet Union collapsed and broke apart into 15 separate 
countries. These surprising and long-sought developments ended the Cold War, and rep-
resented the most significant occurrence in U.S. foreign policy since World War II.

  The Post–cold War World
President George H. W. Bush, who became president in 1989, sought to navigate 
through this new, post–Cold War world. In sharp contrast to the deep divisions of the 
Cold War, Bush was able to assemble a unified and overwhelmingly effective response 
to the 1990 invasion by Iraq of its oil-rich neighbor, Kuwait. Proclaiming that the end 
of the Cold War was ushering in a “new world order” unaffected by the superpower 
rivalry, Bush turned to the United Nations, whose members voted to impose eco-
nomic sanctions and authorized the use of force. During the ensuing Gulf War, the 
U.S.-led coalition forces were victorious in removing Iraqi forces from Kuwait after 
just six weeks.

The United States also sought to strengthen ties with China. However, on June 4, 
1989, Chinese troops attacked pro-democracy demonstrators on Tiananmen Square, 
killing hundreds of people. As a result, President Bush suspended political contact and 
imposed economic sanctions, but he also secretly sent a delegation to China to make 
sure that broader U.S. security and economic interests were not permanently harmed.

Bush’s successor in office, Bill Clinton, sought to define a clear role for the 
United States in world affairs now that a dismantled Soviet Union no longer posed 
a clear and present danger. The president chose to pursue a policy of democratic 
enlargement, or actively promoting the expansion of democracy and free markets 
throughout the world.

Economic enlargement centered primarily on the issue of trade and the expansion 
of globalization. Clinton secured Senate approval for the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA), an agreement promoting free movement of goods and services 
among Canada, Mexico, and the United States. He followed up this success by obtain-
ing Senate approval for permanent most favored nation status for China and complet-
ing negotiations that led to the establishment of the World Trade Organization 
(WTO), which replaced the GATT, expanding its scope and adding a new judicial 
body to resolve trade disputes. Democratic enlargement involved securing democratic 
change in Eastern Europe by bringing former Soviet allies into the NATO alliance, 
and supporting their admission into the European Union.

World Trade Organization 
(WTO)
An international organization that 
replaced the GATT in 1995 to super-
vise and expand international trade.

European Union
An organization that joins 27 coun-
tries in Europe into a union that 
includes free trade, a central bank, a 
common currency, ease of immigra-
tion, a European Parliament, and 
other political institutions to govern 
and administer the organization.

Contras
An armed guerilla organization that 
opposed Nicaragua’s Sandinista gov-
ernment and received funding and 
arms from the U.S.
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Explore Your World
All countries spend some proportion of their national budget on military and defense expenditures, but 
no country spends as much as the United States. In 2011, the United States spent $711 billion, 
accounting for 41 percent of the world’s total military spending ($1.7 trillion). The next highest spender, 
China, accounts for only one-fifth of the U.S. total.

criTical Thinking QUesTions

1. Are these numbers surprising? Why or why not?

2. What do you think accounts for the high level of U.S. military spending?

3. In 2004, China spent $57.5 billion on defense, representing 4% of the world’s total 
military spending. Now it spends far more. How might China’s rapid increase in 
military spending impact its relations with the United States?

Country Dollars (billions) % of World Total

 United States  711.0 41.0%

 China
 143.0 8.2%

 Russia  71.9 4.1%

 United Kingdom  62.7 3.6%

 France  62.5 3.6%

 Japan  59.3 3.4%

 Saudi Arabia  48.5 2.8%

 India  48.9 2.8%

 Germany  46.7 2.7%

 Brazil
 35.4 2.0%

 Italy  34.5 2.0%

 South Korea  30.8 1.8%

 Australia  26.7 1.5%

 Canada
 24.7 1.4%

 Turkey  17.9 1.0%

 Rest of the World  312.6 18.0%

soUrce: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, “The 15 Countries with the Highest 
Military Expenditure in 2011,” www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/resultoutput/milex_15.

The United States spends far more on its military than 
any other country. This is reflected in U.S. bases 
around the world, military operations in places like Iraq 
and Afghanistan, and the significant foreign policy role 
that the United States plays involving issues and 
problems around the world.

Historically, countries with 
the strongest economies 
have enjoyed the greatest 
military power. The graph 
demonstrates that today, this 
is still the case, as countries 
that currently have large and/
or rapidly growing economies 
top the list of military 
spending.

In spite of the close 
economic ties that the 
United States and 
China maintain, many 
in the United States 
believe that China 
represents a rising 
threat and is likely to 
become a significant 
strategic competitor to 
the United States in 
the coming decades.
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At the same time, the United States aimed to address the civil wars and ethnic con-
flict that had erupted in several failed states. In Somalia, clashes with rebels killed eigh-
teen American soldiers in 1993, producing vivid media images and the withdrawal of 
U.S. forces. In Yugoslavia, which began to splinter in 1991, the government unleashed a 
campaign of “ethnic cleansing,” which included: (1) the deliberate, forcible removal of 
particular ethnic groups from parts of the disintegrating country; (2) the killing of thou-
sands of people; and, (3) the mass raping of women and girls. In 1995, international 
pressures and American involvement allowed for a political resolution to this conflict. In 
1999, ethnic cleansing and fighting in Kosovo, a part of Yugoslavia, led to American 
intervention and the fall of the Yugoslav government, whose leader was later put on trial 
for human rights violations against his own people. And in Haiti, thousands took to the 
sea and headed to the United States in makeshift boats to flee the violence that followed 
the ouster of President Jean-Bertrand Aristide by the military. The United States threat-
ened invasion to restore Aristide to power, but this was avoided when a delegation led by 
former President Jimmy Carter arranged for the return of Aristide to office peacefully.

  september 11, 2001, and the War on Terrorism
During the 2000 presidential campaign, George W. Bush greatly criticized President Bill 
Clinton’s foreign policy. Bush’s soon-to-be National Security Advisor, Condoleezza Rice, 
summarized his views on foreign policy when she wrote that their administration would 
“exercise power without arrogance” and forsake an overly broad definition of American 
national interests that led to frequent interventions into humanitarian crises.9

At first, the Bush administration largely adhered to this agenda and distanced 
itself from Clinton’s foreign policy legacy. The administration rejected the international 
global warming treaty known as the Kyoto Protocol, withdrew from the Anti-Ballistic 
Missile Treaty, and refused to participate in the formation of the International Criminal 
Court. The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, however, ushered in a new era in 
American foreign policy.

sePTember 11 and The War in afghanisTan On September 11, 2001, 
the vulnerability of even the American homeland was demonstrated to devastating 

HOw DID THE SEPTEmbER 11 TERRORIST ATTACkS AffECT AmERICAn fOREIgn POlICy?
The twin towers of the World Trade Center collapsed September 11, 2001, after they were struck by hijacked 
airplanes. The attacks caused enormous loss of life and resulted in the beginning of an ongoing war on 
terrorism.
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effect when nineteen members of the al-Qaeda terrorist organization headed by 
Osama bin Laden simultaneously hijacked four U.S. commercial airliners and 
crashed two of them into the World Trade Center in New York City and one into 
the Pentagon near Washington, D.C. The fourth plane crashed into an open 
field in Somerset County, Pennsylvania. More than 3,000 people lost their lives 
that day.

In response, the United States declared a global war on terrorism to weed out ter-
rorist operatives throughout the world. It demanded that the Taliban-led government 
of Afghanistan expel Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda and sever its ties with interna-
tional terrorist groups. When this did not occur, the United States began aerial strikes 
against terrorist facilities and Taliban military targets inside Afghanistan on October 7, 
2001. On the ground, the United States and a range of NATO allies sent troops, who 
relied heavily on support from troops provided by the Northern Alliance, a coalition in 
the country that opposed the Taliban. The Taliban proved no match for this combina-
tion of air and ground power, and its last stronghold fell on December 16. However, the 
leader of al-Qaeda, Osama bin Laden, was not captured, and the Taliban and al-Qaeda 
began pursuing a guerrilla war against American troops and the new Afghan govern-
ment. The conflict in Afghanistan eventually became America’s longest war, continuing 
into the tenure of  President Barack Obama.

The War in iraQ A broader foreign policy agenda emerged in President Bush’s 
2002 State of the Union Address. In this speech, Bush identified Iraq, North Korea, 
and Iran as an “axis of evil” that threatened American security interests. Claiming that 
Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein was actively pursuing nuclear and other weapons of 
mass destruction, the administration moved toward war with Iraq. It also enunciated a 
new doctrine of “preemption,” in which threats to American interests would not be 
allowed to grow, as had al-Qaeda, but proactively pursued by whatever means 
necessary.

The Bush administration did not prepare for a long or contested occupation of 
Iraq, but the reality of ground warfare soon challenged this vision. Forces opposing 
the new government and the presence of American troops launched a guerrilla war. 
American casualties began to rise. By mid-2008, more than 4,000 U.S. military per-
sonnel and Department of Defense civilians had died in Iraq, and 30,000 had been 
wounded, prompting increased calls for an end to the war. The Obama administration 
had pledged to end the war in Iraq, and by 2011 all U.S. troops had been withdrawn. 
However, in 2014, when a violently militant force called ISIS overran major cities and 
threatened the central government, the U.S reengaged in Iraq through limited aerial 
bombing and humanitarian relief missions.

Foreign and Defense Policy 
Decision Making

T

Outline the factors that shape foreign and defense policy decision making.18.3

he basic structure of foreign and defense policy decision making is laid out 
in the Constitution. The executive branch is the most powerful branch of 
government in the formulation and implementation of U.S. foreign and 
defense policy. Congress also influences and shapes policy through over-

sight, treaties, appointments, appropriations, and the War Powers Resolution. The judi-
ciary has a more limited role in foreign and defense affairs, usually addressing questions 
of executive authority. In addition, interest groups such as the military-industrial com-
plex also play an important role.

global war on terrorism
An international action, initiated by 
President George W. Bush after the 
9/11 attacks, to weed out terrorist 
operatives throughout the world.

Taliban
A fundamentalist Islamic group that 
controlled Afghanistan from 1996 
until U.S. military intervention in 
2001. The Taliban provided refuge for 
al-Qaeda, allowing terrorist training 
camps to operate in the country.
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  The constitution
When the Framers of the U.S. Constitution met in Philadelphia in 1789, they 
wanted a stronger national government to keep the United States out of European 
affairs and to keep Europe out of American affairs. As a result, they bequeathed the 
power to formulate and implement foreign policy to the national government rather 
than the states. In addition, many foreign and military powers not enumerated in 
the Constitution were accorded to the national government. 

The Framers of the Constitution divided national authority for foreign and military 
policy functions between the president and Congress. The Framers named the president 
commander in chief of the armed forces but gave Congress power to fund the army and 
navy and to declare war. The president has authority to negotiate and sign treaties, but those 
agreements take effect only after the Senate ratifies them by a two-thirds majority. Similarly, 
the president appoints ambassadors and other key foreign and military affairs officials, but 
the Senate grants advice and a majority of senators must give their consent to nominees. 
Ultimately, all such actions are subject to judicial review, although the judiciary tends to 
provide the elected branches with a great deal of latitude on foreign and military affairs.

The Constitution provides a starting point for understanding the way in which the 
president and Congress come together to make U.S. foreign policy. It does not, however, 
provide the final word on how they will interact. As we are often reminded, the Constitution 
is best seen as an “invitation to struggle.” Consider, for example, the war powers. Congress 

Afundamental  weakness of the Art ic les of 
Confederation was that it did not grant the national 

government adequate means for national defense. This 
defect hampered the Revolutionary War effort. These 
clauses of the Constitution consequently give the fed-
eral government the authority to call up the state mili-
tias in times of national emergency or distress. The 
clauses address the understanding that military train-
ing, proficiency, and organization should be uniform 
across state and national forces, to ensure effective-
ness and efficiency in military operations.

Despite the fact that the militia clauses passed the 
convention, many Anti-Federalists were concerned that 
the federal government would call together the state 
militias for unjust ends. They believed that state govern-
ments should control their militias in order to prevent 
any deceit on the part of the federal government. To this 
end, the Constitution gives the states authority to name 
militia officers and train their forces. During the War of 
1812—to the consternation of President James 
Madison—two state governments withheld their mili-
tias from the national government. The Supreme Court 
has since held that, except for constitutional prohibi-
tions, the Congress has “unlimited” authority over the 

state militias. In addition, the National Defense Act of 
1916 mandated the use of the term “National Guard” 
and gave the president authority to mobilize the National 
Guard during times of national emergency or war.

Throughout U.S. history, the National Guard has 
proven effective and essential in defending the United 
States. The National Guard, for example, plays a signifi-
cant role in American efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
The militia clauses ensure the unity, effectiveness, and 
strength of the U.S. military not only during wartime but 
also during other national emergencies.

criTical Thinking QUesTions

1. According to the Constitution, the president is 
the commander in chief of the armed forces. 
But, Congress has the power to organize the 
military, fund it, and call it to duty. How does 
this division of authority work in practice?

2. Should individual states retain the right to 
withhold National Guard troops if the state 
government does not approve of the way the 
president intends to use them?

To provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and 

repel Invasions;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining, the Militia, and for governing such Part of them as 

may be employed in the Service of the United States . . . —ARTICLE I ,  SECTION 8

TheLiving Constitution
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has declared only five wars: (1) the War of 1812; (2) the Spanish-American War; (3) the 
Mexican-American War; (4) World War I; and, (5) World War II. However, presidents 
have deployed troops overseas without congressional approval more than 125 times.10

  The executive branch
The executive branch is the central place for creating and implementing U.S. foreign 
and defense policy, and within the executive branch, the president is the most impor-
tant individual. Among executive departments, the Department of State is primarily 
responsible for diplomatic activity and the Department of Defense for military policy. 
Other parts of the executive branch, such as the National Security Council, the National 
Security Agency (NSA), and the Central Intelligence Agency, provide additional 
resources for the president. The Department of Homeland Security also functions in 
foreign and defense policy making.

The PresidenT The president is preeminent in foreign and defense policy. As the 
Framers intended, presidents have greater access to and control over information than any 
other government official or agency, and presidents alone can act with little fear that their 
actions will be countermanded. As such, we tend to discuss U.S. foreign policy in terms of 
presidential action. For example, Ronald Reagan ordered air strikes against Libya and the 
invasion of Grenada, and Barack Obama committed additional U.S. troops to Afghanistan.

Presidents have also come to rely increasingly on organizations and individuals located 
within the White House to help them make foreign policy. The most notable of these 
organizations is the National Security Council (NSC), led by the national security adviser. 
The NSC brings together key foreign policy actors, including the vice president, the sec-
retaries of state and of defense, intelligence officials, military leaders, and other presidential 
advisers. The organization’s primary goal is to advise and assist the president on foreign 
and defense policy, particularly in crisis situations when speed in decision making is essen-
tial. Originally, the national security adviser was a neutral voice in the decision-making 
process, but today this appointee can be a significant player in foreign policy. Prominent 
national security advisers include Henry Kissinger, Colin Powell, and Condoleezza Rice.

wHO ARE THE PRESIDEnT’S fOREIgn AnD DEfEnSE POlICy ADvISERS?
The secretaries of state and defense, along with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the intelligence community, 
are among the most important advisers to the president. Here, President Obama announces his first-term 
national security team, including Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano, Secretary of Defense 
Robert Gates, Vice President Joe Biden, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, National Security Advisor General 
James Jones, and Ambassador to the United Nations Susan Rice.
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Department of State
Chief executive branch department 
responsible for formulation and 
implementation of U.S. foreign policy.

The deParTmenTs of sTaTe, defense, and homeland secUriTy Accord-
ing to tradition, the Department of State, the oldest of all Cabinet agencies created 
by George Washington, is the chief executive branch department responsible for 
formulation and implementation of U.S. foreign policy. The Department of State 
serves as a link between foreign governments and U.S. policy makers and as a source 
of advice on how to deal with problems.

Today the Department of State’s position of prominence has been challenged from 
many directions. Within the White House, the national security adviser may have 
competing views. In addition, the complexity of foreign policy problems has increased 
the importance of views held by the Departments of Defense, Treasury, and Commerce. 
Within each foreign country, the U.S. ambassador is often described as head of the 
“country team” that operates inside a U.S. embassy. In the U.S. Embassy in Mexico, for 
example, this means not only coordinating Department of State officials but also indi-
viduals from the Departments of Defense, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, and 
Homeland Security, as well as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Drug 
Enforcement Agency, and the U.S. Trade Representative.

The Department of Defense is the chief executive branch department responsible 
for formulation and implementation of U.S. military policy. The Secretary of Defense 
is the nation’s chief civilian military official, subordinate only to the president. Still, 
within the department numerous lines of disagreement exist. Among the most promi-
nent are those between professional military officers and civilians working in the Office 
of the Secretary of Defense, and between the separate branches of the armed services 
(Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines) over missions, weapons, and priorities. To over-
come these differences in outlook, the president relies on the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the 
military advisory body that includes the Army chief of staff, the Air Force chief of staff, 
the chief of naval operations, and the Marine commandant.

The Department of Homeland Security, the Cabinet department created after 
the 9/11 terrorist attacks to coordinate domestic security efforts, straddles the line 
between foreign and domestic policy making. The department brought together 
twenty-two existing agencies and 180,000 employees into a single agency. Among its 
key units are the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), the organization 
responsible for aviation security; the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA), the primary federal disaster relief organization; Customs and Border 
Protection; the U.S. Coast Guard; the Secret Service; and immigration services and 
enforcement.

The inTelligence commUniTy The intelligence community is a term used to 
describe the agencies of the U.S. government that are involved in the collection and 
analysis of information, counterintelligence (the protection of U.S. intelligence), and 
covert action. The head of the intelligence community is the Director of National 
Intelligence (DNI). Until this position was created after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the 
head of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) held this position.

Beyond the CIA, other key members of the intelligence community include the 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research in the Department of State, the Defense 
Intelligence Agency, the military service intelligence agencies, the National Security 
Agency (NSA) in the Department of Defense, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
and the Department of Homeland Security. Coordinating these units can be difficult. 
Each has control over its own budget, and they do not always share intelligence infor-
mation with each other. Some branches have also come under significant scrutiny and 
criticism for overstepping their established boundaries, for example, regarding the use 
of extreme interrogation measures by the CIA and the extensive and invasive monitor-
ing of electronic communications by the NSA.

  congress
While the U.S. Constitution specifies several responsibilities for Congress, in practice it 
has much less influence over foreign and defense policy than does the president. Similarly, 

Department of Defense
Chief executive branch department 
responsible for formulation and 
implementation of U.S. defense and 
military policy.

Joint Chiefs of Staff
Military advisory body that includes 
the Army chief of staff, the Air Force 
chief of staff, the chief of naval opera-
tions, and the Marine commandant.

Department of Homeland 
Security
Cabinet department created after the 
9/11 terrorist attacks to coordinate 
domestic security efforts.
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the Courts tend to defer to the “elected branches” except in areas pertaining to certain 
narrow legal issues. Congress particularly tends to be deferential to the executive in 
times of war or threats to national security. For example, the attacks on September 11, 
2001, prompted adoption of the USA PATRIOT Act, a law proposed by the Department 
of Justice and passed by Congress in October 2001. The law gave the government greater 
law enforcement authority to gather intelligence domestically, detain and deport immi-
grants, search business and personal records, and conduct wiretaps, most of which has 
not been seriously challenged by the courts. Although the old adage that “politics stops 
at the water’s edge” may be an overstatement, usually there is greater agreement and even 
unity on foreign and military affairs in the United States than on most domestic issues. 
Nevertheless, the legislative branch plays a significant role in the policy process. Congress 
influences foreign and defense policy through its congressional leadership, oversight, 
approval of treaties and appointments, appropriations, and the War Powers Resolution.

oversighT The most common method of congressional oversight is holding hear-
ings that monitor agency activities, as well as the content and conduct of U.S. policy. 
Another method is the establishment of reporting requirements. The Department of 
State, for example, is required to submit annual evaluations of other nations’ human 
rights practices, religious freedoms, anti-drug and narcotics efforts, stance on human 
trafficking, and nuclear proliferation activities. A particularly famous reporting 
requirement is the Hughes-Ryan Amendment, passed in 1974, which requires that 
“except under exceptional circumstances” the president notify Congress “in a timely 
fashion” of CIA covert actions. Members of Congress also engage in oversight of for-
eign and defense policy by visiting other countries, where they conduct “fact finding” 
missions and meet with political leaders, businesspeople, and even dissidents.

TreaTies and execUTive agreemenTs The Constitution gives the Senate 
explicit power to approve treaties, but the Senate has rejected treaties only twenty 

HOw DOES COngRESS ExERCISE fOREIgn AffAIRS OvERSIgHT?
One of the roles of Congress is to oversee U.S. foreign policy. This includes not only Congressional hearings 
and legislation, but also fact finding trips overseas and meetings with foreign leaders. Here, former Speaker 
of the House Nancy Pelosi meets with former Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki of Iraq.
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War Powers Resolution
Passed by Congress in 1973; the presi-
dent is limited in the deployment of 
troops overseas to a sixty-day period 
in peacetime (which can be extended 
for an extra thirty days to permit 
withdrawal) unless Congress explicitly 
gives its approval for a longer period.

times in U.S. history.11 The most famous of these unapproved treaties is the Treaty of 
Versailles, which established the League of Nations, later to be replaced by the United 
Nations by Senate confirmation. More recently, in 1999, the Senate rejected the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which prohibits testing of nuclear weapons among 
the 157 countries that have currently approved it.

Presidents can avoid the treaty process by using executive agreements, which, 
unlike treaties, do not require Senate approval. Prior to 1972, the president did not 
have to inform Congress of the text of these accords. Although many executive agree-
ments deal with routine foreign policy matters, a great many also involve major mili-
tary commitments on the part of the United States. Among them are agreements 
allowing for military bases in the Philippines (Truman) and defense in Saudi Arabia 
(George Bush).

aPPoinTmenTs Although the Constitution gives the president the power to 
appoint ambassadors and others involved in foreign and defense policy, it bestows 
upon the Senate the responsibility to provide advice and consent on these appoint-
ments. The Senate has not exercised this power in any systematic fashion. It has 
approved nominees with little expertise largely on the basis of their party affiliation 
and contributions to presidential campaign funds. It has also rejected otherwise quali-
fied nominees because of objections to the president’s foreign policies.

Presidents have long circumvented congressional approval by using and creating 
new positions not subject to Senate confirmation. Most recent presidents have created 
policy “czars” to coordinate the administration’s foreign policy in specific areas. President 
Obama, for example, has established czars for the Middle East peace process, border 
security with Mexico, and the war in Afghanistan.

aPProPriaTions Congress also shapes foreign and defense policy through its 
power to appropriate funds, and it influences when and where the United States fights 
through its control of the budget. Although the power to go to war is shared by the 
executive and legislative branches of government, the power to appropriate funds 
belongs to the legislature alone. One example of this appropriation power occurred in 
2007, when Congress considered several bills introduced to end U.S. military involve-
ment in Iraq. The proposals, which did not pass, called upon President George  
W. Bush to begin withdrawing troops from Iraq, and would have prohibited funding 
for U.S. combat operations beyond a fixed date.12

A significant problem faced by Congress in using budgetary powers to set the 
foreign policy agenda is that after the president publicly commits the United States to 
a high-profile course of action, it is hard for Congress to stop effort on that initiative. 
This is why trying to to stop the war in Iraq by cutting appropriations failed. Once U.S. 
troops were already involved in combat, any effort to cut funding was seen as a lack of 
support for American troops (see Figure 18.1).

The War PoWers resolUTion Frustrated with its inability to influence policy 
on Vietnam, a war that deeply divided the nation, Congress passed the War Powers 
Resolution in 1973 to try preventing future interventions overseas without specific 
congressional approval. Under the resolution, the president is required to consult with 
Congress before deploying American troops into hostile situations. Under certain 
conditions, the president is required to report to Congress within forty-eight hours of 
the deployment. A presidential report can trigger a sixty-day clock that requires con-
gressional approval for any continued military involvement past the sixty-day window. 
If Congress does not give explicit approval within sixty days, the president then has 
thirty days to withdraw the troops. Under the resolution, the president can respond to 
an emergency such as rescuing endangered Americans but cannot engage in a pro-
longed struggle without congressional approval.

The War Powers Resolution is controversial and has not been an effective restraint 
on presidential military authority. No president has recognized its constitutionality, nor 
has any president felt obligated to inform Congress of military action. Most recently, 
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President Barack Obama employed technicalities to avoid going to Congress after the 
use of military air power in Libya exceeded the time limit. He further muddied this 
already confused area of the law when in 2013 he claimed the right to attack Syria 
unilaterally, then said he would seek congressional support anyway, and then in the face 
of likely defeat in Congress decided to pursue a diplomatic solution.

  The Judiciary
The area of war powers remains perhaps the most potent and yet unsettled area of 
constitutional law, in part because of the unwillingness of the federal courts to inter-
vene on such topics. The judicial branch has a limited role in foreign policy, as the 
courts have usually avoided clearly demarcating executive and legislative functions in 
this area. The judiciary has generally regarded most disputes over foreign policy to be 
political in nature, and thus not subject to judicial rulings. For example, with regard to 
the War Powers Act, at times the president’s authority to deploy troops has been chal-
lenged by members of Congress. In all instances, however, the courts have dismissed 
the cases. Most recently, a lawsuit filed by ten members of Congress against President 
Obama for sending U.S. forces to Libya was thrown out of court.

Sometimes, however, the courts do step in to determine the appropriate role for 
each branch when a dispute arises in the realm of foreign policy. Such cases most likely 
involve the extent of executive authority with respect to protecting the nation’s security. 
And, just like Congress, the courts tend to be deferential to the president in times of 
war or threats to security.

f igUre 18 .1  HOw HAS DEfEnSE SPEnDIng CHAngED OvER TImE?
Defense spending was at its highest absolute levels during World War II. Today, as a result of the wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, it continues to stand at relatively high levels, about $644 billion constant dollars in 2010.

soUrce: Mackenzie Eaglen, “U.S. Defense Spending: The Mismatch Between Plans and Resources,” The Heritage Foundation 
(June 7, 2010): www.heritage.org.
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military-industrial complex
The network of political and financial 
relations formed by defense industries, 
the U.S. armed forces, and Congress.

During the Civil War, the Supreme Court ruled in The Prize Cases on the powers 
of the president as sole commander in chief of the armed forces, authorizing President 
Abraham Lincoln’s deployment of troops without a declaration of war from Congress.13 
In another case from this period, the Supreme Court held in ex parte McCardle that the 
suspension of habeas corpus initiated by the president in certain cases was constitu-
tional, since the jurisdiction of the courts in such cases had been stripped by Congress.14

During World War II, President Franklin D. Roosevelt adopted the policy of 
forcing Japanese Americans from their homes and into internment camps, on the 
understanding that they represented a threat to national security. When this policy 
was challenged in Korematsu v. United States (1944), the Supreme Court upheld the 
policy as constitutional, saying that it was not a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment, 
nor a violation of the government’s constitutional authority.15 Korematsu’s conviction 
was reversed by a federal district court in 1983, but the Supreme Court’s decision was 
never overturned although Congress finally appropriated reparative funds.

More recently, the U.S. response to the attacks of 9/11 has resulted in several 
instances of judicial rulings on presidential powers, the most significant of which have 
involved the U.S. detainment center in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. In these cases, the 
courts have not been consistently deferential to the executive—the record has been 
mixed. For example, the federal courts have ruled on habeas corpus with respect to 
detainees at Guantanamo Bay, some of whom have been held for years. In Boumediene 
v. Bush (2008), the Supreme Court held that detainees should not be denied access to 
petitions of habeas corpus, ruling against the executive and overturning the actions of 
lower courts, which had routinely denied such reviews.16 In 2012, however, the Supreme 
Court seemed to ignore its earlier ruling, upholding the actions of lower courts by 
denying review of the petitions of several detainees. The Supreme Court also ruled 
against the executive in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld (2004).17 The Court said that the military 
tribunals set up to try detainees at Guantanamo could not proceed, since they did not 
conform to U.S. law. Subsequent legislation, however, authorized the military tribunals, 
and the Court has upheld this authority.

  interest groups
Four types of interest groups are especially active in trying to influence foreign and 
defense policy decisions. Business groups are the first type that lobbies heavily on foreign 
policy issues. Particularly controversial is the lobbying carried out by defense industries, 
often in cooperation with the military. These groups are often identified as part of the 
military-industrial complex, a term coined by President Dwight D. Eisenhower.

Ethnic interest groups are a second type of group heavily involved in foreign policy 
decision making. The American-Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) and the 
Cuban-American National Foundation (CANF) are generally the two most influential 
groups. Periodically, Trans Africa has also emerged as an important foreign policy lob-
bying force for the African American community. Among the most significant new 
ethnic lobbying groups are ones centered on Indian Americans and Pakistani Americans.

Foreign governments and companies are a third type of organized lobbying interest. 
The most common concerns of foreign governments are acquiring foreign aid and pre-
venting hostile legislation from being passed. Turkey, for example, has lobbied extensively 
to prevent Congress from passing resolutions cutting off foreign aid and labeling as geno-
cide the deaths of Armenians at the hands of Turks around the time of World War I. 
Foreign companies also actively lobby to gain access to the American market and improve 
the terms under which their investments in the United States are made.

Ideological-public interest groups are the final type of group active in foreign pol-
icy lobbying. This broad category encompasses think tanks such as the left-leaning 
Brookings Institution and the conservative Heritage Foundation, activist nongovern-
mental organizations such as Amnesty International and Greenpeace, and religious 
organizations. Opinions on major foreign policy issues such as military intervention-
ism, free trade, and environmental agreements often vary widely on the basis of the 
political ideology held by these organizations.
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North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA)
Agreement that promotes free move-
ment of goods and services among 
Canada, Mexico, and the United States.

protectionism
A trade policy wherein a country takes 
steps to limit the import of foreign 
goods through tariffs and subsidies to 
domestic firms.

he United States faces a series of foreign and defense policy challenges. 
In this section we highlight three of the most persistent and pressing 
concerns: (1) trade; (2) terrorism; and, (3) the spread of nuclear weapons. 
For each, we present an overview of basic concepts, a survey of policy 

options, and a case study.

  Trade
Countries adopt one of three basic approaches in constructing their international trade 
policy: (1) protectionism; (2) strategic trade; and, (3) free trade. In practice, most coun-
tries use some elements of each approach. First, countries may engage in protectionism. 
In this trade policy, a country takes steps to limit the import of foreign goods. It may 
also provide domestic producers with subsidies to help them compete against foreign 
imports. The early American system was rooted in protectionist thinking. So, too, was 
global trade policy in the 1930s, when, as a result of the Great Depression, the United 
States and other countries tried to “export unemployment” and protect jobs.

Second, countries may embrace a strategic trade policy. Under such a policy, gov-
ernments identify key industries that they want to see grow. They then provide those 
industries with economic support through tax breaks, low-interest loans, and other 
benefits. In the United States, computers, aerospace, and biotechnology are sectors that 
have often been singled out for support. The driving force behind modern American 
strategic trade policy is China. It is now the second largest market for new cars. General 
Motors has sold millions of cars in China over the past several years, after going through 
a bankruptcy managed by the U.S. government. In 2011, the United States exported 
$104 billion worth of goods to China while at the same time importing $399 billion 
worth of goods from China, for a trade balance deficit of $295 billion.18

Finally, countries may choose to participate in an international free trade system. 
The hallmark of such a system is limited government interference in international trade. 
Instead, goods and services cross borders according to supply and demand, as well as the 
principle of comparative advantage, in which countries sell goods they can produce 
most efficiently and buy from countries what they cannot. Creating and supporting a 
free trade system has been a major goal of U.S. trade policy since World War II.

making Trade Policy Three broad policy options exist for the United States 
under a free trade approach. The first is to emphasize bilateral trade, or that between 
two nations. Bilateral agreements have a rich history in the United States and con-
tinue to be used today. President George W. Bush was able to gain congressional 
approval for bilateral trade agreements with Australia, Chile, and Singapore. Under 
President Obama, Congress approved long-stalled trade agreements with South 
Korea, Colombia, and Panama.

In an attempt to adapt to globalization and incorporate a greater number of trading 
partners, presidents have increasingly turned to regional trade agreements. Such agree-
ments involve more than two but as few as three states. This was the case with the 1994 
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which further unites the econo-
mies of Mexico, Canada, and the United States. NAFTA created the world’s largest 
regional free trade area with a market of some 450 million people and $17 trillion in 
goods and services produced annually. American exports to Canada and Mexico have 
increased greatly, and the U.S. economy has grown significantly since NAFTA was 
enacted, but criticism of the agreement is widespread. The major criticisms are that 

T

Identify contemporary foreign and defense policy challenges confronting the United States.18.4

Contemporary Challenges in 
Foreign and Defense Policy

strategic trade policy
A trade policy wherein governments 
identify key industries that they wish 
to see grow and enact policies to sup-
port their development and success.

free trade system
A system of international trade that 
has limited government interference 
on the sale of goods and services 
among countries.
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American manufacturing jobs have been lost to companies establishing operations in 
Mexico (where labor is cheaper) and that salaries have stagnated for jobs in the United 
States. (To learn more about the United States’ major trading partners, see Figure 18.2.)

A wide variety of issues produce congressional opposition to bilateral and regional 
trade agreements. Among the most frequent are concerns for workers’ rights, labor 
standards, and environmental protection policies. Presidents have sought to overcome 
congressional opposition and tried to stop legislators from inserting amendments to 
these agreements by obtaining what is known as fast track authority. Congress gives 
this power to the president for a specific period of time. It requires that Congress may 
vote on—but not amend—trade agreements concluded by the president.

Most modern trade agreements are concluded under a global free trade system. 
The best known (but not always the most successful) example of this system is the 
WTO, the international organization created in 1995 to replace the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and to supervise and expand international 
trade. Like its predecessor, GATT, the WTO reaches agreements through negotiat-
ing rounds. The latest round of WTO talks began in 2001 and has involved more than 
150 countries. It quickly stalled as rich and poor countries found themselves in deep 
disagreement over free trade in agricultural products and clothing, protecting the 
environment, and intellectual property rights. Negotiations have continued, but as of 
2014 no agreement has been reached.

The case of china From 1949 to 1979, China and the United States existed in 
virtual economic isolation from one another. The total value of U.S.-China trade dur-
ing this time was about $1 billion. A far different picture exists today. China and the 
United States are major bilateral trading partners and powerful voices in the WTO. 
They also are competitors in global trade, competing for markets worldwide.

The bilateral trade relationship between the United States and China has grown 
dramatically over the past three decades. In 1980, the year after the first U.S.-China 

f igUre 18 .2  wHO ARE THE UnITED STATES’ mAjOR TRADIng PARTnERS?
The United States exports more goods to Canada than any other country. China, Mexico, and Japan also 
account for large shares of U.S. exports.

soUrce: U.S. Census Bureau, Foreign Trade Statistics.
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bilateral trade agreement was signed, total trade (the value of imports and exports) was 
valued at $5 billion. By 2011, it was $503 billion. This growth has made China the 
United States’ second largest trading partner, the single largest source of imports in the 
United States, and its third largest export market.

Three issues have been of particular concern to American policy makers in judging 
the impact of Chinese imports on the U.S. economy. The first is the loss of jobs that 
appears to have resulted from the surge in Chinese imports. The AFL-CIO, for example, 
estimates that since 1998 approximately 1.3 million American jobs have been lost because 
of Chinese imports. In 2012, the Obama administration placed tariffs on solar panels 
made in China, stating that China was providing unfair subsidies to their firms and harm-
ing U.S. manufacturers. The second major issue involves the U.S. trade deficit with China, 
which in 2011 was $295 billion. Part of this issue concerns China’s currency, which trades 
with the dollar at a low value, making Chinese exports to the United States cheaper and 
U.S. exports to China more expensive. The U.S. government has accused China of manip-
ulating the value of its currency to boost exports. Congress has considered legislation to 
impose tariffs on Chinese imports in retaliation, but no such legislation has passed. The 
third issue involves health and safety problems associated with Chinese imports. In 2007, 
the Food and Drug Administration issued warnings on more than 150 brands of pet 
foods manufactured in China. This was followed in the same year by a high-profile recall 
of Chinese-produced toys. Similar recalls involved infant formula in 2008 and potential 
health and safety issues associated with Chinese-made drywall products in 2009.

Still, China joined the WTO in 2001 with American support. As a condition of its 
membership, China agreed to undertake a series of reforms. Among them were pledges 
to reduce tariffs on agricultural and industrial products, limit agricultural subsidies, open 
its banking system to foreign banks, permit full trading rights to foreign firms, and respect 
intellectual property rights. China’s failure to fully meet these conditions has been a 
repeated source of conflict with the United States and others. The United States has filed 
dozens of WTO complaints against China in the past several years. For its part, China 
has also filed complaints against the United States. China, for example, has protested a 
September 2009 decision by the Obama administration to place additional tariffs on tires 
imported from China. The United States justified this action on the basis of provisions 
that were agreed upon when China joined the WTO. Under the terms of this agreement, 
the United States had permission to impose trade restrictions on Chinese products for 
twelve years when they harmed the bottom line of American industry. The Obama 
administration argued that Chinese tire imports had unfairly harmed the American tire 
industry, causing the loss of about 5,000 jobs from 2004 to 2008.

Regional trade issues with China are an emerging concern for the United States, 
as regional trading blocks within Asia have been slower to form than in Europe or the 
Western Hemisphere. A significant movement in the direction of an Asian regional 
trade block occurred in January 2010 when a Free Trade Area was created between 
China and the Association of South East Asian (ASEAN) states. Japan and India also 
have such agreements with ASEAN. The economic potential of an Asian trading block 
is great, with significant consequences for the American economy.

  Terrorism
Terrorism is violence designed to achieve political intimidation and instill fear (terror) 
in a population. It is generally pursued for ideological, political, or religious goals, and 
deliberately targets or disregards the safety of noncombatants. Terrorism is usually 
regarded as a tactic pursued by nongovernmental organizations, but governments also 
engage in or support terrorism.

Terrorism is not a new phenomenon and may last for generations. The first wave 
of modern terrorism, for example, advanced an anti-government agenda and began in 
Russia in the early twentieth century. It was set in motion by the political and eco-
nomic reforms of the czars. Disappointment with these policies led to a series of assas-
sinations throughout Europe, including that of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria, which 
helped spark World War I.
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The second wave of modern terrorism began in the 1920s and ended in the 
1960s. Defining themselves as freedom fighters, colonial terrorists aimed to obtain 
independence from European powers. Prominent examples of countries with fac-
tions of freedom fighters include Ireland, Vietnam, and Algeria. Hit-and-run tactics 
in urban areas and guerrilla warfare in rural areas became defining features of this 
second wave of terrorism.

The third wave of modern terrorism, set in motion by the Vietnam War, con-
tained elements of each of the two preceding waves. One part of this wave comprised 
Marxist groups such as the Weather Underground in the United States and the Red 
Army Faction in Germany, which directed their terrorism at capitalist institutions. 
The second part of this wave was made up of groups seeking self-determination for 
ethnic minority groups. Prominent examples have included the Palestine Liberation 
Organization and the Irish Republican Army. This wave lost much of its energy in 
the 1980s as anti-capitalist revolutions failed to occur and separatist groups met mili-
tary defeat.

The defining features of the current wave of terrorism are twofold. First, it is based in 
religion, especially Islam. Its initial energy was drawn from three events in 1979: (1) the 
start of a new Muslim century; (2) the ouster of the shah in Iran; and, (3) the Soviet inva-
sion of Afghanistan. The United States is a special target of this religious wave of terror-
ism. The common goal shared by Islamic terrorist groups has been to drive the United 
States out of the Middle East, and to return this region to Muslim rule.

Even before 9/11, this wave of terrorist activity had produced a steady flow of 
attacks on the United States marine barracks in Lebanon in 1983, the World Trade 
Center in 1993, American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998, and the USS Cole 
in 2000. Notably, while earlier waves of terrorism focused on assassinating key indi-
viduals or the symbolic killing of relatively small numbers of individuals, these more 
recent attacks resulted in large numbers of casualties.

making coUnTerTerrorism Policy Terrorist activity is difficult to combat 
because it is planned and conducted with stealth and sometimes has a broad base of 
support. It can also be difficult to define victory against terrorist groups. The National 
Strategy for Combating Terrorism, which was first released in 2003 by the U.S. 
National Security Council, defined victory over terrorism in terms of a world in which 
terrorism does not define the daily lives of Americans. To that end, it put forward a 
“4D strategy.” The United States will: (1) defeat terrorist organizations; (2) deny them 
support from rogue states; (3) work to diminish the conditions that give rise to terror-
ism; and, (4) defend the United States, its citizens, and foreign interests from attack.19

American policy makers have four policy instruments to choose from in designing 
a strategy to combat terrorism. The first policy tool is diplomacy. The essence of the 
diplomatic challenge in fighting terrorism is to persuade other states to assist the 
United States in combating terrorism. This requires cooperation not only in defeating 
terrorists beyond their borders but also in taking on terrorist groups and their sympa-
thizers within their own countries.

A second policy tool is military power. The critical question is how does a country 
best fight a war against terrorism? Modern state warfare is essentially a series of dis-
crete and separate steps that build on one another and culminate in destroying the 
opponent’s “center of gravity.” Terrorists, in contrast, fight cumulative wars. No single 
military action lays the foundation for the next, and military undertakings need not 
occur in a given sequence. Terrorism attacks the enemy through a series of largely inde-
pendent and episodic strikes that, when added together, have an effect far greater than 
the sum of the individual military actions.

Policy makers may also use economic power to defeat terrorism. This may happen 
in two different ways. First, imposition of economic sanctions can coerce states to stop 
supporting terrorists. The goal of sanctions is to affect a hostile government’s decision-
making process by imposing economic hardship on the country. The second use of 
economic power in a war against terrorism is to provide foreign aid to alleviate the 
social, economic, and political conditions that may give rise to terrorism. As intuitively 
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appealing as it is to use foreign aid to combat terrorism, much uncertainty exists about 
the link between poverty and terrorism.

Finally, policy makers may use covert or undercover action to combat terrorism. The 
United States employed this approach when American special forces killed Osama bin 
Laden in Pakistan in 2011. Skeptics question the cost effectiveness of covert action that is 
designed to neutralize specific individuals or groups. Former Director of Central Intelligence 
George Tenet noted that even if the United States had found and killed Osama bin Laden 
before September 11, 2001, it probably would not have stopped the attacks.

The case of al-Qaeda Al-Qaeda is a militant Islamic terrorist group founded in 
Pakistan in the late 1980s. Its initial purpose was to conduct a Jihad, or holy war, in 
the name of the Islamic religion, particularly against the Soviet Union, which had 
invaded and attempted to occupy the Muslim nation of Afghanistan. Al-Qaeda and 
its leader, Osama bin Laden, later vehemently objected to the intrusion of U.S. troops 
in the Muslim holy land of Saudi Arabia. From a base in Afghanistan, al-Qaeda under 
the direction of bin Laden launched a series of attacks against U.S. interests. These 
attacks first focused on U.S. military and diplomatic targets in the Middle East and 
Africa, and then culminated in the devastating attacks on New York and Washington, 
D.C., on September 11, 2001.

Combating terrorism demands more than understanding al-Qaeda’s history. It 
also requires an understanding of its organization. Most observers believe that today’s 
al-Qaeda is not the same as it was on September 11, 2001. Rather than being tightly 
centralized and run from a single headquarters, the current al-Qaeda is a series of con-
centric circles. Located in the innermost circle is al-Qaeda Central, which is believed 
to be operating out of Afghanistan and parts of Pakistan. In the next ring are al-Qaeda 
affiliates and associates. These are established terrorist groups found largely in the 
Middle East, Asia, and Africa. In the third ring are al-Qaeda locals. This ring com-
prises individuals with active or dominant ties to al-Qaeda that engage in terrorist 
activities supporting its overarching goals. Finally, in the outermost ring is the al-Qaeda 
Network, made up of homegrown radicals who have no direct connection to al-Qaeda 
but who are drawn to its ideology.

Prior to declaring war on terrorism after 9/11, the United States responded with 
military force against terrorists three times and made several efforts to capture 
Osama bin Laden. The earliest reported covert action program to capture bin Laden 
involved the recruitment of a team of Afghan tribal members in the mid-1990s. The 
last effort before 9/11 involved the recruitment of a guerrilla commander in 1999. 
Between these two episodes, the Central Intelligence Agency contacted and recruited 
at least three proxy forces from Pakistan, Uzbekistan, and Afghanistan to try to cap-
ture or kill bin Laden.

Following 9/11, the United States moved from the covert action and limited 
strikes it had previously used against al-Qaeda to large-scale military action in the war 
on terrorism. On September 20, 2001, President George W. Bush issued an ultimatum 
to the Taliban government of Afghanistan to turn over Osama bin Laden and close all 
terrorist camps operating in that country. The Taliban rejected this demand, and on 
October 7, the United States and Great Britain began Operation Enduring Freedom, 
which resulted in the fall of the Taliban, the end of a safe haven for al-Qaeda, and the 
capture and killing of many al-Qaeda operatives, which severely weakened the organi-
zations. After searching for bin Laden for many years, U.S. intelligence found him in 
Pakistan, where U.S. Navy SEALs launched a surprise attack on his compound in the 
city of Abbotabad in May 2011 (the United States did not even inform the Pakistani 
government of the raid) and killed him.

The United States also targeted Iraq in the war against terrorism. The Bush admin-
istration asserted that Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction and 
was a supporter of al-Qaeda, though the evidence of these claims, along with the wis-
dom of targeting Iraq in the war on terror, were significantly criticized both in the 
United States and abroad. The United States launched Operation Iraqi Freedom on 
March 19, 2003, and American combat troops remained in Iraq until the end of 2011. 
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The conflicts in these countries illustrate an ongoing dilemma in U.S. anti-terrorism 
policy. What does victory look like in a war against terrorism? Does victory lie in 
destroying al-Qaeda’s leadership? Defeating its sponsors and protectors? Stopping it 
from obtaining nuclear weapons? Or, does it require that no one take up the terrorists’ 
cause and act against the United States?

  nuclear Weapons
Starting to think about how to control nuclear weapons raises two questions. The first 
is, why do countries “go nuclear”? No single reason exists, but three motivations are 
particularly common. The first involves defense. Countries want to have nuclear weap-
ons so that they do not have to depend on other nations for assistance. Israel’s and 
Pakistan’s pursuit of nuclear weapons fits this logic. Remembering the Holocaust, 
Jewish leaders were determined to protect Israel from all threats without relying on 
others for help. Pakistan sought the bomb after its neighbor and frequent opponent, 
India, became a nuclear power.

The second reason for going nuclear involves the pursuit of international influence 
and prestige. Nuclear weapons carry such qualities because of the central role military 
power plays in world politics. Possession of nuclear weapons elevates a country into a 
small, select group of states whose power dwarfs all others. Attaining influence and 
prestige is seen as an important factor in India’s pursuit of nuclear weapons; being a 
nuclear power established India as an important state in its own right.

Domestic politics are a third motivating factor behind countries’ efforts to 
acquire nuclear weapons. Pressure to go nuclear may come from the military looking 
to add to its power, scientists seeking to demonstrate their knowledge and qualifica-
tions, political parties striving for electoral victory and running on a strong defense 
platform, or individual leaders attempting to realize political power for themselves or 
their country.

A second major question is, how inevitable is the proliferation, or spread, of nuclear 
weapons? The historical record suggests that extreme fear of these weapons is unneces-
sary. As evidenced by Germany, Japan, and other industrialized countries, having access 
to technologies associated with weapons of mass destruction does not compel coun-
tries to seek or use these weapons. Recently, Libya, South Africa, Ukraine, Belarus, and 
Kazakhstan have all turned away from the possession or pursuit of nuclear weapons. 
More recently yet, however, the examples of North Korea and Iran suggest that the 
impetus toward proliferation may be increasing.

making arms ProliferaTion Policy Efforts to deal with nuclear weapons 
and the means of delivering them have taken numerous forms. Several strategies tradi-
tionally are in place to limit arms proliferation: disarmament, arms control, defense, 
and counterproliferation.

Disarmament takes the very existence of weapons as the cause for conflict and 
hopes to secure peace through eliminating the means of conflict. The first nuclear 
disarmament proposal to command global attention was the Baruch Plan. Presented 
by the United States at the United Nations in 1946, it aimed to place all aspects of 
nuclear energy production and use under international control. The Soviet Union, as 
a permanent member of the UN Security Council, rejected the Baruch Plan, and it 
was not implemented.

The vision of a world without weapons, however, remains alive today. President 
Barack Obama endorsed disarmament in a July 2009 speech in Moscow. In pledging 
the United States to this goal, Obama acknowledged that its achievement would not 
likely happen in his lifetime.

A second strategy is arms control. It takes the existence of conflict between coun-
tries as a given in world politics and attempts to find ways of reducing the chances that 
those conflicts will become deadly. Decreasing the numbers and types of weapons at 
the disposal of policy makers is one approach. All but one of the world’s major nuclear 
arms control agreements have been made between the United States and Russia, as 
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How Big Is the World’s 
Stockpile of Nuclear Weapons?
The United States and Russia possess by far more nuclear weapons than any of the other seven countries that have them. 
The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), which came into force in 1970, seeks to limit the spread of nuclear weapons 
around the world. It is based on the idea that countries without nuclear weapons will agree not to acquire them, and in 
exchange the countries with nuclear weapons will agree to provide economic and technical support for the peaceful 
development of nuclear power. The nuclear weapons states also promised to reduce their stockpiles and ultimately 
eliminate their nuclear arsenals. Only the U.S., Russia, the U.K., France and China are permitted to possess nuclear 
weapons under the NPT. India, Pakistan and Israel have not entered the treaty, North Korea withdrew in 2003, and Iran 
continues to pursue nuclear capabilities but has not developed a weapon. The nuclear programs of North Korea and Iran 
in particular have prompted concern that the spread of nuclear weapons could increase rapidly over the next decade.
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YEAR OF FIRST TEST

criTical Thinking QUesTions
1. Why do countries develop nuclear 

weapons?
2. Has the NPT been effective in preventing 

the spread of nuclear weapons?
3. What are the possible consequences of the 

spread of nuclear weapons to Iran?

soUrce:  Data from Federation of American Scientists: State of World Nuclear Forces.
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they have possessed the largest numbers of these weapons. These include the 1963 
Limited Test Ban Treaty, the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM), the 1970s Strategic 
Arms Limitation Treaties (SALT I and II), the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaties of 
the 1990s (START I and II), and the New START Treaty of 2010. The only significant 
nuclear arms agreement including other countries is the Nuclear Nonproliferation 
Treaty of 1968, which focuses on limiting the spread of nuclear weapons.

A third strategy is denial. The goal of denial is to prevent would-be nuclear states 
from gaining access to the technology they need to make or deliver nuclear weapons. 
Denial has become more difficult in a globalized world, though many nations continue 
to pursue this goal. Key international groups working on arms denial are the Nuclear 
Suppliers Group and the Missile Technology Control Regime.

A fourth strategy is defense; this strategy is gaining popularity today. Essentially, 
this goal encourages the creation of a system to block or intercept attacks from other 
countries. Surprise missile tests by Iran and North Korea in 1998 provided new political 
backing for the creation of a missile defense system. In December 2002, President 
George W. Bush acted on this plan, ordering the initial deployment of long-range mis-
sile interceptors in Alaska and California. However, a planned anti-missile defense sys-
tem to be based in Eastern Europe was scrapped by the Obama administration, leaving 
the future of this approach in doubt.

A final strategy embraced by many countries today is counterproliferation. It 
involves the use of preemptive military action against a country or terrorist group. 
Counterproliferation begins with the assumption that certain terrorist groups and 
some states cannot be deterred because they have shown evidence of responding irra-
tionally to threats of military force or other forms of coercion. The most frequently 
cited example is Israel’s 1981 raid on Iraq’s Osiraq nuclear reactor. One of the major 
challenges to counterproliferation is its effectiveness. Critics argue that attempts at 
preemptive action will not forestall the driving force behind an attack, and may actually 
make the situation worse by altering public opinion in the attacked state.

The case of norTh korea Since the end of the Korean War in 1953, direct U.S. 
diplomatic contacts with North Korea have been all but absent. The United States, 
however, has worked through its allies (including South Korea) and international 
organizations to attempt to prevent North Korea from developing and using nuclear 
technology. Limitations on the development of such weaponry were a condition of the 
peace agreement signed to end the Korean War.

The United States also maintains an active surveillance program that monitors the 
activities of the North Korean government. In 1993, for example, the Central 
Intelligence Agency believed there was a 50–50 chance that North Korea had devel-
oped nuclear technology. The Defense Intelligence Agency declared it already had a 
working nuclear weapon. The United States demonstrated its disapproval of this arms 
program in two ways. It asked the United Nations to impose sanctions on North Korea, 
and it sent Patriot missiles to South Korea as a defense mechanism.

Ultimately, this conflict was resolved a year later, when North and South Korea 
reached a new agreement on denuclearizing the Korean peninsula, the Agreed 
Framework. The Agreed Framework included an agreement by North Korea to freeze 
its existing nuclear program and allow external monitoring by the International Atomic 
Energy Association (IAEA), a promise by the United States to supply it with oil and 
other fuels, and an agreement by both sides to move to full normalization of political 
and economic relations.

From the start, troubles plagued the implementation of the agreement. Oil was 
slow to be delivered, U.S. economic sanctions were not effectively removed, and, most 
importantly, full diplomatic relations were never established, largely because the United 
States objected to continued North Korean nuclear activity. In 1998, for example, the 
United States identified an underground site suspected of involvement in nuclear 
activities and North Korea tested a ballistic missile.

By the end of 2002, relations between the United States and North Korea had 
deteriorated sharply. Fuel imports to North Korea were suspended, and North Korea 
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terminated its freeze on the plutonium-based nuclear facility. In early 2003, it expelled 
IAEA inspectors and withdrew from the international Nuclear Nonproliferation 
Treaty. The Agreed Framework was now held to be null and void by both sides.

Movement beyond this point has been slow and halting. In 2003, the United 
States proposed multilateral talks with North Korea on its nuclear program. North 
Korea initially refused, asserting this was a bilateral matter. But, under pressure from 
China, North Korea agreed to multilateral talks between those three states. Later, the 
talks were expanded and became known as the Six Party Talks when South Korea, 
Japan, and Russia joined the United States, North Korea, and China. As these negotia-
tions dragged on, North Korea continued with its nuclear program. In 2006 and 2009, 
North Korea tested nuclear weapons, prompting tougher economic sanctions by the 
United States and new ones by the United Nations.

In 2007, the Six Party Talks finally led to a bilateral agreement between North 
Korea and the United States. The agreement mirrored closely the terms of the 1994 
Agreed Framework, and initially, it appeared that both sides were making progress. 
But relations again turned sour when North Korea tested a rocket and a nuclear 
weapon in 2009, leading to tighter economic sanctions that North Korea called “a 
declaration of war.” In March of 2010, North Korea sank a South Korean naval war-
ship, and later that year it fired shells at a South Korean island, killing two people and 
wounding several others. The United States joined other nations in condemning these 
attacks, and has called for an end to North Korea’s nuclear weapons and missile pro-
grams. Continued confrontation between the United States and North Korea appears 
likely for the foreseeable future.

HOw HAS THE UnITED STATES HAnDlED nUClEAR PROlIfERATIOn In nORTH kOREA?
Relations between the United States and North Korea have been tense since the Korean War. A military 
parade in 2012, shown here, showcases the country’s missile technology.
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n addition to addressing issues related to trade, terrorism, and nuclear 
weapons, the United States faces a number of other challenges that have 
emerged in recent years—both threats and opportunities. The United 
States remains a dominant power in world politics, with the world’s largest 

economy and its largest military. It also provides economic and military aid to many 
countries around the globe. At the same time, however, the lengthy wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, along with the financial crisis in 2008, rapidly increasing U.S. debt, and a 
struggling economy, have demonstrated some of the limits to American power.

In recent years a number of developments around the world have posed challenges to 
the United States. The most notable change has been the tremendous economic growth 
and global influence of countries such as China and India (Brazil and Russia are often 
included in this group, leading to the group’s identification as the “BRIC” countries).

China has become an economic powerhouse and a major global power. After 
opening up to global trade and investment in the 1980s, it has achieved the world’s 

I

Understand emerging challenges to American foreign policy that have arisen in recent years.18.5

Toward Reform: New Challenges 
in American Foreign Policy

WHAT Are THe Bric coUnTries?
Former Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, former Russian President Dmitry Medvedev, Chinese 
President Hu Jintao, and Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh at the BRIC Summit in Brazil in 2010. The 
BRIC countries are among the fastest growing emerging economies in the world, with 40% of the world’s 
population and more than 15% of the global economy.
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Take a Closer Look
In 2011, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton addressed members of the African Women’s Entrepreneurship 
Program in Zambia. Initiated by the U.S. Department of State in 2010, the program helps to build networks of 
small-business owners so they can transform their communities through leadership in economic development. 
“No country can thrive when half of its people are left behind,” she stated. “If you don’t see all citizens get the 
rights and freedoms they deserve, you are on the wrong side of history.” This kind of political leadership is an 
example of America’s soft power. In contrast to coercion, threats, and financial rewards, soft power is the ability 
to attract and co-opt, to set the agenda and get others to support the same goals the United States wants. 
Secretary Clinton’s visit to Africa and others like it are at least as effective as military or economic aid in serving 
the cause of securing friendly relations and support for the United States among peoples and countries around 
the world.

criTical Thinking QUesTions

1. What are the ways in which the United States exercises soft power?

2. How might the promotion of women’s rights and economic opportunities 
strengthen a country?

3. What U.S. policies and values contribute to its soft power? What does it mean to 
“set the agenda”?

At this event, whenever former Secretary of State Clinton started to 
speak, the crowd broke into song. The singing, along with the enthusiasm 
evident on people’s faces, demonstrates agreement with the message 
that the secretary is delivering about America’s policy of supporting 
women’s rights and entrepreneurship.

When the secretary of state attends an event, it indicates that the issue at 
hand is a high priority for the United States. Support from such a high 
level in the American government helps to build strong relations and 
goodwill for the United States.

Soft power is developed over time through policies and values. This photo 
reflects shared values and goals among the U.S. government and women 
in Africa who are entrepreneurs benefiting from American aid. The impact 
of U.S. policy and the values that led to it is likely to spread well beyond 
the people shown in the photo.
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fastest growing economy and become the world’s largest exporter. This growth also 
means that China enjoys greater power and influence throughout the world, along with 
a complicated relationship with the United States. Complexity characterizes the inter-
play between these two nations because China appears to be both the primary chal-
lenger to the United States and its most logical partner. Both countries benefit from 
trade and globalization; both want to limit the spread of nuclear weapons; and both are 
served by reining in countries, such as Iran and North Korea, that threaten peace and 
stability. But, tensions and mistrust are in the mix, too. China depends on the U.S. 
market to sell exports and grow economically, while the United States borrows heavily 
from China, which finances growing U.S. budget deficits by purchasing American 
Treasury bonds. This type of interaction creates an unhealthy mutual dependency for 
economic prosperity. At the same time, China is modernizing its navy, missiles, aircraft, 
cyber warfare, and anti-satellite weapons, while the United States has begun deploying 
more military forces in the Pacific, including a new deployment of 2,500 Marines in 
Australia. The relationship between these two countries will increasingly determine 
how peaceful or dangerous the world becomes.

India has also experienced rapid economic growth since opening up its economy, 
becoming a global leader in information technology and software development. It is 
also one of the world’s largest exporters and a major trading partner of the United 
States. As both a democracy and a nuclear power, India shares many interests with the 
United States, with the two countries pursuing what they call a “strategic partnership” 
that includes increased military ties and arms sales, cooperation on nonmilitary nuclear 
power, growing bilateral trade and investment, and the admission of more than 100,000 
Indian students in American universities. The relationship is also seen as a counter-
weight to the growing clout of China.

In Europe, an economic crisis regarding the euro, the common currency of seven-
teen nations, poses a challenge for the United States, whose economic fortunes are 
tied to those of Europe. Like the United States, many countries in Europe have 
acquired large national debts; unlike the United States, however, countries such as 
Greece, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Ireland may not be able to pay back the money they 
owe, which is creating a growing fear. These countries are being told by lenders, and 
by fellow EU member Germany, to cut their spending and borrowing; but in fact, they 
continue to borrow even more money in an attempt to revive economic growth, which 
has declined in the past few years. Germany is key in this crisis, as it has the strongest 
economy in Europe and is not heavily indebted. With Germany’s, at times, reluctant 
support, the European Central Bank and others have continued to lend money to 
prevent a default on the loans. At the same time, the countries in trouble try to find a 
balance between cutting spending to reduce debt and not cutting too much, which 
will make their recessions and unemployment rates even worse.

Also in Europe, in 2014, Russia aggressively reasserted its military power by invad-
ing the neighboring country of Ukraine and annexing its region of Crimea, the first 
forcible annexation in Europe since World War II. Russia also fed regional instability 
by supporting local separatist movements in eastern Ukraine, including groups that 
were accused of shooting down a Malaysian Air passenger jet in July 2014. Tensions 
rose further when the United States and Europe levied economic sanctions against 
Russia, which then retaliated with its own economic threats.

Complicating the conduct of American foreign policy is public opinion. The bipar-
tisan consensus on the need to contain communism during the Cold War has long 
vanished, and no new consensus has emerged. Instead, the American public is often 
deeply divided over how to proceed on different issues. It can also be difficult to get 
citizens to devote attention to foreign policy. This is known as the “guns” and “butter” 
theory. Generally speaking, most citizens are more interested in domestic policy issues 
(“butter”) because they have a greater impact on their everyday lives. Only in case of 
emergency or times of crisis do citizens express significant concern over foreign policy 
issues (“guns”). This tendency complicates foreign policy making, and can make it dif-
ficult for foreign policy issues to occupy space on the policy agenda.
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U.S. foreign policy and defense policy have evolved. Foreign 
and defense policy largely involved trade and commerce, iso-
lationism with regard to Europe, and expansion across North 
America for most of the nation’s first century. As U.S. eco-
nomic interests expanded, the United States intervened more 
and more overseas, especially in Latin America and Asia. 
After a delayed entry into World War I, America retreated 
into isolation.

Trace the evolution of U.S. foreign and defense policy,  
p. 514.

Roots of U.S. Foreign and Defense 
Policy

18.1

The United States’ status as a world power was cemented by 
its entry into, and subsequent victory in, World War II. After 
the war, foreign and defense policy often dominated the 
American political agenda, with a focus on internationalism 
rather than isolationism. American foreign policy during the 
Cold War was organized around containment and deter-
rence, and led to U.S. confrontation with the Soviet Union 
around the world. The post–Cold War period was ushered in 
by the fall of communism in the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe, and featured policies of democratic enlargement to 
promote the expansion of democracy and free markets 
throughout the world. The September 11, 2001, terrorist 
attacks marked a new direction in American foreign policy, 
as the United States pursued a war on terrorism both at 
home and overseas in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The United States as a World Power

Explain U.S. foreign policy as the country rose to 
become a world power, p. 518.

18.2

Review the Chapter

The basic structure of foreign and defense policy decision 
making is laid out in the Constitution. The executive branch 
of government dominates foreign and defense policy. The 
president is preeminent, with the Departments of State, 
Defense, and Homeland Security also playing important 
roles, along with the intelligence community. Congress also 

Foreign and Defense Policy 
Decision Making

Outline the factors that shape foreign and defense policy 
decision making, p. 525.

18.3

The United States faces major challenges in foreign and 
defense policy during the twenty-first century. These include 
trade, terrorism, and controlling the spread of nuclear weap-
ons. In terms of trade, China presents the United States with 
the biggest challenge because of the loss of jobs associated 
with a surge in Chinese imports, as well as the health and 
safety problems associated with Chinese imports. The big-
gest challenge related to terrorism comes from al-Qaeda, the 
perpetrators of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. 
Al-Qaeda’s highly decentralized network of terrorist cells 
makes it difficult to achieve victory in the traditional sense. 
Finally, one significant challenge related to nuclear weapons 
comes from North Korea. This country has tested nuclear 
weapons and missiles, and has responded to economic sanc-
tions with violence against South Korea.

Contemporary Challenges in 
Foreign and Defense Policy

Identify contemporary foreign and defense policy  
challenges confronting the United States, p. 533.

18.4

The United States remains a dominant power in world poli-
tics, with vast economic and military power. However, war 
and economic difficulties present limits to American power, 
and in recent years a number of new developments have 
posed challenges to the United States. The rise of China and 
India is having an impact on American influence around the 
world. China has become both a partner and a competitor of 
the United States, while India has enjoyed a more coopera-
tive relationship with the United States in recent years. In 
Europe, the financial crisis over the euro threatens American 
economic prosperity.

Toward Reform: New Challenges in 
American Foreign Policy

Understand emerging challenges to American foreign 
policy that have arisen in recent years, p. 542.

18.5

influences and shapes policy through oversight, treaties, 
appointments, appropriations, and the War Powers Act. Four 
types of interest groups are also especially active in trying to 
influence foreign and defense policy decisions; these groups 
include the military-industrial complex, ethnic interest 
groups, foreign governments and companies, and ideological-
public interest groups.
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Learn the Terms

Berlin Wall, p. 520
Bretton Woods System, p. 519
collective security, p. 517
containment, p. 519
Contras, p. 522
Cuban Missile Crisis, p. 520
defense policy, p. 514
Department of Defense, p. 528
Department of Homeland  

Security, p. 528
Department of State, p. 528
détente, p. 521
democratic enlargement, p. 522
European Union, p. 522
Farewell Address, p. 515
foreign policy, p. 514

free trade system, p. 533
General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT), p. 519
global war on terrorism, p. 525
human rights, p. 521
International Monetary Fund (IMF), 

p. 519
isolationism, p. 515
Joint Chiefs of Staff, p. 528
manifest destiny, p. 516
Marshall Plan, p. 520
military-industrial complex, p. 532
Monroe Doctrine, p. 515
North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA), p. 533

North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO), p. 520

protectionism, p. 533
Reagan Doctrine, p. 522
Roosevelt Corollary, p. 516
strategic trade policy, p. 533
Taliban, p. 525
tariffs, p. 515
Truman Doctrine, p. 520
UN Security Council, p. 518
War Powers Resolution, p. 530
World Bank, p. 519
World Trade Organization  

(WTO), p. 522

1. In his 1796 Farewell Address, George Washington  
suggested that the United States
 a. make peace treaties with France.
 b. avoid international trade.
 c. avoid permanent alliances.
 d. depend heavily on Europe for trade.
 e. make peace treaties with England.

2. The Roosevelt Corollary
 a. was an extension of the Monroe Doctrine.
 b. justified U.S. intervention in Latin America and the 

Caribbean.
 c. resulted in the creation of the Panama Canal.
 d. was proclaimed by Theodore Roosevelt.
 e. all of the above.

3. The strategy of opposing Soviet expansion with  
military forces, economic assistance, and political influence 
was known as
 a. containment.
 b. alliance theory.
 c. balance of power.
 d. preventionism.
 e. isolationism.

4. The policy of democratic enlargement involved all but 
which of the following?
 a. Promotion of democracy and free markets
 b. Creation of the World Trade Organization
 c. Cutting off all relations with China after the killing of 

demonstrators at Tiananmen Square
 d. Signing the North American Free Trade Agreement
 e. Expanding the NATO alliance

5. The Framers intended to
 a. endow the states with foreign policy powers.
 b. divide foreign policy powers between the Congress and 

the president.
 c. give all foreign policy powers to the president.
 d. give the states and federal government equal foreign 

policy powers.
 e. give the Supreme Court the power to declare war.

6. Congress conducts oversight of foreign and defense 
policy through
 a. cutting funding for presidential initiatives it opposes.
 b. periodic questioning of the president in Congressional 

hearings.
 c. removing Cabinet members from their positions.
 d. maintaining the “Office of Presidential Oversight” in 

the White House.
 e. establishing reporting requirements.

Test Yourself

Study and Review the Flashcards

Study and Review the Practice Tests
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7. Which of the following is NOT a major foreign policy 
challenge facing the United States?
 a. The spread of nuclear weapons
 b. The U.S. trade deficit with China
 c. Maintaining peaceful relations with Canada and 

Mexico
 d. Defeating al-Qaeda
 e. Terrorism

8. The most common methods by which the United 
States tries to stop the spread of nuclear weapons are
 a. disarmament, arms control, and, as a last resort, 

invasion.
 b. disarmament, defense, denial, counterproliferation, and 

arms control.
 c. deterrence and defense.
 d. shock, denial, anger, and acceptance.
 e. arms control treaties with China.

9. Which of the following is NOT a major issue between 
the United States and China?
 a. China’s increasing military modernization
 b. The U.S. deployment of Marines to Australia
 c. American indebtedness to China
 d. China’s dependence on the United States to purchase 

its exports
 e. The periodic change of political parties in control of the 

White House

10. Limitations to American power and influence are 
demonstrated by
 a. the lengthy wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
 b. growing U.S. debt.
 c. the rise of the BRIC countries.
 d. the euro crisis.
 e. all of the above.
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Appendix i
The Declaration of Independence
In Congress, July 4, 1776
The Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen United States of 
America

When in the Course of human events it becomes 
necessary for one people to dissolve the political 
bands which have connected them with another, 
and to assume, among the powers of the earth, 

the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and 
of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions 
of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which 
impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are cre-
ated equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the 
pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments 
are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the 
consent of the governed. That whenever any Form of Govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, 
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its pow-
ers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their 
Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Gov-
ernments long established should not be changed for light and 
transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn that 
mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, 
than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they 
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, 
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce 
them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, 
to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for 
their future security. —Such has been the patient sufferance of 
these Colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains 
them to alter their former Systems of Government. The history 
of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated inju-
ries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment 
of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts 
be submitted to a candid world.

He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and 
necessary for the public good.

He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate 
and pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till 
his Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has 
utterly neglected to attend to them.

He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of 
large districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the 
right of Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable to 
them and formidable to tyrants only.

He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, 
uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their Public 

Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance 
with his measures.

He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for op-
posing with manly firmness his invasions on the rights of the 
people.

He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to 
cause others to be elected; whereby the Legislative Powers, in-
capable of Annihilation, have returned to the People at large for 
their exercise, the State remaining in the mean time exposed to 
all the dangers of invasion from without, and convulsions within.

He has endeavored to prevent the population of these States; 
for that purpose obstructing the Laws of Naturalization of 
Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migra-
tion hither, and raising the conditions of new Appropriations 
of Lands.

He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by refusing 
his Assent to Laws for establishing Judiciary powers.

He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the ten-
ure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries.

He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither 
swarms of Officers to harass our people, and eat out their 
 substance.

He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies 
without the Consent of our legislatures.

He has affected to render the Military independent of and 
superior to the Civil power.

He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction 
foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws, 
giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation:

For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:

For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment for 
any Murders which they should commit on the Inhabitants of 
these States:

For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:

For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:

For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by 
Jury:

For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended 
offences:
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For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neigh-
boring Province, establishing therein an Arbitrary government, 
and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an exam-
ple and fit instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into 
these Colonies:

For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable 
Laws, and altering fundamentally the Forms of our Govern-
ments:

For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring 
 themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all cases 
whatsoever.

He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of his 
Protection and waging War against us.

He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt out 
towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.

He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign 
 Mercenaries to compleat the works of death, desolation and 
 tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty and 
 perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally 
 unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.

He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the 
high Seas to bear Arms against their Country, to become the 
executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves 
by their Hands.

He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has 
endeavored to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers, the 
merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare, is an 
undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.

In every stage of these Oppressions We have Petitioned for 
Redress in the most humble terms: Our repeated Petitions have 

been answered only by repeated injury: A Prince, whose char-
acter is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is 
unfit to be the ruler of a free people.

Nor have We been wanting in attention to our British breth-
ren. We have warned them from time to time of attempts by 
their legislature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. 
We have reminded them of the circumstances of our emigra-
tion and settlement here. We have appealed to their native jus-
tice and magnanimity; and we have conjured them by the ties 
of our common kindred to disavow these usurpations, which 
would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. 
They too have been deaf to the voice of justice and consanguinity. 
We must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which denounces 
our Separation, and hold them, as we hold the rest of mankind, 
 Enemies in War, in Peace Friends.

We, therefore, the Representatives of the United States of 
America, in General Congress, Assembled, appealing to the Su-
preme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, 
in the Name, and by Authority of the good People of these Colo-
nies, solemnly publish and declare, That these United Colonies 
are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States; that 
they are Absolved from all Allegiance to the British Crown, and 
that all political connection between them and the State of Great 
Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved: and that as Free and 
Independent States, they have full power to levy War,  conclude 
Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all 
 other Acts and Things which Independent States may of right 
do. And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance 
on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to 
each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred Honor.

JOHN HANCOCK

new hampshire
Josiah Bartlett
William Whipple
Matthew Thornton
massachusetts
Samuel Adams
John Adams
Robert Treat Paine
Elbridge Gerry
rhode island and providence 
plantations
Stephen Hopkins
William Ellery
connecticut
Roger Sherman
Samuel Huntington
William Williams
Oliver Wolcott
new york
William Floyd
Philip Livingston
Francis Lewis
Lewis Morris

new jersey
Richard Stockton
John Witherspoon
Francis Hopkinson
John Hart
Abraham Clark
pennsylvania
Robert Morris
Benjamin Rush
Benjamin Franklin
John Morton
George Clymer
James Smith
George Taylor
James Wilson
George Ross
delaware
Caesar Rodney
George Read
Thomas McKean
maryland
Samuel Chase
William Paca

Thomas Stone
Charles Carroll
virginia
George Wythe
Richard Henry Lee
Thomas Jefferson
Benjamin Harrison
Thomas Nelson, Jr.
Francis Lightfoot Lee
Carter Braxton
north carolina
William Hooper
Joseph Hewes
John Penn
south carolina
Edward Rutledge
Thomas Heyward, Jr.
Thomas Lynch, Jr.
Arthur Middleton
georgia
Button Gwinnett
Lyman Hall
George Walton 
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The Constitution of the  
United States of America

We the People of the United States, in Order to 
form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure 
domestic Tranquility, provide for the common 
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure 
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Poster-
ity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the 
United States of America.

•  The preamble  to  the U.S. Constitution  is  little 
more  than a declaration of  intent;  it  carries no  legal 
weight.  Instead,  it describes what the people of the 
United States can expect from their government.  •

ARTICLE I
Section 1.

All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vest-
ed in a Congress of the United States, which shall 
consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.

•  Article I is the longest and most detailed of any 
of  the  articles,  sections,  or  amendments  that make 
up  the  U.S.  Constitution.  By  enumerating  the  pow-
ers  of Congress,  the Framers  attached  limits  to  the 
enormous authority they had vested in the legislative 
branch. At the same time, they ensured that the legis-
lative branch would maintain control over certain vital 
areas of public policy and that it would be protected 
from attacks by  the executive and  judicial  branches. 
In addition, by clearly vesting Congress with certain 
powers  (e.g.,  the power  to  regulate  interstate  com-
merce), Article I established limits for the exercise of 
state power in what were now national affairs.

Despite  the  great  care  the  Framers  took  to  limit 
the exercise of congressional authority to those pow-
ers  enumerated  in Article  I,  the  power  of Congress 
has  grown  tremendously  since  the  nation's  found-
ing. Under Chief Justice John Marshall  (1801–1835), 
the U.S. Supreme Court  interpreted the Constitution 
to  favor  the power  of  the national  government  over 
the  states  and  to permit Congress  to exercise both 
its enumerated powers  (e.g.,  the  power  to  regulate 
interstate  commerce)  and  implied powers  (e.g.,  as 
indicated in the necessary and proper clause) in broad 
fashion. Rarely has  the Court challenged  the  legisla-

tive power vested in Congress to engage in numerous 
areas of public policy that some constitutional  scholars 
(and politicians and voters) believe are the province of 
the states.  •

Section 2.
The House of Representatives shall be composed 

of Members chosen every second Year by the People 
of the several States, and the Electors in each State 
shall have the Qualifications requisite for Electors of 
the most  numerous Branch of the State Legislature.

No person shall be a Representative who shall not 
have attained to the Age of twenty five Years, and 
been seven Years a Citizen of the United States, and 
who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that 
State in which he shall be chosen.

•  The qualifications clause, which sets out the age 
and residency requirements for individuals who wish to 
run for the House of Representatives, became the cen-
terpiece of a national debate that emerged during the 
late 1980s and early 1990s over  term  limits  for mem-
bers of Congress. In U.S. Term Limits v. Thornton (1995), 
the  Supreme  Court  ruled  that  no  state  government 
could enact legislation to restrict a qualified individual's 
right to run for Congress.  Instead, any modification to 
the qualifications clause would have to come through a 
constitutional amendment.  •

Representatives and direct Taxes shall be ap-
portioned among the several States which may 
be included within this Union, according to their 
respective Numbers which shall be determined by 
adding to the whole Number of free Persons, in-
cluding those bound to Service for a Term of Years, 
and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all 
other Persons. The actual Enumeration shall be 
made within three Years after the first Meeting of 
the Congress of the United States, and within every 
subsequent Term ten Years, in such Manner as they 
shall by Law direct. The Number of Representatives 
shall not exceed one for every thirty Thousand, but 
each State shall have at Least one Representative; 
and until such enumerations shall be made, the State 
of New Hampshire shall be entitled to chuse three, 

Appendix ii
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Massachusetts eight, Rhode-Island and Providence 
Plantations one, Connecticut five, New-York six, 
New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, 
Maryland six, Virginia ten, North  Carolina five, 
South Carolina five, and Georgia three.

•  Under  the  Articles  of  Confederation,  “direct” 
taxes  (such as  taxes on property) were apportioned 
based on land value, not population. This encouraged 
states  to  diminish  the  value  of  their  land  to  reduce 
their tax burden. Prior to the Constitutional Convention 
of 1787, several prominent delegates proposed chang-
ing the method for direct taxation from land value to 
the  population  of  each  state. A major  sticking  point 
among the delegates on this issue was how to count 
slaves for taxation purposes. Southern states wanted 
to diminish the value of slaves for tax purposes, while 
counting slaves as “whole persons” for purposes of 
representation  in the House of Representatives, but 
northern states rejected this proposal. Ultimately, the 
delegates  settled  on  the Three-Fifths  Compromise, 
which  treated each slave  as  three-fifths of  a person 
for tax and representation purposes.

At  the  beginning,  the  Three-Fifths  Compromise 
enhanced southern power  in  the House. Over  time, 
however, the population of the South remained rela-
tively  stagnant,  while  the  North's  population  grew, 
and so the South saw its power in the House dimin-
ish.  By  the  1830s,  the  South  held  just  over  30  per-
cent of House seats, which gave it enough power to 
thwart  northern  initiatives  on  slavery  questions  and 
territorial  issues,  but  not  enough  power  to  defeat 
the growing power of  the North  to control commer-
cial  and economic policy. This standoff between  the 
North and South led to such events as South Carolina 
Senator John C. Calhoun's doctrine of nullification and 
secession, which argued that a state could nullify any 
federal law not consistent with regional or state inter-
ests. By the 1850s, the Three-Fifths Compromise had 
made  the South  dependent  on  expanding  the  num-
ber of slaveholding territories eligible for admission to 
the union and a judicial system sympathetic to slave-
holding  interests. The Three-Fifths Compromise was 
repealed by section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment 
(see page 82).  •

When vacancies happen in the Representation 
from any State, the Executive Authority thereof shall 
issue Writs of Election to fill such Vacancies.

•  This clause permits the governor of a state to 
call an election to replace any member of the House 
of  Representatives  who  is  unable  to  complete  a 
term of office due to death, resignation, or removal 
from  the  House.  In  some  cases,  a  governor  will 
appoint a successor to fill out a term; in other cases, 
the  governor will  call  a  special  election. This  deci-
sion  depends  on  both  partisan  interests  and  state 
laws.  •

The House of Representatives shall chuse their 
speaker and other Officers; and shall have the sole 
Power of Impeachment.

•  Clause 5 establishes the only constitutional offi-
cer  of  the  House  of  Representatives—the  Speaker. 
The  members  of  the  House  create  the  remaining 
offices (party leaders and whips, for example).

The House  also  has  the  sole  power  of  impeach-
ment against members of  the executive and  judicial 
branches. The House, like the Senate,  is responsible 
for  disciplining  its  own  members.  In  Nixon  v.  U.S. 
(1993), the Supreme Court ruled that government offi-
cials who are  the subject of  impeachment proceed-
ings may not challenge them in court; the sole power 
given to the House over impeachment precludes judi-
cial intervention.  •

Section 3.
The Senate of the United States shall be com-

posed of two Senators from each State chosen by the 
Legislature thereof, for six Years; and each Senator 
shall have one Vote.

•  This clause establishing the election of senators 
by state legislatures was repealed by the Seventeenth 
Amendment (see page 83).  •

Immediately after they shall be assembled in 
Consequence of the first Election, they shall be di-
vided as equally as may be into three Classes. The 
Seats of the Senators of the first Class shall be va-
cated at the Expiration of the second year, of the sec-
ond Class at the Expiration of the fourth Year, and of 
the third Class at the Expiration of the sixth Year, so 
that one third may be chosen every second Year and 
if Vacancies happen by Resignation, or otherwise, 
during the Recess of the Legislature of any State, the 
Executive thereof may make temporary Appoint-
ments until the next Meeting of the Legislature, 
which shall then fill such Vacancies.

•  To assure continuity in government, all senators 
do  not  run  for  reelection  at  one  time.  Instead,  they 
are grouped  into three sets of senators who run for 
reelection on a staggered basis. Thus, one-third of the 
senators are up for reelection in 2012, the next third in 
2014, and another third in 2016.

The  Seventeenth  Amendment  also  modified  the 
vacancy clause. No longer do state legislators choose 
senators' replacements; vacancies in the Senate are 
handled  the  same way as  vacancies  for  representa-
tives—through appointment or special election.  •

No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have 
attained to the Age of thirty Years, and been nine 
Years a Citizen of the United States, and who shall 
not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State for 
which he shall be chosen.

•  Clause 3 lays out the requirements to serve as 
a member of the Senate.  •

The Vice President of the United States shall be 
President of the Senate, but shall have no Vote, un-
less they be equally divided.
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•  Clause 4 gives the vice president the authority 
to vote to break a  tie  in  the Senate. This  is  the only 
constitutional duty  the Constitution specifies  for  the 
vice president. As president of  the Senate,  the vice 
president  also  presides  over  procedural  matters  of 
that body, although this is not a responsibility that vice 
presidents shoulder.  •

The Senate shall chuse their other Officers, and 
also a President pro tempore, in the Absence of the 
Vice President, or when he shall exercise the Office 
of President of the United States.

•  Clause 5 creates the position of president pro 
tempore (the president of the time), the only Senate 
office  established  by  the Constitution  to  handle  the 
duties  of  the  vice  president  set  out  in  section  3, 
clause 4.  •

The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all 
Impeachments. When sitting for that Purpose, they 
shall be on Oath or Affirmation. When the Presi-
dent of the United States is tried, the Chief Justice 
shall preside: And no Person shall be convicted with-
out the Concurrence of two thirds of the Members 
present.

Judgment in Cases of Impeachment shall not 
extend further than to removal from Office, and dis-
qualification to hold and enjoy any Office of honor, 
Trust or Profit under the United States; but the 
Party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and sub-
ject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment and Punishment, 
according to law.

•  Just as the House of Representatives has the 
sole power to bring impeachment proceedings against 
executive and judicial branch officials, the Senate has 
the sole power  to  try all  impeachments. Unless  the 
president faces trial in the Senate, the vice president 
serves as the presiding officer. In 1998, President Bill 
Clinton was tried on two articles of impeachment (four 
were  brought  against  him  in  the  House)  and  found 
not  guilty  on  each  count.  Chief  Justice William  H. 
Rehnquist presided over President Clinton's impeach-
ment trial.

A  conviction  results  in  the  removal  of  an  official 
from  office.  It  does  not  prohibit  subsequent  civil  or 
criminal action against that individual. Nor does it pro-
hibit an impeached and convicted official from return-
ing  to  federal office.  In 1989, Alcee Hastings,  a  trial 
judge with ten years experience on the U.S. District 
Court  for  the  Southern District  of  Florida, was  con-
victed  on  impeachment  charges  and  removed  from 
office. In 1992, he ran successfully for the 23rd District 
seat of the U.S. House of Representatives, where he 
continues to serve as of this writing.  •

Section 4.
The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elec-

tions for Senators and Representatives, shall be pre-
scribed in each State by the Legislature thereof; but 

the Congress may at any time by Law make or alter 
such Regulations, except as to the Places of chusing 
Senators.

•  Section 4 authorizes the states to establish the 
rules governing elections for members of Congress. 
Congress,  however,  has  exercised  its  law-making 
power in this area when it has believed that improve-
ments to the electoral process were necessary (e.g., 
the Voting Rights Act of 1965).  •

The Congress shall assemble at least once in every 
Year, and such Meeting shall be on the first Monday 
in December, unless they shall by Law appoint a dif-
ferent Day.

•  This  clause  is  no  longer  relevant;  innovations 
in  air  conditioning  and  travel  made  it  possible  for 
Congress  to  become  a  professionalized  legislature 
that meets for long stretches of time.  •

Section 5.
Each House shall be the Judge of the Elections, 

Returns and Qualifications of its own Members, and 
a Majority of each shall constitute a Quorum to do 
business; but a smaller Number may adjourn from 
day to day, and may be authorized to compel the At-
tendance of absent Members, in such Manner, and 
under such Penalties as each House may provide.

•  This  clause  authorizes  Congress  to  judge  the 
internal elections of its members, requires a quorum 
for  either  chamber  to  conduct  official  business,  to 
compel the attendance of its members, and to punish 
them for failing to adhere to the rules of their respec-
tive chambers.  •

Each House may determine the Rules of its Pro-
ceedings, punish its Members for disorderly Behav-
iour, and with the Concurrence of two thirds, expel a 
Member.

•  Clause 2 gives power to the House and Senate 
to establish the rules and decorum for each chamber. 
Expulsion from either the House or the Senate does 
not preclude a member from running for congressio-
nal office again or serving in any other official capacity. 
In Powell  v. McCormack  (1969),  the Supreme Court 
ruled  that  the House's authority  to expel a member 
was limited to those already in office.  •

Each House shall keep a Journal of its Proceed-
ings, and from time to time publish the same, ex-
cepting such Parts as may in their judgment require 
Secrecy; and the Yeas and Nays of the Members of 
either House on any question shall, at the Desire of 
one fifth of those present, be entered on the Journal.

•  The  Congressional Record  is  the  official  jour-
nal  of  Congress.  Justice  Joseph  Story,  in  his much 
praised scholarly  treatment of  the U.S. Constitution, 
Commentaries on the Constitution  (1833),  said  the 
purpose  of  this  clause  was  “to  insure  publicity  to 
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the proceedings of  the  legislature, and a correspon-
dent  responsibility  of  the members  to  their  respec-
tive  constituents.”  Recorded  votes  (and  yea-or-nay 
voice votes, if agreed to by one-fifth of the House or 
Senate), speeches, and other public business are con-
tained in the Congressional Record.  •

Neither House, during the Session of Congress, 
shall, without the Consent of the other, adjourn for 
more than three days, nor to any other Place than 
that in which the two Houses shall be sitting.

Section 6.
The Senators and Representatives shall receive a 

Compensation for their Services, to be ascertained 
by Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United 
States. They shall in all Cases, except Treason, Felony 
and Breach of the Peace, be privileged from Arrest 
during their Attendance at the Session of their re-
spective Houses, and in going to and returning from 
the same; and for any Speech or Debate in either 
House, they shall not be questioned in any other 
Place.

•  From the nation's founding until 1967, Congress 
determined  the  salaries  of  its  members.  Then, 
Congress passed legislation giving the president the 
responsibility  to  recommend  salary  levels  for mem-
bers  of  Congress,  since  the  president  already  had 
the responsibility to recommend pay levels for other 
federal  officials.  The  Twenty-Seventh  Amendment, 
ratified in 1992, currently governs the procedures for 
compensation of members of Congress.

Clause  1  also  protects  the  right  of  senators  and 
representatives  from  criminal  prosecution  for  any 
“Speech or Debate” made  in Congress. This protec-
tion  stemmed  from  lessons  drawn  from  the  persis-
tent conflicts between  the House of Commons and 
the Tudor and Stuart monarchies in Great Britain, who 
used  their  power  to  bring  civil  and  criminal  actions 
against  legislators  whose  opinions  were  deemed 
seditious  or  dangerous.  The  Supreme  Court  held, 
however,  in Gravel v. U.S.  (1972), that the speech or 
debate  clause  does  not  immunize  senators  or  rep-
resentatives  from  criminal  inquiry,  if  their  activities 
in  the Senate  or House  are  the  result  of  alleged  or 
proven illegal action.

The privilege  from arrest clause has  little applica-
tion  in  contemporary  America.  The  clause  applies 
only  to  arrests  in  civil  suits, which were  fairly  com-
mon when  the  Constitution  was  ratified. The  Court 
has  interpreted  the  phrase  “except Treason,  Felony 
or  Breach  of  the  Peace”  to make members  eligible 
for arrest for crimes that would fall into that category, 
for  example  a  serious  traffic  offense,  such  as  drunk 
or reckless driving, on the way to or from legislative 
business.  •

No Senator or Representative shall, during the 
Time for which he was elected, be appointed to any 
civil Office under the Authority of the United States, 

which shall have been created, or the Emoluments 
whereof shall have been encreased during such time; 
and no Person holding any Office under the United 
States, shall be a Member of either House during his 
Continuance in Office.

•  Clause  2  prohibits  any  senator  or  representa-
tive  from holding a  simultaneous office  in  the  legis-
lative or executive branches. This  is one of  the  least 
controversial provisions of the Constitution. The gen-
eral purpose of  this clause  is  to prevent one branch 
of  government  from  having  an  undue  influence  on 
another by creating dual incentives. It is also another 
safeguard in the separation of powers.  •

Section 7.
All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in the 

House of Representatives; but the Senate may pro-
pose or concur with Amendments as on other Bills.

•  The power to raise revenue found in clause 1 is 
unique to the House of Representatives. In Federalist 
No. 58,  James  Madison  argued  that  vesting  such 
authority in the House was a key feature of the sepa-
ration  of  powers.  No  bill  either  raising  or  lowering 
taxes  may  originate  in  the  Senate.  Legislation  that 
creates  incidental  revenue may begin  in the Senate, 
as long as the legislation does not involve taxation.  •

Every Bill which shall have passed the House 
of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it 
become a Law, be presented to the President of the 
United States; If he approve he shall sign it, but if 
not he shall return it, with his Objections to that 
House in which it shall have originated, who shall 
enter the Objections at large on their Journal, and 
proceed to reconsider it. If after such Reconsidera-
tion two thirds of that House shall agree to pass the 
Bill, it shall be sent, together with the Objections, 
to the other House, by which it shall likewise be 
reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of that 
House, it shall become a Law. But in all such Cases 
the Votes of both Houses shall be determined by 
Yeas and Nays, and the Names of the Persons vot-
ing for and against the Bill shall be entered on the 
Journal of each House respectively. If any Bill shall 
not be returned by the President within ten Days 
(Sundays excepted) after it shall have been present-
ed to him, the Same shall be a Law, in like Manner 
as if he had signed it, unless the Congress by their 
Adjournment prevent its Return, in which Case it 
shall not be a Law.

•  This  clause  establishes  several  key  features 
of  presidential-congressional  relations.  For  a  bill  to 
become  law,  it  must  be  passed  by  the  House  and 
Senate, and it must be signed by the president.

The Supreme Court has ruled that the veto regula-
tions outlined in this clause serve two purposes. First, 
by giving the president ten days to consider a bill for 
approval, clause 2 provides the president with ample 
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time to consider legislation and protects him from hav-
ing to approve legislation in the wake of congressional 
adjournment.  But  clause  2  also  provides  Congress 
with a countervailing power to override a presidential 
veto,  a  procedure  that  requires  a  two-thirds  vote  in 
each chamber.  •

Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the 
Concurrence of the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives may be necessary (except on a question of 
Adjournment) shall be presented to the President 
of the United States; and before the Same shall take 
Effect, shall be approved by him, or being disap-
proved by him, shall be repassed by two thirds of the 
Senate and House of Representatives, according to 
the Rules and Limitations prescribed in the Case of 
a Bill.

•  Clause  3  covers  the  presentation  of  resolu-
tions, not actual legislation. For any resolution to have 
the force of law, it must be presented to the president 
for approval. Should the president veto the resolution, 
Congress may override this veto in the same manner 
expressed in section 7, clause 2. Resolutions that do 
not have the force of law do not require presidential 
approval.  Preliminary  votes  taken  on  constitutional 
amendments and other legislative matters covered by 
clause 3 do not require presentation to the president.

This  clause  has  been  the  subject  of  two  major 
Supreme Court decisions dealing with the separation 
of powers.  In  INS  v. Chadha  (1983),  the Court  ruled 
that the House-only legislative veto, a practice begun 
during the 1930s to give Congress control over power 
delegated  to  a  rapidly  expanding  executive  branch, 
violated both the bicameralism principles of Article I, 
section 1,  and  the presentment clause of  section 7, 
clause 3. At the time, the ruling struck down about 200 
legislative  vetoes  that  had  been  included  in  various 
pieces of congressional  legislation.  In Clinton v. City 
of New York (1998), the Court ruled that the line-item 
veto  passed  by  Congress  to  give  the  president  the 
power to veto specific provisions of legislation rather 
than an entire bill violated the presentment clause of 
Article  I,  section 7,  clause 3. The Court  claimed  that 
the line-item veto permitted the president to “repeal 
certain laws,” a power that belonged to Congress and 
not the president.  •

Section 8.
The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect 

Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts 
and provide for the common Defence and general 
Welfare of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts 
and Excises shall be uniform throughout the  
United States;

To borrow Money on the credit of the  
United States;

To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and 
among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes;

To establish a uniform Rule of Naturalization, 

and uniform Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies 
throughout the United States;

To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of 
foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and 
Measures;

To provide for the Punishment of counterfeiting 
the Securities and current Coin of the United States;

To establish Post Offices and post Roads;
To promote the Progress of Science and useful 

Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and 
Inventors exclusive Right to their respective  Writings 
and Discoveries;

To constitute Tribunals inferior to the supreme 
Court;

To define and punish Piracies and Felonies com-
mitted on the high Seas, and Offences against the 
Law of Nations;

To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Re-
prisal, and make rules concerning Captures on Land 
and Water;

To raise and support Armies, but no Appropria-
tion of Money to that Use shall be for a longer Term 
than two Years;

To provide and maintain a Navy;
To make Rules for the Government and Regula-

tion of the land and naval Forces;
To provide for calling forth the Militia to execute 

the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and 
repel Invasions;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disci-
plining, the Militia, and for governing such Part 
of them as may be employed in the Service of the 
United States, reserving to the States respectively, 
the  Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority 
of training the Militia according to the discipline 
 prescribed by Congress;

•  Article I, section 8, is, in many ways, the engine 
of  congressional  power.  It  contains  all  of  the  enu-
merated  powers  of  Congress.  First,  clause  1  gives 
Congress  the power  to  tax and spend, a power  the 
Supreme Court  has  interpreted  as “exhaustive”  and 
“reaching every subject.” Second, in giving Congress 
the  power  to  provide  for  the  common  defense  and 
general  welfare,  it  encourages  Congress  to  spend 
public  funds  on  federal  programs.  Third,  section  8 
gives  Congress  complete  authority  in  numerous 
areas  of  policy  that  affect  Americans  at  home  and 
abroad. These powers  include the power to regulate 
interstate commerce  (which Congress has  relied on 
to  establish  federal  civil  rights  law),  to make war  (a 
power that Congress, since the end of World War II in 
1945, has increasingly deferred to the president), and 
to establish the federal judicial system.  •

To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases 
whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten 
Miles square) as may, by Cession of particular 
States, and the Acceptance of Congress, become the 
Seat of the Government of the United States, and 
to exercise like Authority over all Places purchased 
by the Consent of the Legislature of the State in 
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which the Same shall be for the Erection of Forts, 
Magazines, Arsenals, dock-Yards, and other needful 
Buildings;

•  Clause 17 establishes the seat of  the federal 
government—first New York City, now Washington, 
D.C. The clause also makes Congress the legislative 
body  of  the  nation's  capital,  a  power  that  extends 
to  other  federal  bodies,  such  as  forts,  military 
bases, and other places where federal buildings are 
located.  •

—And To make all Laws which shall be necessary 
and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing 
Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitu-
tion in the Government of the United States, or in 
any Department or Officer thereof.

•  Better  known  as  the  necessary  and  proper 
clause, Article I, section 8, clause 18 is the basis for 
the  implied  powers  of  Congress.  It was  one  of  the 
most contested points between Federalists and Anti-
Federalists  during  the  ratification  debates  over  the 
Constitution. Anti-Federalists feared that the language 
was  too  broad  and  would  give  Congress  limitless 
power over state and local matters.

In  McCulloch  v.  Maryland  (1819),  Chief  Justice 
John  Marshall  offered  what  constitutional  scholars 
believe  remains  the  definitive  interpretation  of  the 
necessary and proper clause, which was that Article 
1, section 8, specifically gives Congress the authority 
to pass all laws “necessary and proper” to carry out 
the enumerated powers specified in the Constitution. 
While McCulloch  cemented  the  power  of  Congress 
in the federal system, the expansive definition by the 
Court  is also  testament  to  the flexible nature of  the 
Constitution, and why so few amendments have been 
added to the original document.  •

Section 9.
The Migration or Importation of such Persons as 

any of the States now existing shall think proper to 
admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior 
to the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight, 
but a Tax or duty may be imposed on such Importa-
tion, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.

•  Like the other provisions of the Constitution that 
refer to slavery, such as the Three-Fifths Compromise, 
section  9  creates  policy  governing  the  institution  of 
slavery without ever mentioning the word. The impor-
tation clause was a compromise between slave trad-
ers, who wanted to continue the practice, and oppo-
nents  of  slavery,  who  needed  southern  support  to 
ratify the Constitution. In 1808, Congress passed leg-
islation banning the importation of slaves; until then, 
Congress used its power to tax slaves brought to the 
United States.  •

The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall 
not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion 
or Invasion the public Safety may require it.

•  Clause  2  is  the  only  place where  the writ  of 
habeas corpus—the  “Great Writ,”  as  it  was  known 
to  the  Framers—is  mentioned  in  the  Constitution, 
and only the federal government  is bound by clause 
2. A writ  is  a  court  order  in which  a  judge  requires 
authorities to prove that a prisoner is being held law-
fully  and  that  allows  the  prisoner  to  be  freed  if  the 
judge  is  not  persuaded  by  the  government's  case. 
Habeas corpus rights imply that prisoners have a right 
to know what charges are being made against them. 
The writ may only be suspended in times of crisis and 
rebellion, and then it is Congress that has the power, 
not the president. In Boumediene v. Bush (2008), the 
Supreme Court ruled unconstitutional the provision of 
the Military Commissions Act  of  2006  stripping  the 
federal courts of their jurisdiction to hear habeas cor-
pus petitions from detainees at a U.S. military prison 
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.  •

No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be 
passed.

•  A bill of attainder is a law declaring an act illegal 
without a judicial trial. The fundamental purpose of the 
ban on bills of attainder is to prevent trial by legislature 
and other arbitrary punishments. An ex post facto law 
is a law that is passed “after the fact,” thereby making 
previously  legal activity  illegal and subject to current 
penalty. Thus,  if  a  law  is  passed  prohibiting  texting 
while driving, no citizens can be punished for having 
texted while driving if they did it before the law was 
passed. A similar restriction on the states is found in 
Article I, section 10, clause 1.  •

No Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, 
unless in Proportion to the Census or Enumeration 
herein before directed to be taken.

•  This  clause,  which  originally  prohibited 
Congress from levying an income tax, was modified 
by  the  Sixteenth Amendment,  passed  in  1913  (see 
page 83).  •

No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported 
from any State.

•  Clause  5  prohibits  Congress  from  levying  a 
tax  on  any  good or  article  exported  from a  state  to 
a foreign country or to another state. Many southern 
states  feared  that  northern  members  of  Congress 
would  attempt  to  weaken  the  South's  slave-based 
economy  by  taxing  exports.  This  clause  prohibited 
such action. Congress may prohibit  the shipment of 
certain items from one state to another and to other 
countries.  •

No Preference shall be given by any Regulation of 
Commerce or Revenue to the Ports of one State over 
those of another: nor shall Vessels bound to, or from, 
one State, be obliged to enter, clear, or pay Duties in 
another.

•  Congress is prohibited from making laws regu-
lating trade that favor one state over another. Clause 
6  also  prohibits  Congress  from  establishing  prefer-
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ences for certain ports or trade centers over others, 
although it may, under its power to regulate interstate 
commerce, pass laws that incidentally benefit certain 
states or maritime outlets.  •

No money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but 
in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law; 
and a regular Statement and Account of the Receipts 
and Expenditures of all public Money shall be pub-
lished from time to time.

•  Clause  7  serves  two  fundamental  purposes. 
First,  the  clause  prohibits  any  governmental  body 
receiving  federal  funds  from  spending  those  funds 
without  the  approval  of  Congress.  Once  Congress 
has determined that federal funds are to be spent in 
a certain way, the executive branch may not exercise 
any discretion over that decision. Second, by restrict-
ing executive control of  spending power,  the clause 
firmly reinforces congressional authority over revenue 
and spending, a key feature of the separation of pow-
ers.  •

No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the 
United States: And no Person holding any Office of 
Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Con-
sent of the Congress, accept of any present, Emolu-
ment, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any 
King, Prince, or foreign State.

•  To reinforce the commitment to representative 
democracy,  the Framers prohibited a  title of nobility 
from being conferred on any public official. This clause 
also prohibits any government official from accepting 
compensation, gifts, or similar benefits from any for-
eign  government  for  services  rendered without  the 
consent of Congress.  •

Section 10.
No state shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or 

Confederation; grant Letters of Marque and Re-
prisal; coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any 
Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in Payment 
of Debts; pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post facto Law, 
or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or 
grant any Title of Nobility.

•  This clause denies several powers to the states 
that  were  once  permissible  under  the  Articles  of 
Confederation, and it emphasizes the Framers' com-
mitment under  the Constitution  to a  strong national 
government. During the Civil War, the Union relied on 
this clause in support of its view that the Confederate 
states had no legal existence but instead were merely 
“states in rebellion” against the United States.

The  restrictions  on  states  passing  either  bills 
of  attainder  or  ex post facto  laws  have  come  into 
play  at  various  points  in  American  history.  During 
Reconstruction,  several  states  enacted  legislation 
prohibiting any individual who aided the Confederacy 
from  entering  certain  professions  or  enjoying  other 
benefits  available  to  citizens who  remained  loyal  to 

the  Union. The  Supreme  Court  struck  down  these 
laws on the grounds that they violated this clause.

The provision prohibiting states from passing any 
law  “impairing  the  Obligation  of  Contracts,”  better 
known as the contract clause, has been the subject 
of considerable  litigation before  the Supreme Court. 
The  contract  clause was  intended  to  bar  the  states 
from interfering in private contracts between consen-
sual parties and was considered an important limit on 
the power of states. Early on,  the Court considered 
many  laws  that  restricted  the  terms  set  out  in  pri-
vate contracts as unconstitutional. But as the United 
States became a more industrial society, and as citi-
zen demands grew for government regulation of the 
economy,  the  environment,  and  social  welfare  ben-
efits, the Court softened its position on the contract 
clause  to permit  states  to make  laws  that  served a 
reasonable  public  interest. A  key  case  involving  the 
contract clause is Home Building and Loan Association 
v. Blaisdell (1934). In Blaisdell, the Court ruled that a 
Depression-era law passed by the Minnesota legisla-
ture forgiving mortgage payments by homeowners to 
banks did not  violate  the contract  clause.  In Energy 
Reserves Group v. Kansas Power & Light (1983), the 
Court ruled that the contract clause does not prohibit 
the state from “impairing” contracts if a regulation is 
intended  to  address  a “broad  and  general  social  or 
economic problem.”  •

No State shall, without the Consent of the Con-
gress, lay any Imposts or Duties on Imports or Ex-
ports, except what may be absolutely necessary for 
executing its inspection Laws: and the net Produce 
of all Duties and Imposts, laid by any State on Im-
ports or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury 
of the United States, and all such Laws shall be sub-
ject to the Revision and Controul of the Congress.

•  No  state  may  tax  goods  leaving  or  entering 
a  state,  although  it may  charge  reasonable  fees  for 
inspections considered necessary to the public inter-
est. The restriction on import and export taxes applies 
only to those goods entering from or leaving for a for-
eign country.  •

No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, 
lay any Duty of Tonnage, keep Troops, or Ships of 
War in time of Peace, enter into any Agreement 
or Compact with another State, or with a foreign 
Power, or engage in War, unless actually invaded, or 
in such imminent Danger as will not admit of delay.

•  Clause  3  cements  the  power  of  Congress  to 
control  acts  of  war  and  make  treaties  with  foreign 
countries. The  Framers  wanted  to  correct  any  per-
ception that states were free to act independently of 
the national government on negotiated matters with 
foreign  countries. They  also  wanted  to  ensure  that 
any  state  that  entered  into  a  compact with  another 
state—something  this  clause  does  not  prohibit—
must  receive permission  from Congress. More  than 
200  interstate  compacts  exist  today.  The  Drivers 
License Compact, for example, was signed by all fifty 
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states to facilitate nationwide recognition of licenses 
issued in respective states.  •

ARTICLE II
Section 1.

The executive Power shall be vested in a President 
of the United States of America. He shall hold his 
Office during the Term of four Years, and, together 
with the Vice President, chosen for the same Term, 
be elected as follows.

•  In  Federalist No. 70,  Alexander  Hamilton 
argued for an “energetic executive” branch headed by 
a single, elected president not necessarily beholden 
to the majority party  in Congress. Hamilton believed 
that a nationally elected president would not be bound 
by  the narrow, parochial  interests  that drove  legisla-
tive  law-making. The  president would  possess  both 
the  veto  power  over  Congress  and  a  platform  from 
which to articulate a national vision in both domestic 
and foreign affairs.

Hamilton believed that the constitutional boundar-
ies  placed  on  executive  power  through  the  separa-
tion  of  powers  and  the  fact  that  the  president was 
accountable  to a national electorate constrained any 
possibility that the office would come to resemble the 
monarchies  of  Europe.  However,  most  presidential 
scholars agree that the modern presidency has grown 
in power precisely because of  the general nature of 
the enabling powers of Article II.  •

Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the 
Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Elec-
tors, equal to the whole Number of Senators and 
Representatives to which the State may be entitled 
in the Congress; but no Senator or Representative, or 
Person holding an Office of Trust of Profit under the 
United States, shall be appointed an Elector.

•  Clause 2 established the Electoral College and 
set the number of electors from each state at the total 
of senators and representatives serving in Congress 
from each state.  •

The Electors shall meet in their respective States, 
and vote by Ballot for two Persons, of whom one at 
least shall not be an Inhabitant of the same State 
with themselves. And they shall make a List of all 
the Persons voted for, and, of the Number of Votes 
for each; which List they shall sign and certify, and 
transmit sealed to the Seat of the Government of the 
United States, directed to the President of the Sen-
ate. The President of the Senate shall, in the Presence 
of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all 
the Certificates, and the Votes shall then be counted. 
The Person having the greatest Number of Votes 
shall be the President, if such Number be a Majority 
of the whole Number of Electors appointed; and if 
there be more than one who have such Majority, and 
have an equal Number of Votes, then the House of 

Representatives shall immediately chuse by Ballot 
one of them for President; and if no Person have a 
Majority, then from the five highest on the List the 
said House shall in like Manner chuse the President. 
But in chusing the President, the Votes shall be 
taken by States, the Representation from each State 
having one Vote; A quorum for this Purpose shall 
consist of a Member or Members from two thirds 
of the States, and a Majority of all the States shall 
be necessary to a Choice. In every Case, after the 
Choice of the President, the Person having the great-
est Number of Votes of the Electors shall be the Vice 
President. But if there should remain two or more 
who have equal Votes, the Senate shall chuse from 
them by Ballot the Vice President.

•  This provision of section 1 describes the rules 
for calling the Electoral College to vote for president 
and  vice  president.  Originally,  the  electors  did  not 
vote separately for president and vice president. After 
the 1800 election, which saw Thomas Jefferson and 
Aaron Burr  receive  the  identical number of electoral 
votes even though it was clear that Jefferson was the 
presidential  candidate and Burr  the vice presidential 
candidate, the nation ratified the Twelfth Amendment 
(see page 80).

The  Twelfth  Amendment  did  not  resolve  what 
many  constitutional  scholars  today  believe  are  the 
inadequacies  of  the  Electoral  College  system.  In 
1824,  the  presidential  election  ended  in  a   four-way 
tie,  and  the  House  of  Representatives  elected 
 second-place finisher John Quincy Adams president. 
In 1876, Benjamin Harrison lost the popular vote but 
won  the  presidency  after  recounts  awarded  him  an 
Electoral College majority. But perhaps the most con-
troversial election of all came  in 2000 when George 
W. Bush, who lost the popular contest to Al Gore by 
approximately 500,000 votes, was named the presi-
dential  victor  after  a  six-week  court  battle  over  the 
vote count  in Florida. After the Supreme Court ruled 
against  a  recount  of  the  Florida  popular  vote,  Bush 
was awarded Florida's electoral votes and thus won 
the election. Outraged Democrats pledged to mount 
a case for Electoral College reform, but nothing hap-
pened.  •

The Congress may determine the Time of chusing 
the Electors, and the Day on which they shall give 
their Votes; which Day shall be the same throughout 
the United States.

No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a 
Citizen of the United States, at the time of the 
Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to 
the Office of President; neither shall any Person be 
eligible to that Office who shall not have attained to 
the Age of thirty five Years, and been fourteen Years 
a Resident within the United States.

•  This provision of Article II  is referred to as the 
presidential  eligibility  clause.  In  addition  to  setting 
out  the  age  and  resident  requirements  of  presiden-
tial aspirants, this clause defines who may not run for 
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president—any foreign-born individual, even one who 
has obtained U.S. citizenship. For example, California 
Governor Arnold  Schwarzenegger, who was  born  in 
Austria but has  lived  in  the United States his entire 
adult life, may not run for president.  •

In Case of the Removal of the President from 
Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or Inability to 
discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, 
the Same shall devolve on the Vice President, and 
the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of 
Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the 
President and Vice President, declaring what Officer 
shall then act as President, and such Officer shall 
act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a 
President shall be elected.

•  This  presidential  succession  clause  has  been 
modified  by  the  Twenty-Fifth  Amendment  (see 
page 87).  •

The President shall, at stated Times, receive for 
his Services, a Compensation, which shall neither 
be encreased nor diminished during the Period for 
which he shall have been elected, and he shall not re-
ceive within that Period any other Emolument from 
the United States, or any of them.

•  Presidential  compensation,  like  compensation 
for members of Congress, may not be increased for 
the  current  occupant  of  the  office. The  president  is 
not eligible for any other public compensation during 
time  in office. However,  the president may continue 
to receive income such as interest on investments or 
book royalties.  •

Before he enter on the Execution of his Office, he 
shall take the following Oath or Affirmation:— “I 
do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully 
execute the Office of President of the United States, 
and will to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect 
and defend the Constitution of the United States.”

•  Since  George  Washington's  inauguration  in 
1789, each president has added the phrase “so help 
me God” to the end of the presidential oath. Although 
Abraham Lincoln cited the oath to justify his suspen-
sion of the writ of habeas corpus during the Civil War, 
no  other  president  has  relied  on  the  oath  to  justify 
action  that  stretched  the  boundaries  of  executive 
power. Presidents taking extraordinary action either at 
home or abroad have relied on either the commander 
in chief clause of section 2, clause 1, or the provision 
of section 3 authorizing the president to see that the 
laws of the United States are “faithfully executed.”  •

Section 2.
The President shall be Commander in Chief of 

the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the 
Militia of the several States, when called into the 
actual Service of the United States; he may require 
the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in 
each of the executive Departments, upon any Subject 

relating to the Duties of their respective Offices, and 
he shall have Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons 
for Offences against the United States, except in 
Cases of Impeachment.

•  Section 2, clause 1, establishes  the president 
as  commander  in  chief  of  the U.S. Army  and Navy. 
In modern times, that authority has extended to the 
Air Force, the Marines, and all other branches of the 
armed  forces  operating  under  the  command  of  the 
United States,  including state militias, reserve units, 
and national guards. Article I provides that Congress, 
and not the president, has the power to declare war. 
But,  since World War  II,  no American president  has 
received  or  requested  a  declaration  of war  to  com-
mit  the  armed  forces  to military  conflicts,  including 
those clearly acknowledged as large-scale war (Korea, 
Vietnam,  the  1991  Persian  Gulf  War,  Afghanistan, 
and  the  Iraq War). For  these conflicts,  the president 
received congressional authorization to use force, but 
not an Article I declaration.

Although  the  Supreme  Court  has  ruled  that  the 
president has inherent power—that is, power to carry 
out  the  essential  functions  of  his  office  in  times  of 
crisis,  war,  or  emergencies  that  are  not  expressly 
spelled out under Article II —it has not concluded that 
such power is unlimited. In Youngstown Sheet & Tube 
v. Sawyer (1952), the Court ruled that President Harry 
S Truman did not have the power to seize control of 
the nation's steel mills to continue the production of 
munitions  and  other  war  supplies  without  congres-
sional  authorization.  More  recently,  the  Court  ruled 
in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld (2006) that President George 
W. Bush exceeded his authority when he established 
military commissions that had not been approved by 
Congress  to  try  detainees  and  other  “enemy  com-
batants”  captured  in  the War  on Terror. To  address 
the Court's  concerns, Congress passed  the Military 
Commissions Act,  which  authorized  trial  by military 
commissions.

Clause  1  also  implicitly  creates  the  Cabinet  by 
authorizing  the  president  to  request  the  opinion “in 
writing”  of  the  principal  officers  of  the  executive 
branch.  The  power  to  create  Cabinet-level  offices 
resides with Congress, not the president.

Presidential power to pardon  is broad and  limited 
only  in  cases  of  impeachment.  Perhaps  the  most 
controversial pardon in American political history was 
President Gerald R. Ford's decision to pardon former 
President Richard M. Nixon, who resigned his office 
on August 8, 1974, after news reports and congressio-
nal inquiries strongly implicated him in the Watergate 
scandal. A real possibility existed that President Nixon 
could be tried on criminal charges as the result of his 
alleged activities during the Watergate scandal.  •

He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and 
Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided 
two thirds of the Senators present concur; and he 
shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and 
Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, 
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other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the 
supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United 
States, whose Appointments are not herein other-
wise provided for, and which shall be established by 
Law: but the Congress may by Law vest the Ap-
pointment of such inferior Officers, as they think 
proper, in the President alone, in the Courts of Law, 
or in the Heads of Departments.

The President shall have Power to fill up all Va-
cancies that may happen during the Recess of the 
Senate, by granting Commissions which shall expire 
at the End of their next Session.

•  Clause  2  describes  several  powers  the  presi-
dent  may  exercise  in  conjunction  with  the  advice 
and  consent  of  the  Senate.  These  powers  include 
the  power,  upon  the  approval  of  two-thirds  of  the 
Senate, to make treaties with foreign countries. But, 
the Constitution is silent on the question of whether 
a president  (or Congress) may terminate a  treaty by 
refusing to honor it or simply repealing it outright.

When President Jimmy Carter terminated a 1955 
treaty with China over the objection of Congress, sev-
eral members sought a judicial resolution; the Court, 
however,  dismissed  the  case  on  a  technicality  and 
offered no resolution on the matter.

The president does not require a two-thirds major-
ity  for  approval  of  appointments  to  the  federal  judi-
ciary,  foreign  ambassadorships,  Cabinet-level  posi-
tions, high-ranking positions in non-Cabinet agencies, 
and high-level military offices. But,  the  fact  that  the 
Senate  must  approve  presidential  appointments  in 
these  areas  provides  Congress  with  an  important 
check on presidential power to shape the contours of 
the executive branch.  •

Section 3.
He shall from time to time give to the Congress 

Information of the State of the Union, and recom-
mend to their Consideration such Measures as he 
shall judge necessary and expedient; he may, on 
extraordinary Occasions, convene both Houses, or 
either of them, and in Case of Disagreement be-
tween them, with Respect to the Time of Adjourn-
ment, he may adjourn them to such Time as he shall 
think proper; he shall receive Ambassadors and other 
public Ministers; he shall take Care that the Laws be 
faithfully executed, and shall Commission all the Of-
ficers of the United States.

•  The president  is  required to deliver a State of 
the Union message to Congress each year. Today, the 
State of  the Union Address  is a major media event, 
although  it  is  less  an  assessment  of  the  nation's 
health and happiness and more a presidential wish-list 
for policy initiatives and the touting of partisan accom-
plishments.

The  final  provision  of  section  3  authorizing  the 
president to faithfully execute the laws of the United 
States  has  proven  controversial  over  the  years. 

Presidents have cited this broad  language to  justify 
such  far-reaching  action  as  the  suspension  of  the 
writ  of  habeas corpus  and  the  doctrine  of  execu-
tive privilege, which permits the executive branch to 
withhold sensitive information from the public or the 
other  branches of  government  for  national  security 
reasons. The Court has been of two minds about the 
doctrine of executive privilege. On the one hand, the 
Court has said  in such cases as New York Times v. 
U.S.  (1971)  and U.S.  v. Nixon  (1974)  that  the  presi-
dent has  the power  to withhold  information to pro-
tect  vital  secrets  and  the  nation's  security. On  the 
other hand, the Court has said, in ruling against the 
assertion of executive privilege in these two cases, 
that only an exceptional and demonstrated case can 
justify  allowing  the  president  to  withhold  informa-
tion.  •

Section 4.
The President, Vice President and all civil Of-

ficers of the United States, shall be removed from 
Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, 
Treason, Bribery, or other High Crimes and Misde-
meanors.

•  Presidential impeachment, like impeachment of 
the other described offices in section 4, is the respon-
sibility of the House of Representatives. There  is no 
judicial definition as to what constitutes a high crime 
or misdemeanor, and only the House and Senate are 
given  responsibility  over  the  impeachment  process. 
No federal official subject to impeachment may chal-
lenge the action in federal court. Only two presidents, 
Andrew Johnson in 1868 and Bill Clinton in 1998, have 
ever  been  impeached.  Neither  president  was  con-
victed by the Senate of the charges brought against 
them.  •

ARTICLE III
Section 1.

The judicial Power of the United States, shall 
be vested in one supreme Court, and in such in-
ferior Courts as the Congress may from time to 
time ordain and establish. The Judges, both of the 
supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Of-
fices during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated 
Times, receive for their Services, a Compensation, 
which shall not be diminished during their Con-
tinuance in Office.

•  Article III is the briefest of the institutional arti-
cles;  the  Framers  viewed  the  courts  as  a  necessity 
in design, but less important in practice. In Federalist 
No. 78,  for example, Alexander Hamilton referred to 
the courts as the “least dangerous branch.” Article III 
thus establishes only one federal court, the Supreme 
Court, and leaves to Congress the power to establish 
“inferior” courts as it deems necessary.  •
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Section 2.
The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in 

Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution, 
the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, 
or which shall be made, under their Authority;—to 
all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Min-
isters and Consuls;—to all Cases of admiralty and 
maritime Jurisdiction;—to Controversies to which 
the United States shall be a Party;—to Controversies 
between two or more States;—between a State and 
Citizens of another State;—between Citizens of dif-
ferent States;—between Citizens of the same State 
claiming Lands under Grants of different States,—
and between a State, or the Citizens thereof, and 
foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.

In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public 
Ministers and Consuls, and those in which a State 
shall be Party, the supreme Court shall have original 
Jurisdiction. In all the other Cases before mentioned, 
the supreme Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction, 
both as to Law and Fact, with such Exceptions, and 
under such Regulations as the Congress shall make.

The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Im-
peachment, shall be by Jury; and such Trial shall be 
held in the State where the said Crimes shall have 
been committed; but when not committed within 
any State, the Trial shall be at such Place or Places as 
the Congress may by Law have directed.

•  Section  2  establishes  the  types  of  cases  the 
Court may hear. It also clearly lays out the original and 
appellate  jurisdiction of  the Court. By extending  the 
judicial power to all “Cases, in Law and Equity, arising 
under  the Constitution,  [and]  the  laws of  the United 
States,” section 2 authorizes the Court to both decide 
matters of law and, if necessary, mandate a remedy 
appropriate  to  the  degree  of  a  constitutional  viola-
tion. For example, in Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Board of Education (1971), the Court ruled that a lower 
court, having found that a school system had failed to 
meet desegregation requirements, had the power to 
order busing and other remedies to the constitutional 
violations  it  found  in  Brown  v.  Board of Education 
(1954).

Federal judicial power no longer extends to cases 
involving  lawsuits  between  a  state  and  citizens  of 
another state. This provision was superceded by the 
Eleventh Amendment.

Section 2 also includes the exceptions and regula-
tions  clause, which  allows Congress  to  enact  a  law 
altering  the  appellate  jurisdiction  of  the  Court  if  it 
sees fit. This clause has been used by congressional 
opponents of some of the Court's more controversial 
and  generally  liberal  decisions.  Some  opponents  of 
the Court's decisions  legalizing abortion,  authorizing 
school busing, and upholding affirmative action have 
attempted to curb the power of federal courts to rule 
in such areas by stripping them of jurisdiction in such 
cases. To date, no president has ever signed such leg-
islation.  •

Section 3.
Treason against the United States, shall consist 

only in levying War against them, or in adhering to 
their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort. No 
Person shall be convicted of Treason unless on the 
Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt Act, 
or on Confession in open Court.

The Congress shall have Power to declare the 
Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of Treason 
shall work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except 
during the Life of the Person attainted.

•  Article III defines the only crime mentioned by 
the Constitution: treason.  •

ARTICLE IV
Section 1.

Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State 
to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings 
of every other State. And the Congress may by gen-
eral Laws prescribe the Manner in which such Acts, 
Records and Proceedings shall be proved, and the 
Effect thereof.

•  The  full  faith  and  credit  clause  rests  on  prin-
ciples  borrowed  from  international  law  that  require 
one country  to  recognize contracts made  in another 
country  absent  a  compelling public  policy  reason  to 
the  contrary.  Here,  this  principle,  referred  to  in  the 
law as comity, applies to the relationship between the 
states. For example, a driver's license issued in Ohio 
is  good  in Montana. The  full  and  faith  credit  clause 
also requires a state to recognize public acts and court 
proceedings of another state. Advocates of same-sex 
marriage have suggested that a marriage performed 
in one state must be recognized in another state, as is 
the case with heterosexual marriage. A constitutional 
challenge to the clause may well center on the “public 
policy exception,” which says that a state, in the event 
of a conflict,  is not  required  to substitute  the public 
policy of another state for its own.  •

Section 2.
The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all 

Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several 
States.

A Person charged in any State with Treason, 
Felony, or other Crime, who shall flee from Justice, 
and be found in another State, shall on Demand of 
the executive Authority of the State from which he 
fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the State hav-
ing Jurisdiction of the Crime.

•  The extradition clause requires that  the gover-
nor of one state deliver a fugitive from justice to the 
state from which that fugitive fled. Congress passed 
the Fugitive Act of 1793 to give definition to this pro-
vision,  but  the  federal  government  has  no  authority 
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to  compel  state  authorities  to  extradite  a  fugitive 
from one state to another. A state may, however, sue 
another state in federal court to force the return of a 
fugitive.  •

No Person held to Service or Labour in one State 
under the Laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, 
in Consequence of any Law or Regulation therein, 
be discharged from such Service or Labour, but shall 
be delivered up on Claim of the Party to whom such 
Service or Labour maybe due.

•  The  fugitive  slave  clause,  which  required  any 
state, including those outside the slave-holding states 
of the South, to return escaped slaves to their owners, 
was repealed in 1865 by the Thirteenth Amendment. 
Prior  to  1865,  Congress  passed  laws  in  1793  and 
1850  to  enforce  the  clause,  leaving  states  without 
power to make concurrent laws on the subject, ensur-
ing  that  the southern states would always have  the 
Constitution on their side to protect slavery.  •

Section 3.
New States may be admitted by the Congress 

into this Union; but no new State shall be formed 
or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other State; 
nor any State be formed by the Junction of two or 
more States, or Parts of States, without the Consent 
of the Legislatures of the States concerned as well as 
of the Congress.

The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and 
make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting 
the Territory or other Property belonging to the 
United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall 
be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims of the 
United States, or of any particular State.

Section 4.
The United States shall guarantee to every State 

in this Union a Republican Form of Government, 
and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and 
on Application of the Legislature, or of the Execu-
tive (when the Legislature cannot be convened) 
against domestic Violence.

•  Nowhere  in  the  Constitution  is  a  “republican 
form of government” defined or explained. And, the 
Court ruled in Luther v. Borden (1849) that responsibil-
ity for the meaning of a republican government for the 
states  is a “political question” not subject to  judicial 
review.  •

ARTICLE V
The Congress, whenever two thirds of both 

Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose 
Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Ap-
plication of the Legislatures of two thirds of the 
several States, shall call a Convention for proposing 

Amendments, which, in either Case, shall be valid to 
all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, 
when ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of 
the several States, or by Conventions in three fourths 
thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification 
may be proposed by the Congress; Provided that no 
Amendment which may be made prior to the Year 
One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any 
Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the 
Ninth Section of the first Article; and that no State, 
without its Consent, shall be deprived of its equal 
Suffrage in the Senate.

•  Article V was  crucial  to  the  ratification  of  the 
Constitution.  Federalists wanted  to  ensure  that  any 
additions  or  modifications  to  the  nation's  charter 
would  require  the  approval  of  more  than  a  simple 
majority of citizens. This is why any amendment com-
ing out of Congress requires two-thirds of the House 
and  Senate  for  approval. The  same  is  true  for  the 
rule  requiring  three-fourths of  the states  to  ratify an 
amendment (either through conventions or state leg-
islative action). Anti-Federalists were soothed by the 
prospect of an amending process that did not require 
the  unanimous  approval  of  the  states;  unanimous 
approval was one of  the major  shortcomings of  the 
Articles of Confederation.

Only  twenty-seven  amendments  since  1789 
have  been  added  to  the  Constitution,  the  first  fif-
teen  of  which  were  added  by  1870.  Since  1933, 
when  the  nation  repealed  Prohibition  by  passing 
the Twenty-First Amendment,  the Constitution  has 
been amended only six times. In the modern consti-
tutional era, efforts to amend the Constitution gen-
erally have centered on unhappiness with Supreme 
Court  decisions  (on  school  prayer,  flag  burning, 
school busing, abortion rights) or state court rulings 
with  national  implications  (such  as  same-sex  mar-
riage)  rather  than any structural defect  in  the origi-
nal Constitution. To date, none of these efforts have 
been successful.  •

ARTICLE VI
All Debts contracted and Engagements entered 

into, before the Adoption of this Constitution, shall 
be as valid against the United States under this Con-
stitution, as under the Confederation.

•  Article VI made the national government respon-
sible for all debts incurred by the Revolutionary War. 
This  ensured  that  manufacturing  and  banking  inter-
ests would  be  repaid  for  the  losses  they  sustained 
during the conflict. But, the most important provisions 
of Article VI by far are contained in its second and third 
clauses.  •

This Constitution, and the Laws of the  
United States which shall be made in Pursuance 
thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be 
made, under the Authority of the United States, 
shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the 
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Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any 
Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to 
the Contrary notwithstanding.

•  Clause 2 makes “this Constitution” and all laws 
made  under  its  authority  the “supreme  Law  of  the 
Land,”  creating what  constitutional  scholars  call  the 
supremacy  clause. The  Supreme  Court  has  invoked 
the supremacy clause on several occasions to rebut 
challenges mounted by states to its decisions or acts 
of Congress. Among  the more notable decisions by 
the  Supreme  Court  that  have  cited  the  supremacy 
clause is Cooper v. Aaron (1958). In Cooper, the U.S. 
Supreme  Court  rejected  the  argument  of  Governor 
Orval Faubus of Arkansas claiming that local schools 
were not  obligated  to  follow  the Brown  v. Board of 
Education  (1954)  ruling. The  Court  said  that  Brown 
was the law of the land and, as such, all school boards 
were  required  to  comply  with  its  requirement  to 
desegregate their schools.  •

The Senators and Representatives before men-
tioned, and the Members of the several State Legis-
latures, and all executive and judicial Officers, both of 
the United States and of the several States, shall be 
bound by Oath or Affirmation, to support this Con-
stitution; but no religious Test shall ever be required 
as a Qualification to any Office or public Trust under 
the United States.

•  Although most Americans  rightly  point  to  the 
First Amendment  as  the  baseline  for  the  guarantee 
for  religious freedom, clause 3 of Article VI contains 
an important contribution to this principle—the ban on 
religious  tests  or  qualifications  to  hold  public  office. 
Holders  of  all  public  offices were  required  to  affirm 
their  allegiance  to  the  Constitution  and  the  laws  of 
the United States, but they could not be required to 

profess  a  belief  in  God  or meet  any  other  religious 
qualification.  •

ARTICLE VII
The Ratification of the Conventions of nine 

States, shall be sufficient for the Establishment of this 
 Constitution between the States so ratifying the Same.

•  Debates  over  whether  or  not  to  ratify  the 
Constitution  continued  in  the  thirteen  states  as 
votes  were  taken  from  December  1787  to  June 
1788. Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania were 
the first  three states  to  ratify  the Constitution. New 
Hampshire became the crucial ninth state to ratify on 
June 21,1788.  •

Done in Convention by the Unanimous Consent of 
the States present the Seventeenth Day of September 
in the Year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred 
and Eighty seven and of the Independence of the 
United States of America the Twelfth. IN WITNESS 
whereof We have hereunto subscribed our Names,

G.WASHINGTON,
Presid't. and deputy from  Virginia

Attest
WILLIAM JACKSON, 
Secretary

Articles in addition to, and amendment of the 
Constitution of the United States of America, pro-
posed by Congress and ratified by the Legislatures of 
the several states, pursuant to the Fifth Article of the 
original Constitution.

(The first ten amendments were passed by Congress 
on September 25, 1789, and were ratified on December 
15, 1791.)

DELAWARE
George Read
Gunning  Bedford, Jr.
John Dickinson
Richard Basset
Jacob Broom
MASSACHUSETTS 

BAY
Nathaniel Gorham
Rufus King
CONNECTICUT
William Samuel Johnson
Roger Sherman
NEW YORK
Alexander Hamilton

NEW JERSEY
William Livingston
David Brearley
William Paterson
Jonathan Dayton
PENNSYLVANIA
Benjamin Franklin
Thomas Mifflin
Robert Morris
George Clymer
Thomas FitzSimons
Jared Ingersoll
James Wilson
Gouverneur Morris

NEW HAMPSHIRE
John Langdon
Nicholas  Gilman
MARYLAND
James McHenry
Daniel of St. Thomas 

Jenifer
Daniel Carroll
VIRGINIA
John Blair
James Madison, Jr.
NORTH CAROLINA
William Blount
Richard Dobbs Spaight
Hugh  Williamson

SOUTH CAROLINA
John Rutledge
Charles  Cotesworth 

Pinckney
Charles Pinckney
Pierce Butler
GEORGIA
William Few
Abraham  Baldwin
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AMENDMENT I
Congress shall make no law respecting an estab-

lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the 
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assem-
ble, and to petition the Government for a redress of 
grievances.

•  For  many  Americans,  the  First  Amendment 
represents the core of what the Bill of Rights stands 
for:  limits  on  government  power  to  restrict  or  com-
pel religious beliefs, the right to hold political opinions 
and express them, a free press, the right to assemble 
peaceably,  and  the  right  to petition,  through protest 
or the ballot, the government for a redress of political 
grievances. But it is also important to remember that 
the First Amendment, like most of the Bill of Rights, 
did  not  apply  to  state  governments  until  the  U.S. 
Supreme Court applied  their substantive guarantees 
through  the Fourteenth Amendment, a process  that 
did not begin until 1925 in Gitlow v. New York.

Until then, state and local governments often failed 
to honor the rights and liberties that Congress, and by 
extension the national government, had to honor. For 
example, southern states, prior to the Civil War, out-
lawed  pro-abolition  literature;  numerous  states  con-
tinued  to collect  taxes on behalf of state-sponsored 
churches and  religious education; newspapers often 
were forbidden from publishing exposes on industry 
or political leaders because such speech was consid-
ered seditious and thus subject to prior restraint; and 
public  protests on behalf  of  unpopular  causes were 
often banned by state breach of peace laws.

The  Supreme  Court  has  recognized  other  impor-
tant rights implied by the enumerated guarantees of 
the First Amendment. These include the right to asso-
ciation,  even when  such  association might  come  in 
the  form  of  clubs  or  organizations  that  discriminate 
on the basis of race, sex, or religion, and the right to 
personal  privacy,  which  the  Supreme  Court  held  in 
Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) was based in part on 
the right of married couples to make decisions about 
contraception, a decision protected by one's personal 
religious and political beliefs.  •

AMENDMENT II
A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the 

security of a free State, the right of the people to 
keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.

•  Few  issues  in  American  politics  generate 
as  much  emotional  heat  as  the  extent  to  which 
Americans  have  a  right  to  keep  and  bear  arms. 
Supporters  of  broad  gun  ownership  rights,  such  as 
the National Rifle Association, argue that the Second 
Amendment  protects  an  almost  absolute  individual 
right  to  own  just  about  any  small  arm  that  can  be 
manufactured, whether  for  reasons of  sport  or  self-
defense.  Proponents  of  gun  control,  such  as  the 

Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence, argue that 
the amendment creates no such individual right, but 
refers  instead  to  the Framers' belief—now outdated 
—that citizen militias had the right to form to protect 
themselves against other states and, if need be, the 
national government. Under this view, Congress and 
the states are free to regulate gun ownership and use 
as  they see fit,  provided  that  the national  and state 
governments  are  within  their  constitutional  orbit  of 
power to do so.

In  1939,  the  Supreme  Court,  for  the  first  time, 
offered an interpretation of the Second Amendment. 
There, a unanimous Court upheld a federal law requir-
ing the registration of sawed-off shotguns purchased 
for personal use. The justices also rejected the argu-
ment  that  the  Second  Amendment  established  an 
individual right to keep and bear arms; the Court did, 
however, leave open the question by holding that not 
all weapons were  intended  for militia  use  only. The 
Court revisited the question  in McDonald v. Chicago 
(2010),  holding  that  the  second  Amendment  was 
incorporated,  and  a  Chicago  ban  on  handguns  and 
regulations on rifles and shotguns, were unconstitu-
tional.  •

AMENDMENT III
No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered 

in any house, without the consent of the Owner, 
nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed 
by law.

•  Among  the  complaints  directed  at  King 
George  III  in  the  Declaration  of  Independence  was 
the   colonial-era  practice  of  quartering  or  housing 
large numbers of  troops  in private homes. The Third 
Amendment was intended to protect individuals and 
their property from the abuse common to the practice 
of quartering soldiers.  •

AMENDMENT IV
The right of the people to be secure in their per-

sons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no 
warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, sup-
ported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly de-
scribing the place to be searched, and the persons or 
things to be seized.

•  Although the Fourth Amendment is often dis-
cussed  in  tandem with  the Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth 
Amendments—the  other  major  provisions  of  the 
Bill  of  Rights  outlining  the  criminal  due  process 
guarantees  of  citizens—it  shares  a  similar  under-
current  that  motivated  the  adoption  of  the  Third 
Amendment:  to  eliminate  the  practice  of  British 
officers from using the general writ of assistance to 
enter  private  homes,  conduct  searches,  and  seize 
personal property.
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The twin pillars of the Fourth Amendment, the prob-
able cause and warrant requirements, did not apply to 
state  and  local  law enforcement practices until well 
after  the  ratification  of  the  Fourteenth Amendment. 
Until Wolf v. Colorado  (1949), when  the Court  ruled 
that  the  Fourteenth  Amendment  made  the  Fourth 
Amendment  binding on  the  states,  evidence  seized 
in violation of the probable cause or warrant require-
ments  could  be  used  against  a  criminal  suspect  in 
state court. The Court's best-known decision on the 
Fourth Amendment, Mapp v. Ohio (1961), established 
the  exclusionary  rule,  which  prohibits  police  from 
using illegally seized evidence at trial, and marked the 
high-water point in the rights afforded to criminal sus-
pects challenging an unlawful search. Since  the  late 
1970s, the Court has steadily added exceptions to the 
Fourth Amendment  to  permit  law  enforcement  offi-
cers to engage in warrantless searches and seizures, 
provided that such practices meet a threshold of rea-
sonableness.  •

AMENDMENT V
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or 

otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment 
or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising 
in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when 
in actual service in time of War or public danger; 
nor shall any person be subject for the same offence 
to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall 
be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness 
against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law; nor shall pri-
vate property be taken for public use, without just 
compensation.

•  The  Fifth  Amendment,  along  with  the  Sixth 
Amendment, is the legacy of the ruthless and secre-
tive  tactics  that  figured  prominently  in  the  colonial-
era  system  of  British  justice.  By  requiring  that  no 
person  could  be  held  for  a  “capital,  or  otherwise 
infamous” crime except upon indictment by a grand 
jury,  the  Fifth  Amendment  took  an  important  step 
toward  making  the  criminal  indictment  process  a 
public function. Also, by guaranteeing that no person 
could be compelled to testify against himself or her-
self  in  a  criminal  proceeding,  the  Fifth Amendment 
highlighted  the  adversarial  nature  of  the  American 
criminal justice system, a feature that is distinct from 
its British counterpart. “Pleading the Fifth” is permis-
sible  in any criminal, civil, administrative,  judicial, or 
investigatory context. Miranda v. Arizona (1966), one 
of  the most  famous  rulings  of  the  Supreme Court, 
established a right to silence that combined the ban 
against  self-incrimination  of  the  Fifth  Amendment 
with the Sixth Amendment's guarantee of the assis-
tance of counsel. The right to silence, unlike the ban 
against  self-incrimination,  extends  to  any  aspect  of 
an interrogation.

The  Fifth Amendment  also  forbids  double  jeop-
ardy,  which  prohibits  the  prosecution  of  a  crime 

against  the  same  person  in  the  same  jurisdiction 
twice,  and  prevents  the  government  from  taking 
life,  liberty,  or  property  without  due  process  of 
law. This phrase was reproduced  in  the Fourteenth 
Amendment, placing an identical set of constraints 
on  the  states.  Some  constitutional  scholars  also 
consider  the  due  process  clause  of  the  Fifth 
Amendment  to embrace an equal protection provi-
sion when applied to federal cases.

The final provision of the Fifth Amendment pro-
hibits the government from taking private property 
for public use without just compensation. Litigation 
on  the  takings  clause,  as  some  scholars  refer  to 
this provision, has generally centered on two major 
questions. The  first  is  what  constitutes  a  taking, 
either by the government's decision to seize private 
property  or  by  regulating  it  to  the  point where  its 
value  is  greatly  diminished. The  second  question 
centers  on what  the  appropriate  level  of  compen-
sation  is  for owners who have successfully estab-
lished a taking.

The Supreme Court has taken an expansive def-
inition  of  what  it  means  to “take”  private  land  for 
“public  use.”  In  Kelo  v.  New  London  (2004),  the 
Court ruled that government could take private prop-
erty and then sell it to private developers so long as 
that property was slated for economic development 
that would benefit the surrounding community. This 
marked the first time the Court had authorized a tak-
ing  for something other  than public use by govern-
mental authorities.  •

AMENDMENT VI
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall 

enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an 
impartial jury of the State and district wherein the 
crime shall have been committed, which district shall 
have been previously ascertained by law, and to be 
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; 
to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to 
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in 
his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his 
defence.

•  The centerpiece of  the constitutional guaran-
tees afforded to individuals facing criminal prosecu-
tion,  the Sixth Amendment,  sets out eight  specific 
rights  (more  than  any  other  provision  of  the Bill  of 
Rights). As with the Fifth Amendment, the core fea-
tures of the Sixth Amendment build on the unfortu-
nate  legacy  of  the  repressive  practices  of  colonial-
era  Britain. The  very  first  provision  mandates  that 
individuals  subject  to  criminal  prosecution  receive 
“a  speedy  and  public  trial.” A  defendant must  also 
be informed of the cause and nature of the accusa-
tion made  against  him or  her. The  common  theme 
underlying  these sections of  the Sixth Amendment 
is  that  any  citizen  threatened  with  the  deprivation 
of  liberty  is entitled to have the case made against 
him  or  her  in  public,  establishing,  in  principle,  the 
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American criminal justice system as one that is open 
and public.

Since the vast majority of criminal prosecutions in 
the United States are undertaken by state and  local 
authorities,  the  parchment  promises  of  the  Sixth 
Amendment did not extend to most Americans until 
the Supreme Court  began  incorporating  the guaran-
tees  of  the Bill  of  Rights  to  the  states  through  the 
Fourteenth  Amendment.  Perhaps  the  best-known 
case  involving  the  Sixth  Amendment  is  Gideon 
v.  Wainwright  (1963),  which  held  that  all  persons 
accused of a serious crime are entitled to an attorney, 
even if they cannot afford one, a rule that was soon 
extended to cover misdemeanors as well.

The  speedy  and  public  trial  clauses  only  require 
that criminal trials take place in public within a reason-
able  amount  of  time  after  the  period  of  indictment, 
and  that  juries  in  such  cases  are  to  be  unbiased. 
Americans  also  often  cite  the  Sixth Amendment  as 
entitling them to a trial by a “jury of one's peers.” This 
is true to the extent  individuals are entitled to a trial 
in the jurisdiction where the crime is alleged to have 
been  committed.  It  does  not  mean,  however,  that 
they are entitled to a trial by persons of a similar age 
or background, for example.  •

AMENDMENT VII
In Suits at common law, where the value in con-

troversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial 
by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, 
shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of the 
United States, than according to the rules of the 
common law.

•  One  feature  of  the  British  courts  that  the 
Framers sought to preserve in the American civil law 
system was the distinction between courts of com-
mon  law and courts of equity. Common  law courts 
heard cases involving strict legal rules, while equity 
courts based their decisions on principles of fairness 
and  totality  of  circumstances. Common  law  courts 
featured  juries  that  were  authorized  to  return  ver-
dicts  entitling  plaintiffs  to  financial  compensation, 
whereas  equity  courts  relied  on  judges  to  make 
determinations  about  appropriate  relief  for  suc-
cessful parties. Relief  in equity courts consisted of 
injunctions, cease-and-desist orders, and so on. The 
Seventh Amendment carried over this British feature 
into the Constitution.

In 1938, Congress amended the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure to combine the function of civil com-
mon  law  and  equity  courts.  In  cases  involving  both 
legal and equitable claims, a federal judge must first 
decide  the  issue  of  law  before moving  to  the  equi-
table relief, or remedy, component of the trial. Judges 
are permitted to instruct juries on matters of law and 
fact, and may emphasize certain facts or legal issues 
in  their  instructions  to  the  jury.  But,  the  jury  alone 
decides  guilt  or  innocence.  In  some  extraordinary 

cases, a judge may overturn the verdict of a jury. This 
happens only when a judge believes the jury has com-
pletely disregarded the facts and evidence before it in 
reaching a verdict.

Congress has also changed the $20 threshold for 
the right to a trial by jury. The amount is now $75,000. 
Finally,  the  Seventh  Amendment  has  never  been 
incorporated  to  the  states  through  the  Fourteenth 
Amendment.  •

AMENDMENT VIII
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive 

fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments 
inflicted.

•  The  origin  of  the  excessive  bail  clause  stems 
from  the  reforms  to  the  British  system  instituted 
by  the  1689  English  Bill  of  Rights.  Having  had  lim-
ited success  in preventing  law enforcement officials 
from detaining suspects by imposing outrageous bail 
requirements, Britain amended previous  laws to say 
that “excessive bail ought not to be required.” Much 
like  the British model,  the Eighth Amendment does 
not state what an “excessive bail” is or the particular 
criminal offense that warrants a high bail amount. The 
Supreme Court has offered two fundamental rules on 
the excessive bail clause. First, a  judge has  the dis-
cretion  to  decide  if  a  criminal  offense  is  sufficiently 
serious  to  justify high bail. Second,  a  judge has  the 
power, under U.S. v. Salerno (1987), to deny a criminal 
defendant  bail  as  a “preventative measure.”  In both 
such cases, a judge's action must be considered pro-
portionate  to  the  nature  of  the  criminal  offense  for 
which an individual stands accused.

Like the excessive bail clause, the excessive fines 
clause is rooted in the English Bill of Rights. The clause 
applies  only  to  criminal  proceedings,  not  civil  litiga-
tion. For example, a tobacco company cannot appeal 
what it believes is an excessive jury award under this 
clause. An indigent criminal defendant, however, can 
challenge a fine  levied  in connection with a criminal 
conviction.

The  most  controversial  section  of  the  Eighth 
Amendment is the clause forbidding cruel and unusual 
punishments. The absence of such a guarantee from 
the Constitution was  a major  impetus  for  the  adop-
tion of the Bill of Rights. While most historians agree 
that  the  Framers  wanted  to  prohibit  barbaric  forms 
of punishment,  including torture, as well as arbitrary 
and disproportionate penalties, there is little consen-
sus on what specific punishments met this definition. 
By the late 1800s, the Supreme Court had ruled that 
such  punishments  as  public  burning,  disembowel-
ment, and drawing and quartering crossed the Eighth 
Amendment  barrier.  In  Weems  v.  U.S.  (1910),  the 
Court went the additional step of concluding that any 
punishment considered “excessive” would violate the 
cruel and unusual punishment clause. And, in Solem 
v. Helm (1983), the Court developed a “proportionality” 
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standard  that  required  punishments,  even  simple 
incarceration,  to  bear  a  rational  relationship  to  the 
offense.

Although the Court has never ruled that the death 
penalty violates the Eighth Amendment, it has devel-
oped certain rules and exceptions governing the appli-
cation of the death penalty. In 1976, the Court ruled in 
Coker v. Georgia  (1977) that the death penalty could 
not be applied to a crime that did not involve a killing 
or attempted killing. Since 2002, the Court has ruled 
that  mentally  retarded  persons  (Atkins  v.  Virginia, 
[2002])  and  individuals  who  commit  capital  crimes 
while still juveniles (Roper v. Simmons, [2005]) cannot 
be eligible for the death penalty. But, it has also ruled 
that  racial  disparities  in  the  application  of  the  death 
penalty do not violate the Eighth Amendment. More 
recently, in Baze v. Rees (2008), the Court rejected an 
argument that intravenous executions using a “lethal 
injection”  crossed  a  pain  threshold  making  them 
unconstitutional.  •

AMENDMENT IX
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain 

rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage 
others retained by the people.

•  A  major  point  of  contention  between  the 
Federalists and Anti-Federalists was the need for a Bill 
of  Rights.  In  Federalist No. 84,  Alexander  Hamilton 
argued that a bill of rights was unnecessary, as there 
was no need to place limits on the power of govern-
ment  to do  things  that  it was not authorized by  the 
Constitution to do. Hamilton also argued that it would 
be  impossible  to  list  all  the  rights “retained  by  the 
people.” Protecting some rights but not others would 
suggest  that  Americans  had  surrendered  certain 
rights to their government when, in Hamilton's view, 
the Constitution did nothing of the sort.

Other Federalists agreed with Hamilton's point but 
feared that the work of the constitutional convention 
would be undone without a Bill of Rights. Thus, they 
insisted that the document include language such as 
that used in the Ninth Amendment, which stipulates 
that the enumeration of certain rights and liberties in 
the  Constitution  should  not  be  understood  to  deny 
others that exist as a condition of citizenship in a free 
society.

The Supreme Court has never offered a clear and 
definitive interpretation of the Ninth Amendment, pri-
marily because it has been wary of giving such gen-
eral  language any substantive definition. The amend-
ment  has  been  cited  in  such  decisions  as Griswold 
v. Connecticut  (1965)  and Richmond Newspapers  v. 
Virginia (1980) along with other constitutional amend-
ments  to  bolster  the  case on behalf  of  an  asserted 
constitutional  right.  The  difficulty  in  constructing  a 
specific meaning  for  the  Ninth Amendment  can  be 
illustrated by the fact that both supporters and oppo-

nents of legal abortion have cited it to defend the fea-
sibility of their respective positions.  •

AMENDMENT X
The powers not delegated to the United States by 

the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, 
are reserved to the States respectively, or to the peo-
ple.

•  The  Tenth  Amendment  generated  little  con-
troversy  during  the  ratification  process  over  the  Bill 
of Rights. As  the Supreme Court  later  ruled  in U.S. 
v. Darby Lumber Co.  (1941),  the Tenth Amendment 
states  a  truism  about  the  relationship  between  the 
boundaries  of  national  and  state  power—that  the 
states retain those powers not specifically set out in 
the Constitution as belonging to the national govern-
ment.

The  earliest  political  and  constitutional  develop-
ments  involving  the  Tenth  Amendment  tilted  the 
balance  of  power  firmly  in  favor  of  national  power. 
Alexander  Hamilton's  vision  for  a  national  bank  to 
consolidate  the  nation's  currency  and  trading  posi-
tion was realized in McCulloch v. Maryland (1819), in 
which the Court held that Article I granted Congress 
broad power to make all laws “necessary and proper” 
to the exercise of its legislative power. By no means, 
however, did McCulloch settle the argument over the 
power  reserved  to  the  states.  Led  by Chief  Justice 
Roger B. Taney, the Court handed down several deci-
sions in the three decades leading up to the Civil War 
that  offered  substantial  protection  to  the  southern 
states on the matters closest to their hearts: slavery 
and economic sovereignty. From the period after the 
Civil War until the New Deal, the Court continued to 
shield states from congressional legislation designed 
to  regulate  the economy and  to promote social  and 
political  reform. However, when  the Court  threw  its 
support  behind  the New Deal,  Congress  received  a 
blank constitutional check to engage in the regulatory 
action that featured an unprecedented level of federal 
intervention in economic and social matters once the 
purview of the states, one that would last almost sixty 
years.

Beginning  in  New  York  v.  U.S.  (1992),  however, 
the Court,  in striking down a key provision of a  fed-
eral environmental law, began to revisit the New Deal 
assumptions  that underlay  its modern  interpretation 
of the Tenth Amendment. A few years later, in U.S. v. 
Lopez  (1995),  it  invalidated a federal gun control  law 
on the grounds that Congress lacked authority under 
the  commerce  clause  to  regulate  gun  possession. 
And,  in U.S.  v. Printz  (1997),  the Tenth Amendment 
was cited to strike down an important section of the 
Brady Bill, a  federal  law that  required states  to con-
duct background checks on prospective gun buyers. 
These  decisions  make  clear  that  the  constitutional 
status of  the states as actors  in  the  federal  system 
has dramatically strengthened.  •
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AMENDMENT XI
(Ratified on February 7, 1795)

The Judicial power of the United States shall not 
be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, 
commenced or prosecuted against one of the United 
States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or 
Subjects of any Foreign State.

•  The  Eleventh  Amendment  was  prompted  by 
one of the earliest notable decisions of the Supreme 
Court, Chisholm  v. Georgia  (1793).  In Chisholm,  the 
Court held that Article III and the enforcement provi-
sion of  the Judiciary Act of 1789 permitted a citizen 
of one state to bring suit against another state in fed-
eral  court.  Almost  immediately  after  Chisholm,  the 
Eleventh Amendment was  introduced  and  promptly 
ratified,  as  the  states  saw  this  decision  as  a  threat 
to their sovereignty under the new Constitution. The 
amendment was passed in less than a year, which, by 
the standards of the era, was remarkably fast.

The  Eleventh  Amendment  nullified  the  result  in 
Chisholm  but  did  not  completely  bar  a  citizen  from 
bringing suit against a state in federal court. Citizens 
may  bring  lawsuits  against  state  officials  in  federal 
court  if  they  can  satisfy  the  requirement  that  their 
rights  under  federal  constitutional  or  statutory  law 
have been violated.

The  Eleventh  Amendment  has  not  been  exten-
sively  litigated  in  modern  times,  but  the  extent  to 
which states are immune under federal law from citi-
zen  lawsuits has  reemerged as an  important consti-
tutional question. For example, the Court has said in 
several cases that the doctrine of sovereign immunity 
prevents  citizens  from  suing  state  agencies  under 
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. But, as 
recently as 2003, the Court, in Nevada Department of 
Human Resources v. Hibbs, ruled that the Family and 
Medical Leave Act of 1993 did not protect state gov-
ernment agencies against lawsuits brought by former 
state employees. States are also free to waive their 
immunity and consent to a lawsuit.  •

AMENDMENT XII
(Ratified on June 15,1804)

The Electors shall meet in their respective states, 
and vote by ballot for President and Vice-President, 
one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of 
the same state with themselves; they shall name in 
their ballots the person voted for as President, and in 
distinct ballots the person voted for as Vice-President, 
and they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted 
for as President, and of all persons voted for as Vice-
President, and of the number of votes for each, which 
lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed 
to the seat of the government of the United States, 
 directed to the President of the Senate;

The President of the Senate shall, in the presence 

of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all 
the certificates and the votes shall then be counted;

The person having the greatest number of votes 
for President, shall be the President, if such number 
be a majority of the whole number of Electors ap-
pointed; and if no person have such majority; then 
from the persons having the highest numbers not 
exceeding three on the list of those voted for as 
President, the House of Representatives shall choose 
immediately, by ballot, the President. But in choos-
ing the President, the votes shall be taken by states, 
the representation from each state having one vote; 
a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a mem-
ber or members from two-thirds of the states, and 
a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a 
choice. And if the House of Representatives shall not 
choose a President whenever the right of choice shall 
devolve upon them, before the fourth day of March 
next following, then the Vice-President shall act as 
President, as in the case of the death or other consti-
tutional disability of the President.

The person having the greatest number of votes 
as Vice-President, shall be the Vice-President, if 
such number be a majority of the whole number of 
Electors appointed, and if no person have a majority, 
then from the two highest numbers on the list, the 
Senate shall choose the Vice-President; a quorum for 
the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole 
number of Senators, and a majority of the whole 
number shall be necessary to a choice. But no person 
constitutionally ineligible to the office of President 
shall be eligible to that of Vice-President of the 
United States.

•  The  Twelfth  Amendment  was  added  to  the 
Constitution after  the 1800 presidential  election was 
thrown  into  the  House  of  Representatives. Thomas 
Jefferson and Aaron Burr, running on the Democratic-
Republican  Party  ticket,  each  received  seventy-three 
electoral  votes  for  president,  even  though  everyone 
knew that Jefferson was the presidential candidate and 
Burr the vice presidential candidate. This was possible 
because Article II, section 1, did not require electors to 
vote  for president and vice president separately. The 
Twelfth Amendment remedied this deficiency.

Whether  it  intended  to  or  not,  the  Twelfth 
Amendment  took a major step  toward  institutionaliz-
ing the party system in the United States by requiring 
electors to make their presidential and vice presiden-
tial choices separately. The development of a party sys-
tem was  inevitable but nonetheless disappointing  to 
the architects of the original constitutional vision.  •

AMENDMENT XIII
(Ratified on December 6,1865)

Section 1.
Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except 

as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall 
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have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United 
States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2.
Congress shall have power to enforce this article 

by appropriate legislation.
•  The  Thirteenth,  Fourteenth,  and  Fifteenth 

Amendments are known collectively as the Civil War 
Amendments.

In  anticipation  of  a  Union  victory,  the  Thirteenth 
Amendment was passed by Congress and sent to the 
states  for  ratification before  the end of  the Civil War. 
The  amendment  not  only  formally  abolished  slavery 
and  involuntary servitude but also served as  the con-
stitutional  foundation  for  the  nation's  first  major  civil 
rights legislation, the Civil Rights Act of 1866. This law 
extended numerous rights to African Americans previ-
ously held in servitude as well as those having “free” 
status during  the Civil War,  including  the  right  to  pur-
chase, rent, and sell personal property, to bring suit in 
federal court, to enter into contracts, and to receive the 
full and equal benefit of all laws “enjoyed by white citi-
zens.” The Thirteenth Amendment also overturned Dred 
Scott v. Sandford  (1857), which held  that slaves were 
not people entitled to constitutional rights, but property 
subject to the civil law binding them to their masters.

In  modern  times,  the  Court  has  ruled  that  the 
Thirteenth Amendment prohibits any action that rec-
ognizes a “badge” or “condition” of slavery, such as 
housing discrimination and certain  forms of employ-
ment discrimination. The Department of Justice also 
has used the Thirteenth Amendment to file  lawsuits 
against manufacturing sweatshops and other criminal 
enterprises in which persons are forced to work with-
out compensation.  •

AMENDMENT XIV
(Ratified on July 9,1868)

Section 1.
All persons born or naturalized in the United 

States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are cit-
izens of the United States and of the State wherein 
they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of 
citizens of the United States; nor shall any State de-
prive any person of life, liberty, or property, without 
due process of law; nor deny to any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

•  Many  constitutional  scholars  believe  the 
Fourteenth Amendment  is  the most  important addi-
tion  to  the Constitution since  the Bill  of Rights was 
ratified  in  1791. This  amendment  guarantees  equal 
protection and due process of the law to all U.S. citi-
zens, a term that is clarified in Section 1. This section 
also eliminated the distinction between the rights and 

liberties of Americans as citizens of  their  respective 
states and as citizens of the United States. Although 
this incorporation was the subject of much debate in 
post-Reconstruction politics,  the selective  incorpora-
tion of the Bill of Rights to the states made this a real-
ity during the twentieth century.

In  interpreting  cases  brought  under  the  equal 
protection  clause,  the  Supreme Court  applies  three 
standards of review. The Court decided early on that 
certain freedoms were so fundamental  that a heavy 
burden  would  be  placed  on  any  government  that 
sought to restrict  those rights. Thus, the Court uses 
a heightened standard of review known as strict scru-
tiny  to  determine  the  constitutional  validity  of  chal-
lenged practices based on fundamental freedoms and 
other suspect classifications, including race, alienage, 
and  national  origin. The  Court  uses  an  intermediate 
standard  of  review  for  claims  based  on  gender  and 
a minimum  rationality  standard  for  claims  based  on 
age, wealth, mental retardation, or sexual orientation.

The Court has also interpreted the “liberty” provi-
sion of the due process clause to protect the right to 
abortion  (Roe  v. Wade  [1973]) with  limits  (Gonzales 
v. Carhart [2007]), to permit consensual sex between 
persons regardless of sexual orientation (Lawrence v. 
Texas [2003]), to prohibit states from criminalizing the 
use of birth control and other matters related to repro-
ductive  and  sexual  privacy  (Griswold  v. Connecticut 
[1965]; Eisenstadt v. Baird [1972]).  •

Section 2.
Representatives shall be apportioned among 

the several States according to their respective 
numbers, counting the whole number of persons in 
each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when 
the right to vote at any election for the choice of 
electors for President and Vice President of the 
United States, Representatives in Congress, the 
Executive and Judicial officers of a State, or the 
members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to 
any of the male inhabitants of such State, be-
ing twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the 
United States, or in anyway abridged, except for 
participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis 
of representation therein shall be reduced in the 
proportion which the number of such male citizens 
shall bear to the whole number of male citizens 
twenty-one years of age in such State.

•  Section  2  established  two  major  changes  to 
the Constitution. First, by stating that representatives 
from each state would be apportioned based on the 
number of “whole” persons in each state, section 2 
modified  the Three-Fifths  Compromise  of  Article  1, 
section 2, clause 3, of the original Constitution. Note, 
however,  that  section 2  still  called  for  the exclusion 
of Indians “not taxed” from the apportionment crite-
ria. Second, section 2, for the first time anywhere in 
the Constitution, mentions  that  only “male”  inhabit-
ants  of  the  states  age  twenty-one  or  older  would 
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be  counted  toward  representation  in  the  House  of 
Representatives and eligible to vote.  •

Section 3.
No person shall be a Senator or Representa-

tive in Congress, or elector of President and Vice 
President, or hold any office, civil or military, under 
the United States, or under any State, who, having 
previously taken an oath, as a member of Congress, 
or as an officer of the United States, or as a member 
of any State legislature, or as an executive or judicial 
officer of any State, to support the Constitution of 
the United States, shall have engaged in insurrec-
tion or rebellion against the same, or given aid or 
comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress may 
by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove such 
disability.

•  Section  3  eliminated  the  eligibility  of  former 
Confederates for public office to serve as an elector 
for  president  or  vice  president.  This  measure  also 
allowed African Americans to run for and hold office in 
the South, which they were doing by 1870, the same 
year the Fifteenth Amendment was ratified.

In December 1868, five months after  the  ratifica-
tion of the Fourteenth Amendment, President Andrew 
Johnson  declared  universal  amnesty  for  all  former 
Confederates. Republican president Ulysses S. Grant, 
who  defeated  Johnson  in  1868,  further  signed  the 
Amnesty Act of 1872, pardoning all but a few hundred 
remaining Confederate sympathizers. Decisions such 
as these began the gradual undoing of civil rights for 
African Americans in the South.  •

Section 4.
The validity of the public debt of the United 

States, authorized by law, including debts incurred 
for payment of pensions and bounties for services 
in suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be 
questioned. But neither the United States nor any 
State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation in-
curred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the 
United States, or any claim for the loss or emancipa-
tion of any slave, but all such debts, obligations and 
claims shall be held illegal and void.

•  Section 4 repudiated the South's desire to have 
Congress forgive the Confederacy's war debts. It also 
rejected any claim that former slaveholders had to be 
compensated for the loss of their slaves.  •

Section 5.
The Congress shall have power to enforce, by ap-

propriate legislation, the provisions of this article.
•  By giving Congress the power  to enforce the 

provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment, section 5 
reiterated the post-Civil War emphasis on national cit-

izenship and the limit on state power to deny individu-
als their constitutional rights. Section 5 also extended 
congressional  law-making  power  beyond  those 
areas outlined in Article I. But, the Court has taken a 
mixed view of the scope of congressional power to 
enforce  the  Fourteenth Amendment.  In Katzenbach 
v. Morgan  (1966),  for  example,  the  Supreme  Court 
held  that  Congress  could  enact  laws  establishing 
rights  beyond what  the Court  said  the Constitution 
required,  as  long  as  such  laws  were  designed  to 
establish a remedial constitutional right or protect citi-
zens from a potential constitutional violation. In other 
cases,  such  as Boerne  v.  Flores  (1997)  and U.S.  v. 
Morrison (2000), the Court ruled that Congress may 
not  intrude upon the authority of  the  judicial branch 
to define the meaning of the Constitution or intrude 
on the power of the states to make laws within their 
own domain.  •

AMENDMENT XV
(Ratified on February 3,1870)

Section 1.
The right of citizens of the United States to vote 

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States 
or by any State on account of race, color, or previous 
condition of servitude.

Section 2.
The Congress shall have power to enforce this ar-

ticle by appropriate legislation.
•  The Fifteenth Amendment was the most con-

troversial  of  the  Civil  War  Amendments,  both  for 
what  it  did  and  did  not  do.  Although  the  adoption 
of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments made 
clear that blacks could not be returned to their pre-
Civil War slavery, enthusiasm for a constitutional right 
of African American suffrage, even among the north-
ern  states, was  another matter.  On  the  one  hand, 
the extension of voting  rights  to African Americans 
was the most dramatic outcome of the Civil War. The 
former Confederate states had to ratify the Fifteenth 
Amendment as a condition for readmission into the 
Union. On the other hand, the rejection of proposed 
language  forbidding  discrimination  on  the  basis  of 
property  ownership,  education,  or  religious  belief 
gave states the power to regulate the vote as they 
wished.  And,  with  the  collapse  of  Reconstruction 
after  the  1876  election,  southern  states  imple-
mented laws created by this opening with full force, 
successfully  crippling African American voter  regis-
tration for generations to come in the region where 
most African Americans  lived. Full enfranchisement 
for African Americans would not arrive until the pas-
sage  of  the Voting Rights Act  of  1965,  almost  one 
hundred years after  the  ratification of  the Fifteenth 
Amendment.
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The Fifteenth Amendment  also  divided women's 
rights  organizations  that  had  campaigned  on  behalf 
of  abolition  and  African  American  enfranchisement. 
Feminists such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan 
B. Anthony were furious over the exclusion of women 
from the Fifteenth Amendment and opposed its rati-
fication, while others, such as Lucy Stone, were will-
ing  to  support African American voting  rights  at  the 
expense  of  woman  suffrage,  leaving  that  battle  for 
another  day. The  Supreme  Court  sided  with  those 
who opposed female enfranchisement, ruling in Minor 
v. Happersett (1875) that the Fourteenth Amendment 
did not  recognize among the privileges and  immuni-
ties  of American  citizenship  a  constitutional  right  to 
vote.  •

AMENDMENT XVI
(Ratified on February 3,1913)

The Congress shall have power to lay and col-
lect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, 
without apportionment among the several States, 
and without regard to any census or enumeration.

•  The  Sixteenth  Amendment,  which  allows  for 
the collection of a federal income tax, was a response 
to the Supreme Court’s sharply divided ruling in Pollock 
v.  Farmers’ Loan & Trust Co.  (1895),  which  struck 
down the Income Tax Act of 1894 as unconstitutional. 
The Court, by a 5–4 margin, held that the law violated 
Article  I,  section 9, which prevented Congress  from 
enacting a direct tax (on individuals) unless in propor-
tion to the U.S. Census.  •

AMENDMENT XVII
(Ratified on April 8,1913)

The Senate of the United States shall be com-
posed of two Senators from each State, elected by 
the people thereof, for six years; and each Senator 
shall have one vote. The electors in each State shall 
have the qualifications requisite for electors of the 
most numerous branch of the State legislatures.

When vacancies happen in the representation 
of any State in the Senate, the executive author-
ity of such State shall issue writs of election to fill 
such vacancies: Provided, That the legislature of 
any State may empower the executive thereof to 
make temporary appointments until the people  
fill the vacancies by election as the legislature  
may direct.

This amendment shall not be so construed as  
to affect the election or term of any Senator  
chosen before it becomes valid as part of the  
Constitution.

•  The Seventeenth Amendment repealed the lan-
guage in Article I, section 3, of the original Constitution, 
which called for the election of U.S. senators by state 
legislatures. This method was  the preferred method 

of the Framers, who believed that having state legis-
latures elect senators would strengthen the relation-
ship between the states and the national government, 
and  also  contribute  to  the  stability  of  Congress  by 
removing popular electoral  pressure  from  the upper 
chamber.

Dissatisfaction  set  in  with  this  method  dur-
ing the period leading up to the Civil War. Indiana, 
for  example,  deeply  divided  between  Union  sup-
porters  in  the  northern  part  of  the  state  and 
Confederate  sympathizers  in  the  southern  part, 
could  not  agree  on  the  selection  of  senators  and 
was without representation for two years. After the 
Civil War, numerous Senate elections were tainted 
by corruption, and many more resulted in ties that 
prevented seating senators  in a  timely  fashion.  In 
1899,  Delaware's  election  was  so  mired  in  con-
troversy  that  it did not have  representation  in  the 
Senate for four years.

The  ratification of  the Seventeenth Amendment 
was the result of almost two decades of persistent 
efforts  at  reform. Although many  powerful  legisla-
tors entrenched in the Senate resisted such change, 
the tide of reform, aided by journalists and scholars 
sympathetic  to  the  cause,  proved  too  powerful  to 
withstand.  •

AMENDMENT XVIII
(Ratified on January 16,1919)

Section 1.
After one year from the ratification of this article 

the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicat-
ing liquors within, the importation thereof into, or 
the exportation thereof from the United States and 
all territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof for 
beverage purposes is hereby prohibited.

Section 2.
The Congress and the several States shall have 

concurrent power to enforce this article by appropri-
ate legislation.

Section 3.
This article shall be inoperative unless it shall 

have been ratified as an amendment to the Con-
stitution by the legislatures of the several States, as 
provided in the Constitution, within seven years 
from the date of the submission hereof to the States 
by the Congress.

•  The Eighteenth Amendment was the result of 
a crusade against the consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages that began during the early nineteenth century. A 
combination of Christian organizations and women's 
groups, who  believed  alcohol  contributed  greatly  to 
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domestic violence and poverty, campaigned to abolish 
the manufacture, sale, and use of alcoholic beverages 
in the United States.

Founded in 1874 and 250,000 strong by 1911, the 
Women's Christian Temperance Union and  the Anti-
Saloon League, founded in 1913, pressed the case for 
Prohibition. Among the arguments offered by support-
ers of Prohibition were that the cereal grains used in 
the manufacture of beer and liquor diverted valuable 
resources from food supplies and that the malaise of 
drunkenness  sapped  the  strength  of  manufacturing 
production at home and the conduct of America's sol-
diers in World War I. Underneath the formal case for 
Prohibition was  a  considerable  anti-immigrant  senti-
ment, as many Prohibitionists considered the waves 
of Italian, Irish, Polish, and German immigrants unduly 
dependent on alcohol.

In  1919,  Congress  passed  the  Eighteenth 
Amendment over President Woodrow Wilson's veto. 
That  same  year, Congress  passed  the Volstead Act, 
which  implemented  Prohibition  and  authorized  law 
enforcement to target illegal shipments of alcohol into 
the United States (mostly from Canada, which, ironi-
cally,  also mandated Prohibition  in most  of  its  prov-
inces during this time) as well as alcoholic beverages 
illegally manufactured in the United States. Evidence 
remains  inconclusive  over  just  how  successful  the 
Eighteenth  Amendment  was  in  reducing  alcohol 
consumption in the United States. More certain was 
the  billion-dollar windfall  that  Prohibition  created  for 
organized crime, as well as small-time smugglers and 
bootleggers.  •

AMENDMENT XIX
(Ratified on August 18,1920)

The right of citizens of the United States to vote 
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States 
or by any State on account of sex.

Congress shall have power to enforce this article 
by appropriate legislation.

•  The two major women’s rights organizations of 
the nineteenth century most active in the battle for 
female  enfranchisement were  the National Woman 
Suffrage  Association  (NWSA)  and  the  American 
Woman Suffrage Association  (AWSA). NWSA  cam-
paigned for a constitutional amendment modeled on 
the Fifteenth Amendment, which had secured African 
American  voting  rights,  while  AWSA  preferred  to 
pursue  women's  voting  rights  through  state-level 
legislative initiatives. In 1890, the two organizations 
combined  to  form  the  National  American Woman 
Suffrage Association. By 1919, NAWSA, the newer, 
more  radical  National  Woman's  Party,  and  other 
activists had secured congressional passage of  the 
Nineteenth Amendment  by  a  broad margin.  It was 
ratified by the states just over a year later.  •

AMENDMENT XX
(Ratified on February 6,1933)

Section 1.
The terms of the President and Vice President 

shall end at noon on the 20th day of January, and the 
terms of Senators and Representatives at noon on the 
3d day of January, of the years in which such terms 
would have ended if this article had not been ratified; 
and the terms of their successors shall then begin.

Section 2.
The Congress shall assemble at least once in every 

year, and such meeting shall begin at noon on the 3d 
day of January, unless they shall by law appoint a dif-
ferent day.

Section 3.
If, at the time fixed for the beginning of the term 

of the President, the President elect shall have died, 
the Vice President elect shall become President. If a 
President shall not have been chosen before the time 
fixed for the beginning of his term, or if the Presi-
dent elect shall have failed to qualify, then the Vice 
President elect shall act as President until a President 
shall have qualified; and the Congress may by law 
provide for the case wherein neither a President elect 
nor a Vice President elect shall have qualified, de-
claring who shall then act as President, or the man-
ner in which one who is to act shall be selected, and 
such person shall act accordingly until a President or 
Vice President shall have qualified.

Section 4.
The Congress may by law provide for the case 

of the death of any of the persons from whom the 
House of Representatives may choose a President 
whenever the rights of choice shall have devolved 
upon them, and for the case of the death of any of 
the persons from whom the Senate may choose a 
Vice President whenever the right of choice shall 
have devolved upon them.

Section 5.
Sections 1 and 2 shall take effect on the 15th day 

of October following the ratification of this article.

Section 6.
This article shall be inoperative unless it shall 

have been ratified as an amendment to the Con-
stitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the 
several States within seven years from the date of its 
submission.
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•  The Twentieth Amendment  is often called  the 
lame duck amendment because its fundamental pur-
pose was to shorten the time between the November 
elections and the starting date of the new presidential 
term and/or commencement of the new congressio-
nal session. The amendment modified section 1 of the 
Twelfth Amendment by moving the beginning of the 
annual legislative session from March 4 to January 3. 
This change meant that the newly elected Congress 
would  decide  any  presidential  election  thrown  into 
the House of Representatives. It also eliminated the 
possibility that the nation would have to endure two 
additional months without a chief executive.

The Twentieth Amendment also modified Article I 
of the Constitution by placing a fixed time —noon—to 
begin the congressional session.  •

AMENDMENT XXI
(Ratified on December 5,1933)

Section 1.
The eighteenth article of amendment to the Con-

stitution of the United States is hereby repealed.

Section 2.
The transportation or importation into any State, 

Territory, or possession of the United States for de-
livery or use therein of intoxicating liquors, in viola-
tion of the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited.

Section 3.
This article shall be inoperative unless it shall 

have been ratified as an amendment to the Consti-
tution by conventions in the several States, as pro-
vided in the Constitution, within seven years from 
the date of the submission hereof to the States by 
the Congress.

•  The  Twenty-First  Amendment  repealed  the 
Eighteenth  Amendment  mandating  Prohibition, 
which  was  the  first  and  last  time  that  a  constitu-
tional  amendment  has  been  repealed. The Twenty-
First Amendment is also the only amendment to the 
Constitution approved by state  ratifying conventions 
rather than a popular vote.

By  the  late  1920s,  Americans  had  tired  of 
Prohibition,  and  the  arrival  of  the  Great  Depression 
in  1929  did  nothing  to  lift  their  spirits.  Few  public 
officials, aware of  the extensive criminal enterprises 
that  had grown up  around Prohibition,  attempted  to 
defend Prohibition as a success.  Indeed, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, in his initial bid for the presidency in 1932, 
made the repeal of Prohibition a campaign promise. In 
January 1933, Congress amended the Volstead Act to 
permit the sale of alcoholic beverages with an alcohol 
content of 3.2 percent.

The ratification of the Twenty-First Amendment in 
December returned absolute control of the regulation 
of alcohol to the states. States are now free to regu-
late alcohol as they see fit. They may, for example, limit 
the quantity and  type of alcohol sold  to consumers, 
or ban alcohol sales completely. The Supreme Court, 
in South Carolina v. Dole (1984), ruled that Congress 
may  require  the  states  to  set  a  certain  age  for  the 
consumption  of  alcohol  in  return  for  participation  in 
a  federal  program without  violating  the Twenty-First 
Amendment. In 2005, however, in Granholm v. Heald, 
the Court ruled that states could not ban out-of-state 
wineries  from shipping directly  to consumers, citing 
the Twenty-First Amendment.  •

AMENDMENT XXII
(Ratified on February 27,1951)

Section 1.
No person shall be elected to the office of the Pres-

ident more than twice, and no person who has held 
the office of President, or acted as President, for more 
than two years of a term to which some other person 
was elected President shall be elected to the office of 
the President more than once. But this Article shall 
not apply to any person holding the  office of President 
when this Article was proposed by the Congress, and 
shall not prevent any person who may be holding the 
office of President, or acting as President, during the 
term within which this Article becomes operative 
from holding the office of President or acting as Presi-
dent during the remainder of such term.

Section 2.
This article shall be inoperative unless it shall 

have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitu-
tion by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several 
States within seven years from the date of its submis-
sion to the States by the Congress.

•  Thomas  Jefferson,  who  served  as  the  third 
president of  the United States, was the first person 
of public stature to suggest a constitutional provision 
limiting  presidential  terms.  “If  some  termination  to 
the services of the chief Magistrate be not fixed by the 
Constitution,” said Jefferson, “or supplied by practice, 
his office, nominally four years, will in fact become for 
life.” Until Ulysses S. Grant's unsuccessful attempt to 
secure his party's nomination to a third term, no presi-
dent had attempted to extend the two-term limit that 
had operated in principle. Theodore Roosevelt, having 
ascended to the presidency after the assassination of 
William McKinley in 1901, was elected to his second 
term in 1904. He then sat out a term but ran against 
Woodrow Wilson in the 1912 election and lost.

The first president to serve more than two terms 
was  Franklin  D  Roosevelt,  and  it  was  his  success 
that  inspired  the  enactment  of  the  Twenty-Second 
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Amendment.  In  1946,  Republicans  took  control  of 
Congress for the first time in sixteen years. A year later, 
in one of the most party-line votes in the history of the 
amending  process,  Congress  approved  the Twenty-
Second  Amendment.  Every  Republican  member  of 
the House and Senate who voted on the amendment 
voted for  it. The remaining votes came almost exclu-
sively  from southern Democrats, whose  relationship 
with Roosevelt was never more than a marriage of con-
venience. Ironically, some Republicans began to call for 
the repeal of the Twenty-Second Amendment toward 
the end of popular Republican Dwight D. Eisenhower’s 
second term in 1956. A similar movement emerged in 
the  late 1980s  toward  the end of Republican Ronald 
Reagan’s second term. The American public at  large, 
however, has shown little enthusiasm for repealing the 
Twenty-Second Amendment.  •

AMENDMENT XXIII
(Ratified on March 29,1961)

Section 1.
The District constituting the seat of Government 

of the United States shall appoint in such manner as 
the Congress may direct:

A number of electors of President and Vice Presi-
dent equal to the whole number of Senators and 
Representatives in Congress to which the District 
would be entitled if it were a State, but in no event 
more than the least populous State; they shall be in 
addition to those appointed by the States, but they 
shall be considered, for the purposes of the elec-
tion of President and Vice President, to be electors 
appointed by a State; and they shall meet in the 
District and perform such duties as provided by the 
twelfth article of amendment.

Section 2.
The Congress shall have power to enforce this ar-

ticle by appropriate legislation.
•  Article  II,  section  2,  of  the Constitution  limits 

participation  in presidential elections to citizens who 
reside  in  the  states. The Twenty-Third  Amendment 
extended  this  provision  to  include  residents  of  the 
District of Columbia. Since the District was envisioned 
as  the  seat  of  the national  government with  a  tran-
sient population, the Constitution afforded no right of 
representation  to  its  residents  in  Congress.  By  the 
time  the Twenty-Third Amendment was  ratified,  the 
District had a greater population than twelve states.

In  1978,  Congress  introduced  a  constitutional 
amendment to give the District of Columbia represen-
tation in the House and Senate. By 1985, the ratifica-
tion  period  for  the  amendment  expired without  the 
necessary three-fourths approval from the states. This 
issue continues  to come up  in Congress, but  it  has 
not won support—largely for political reasons.  •

AMENDMENT XXIV
(Ratified on January 23,1964)

Section 1.
The right of citizens of the United States to vote 

in any primary or other election for President or 
Vice President, for electors for President or Vice 
President, or for Senator or Representative in Con-
gress, shall not be denied or abridged by the United 
States or any State by reason of failure to pay any 
poll tax or other tax.

Section 2.
The Congress shall have power to enforce this ar-

ticle by appropriate legislation.
•  The Twenty-Fourth Amendment continued the 

work of the Fifteenth Amendment. By abolishing the 
poll  tax,  essentially  a  fee  to  vote,  the  amendment 
eliminated  one  of  the  most  popular  tools  used  by 
voting registrars to prevent most African Americans 
and other minorities from taking part in the electoral 
process.

Congress  had  begun  to  debate  a  constitutional 
amendment to abolish the poll tax as far back as 1939, 
but  it  took  the momentum of  the  civil  rights move-
ment  to  move  this  process  forward.  Shortly  after 
the  ratification  of  the  Twenty-Fourth  Amendment, 
Congress  enacted  the  Civil  Rights Act  of  1964,  the 
most sweeping and effective federal civil rights law to 
date. By the time of ratification of the Twenty-Fourth 
Amendment, only five states had poll  taxes on their 
books. Spurred on by the spirit of the times, Congress 
enacted the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which enforced 
the poll tax ban of the Twenty-Fourth Amendment and 
also  abolished  literacy  tests,  property  qualifications, 
and  other  obstacles  to  voter  registration.  In  1966, 
in Harper  v. Board of Elections,  the  Supreme Court 
rejected a constitutional challenge to the historic vot-
ing rights law.  •

AMENDMENT XXV
(Ratified on February 10,1967)

Section 1.
In case of the removal of the President from of-

fice or of his death or resignation, the Vice President 
shall become President.

Section 2.
Whenever there is a vacancy in the office of the 

Vice President, the President shall nominate a Vice 
President who shall take office upon confirmation by 
a majority vote ofboth Houses of Congress.
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Section 3.
Whenever the President transmits to the Presi-

dent pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of 
the House of Representatives his written declaration 
that he is unable to discharge the powers and duties 
of his office, and until he transmits to them a written 
declaration to the contrary, such powers and duties 
shall be discharged by the Vice President as Acting 
President.

Section 4.
Whenever the Vice President and a majority of 

either the principal officers of the executive depart-
ments or of such other body as Congress may by law 
provide, transmit to the President pro tempore of the 
Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives their written declaration that the President is 
unable to discharge the powers and duties of his of-
fice, the Vice President shall immediately assume the 
powers and duties of the office as Acting President.

Thereafter, when the President transmits to the 
President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives his written declara-
tion that no inability exists, he shall resume the pow-
ers and duties of his office unless the Vice President 
and a majority of either the principal officers of the 
executive department or of such other body as Con-
gress may by law provide, transmit within four days 
to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives their writ-
ten declaration that the President is unable to dis-
charge the powers and duties of his office. Thereupon 
Congress shall decide the issue, assembling within 
forty-eight hours for that purpose if not in session. 
If the Congress, within twenty-one days after receipt 
of the latter written declaration, or, if Congress is not 
in session, within twenty-one days after Congress 
is required to assemble, determines by two-thirds 
vote of both Houses that the President is unable to 
discharge the powers and duties of his office, the 
Vice President shall continue to discharge the same 
as Acting President; otherwise, the President shall 
resume the powers and duties of his office.

•  Several  tragedies  to  the  men  who  occupied 
the offices of president and vice president and  the 
lack  of  constitutional  clarity  about  the  path  of  suc-
cession  in  event  of  presidential  and  vice  presiden-
tial disability spurred enactment of  the Twenty-Fifth 
Amendment.

Whether the vice president was merely an acting 
president or assumed the permanent powers of the 
office for  the remainder of  the term upon the death 
of a president was answered in 1841 when John Tyler 
became president  upon  the  death  of William Henry 
Harrison, who died only  a month after his  inaugura-
tion. Seven more presidents died in office before the 
enactment  of  the Twenty-Fifth  Amendment,  and  in 

each case the vice president assumed the presidency 
without controversy.

This  amendment  also  addressed  the  method  of 
vice  presidential  succession.  The  vice  presidency 
often went unfilled for months at a time as the result 
of  constitutional  ambiguity.  Since  the  enactment 
of  the  amendment,  there have been  two occasions 
when  the president appointed a vice president,  and 
both took place during the second term of President 
Richard M. Nixon.  For  the  first  time  in U.S.  history, 
a  presidential  term  was  served  out  by  two  men, 
President Gerald R.  Ford  and Vice President Nelson 
A. Rockefeller, who had been not been elected to the 
positions.

The Twenty-Fifth Amendment also settled the path 
of  succession  in  the  event  of  presidential  disability. 
This  provision  of  the  amendment was  prompted  by 
the memories of James Garfield  lying  in a coma for 
eighty  days  after  being  struck  by  an  assassin's  bul-
let  and Woodrow Wilson's  bedridden  state  for  the 
last eighteen months of his  term after a stroke. The 
first president to invoke the disability provision of the 
Twenty-Fifth  Amendment  was  Ronald  Reagan,  who 
made Vice  President  George  Bush  acting  president 
for eight hours while he underwent surgery. George 
W  Bush  also  twice  transferred  the  powers  of  his 
office to Vice President Dick Cheney, both times while 
he was undergoing a colonoscopy.

The  provision  authorizing  the  vice  president,  in 
consultation  with  Congress  and  members  of  the 
Cabinet, to declare the president disabled has never 
been invoked.  •

AMENDMENT XXVI
(Ratified on July 1,1971)

Section 1.
The right of citizens of the United States, who are 

eighteen years of age or older, to vote shall not be de-
nied or abridged by the United States or by any State 
on account of age.

Section 2.
The Congress shall have power to enforce this ar-

ticle by appropriate legislation.
•  The  Twenty-Sixth  Amendment  was  a  direct 

response  to  the  unpopularity  of  the  Vietnam  War 
and was spurred by calls  to  lower  the voting age to 
 eighteen so  that  draft-eligible men could  voice  their 
opinion  on  the war  through  the  ballot  box.  In  1970, 
Congress had amended the Voting Rights Act of 1965 
to  lower  the  voting  age  to  eighteen  in  all  national, 
state,  and  local  elections.  Many  states  resisted 
compliance,  claiming  that  Congress,  while  having 
the  power  to  establish  the  voting  age  in  national 
elections,  had  no  such  authority  in  state  and  local 
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 elections. In Oregon v. Mitchell (1970), the Supreme 
Court  agreed.  Congress  responded  by  drafting  the 
Twenty-Sixth Amendment,  and  the  states  ratified  it 
quickly and without controversy.  •

AMENDMENT XXVII
(Ratified on May 7,1992)

No law, varying the compensation for the services of 
the Senators and Representatives, shall take effect until 
an election of Representatives shall have intervened.

•  The Twenty-Seventh Amendment originally was 
introduced in 1789 during the 1st Congress as one of 
the original twelve amendments to the Constitution. 
Only six of the necessary eleven (of thirteen) states 
had ratified the amendment by 1791. As more states 
came into the union, the prospect of the amendment’s 
passage only dwindled. No additional state ratified the 
amendment until 1873, when Ohio approved its addi-
tion to the Constitution.

In  the  early  1980s,  a University  of Texas  student 
discovered the amendment and launched an intensive 
effort to bring it to the public’s attention for ratification. 
The  amendment's  core  purpose,  preventing  mem-
bers of Congress from raising their salaries during the 
terms in which they served, meshed well with another 
grassroots movement that began during this time, the 
campaign to  impose term limits on members of the 
House and Senate. Nothing  in  the nation’s  constitu-
tional or statutory  law prohibited  the  resurrection of 
the Twenty-Seventh Amendment  for  voter  approval. 
In  1939,  the  Supreme  Court  had  ruled  in  Coleman 
v. Miller  that  amendments  could  remain  indefinitely 
before the public unless Congress had set a specific 
time  limit  on  the  ratification  process.  By  1992,  the 
amendment had received the necessary three-fourths 
approval of  the states, making  it  the  last successful 
effort to amend the Constitution. The Twenty-Seventh 
Amendment has not, however, barred Congress from 
increasing  its  compensation  through  annual  cost-of-
living adjustments.  •
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Among the numerous advantages promised by a well con-
structed Union, none deserves to be more accurately 
developed than its tendency to break and control the 
violence of faction. The friend of popular governments, 

never finds himself so much alarmed for their character and fate, as 
when he contemplates their propensity to this dangerous vice.

•  Madison notes the Framers’ concern with the role of 
factions, which he believes are one of the greatest threats to 
popular government. This fear is likely derived from concerns 
of  the  Framers  (many  of whom were  political  elites)  about 
the political power of the masses. Uprisings such as Shays’s 
Rebellion underscored this fear.  •

He will not fail therefore to set a due value on any plan which, 
without violating the principles to which he is attached, provides a 
proper cure for it. The instability, injustice and confusion introduced 
into the public councils, have in truth been the mortal diseases under 
which popular governments have every where perished; as they con-
tinue to be the favorite and fruitful topics from which the adversar-
ies to liberty derive their most specious. The valuable improvements 
made by the American Constitutions on the popular models, both 
ancient and modern, cannot certainly be too much admired; but it 
would be an unwarrantable partiality, to contend that they have as 
effectually obviated the danger on this side as was wished and ex-
pected.

•  Here, Madison anticipates citizens’ concerns about the 
new  government’s  ability  to  address  problems  suffered  by 
other countries. Perhaps as a result, the U.S. Constitution has 
become one the most enduring of written constitutions.  •

Complaints are every where heard from our most considerate 
and virtuous citizens, equally the friends of public and private faith, 
and of public and personal liberty, that our governments are too un-
stable; that the public good is disregarded in the conflicts of rival 
parties; and that measures are too often decided, not according to 
the rules of justice, and the rights of the minor party, but by the 
superior force of an interested and over-bearing majority. However 
anxiously we may wish that these complaints had no foundation, 
the evidence of known facts will not permit us to deny that they are 
in some degree true. It will be found indeed, on a candid review of 
our situation, that some of the distresses under which we labor, have 
been erroneously charged on the operation of our governments; but 
it will be found, at the same time, that other causes will not alone 
account for many of our heaviest misfortunes; and particularly, for 
that prevailing and increasing distrust of public engagements, and 
alarm for private rights, which are echoed from one end of the con-
tinent to the other. These must be chiefly, if not wholly, effects of the 
unsteadiness and injustice, with which a factious spirit has tainted 
our public administrations.

•  Here, Madison acknowledges the weaknesses of gov-
ernment under  the Articles of Confederation. Among  these 
are a lack of concern for the public good, a disregard for the 
rights of the minority, and the failure to preserve citizens’ per-
sonal  liberties. Concerns about  individual  rights are  the cor-
nerstone of much of Enlightenment philosophy; both Thomas 
Hobbes  and  John  Locke  discussed  the  rights  individuals 
would have to give up to government in exchange for security 
and protection. The ideas of Locke, in particular, informed the 
Declaration of Independence.  •

Appendix iii
The Federalist Papers
The Federalist Papers,  essays  initially  released  alone  and  serially  by  proponents  of  the  U.S.  Constitution,  provide  us  with 
 firsthand views of the Framers’ intentions. John Jay, James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton were engaged in the writing of 
the Constitution, and they used The Federalist Papers to help persuade citizens to support ratification of that document. Jay was 
later named the first chief justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, Madison served as the nation’s fourth president, and 
Hamilton (prevented from seeking the presidency by his birth in the British West Indies) was the first secretary of the treasury. 
Annotated below are three of the most often read and cited of the essays.

Federalist No. 10
November 22, 1787
James Madison
To the People of the State of New York:

Controlling factions, or groups of like-minded citizens united in a common interest adverse to the interests of the community, 
was a major concern of the Framers. In Federalist No. 10, James Madison argues that one of the best ways to check the power 
of faction is to create a republican form of government.
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By a faction I understand a number of citizens, whether amount-
ing to a majority or minority of the whole, who are united and ac-
tuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse 
to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate 
interests of the community.

•  For  the first  time, Madison outlines his  idea of a  fac-
tion: a group of citizens united in an interest that negatively 
affects the interests of the community. He voices his belief 
that such factions must be guarded against by government—
an idea that motivated the Framers throughout their work on 
the Constitution as they balanced the interests of competing 
groups  such  as  large  and  small  states,  slave  and  nonslave 
states, and northern and southern states.  •

There are two methods of curing the mischiefs of faction: the 
one, by removing its causes; the other, by controlling its effects.

•  For  a government  to  succeed,  it must either  remove 
the causes of faction or find a way to control or mediate dis-
parate views, however strongly held.  •

There are again two methods of removing the causes of faction: 
the one by destroying the liberty which is essential to its existence; 
the other, by giving to every citizen the same opinions, the same pas-
sions, and the same interests.

•  Madison specifies two ways to remove the causes of 
faction: destroying  the  liberty necessary  for  factions  to sur-
vive, and creating a citizenry united by common opinion. As 
we will see, Madison finds both of these options unsatisfac-
tory. Thus, later in the essay, he discusses methods of con-
trolling the effects of faction, among which are the creation of 
the new government.  •

It could never be more truly said than of the first remedy, that it 
is worse than the disease. Liberty is to faction, what air is to fire, an 
aliment without which it instantly expires. But it could not be a less 
folly to abolish liberty, which is essential to political life, because it 
nourishes faction, than it would be to wish the annihilation of air, 
which is essential to animal life, because it imparts to fire its destruc-
tive agency.

•  Here,  Madison  begins  to  discuss  why  it  is  impos-
sible  to  control  the  causes  of  faction.  He  takes  pains  to 
note  that curtailing citizens’  liberties  is out of  the question. 
This was  an  issue  of  particular  concern  to Anti-Federalists, 
who  later  insisted on  the addition of a Bill  of Rights  to  the 
Constitution.  •

The second expedient is as impracticable, as the first would be 
unwise. As long as the reason of man continues fallible, and he is 
at liberty to exercise it, different opinions will be formed. As long 
as the connection subsists between his reason and his self-love, his 
opinions and his passions will have a reciprocal influence on each 
other; and the former will be objects to which the latter will attach 
themselves. The diversity in the faculties of men from which the 
rights of property originate, is not less an insuperable obstacle to a 
uniformity of interests. The protection of these faculties is the first 
object of Government. From the protection of different and unequal 
faculties of acquiring property, the possession of different degrees 
and kinds of property immediately results: and from the influence 
of these on the sentiments and views of the respective proprietors, 
ensues a division of the society into different interests and parties.

The latent causes of faction are thus sown in the nature of man; 
and we see them everywhere brought into different degrees of activi-
ty, according to the different circumstances of civil society. A zeal for 
different opinions concerning religion, concerning Government and 
many other points, as well of speculation as of practice; an attach-
ment to different leaders ambitiously contending for pre-eminence 

and power; or to persons of other descriptions whose fortunes have 
been interesting to the human passions, have in turn divided man-
kind into parties, inflamed them with mutual animosity, and ren-
dered them much more disposed to vex and oppress each other, than 
to cooperate for their common good. So strong is this propensity of 
mankind to fall into mutual animosities, that where no substantial 
occasion presents itself, the most frivolous and fanciful distinctions 
have been sufficient to kindle their unfriendly passions, and excite 
their most violent conflicts. But the most common and durable 
source of factions, has been the various and unequal distribution of 
property. Those who hold, and those who are without property, have 
ever formed distinct interests in society. Those who are creditors, 
and those who are debtors, fall under a like discrimination. A landed 
interest, a manufacturing interest, a mercantile interest, a monied 
interest, with many lesser interests, grow up of necessity in civilized 
nations, and divide them into different classes, actuated by different 
sentiments and views. The regulation of these various and interfer-
ing interests forms the principal task of modern Legislation, and 
involves the spirit of party and faction in the necessary and ordinary 
operations of Government.

No man is allowed to be a judge in his own cause, because his 
interest would certainly bias his judgment, and, not improbably, cor-
rupt his integrity. With equal, nay with greater reason, a body of 
men, are unfit to be both judges and parties, at the same time; yet, 
what are many of the most important acts of legislation, but so many 
judicial determinations, not indeed concerning the rights of single 
persons, but concerning the rights of large bodies of citizens, and 
what are the different classes of legislators, but advocates and parties 
to the causes which they determine? Is a law proposed concerning 
private debts? It is a question to which the creditors are parties on 
one side, and the debtors on the other. Justice ought to hold the 
balance between them. Yet the parties are and must be themselves 
the judges; and the most numerous party, or, in other words, the 
most powerful faction, must be expected to prevail. Shall domestic 
manufactures be encouraged, and in what degree, by restrictions on 
foreign manufactures? are questions which would be differently de-
cided by the landed and the manufacturing classes; and probably by 
neither, with a sole regard to justice and the public good. The appor-
tionment of taxes on the various descriptions of property, is an act 
which seems to require the most exact impartiality; yet, there is per-
haps no legislative act in which greater opportunity and temptation 
are given to a predominant party, to trample on the rules of justice. 
Every shilling with which they over-burden the inferior number, is a 
shilling saved to their own pockets.

It is in vain to say, that enlightened statesmen will be able to 
adjust these clashing interests, and render them all subservient to 
the public good. Enlightened statesmen will not always be at the 
helm. Nor, in many cases, can such an adjustment be made at all, 
without taking into view indirect and remote considerations, which 
will rarely prevail over the immediate interest which one party may 
find in disregarding the rights of another, or the good of the whole.

•  In  these paragraphs, Madison discusses why expect-
ing citizens  to share  the same opinions  is also an  impracti-
cable solution to controlling the causes of factions. He notes 
people’s  natural  and  inherent  divisions, many  of  which  are 
rooted in the division of property. These differences are nec-
essary to the survival of society, and it is the role of govern-
ment to mediate between these competing interests.  •

The inference to which we are brought, is, that the causes of fac-
tion cannot be removed; and that relief is only to be sought in the 
means of controlling its effects.

•  Here, Madison  transitions  from  trying  to  remove  the 
causes of faction to considering mechanisms that can control 
the effects of faction.  •
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If a faction consists of less than a majority, relief is supplied by 
the republican principle, which enables the majority to defeat its 
sinister views by regular vote. It may clog the administration, it may 
convulse the society, but it will be unable to execute and mask its 
violence under the forms of the Constitution. When a majority is 
included in a faction, the form of popular government on the other 
hand enables it to sacrifice to its ruling passion or interest, both the 
public good and the rights of other citizens. To secure the public 
good, and private rights, against the danger of such a faction, and at 
the same time to preserve the spirit and the form of popular govern-
ment, is then the great object to which our enquiries are directed. 
Let me add that it is the great desideratum, by which alone this form 
of government can be rescued from the opprobrium under which it 
has so long labored, and be recommended to the esteem and adop-
tion of mankind.

•  In  this paragraph, Madison  introduces how to secure 
public goods and private rights from the “danger of faction.” 
He concludes that there is little concern about the danger of 
faction when such a group is made up of less than a majority 
(a minority) of citizens. However, preventing majority factions 
from trampling the rights of minorities is a much more chal-
lenging proposition.  •

By what means is this object attainable? Evidently by one of two 
only. Either the existence of the same passion or interest in a major-
ity at the same time, must be prevented; or the majority, having such 
co-existent passion or interest, must be rendered, by their number 
and local situation, unable to concert and carry into effect schemes 
of oppression. If the impulse and the opportunity be suffered to co-
incide, we well know that neither moral nor religious motives can 
be relied on as an adequate control. They are not found to be such 
on the injustice and violence of individuals, and lose their efficacy in 
proportion to the number combined together; that is, in proportion 
as their efficacy becomes needful.

•  Madison argues that faction can be controlled  in only 
two ways: eliminating the existence of a majority, or prevent-
ing majorities from carrying out acts of oppression. He notes 
that neither moral nor religious motives control the will of the 
majority. Thus, another remedy is necessary.  •

From this view of the subject, it may be concluded, that a pure 
Democracy, by which I mean, a Society, consisting of a small number 
of citizens, who assemble and administer the Government in person, 
can admit of no cure for the mischiefs of faction. A common pas-
sion or interest will, in almost every case, be felt by a majority of 
the whole; a communication and concert results from the form of 
Government itself; and there is nothing to check the inducements 
to sacrifice the weaker party, or an obnoxious individual. Hence it is, 
that such Democracies have ever been spectacles of turbulence and 
contention; have ever been found incompatible with personal securi-
ty, or the rights of property; and have in general been as short in their 
lives, as they have been violent in their deaths. Theoretic politicians, 
who have patronized this species of Government, have erroneously 
supposed, that by reducing mankind to a perfect equality in their po-
litical rights, they would, at the same time, be perfectly equalized and 
assimilated in their possessions, their opinions, and their passions.

•  Madison begins to explore governmental solutions to 
the mischief of faction. He notes that “pure” or direct democ-
racy  cannot  control  factions.  In  such  a  system,  Madison 
explains, it is almost impossible to prevent a majority of citi-
zens  from coming  together  to oppress  the minority;  this  is 
especially  true  because  no mechanism  exists  to  check  the 
power of the majority.  •

A republic, by which I mean a government in which the scheme 
of representation takes place, opens a different prospect, and prom-
ises the cure for which we are seeking. Let us examine the points in 

which it varies from pure democracy, and we shall comprehend both 
the nature of the cure and the efficacy which it must derive from 
the union.

•  Continuing  to  explore  governmental  solutions  to  fac-
tion, Madison notes that republican government, such as that 
created under the Constitution, provides the cure to alleviate 
the problems of faction.  •

The two great points of difference, between a democracy and a 
republic, are, first, the delegation of the government, in the latter, to 
a small number of citizens, elected by the rest; secondly, the greater 
number of citizens, and greater sphere of country, over which the 
latter may be extended.

The effect of the first difference is, on the one hand, to refine and 
enlarge the public views, by passing them through the medium of 
a chosen body of citizens, whose wisdom may best discern the true 
interest of their country, and whose patriotism and love of justice, 
will be least likely to sacrifice it to temporary or partial considera-
tions. Under such a regulation, it may well happen, that the public 
voice, pronounced by the representatives of the people, will be more 
consonant to the public good, than if pronounced by the people 
themselves, convened for the purpose. On the other hand the effect 
may be inverted. Men of factious tempers, of local prejudices, or of 
sinister designs, may by intrigue, by corruption, or by other means, 
first obtain the suffrages, and then betray the interest of the peo-
ple. The question resulting is, whether small or extensive republics 
are most favorable to the election of proper guardians of the public 
weal, and it is clearly decided in favor of the latter by two obvious 
considerations.

•  Here,  Madison  further  delineates  the  important 
 differences between a pure democracy and a republic (rep-
resentative democracy). First, he argues that a  republic  is 
superior  because  it  delegates  authority  from  the masses 
to  their  elected  representatives. This  allows  government 
to  filter  public  opinion,  placing  the  long-term  public  good 
above  citizens’  short-term  and  individual  interests.  He 
acknowledges that some elected officials may be affected 
by “corruption” or “intrigue,” but he notes that the size of 
the  republic—explored  in  the  following paragraphs—helps 
to limit these concerns.  •

In the first place, it is to be remarked that, however small the 
republic may be, the representatives must be raised to a certain num-
ber, in order to guard against the cabals of a few; and that however 
large it may be, they must be limited to a certain number, in order 
to guard against the confusion of a multitude. Hence, the number 
of representatives in the two cases not being in proportion to that 
of the constituents, and being proportionally greatest in the small 
republic, it follows, that if the proportion of fit characters be not 
less in the large than in the small republic, the former will present a 
greater option, and consequently a greater probability of a fit choice.

In the next place, as each Representative will be chosen by a 
greater number of citizens in the large than in the small Republic, 
it will be more difficult for unworthy candidates to practise with 
success the vicious arts, by which elections are too often carried; and 
the suffrages of the people being more free, will be more likely to 
center on men who possess the most attractive merit, and the most 
diffusive and established characters.

•  Madison argues  that  the second  reason a  republic  is 
superior  to a democracy  is  that a  republic can be extended 
over  a much  larger  class  of  citizens  than  a  democracy.  He 
notes  that  an  effective  government  must  strike  a  balance 
between the number of the governed and the number of their 
representatives, or governors. In identifying the correct num-
ber of representatives, Madison argues that it is necessary to 
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guarantee a number  large enough  to guard against  the cor-
rupt few, but not so many that there will be collective action 
problems. He admits that striking this balance is easier  in a 
large republic than a small one. A larger republic also makes 
corruption  less  likely  and enlightened  representatives more 
likely.  •

It must be confessed, that in this, as in most other cases, there is 
a mean, on both sides of which inconveniences will be found to lie. 
By enlarging too much the number of electors, you render the rep-
resentatives too little acquainted with all their local circumstances 
and lesser interests; as by reducing it too much, you render him un-
duly attached to these, and too little fit to comprehend and pursue 
great and national objects. The Federal Constitution forms a happy 
combination in this respect; the great and aggregate interests being 
referred to the national, the local and particular, to the state legis-
latures.

•  Madison notes that the unique federal system created 
by the Framers—which divided power between the state and 
national governments—provides an especially good structure 
for a republican government.  •

The other point of difference is, the greater number of citizens 
and extent of territory which may be brought within the compass of 
Republican, than of Democratic Government; and it is this circum-
stance principally which renders factious combinations less to be 
dreaded in the former, than in the latter. The smaller the society, the 
fewer probably will be the distinct parties and interests composing it; 
the fewer the distinct parties and interests, the more frequently will 
a majority be found of the same party; and the smaller the number 
of individuals composing a majority, and the smaller the compass 
within which they are placed, the more easily will they concert and 
execute their plans of oppression. Extend the sphere, and you take 
in a greater variety of parties and interests; you make it less probable 
that a majority of the whole will have a common motive to invade 
the rights of other citizens; or if such a common motive exists, it will 
be more difficult for all who feel it to discover their own strength, 
and to act in unison with each other. Besides other impediments, 
it may be remarked, that where there is a consciousness of unjust 
or dishonorable purposes, communication is always checked by dis-
trust, in proportion to the number whose concurrence is necessary.

•  Madison continues his defense of the value of a large 
republic. He reiterates that in a smaller society, citizens’ opin-
ions are more likely to be homogenous, and oppression more 
probable. However, larger societies have greater diversity. In 
such societies,  it  is more difficult for a faction to invade the 
rights of other citizens in an unjust way.  •

Hence it clearly appears, that the same advantage, which a Re-
public has over a Democracy, in controlling the effects of faction, is 
enjoyed by a large over a small Republic—is enjoyed by the Union 
over the States composing it. Does this advantage consist in the sub-
stitution of Representatives, whose enlightened views and virtuous 
sentiments render them superior to local prejudices, and to schemes 
of injustice? It will not be denied, that the Representation of the 
Union will be most likely to possess these requisite endowments. 
Does it consist in the greater security afforded by a greater variety of 
parties, against the event of any one party being able to outnumber 
and oppress the rest? In an equal degree does the increased variety 
of parties, comprised within the Union, increase this security? Does 
it, in fine, consist in the greater obstacles opposed to the concert 
and accomplishment of the secret wishes of an unjust and interested 
majority? Here, again, the extent of the Union gives it the most pal-
pable advantage.

The influence of factious leaders may kindle a flame within their 
particular States, but will be unable to spread a general conflagra-
tion through the other States: a religious sect, may degenerate into a 
political faction in a part of the Confederacy but the variety of sects 
dispersed over the entire face of it, must secure the national Councils 
against any danger from that source: a rage for paper money, for an 
abolition of debts, for an equal division of property, or for any other 
improper or wicked project, will be less apt to pervade the whole 
body of the Union, than a particular member of it; in the same pro-
portion as such a malady is more likely to taint a particular county or 
district, than an entire State.

•  Madison states that the very size of the union, with its 
thirteen states with different cultures and traditions, makes 
the federal system created by the Constitution what Benjamin 
Franklin called “our  last best choice.” He argues that, under 
the  federal  system,  while  factions  may  rise  in  individual 
states, they will be less likely to overtake the entire union.  •

In the extent and proper structure of the Union, therefore, we 
behold a Republican remedy for the diseases most incident to Re-
publican Government. And according to the degree of pleasure and 
pride, we feel in being Republicans, ought to be our zeal in cherish-
ing the spirit, and supporting the character of Federalists.

•  Proudly  calling  supporters  of  the  new  Constitution 
Federalists, Madison  concludes  that  the  document  creates 
a republican form of government workable for the ages. This 
form of government,  in his estimation,  is  the best possible 
way to control the effects of faction, or “the diseases most 
incident to Republican Government.”  •

Publius
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Federalist No. 51
February 6, 1788
James Madison
To the People of the State of New York:

Federalist No. 51 is one of the most widely cited of all The Federalist Papers. In it, James Madison carefully explains how the 
structure of the new government helps to protect citizens’ individual liberties. He contends that the Constitution contains two 
main protections: a system of checks and balances, and a federal system of government that divides power between state and 
national governments. Perhaps the most famous line of this paper is “Ambition must be made to counteract ambition.”

To what expedient then shall we finally resort for maintain-
ing in practice the necessary partition of power among 
the several departments, as laid down in the Constitu-
tion? The only answer that can be given is, that as all these 

exterior provisions are found to be inadequate, the defect must be 
supplied, by so contriving the interior structure of the government, 
as that its several constituent parts may, by their mutual relations, 
be the means of keeping each other in their proper places. Without 
presuming to undertake a full development of this important idea, 
I will hazard a few general observations, which may perhaps place 
it in a clearer light, and enable us to form a more correct judgment 
of the principles and structure of the government planned by the 
convention.

•  Here, Madison summarizes the central  theme of  this 
essay:  exploring  how  the Constitution  creates  a  system  of 
checks and balances that prevents any faction of individuals 
from  becoming  too  powerful.  In  the  following  paragraphs, 
Madison begins a lengthy discussion of this mechanism.  •

In order to lay a due foundation for that separate and distinct 
exercise of the different powers of government, which to a certain 
extent, is admitted on all hands to be essential to the preservation 
of liberty, it is evident that each department should have a will of its 
own; and consequently should be so constituted, that the members 
of each should have as little agency as possible in the appointment 
of the members of the others. Were this principle rigorously adhered 
to, it would require that all the appointments for the supreme execu-
tive, legislative, and judiciary magistracies, should be drawn from the 
same fountain of authority, the people, through channels, having no 
communication whatever with one another. Perhaps such a plan of 
constructing the several departments would be less difficult in prac-
tice than it may in contemplation appear.

•  The first necessary step is to devise a system where 
each institution has its own unique power. This is the system 
of  separation of powers. To preserve  this  system, Madison 
notes  that  in an  ideal world, officials  in each branch should 
have  very  little  ability  to  influence  the  selection  of  officials 
serving in any other branch; officials should all be selected by 
the people.  •

Some difficulties however, and some additional expense, would 
attend the execution of it. Some deviations therefore from the prin-
ciple must be admitted. In the constitution of the judiciary depart-
ment in particular, it might be inexpedient to insist rigorously on 
the principle; first, because peculiar qualifications being essential in 
the members, the primary consideration ought to be to select that 
mode of choice, which best secures these qualifications; secondly, 
because the permanent tenure by which the appointments are held 
in that department, must soon destroy all sense of dependence on 
the authority conferring them.

•  In this section, Madison points out the difficulties with 
allowing the people to directly select their leaders. For exam-
ple, members of the federal judiciary must have unique quali-
fications and are appointed for life. The general public might 
not  be  able  to make  the most  appropriate  decisions  about 
who should fill these positions.

Notably, the Framers appear to have had little faith in the 
people’s ability to choose their leaders in other branches of gov-
ernment as well. A number of provisions of the Constitution, 
such as the selection of senators by state legislators and the 
use of the Electoral College, reveal the Framers’ fears of mob 
rule.  •

It is equally evident that the members of each department should 
be as little dependent as possible on those of the others, for the 
emoluments annexed to their offices. Were the executive magistrate, 
or the judges, not independent of the legislature in this particular, 
their independence in every other would be merely nominal.

But the great security against a gradual concentration of the sev-
eral powers in the same department, consists in giving to those who 
administer each department, the necessary constitutional means, 
and personal motives, to resist encroachments of the others. The 
provision for defense must in this, as in all other cases, be made 
commensurate to the danger of attack. Ambition must be made to 
counteract ambition.

•  Here, Madison stresses  that  there must be constitu-
tional protections in place to ensure that those working within 
one branch of  the government will  be  able  to  act  indepen-
dently of the other branches. In the most famous phrase of 
Federalist No. 51, Madison declares, “Ambition must be made 
to counteract ambition.” This forms the theoretical foundation 
for a system of checks and balances.  •

The interest of the man must be connected with the constitu-
tional right of the place. It may be a reflection on human nature, 
that such devices should be necessary to control the abuses of 
government. But what is government itself but the greatest of all 
reflections on human nature? If men were angels, no government 
would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external 
nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In framing 
a government which is to be administered by men over men, the 
great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the government to 
control the governed; and in the next place, oblige it to control itself. 
A dependence on the people is no doubt the primary control on 
the government; but experience has taught mankind the necessity of 
auxiliary precautions.

•  Madison argues that, if people behaved in an ideal way, 
government  and  all  the  controls  that  it  provides  would  be 
unnecessary. However, as theorists such as Thomas Hobbes 
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argued, people in their natural state cannot be trusted. History 
is replete with examples of tyranny present in other forms of 
government. Thus, a government must be fashioned that can 
control the people as well as itself.  •

This policy of supplying by opposite and rival interests, the defect 
of better motives, might be traced through the whole system of hu-
man affairs, private as well as public. We see it particularly displayed 
in all the subordinate distributions of power; where the constant aim 
is to divide and arrange the several offices in such a manner as that 
each may be a check on the other; that the private interest of every 
individual, may be a sentinel over the public rights. These inven-
tions of prudence cannot be less requisite in the distribution of the 
supreme powers of the state.

But it is not possible to give to each department an equal power 
of self defense. In republican government the legislative authority, 
necessarily, predominates. The remedy for this inconveniency is, to 
divide the legislature into different branches; and to render them by 
different modes of election, and different principles of action, as lit-
tle connected with each other, as the nature of their common func-
tions, and their common dependence on the society, will admit. It 
may even be necessary to guard against dangerous encroachments 
by still further precautions. As the weight of the legislative author-
ity requires that it should be thus divided, the weakness of the ex-
ecutive may require, on the other hand, that it should be fortified. 
An absolute negative, on the legislature, appears at first view to be 
the natural defense with which the executive magistrate should be 
armed. But perhaps it would be neither altogether safe, nor alone 
sufficient. On ordinary occasions, it might not be exerted with the 
requisite firmness; and on extraordinary occasions, it might be pre-
fidiously abused.

May not this defect of an absolute negative be supplied, by some 
qualified connection between this weaker department, and the 
weaker branch of the stronger department, by which the latter may 
be led to support the constitutional rights of the former, without 
being too much detached from the rights of its own department? If 
the principles on which these observations are founded be just, as I 
persuade myself they are, and they be applied as a criterion, to the 
several state constitutions, and to the federal constitution, it will be 
found, that if the latter does not perfectly correspond with them, the 
former are infinitely less able to bear such a test.

•  Here, Madison begins to discuss the separation of pow-
ers between the three branches of the national government. 
He  argues  that  it  is  not  practicable  to  give  these  branches 
equal power;  the  legislature will always dominate. The best 
way  to  limit  the  tyranny of  this  branch, Madison  argues,  is 
to divide the power of  the  legislature  into  two—to create a 
bicameral legislature.

In contrast, he contends that the power of the executive 
branch may not be sufficient to check the power of Congress. 
Thus, the Framers empower the executive with “an absolute 
negative on the legislature,” exemplified by the power to veto 
acts of Congress.  •

There are moreover two considerations particularly applicable to 
the federal system of America, which place that system in a very 
interesting point of view.

•  Below, Madison  identifies  the  strengths of  the  fed-
eral  system  as  a  solution  to  potential  ills  inherent  in  the 
republic.  •

First. In a single republic, all the power surrendered by the peo-
ple, is submitted to the administration of a single government; and 
usurpations are guarded against by a division of the government 
into distinct and separate departments. In the compound republic 
of America, the power surrendered by the people, is first divided 

between two distinct governments, and then the portion allotted to 
each, subdivided among distinct and separate departments. Hence 
a double security arises to the rights of the people. The different 
governments will control each other; at the same time that each will 
be controlled by itself.

•  Madison introduces the notion of a compound (federal) 
republic. Unlike a unitary system where the people offer up all 
power to a single government, in a compound republic such as 
the one created by the Constitution, power is divided in many 
ways. First, power is split between the states and the national 
government. Second, within  the national government,  there 
exists the “double security” of three branches of government, 
each with checks and balances on the others.  •

Second. It is of great importance in a republic, not only to guard 
the society against the oppression of its rulers; but to guard one part 
of the society against the injustice of the other part. Different inter-
ests necessarily exist in different classes of citizens.

•  Here, Madison discusses  the  second purpose of  the 
republic: to protect the citizens from themselves. Specifically, 
he argues  that  it  is necessary  to devise a government  that 
protects the rights and interests of one faction from those of 
another faction.  •

If a majority be united by a common interest, the rights of the 
minority will be insecure. There are but two methods of providing 
against this evil: the one by creating a will in the community inde-
pendent of the majority, that is, of the society itself; the other by 
comprehending in the society so many separate descriptions of citi-
zens, as will render an unjust combination of a majority of the whole, 
very improbable, if not impracticable. The first method prevails in all 
governments possessing an hereditary or self appointed authority. 
This at best is but a precarious security; because a power independ-
ent of the society may as well espouse the unjust views of the major, 
as the rightful interests, of the minor party, and may possibly be 
turned against both parties. The second method will be exemplified 
in the federal republic of the United States. While all authority in it 
will be derived from and dependent on the society, the society itself 
will be broken into so many parts, interests and classes of citizens, 
that the rights of individuals or of the minority, will be in little dan-
ger from interested combinations of the majority. In a free govern-
ment, the security for civil rights must be the same as for religious 
rights. It consists in the one case in the multiplicity of interests, and 
in the other, in the multiplicity of sects. The degree of security in 
both cases will depend on the number of interests and sects; and this 
may be presumed to depend on the extent of country and number of 
people comprehended under the same government.

•  Madison notes that there are two ways to protect the 
rights of citizens in the face of a united minority. First, a social 
movement or movements may arise in opposition to the will 
of the majority. This system, he notes, is used in monarchies, 
but with  little  success. The  second  option—and  the  option 
used  in  the new federal  republic—is  the division of society 
into so many  interests and classes that  it  is difficult  for  the 
majority to trample the wishes of the minority.  •

This view of the subject must particularly recommend a proper 
federal system to all the sincere and considerate friends of republican 
government. Since it shows that in exact proportion as the territory 
of the union may be formed into more circumscribed confederacies 
or states, oppressive combinations of a majority will be facilitated, 
the best security under the republican form, for the rights of every 
class of citizens, will be diminished; and consequently, the stabil-
ity and independence of some member of the government, the only 
other security, must be proportionally increased. Justice is the end of 
government. It is the end of civil society.
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It ever has been, and ever will be pursued, until it be obtained, 
or until liberty be lost in the pursuit. In a society under the forms of 
which the stronger faction can readily unite and oppress the weaker, 
anarchy may as truly be said to reign, as in a state of nature where the 
weaker individual is not secured against the violence of the stronger; 
and as in the latter state even the stronger individuals are prompted 
by the uncertainty of their condition, to submit to a government 
which may protect the weak as well as themselves; so, in the former 
state, will the more powerful factions or parties be gradually induced 
by a like motive, to wish for a government which will protect all par-
ties, the weaker as well as the more powerful. It can be little doubted, 
that if the state of Rhode Island was separated from the confederacy, 
and left to itself, the insecurity of rights under the popular form 
of government within such narrow limits, would be displayed by 
such reiterated oppressions of factious majorities, that some power 
altogether independent of the people would soon be called for by 
the voice of the very factions whose misrule had proved the neces-
sity of it. In the extended republic of the United States, and among 
the great variety of interests, parties and sects which it embraces, a 

 coalition of a majority of the whole society could seldom take place 
on any other principles than those of justice and the general good; 
and there being thus less danger to a minor from the will of the ma-
jor party, there must be less pretext also, to provide for the security of 
the former, by introducing into the government a will not dependent 
on the latter; or in other words, a will independent of the society 
itself. It is no less certain than it is important, notwithstanding the 
contrary opinions which have been entertained, that the larger the 
society, provided it lie within a practicable sphere, the more duly 
capable it will be of self government. And happily for the republican 
cause, the practicable sphere may be carried to a very great extent, by 
a judicious modification and mixture of the federal principle.

•  In the conclusion to this essay, Madison reiterates the 
advantages of  the  federal  system of  government  proposed 
under the Constitution: forming a union between the various 
states will  strengthen protection of citizens’  individual  liber-
ties, increase security, and promote justice.  •

Publius

Federalist No. 78
May 28, 1788
Alexander Hamilton
To the People of the State of New York:

Federalist No. 78 is the first of six Federalist Papers that discuss the judicial branch. Alexander Hamilton’s analysis focuses on 
several points. Among these are the method of judicial selection, tenure in office, and the scope of judicial authority. This piece 
is perhaps best known for its defense of lifetime terms for judges, as well as its declaration that the judiciary would be the “least 
dangerous branch.”

We proceed now to an examination of the judiciary 
department of the proposed government.

In unfolding the defects of the existing Con-
federation, the utility and necessity of a federal ju-

dicature have been clearly pointed out. It is the less necessary to 
recapitulate the considerations there urged, as the propriety of the 
institution in the abstract is not disputed; the only questions which 
have been raised being relative to the manner of constituting it, and 
to its extent. To these points, therefore, our observations shall be 
confined.

•  Government under the Articles of Confederation lacked 
a  federal  judiciary. The  Framers  found  this  system  unwork-
able, and, theoretically, at least, believed in the necessity of a 
federal judiciary under the new Constitution. They had, how-
ever, given little thought to the form and structure of this new 
institution of government.  •

The manner of constituting it seems to embrace these several 
objects: 1st. The mode of appointing the judges. 2d. The tenure by 
which they are to hold their places. 3d. The partition of the judiciary 
authority between different courts, and their relations to each other.

First. As to the mode of appointing the judges; this is the same 
with that of appointing the officers of the Union in general, and has 
been so fully discussed in the two last numbers, that nothing can be 
said here which would not be useless repetition.

•  Hamilton spends little time discussing the method of 
judicial selection. He notes that the authors of The Federalist 
Papers  had  already  discussed  in  great  detail  the  appoint-
ing power of the executive branch (who were chosen in the 
same way).  •

Second. As to the tenure by which the judges are to hold their 
places: this chiefly concerns their duration in office; the provisions 
for their support; the precautions for their responsibility.

•  This  paper  instead will  focus  on  judicial  term  length 
and compensation, as well as judges’ role within the political 
system.  •

According to the plan of the convention, all judges who may be 
appointed by the United States are to hold their offices during good 
behavior; which is conformable to the most approved of the State 
constitutions and among the rest, to that of this State. Its propriety 
having been drawn into question by the adversaries of that plan, is 
no light symptom of the rage for objection, which disorders their 
imaginations and judgments. The standard of good behavior for the 
continuance in office of the judicial magistracy, is certainly one of 
the most valuable of the modern improvements in the practice of 
government. In a monarchy it is an excellent barrier to the despot-
ism of the prince; in a republic it is a no less excellent barrier to the 
encroachments and oppressions of the representative body. And it 
is the best expedient which can be devised in any government, to 
secure a steady, upright, and impartial administration of the laws.
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•  Hamilton argues that judges should serve only as long 
as they exhibit good behavior. The application of such a stan-
dard  helps  to  guard  against  tyranny  and  despotism, which 
the Framers feared from their experiences under the British 
crown.  •

Whoever attentively considers the different departments of pow-
er must perceive, that, in a government in which they are separated 
from each other, the judiciary, from the nature of its functions, will 
always be the least dangerous to the political rights of the Constitu-
tion; because it will be least in a capacity to annoy or injure them. 
The Executive not only dispenses the honors, but holds the sword 
of the community. The legislature not only commands the purse, but 
prescribes the rules by which the duties and rights of every citizen 
are to be regulated. The judiciary, on the contrary, has no influence 
over either the sword or the purse; no direction either of the strength 
or of the wealth of the society; and can take no active resolution 
whatever. It may truly be said to have neither force nor will, but 
merely judgment; and must ultimately depend upon the aid of the 
executive arm even for the efficacy of its judgments.

•  This  is  perhaps  the  most  famous  paragraph  of 
Hamilton’s  treatise. Here, he argues  that  the  judiciary will 
be  the “least  dangerous branch.” The  legislature has “the 
purse,” or the power to raise and spend revenues. The exec-
utive has “the sword,” or  the ability  to carry out  the  laws 
of  the  nation. The  judiciary,  however,  has  “neither  force 
nor will,  but merely  judgment.” Furthermore,  even after  a 
federal  court  has  reached  a  decision  on  a  case, Hamilton 
argues, it is dependent on the executive branch to carry out 
its will.  •

This simple view of the matter suggests several important con-
sequences. It proves incontestably, that the judiciary is beyond 
comparison the weakest of the three departments of power1; that 
it can never attack with success either of the other two; and that all 
possible care is requisite to enable it to defend itself against their 
attacks. It equally proves, that though individual oppression may 
now and then proceed from the courts of justice, the general liberty 
of the people can never be endangered from that quarter; I mean 
so long as the judiciary remains truly distinct from both the legis-
lature and the Executive. For I agree, that “there is no liberty, if the 
power of judging be not separated from the legislative and executive 
powers.”2 And it proves, in the last place, that as liberty can have 
nothing to fear from the judiciary alone, but would have every thing 
to fear from its union with either of the other departments; that as 
all the effects of such a union must ensue from a dependence of 
the former on the latter, notwithstanding a nominal and apparent 
separation; that as, from the natural feebleness of the judiciary, it 
is in continual jeopardy of being overpowered, awed, or influenced 
by its co-ordinate branches; and that as nothing can contribute so 
much to its firmness and independence as permanency in office, 
this quality may therefore be justly regarded as an indispensable 
ingredient in its constitution, and, in a great measure, as the citadel 
of the public justice and the public security.

•  As a result of  its  limited power, Hamilton argues, the 
judiciary poses little threat to citizens’ liberties.  •

The complete independence of the courts of justice is peculiarly 
essential in a limited Constitution. By a limited Constitution, I 
understand one which contains certain specified exceptions to the 
legislative authority; such, for instance, as that it shall pass no bills 
of attainder, no ex-post-facto laws, and the like. Limitations of this 
kind can be preserved in practice no other way than through the 
medium of courts of justice, whose duty it must be to declare all 
acts contrary to the manifest tenor of the Constitution void. With-
out this, all the reservations of particular rights or privileges would 
amount to nothing.

Some perplexity respecting the rights of the courts to pro-
nounce legislative acts void, because contrary to the Constitution, 
has arisen from an imagination that the doctrine would imply a 
superiority of the judiciary to the legislative power. It is urged that 
the authority which can declare the acts of another void, must nec-
essarily be superior to the one whose acts may be declared void. As 
this doctrine is of great importance in all the American constitu-
tions, a brief discussion of the ground on which it rests cannot be 
unacceptable.

There is no position which depends on clearer principles, than 
that every act of a delegated authority, contrary to the tenor of the 
commission under which it is exercised, is void. No legislative act, 
therefore, contrary to the Constitution, can be valid. To deny this, 
would be to affirm, that the deputy is greater than his principal; that 
the servant is above his master; that the representatives of the people 
are superior to the people themselves; that men acting by virtue of 
powers, may do not only what their powers do not authorize, but 
what they forbid.

If it be said that the legislative body are themselves the consti-
tutional judges of their own powers, and that the construction they 
put upon them is conclusive upon the other departments, it may be 
answered, that this cannot be the natural presumption, where it is 
not to be collected from any particular provisions in the Constitu-
tion. It is not otherwise to be supposed, that the Constitution could 
intend to enable the representatives of the people to substitute their 
will to that of their constituents. It is far more rational to suppose, 
that the courts were designed to be an intermediate body between 
the people and the legislature, in order, among other things, to keep 
the latter within the limits assigned to their authority. The interpre-
tation of the laws is the proper and peculiar province of the courts. 
A constitution is, in fact, and must be regarded by the judges, as a 
fundamental law. It therefore belongs to them to ascertain its mean-
ing, as well as the meaning of any particular act proceeding from 
the legislative body. If there should happen to be an irreconcilable 
variance between the two, that which has the superior obligation 
and validity ought, of course, to be preferred; or, in other words, the 
Constitution ought to be preferred to the statute, the intention of 
the people to the intention of their agents.

Nor does this conclusion by any means suppose a superiority of 
the judicial to the legislative power. It only supposes that the power 
of the people is superior to both; and that where the will of the 
legislature, declared in its statutes, stands in opposition to that of 
the people, declared in the Constitution, the judges ought to be gov-
erned by the latter rather than the former. They ought to regulate 
their decisions by the fundamental laws, rather than by those which 
are not fundamental.

This exercise of judicial discretion, in determining between two 
contradictory laws, is exemplified in a familiar instance. It not un-
commonly happens, that there are two statutes existing at one time, 
clashing in whole or in part with each other, and neither of them 
containing any repealing clause or expression. In such a case, it is 
the province of the courts to liquidate and fix their meaning and 
operation. So far as they can, by any fair construction, be reconciled 
to each other, reason and law conspire to dictate that this should be 
done; where this is impracticable, it becomes a matter of necessity to 
give effect to one, in exclusion of the other. The rule which has ob-
tained in the courts for determining their relative validity is, that the 
last in order of time shall be preferred to the first. But this is a mere 
rule of construction, not derived from any positive law, but from the 
nature and reason of the thing. It is a rule not enjoined upon the 
courts by legislative provision, but adopted by themselves, as con-
sonant to truth and propriety, for the direction of their conduct as 
interpreters of the law. They thought it reasonable, that between the 
interfering acts of an equal authority, that which was the last indica-
tion of its will should have the preference.
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But in regard to the interfering acts of a superior and subordinate 
authority, of an original and derivative power, the nature and reason 
of the thing indicate the converse of that rule as proper to be fol-
lowed. They teach us that the prior act of a superior ought to be pre-
ferred to the subsequent act of an inferior and subordinate authority; 
and that accordingly, whenever a particular statute contravenes the 
Constitution, it will be the duty of the judicial tribunals to adhere to 
the latter and disregard the former.

•  Hamilton argues that the courts must remain indepen-
dent of the authority of the legislative and executive branches. 
This  independence  is  particularly  important  because  the 
courts must be able to declare legislative acts void when they 
conflict with  the Constitution,  the  superior  law of  the  land. 
Many scholars point  to  this  text as an early defense of  the 
Supreme Court’s power of  judicial  review, although  it  is not 
explicitly stated in the Constitution.  •

It can be of no weight to say that the courts, on the pretense of a 
repugnancy, may substitute their own pleasure to the constitutional 
intentions of the legislature. This might as well happen in the case of 
two contradictory statutes; or it might as well happen in every adju-
dication upon any single statute. The courts must declare the sense 
of the law; and if they should be disposed to exercise will instead of 
judgment, the consequence would equally be the substitution of their 
pleasure to that of the legislative body. The observation, if it prove 
any thing, would prove that there ought to be no judges distinct 
from that body.

If, then, the courts of justice are to be considered as the bul-
warks of a limited Constitution against legislative encroachments, 
this consideration will afford a strong argument for the permanent 
tenure of judicial offices, since nothing will contribute so much as 
this to that independent spirit in the judges which must be essential 
to the faithful performance of so arduous a duty.

This independence of the judges is equally requisite to guard 
the Constitution and the rights of individuals from the effects of 
those ill humors, which the arts of designing men, or the influ-
ence of particular conjunctures, sometimes disseminate among the 
people themselves, and which, though they speedily give place to 
better information, and more deliberate reflection, have a tendency, 
in the meantime, to occasion dangerous innovations in the govern-
ment, and serious oppressions of the minor party in the community. 
Though I trust the friends of the proposed Constitution will never 
concur with its enemies,3 in questioning that fundamental principle 
of republican government, which admits the right of the people to 
alter or abolish the established Constitution, whenever they find it 
inconsistent with their happiness, yet it is not to be inferred from 
this principle, that the representatives of the people, whenever a 
momentary inclination happens to lay hold of a majority of their 
constituents, incompatible with the provisions in the existing Con-
stitution, would, on that account, be justifiable in a violation of those 
provisions; or that the courts would be under a greater obligation to 
connive at infractions in this shape, than when they had proceeded 
wholly from the cabals of the representative body. Until the people 
have, by some solemn and authoritative act, annulled or changed the 
established form, it is binding upon themselves collectively, as well as 
individually; and no presumption, or even knowledge, of their senti-
ments, can warrant their representatives in a departure from it, prior 
to such an act. But it is easy to see, that it would require an uncom-
mon portion of fortitude in the judges to do their duty as faithful 
guardians of the Constitution, where legislative invasions of it had 
been instigated by the major voice of the community.

But it is not with a view to infractions of the Constitution only, 
that the independence of the judges may be an essential safeguard 
against the effects of occasional ill humors in the society. These 
sometimes extend no farther than to the injury of the private rights 

of particular classes of citizens, by unjust and partial laws. Here also 
the firmness of the judicial magistracy is of vast importance in miti-
gating the severity and confining the operation of such laws. It not 
only serves to moderate the immediate mischiefs of those which 
may have been passed, but it operates as a check upon the legis-
lative body in passing them; who, perceiving that obstacles to the 
success of iniquitous intention are to be expected from the scruples 
of the courts, are in a manner compelled, by the very motives of 
the injustice they meditate, to qualify their attempts. This is a cir-
cumstance calculated to have more influence upon the character of 
our governments, than but few may be aware of. The benefits of the 
integrity and moderation of the judiciary have already been felt in 
more States than one; and though they may have displeased those 
whose sinister expectations they may have disappointed, they must 
have commanded the esteem and applause of all the virtuous and 
disinterested. Considerate men, of every description, ought to prize 
whatever will tend to beget or fortify that temper in the courts: as no 
man can be sure that he may not be to-morrow the victim of a spirit 
of injustice, by which he may be a gainer to-day. And every man 
must now feel, that the inevitable tendency of such a spirit is to sap 
the foundations of public and private confidence, and to introduce 
in its stead universal distrust and distress.

That inflexible and uniform adherence to the rights of the Con-
stitution, and of individuals, which we perceive to be indispensable 
in the courts of justice, can certainly not be expected from judges 
who hold their offices by a temporary commission. Periodical ap-
pointments, however regulated, or by whomsoever made, would, in 
some way or other, be fatal to their necessary independence. If the 
power of making them was committed either to the Executive or 
legislature, there would be danger of an improper complaisance to 
the branch which possessed it; if to both, there would be an un-
willingness to hazard the displeasure of either; if to the people, or 
to persons chosen by them for the special purpose, there would be 
too great a disposition to consult popularity, to justify a reliance that 
nothing would be consulted but the Constitution and the laws.

•  Hamilton argues that the judiciary’s role as defender of 
the Constitution makes  it  absolutely  necessary  that  judges 
serve life terms. Serving for life allows judges to put the law 
above all other considerations and to take positions that they 
might be less willing to take if they were beholden to citizens 
for reappointment or reelection.  •

There is yet a further and a weightier reason for the permanency 
of the judicial offices, which is deducible from the nature of the qual-
ifications they require. It has been frequently remarked, with great 
propriety, that a voluminous code of laws is one of the inconvenienc-
es necessarily connected with the advantages of a free government. 
To avoid an arbitrary discretion in the courts, it is indispensable that 
they should be bound down by strict rules and precedents, which 
serve to define and point out their duty in every particular case that 
comes before them; and it will readily be conceived from the variety 
of controversies which grow out of the folly and wickedness of man-
kind, that the records of those precedents must unavoidably swell 
to a very considerable bulk, and must demand long and laborious 
study to acquire a competent knowledge of them. Hence it is, that 
there can be but few men in the society who will have sufficient skill 
in the laws to qualify them for the stations of judges. And making 
the proper deductions for the ordinary depravity of human nature, 
the number must be still smaller of those who unite the requisite 
integrity with the requisite knowledge. These considerations apprise 
us, that the government can have no great option between fit char-
acter; and that a temporary duration in office, which would naturally 
discourage such characters from quitting a lucrative line of practice 
to accept a seat on the bench, would have a tendency to throw the 
administration of justice into hands less able, and less well qualified, 
to conduct it with utility and dignity. In the present circumstances 
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of this country, and in those in which it is likely to be for a long time 
to come, the disadvantages on this score would be greater than they 
may at first sight appear; but it must be confessed, that they are far 
inferior to those which present themselves under the other aspects 
of the subject.

•  Another argument for life tenure of judges is the com-
plexity  of  the  laws. There  are  a  limited  number  of  citizens 
who  are  qualified  for  this  position,  and without  life  tenure, 
these people would be reluctant to serve on the bench. This 
was particularly true in the earliest days of the judiciary, when 
the courts lacked prestige and required a great deal of travel 
around the country, largely on horseback. Providing job secu-
rity was one way  the Framers  thought  they could compen-
sate for these shortcomings.  •

Upon the whole, there can be no room to doubt that the conven-
tion acted wisely in copying from the models of those constitutions 

which have established good behavior as the tenure of their judicial 
offices, in point of duration; and that so far from being blamable 
on this account, their plan would have been inexcusably defective, 
if it had wanted this important feature of good government. The 
experience of Great Britain affords an illustrious comment on the 
excellence of the institution.

Publius

 1  The celebrated Montesquieu, speaking of them, says: “Of the three powers above 
mentioned, the judiciary is next to nothing.”—“Spirit of Laws,” vol. 1, page 186.

 2  Idem, page 181.
 3  Vide “Protest of the Minority of the Convention of Pennsylvania,” Martin’s 

Speech, etc.
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administrative adjudication A quasi-judicial process 
in which a bureaucratic agency settles disputes between 
two parties in a manner similar to the way courts resolve 
disputes.

administrative discretion The ability of bureaucrats to 
make choices concerning the best way to implement con-
gressional or executive intentions.

affirmative action Policies designed to give special 
attention or compensatory treatment to members of a 
previously disadvantaged group.

agenda A set of issues to be discussed or given attention.
agenda setting The process of forming the list of issues 

to be addressed by government.
American dream An American ideal of a happy, success-

ful life, which often includes wealth, a house, a better life 
for one’s children, and, for some, the opportunity to grow 
up to be president.

amicus curiae “Friend of the court”; amici may file briefs or 
even appear to argue their interests orally before the court.

Anti-Federalists Those who favored strong state gov-
ernments and a weak national government; opposed rati-
fication of the U.S. Constitution.

appellate court Court that generally reviews only find-
ings of law made by lower courts.

appellate jurisdiction The power vested in particular 
courts to review and/or revise the decision of a lower 
court.

apportionment The process of allotting congressional 
seats to each state according to its proportion of the popu-
lation, following the decennial census.

Articles of Confederation The compact between the 
thirteen original colonies that created a loose league of 
friendship, with the national government drawing its 
powers from the states.

Bill of Rights The first ten amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution, which largely guarantee specific rights and 
liberties.

Black Codes Laws denying most legal rights to newly freed 
slaves; passed by southern states following the Civil War.

block grant A large grant given to a state by the federal 
government with only general spending guidelines.

Board of Governors In the Federal Reserve System, a 
seven-member board that makes most economic decisions 
regarding interest rates and the supply of money.

Bretton Woods System International financial system 
devised shortly before the end of World War II that created 
the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

brief A document containing the legal written arguments in 
a case filed with a court by a party prior to a hearing or trial.

Brown v. Board of Education (1954) U.S. Supreme 
Court decision holding that school segregation is inher-
ently unconstitutional because it violates the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s guarantee of equal protection.

budget deficit The economic condition that occurs when 
expenditures exceed revenues.

business cycles Fluctuations between periods of eco-
nomic growth and recession, or periods of boom and bust.

Glossary
A

B

C

Barron v. Baltimore (1833) The Supreme Court ruled 
that the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment did 
not apply to the actions of states. This decision limited the 
Bill of Rights to the actions of Congress alone.

Berlin Wall A barrier built by East Germany in 1961 to 
cut off democratic West Berlin from communist East Berlin.

bicameral legislature A two-house legislature.
bill A proposed law.
bill of attainder A law declaring an act illegal without a 

judicial trial.

Cabinet The formal body of presidential advisers who 
head the fifteen executive departments. Presidents often 
add others to this body of formal advisers.

campaign consultant A private-sector professional who 
sells to a candidate the technologies, services, and strate-
gies required to get that candidate elected.

campaign manager The individual who travels with the 
candidate and coordinates the campaign.

candidate-centered politics Politics that focus on the 
candidates, their particular issues, and character rather 
than party affiliation.

categorical grant Grant that appropriates federal funds 
to states for a specific purpose.

charter A document that, like a constitution, specifies the 
basic policies, procedures, and institutions of local govern-
ment. Charters for local governments must be approved 
by state legislatures.

charter schools Semipublic schools that have open 
admission but may also receive private donations to 
increase the quality of education.

checks and balances A constitutionally mandated struc-
ture that gives each of the three branches of government some 
degree of oversight and control over the actions of the others.

citizen journalists Ordinary individuals who collect, 
report, and analyze news content.
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civic virtue The tendency to form small-scale associa-
tions for the public good.

civil liberties The personal guarantees and freedoms that 
the government cannot abridge by law, constitution, or 
judicial interpretation.

civil rights The government-protected rights of individu-
als against arbitrary or discriminatory treatment by gov-
ernments or individuals.

Civil Rights Act of 1964 Wide-ranging legislation 
passed by Congress to outlaw segregation in public facili-
ties and discrimination in employment, education, and 
voting; created the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission.

Civil Rights Cases (1883) Name attached to five cases 
brought under the Civil Rights Act of 1875. In 1883, the 
Supreme Court decided that discrimination in a variety 
of public accommodations, including theaters, hotels, and 
railroads, could not be prohibited by the act because such 
discrimination was private, not state, discrimination.

civil service system The merit system by which many 
federal bureaucrats are selected.

Clean Air Act of 1970 The law that established national 
primary and secondary standards for air quality in the 
United States. A revised version was passed in 1990.

Clean Water Act of 1972 The Act that created water 
quality standards to control pollution, including elimina-
tion of point source discharge of pollutants.

clear and present danger test Test articulated by the 
Supreme Court in Schenck v. U.S. (1919) to draw the line 
between protected and unprotected speech; the Court 
looks to see “whether the words used” could “create a clear 
and present danger that they will bring about substantive 
evils” that Congress seeks “to prevent.”

closed primary A primary election in which only a par-
ty’s registered voters are eligible to cast a ballot.

cloture Mechanism requiring the vote of sixty senators to 
cut off debate.

collective good Something of value that cannot be with-
held from a nonmember of a group, for example, a tax 
write-off or a better environment.

collective security The idea that an attack on one coun-
try is an attack on all countries.

Committees of Correspondence Organizations in 
each of the American colonies created to keep colonists 
abreast of developments with the British; served as pow-
erful molders of public opinion against the British.

communications director The person who develops the 
overall media strategy for the candidate.

concurrent powers Powers shared by the national and 
state governments.

confederation Type of government in which the national 
government derives its powers from the states; a league of 
independent states.

conference committee Special joint committee created to 
reconcile differences in bills passed by the House and Senate.

Congressional Budget Act of 1974 Act that established 
the congressional budgetary process by laying out a plan for 
congressional action on the annual budget resolution, appro-
priations, reconciliation, and any other revenue bills.

congressional review A process whereby Congress can 
nullify agency regulations by a joint resolution of legisla-
tive disapproval.

conservative One who favors limited government inter-
vention, particularly in economic affairs.

constitution A document establishing the structure, 
functions, and limitations of a government.

constitutional courts Federal courts specifically created 
by the U.S. Constitution or by Congress pursuant to its 
authority in Article III.

Containment U.S. policy of opposing Soviet expansion 
and communist revolutions around the world with mili-
tary forces, economic assistance, and political influence.

content regulations Limitations on the substance of the 
mass media.

contrast ad Ad that compares the records and proposals 
of the candidates, with a bias toward the candidate spon-
soring the ad.

conventional political participation Activism that 
attempts to influence the political process through com-
monly accepted forms of persuasion such as voting or let-
ter writing.

cooperative federalism The intertwined relationship 
between the national, state, and local governments that 
began with the New Deal, often referred to as marble-
cake federalism.

county The basic administrative unit of local government.
critical election An election that signals a party realign-

ment through voter polarization around new issues and 
personalities.

crossover voting Participation in the primary election of 
a party with which the voter is not affiliated.

Cuban Missile Crisis The 1962 confrontation over the 
deployment of ballistic missiles in Cuba that nearly esca-
lated into nuclear war between the United States and the 
Soviet Union.

D
Declaration of Independence Document drafted 

largely by Thomas Jefferson in 1776 that proclaimed the 
right of the American colonies to separate from Great 
Britain.

deep background Information provided to a journalist 
that will not be attributed to any source.

de facto discrimination Racial discrimination that 
results from practice (such as housing patterns or other 
social or institutional, nongovernmental factors) rather 
than the law.

defense policy Area of policy making that focuses on the 
strategies that a country uses to protect itself from its enemies.

de jure discrimination Racial segregation that is a direct 
result of law or official policy.

delegate Representative to the party convention.
delegate Role played by an elected representative who 

votes the way his or her constituents would want, regard-
less of personal opinions.
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democracy A system of government that gives power 
to the people, whether directly or through elected 
representatives.

democratic enlargement Policy implemented during 
the Clinton administration in which the United States 
would actively promote the expansion of democracy and 
free markets throughout the world.

Department of Defense Chief executive branch depart-
ment responsible for formulation and implementation of 
U.S. defense and military policy.

Department of Homeland Security Cabinet depart-
ment created after the 9/11 terrorist attacks to coordinate 
domestic security efforts.

Department of State Chief executive branch depart-
ment responsible for formulation and implementation of 
U.S. foreign policy.

departments Major administrative units with respon-
sibility for a broad area of government operations. 
Departmental status usually indicates a permanent 
national interest in a particular governmental function, 
such as defense, commerce, or agriculture.

deregulation A reduction in market controls (such as 
price fixing, subsidies, or controls on who can enter the 
field) in favor of market-based competition.

détente The improvement in relations between the 
United States and the Soviet Union that occurred during 
the 1970s.

Dillon’s Rule A premise articulated by Judge John  
F. Dillon in 1868 which states that local governments do 
not have any inherent sovereignty and instead must be 
authorized by state governments that can create or abolish 
them.

direct democracy A system of government in which 
members of the polity meet to discuss all policy decisions 
and then agree to abide by majority rule.

direct incitement test Test articulated by the Supreme 
Court in Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969) holding that the 
First Amendment protects advocacy of illegal action 
unless imminent lawless action is intended and likely to 
occur.

discharge petition Petition that gives a majority of the 
House of Representatives the authority to bring an issue 
to the floor in the face of committee inaction.

discount rate The rate of interest at which the Federal 
Reserve Board lends money to member banks.

disturbance theory The theory that interest groups form 
as a result of changes in the political system.

divided government The political condition in which 
different political parties control the presidency and 
Congress.

domestic policy A category of public policy that includes 
a broad and varied range of government programs affect-
ing the lives of citizens within a country.

double jeopardy clause Part of the Fifth Amendment 
that protects individuals from being tried twice for the 
same offense in the same jurisdiction.

Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857) The Supreme Court con-
cluded that the U.S. Congress lacked the constitutional 
authority to bar slavery in the territories. This decision 
narrowed the scope of national power, while it enhanced 
that of the states.

E
economic interest group A group with the primary 

purpose of promoting the financial interests of its 
members.

economic regulation Government regulation of busi-
ness practices, industry rates, routes, or areas serviced by 
particular industries.

economic stability A situation in which there is eco-
nomic growth, rising national income, high employment, 
and steadiness in the general level of prices.

Eighth Amendment Part of the Bill of Rights that states: 
“Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines 
imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.”

elector Member of the Electoral College.
Electoral College Representatives of each state who cast 

the final ballots that actually elect a president.
electorate The citizens eligible to vote.
entitlement programs Government benefits that all 

citizens meeting eligibility criteria—such as age, income 
level, or unemployment—are legally “entitled” to receive.

enumerated powers The powers of the national govern-
ment specifically granted to Congress in Article I, section 8 of 
the Constitution.

Equal Pay Act of 1963 Legislation that requires employ-
ers to pay men and women equal pay for equal work.

equal protection clause Section of the Fourteenth 
Amendment that guarantees all citizens receive “equal 
protection of the laws.”

Equal Rights Amendment Proposed amendment to 
the Constitution that states “Equality of rights under the 
law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States 
or any state on account of sex.”

equal time rule The rule that requires broadcast stations 
to sell air time equally to all candidates in a political cam-
paign if they choose to sell it to any.

establishment clause The first clause of the First 
Amendment; it directs the national government not to 
sanction an official religion.

European Union An organization that joins 27 coun-
tries in Europe into a union that includes free trade, a 
central bank, a common currency, ease of immigration, a 
European Parliament, and other political institutions to 
govern and administer the organization.

exclusionary rule Judicially created rule that prohibits 
police from using illegally seized evidence at trial.

executive agreements Formal international agreements 
entered into by the president that do not require the 
advice and consent of the U.S. Senate.

Executive Office of the President (EOP) A mini-
bureaucracy created in 1939 to help the president oversee 
the executive branch bureaucracy.

dual federalism The belief that having separate and 
equally powerful levels of government is the best arrange-
ment, often referred to as layer-cake federalism.

due process clause Clause contained in the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments; over the years, it has been con-
strued to guarantee a variety of rights to individuals.
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F
Farewell Address When President George Washington 

left office, he wrote a letter, addressed to the People of the 
United States, warning people of the dangers to avoid in 
order to preserve the republic.

federal bureaucracy The thousands of federal gov-
ernment agencies and institutions that implement and 
administer federal laws and programs.

federal system System of government in which the 
national government and state governments share power 
and derive all authority from the people.

Federalists Those who favored a stronger national gov-
ernment and supported the proposed U.S. Constitution; 
later became the first U.S. political party.

Fifteenth Amendment One of the three Civil War 
Amendments; specifically enfranchised newly freed male 
slaves.

Fifth Amendment Part of the Bill of Rights that imposes 
a number of restrictions on the federal government with 
respect to the rights of persons suspected of committing 
a crime. It provides for indictment by a grand jury and 
protection against self-incrimination, and prevents the 
national government from denying a person life, liberty, 
or property without the due process of law. It also prevents 
the national government from taking property without 
just compensation.

fighting words Words that “by their very utterance inflict 
injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of peace.” 
Fighting words are not subject to the restrictions of the 
First Amendment.

filibuster A way of halting Senate action on a bill by 
means of long speeches or unlimited debate.

finance chair The individual who coordinates the finan-
cial business of the campaign.

First Amendment Part of the Bill of Rights that imposes 
a number of restrictions on the federal government with 
respect to civil liberties, including freedom of religion, 
speech, press, assembly, and petition.

First Continental Congress Meeting held in 
Philadelphia from September 5 to October 26, 1774, 
in which fifty-six delegates (from every colony except 
Georgia) adopted a resolution in opposition to the 
Coercive Acts.

fiscal policy The deliberate use of the national govern-
ment’s taxing and spending policies to maintain economic 
stability.

501(c) group Interest groups whose primary purpose is 
not electoral politics.

527 political committee Organizations created with 
the primary purpose of influencing electoral outcomes; 
the term is typically applied only to freestanding interest 
groups that do not explicitly advocate for the election of 
a candidate.

foreign policy Area of policy making that encompasses 
how one country builds relationships with other countries 
in order to safeguard its national interest.

Fourteenth Amendment One of the three Civil War 
Amendments; guarantees equal protection and due pro-
cess of the law to all U.S. citizens.

Fourth Amendment Part of the Bill of Rights that reads: 
“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches 
and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall 
issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or 
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be 
searched, and the persons or things to be seized.”

framing The process by which a news organization 
defines a political issue and consequently affects opinion 
about the issue.

free exercise clause The second clause of the First 
Amendment; it prohibits the U.S. government from 
interfering with a citizen’s right to practice his or her 
religion.

free rider problem Potential members fail to join a group 
because they can get the benefit, or collective good, sought 
by the group without contributing the effort.

free trade system A system of international trade that 
has limited government interference on the sale of goods 
and services among countries.

front-loading The tendency of states to choose an early 
date on the nomination calendar.

full faith and credit clause Section of Article IV of the 
Constitution that ensures judicial decrees and contracts 
made in one state will be binding and enforceable in any 
other state.

fundamental freedoms Those rights defined by the 
Court as essential to order, liberty, and justice and there-
fore entitled to the highest standard of review.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) Post–World War II economic development 
treaty designed to help facilitate international trade nego-
tiations and promote free trade.

general election Election in which voters decide which 
candidates will actually fill elective public offices.

general election campaign Phase of a political cam-
paign aimed at winning election to office.

gerrymandering The drawing of congressional districts 
to produce a particular electoral outcome without regard 
to the shape of the district.

G

executive orders Rules or regulations issued by the presi-
dent that have the effect of law. All executive orders must 
be published in the Federal Register.

executive privilege An implied presidential power that 
allows the president to refuse to disclose information 
regarding confidential conversations or national security 
to Congress or the judiciary.

exit polls Polls conducted as voters leave selected polling 
places on Election Day.

ex post facto law Law that makes an act punishable as a crime 
even if the action was legal at the time it was committed.

extradition clause Part of Article IV of the Constitution 
that requires states to extradite, or return, criminals to 
states where they have been convicted or are to stand 
trial.
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H
Hatch Act The 1939 act to prohibit civil servants from 

taking activist roles in partisan campaigns. This act pro-
hibited federal employees from making political contribu-
tions, working for a particular party, or campaigning for a 
particular candidate.

hate speech Any communication that belittles a person 
or group on the basis of characteristics.

hold A procedure by which a senator asks to be informed 
before a particular bill or nomination is brought to the 
floor. This request signals leadership that a member may 
have objections to the bill (or nomination) and should be 
consulted before further action is taken.

Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 
2007 Lobbying reform banning gifts to members of 
Congress and their staffs, toughening disclosure require-
ments, and increasing time limits on moving from the 
federal government to the private sector.

human rights The protection of people’s basic freedoms 
and needs.

I
get-out-the-vote (GOTV) A push at the end of a 

political campaign to encourage supporters to go to the 
polls.

Gibbons v. Ogden (1824) The Supreme Court upheld 
broad congressional power to regulate interstate commerce. 
The Court’s broad interpretation of the Constitution’s 
commerce clause paved the way for later rulings uphold-
ing expansive federal powers.

global war on terrorism An international action, 
initiated by President George W. Bush after the 9/11 
attacks, to weed out terrorist operatives throughout the 
world.

global warming The increase in global temperatures due 
to carbon emissions from burning fossil fuels such as coal 
and oil.

government The formal vehicle through which policies 
are made and affairs of state are conducted.

government corporations Businesses established by 
Congress to perform functions that private businesses 
could provide.

governmental (institutional) agenda Problems to 
which public officials feel obliged to devote active and 
serious attention.

grandfather clause Voter qualification provision in many 
southern states that allowed only those citizens whose 
grandfathers had voted before Reconstruction to vote 
unless they passed a wealth or literacy test.

Great Compromise The final decision of the 
Constitutional Convention to create a two-house leg-
islature, with the lower house elected by the people and 
with powers divided between the two houses. It also made 
national law supreme.

greenhouse gases Gases in the atmosphere that lead to 
higher global temperatures.

gross domestic product (GDP) The total market 
value of all goods and services produced in an area dur-
ing a year.

impeachment The power delegated to the House of 
Representatives in the Constitution to charge the presi-
dent, vice president, or other “civil officers,” including federal 
judges, with “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and 
Misdemeanors.” This is the first step in the constitutional 
process of removing government officials from office.

implementation The process by which a law or policy is 
put into operation.

implied powers The powers of the national government 
derived from the enumerated powers and the necessary 
and proper clause.

incorporation doctrine An interpretation of the 
Constitution holding that the due process clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment requires state and local gov-
ernments to guarantee the rights stated in the Bill of 
Rights.

incumbency Already holding an office.
independent executive agencies Governmental units 

that closely resemble a Cabinet department but have nar-
rower areas of responsibility and perform services rather 
than regulatory functions.

independent expenditures Spending for cam-
paign activity that is not coordinated with a candidate’s 
campaign.

independent regulatory commission An entity cre-
ated by Congress outside a major executive department.

indirect democracy A system of government that gives 
citizens the opportunity to vote for representatives who 
work on their behalf.

inflation A rise in the general price levels of an 
economy.

inherent powers Powers that belong to the president 
because they can be inferred from the Constitution.

initiative An election that allows citizens to propose leg-
islation or state constitutional amendments by submitting 
them to the electorate for popular vote.

inoculation ad Advertising that attempts to counter-
act an anticipated attack from the opposition before the 
attack is launched.

interagency councils Working groups created to facili-
tate coordination of policy making and implementation 
across a host of governmental agencies.

interest group A collection of people or organizations 
that tries to influence public policy.

International Monetary Fund (IMF) International 
governmental organization designed to stabilize interna-
tional currency transactions.

interstate compacts Contracts between states that carry 
the force of law; generally now used as a tool to address 
multistate policy concerns.

interventionist state Alternative to the laissez-faire 
state; the government took an active role in guiding and 
regulating the private economy.

iron triangles The relatively ironclad relationships 
and patterns of interaction that occur among agen-
cies, interest groups, and congressional committees or 
subcommittees.
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J
Jim Crow laws Laws enacted by southern states that 

required segregation in public schools, theaters, hotels, 
and other public accommodations.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Military advisory body that 
includes the Army chief of staff, the Air Force chief 
of staff, the chief of naval operations, and the Marine 
commandant.

joint committee Standing committee that includes 
members from both houses of Congress set up to conduct 
investigations or special studies.

judicial activism A philosophy of judicial decision mak-
ing that posits judges should use their power broadly to 
further justice.

judicial implementation How and whether judicial 
decisions are translated into actual public policies affect-
ing more than the immediate parties to a lawsuit.

judicial restraint A philosophy of judicial decision mak-
ing that posits courts should allow the decisions of other 
branches of government to stand, even when they offend a 
judge’s own principles.

judicial review Power of the courts to review acts of other 
branches of government and the states.

Judiciary Act of 1789 Legislative act that established 
the basic three-tiered structure of the federal court 
system.

jurisdiction Authority vested in a particular court to hear 
and decide the issues in a particular case.

L
laissez-faire A French term meaning “to allow to do, to 

leave alone.” It holds that active governmental involve-
ment in the economy is wrong.

legislative courts Courts established by Congress for 
specialized purposes, such as the Court of Appeals for 
Veterans Claims.

Lemon test Three-part test created by the Supreme Court 
for examining the constitutionality of religious establish-
ment issues.

libel False written statement that defames a person’s 
character.

liberal One who favors greater government intervention, 
particularly in economic affairs and in the provision of 
social services.

libertarian One who believes in limited government 
interference in personal and economic liberties.

line-item veto The authority of a chief executive to 
delete part of a bill passed by the legislature that involves 
taxing or spending. Ruled unconstitutional by the U.S. 
Supreme Court.

M
majority leader The head of the party controlling the 

most seats in the House of Representatives or the Senate; 
is second in authority to the Speaker of the House and in 
the Senate is regarded as its most powerful member.

majority party The political party in each house of 
Congress with the most members.

majority rule The central premise of direct democracy in 
which only policies that collectively garner the support of 
a majority of voters will be made into law.

mandate A command, indicated by an electorate’s votes, 
for the elected officials to carry out a party platform or 
policy agenda.

manifest destiny Theory that the United States was 
divinely supported to expand across North America to the 
Pacific Ocean.

Marbury v. Madison (1803) Case in which the Supreme 
Court first asserted the power of judicial review by finding 
that the congressional statute extending the Court’s origi-
nal jurisdiction was unconstitutional.

margin of error A measure of the accuracy of a public 
opinion poll.

markup A session in which committee members offer 
changes to a bill before it goes to the floor.

Marshall Plan European collective recovery program, 
named after Secretary of State George C. Marshall, that 
provided extensive American aid to Western Europe after 
World War II.

mass media The entire array of organizations through 
which information is collected and disseminated to the 
general public.

matching funds Donations to presidential campaigns 
whereby every dollar raised from individuals in amounts 
less than $251 is matched by the federal treasury.

McCulloch v. Maryland (1819) The Supreme Court 
upheld the power of the national government and denied 
the right of a state to tax the federal bank, using the 
Constitution’s supremacy clause. The Court’s broad inter-
pretation of the necessary and proper clause paved the way 
for later rulings upholding expansive federal powers.

means-tested programs Programs that require that 
beneficiaries have incomes below specified levels to be  
eligible for benefits. Among these are SSI, TANF, and SNAP.

media effects The influence of news sources on public 
opinion.

Medicaid A government program that subsidizes medical 
care for the poor.

Medicare The federal program established during the 
Lyndon B. Johnson administration that provides medical 
care to elderly Social Security recipients.

lobbying The activities of a group or organization that seek 
to persuade political leaders to support the group’s position.

lobbyist Interest group representative who seeks to influ-
ence legislation that will benefit his or her organization or 
client through political and/or financial persuasion.

logrolling Vote trading; voting to support a colleague’s 
bill in return for a promise of future support.

isolationism The U.S. policy of avoiding entangling alli-
ances with European powers.

issue networks The loose and informal relationships that 
exist among a large number of actors who work in broad 
policy areas.
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mercantilism An economic theory designed to increase 
a nation’s wealth through the development of commercial 
industry and a favorable balance of trade.

merit system A system of employment based on quali-
fications, test scores, and ability, rather than party loyalty.

mid-term election An election that takes place in the 
middle of a presidential term.

military-industrial complex The network of political 
and financial relations formed by defense industries, the 
U.S. armed forces, and Congress.

minority leader The head of the party with the second 
highest number of elected representatives in the House of 
Representatives or the Senate.

minority party The political party in each house of 
Congress with the second most members.

Miranda rights Statements required of police that inform 
a suspect of his or her constitutional rights protected by 
the Fifth Amendment, including the right to an attorney 
provided by the court if the suspect cannot afford one.

Miranda v. Arizona (1966) A landmark Supreme Court 
ruling holding that the Fifth Amendment requires indi-
viduals arrested for a crime to be advised of their right to 
remain silent and to have counsel present.

moderate A person who takes a relatively centrist or  
middle-of-the-road view on most political issues.

monarchy A form of government in which power is 
vested in hereditary kings and queens who govern in the 
interest of all.

monetary policy A form of government regulation in 
which the nation’s money supply and interest rates are 
controlled.

Monroe Doctrine President James Monroe’s 1823 
pledge that the United States would oppose attempts by 
European states to reestablish their political control in the 
Western Hemisphere.

muckraking A form of journalism, in vogue in the early 
twentieth century, devoted to exposing misconduct by 
government, business, and individual politicians.

municipality City governments created in response to 
the emergence of relatively densely populated areas.

N
narrowcasting Targeting media programming at specific 

populations within society.
national convention A party meeting held in the presi-

dential election year for the purposes of nominating a presi-
dential and vice presidential ticket and adopting a platform.

national party platform A statement of the general and 
specific philosophy and policy goals of a political party, 
usually promulgated at the national convention.

natural law A doctrine that society should be governed 
by certain ethical principles that are part of nature and, as 
such, can be understood by reason.

necessary and proper clause The final paragraph 
of Article I, section 8, of the Constitution, which gives 
Congress the authority to pass all laws “necessary and 
proper” to carry out the enumerated powers specified in 
the Constitution; also called the elastic clause.

negative ad Advertising on behalf of a candidate that 
attacks the opponent’s character or platform.

New Deal The name given to the program of “Relief, 
Recovery, Reform” begun by President Franklin  
D. Roosevelt in 1933 to bring the United States out of the 
Great Depression.

New Federalism Federal–state relationship proposed 
by Reagan administration during the 1980s; hallmark is 
returning administrative powers to the state governments.

New Jersey Plan A framework for the Constitution pro-
posed by a group of small states. Its key points were a one-
house legislature with one vote for each state, a Congress 
with the ability to raise revenue, and a Supreme Court 
with members appointed for life.

news media Media providing the public with new infor-
mation about subjects of public interest.

New York Times Co. v. Sullivan (1964) Case in which 
the Supreme Court concluded that “actual malice” must be 
proven to support a finding of libel against a public figure.

Nineteenth Amendment Amendment to the 
Constitution that guaranteed women the right to vote.

Ninth Amendment Part of the Bill of Rights that makes 
it clear that enumerating rights in the Constitution or Bill 
of Rights does not mean that others do not exist.

No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) Education 
reform passed in 2002 that employs high standards and 
measurable goals as a method of improving American 
education.

nomination campaign Phase of a political campaign 
aimed at winning a primary election.

non–means-tested programs Programs that provide 
cash assistance to qualified beneficiaries, regardless of 
income. Among these are Social Security and unemploy-
ment insurance.

North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) Agreement that promotes free movement 
of goods and services among Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) The 
first peacetime military treaty joined by the United States; 
NATO is a collective security pact that includes the 
United States, Canada, and Western Europe.

nullification The right of a state to declare void a federal 
law.

off the record Information provided to a journalist that 
will not be released to the public.

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) The 
office that prepares the president’s annual budget pro-
posal, reviews the budget and programs of the executive 
departments, supplies economic forecasts, and conducts 
detailed analyses of proposed bills and agency rules.

oligarchy A form of government in which the right to 
participate depends on the possession of wealth, social sta-
tus, military position, or achievement.

on background Information provided to a journalist that 
will not be attributed to a named source.

O
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P
pardon An executive grant providing restoration of all 

rights and privileges of citizenship to a specific individual 
charged or convicted of a crime.

party caucus or conference A formal gathering of all 
party members.

party identification A citizen’s personal affinity for a 
political party, usually expressed by a tendency to vote for 
the candidates of that party.

party realignment Dramatic shifts in partisan prefer-
ences that drastically alter the political landscape.

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 2010 
legislation aimed at reducing the number of uninsured 
individuals and decreasing health care costs.

patron A person who finances a group or individual 
activity.

patronage Jobs, grants, or other special favors that are given 
as rewards to friends and political allies for their support.

Pendleton Act Reform measure that established the 
principle of federal employment on the basis of open, com-
petitive exams and created the Civil Service Commission.

personal liberty A key characteristic of U.S. democracy. 
Initially meaning freedom from governmental interfer-
ence, today it includes demands for freedom to engage in a 
variety of practices without governmental interference or 
discrimination.

Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) Supreme Court case that chal-
lenged a Louisiana statute requiring that railroads pro-
vide separate accommodations for blacks and whites. The 
Court found that separate-but-equal accommodations did 
not violate the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment.

pluralist theory The theory that political power is dis-
tributed among a wide array of diverse and competing 
interest groups.

pocket veto If Congress adjourns during the ten days the 
president has to consider a bill passed by both houses of 
Congress, the bill is considered vetoed without the presi-
dent’s signature.

polarization The presence of increasingly conflicting 
and divided viewpoints between the Democratic and 
Republican Parties.

policy adoption The approval of a policy proposal by 
people with the requisite authority, such as a legislature.

policy coordinating committees Subcabinet-level 
committees created to facilitate interactions between agen-
cies and departments to handle complex policy problems.

policy evaluation The process of determining whether a 
course of action is achieving its intended goals.

policy formulation The crafting of proposed courses of 
action to resolve public problems.

policy implementation The process of carrying out 
public policy.

political action committees (PACs) Officially recog-
nized fund-raising organizations that represent interest 
groups and are allowed by federal law to make contribu-
tions directly to candidates’ campaigns.

political culture Commonly shared attitudes, beliefs, and 
core values about how government should operate.

political equality The principle that all citizens are the 
same in the eyes of the law.

political ideology The coherent set of values and beliefs 
about the purpose and scope of government held by 
groups and individuals.

political machine A party organization that recruits 
voter loyalty with tangible incentives and is characterized 
by a high degree of control over member activity.

political party An organized group with shared goals and 
ideals that joins together to run candidates for office and 
exercise political and electoral power.

political socialization The process through which indi-
viduals acquire their political beliefs and values.

politico An elected representative who acts as a trustee or 
as a delegate, depending on the issue.

politics The study of who gets what, when, and how—or 
how policy decisions are made.

pollster A campaign consultant who conducts public 
opinion surveys.

poll tax A tax levied in many southern states and locali-
ties that had to be paid before an eligible voter could cast 
a ballot.

popular consent The principle that governments must 
draw their powers from the consent of the governed.

popular sovereignty The notion that the ultimate 
authority in society rests with the people.

population The entire group of people whose attitudes a 
researcher wishes to measure.

pork Legislation that allows representatives to bring 
money and jobs to their districts in the form of public 
works programs, military bases, or other programs.

positive ad Advertising on behalf of a candidate that 
stresses the candidate’s qualifications, family, and issue 
positions, with no direct reference to the opponent.

precedent A prior judicial decision that serves as a rule 
for settling subsequent cases of a similar nature.

preemption A concept that allows the national govern-
ment to override state or local actions in certain policy areas.

president pro tempore The official chair of the Senate; 
usually the most senior member of the majority party.

press briefing A relatively restricted session between a 
press secretary or aide and the press.

press conference An unrestricted session between an 
elected official and the press.

press release A document offering an official comment 
or position.

on the record Information provided to a journalist that 
can be released and attributed by name to the source.

open market operations The buying and selling of gov-
ernment securities by the Federal Reserve Bank.

open primary A primary election in which party mem-
bers, independents, and sometimes members of the other 
party are allowed to participate.

original jurisdiction The jurisdiction of courts that hear 
a case first, usually in a trial. These courts determine the 
facts of a case.
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press secretary The individual charged with interacting 
and communicating with journalists on a daily basis.

primary election Election in which voters decide which 
of the candidates within a party will represent the party in 
the general election.

prior restraint Constitutional doctrine that prevents 
the government from prohibiting speech or publication 
before the fact; generally held to be in violation of the 
First Amendment.

privileges and immunities clause Part of Article IV of 
the Constitution guaranteeing that the citizens of each state 
are afforded the same rights as citizens of all other states.

programmatic request Federal funds designated for 
special projects within a state or congressional district.

progressive federalism A pragmatic approach to feder-
alism that views relations between national and state gov-
ernments as both coercive and cooperative.

proportional representation A voting system that 
apportions legislative seats according to the percentage of 
the vote won by a particular political party.

prospective judgment A voter’s evaluation of a candi-
date based on what he or she pledges to do about an issue 
if elected.

protectionism A trade policy wherein a country takes 
steps to limit the import of foreign goods through tariffs 
and subsidies to domestic firms.

public funds Donations from general tax revenues to the 
campaigns of qualifying presidential candidates.

public interest group An organization that seeks a col-
lective good that will not selectively and materially benefit 
group members.

public opinion What the public thinks about a particular 
issue or set of issues at any point in time.

public opinion polls Interviews or surveys with samples 
of citizens that are used to estimate the feelings and beliefs 
of the entire population.

public policy An intentional course of action or inaction 
followed by government in dealing with some problem or 
matter of concern.

push polls Polls taken for the purpose of providing infor-
mation on an opponent that would lead respondents to 
vote against that candidate.

R
random sampling A method of poll selection that 

gives each person in a group the same chance of being 
selected.

Reagan Doctrine The Reagan administration’s commit-
ment to ending communism by providing military assis-
tance to anti-communist groups.

reapportionment The reallocation of the number of 
seats in the House of Representatives after each decennial 
census.

recall An election in which voters can remove an incum-
bent from office prior to the next scheduled election.

recession A decline in the economy that occurs as 
investment sags, production falls off, and unemployment 
increases.

S
sample A subset of the whole population selected to be 

questioned for the purposes of prediction or gauging 
opinion.

Second Continental Congress Meeting that convened 
in Philadelphia on May 10, 1775, at which it was decided 
that an army should be raised and George Washington of 
Virginia was named commander in chief.

secular realignment The gradual rearrangement of 
party coalitions, based more on demographic shifts than 
on shocks to the political system.

select (or special) committee Temporary committee 
appointed for a specific purpose.

reconciliation A procedure that allows consideration of 
controversial issues affecting the budget by limiting debate 
to twenty hours, thereby ending threat of a filibuster.

redistricting The process of redrawing congressional 
districts to reflect increases or decreases in seats allot-
ted to the states, as well as population shifts within a 
state.

referendum An election whereby the state legisla-
ture submits proposed legislation or state constitutional 
amendments to the voters for approval.

regulations Rules governing the operation of all govern-
ment programs that have the force of law.

republic A government rooted in the consent of the gov-
erned; a representative or indirect democracy.

reserve requirements Government requirements that a 
portion of member banks’ deposits be retained as backing 
for their loans.

reserved powers Powers reserved to the states by the 
Tenth Amendment that lie at the foundation of a state’s 
right to legislate for the public health and welfare of its 
citizens.

retrospective judgment A voter’s evaluation of a candi-
date based on past performance on a particular issue.

right to privacy The right to be left alone; a judicially 
created principle encompassing a variety of individual 
actions protected by the penumbras cast by several consti-
tutional amendments, including the First, Third, Fourth, 
Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments.

Roe v. Wade (1973) The Supreme Court found that a 
woman’s right to an abortion was protected by the right 
to privacy that could be implied from specific guarantees 
found in the Bill of Rights applied to the states through 
the Fourteenth Amendment.

Roosevelt Corollary Concept developed by President 
Theodore Roosevelt early in the twentieth century declar-
ing that it was the responsibility of the United States to 
ensure stability in Latin America and the Caribbean.

rule making A quasi-legislative process resulting in regu-
lations that have the characteristics of a legislative act.

Rule of Four At least four justices of the Supreme Court 
must vote to consider a case before it can be heard.

runoff primary A second primary election between the 
two candidates receiving the greatest number of votes in 
the first primary.
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standing committee Committee to which proposed bills 
are referred; continues from one Congress to the next.

stare decisis In court rulings, a reliance on past decisions 
or precedents to formulate decisions in new cases.

statist One who believes in extensive government control 
of personal and economic liberties.

strategic trade policy A trade policy wherein govern-
ments identify key industries that they wish to see grow 
and enact policies to support their development and 
success.

stratified sampling A variation of random sampling; the 
population is divided into subgroups and weighted based 
on demographic characteristics of the national population.

straw poll Unscientific survey used to gauge public opin-
ion on a variety of issues and policies.

strict constructionist An approach to constitu-
tional interpretation that emphasizes interpreting the 
Constitution as it was originally written and intended by 
the Framers.

strict scrutiny A heightened standard of review used by 
the Supreme Court to determine the constitutional valid-
ity of a challenged practice.

substantive due process Judicial interpretation of the 
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments’ due process clauses 
that protects citizens from arbitrary or unjust state or fed-
eral laws.

suffrage movement The drive for voting rights for 
women that took place in the United States from 1890 
to 1920.

Super PACs Political action committees established to 
make independent expenditures.

superdelegate Delegate to the Democratic Party’s national 
convention whose vote at the convention is unpledged to a 
candidate; this position is reserved for a party official.

supremacy clause Portion of Article VI of the Con-
stitution mandating that national law is supreme to (that 
is, supersedes) all other laws passed by the states or by any 
other subdivision of government.

suspect classification Category or class, such as race, 
that triggers the highest standard of scrutiny from the 
Supreme Court.

symbolic speech Symbols, signs, and other methods of 
expression generally considered to be protected by the 
First Amendment.

systemic agenda A discussion agenda; it consists of all 
public issues that are viewed as requiring governmental 
attention.

selective incorporation A judicial doctrine whereby most, 
but not all, protections found in the Bill of Rights are made 
applicable to the states via the Fourteenth Amendment.

senatorial courtesy A process by which presidents gen-
erally allow senators from the state in which a judicial 
vacancy occurs to block a nomination by simply register-
ing their objection.

seniority Time of continuous service on a committee.
separation of powers A way of dividing the power of 

government among the legislative, executive, and judicial 
branches, each staffed separately, with equality and inde-
pendence of each branch ensured by the Constitution.

Seventeenth Amendment Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution that made senators directly elected 
by the people, removing their selection from state 
legislatures.

Shays’s Rebellion A rebellion in which an army of 
1,500 disgruntled and angry farmers led by Daniel Shays 
marched to Springfield, Massachusetts, and forcibly 
restrained the state court from foreclosing mortgages on 
their farms.

signing statements Occasional written comments 
attached to a bill signed by the president.

Sixteenth Amendment Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution that authorized Congress to enact a national 
income tax.

Sixth Amendment Part of the Bill of Rights that sets 
out the basic requirements of procedural due process for 
federal courts to follow in criminal trials. These include 
speedy and public trials, impartial juries, trials in the state 
where the crime was committed, notice of the charges, the 
right to confront and obtain favorable witnesses, and the 
right to counsel.

slander Untrue spoken statements that defame the char-
acter of a person.

social capital Cooperative relationships that facilitate the 
resolution of collective problems.

social conservative One who believes that the gov-
ernment should support and further traditional moral 
teachings.

Social Security Act A 1935 law that established old 
age insurance; assistance for the needy, aged, blind, and 
families with dependent children; and unemployment 
insurance.

solicitor general The fourth-ranking member of the 
Department of Justice; responsible for handling nearly all 
appeals on behalf of the U.S. government to the Supreme 
Court.

Speaker of the House The only officer of the House 
of Representatives specifically mentioned in the 
Constitution; the chamber’s most powerful position; tra-
ditionally a member of the majority party.

special district A local government that is restricted to a 
particular function.

spoils system The firing of public-office holders of a 
defeated political party to replace them with loyalists of 
the newly elected party.

Stamp Act Congress Meeting of representatives of nine 
of the thirteen colonies held in New York City in 1765, 
during which representatives drafted a document to send 
to the king that listed how their rights had been violated.

T
Taliban A fundamentalist Islamic group that controlled 

Afghanistan from 1996 until U.S. military intervention in 
2001. The Taliban provided refuge for al-Qaeda, allowing 
terrorist training camps to operate in the country.

tariffs Taxes on imported goods.
Tenth Amendment The final part of the Bill of Rights 

that defines the basic principle of American federalism in 
stating that the powers not delegated to the national gov-
ernment are reserved to the states or to the people.
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The Federalist Papers A series of eighty-five political 
essays written by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, 
and John Jay in support of ratification of the U.S. 
Constitution.

think tank Institutional collection of policy-oriented 
researchers and academics who are sources of policy 
ideas.

Thirteenth Amendment One of the three Civil War 
Amendments; specifically bans slavery in the United 
States.

Three-Fifths Compromise Agreement reached at the 
Constitutional Convention stipulating that each slave 
was to be counted as three-fifths of a person for purposes 
of determining population for representation in the U.S. 
House of Representatives.

ticket-splitting Voting for candidates of different parties 
for various offices in the same election.

Title IX Provision of the Education Amendments of 
1972 that bars educational institutions that receive federal 
funds from discriminating against female students.

totalitarianism A form of government in which power 
resides in a leader who rules according to self-interest and 
without regard for individual rights and liberties.

tracking polls Continuous surveys that enable a cam-
paign or news organization to chart a candidate’s daily rise 
or fall in support.

trade association A group that represents a specific 
industry.

transactions theory The theory that public policies are 
the result of narrowly defined exchanges or transactions 
among political actors.

trial court Court of original jurisdiction where cases 
begin.

Truman Doctrine U.S. anti-communist policy initi-
ated in 1947 that became the basis of U.S. foreign policy 
throughout the Cold War.

trustee Role played by an elected representative who lis-
tens to constituents’ opinions and then uses his or her best 
judgment to make a final decision.

trusts Large-scale, monopolistic businesses that dominate 
an industry.

turnout The proportion of the voting-age public that 
casts a ballot.

Twenty-Fifth Amendment Adopted in 1967 to estab-
lish procedures for filling vacancies in the office of presi-
dent and vice president as well as providing for procedures 
to deal with the disability of a president.

Twenty-Second Amendment Adopted in 1951; pre-
vents a president from serving more than two terms, or 
more than ten years if he came to office via the death, res-
ignation, or impeachment of his predecessor.

unconventional political participation Activism 
that attempts to influence the political process through 
unusual or extreme measures, such as protests, boycotts, 
and picketing.

unified government The political condition in which 
the same political party controls the presidency and 
Congress.

unitary system System of government in which the local 
and regional governments derive all authority from a 
strong national government

U.S. v. Nixon (1974) Supreme Court ruling on power 
of the president, holding that no absolute constitutional 
executive privilege allows a president to refuse to comply 
with a court order to produce information needed in a 
criminal trial.

U

V
veto The formal, constitutional authority of the president 

to reject bills passed by both houses of Congress, thus 
preventing them from becoming law without further con-
gressional action.

Virginia Plan The first general plan for the Constitution 
offered in Philadelphia. Its key points were a bicameral 
legislature, as well as an executive and a judiciary chosen 
by the national legislature.

voter canvass The process by which a campaign reaches 
individual voters, either by door-to-door solicitation or by 
telephone.

vouchers Certificates issued by the government that may 
be applied toward the cost of attending private or other 
public schools.

W
War Powers Resolution Passed by Congress in 1973; 

the president is limited in the deployment of troops over-
seas to a sixty-day period in peacetime (which can be 
extended for an extra thirty days to permit withdrawal) 
unless Congress explicitly gives its approval for a longer 
period.

whip Party leader who keeps close contact with all mem-
bers of his or her party, takes vote counts on key legisla-
tion, prepares summaries of bills, and acts as a communi-
cations link within a party.

winner-take-all system An electoral system in which 
the party that receives at least one more vote than any 
other party wins the election.

World Bank International governmental organization 
created to provide loans for large economic development 
projects.

UN Security Council A principal part of the United 
Nations, charged with authorizing peacekeeping opera-
tions, international sanctions, and military action in order 
to maintain global peace and security.
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Y

corpus rights imply that prisoners have a right to know 
what charges are being made against them.

World Trade Organization (WTO) An international 
organization that replaced the GATT in 1995 to super-
vise and expand international trade.

writ of certiorari A request for the Supreme Court to 
order up the records from a lower court to review the case.

writs of habeas corpus Petition requesting that a judge 
order authorities to prove that a prisoner is being held 
lawfully and that allows the prisoner to be freed if the 
government’s case does not persuade the judge. Habeas 

yellow journalism A form of newspaper publishing in 
vogue in the late nineteenth century that featured pictures, 
comics, color, and sensationalized news coverage.
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Nuclear power, 473
Nuclear Suppliers Group, 540
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OASDI. See Social Security (OASDI)
Obama, Barack, 45f, 365f

and Afghanistan War, 525
agenda setting by, 458
appointments of, 496, 530
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and Osama bin Laden’s capture, 220, 221f, 222
cabinet appointments of, 197
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citizenship status of, 388
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foreign policy of, 512, 513f, 514, 527f, 531, 542–544
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functions of, 314–320
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explanation of, 282
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gender, 293, 294t
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school and peers, 295, 297
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exit, 290
explanation of, 282–283
Gallup Polls, 284, 285f
history of, 282–285
and Internet, 290–291, 297
measures used for, 292
phrasing of questions, 287
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respondents in, 288, 290
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sampling error on, 292
shortcomings of, 291, 292
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tracking, 290, 378
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of lobbying, 443–444
of media, 411
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Rehnquist, William H.
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death of, 246
on influence of public opinion, 273
judicial dress, 256f
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on salaries for judges, 250
on search and seizure, 100
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government displays of, 89–90
and party identification, 320t, 323
and political agendas, 17
as political socialization agent, 294, 296
and population changes, 14
of social conservatives, 17
of Supreme Court appointees, 258t, 260
and vote choice, 347f, 349, 350
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Religious Freedom Restoration Act (1993), 90, 145
Religious groups, 430–431
Religious persecution, 58–69, 11, 14, 88
Religious Right. See Christian Coalition
Religious schools, 89
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS), 476
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proportional, 325, 337, 339
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Representative democracy, 79
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Republican National Committee (RNC), 311, 377
Republican National Convention, 304, 305f, 312, 385–386
Republican Party
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absorption of George Wallace’s platform, 325
and conservatives, 430–431
and Contract with America, 73, 74f
fund-raising operations of, 315, 315f, 376
and gender, 321, 349
gender gap in, 349
and George W. Bush, 317
history of, 307, 307f
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2012 presidential campaign and election, 364, 382–392, 384f
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and Supreme Court, 72, 258, 532
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on World War II, 518
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on muckraking, 400
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Rumsfeld, Donald, 197f
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Russia, 517, 541. See also Soviet Union
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 S
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and Republican Party, 304, 316t
and Supreme Court, 147–148
in Washington, D.C., 148
as wedge issue, 328

Samples, public opinion polls, 283
Sampling error, 292
San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez (1973), 142–143
Santorum, Rick, 349, 364, 383, 384f
Saturday Night Live, 407
Saudi Arabia, 454, 537
Scalia, Antonin

ABA rating for, 261t
on abortion, 109
on homosexuality, 110
and interest groups, 437
profile of, 76, 258t, 260

“Scare-off “effect of incumbency, 345
Schenck v. U.S. (1919), 92
Schieffer, Bob, 388
Schlesinger, James R., 454
Schock, Aaron, 163
School lunch programs, 468
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School prayer, 88–89, 264
Schools. See also Education policy; Public schools; Universities and 

colleges
charter schools, 470
desegregation of, 127–130, 134, 199f
funding of religious schools, 89
and local gun control laws, 76
as political socialization agents, 295, 297
sexual discrimination in, 141

Schulz, Mary Beth, 371
Schwarzenegger, Arnold, 337
SCLC (Southern Christian Leadership Conference), 131
Scott, Dred, 67
Search and seizure, 82, 83f, 84, 99–100, 110–111
Seattle, Washington, 477
Second Amendment, 49, 97–99
Second Bank of the United States, 64
Second Continental Congress, 29–30, 46
Second Liberty Bond Act (1917), 494
Second Treatise on Civil Government (John Locke), 30, 32
Second World War. See World War II
Secret Service, 528
Sectionalism, 14–15, 320, 325
Secular realignments, 309–310
Securities Act (1933), 487
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 232–233, 255,  

487, 489
Securities Exchange Act (1934), 383
Segregation. See also Desegregation

background of, 121, 122–123
in military, 128
public opinion on, 133–134
and separate-but-equal doctrine, 127–130
Supreme Court on, 124, 127–129, 134–135

Select (or special) committees, 172, 172t
Selective incorporation, 86–87, 87t
Self-incrimination, 100–101
Senate, U.S. See also Congress, U.S.

activity of 103th, 156
committees in, 171–175
confirmation of presidential appointments by, 161, 530
election to, 69, 159, 346
and foreign policy, 528–531
House of Representatives vs., 160t
impeachment power of, 161, 181, 195
incumbency advantage in elections, 344–345
judicial recommendations of, 257
leadership positions in, 171
organization of, 166–174, 167f
oversight responsibilities of, 181
presiding officer of, 171
requirements for election to, 159
staff support for, 344–345
term length of, 159
treaty approval by, 161, 198, 529–530

Senatorial courtesy, 181, 257
Seneca Falls Convention, 119
Senegal, 416f
Senior advisors, 209
Seniority, 173
Separate-but-equal doctrine, 127–130
Separation between church and state, 46, 88–90
Separation of powers, 41–42, 42f
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, 89, 16, 386, 458, 524–525
Seriatim opinions, 251
Service Employees Industrial Union (SEIU), 431f
Seventeenth Amendment, 41, 69, 159, 299
Seven Years War. See French and Indian War
Sex discrimination, 116, 118, 135–141
Sexual harassment, 141

Sexual orientation. See Gays and Lesbians
Shays, Daniel, 34, 34f
Shays’s Rebellion, 34, 34f, 437
Sherman, Roger, 30
Sherman Antitrust Act (1890), 68, 485
Signing statements, 216
Simas, David, 371
Singapore, 532
Singh, Manmohan, 542f
Single-issue groups, 428–429
Sit-ins, 131
Six Party Talks (2003), 541
Sixteenth Amendment, 69, 225, 485, 486
Sixth Amendment, 103–104, 111
Slander, 95
Slaves and slavery. See also African Americans

background of, 118–119
and Constitutional Convention, 38
and free speech issues, 91
and political parties, 307
in South, 118–119
Supreme Court on, 67, 120
Three-Fifths Compromise, 38

Smartphones, 380
Smith, Lis, 371
Smith, Thomas, 2
Smoot, Juliana, 371
Smoot-Hawley Tariff, 518
SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program), 501t, 

504–505
Snowden, Edward, 111
Snowe, Olympia, 308
Social capital, 424
Social change, 52
Social conservatives, 17
Social contract theory, 30
Social insurance. See Income security policy
Socialist Party, 86, 325
Socialization agents, 293–297
Social media, 52, 372, 402–403
Social Security (OASDI), 14, 52, 501–503, 501t

as domestic policy, 451
Social Security Act (1935), 500, 502, 504
Social Security Administration, 228
Social Security Trust Fund, 502
Society of Professional Journalists, 409
Sodomy laws, 109–110, 147
Soft money, 438
Solicitor general, 267
Somalia, 524
Sons of Liberty, 27–28
Soros, George, 443
Sotomayor, Sonia

appointment of, 246
nomination hearings for, 437
profile of, 76, 258t, 260

Sound bites, 379
Souter, David H.

ABA rating for, 261t
on abortion, 109
on establishment clause issues, 89
on pay equity discrimination, 141

South
Reconstruction in, 67–68
and Republican Party, 310
slavery in, 118–119
voter discrimination in, 351

South Carolina, 30, 67, 205
South Dakota, 145
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), 131
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South Korea, 541
Soviet Union. See also Russia

and arms control, 538
and Cold War, 519–521
and Cuban Missile Crisis, 520
détente policy, 521
invasion of Afghanistan by, 522
nuclear capabilities of, 520
and World War II, 518

Spain, 544
Spanish-American War (1898), 517
Speaker of the House, 167–169
Special committees, 171–172, 172t
Speech. See also Freedom of speech

hate, 94–95
protected, 92, 94–95
symbolic, 92, 94
unprotected, 95–96

Spin, 379
Spoils system, 223
Sports, 141, 436, 442, 452
Sputnik I, 452
SSI (Supplemental Security Income), 501t, 504
Stalin, Joseph, 93
Stamp Act (1765), 27–28
Stamp Act Congress, 27–29
Standard Oil Company, 429
Standard & Poor’s, 482
Standing committees, 172, 172t, 174
Stanton, Elizabeth Cady, 119, 120f, 122
Stare decisis, 255, 271
State Board of Education (Texas), 14
State governments. See also specific states

and concurrent powers, 61, 61f
federal grants to, 72–75
global warming policies of, 455
as interest groups, 427
national and, 56, 58, 60f, 68f, 69, 71
and political parties, 318–319
powers under U. S. Constitution, 59–60, 61f
and relationship between federal, 59–60, 61f
revenue sources for, 75
and selective incorporation, 86–87, 87t
unemployment insurance, 503

State governors. See Governors
State legislatures, political parties in, 318–319
State of the Union Address, 44
States. See also specific states

and immigration laws, 56, 58
and interstate compacts, 62, 80
as laboratories of democracy, 78
Medicaid program, 463–464
political party structure in, 312
procedure for admitting to union, 45
regulation of voter registration, 351t, 359
relations among, 62
unemployment rates (2012), 503f

Statists, political ideology of, 18, 19
Steele, Michael, 311
Steinbeck, John, 132
Stenberg v. Carhart (2000), 109
Stern, Andy, 433
Stevens, Christopher, 282, 386
Stevens, John Paul

on pay equity discrimination, 141
written opinions of, 271

Stewart, Jon, 407
Stewart, Mitch, 371
Stewart, Potter, 260
Stimulus payments. See Fiscal policy

Stock market, 487
Stone, Harlan Fiske, 262
Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), 411
Stowe, Harriet Beecher, 119–120, 132
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT I/II), 521
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, 454
Strategic trade policy, 533
Stratified sampling, 287–288
Strauss, Paul, 163f
Straw polls, 283
Strict constructionists, 272
Strict scrutiny, 138–140, 139t
Stromberg v. California (1931), 92
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 131, 135
Students for Academic Freedom, 431
Subprime mortgage foreclosure crisis. See Economic crisis of 2008
Substantive due process, 85–86
Succession to presidency, 195–197, 196t
Suffrage movement, 119, 125–126, 126f, 127. See also Voting and 

voting rights
Sugar Act (1764), 27, 28
Superdelegates, 312
Superfund (Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act) (1980), 476
Super PACs, 374, 376, 377
Super Tuesday, 383
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), 501t, 

504–505
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 501t, 504
Supremacy clause, 45, 59, 64
Supreme Court, U.S., 247f, 532. See also specific cases and justices

on abortion, 108–109
and ACLU, 268
on affirmative action, 150–151
and African Americans, 260
on American Indians, 145
on Bill of Rights, 87t
on birth control, 106–107
on campaign finance, 374, 375
caseload of, 264–266, 264f
characteristics of cases heard by, 264–268
on civil rights, 123, 127–129
closed conferences of, 269, 271
conservatism of, 246, 248
on constitutionality of congressional laws, 186
on death penalty, 104–105, 106
on drug testing, 100
on due process, 85–86
on employment discrimination, 135
on equal protection clause, 138–140
on establishment clause, 88–90
on exclusionary rule, 101–102
on executive privilege, 195
and federalism, 41, 64, 66, 76–77
and Fourth Amendment, 99–100
on freedom of assembly, 97, 436
on free exercise clause, 88, 90
on free speech and press issues, 86, 92–96
on full faith and credit clause, 62
function of, 41, 255
on gun control, 97, 99
on health care, 384
on Hispanic rights, 142–143
history of, 249–251
on homosexual rights, 109–110, 147–148
on income taxes, 486
on independent regulatory commissions, 233
and interest groups, 261t, 267–268, 436–437
interpretation of Constitution by, 51–52
on interstate commerce, 66, 487
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on Japanese American internment, 138–139, 146, 273
and John Jay, 250–251
judicial federalism, 76–77
in judicial system, 253f
jurisdiction of, 44, 248, 249
and jury trials, 104
law clerks for members of, 266
on liberties of criminal defendants, 99–106
on line-item veto, 200
on lobbying, 436–437
and national–state government conflicts, 56, 58
on New Deal, 52, 72, 273
and news media, 414f, 415
oral arguments, 269, 270
paths for cases to be heard by, 265f
on persons with disabilities, 150
on presidential election of 2000, 42, 343
on privacy rights, 106–110
public knowledge about, 263t, 264
public opinion on, 272–273, 272t
in Reconstruction, 68
on redistricting, 142–143, 165, 275–276
on right to counsel, 102
Roman Catholics on, 258t, 260
and Franklin D. Roosevelt, 72, 258
and same-sex marriage, 147–148
on school prayer, 88–89, 264
on searches and seizures, 99–100
on segregation, 124, 127–129, 134–135
on self-incrimination, 100–101
on sex discrimination, 141
on slavery, 67, 120
staffing of, 255
and standards of review, 139–140, 139t
structure of, 249–251
on symbolic speech, 92, 94
on taxation, 485, 486
on terrorism detainees, 111
types of cases, 249t
on voting laws, 24, 26
Earl Warren on, 267
Woodrow Wilson on, 52
written opinions of, 271

Supreme Court appointments. See also specific justices
confirmation process for, 260–262
explanation of, 257, 258–260
by George Washington, 250–251
by John Adams, 250–251
justices’ profiles, 258t
nomination criteria for, 258–260
of women justices, 260

Supreme Court clerks, 266
Susan Constant (ship), 2
Suspect classifications, 138–139
Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education (1971), 134
Sweatt v. Painter, 128
Swing states, 350, 364, 391
Switzerland, 358
Symbolic speech, 92, 94
Syria, 388
Systemic agendas, 457–458

 T
Taft, William H., 100, 517
Taft-Harley Act (1947), 373
Taft-Katsura Agreement (1905), 517
Taliban, 525, 537
Talk shows, 379

Taney, Roger B., 66–69, 97, 269
TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families), 73, 501t, 504
Tariff of Abominations, 67
Tariffs, 68, 515–516, 518
TARP (Troubled Assets Relief Program), 505, 508
Taxation

in colonial America, 27
flat tax, 485
on fuel, 454
in Great Britain, 27
income taxes, 485, 486
payroll taxes, 462, 503
poll taxes, 123
and Ronald Reagan, 73
and Sixteenth Amendment, 69, 486
U.S. Supreme Court on, 485, 486

Tea Act (1773), 29
Teacher Education Assistance for College and Higher Education 

(TEACH) Grants, 472
Tea party movement

elections of 2010, 169, 346
impact of, 100, 424
libertarians in, 19
and political parties, 325
and taxes, 482

Technological advances. See also Internet
and interpretation of Constitution, 52
and new media, 380
in news coverage, 398–399
and political campaigns, 380
and role of news media, 396, 397f, 398
and search and seizure, 110–111
in voting systems, 359

Telecommunications Act (1996), 411
Telemundo, 405
Telephone polls, 288, 288f, 290
Television

cable, 297, 401, 402
campaign advertisements, 381–382
and consumption of news, 396
networks, 401, 405
as news source, 398, 401, 402, 405–406
as political socialization agent, 297–298
as presidential bully pulpit, 211
and presidential debates, 379–380, 379f
talk shows, 379
via satellite, 401, 402
White House coverage by, 412–414

Temperance movement, 50, 50f, 119, 428
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), 73, 501t, 504
Tenet, George, 537
Tennessee v. Lane (2004), 150
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), 232–233
Tenth Amendment, 41, 49, 60, 85, 466
Tenure of Office Act (1867), 185
Term limit, presidential, 195
Terrorism. See also War on terrorism

counterterrorism policy, 536–537
domestic, 535–536
history of, 535–536

Texas
and abortion law, 107–108
anti-sodomy statutes in, 147
death penalty in, 105, 105f
district courts, 253, 254f
electoral districts, 142
hortatory policy techniques, 461
redistricting in, 142–143, 165, 340
renewable energy sources, 476
State Board of Education, 14
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Texas State University for Negroes, 128
Think tanks, 314, 459
Third Amendment, 49
Third parties. See also Minor parties and specific parties
Thirteenth Amendment, 121
Thomas, Clarence

ABA rating for, 261t
confirmation hearings for, 262, 437
profile of, 258t, 260
testimony before Senate Judiciary Committee, 262f

Three-Fifths Compromise, 38, 52
Three strikes laws, 465
Thurmond, Strom, 134
Ticket-splitting, 348
Tilden, Samuel L., 342
Tillman Act (1907), 373
Time Warner, 404, 411
Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District 

(1969), 94
Title VII. See Civil Rights Act (1964)
Title IX, Education Amendments (1972), 141, 436, 442, 452, 471
Totalitarianism, 69, 16
Town meetings, 69, 89
Townshend Acts (1767), 28
Tracking polls, 290, 378–379
Trade

American system, 516
in colonial America, 27
in early United States, 515–516
and foreign policy, 533–535, 534f
during Great Depression, 518
Open Door Notes, 517
and tariffs, 68, 515–516, 518

Trade agreements, 198
Trade associations, 429–430
Transactions theory, 425
TransAfrica, 532
Transocean, 241
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), 228, 528
Treaties. See also specific treaties

presidential power to make, 198
Senate approval of, 161, 198, 529–530

Treaty of Paris (1763), 27
Treaty of Paris (1783), 33
Treaty of Versailles (1919), 161, 198
Trial courts, 252
Trials, jury. See Jury trials
Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP), 180f, 489, 493, 494, 

505, 508
Truman, David B., 424–425
Truman, Harry S

and citizenship rights, 146
and civil rights, 128, 136
election of 1948, 284, 345
executive orders of, 216, 273
foreign policy of, 520
on presidency, 202

Truman Doctrine, 520
Trustees, 182
Trusts, 485–486, 533
Truth, Sojourner, 119
Tunisia, 240f
Turkey, 532
Turnout, 350. See also Voter turnout
Twelfth Amendment, 341–342
Twenty-Fifth Amendment, 196
Twenty-First Amendment, 50
Twenty-Second Amendment, 195
Twenty-Sixth Amendment, 26, 353
Twenty-Third Amendment, 342

Twitter, 380, 396, 402–403
Tyler, John, 181, 195

 U
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (Harriet Beecher Stowe), 119–120, 132
Unconventional political participation, 347
Unemployment insurance, 501t, 503, 503f
Unemployment rates, 487, 503f
Unfunded mandates, 73, 74
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (1995), 73, 74
Unified government, 183
Unions. See Labor unions
Unitary system, 58, 59f, 65
United Farm Workers Union, 142, 147
United Kingdom. See Great Britain
United Nations (UN)

and Afghanistan, 537
and George W. Bush, 198
creation of, 518
economic sanctions on Iraq, 524
and International Criminal Court, 198
precursor to, 198
and U.S. foreign policy, 512

United States
continental expansion of, 516
Mexico–U.S. border, 137
oil imports to, 473f
percentage of global GDP, 495
population trends of, 11–16, 12f
public opinion polls on, 286

U.S. Air Force Academy, 471
U.S. Capitol building, 170, 170f
U.S. Census, 159, 340, 354–355
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 78, 314, 430, 431
U.S. Coast Guard Academy, 471
U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness, 235, 236
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, 471
U.S. Military Academy, 471
U.S. Naval Academy, 471
U.S. Navy SEAL Team Six, 220, 222
U.S. Postal Service, 227
U.S. v. Jones (2012), 82
U.S. v. Lopez (1995), 76
U.S. v. Miller (1939), 97
U.S. v. Nixon (1974), 195, 269, 273
U.S. Trade Representative, 208
Universities and colleges. See also specific schools

and affirmative action, 151
as agents of political socialization, 297, 297f
federal aid for, 471–472
and ideological interests, 297f
segregation in, 127–129
in Texas, 128, 151

University of California, Hastings College of Law, 89
University of California at Davis, 150–151
University of Michigan, 151, 284–285
University of Missouri Law School, 127
University of New Mexico, 144
University of Oklahoma, 128
University of Texas, 128, 151
University of Virginia, 89
Univision, 405
UN Security Council, creation of, 518
USA PATRIOT Act (2001), 462

ACLU concerns about, 110–111
and criminal defendants’ rights, 110–112
and defense policy, 529
and First Amendment infringements, 110
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and Fourth Amendment infringements, 110–111
and search and seizure violations, 110–112

USS Cole attack, 536
Utah, 109

 V
Vehicle searches, 83f, 100
Vest, Charles M., 359
Veterans Housing Authority loans, 226
Veterans of Foreign Wars, 234
Vetoes, 178
Veto power

explanation of, 198, 200
line-item, 200
pocket, 201t
presidential, 198, 200, 201t, 205

Viacom, 404, 405, 411
Vice presidents, 171, 195, 206, 209, 341
Vietnam War

amnesty for draft evaders, 202
and Congress, 200
conscientious objectors to, 90
events leading to, 520
explanation of, 520–521
and Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, 200
Lyndon B. Johnson and, 200
and Richard M.Nixon, 200
and War Powers Resolution, 180

Villard, Oswald Garrison, 125
Virginia

election of 2012, 391f
Virginia House of Burgesses, 26
Virginia Plan, 35, 37
Volunteers, as campaign staff, 369, 370, 372
Voter canvass, 372
Voter identification laws, 355
Voter News Service (VNS), 291
Voter turnout, 350–360. See also Political participation

and age, 26, 353
and attitudes, 356–357
and civic engagement, 354
and difficulty of voting, 355–356
and early voting options, 357
and educational levels, 350–351
and frequency of elections, 356
and gender, 353
and income, 350–351
and interest in politics, 354
and lack of party influence, 357
methods for improving, 357–360
in presidential elections, 26
and race/ethnicity, 351, 351f, 353
reasons for nonvoting, 354–357, 355f
by women, 119

Vote trading, 184
Voting and voting rights

absentee ballots, 356
and African Americans, 122–124, 127
and age, 24, 25f, 26
and American Indians, 144
ballot access laws, 355
constitutional provision for, 89
exercise of, 10
and felons, 351t
online voter registration, 355
and property requirements, 307
secret ballot, 358
Supreme Court on, 24, 26

voter demographics and vote choice, 347–350, 347f
voter registration, 351t, 355, 359
and women, 119, 122, 125–126, 126f, 127, 353, 435

Voting Rights Act (1965)
background of, 131, 133
effects of, 142, 353
Justice Department violation of, 124
and redistricting, 165

Vouchers, 470

 W
Wade, Henry, 108
Wagner, Robert, 487–488
Wagner Act (1935), 487–488
Wallace, George, 325
Walmart, 116, 117f, 148
Walmart v. Dukes, 116
War of 1812, 515, 526
War on Poverty, 73, 227
War on terrorism. See also Terrorism

89/11 attacks, 100, 16, 524–525
and Afghanistan war, 524–525
and George W. Bush, 524–525, 537
civil liberties and limits on, 110–112
due process rights for detainees, 110–112
explanation of, 525
and Iraq War, 525
military tribunals, 111

War Powers Resolution (1973)
and Congress, 529
explanation of, 180–181, 200, 530–531
function of, 180
and presidential actions, 43, 180–181, 200, 202, 531

Warrantless searches, 100
Warren, Earl, 76, 101, 129, 247f, 267, 274
Warren, Elizabeth, 180f
Wars. See also specific wars

civil liberties during, 91–92
conscientious objectors to, 90
disabled veterans from, 149

Warsaw Pact, 520
Washington, D.C., 148, 162, 181, 254, 340, 342, 476–477
Washington, George

and Constitutional Convention, 35, 46
and Continental Army, 30, 32–33
election of, 193
Farewell Address of, 515
funeral of, 190
on political parties, 306
and presidential authority, 203–204
on role of national government, 33
as slaveowner, 35
and Supreme Court, 250–251
tenure in office, 195

Washington, Martha, 207
Washington Conference (1921), 517
Washington Legal Foundation, 268
Washington Post, 410
Washington State, 97, 357
Washington v. Texas (1967), 87t
Waterboarding, 112
Watergate scandal, 195, 269, 346, 410f
Weapons of mass destruction (WMD), 520. See also Nuclear weapons
Weather Underground, 536
Weber, Max, 234
Web sites. See also Internet

campaign, 380
social networking, 372, 402–403
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in jury pools, 104
and military draft, 136, 140
as national convention delegates, 312
and party identification, 320t, 321
sports participation by, 141
and vote choice, 16, 321, 349
voter turnout by, 119
wage gap of, 141
in workplace, 116, 117f, 118

Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), 50f, 127, 428
Women’s rights

and equal protection clause, 135–136, 138–140, 139t
litigation for equal rights, 135–141
and U.S. foreign policy, 543
voting rights, 119, 122, 125–126, 126f, 127, 353, 435

Women’s rights movement
and Equal Rights Amendment, 136, 138
and Fifteenth Amendment, 122
and Fourteenth Amendment, 122
key events in, 135–141
key groups in, 125–126, 127, 135–141
and Carolyn B. Maloney, 138f
origins of, 119

Women’s Rights Project (ACLU), 430
Wood, George S., 37
Works Progress Administration (WPA), 500
World Anti-Slavery Society, 119
World Bank, 519
World Trade Center, 524–525, 524f, 536
World Trade Organization (WTO), 519, 534–535
World War I, 92, 161, 198, 225, 517, 535
World War II, 146, 225, 226, 273, 518–519
World Wide Web. See Internet
Wounded Knee, South Dakota, 145
Writ of certiorari, 264–266
Writ of habeas corpus, 99, 111, 274
Writ of mandamus, 252
WTO (World Trade Organization), 519, 534–535

 Y
Yalta Conference (1945), 518
Yellow journalism, 400
Yick Wo v. Hopkins (1886), 145–146
Young, Christen Linke, 371
Young Democrats of America, 312
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer (1952), 216, 273
YouTube, 408
Yugoslavia (former), 524

 Z
Zambia, 543
Zedong, Mao, 520
Zogby, John, 290

Webster v. Reproductive Health Services (1989), 108–109, 273
Wedge issues, 328
Weekly Reader, 295
Weeks v. U. S. (1914), 101
Weiner, Anthony, 345
Welfare reform, 73, 504
Wells, H. G., 315
West Wing, White House, 209
Whig Party, 307, 307f
Whips, House, 169, 182, 317
Whips, Senate, 171
Whiskey Rebellion (1794), 203, 251
White House, 214f

cable television coverage of, 412–414
journalists assigned to, 412, 413f
staff, 208, 210
use of social networking sites, 403
West Wing of, 209

Whitmire, John, 165
Willacy Detention Center, 13
Willard, Frances, 441
William, Duke of Cambridge, 79f
Williams, Brian, 412
Williams, Juan, 124
Williams, Roger, 58–69
Willke, Wendell, 305f
Wilson, Edith Bolling Galt, 207
Wilson, James, 193, 251
Wilson, Woodrow

on authority of Supreme Court, 52
on committees, 173
on Congress, 171
and Democratic Party, 317
and federal bureaucracy, 225
foreign policy of, 517
and freedom of speech and press, 92
and health issues, 207
and National Association of  

Manufacturers, 430
and Progressive movement, 486
and Treaty of Versailles, 161, 198
and World War I, 517

Winfrey, Oprah, 16
Winner-take-all system, 325, 337
Wisconsin

election of 2012, 391f
same-day voter registration in, 359

Wolf  v. Colorado (1949), 87t
Women. See also Gender

and candidate quotas, 368
and civil rights issues, 125–126, 127, 135–141
in Congress, 163, 164
and Democratic Party, 321
discrimination against, 125–126, 127, 135
domestic policy for, 451
as federal bureaucrats, 228, 229
as judges/justices, 258t, 260
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2
 1.  b
 2.  d
 3.  a
 4.  d
 5.  a
 6.  b
 7.  c
 8.  e
 9.  b
10.  d

6
  1.  d
  2.  d
  3.  a
  4.  b
  5.  c
  6.  b
  7.  c
  8.  b
  9.  d
 10.  d

8
  1.  a
  2.  b
  3.  e
  4.  d
  5.  d
  6.  c
  7.  e
  8.  e
  9.  b
 10.  b

1
 1.  c
 2.  c
 3.  d
 4.  b
 5.  b
 6.  a
 7.  d
 8.  e
 9.  d
10.  d

3
  1.  c
  2.  a
  3.  e
  4.  b
  5.  a
  6.  c
  7.  a
  8.  b
  9.  d
 10.  c

5
  1.  c
  2.  b
  3.  e
  4.  b
  5.  c
  6.  c
  7.  c
  8.  e
  9.  b
 10.  c

7
  1.  a
  2.  a
  3.  e
  4.  b
  5.  c
  6.  a
  7.  e
  8.  b
  9.  b
 10.  e

9
  1.  c
  2.  d
  3.  c
  4.  a
  5.  c
  6.  d
  7.  e
  8.  a
  9.  e
 10.  d

11
 1.  b
 2.  d
 3.  d
 4.  c
 5.  b
 6.  d
 7.  a
 8.  d
 9.  d
10.  e

13
 1.  e
 2.  d
 3.  c
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